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SWORN STATEMENT OP DR. JOHN THOMAS MASON

Mr. CosTELLO. Kindly state your name to the reporter.

Dr. Mason. John Thomas Mason.
Mr. SnaPLiNG. And your address, Dr. Mason.
Dr. Mason. At present, Cookeyille, Tenn.
Mr. Stiupling. Will you state the place and State of your birth I

Dr. Masox. June 3, i908; Sparta, White County, Tenn.
Mr. Stripling. And ^vhat is your profession?

Dr. Mason. Doctor of medicine, physician.

Mr. Striplincj. Will you giye the committee a brief outline of your
educational background ?

Dr. Mason. EhMuentary school education, ^IcMinnville, Tenn.; high
school, McMinnville, Tenn., High School; bachelor of arts, Vanderbilt
Uniyersity, Nashyille.

Mr. Stripling. What year did you graduate from Vanderbilt Uni-
versity ?

Dr. Mason. As bachelor of arts?

Mr. Stripling. Yes.

Dr. Mason. 1930; doctor of medicine, Vanderbilt University Medi-
cal School, 1933.

Mr. Stripling. Following your graduation in 1933, will you also

outline your professional career up to the present time?
Dr. Mason. Internship, St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.;

private practice of medicine and surgery, McMinnville, Tenn., up until;

June 1, 1940; director of a four-county rural health department under
the Tennessee State Department of Public Plealth from June 1, 1940,

until June 15, 1943. On that date I left for Klamath Falls, Oreg., on
assignment at Tule Lake.
Mr. Stripling. Now, at that time. Doctor, did you take a Civil

Service Commission examination?
Dr. Mason. No, sir. Some years previously I had filled in the un-

assembly forms, just as a matter of general interest, for no particular

reason.

Mr. Stripling. Speak up, please.

Dr. Mason. I had a rating with Civil Service and this offer was senti

to me just at a time when this health department was being closed

because of lack of personnel. I was declared available by the State

chairman of the medical procurement and assignment division of

Tennessee and made available to the War Relocation Authority, and
was assigned to this center by telegram.
Mr. Stripling. On what date did you leave Tennessee for Klamath

Falls?
Dr. Mason. I left Nashville, Tenn., at 7 : 40 on October 15.

Mr. Stripling. Did you proceed directly to Klamath Falls?
Dr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Did you notify Mr. Best, of Tule Lake relocation

center, of your departure and time of arrival?

Dr. Mason. I notified Dr. Carlisle Thompson of my departure, and
he had instructed me to notify Mr. Best the exact time of arrival,

which I (lid, in Chicago.
Mr. Stripling. You wired Mr. Best at Chicago the time you would

arrive at Klamath Falls?
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Dr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. On what date did you arrive at Klamath Falls ?

Dr. Mason. I arrived on the night of October 19.

Mr. Stripling. Did Mr. Best, or anyone connected with W. E. A.,

communicate with you on October 19 ?

Dr. Mason. There was a penciled message at the railroad station

directing me to go to the Willard Hotel in Klamath Falls; that I

would be called for at 8 o'clock on the following morning.
Mr. Stripijng. Did you go to the Willard Hotel ?

Dr. Mason. I went to the Willard Hotel and found that the hotel

was full
;
they had no rooms. Through the kindness of the manager

there, they finally obtained me a room—I might say, by way of ex-

planation, it was the duck-hunting season, and the hotels were well

filled—in a little hotel in another part of the city and left a message
there to tell whoever came for me that I had been, of necessity, re-

quired to get a room in another hotel, and gave the name.
Mr. Stripling. The following morning did anyone from W. K. A.

come in to get you, or did they get in touch with you ?

Dr. Mason. No. I waited until afternoon. Then I felt I should
do something, so I called W. K. A. by long distance.

Mr. Stripling. Now, the Tule Lake relocation center is how far from
Klamath Falls?
Dr. Mason. It is said to be approximately 35 miles.

Mr. Stripling. Did you wait all the following day for someone to

get in touch with you from Tule Lake ?

Dr. Mason. I got Mr. Best by long-distance telephone and told him
of my presence and where I was.. He said, "Wait there."

Mr. Stripling. And how long did you wait ?

Dr. Mason. I waited the remainder of that day and through that
night and the following morning ; in about midmorning a car came by.

Mr. Stripling. In other words, you spent 2 days in Klamath Falls
waiting for someone from the Tule Lake center to come 35 miles to
get you.

Dr. Mason. Two nights and one day.
Mr. Stripling. When you arrived at the Tule Lake relocation center,

to whom did you report ?

Dr. Mason. I went to Mr. Best's office. He was busy at the time, and
then I went directly to the hospital to Dr. Pedicord.
Mr. Stripling. Will you state for the record who Dr. Pedicord is ?

Dr. Mason. Dr. Reese Pedicord is the chief medical officer of the
relocation base hospital at Tule Lake, or was, I might say.
Mr. MuNDT. Who is Mr. Best ?

Dr. Mason. Mr. Best is the director of the relocation center at Tule
Lake. I might say Mr. Best and Dr. Pedicord were the only two names
I knew at that time.
Mr. MuNDT. Do you know Dr. Pedicord's first name?
Dr. Mason. Eeese M. Pedicord, I believe.
Mr. MuNDT. xind Mr. Best's first name?
Dr. Mason. Ray R. Best, I believe.
Mr. Stripling. Did you endeavor to see Mr. Best after you arrived

at the Tule Lake center?
Dr. Mason. I made a number of visits to his office, simplv to report,

as a matter of form, to let him know that I was there. Pfe was busy
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oacli tiiiu\ and I loft word with tlie secretary each time that I had
called. 1 rej)()rted four lo six times; I forget exactly how many.

Mv. STHirMNc. And the position you accepted with the War Reloca-
tion Authority had a rating of V-^y

; is that correct ^

Dr. Mason. That is ri<rlit ; senior medical officer, P-5.
Mr. 8triplin(;. That is a professional rating, Mr. Chairman.
What was the salary accompanying that rating?
Dr. Mason. It was*4G, plus G, $5,200.

Mr. SnapLTNG. After you reported to Dr. Pedicord wdiat assign-

ment did he give you relative to your work at the hospital ?

Dr. Mason. May 1 make an ex[)lanatory remark?
Mr. Stkii'Ling. Ves.

Dr. Mason. There had recently three other Caucasian physicians
come, within a period of approximately 3 weeks, so Dr. Pedicord had
a statf of Caucasian physicians for the first time in a short period of
time. I was the last to arrive of a group of four who had arrived
recently.

Mr. Stripling. W^ill you state the names of the four for the record?
Dr. Mason. I am sorry ; I do not know the first names of all of them,

but I know some of them. I am not sure of the order of their arrival.

I think it was in this order: A Dr. Marks, and I do not know^ his first

name; a Dr. Loebman; and a Dr. Dan F. Xoonan; and I.

Mr. Stripling. Was Dr. Loel)man a refugee from Germany?
Dr. Mason. That was the general impression. That is what I heard.
Mr. Stripling. Do you know where he was stationed before he came

to the Tule Lake relocation center?

Dr. Mason. I believe he was in some hospital in Toledo or Akron

—

I am not sure—Ohio; one or the other.

Mr. Stripling. Now, Doctor, if you will give the committee a state-

ment as to the set-up and conditions at the hospital when you arrived
there, and also your opinion of the administration under Dr. Pedicord,
what he was endeavoring to do, and so forth.

Dr. Mason. Shortly after my arrival, since there was now a staff

of Caucasian physicians of some size, we organized according to the

various abilities that we presumably had, and each of the four phys-
icians, with the excepticm of Dr. Pedicord, who assumed only an ad-

ministrative position, were assigned to certain services as their

responsi])i]ity. My particular res}K)nsibility was surgery.

Do you care about the other responsibilities?

Mr. Stripling. No. I think the connnittee would only be con-

cerned chiefly with your duties.

Now, then, give us some idea as to the size of the hospital.

Dr. ^Iason. I might state, by way of ex})lanation, of course, this

responsibility was during the hours of 8 to 5; that is, the immediate
responsibility. And, of course, by alternation, one man served as

officer of the day from 8 to 8, 8 a. m. to 8 a. m. the following day; his

responsil)ility l^eing for the entire hospital from the 5 o'clock hour
until 8 o'clock of the following morning. That was by rotation.

As to the hos])ital, I never counted the beds, but the hospital was
presumed to be about 250 beds. 'It was a typical Army-style base hos-

pital, which I ])resume describes it well enough, with wards ranging
from A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H.

!Mr. CosTEiJX). How were the wards situated; each in a separate

"wing of a building?
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Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. CosTELLO. But all connected together?

Dr. Mason. Yes
;
by covered passageways.

Mr. CosTELLo! And it was a wooden building ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. Stripling. Was it your understanding when you arrived, Dr.

Mason, that before the arrival of the first four doctors which you men-
tioned—the Caucasian doctors—that Dr. Pedicord was the only

Caucasian ?

Dr. Mason. That was my understanding.

Mr. Stripling. And the others on the staff were Japanese, interned

Japanese ?

Dr. Mason. That was my understanding.

Mr. Stripling. What was the purpose of bringing in Caucasian

doctors ?

Dr. Mason. Well^ I can hardly say. I do not know, officially, just

what the purpose was. I presume it was for the purpose of reorganiz-

ing and making the administration more efficient. I had been led to

believe that was the reason. I had been led to believe there was some
effort to get Caucasian physicians. I believe so.

Mr. Stripling. In any of your discussions with Dr. Pedicord, did
you get the impression that he was seeking to set up an administra-

tion which would save the Government money ?

Dr. Mason. I very definitely got that impression. I was told that

there were considerable extravagances that had existed previous to

his arrival, and I can say, according to his statement, he had been
able to effect considerable savings, reductions in both personnel and
expenditures.
Mr. CosTELLO. How large a Japanese staff was there in the hospital ?

Dr. Mason. There were, in all, I should say, about 10 Japanese
physicians. During my short stay there, there were only 4 who were
actively engaged in practice ; two arresting, and 4 others were just in

and out, more or less, apparently, for curiosity. I do not know why
they were working:, or assigned.

Mr. CosTELLO. How about the nurses' staff?

Dr. Mason. I do not know the exact size of the Japanese nursing
personnel. As I recall, there were eight Caucasian nurses.
Mr. CosTELLO. Were those new arrivals ?

Dr. Mason. Some of them were new arrivals; recent arrivals, I
might say.

Mr. Stripling. At the time you arrived at the Tule Lake relocation
center. Dr. Mason, was there a strike in progress on the part of the
internees who were working on the farms and in the packing sheds ?

Dr. Mason. That was the general impression. I heard there was a
strike. I was not particularly concerned, but I was told soon after my
arrival that there was a strike ; that the workers refused to harvest the
crops which were ready to be harvested at that time.
Mr. Stripling. Was there a definite resentment on the part of the

Japanese doctors in the hospital as well as the evacuees, generally,
against the Caucasian doctors and Caucasian administration of the
hospital ?

Dr. Mason. I gradually learned that there was. I did not know at
the time.
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Mr. Stripling. Would you state for the information of the commit-
tee the general attitude and actions of the evacuees who would come
to the hospital for treatment ?

Dr. Mason. Well, some of the activities were rather confusing. I

had been led to expect some activities that would be confusing.

And I might give one particular instance, if you think it would be
of any interest.

Mr. Stripling. All right.

Dr. Mason. We had clinics every day, divided into various subjects

such as surgical, medical, obstetrical, pediatric, and other clinics, and
we were assigned not necessarily according to our service, because there

were not enough of us to strictly limit ourselves to our particular service

for which we were responsible in the in-patient department.
But in the clinics we found many patients who presumably could

not speak J!lnglish.

On one or more occasions I had a little Japanese girl who interpreted

for me, and w^as very agreeable. I remember one instance in particular

where I worked at some length to determine the ailment or complaint
of a patient, and I found, as was frequently true, the purpose of coming
to the hospital apparently was to obtain more or better food or special

diets. >

I was presented with this request, after a long discussion, by interpre-

tation, and for reasons which were professional and for which I did

not consider the necessity, I refused.

And on more than one occasion I was immediately assailed by a

barrage of English words from the individual who could not speak
English.
Mr. Stripling. Do you know of instances in the hospital where

Japanese doctors admitted patients with some slight injury or minor
illness or ailment which would not require hospitalization?

Dr. Mason. One effort Dr. Pedicord had made, in some of his in-

structions

Would this be of interest to you ?

Mr. Stripling. Yes.
Dr. Mason. He had instructed us in a few things particularly. He

had told us that there would be confusion ; that every effort would be
made to confuse us. That example I gave w^as one.

He also told us there were many, many requests, and he told us,

in general, our answer would be, "No." He also told us there were
too many admissions to the hospital; that we were doctors; that he
knew we would know the necessity for admittance and that he expected
us to limit those admittances to those really necessary cases.

I remember one admission being made by a Japanese physician with-

out consulting me. It was so arranged that the hospital service should
be consulted concerning the admission of a patient.

I found the man had a sty on his eye, which commonly is known
as hordeolum. He had been admitted by a Japanese physician with
a diagnosis of cellulose of the orbit, and hordeolum.

I did not judge he needed hospitalization. To be careful, I allowed
that patient to remain a full day and I dismissed him only after con-

sulting with the Japanese physician who had admitted him and got
his agreement, which I thought was wholehearted, that he should be
dismissed.
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Of coni-se, we understood and were told, that we were all professional

men, and that we must act with each other as professional men. And
it is more or less second nature with a physician to do that, I might say,

a physician who wants to do what is correct, by proper medical
courtesy.

Mr. CoSTELLO. Speak a little louder. Doctor; it is a little difficult

to hear.

Dr. Mason. I am sorry. That is one instance.

Mr. Stripling. Now, could you give us some idea of w^hat transpired

at the staff meetings of the hospital, by physicians of both Caucasian
and Japanese?

Dr. Mason. We had, on several occasions, I do not remember just

how many—but on several occasions semiprivate Caucasian staff meet-
ings, and we had two or three combined staff meetings, including both
the Caucasian and the Japanese physicians.

All of these staff meetings were quite agreeable, with the exception
of the last, which was held on Saturday morning, October 30. 1 believe.

At that time we had a combined staff meeting which was duly called

by a memorandum to each physician, both Japanese and Caucasian,
and some discussions arose which caused some heated arguments be-

tween Dr. Pedicord and one or more of the Japanese physicians.

Specifically, he had indicated very courteously, and without point-

ing to anyone present, the necessity for improving the records of the
hospital, the charts which I can say, as a matter of opinion, certainly

needed improvement.
One young Japanese man, who, I have heard, was not a graduate

—

I do not say that as a matter of fact; I heard that he was not—

•

strenuously objected.

Mr. MrNDT. You said he was not what?
Dr. ]VIason. I said I have heard that he was not a graduate; he

was merely a. medical-school student. I do not know that for a fact.

But he had been, apparentl3% busily engaged in preparing a number
of these charts and he, I think, took it as a personal indictment.
He resented it heatedly. He resented the implication that the charts

were not correct in every detail, or what not.

Dr. Pedicord answered him by saying, "I can prove what I say.

You cannot prove what vou say. You will be embarrassed and I will

not. Shall I go further ?"

That closed the discussion.

Mr. Stripling. Were there Japanese physicians on the staff whom
Dr. Pedicord considered to be strictly disloyal to the United States
Government ?

Dr. Mason. I do not know that I heard any remark as to dis-

loyalty. I heard the remark on a number of occasions that there
was one physician who was troublesome—I will use that word.
Mr. Stripling. Dr. Mason, were you present on November 1, at the

so-called riot at Tule Lake ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. Would you go to this blackboard, please, and draw

a diagram, and in your own words, describe to the committee just
what happened, beginning with 12:45 on the morning of Novem-
ber 1 ?

(Whereupon Dr. Mason drew a sketch on blackboard.)
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Dr. Mason. The general outline of the geography of the situation

in the area concerned in this discussion was approximately this

:

This represents the Japanese colony.

This area is the firebreak in the Japanese colony between the build-

ings, a separation of buildings for the purpose of preventing the
spread of fire, should fire occur.

Mr. Stripling. How wide w^ere those firebreaks, approximately?
Dr. Mason. I do not know the exact width of these cross firebreaks

or the exact width of any of them. I would judge this was approxi-
mately 200 feet; purely a matter of estimate. Of course, that just

represents the colony.

There were a great number of different barracks in rows with fire-

breaks between.
But, at any rate, at the end of the Japanese colony, and separated,

more or less, from the Caucasian area, was a large cross firebreak ap-
proximately in proportion about tluit size. I would judge it was a

thousand feet, roughly, making a T or vertical lines from this break.
The base hospital w\as approximately in this position, just over

this open area. There was no fence, no barricade at all, between the
Japanese colony and the Caucasian area.

This will represent the hospital and the various wards. There is

some detail about the front of the hospital that might be interesting.

Mr. Stripling. All right. Just go right ahead, if you will, Doctor.
Dr. IMason. I cannot very well draw^ this to scale, but there is some-

thing of interest here. This is not an actual diagram except for the
area that I want to show.
This is a front screened porch with the entrance hall here.

This is Dr. Pedicord's office, in this position ; the information desk
in approximately this position; the head nurse's office here, and the
administration building approximately 500 feet from the hospital,

roughly, in this position.

That is the general diagram.
Mr. Stripling. Now, will you begin at 12 : 45, when this crowd

began to move on the administration building and the hospital on
November 1, and describe what you saw and know, of your own
knowledge ?

Dr. Mason. Well, I happen to know the time very well, because I

had just returned from lunch, and I was about 15 minutes early. I
went to my office in one of the wards.

We had arranged little offices in the first room of the ward for each
of us, and I was not engaged at the time.

But across the hall from each of these offices, or some of them, at

least, there was a cliart room, record room, where a varying number
of Japanese girls, nonprofessional personnel, but little girls who were
being treated as ward aids, kept the records, and attended to the

different functions of the ordinary routine of the wards.

Mr. CosTELLO. Doctor, about how many Japanese were employed
altogetlier in the hospital?

Dr. Mason. I think there were about between 100 and 150 at the

time I arrived. There liad been a great number more previously.

Mr. CosTELLO. AVhat pay w^ere they given ?

Dr. Mason. I am sorry ; I do not know. I never inquired into that.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know what pay the Japanese doctors were
receiving?
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Dr. Mason. I do not know that.

Mr. Stripling. Did you hear the statement made prior to Dr. Pedi-

cord's effort to reduce the personnel expenditure that at one time there

were 800 Japanese employed in the hospital ?

Dr. Mason. I was told that there were approximately 800 such

employees in the hospital at one time previous to his arrival; that

is hearsay.

Mr. Stripling. All right, sir.

Dr. Mason. About 12:45 I noticed these little girls were becoming

restless. I did not pay so much attention to them, but they did get

up and start looking out of the windows, of which there were a great,

number.
Of course, that drew my attention to the windows and I looked out.

I saw, about in this position, a great mass of humanity, just emerg-

ing from the main firebreak into and onto the large cross firebreak.

They were massed together. They did not run. They walked steadily,

men, women, and children, mothers with babes in arms. They were
coming directly toward the Caucasian area.

Somewhere in this area, approximately this position, the crowd
divided and advanced in those general directions.

I w^ondered what it was, but I was not particularly concerned imme-
diately.

Upon the division of the crowd, however, and the fact that they
began to appear on the sides of the hospital in large numbers, I did
become concerned. I did not speak to the Japanese, however, because
I had just about learned that the information you received was not
necessarily correct.

So I proceeded to the front of the building to see if I could find

out from Dr. Pedicord, or some person, just what was going on. I
found Dr. Pedicord standing at the screen door on the front porch,
the entrance south, which was a screen porch with a screen door. He
was in the position of arms on the sides, legs spread apart, with his

back toward me.
The crowd by this time was in front of the hospital. They were

surrounding this building. They were now dispersed, roughly, in
that general position, with a scattering of people along in this area

;

going back and forth.

And I touched him on the shoulder and asked him what was up,
or something to that effect. And he turned and told me to stand at

the door and not let anybody in or anj^body out.

He said, "The Japanese are trying to leave the hospital."

The little girls were, by this time, making some effort to get out and
scurrying to and fro.

He then turned and went back toward his office, and almost imme-
diately upon his departure, two Japanese bo3^s detached themselves
from a group of people in this general area, came to the door and
pushed on it. I put my hands on it and said, "You can't come in."

They turned and rejoined their group, or at least, left.

About that time I heard considerable noise in the corridors of the
hospital, which attracted my attention, and I turned to see, and saw
numbers of Japanese men coming into the different corridors, which
you could see through this general areaway here, coming in from
almost all sides.

Mr. CosTELLo. Were there other entrances to the hospital?
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Dr. Mason. Numerous entrances. Dr. Pedicord, incidently toLd
me he stationed one of the other doctors at another door.
Mr. Stripling. Was that Dr. Marks ?

Dr. Mason. Dr. Marks had been stationed at another door, some-
where in this general direction. I do not know just where he was.
My attention was called to something behind me and when I turned

a group of young men, young Japanese men—by "young" I mean men
who were approximately 18 to 30 years of age, we will say ; I do not
know exactly, but they were virile, strong, young men—approached
the door in the same manner as the two had a short interval previously,
and tried the same tactics.

I said, "You cannot come in."

They brushed me aside without much ado and said, "Ya, ya, ya, ya,"
and rushed right on into the hall.

Mr. CosTELLo. What type of door was there in the front of the
hospital ; a screen door ?

Dr. Mason. This porch had a screen door, yes; that is, the porch
where I was standing, where I was brushed aside.

And they crowded by me, and went into the double wooden doors
of this building, which were open at the time.

Just at this area here was a wooden barricade which had been built

with an areaway for the purpose of approaching the information
desk, where someone was stationed at all hours, to determine the
reason for the entrance into the hospital.

There was a considerable amount of people roaming back and forth
in the hospital, which was confusing and disagreeable to all of us,

certainly. It was our business inasmuch as the barricade was placed
there in such a way to more or less weed out the many visitors except
at certain hours, to find out their business; that is, except for the
people who had permission to come in there; and had been erected

there a few days previously.

That was torn down as the men went in, and they went directly into

Dr. Pedicord 's office.

Mr. CosTELLO. What sort of a railing was there around it ?

Dr. Mason. It was built of 2 b^^ 4's ; it went up to the ceiling, a single

upright to the ceiling, and sort of a barricade of a sort. It had not
been completed. It was in the process of construction.

That was pushed down, back, and they went into the doctor's office,

and by the time I had recovered myself and rushed back in, the first I
saw was the doctor. His office was divided into his secretary's office

here and his private office here, with the door approximately in this

position, just across the barricade, and he was being held by one
Japanese who was behind him, with his arms around his neck, and a
great number of others, or as many as could get around him, were
flailing and beating at him, and he was kicking at that time, making
some effort to get away, I presume.
Mr. Stripling. Approximately, Doctor, how many Japanese would

you say were in the room fighting with Dr. Pedicord ?

Mr. Mason. I would say there were 10 or 15. There was quite a
group, a larger group than first approached me.
At that time 2 or 3 or a smaller number of Caucasion nurses had

lome into the area and saw what was going on, and it occurred to me
[lat perhaps I had better get them into their rooms, not knowing just
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what might happen. And I got them in this room and locked the

door.

There was a door liere that went out into the information desk.

And after we stood there for a second or two, I went out this door
and back around. This all occurred in a matter of seconds, of course,

you understand.
By that time Dr. Pedicord liad been brought back into his office,

after having been dragged out of tlie hospital by these men. I saw
through the window, as I was getting the nurses in this room, him
being dragged out the front door, down the steps, and approximately
here, he was down, and hiter told me he did not renicniber.

was unconscious. And I saw him being kicked and stepped on there.

Mr. Stripling. By this same group of Japanese ? .

Dr. Mason. By this same group.
Mr. Stripling. Of approximately 10 or 15?

Dr. Mason. Approximately. By that time there was considerable

confusion, of course, in the hospital. It was full of Japanese people,

mostly men. I do not remember seeing any women at all at this time;

I would say mostly men.
And just at that time the other doctor, who had been stationed at

another door, and whom I had not seen since before lunch, came
through the hallway rather excitedly and said that they had pushed
him out. I told him that I had also been pushed out.

And we went into the room and this doctor immediately took the
telephone and called the administration building, specifically calling
for Mr. Best.

Mr. Stripong. Just a moment. Doctor.
In the meantime, had Dr. Pedicord returned?
Dr. Mason. He had been brought back.
Mr. Stripling. By the nurses ?

Dr. Mason. One of his nurses, a nurse that he had brought with
him, who was a brave person. But the Japanese had already dis-
banded, more or less. She simply shooed them off. I did not actually
see that occurrence, but by the time I got back in here, he had been
brought back in.

He was in a condition at that time that I might describe as mild
shock. His blood pressure was lower than it should have been ; I do
not remember his exact beat, but his pulse was slow. However, he
was not unconscious at the time. We were considerably disturbed
about him. We did not know just what his condition vras. We were
not in a position to get bim supplies or first-aid equipment from the
rest of the hospital, because this was purely an administrative area.
And as I say, the doctor called and asked for M. P.'s or soldiers for

help.

Mr. MuNDT. Did he show any physical signs of injury? Was he
bleeding, or did he show signs of violence ?

Dr. Mason. He liad what is commonly known as a black eye and he
had a hemorrhage of the entire area of the eye.
The cornea and sclera were red, that is, hemorrhage between the

tissues. He had a bruise on his cheek. He complained of his arm
hurting, his abdomen, and his chest and leg.

We managed to get a few bandages and some metliyolate or some
other antiseptic and dressed his leg and watched him closely. But
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in the meantime, this doctor had made from three to five calls, and he
called for help.

Mr. CosTELLO. Who ^Yas the doctor ?

Dr. Mason. Dr. Marks. He ^Yas the doctor who had been stationed

at some other door. I could not now account for some other physician.

There was still one other who on Saturday before this occurrence had
been officially transferred to another area, that is, another center, Dr.
Noonan. He had been sent to Granada, in Colorado, so he was not
present during this particular disturbance.

Mr. Stripling. Now, coming back to the call to Mr. Best, you say

Dr. Marks called Mr. Best from Dr. Pedicord's office ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. Stripling. After Dr. Pedicorcl had been brought back and you
had examined him ?

Dr. Mason. He was put on a little table here and we were all around
him.
Mr. Stripling. Wlien Dr. Marks called, did he ask for Mr. Best?
Dr. Mason. He called for Mr. Best's office, and asked for Mr. Best.

Mr. Stripling. What was said, to the best of 3^our knowledge, in

that conversation ? What did he ask for ? What did he say, in other
words ?

Dr. Mason. Well, the call was essentially this: Send somebody,
M. P.s or soldiers or help. The hospital is being overrun and Dr.
Pedicord has been badly beaten.

That is essentially what he said. I do not know what the answer
was.
Mr. Stripling. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. MuNDT. How fast did the INI. P.s get there ?

Dr. Mason. They did not get there.

Mr. Stripling. How soon was it before he called again ?

Dr. Mason. He called, as a matter of seconds, probably. We were
considerably excited, as you can well imagine. We were anxious to
get some sort of help over there.

Mr. Stripling. How many times do you think he called ?

Dr. Mason. He called from three to five times.

Mr. Stripling. Did an3^one come ?

Dr. Mason. No one came.
Mr. Stripling. How long did you wait for help ?

Dr. Mason. After his last call, which I judge was from 5 to 15
minutes—I have to be rather wide in my estimate of time, because
you are not much in a position to judge time under such circumstances,
but it was a short while that I said I would try to get to the administra-
tion building and find out why we could not get some help and see if

I could get some.
There was some woman who had come into the room, who was a

member of the W. R. A. visiting personnel from Washington, I be-
lieve

Mr. Stripling. What was her name, Doctor?
Dr. Mason. Her name was Shipps.
Mr. Stripling. Miss Shipps?
Dr. Mason. I think it was Mrs. Shipps. She was a social welfare

worker, and had gone out in the same car I had gone out, and I talked
with her on our trip out to the center. I think she had just arrived
on an official or routine visit, I presume.
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Well, when I suggested that I go to the administration building, she

said, "I will go with you." And we started out together. We were

not molested, and there were over 1,000 people in this area at the time.

It had more or less quieted. We could hear them back in these

hallways, but we were not accosted by anybody on leaving the hospital.

Just about the same position where the doctor had been down and
beaten or stepped on, a Japanese man approached from the crowd and
said, "I am in charge here."

I do not recall exactly what the conversation was, but I do remember
Miss Shipps more or less berating the man, and telling him he was
doing a poor job ; that the hospital was being overrun by Japanese, and
what was he doing about it.

Mr. Stripling. Could Miss Shipps speak Japanese?
Dr. Mason. Yes. She spoke Japanese and wrote Japanese, I am

told she could, fluently. He smiled and repeated his statement that

he was in charge there.

We proceeded without being further detained by this particular

man.
Along about here is a small fence, approximately this position;

I do not have my distances accurately placed, but there is a small frame
fence with a number of gates in it which is more or less enclosing this

area of the hospital grounds, and we were approaching the gate to get

out and the crowd was roughly in this position.

Just about when we reached the gate, a Caucasian woman rushed
over from this direction, which was in the direction of the Caucasian
apartments, screaming that those people had stolen her car and scream-
ing for somebody to do something. That was, essentially, what she
said.

Miss Shipps left me and rushed over in this direction, and just

about that time a car came around, about the parking area along here,

and stopped with a Japanese boy in it; just stopped there abruptly.
And that was as much as I saw of that particular incident.

I continued on my way. She found the nerve to investigate this

particular affair, and I think felt that she could determine something
from these people because she did speak the language, and, apparently,
was confident of her ability to do that.

I made an effort to get to the administration building, but the
crowd managed to keep me in more or less of a straight path. Every
time I managed to get by, I was approached by a group and just more
or less kept from going in the direction I wanted to go.

That continued until I got almost over to my particular barracks,
which was approximately in this direction. At the end room. Dr.
Loebmann's quarters were in that room. My quarters at that time
were approximately in that position. I had not seen Dr. Loebmann
since this came up. The only two that I knew about were Dr. Pedicord

I and Dr. Marks.
It occurred to me that I would have some reason for being in that

direction, should I be accosted. And I was accosted along in this area
by three or four Japanese men who said, "You can't come any further."

I told them I was looking for Dr. Loebmann. That was an excuse.
They said, "You can't come any further."

I said, "Would you look for him for me?"
62626—44—vol. 16 2
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I said, "He lives just there," and I pointed to his house.
And one man ^Yent to the door, knocked like that, opened it and shut

it quickly, and said, ''He is not there."

Then, imniediatelv, two or three of these boys came to me and
said, "Come with us."

And they escorted me to the administration building, exactly where
I wanted to go. The crowd gave way as we went through them.
They were completely surrounding this building in large numbers.
The doors w^ere opened by the Japanese people, and I was shoved in.

Mr. Stripling. Did they make any remarks when they shoved
you in ?

Dr. Mason. They used some uncomplimentary terms on various
occasions.

Mr. STRirLiNG. To you?
Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. What was it, specifically, that they said when they

pushed you in the door of the administration building?
Dr. Mason. Well, should I

Mr. Stripling. Do you want that off the record, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CosTELLO. I do not know that it is specifically necessary.

Dr. Mason. Suppose we leave that out.

Mr. Stripling. Is it what you would call an unprintable name?
Dr. Mason. It was uncomplimentary. It was usually "white" so-

and-so.

Mr. Stripling. They did refer to you as a "white" so-and-so ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
On entering the building, or being pushed into the building, I found

a great number of Caucasian people in the building. It was so con-

structed that you could see all the way through the building, more or
less, with the exception of one or two offices that had some frosted

glass by an ordinary wainscoting or flooring with plate glass com-
pleting the half wall, separating the various offices or cubicles.

Mr. CosTELLO. It would have been impossible for you to get through
that crowd, you believe, if these other Japanese had not actually

escorted you through the crowd to the administration building?
Dr. Mason. I would not have attempted it because of my repeated

efforts to get through the crowd. And I was not molested, but I was
immediately approached by a closed group of people who looked at

me in such a way as to indicate that they did not expect me to get by.

And I took the hint. There w^ere a number of people in here; I
would judge, roughly, 100. There have been many estimates of the
number of people in that building. I do not know. I did not count
them, but there were a number.
Mr. Stripling. And they were all Caucasians ?

Dr. Mason. All Caucasians. I believe I saw no Japanese, except
on repeated occasions a group of Japanese men marched all the way
through the building from the crowd in a military manner, and in-

spected us coolly.

At this point in the building is the office of Mr. Best. There was
quite a group of people in that particular area, and my attention was
attracted and I proceeded down the long hallway to that area, and
there, looking through the glass, I could see Mr. Best.

I remember specifically seeing Mr. Best and Mr. Dillon Myer, who,
is the National Director of W. R. A., I believe. They, apparently,
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were inconvenienced. There were a group of Japanese men sitting

against the wainscoting in this area, and they were talking back and
forth.

The secretary's office was in approximately this position, and I was
somewhere in that area, and- 1 saw one man here who looked official

to me, and I told him we needed some help at the hospital, and told

him essentially what Dr. Marks had said over the phone.

He was very kind, but he said he could not call the Army. Yet
I am told there was an Army of 1,000 men situated in this area in an
encampment there, where they had been for some months, I under-

stand.

Mr. CosTELLo. How close to the administration building was that?

Dr. Mason. I would judge about 500 feet. It was not very far.

Mr. CosTELLo. Where was the entrance from the outside to the

center ?

Dr. Mason. The front gate was approximately in this area.

Mr. CosTELLo. The Army would come in around in that area, then ?

Dr. Mason. Tliey had their gates in these areas. I remember one
gate particularly along here, because I had the pleasure of seeing them
enter that gate later.

Mr. Stripling. Now, you say you reported this to some official. Did
you later learn his name ?

Dr. Mason. I presume he was an official.

Mr. Stripling. Was that Mr. Black?
Dr. Mason. His name was Black, I believe.

Mr. Stripling. What did he say to you, as you recall it.

Dr. Mason. As I recall, essentially, that the Army could be called

only by Mr. Best or Mr. Myer ; at least, that was my understanding.
Mr. Stripling. But you did explain to him that the hospital was

being overrun, and Dr. Pedicord had been beaten, and you wanted
help.

Dr. Mason. He wanted to know how badly he had been beaten and
if he was in a serious condition.
And I told him by the time I had left that we had not been able to

determine the exact extent of his injuries ; that we thought by reason of
our discussion, that he had internal injuries because he had complained
bitterly of his abdomen and chest, and he had been kicked there.

Mr. Stripling. Did Dr. Pedicord tell you that he had been kicked
there?

Dr. Mason. I remember him saying this: He said "I saw one Jap
coming with his feet toward my abdomen, and I tensed my muscles in
order to protect myself."

I remember him making that statement.
Mr. Stripling. And you reported this to Mr. Black ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. What did Mr. Black do then ?

Dr. IVIason. Mr. Black managed, in the course of a few minutes, to
get the attention of somebody in the room, I don't know whether it was
Mr. Best or not, and what he said or how he managed to do it, I do not
Imow ; at any rate, there was some question in my mind, and by general
discussion around in the group subdued discussion for some time after
that, we began to feel that probably the Army had better not come in at
that time, and I did not press the matter much further.
These people were closely packing the building.
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Mr. Stripling. You mean the Japanese people from the outside?

Dr. Mason. The Japanese people from the outside. This place had
a double door which was open, and at this other double door there were
more, but this was the one 1 was concerned with, was the one where I

was brought in, and the Japanese would march in through this door
and out through the hall at intervals.

A group of 5 or 10 or 15 of them went out the doors at different

times, but at regular, or rather, at repeated intervals that occurred.

Mr. CosTELLO. Awhile ago, when you said they marched through in

military fashion, what did you mean?
Dr. Mason. I mean, their heads were erect.

Mr. CosTELix). Were they in step or in unison ?

Dr. Mason. I would not say they were in unison; but they had a

very important air, I might say.

Mr. Mundt. You said Mr. Black managed to get the attention of

either Mr. Myer or Mr. Best. Why did not Mr. Black just call them in

and talk with them ?

Dr. Mason. Well, these Japanese were in conference. He told me
they were busy, and they obviously were busy

;
very busy. The Japanese

were in conference here.

Mr. Mundt. Would you say that business was instigated by the Jap-
anese or by Mr. Myer and Mr. Best ?

Dr. Mason. Well, this particular group of Japanese had come in as

a self-appointed committee, I am told, to present demands to Mr. Best
and to i\Ir. Myer, who happened to be there.

Mr. Stripling. What you mean is that the situation was very tense

at the time.

Dr. Mason. Yes, sir; very tense, and I think it would have been un-
healthy to have Mr. Best come out and consult with anybody else at

that particular time. That is my opinion.

Mr. MuxDT. The chances are that this committee of Japanese were in

the office at the time Dr. Marks talked to Mr. Best.

Dr. Mason. Yes
;
they undoubtedly were. I presume that was true.

In other words, that was my interpretation of the situation.

Mr. Mundt. Mr. Best might have concluded it was not to his personal
good health to send anybody over to the hospit^il at that time.

Dr. Mason. Well, just what transpired at that time, I do not know.
I do not speak Japanese, and I do not understand Japanese, and for
that reason I do not know exactly what transpired. I was told that
they were presenting demands in there.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know what time it was when you went into

the administration buildiug?
Dr. Mason. I would judge it was around 1 : 30. It was a matter of

a very short time from the beginning of this occurrence until I had
finally gotten in there, because my purpose in going, with the delay I

mentioned here, was to get to these people for that purpose.
You understand this was completely enclosed and I could look out

the windows. There are a number of windows in all of the buildings,

and there were still a considerable number of Japanese people in this

areaway at that time.

Mr. CosTOLLo. About what number of Japanese would you say were
in that area?

Dr. Mason. It would be difficult for me to say. There were certainly

over a thousand, and I think a great many more than that.
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But I have seen various estimates in the last month as to the number
in that crowd, and I am probably no better at judging than somebody
else. I would say there were six to ten thousand at this stage [indicat-

ing].

Mr. MuNDT. Was the office in which Mr. Myer and Mr. Best seated in

such a position that they could look out the windows and see these

mobsters out there ?

Dr. Mason. Oh, yes. There were windows practically everywhere.

The buildings are almost all windows.
Mr. MuNDT. In other words, they did not need any telephone call,

then, to let them realize there was trouble there?

Dr. Mason. Well, I judge not. I do not know whether they looked

in that direction or not, but we certainly saw them coming away down
here. They had to cross an open area of a thousand feet.

And the Army was in this position.

Mr. MuNDT. Was this a quiet mob, or did they make some noise?

Dr. Mason. They just walked determinedly and without hesitation,

and proceeded on their way in the general direction that I pointed out.

Mr. CosTELLO. Both women and children—as well as men ?

Dr. Mason. They were all there.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did they carry any arms that you observed ?

Dr. Mason. I never saw any arms except I saw two Japanese men
with pocketknives whittling at the windows and smiling.

Mr. Stripling. And were the faces of the Japanese pressed up
against the windows ?

Dr. Mason. I was in this area on a number of occasions when a

Japanese came up and pressed his nose against the window and smiled.

His smile was ever present.

Mr. Stripling. This army of Caucasian employees in the adminis-
tration building, did they consider themselves to be prisoners in there?

I mean, they were there against their will.

Dr. Mason. Some had been brought there just as I had.
Mr. Stripling. Were any brought there while you were there ?

Dr. Mason. There were some brought in while I was there. On
two occasions there was an effort made by one person in the room, that
I remember; I mean, I remember one person who made an effort to

get out and was returned quickly.

Mr. Stripling. In other words, everybody there considered them-
selves restrained against their free will and they did not feel that they
were free to leave.

Dr. Mason. We were not free to leave, because efforts were made
to leave.

Mr. RoLPH. May I ask a question ?

What were these Caucasians, the white people, doing in there, out-
side of Mr. Myer and Mr. Best ?

Dr. Mason. Those were the only two I knew.
Mr. RoLppi. What were they doing ?

Dr. Mason. They were waiting there. We had nothing to do but
wait. We did not know what to expect, but were alarmed. I can say
I was alarmed. I can speak only for myself. I should say, in my
opinion, that other people were alarmed.
Mr. CosTELLO. Doctor, there has been some allegation made that

there were boxes of straw and oil-soaked rags found around the ad-
ministration building.
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Did vou see anything of that character ?

Dr. Mason. I did not see anything at that time. The crowd com-
pletely surrounded the building, and I saw nothing.

Some time later I did see, in another area, in a warehouse building
next to the hospital, some boxes with excelsior in them. AVhether
they were oil-soaked or not, I do not know. I did not examine them
at all, and I would not have noticed that, had not Dr. Marks called

my attention to it, and pointed it out.

Mr. CosTELLO. You do not know^ whether they were brought there,

or how they got there?

Dr. Mason. He just pointed it out as an interesting observation
later.

Mr. CoSTELLO. They were not boxes of excelsior from unpacking
hospital supplies or anything like that, were they?

Dr. Mason. I do not know what they would have been doing under
the building. There were just two or three such packages, and the

remainder of it was clean and clear.

Mr. CosTELLO. Their being there was not incidental at alH
Dr. Mason. I would judge not, but I do not know.
Mr. Stripling. You went in there at 1:30, approximately?
Dr. Mason. I w^ould say approximately.
Mr. Stkipling. How long did you remain there ?

Dr. Mason. We were there until about a quarter of 5 that after-

noon, waiting and wondering.
Mr. Stripling. Was there much apprehension on the part of the

Caucasian employees?
Dr. Mason. Apparently so.

Mr. CosTELLo. And people were excited?

Dr. Mason. Apparently so.

There were a number of different remarks made at different times
that made it rather uncomfortable, I might say. to put it mildly.

Mr. Stripling. Did you observe the crowd on the outside sur-

rounding the administration building?
Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. Could you give the committee some idea as to their

behavior, or w^as there anything that occurred ?

Dr. Mason. They were rather still; that is, most of the time they
were rather still and just standing with stolid expressions, apparently
waiting, too. We all, apparently, played a waiting game.
But I did have occasion to notice—I do not know whether it was

called to my attention or not—but I did have occasion to notice the

disposition of this crowd. We will let this circle indicate the outer

fringe of the crowd.
They were closely packed around the building.

This double door was open and they were in a slightly semicircular,

position just outside of the door. A few w^ould come into the entrance

and stand there, close to the entrance.

Here was a microphone and a loudspeaker system w^hich had been

set up by somebody for the purpose of making announcements or
speeches, I presume. A number of speeches were made later.

I did have this much observation of this crowd: We had sufficient'

time, but I do not think our observations w^ere any too dependable at

that time, but I do remember that it seemed there was a disposition of
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women and children and old men in this position, and next to tlie

building.

At frequent intervals during this number of liours there was a little

part in the center of this crowd, and a large group of young Japanese
men would march along through this crowd, in a manner similar to

the ones who marched through the building; same general attitude

and same general disposition. Tliey seemed to be sort of a pep team,

1 might sa}^, if you get my meaning. But that occurred frequently.

They were more or less in the center of the crowed.

Mr. CosTELLO. About how deep was that crowd ; 10 deep or 20 deep ?

Dr. Mason. I think they were 40 to C)0 deep ; it was a large crowd.
Mr. MuNDT. Did this crowed continue in Mr. Best's office all that

time?
Dr. Mason. It continued from the time of my arrival and had obvi-

ously been going on some time before I arrived. They did nht convene
on my arrival. And it continued until approximately a quarter of
5 that afternoon. At that time the committee arose and marched out.

As I recall, one man stopped at the microphone and began a loud
speech, or, rather, he began to speak.

Mr. MuNDT. In Japanese?
Dr. Mason. Yes. The crowd was attentive, and they were never at

any time particularly unruly or disorderly. They would get restless,

as anybody would, standing for a number of hours, but other than the
two I saw whittling and the appearance of exhortation that went on
occasionally in the crowd, I saw no particular disturbance.

At about a quarter of 5—and these times, gentlemen, are, you
understand, not strictly accurate by my watch; I judge this—the

crowd went out and this man made a speech, and w-ithin a short while
they began to jump in from the crowd and make speeches. There
were from three to five speeches. It got rather tiresome because we
were wondering what was going to happen, as we had been wondering
for some time, and shortly afterward I heard somebody whisper to

Mr. Myer, "You had better si)eak to these people."
And he came from this office and went directly to the microphone

and began a very short speech.

Mr. CosTELLO. Who whispered to Mr. Myer?
Dr. Mason. Mr. M^^er is National Director of W. R. A.
Mr. CosTELLo. No. Who w^as it that spoke to him?
Dr. Myer. One of the white men in the building ; I do not know. I

just heard the words. And they came by me as they went to the
microphone.
Mr. Stripling. Following Mr. Myer's speech, what happened?
Dr. IVfASON. Following his speech, a Japanese man, and I do not

remember whether he came from outside or inside, but he immediately
seized the microphone and began a speech, which I presume was an
interpretation of Mr. Myer's speech : I do not know.

I can say thnt Mr, Myer said bluntly and flatly that they would grant
no demands. He did say that they had received their committee and
had received many demands. I learned that one of their chief de-
mands was the dismissal of the Caucasion personnel in the hospital,
much to my surprise.
But then, very shortly afterward, as I said, a number of different

speeches w^ere made in Japanese—very shortly afterward some man
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o:ot to the microphone and this person wliom I spoke to you about
l)reviously, ^liss Shipps, wlio a])parently kne\Y Japanese, happened
to be near at the time, and there was some remark made about it being
a Buddist priest—he said a few words and the Japanese people re-

moved their hats and went down on one knee in a mass.
Mr. Stripling. The wliole crowd went down?
Dr. Mason. So far as I know. Where I was looking, they were all

down.
Mr. Stripling. That is, as you observed the crowd.
Dr. Mason. Yes. Whether every person went down in the whole

circle, I do not know.
Mr. STRipLiN(i. But the ones that you saw, did.

Dr. Mason. Yes, sir. Some comment was given through the micro-
phone system and the remark was made that they were doing obeisance

to the Jap'^nese Emperor, but I do not know.
Mr. Stripling. Did Miss Shipps make that remark?
Dr. Mason. I think so.

]\Ir. Costeli.o. How long did they remain kneeling?
Dr. Mason. Very shortly; just a matter of seconds, and then they

arose and started off. They went rather quietly. They dispersed and
went off about as quietly as they had come.
With the exception of this little demonstration of roughness over at

the hospital, that is, essentially, what happened that day, from my
observation.

Mr. CosTELLO. You do not know whether any help was ever sent to

the hospital during the time the disturbance was going on, or not ?

Dr. ]\rAS0N. There was no military sent there. I went back to the

hospital as soon as T\'e could get out. AVe began to filter out of the
building then, although the Japanese remained about the area from
then on. There were always a few standing around.

Mr. Stripling. Now, after the crowd dispersed, you returned to the

hospital?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. What did you find when you went back and saw Dr.

Pedicord ?

Dr. Mason. Well, he was still there. He was now seated in a chair

with the group I had left there some hours before, approximate!}' 3 or

4 hours before. It was approximately the same number.
^fr. Stripling. Tell us wlio was present in that <Troup.

Dr. Mason. Well, Dr. ]\Iarks was there, and, as I remember, two of
the nurses at least, and another one would come in occasionally; back
and forth, and Dr. Pedicord 's wife was there at that time.

She described her experience during the afternoon. They had
stopped her car and had gotten in, but somehow she had managed to

get to her home during this demonstration, which was some distance

over from the Army site, and slightly back of the administration build-

ing.

Mr. Stripling. Will you describe now to the committee what hap-
pened after you returned to Dr. Pedicord's office?

Dr. Mason. I had not been back there very long until somebody
looked out the window and stated that Mr. Myer and Mr. Best were
coming.
As I recall, three men came from the administration building.
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The crowd had dispersed by this time, and as I recall, I know that

Mr. Best and Mr. Myer—you remember, gentlemen, I told you I had
not met Mr. Best. I had not. I had seen him and had asked people;

in other words, I had identified him but I had never met him up to this

time. I had been there from th<» 2()lh until the 1st of Noveml)er.

And shortly after he came in, I approached him and told liim that I

presumed he was Mr. Best. I had not had the pleasure of meeting him.

And he agreed that he was; so for that reason I presume it was Mr.

Best.

Mr. Stripling. Now, you say that Mrs. Pedicord was there.

Dr. Mason. Yes. She was there.

Mr. Stripling. Was she concerned over the condition of husband?
Dr. Mason. Well, she was considerably upset. He was certainly not

a very beautiful sight to behold. He was very jolly, apparently feel-

ing very well. He said his arm hurt and his leg hurt considerable.

His chin area had been badly bruised, painfully bruised, and he was
sore, necessarily, but he at that time frequently was minimizing the in-

juries done to him. He was rather jocular.

And when JMr. Myer and Mr. Best
Mr. Stripling. Just a moment, Doctor. Do you think that Dr.

Pedicord had a reason in minimizing his injuries or in trying to, so

called, appear not to be injured as nmch as you considered he really

was injured?
Dr. Mason. Well, I hardly know. His general attitude was that

"I am a good man and they can't get me down."
Mr. Stripling. Is it not true he did not want to be seen by the

Japanese ?

Dr. Mason. He did not want the Japanese to see him; no.

Mr. Stripling. He did not want the Japanese to see him or get the
idea that he had been compelled to submit to them, so to speak.

Dr. Mason. That is right. I think it was a matter of personal pride.

It was my imi^ression that he did not care to be considered a martyr
at all.

But Mr. Myer and Mr. Best, and this other gentleman, arrived
shortly and they came in and asked him how he felt.

And we were more or less gathered around, then, to see what would
be said, and very shortly after Mr. Myer told all of us that we must
be very careful; that this might become an international incident,

and we had to be very careful what we thought or said.

He said, "You see the doctor is not injured; this does not amount
to anything."
Mr. Stripling. When he made that statement, did you say anything

to Mr. Myer ?

Dr. Mason. Well, frankly, I resented the whole situation, I do not
mind telling you. I resented it very much, and I stated—well, I do
not care to repeat my statement.
Mr. Stripling. I think, if you do not mind making it. Doctor, that

the committee would like to have it, because it reflects the attitude
of an eyewitness to the affair, and also somebody who was serving under
Dr. Pedicord.

Dr. Mason. Well. I pointed to Dr. Pedicord, who was not very beau-
tiful to behold, and I admit I was angry, and I said, "Here is my chief
lying here, beaten by these Japanese."
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And I asked him if he remembered December 7, 1941, when Cordell
Hull was talkin<r to the Japanese delegates in an attempt to be peace-

ful, and if he remembered the attack on Pearl Harbor. That was
essentially what I said.

I said, "That to me, sir, was an international incident, and this is

war."
Mr. Strii'ling. What was Mr. Myer's reply to that?

Dr. Mason. He did not reply.

Mr. Stripling. What happened after your remark?
Dr. Mason. Then the discussion came up as to whether or not we

would remain there or whether we would <^o out as a body, the Cau-
casian personnel in the hospital. And we were asked to express our-

selves on the subject.

Mr. Myer had said that he could not guarantee it, but he believed

that there was no further danger. And the general opinion was that

we should remain, which we agreed to do.

Dr. Pedicord suggested that they ask each person how they felt.

Unfortunately, again, he asked me first. I guess I had earned his

attention previously.

Mr. Stripling. What was your reply ?

Dr. Mason. I told him that I could not conscientiously further serve

the Japanese professionally. I can quote that statement.

JNIr. Stripling. Did Mr. Myer and Mr. Best then leave ?

Dr. Mason. Yes. And we agreed we would keep Dr. Pedicord there

until dark, which was fast approaching then. He did not care for

the Japanese people to see him, and we agreed that we would get him
to his home. And we were very cordially invited to the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Pedicord, who suggested we have coffee and get some sort of
dinner there, and remain there.

Mr. Stripling. You are referring to yourself and Dr. Marks?
Dr. Mason. And Dr. Loebmann ; in other words, she wanted the

Caucasian doctors and nurses over there.

Mr. Stripling. And you all proceeded over there?

Dr. Mason. During the evening, at different times. We did not all

go in a body at the same time, but at different times, I think, possibly

at least the larger proportion of the Caucasian staff was in his home.
Mr. Costello. And Dr. Loebmann was there at that time?
Dr. Mason. Dr. Loebmann had also been brought into the admin-

istration building a short time afterward, and was in his room when
this Japanese man looked in.

Mr. CosTFXLO. He was in his quarters, then, at the time that you
asked for him ?

Dr. Mason. He was in his quarters when I asked the man to look;

that is, he told me that he was, and he had the habit of taking a short

siesta in the afternoon.
Mr. Costello. A Spanish custom in California.

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Costello. But he was brought into the administration building

subsequently by the Japanese.
Dr. Mason. Yes; he was brought in, as I say. I failed to mention

that. He was also in the group and was considerably disturbed by
this whole demonstration.

Mr. Stripijng. At the home of Dr. Pedicord, did you discuss this

happening with the other doctors and Dr. Pedicord ?
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Dr. Mason. Well, yes; of course, we discussed it.

Mr. Stripling. What was the reaction to what had happened?
Dr. Mason. Well, 1 know that there was some wonder as to why

this whole group had been allowed to advance across the fire-break

without some sort of questioning or interruption. We all agreed,

certainly, if the Army had come in at the time the crowd was congre-

gated there, there would probably have been some sacrifice, both on
the part of the ^Japanese and the Americans.
Mr. CosTELLO. You think it would have been a necessary conse-

quence that there would have been some trouble if the Army had
moved in at that time ?

Dr. Mason. Our impression was that these people were more or

less inviting some sort of disturbance.

Mr. CosTELLO. The same argument was made at Poston, and the

fact that the Army ^vas not called in at that time, and the connnent
was made they were very happy it was not because they feared blood-

shed would have ensued.

The Army moved into the North American Aircraft plant and only

one person was injured in that encounter. The inference seems to be
that wheneA'er the Army moves in, there will necessarily be blood-

shed when, as a matter of fact, the general experience is that the Army
does not shed blood, but prevents it from happening.

Dr. Mason. That was our impression.
Mr. Stripling. You mean after they had surrounded the place.

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. But when they were approaching through the fire-

break, what was your impression if the Army had moved in at that
point ?

Dr. Mason. Well, that was the discussion as to the benefits of the
Army, when they were crossing that area, just to caution them and
•say, ''What is your business here"; I mean, we wondered.

^Ir. Stripling. Of course, your theory is after the Caucasian em-
ployees were placed in the administrative building and the place was
surrounded and the committee was meeting with Mr. Myer, that it

would have been dangerous to call the Army at that point.

Dr. Mason. That was our impression. Whether it would have been
or not, I do not know, of course.

Mr. Stripling. When the crowd approached through the fire-break
and the loud-speaking apparatus was being set up, do you think that
that would have been a proper time to call in the Army?

Dr. Mason. Personally, I do. I think those people should have
been asked what their business was. But that is purely a personal
opinion. I guess I have a right to an opinion, but certainly not
officially.

Mr. Stripling. Now, what time did vou leave Dr. Pedicord's home
that night?

Dr. Mason. It was around midnight. We decided to go back to the
quarters. Things were relatively quiet. And, on returning, I saw an
occasional Japanese person around in different areas. They did not
approach us. They made no effort to molest us at all.

Mr. Stripling. Just proceed with the events that happened the
following morning, and so forth.

Dr. Mason. I talked with my roommate after getting back there^
and this conversation was purely personal.
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Mr. Stripling. Very well.

Mr. CosTELLo. Who was your roommate?
Dr. Mason. At that time I had many roommates and changed

rooms a number of times during my short stay there, because of the
necessity for shifting personnel around.

I really lived out of my barracks most of the time.

At that time it was Mr. A. J. Muir, and I think he also is an official

from Washington, and was there for an extended survey of some type.

1 believe he was a fiscal expert; I am not sure.

I told him it Avas very necessary for me to get in touch with my
wife on an uninterrupted wire, and that I was going to make an effort

to get out of there. And it was purely personal. That she was in

the process of starting out to that place and I decided I did not want
her there. I have two young children and I certainly did not want
them out there.

The following morning, early, I went straight to the administra-
tive building. He suggested that I talk to Mr. Myer, to tell him my
intentions, and make some effort to get out, to get in touch with her,

which I did. I saw him immediately and told him my desire, and
he said that was quite all right, and that he felt there was no danger
there at all. •

And I told him I did not care to have my wife and children in any
such place; that I did not understand what it was, and certainly

would not let them come out there.

He did remark to me that he would not hesitate to bring his wife
and children out there.

Mr. CosTELLO. He spent that night at the center, did he ?

Dr. Mason. He spent that night
;
yes, sir. That is, the first night.

I managed to find a truck, a panel truck ; it was a (jovernment car,

that was going in to get some supplies for the recreation hall, or the

mess hall, I forget which—and I went out in that truck, back to

Klamath Falls, and did get immediately in touch with my wife.

Later, the following day, I believe, that is, late afternoon, the fol-

lowing;^ day, the remainder of the Caucasian personnel had been
brought out and somewhere in Tulelake, the little town, at a hotel,

and I think the nurses were congregated there, and the ladies would
more or less go in and out.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was that a voluntary removal of the nurses, and so

on, out of the center?

Dr. ]\Iason. Well, I think Dr. Pedicord had advised it. He decided
that it was safer. An effort had been made to get back to the hospital

the next morning and they had been repulsed and told to stay out of

there. That they could run the hospital.

Mr. CosTELLo. By the Japanese doctors?
Dr. Mason. Yes. They wanted to run the hospital.

Mr. Costj:llo. So that, after November 1, the white personnel left

the hospital?

Dr. ]\fASoN. We had nothing to do with the hospital. We had noth-

ing to do, as a matter of fact. Wednesday night Dr. Pedicord's wife

called me and said they were in Klamath Falls, and asked me to come
over. And I went over and we talked more or less at random.
The following morning they invited me back and I went over there

and Dr. Marks and Dr. Loebmann came in, and we more or less had
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a little meeting there in his hotel. A number of the members of the

press came in during that time and there was great reticence on the

part of Dr. Pedicord to make any remarks at all, and he very cautiously

made a few remarks.

And I told them what he said was correct, and I did not want them
to get my name and didn't give them my name and refused any re-

marks at all.

They had some sort of printed denial of any disturbance out there

at Tule Lake at all, which purportedly came from Mr. Myer, and one
reporter approached him and said that his appearances belied any
denial of trouble, and if he wanted to say anything about it, all right;

if he did not, they knew there was trouble anyway, and that was the
general meeting there.

We decided at that time that we would all return except Dr. Pedi-

cord, whose eye was in such bad condition; he just wanted to wait a
day or two and try to get some rest, I understood.

So Dr. Marks, Dr. Loebmann, and I returned to the center about
noon, Thursday. November 4.

Things were quiet around there on our arrival. There were Japa-
nese still around and evidence of a few, but not any mass of people at

all. There was no attempt to molest us or attmipt to prevent our
passage from one building to another.

There were no more women who cleaned the quarters and the people
who filled the oil stoves were gone. There was no actual business going
on in the center, so far as we could see.

The mess hall was taken over by the Caucasian women, the teachers

and wives of the personnel.

Mr. Stripling. You mean the Caucasian personnel.

Dr. Mason. Yes; the cooks and waitei^ were gone, and the men
helped by carrying away the dishes and things of that type. So every-

thing was peaceful and rather enjoyed by everybody reasonably well.

Mr. CosTELLO. You said you returned to the center again on Thurs-
day night ?

Dr. Mason. Yes. On Thursday night, about 10 o'clock, Mr. Muir
and I had just returned to our quarters from the little recreation hall

where we were gathered to talk, to discuss the situation, and we had
hardly gotten our lights on and gotten in until we heard a rather loud
rush of footsteps, apparently around the building. They seemed to

run around this building.

And we heard an automobile start and then another one start imme-
diately, and they raced with screaming motor, apparently in second
gear, directly toward the military area.

And we got our lights off quickly and could look out the window at

an angle and saw the cars. They approached that area at a rapid rate

and just as they got to the area they suddenly turned, one right behind
the other, and came back to more or less their original position, and a

group of people jumping out and running. I do not know whether
they were white or Japanese.

Then, at approximately the same time, we heard some blows and
groans, and both of us rushed out the door then, and a number of peo-

ple then had rushed out from their doors and we learned that one of
the guards, one of the men known as internal security, had been as-

saulted, and he was in the administration building, somebody said.

And I told them I was a doctor and I would go to see him.
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I went there and found him with his orbital area damaged, his chin
laid open, his scalp liad a large lacerated wound in it, and he was cut
in a number of places.

Mr. CosTELLO. What was the name of the security officer?

Dr. Mason. I think his name was Borbeck. I hear, incidentally,
that he had resigned that day, and was leaving that evening, but had
stayed around more or less, for a train, to meet his wife, and he was
most unfortunate in having waited, I guess.

But w^e did not have access to our hospital, of course.

We got him back to the end room of the block. There w^ere two gen-
tlemen there who suggested to bring him in, and we got him on a couch
and somebody had found a first-aid kit that had a few dry band-aid
bandages in it. And I was endeavoring to stop the bleeding, which was
rather profuse, and remarked that I did not have much to work with..

But he needed to be in a hospital to get sutures, or to be sewed.
And just about that time we heard a rather loud sound of motors and

rumbling about the place, and realized that the Army was coming in,

and they came in rapidly, and they, very quickly, had the place under
good control.

I think it was probably less than 10 or 15 minutes until they had
investigated the different departments and were very rapidly round-
ing up a group of men around the place.

Mr. CosTELLo. When the Army came in, did they take complete con-
trol of the center?

Dr. Mason. Yes. We were under orders of the colonel who w^as in

charge of the men. We were not allowed to go back to the hospital.

That was Thursday night, and Saturday morning I voluntarily

resigned.

Mr. Stripling. As to your resignation, you had discussed with Dr.
Pedicord whether or not you would resign or whether you would ask
for transfer to some other center?

Dr. Mason. Yes. When we were in Klamath Falls he understood
that it had been my purpose, at least I had expected, previous to my
arrival there, to arrange for my family to be with me, and arrange for

them possibly outside, or somewhere, but since this had come up I

discussed it with him, and he suggested that I ask for a transfer ta
.some other center.

He said that that was a rather turbulent place and that there were
better places and suggested and prepared a wire for me to Washington-

Later I received word through him. He said he had had a long
distance Washington talk with Dr. Thompson, chief medical officer

here in Washington, requesting that I remain. My wire had stated to
Dr. Thompson that I would be glad to, or whether he would be willing

to transfer me, otherw^ise I would resign. And when he sent word
that I remain there, I asked Dr. Pedicord what my position was,.

"Can I resign?"
He said, ''You can."

I said, "I am accustomed to doing what I say I will do, so, if I can^

I will resign," and I did.

Mr. Stripling. And you resigned and returned to your home ia

Tennessee ?

Dr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. You remained there at the center, then, Friday and
Saturday.
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Dr. Mason. I left in mid—later—afternoon, Saturday.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was there any further trouble after the Army
came in ?

Dr. Mason. Not to my knowledge. It was very quiet
;
very nice.

Mr. CosTELLO. You say you were not allowed to go into the hospital,

though.
Dr. Mason. We were advised not to; I mean, they said they did not

need us.

Mr. CosTELLO. Were you able to give any medical attention to Mr.
Borbeck ?

Dr. Mason. Immediately on the Army's arrival, we did. One of the

gentlemen had an automobile and we put him in the car and took him
to the dispensary in the reservation and the Army surgeon took charge

of him then.

Mr. CosTELLO. He w as treated in the military reservation, then ?

Dr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. But not in the center.

Dr. Mason. Not in the center.

Then Saturday afternoon I was called to see him. He knew who had
seen him first and had called for me, and I saw him and dressed his

wounds before I left.

Mr. Stripling. Did you return to the hospital at any time after the

Army took over ?

Dr. Mason. I returned to the hospital Friday morning about 2 a. m.
Mr. Stripling. While you were there, did you go alone or were you

escorted ?

Dr. Mason. No ; I had an escort of soldiers.

Mr. Stripling. They asked you to go there to treat certain patients ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. Stripling. What was the attitude of certain Japanese nurses
or physicians that you had previously worked with in a very friendly

circumstance when you returned ; what was their attitude toward you ?

Dr. Mason. Well, I went in and asked for some material to work
with, and one nurse who had been trusted with the supervisory slip

of one ward and was the only Japanese nurse who had been so allowed
to function, and who I thought was very good and a well-trained
nurse, and her husband was a young physician, and he also, I thought,
was an excellent young man, immediately got up. I went in first,

and I told her that I wanted these supplies, and she disclaimed any
knowledge of their whereabouts.

Well, she just was excited, apparently, and I told her that I needed
these things ; that I had a little work to do. And I asked her if she
could find somebody who knew where they were.

I had only been there a short w^hile, and I was not any too well
acquainted with the storage of this equipment, which had customarily
been brought to us by a nurse in due course.

And after a little while another Japanese nurse came, and she at
first said she did not know anything about it, but she decided she did
a little later, and got w^hat we needed. We had some surgical
work to do.

Mr. Stripling. Then the following day you left ?

Dr. Mason. The following day, in midafternoon, I will say, arrange-
ments were made for me by Dr. Pedicord, and he w^as very gracious
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in every respect and seemed to feel that I should leave. I do not know
wlietlier he did or not.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to intro-

duce into the record the official transcript of the conference between
Mr. Mvcr, Mr. Cozzens, Mr. Best, Mr. Zimmer, Mr. Kahn, and Mr.
Schmiclt of the War Relocation Authority with the committee of 17
Japanese who came to the administration building on November 1.

Air. CosTELLO. What is the origin of the transcript ?

IVIr. Stripling. This transcript w^as furnished us by the W. R. A.
Mr. CosTELLO. Is this the official transcript ?

Mr. Stripling. This is the official transcript, taken by W. R. A.
stenographers at this session of negotiations between the W. R. A.
officials and the committee of 17.

^Ir. Cosit:llo. At the meeting of November 1 ?

Mr. Stripling. November 1.

Mr. CosTELLO. Is there objection to the receipt of the transcript?

(The matter referred to is as follows :)

Conference of Evacuees, Tule Lake Center, No^^E^IBER 1, 1943

The following took place while the committee was assembling for a meeting-
in Mr. Best's office at 1 : 30 p. m., November 1.

Mr. Best received a telephone call reix)rting the incident at the hospital.

Mr. Best. What is going on at the hospital, George?
Mr. KuRATOMi. I don't know.
Mr. Best. They have beaten up Dr. Pedicord ; they are tearing down prop-

erty. Dr. Pedicord is badly beaten up and they are going from one ward to
another destroying property.

Mr. KuRATOMi. We will stop it.

Mr. Best. They have beaten up Dr. Pedicord. That will have to be stopped
right away.

(Committee sent some men over to hospital.)

Meeting in :Mr. Best's office at 1 : 80 p. m., November 1, 1943.

Present: Dillon S. Myer, R. B. Cozzens, R. R. Best, C. E. Zimmer, S. Cahn,
Willard E. Schmidt, M. Lucas (reporter), Dr. P. A. Webber, Isamu Sugimoto,
George Kuratomi, Mits Kimura, Matsunaka Nakao, Satoshi Yoshiyama, Senji
Nodama, Maso Hatano, Herbert Hoshiko, Hijino Takada, Shizuo Kai, Kiachi
Yamamoto, Harry Nogawa, Isamu Ichida, T. Inouye, Y. Kobayashi, Fred H,
Mori, Ichiro Hayashi.

Mr. Kuratomi. I would like to ask about the notes of the meeting we held
the other day. Is that ready?

Mr. Best. It will be ready. I have been away and Miss Lucas had a lot

of work to do. Will get it as soon as it is prepared. Didn't you have a copy?
ISIr. Kur-vtomi. Yes; but some quastions were not answered and we are

rather anxious to get it.

Mr. Best. I told you that as soon as I got back I intended to meet with you
and discuss every point iu question, and we would go to work on that, which
I will do.

^Ir. Kuratomi. It is very unfortunate that it has come to this point. How-
ever, there are some things being brought up. The residents have asked that
these be transmitted to you. Here are some of the things. Fii*st of all we want
you to know that we understand our position and status in here. We do not
want to commit any riots or conduct ourselves in a disorderly manner. The
people outside are here to express their dissatisfaction and anger about the
center administration.

Mr. Best. .lust on the whole or do you charge on some specific thing?
Mr. Kuratomi. I do not know if you can call it a charge. I will explain

those things later. We have been asked to bring up their grievances, requests,

and demands to you—I don't know whether you like the word "demand" but
nevertheless that is the word that has been used to us personally—so that you
may be able to get an over-all picture of how ill administered this center is. This
has been directed to Mr. Myer.
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Mr. KkvSt. I will appreciate it if you will direct everything to me. It is very

unfortunate that Mv. Myer is visiting here during a time like this. I will ap-

preciate it if you will direct everything to me and we will leave Mr. Myer out

of it. I am here and I want you to put it all to me direct.

Mr. KuRATOMi. I will be frank with you. I know how unfortunate it is

that this had to happen when I\Ir. Myer was present. Wliy this came up
today will be explained later. Among other things we want to ask you today

that we be treated humanely from this (iovenunent, this Government of the

United States. If the administration sh(>uld continue to treat us as it has been

in the past, it is the feeling of the residents that we can n^port the whole affair

to the Japanese Government through the Spanish Consul. These are not

accusations or threats, they are facts to i)rove the things which we are bring-

ing up now.
Mr. Best. You will make specific charges, I presume,
Mr. KUKATOMi. Yes; lattM-. We believe Ihe American democratic principles are

at stake. The Congress of the ITnited States should have an appropriation suffi-

cient to care for the welfare and w^ell being of the center residents. However,
they have been insutlicient and there have been misnianagem(Mits pt^rmitted by
Caucasian personnel to greatly jeopardize the true intentions of the United States

Government toward Japanese evacuees in the center. If such conditions are
allowed to continue^ to exist, the democratic quality of the United States will be

greatly injured. The Caucasian personnel at this center, with few exceptions, are

known to be hostile to Japanese evacu(^es. Mr. Best has failed to keep faith with
us. He has failed us within 2 days after promising to cooperate with us for the
improvement of the center living conditions. By his deed and acts he has lost

complete faith with the center residents. What Mr, Best says today is not to be
applied for tomorrow. His inhumane treatment can be best illustrated by one
incident which occurred very recently at this center. As all of us know, some
2:) persons were injured in a recent auto mishap and the residents f^tWl feel that
the W. R. A. has been lesponsible for the accident. Mr. Best, as proj(>ct director,

seemed very indifferent. He sh(<wed no concern over the accident apparently
because not once has he expressed his regrets. AVben i\Ir, Kashima died as a
result of the r.ccident the center residents decided to make his funeral a center-
wide afiair. Mr. Best refused to grant the residents the u-e of the outdoor stage
or tlie auditorium, the reason being that Mrs. Kashima, widow of the deceased,
did not wish such an affair. He refused to send a representative to the funeral
for the same reason. When Mr. Ernst, project director at Topaz, can send a tele-

gram of condolence, why couldn't Mr. Best do the same, inasmuch as he is right
here? If further verification is necessary, we are prepared to call in Mrs.
Kashima. Deplorable conditions at the hospital have caused the ire of the center
residents. Ir is a wonder beyond our im:^cgination how the residents of this center
in the past let such conditions exist at the base hospital. The residents feel that
the W. R. A. should be held responsible for the ability and ofliciency of the
Caucasian doctors and nurses sent to this center.

Mr. Best. They haven't stopped over at the hospital. Dr. Pedicord has been
beaten very severely and is asking for military police. What would you boys
do in a case like that?

Mr, Kuratomi. I don't know,
Mr. Best, What w^ould j'ou think about it?

Mr. KuRATOMi, Maybe if I read some more you can see some of the reasons.
Mr. Myer. I think we ueed to know about this now.
Mr. K'TivTOMi. Some of the reasons?
Mr. Myer. Not the reasons. AVe need to know who is going to be responsible

for stopping this situation at the hospital right now.
Mr. KUATOMT. Some of the boys have gone over to stop it now. They came of

their own accord. We didn't know they were going to do that. I think they will
stop everything if we shall continue to talk this over.

Mr. Myer No question of talking it over now. We can't sit here and let
property be destroyed and Dr. Pedicord's life be jeopardized.

Mr, Best. Something has got to be done right now.
Mr. KURATOMI. Shall we wait?
Mr, Best, Yes; we will w^ait till it is stopped over thei-e. That has got to stop.
]M'-. Kttratomt. We'll s<Mid some more boys over.

(Waited for report from hospital.)

Mr. KuRATOMi. Here are some questions T would like to a.sk that were not
j.nswered in the last confidence, namely: What would be the status of these
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confer residents by the American Government and by the Japanese Government
from the interpretation of international law? Then, there is a demand from
the center residents that this center should be desi^^nated for all those persons
v^iio have intention of going back to Japan when the opportunity presents itself.

Can you answer me those questions, Mr. Best?
Mr. Best. Will you read those questions again, George?
(Mr. Kuratonii reread questions.)

Mr. Best. If you mean are you considered as prisoners of war, I can answer
that. You are not prisoners of war.

Mr. KuuATOMi. We are called "segregants." Is there any other name applica-
ble to the status of the center residents other than the word "negregant"?

Mr. Best. If there is I don't know it.

Mr. Kuratomi. Mr. MyerV
Mr. Myer. Evacuees. We simply called this center the Tule Lake Center

because it is not a relocation center. It is, as you know, for those people who
want to return to Japan and other people who will not indicate full loyalty to

the American Government. It is not an internment camp, such as the Depart-
ment of Justice has jurisdiction over. It is not a prisoner of war camp. W^e
expect, if it is agreeable to you people, to carry on a peaceable optn-ation at this

center and carry out the same policies, insofar as they can apply, as in other
relocation centers.
That is our intention if it is feasible. The events today indicate that we may

have some difficulty in doing that.

Mr. Kuratomi. In regard to the second question. The residents would have
this center designated for all those who have intention of going back to Japan
sooner or later. Would there be some solution to that?

Mr. Myer. Can't give you a final answer to that. It will have to be worked
out on the basis of what is feasible from the standpoint of what is available in

the way of a physical program to work that out. This is something that you
and we, the W. R. A., have to work out. If it is not satisfactory we will look
into it. I cannot make any commitment until the problem is studied more
carefully.

Mr. Kuratomi. It is a possibility?

Mr. Myer. There is a possibility to anything that lies within the scope of my
domain to decide. Nothing more than that.

Mr. Kuratomi. You wouldn't say there is a possibility?

Mr. Myer. No. Because I don't want to imply any promises that I can't carry
out. I want to be very careful to have the policies understood. I don't commit
myself if I can't produce. I don't want to do that until we can study the
problem. We have to know how many people are involved—who should stay
here and who can go somewhere else and a lot of other things have to be con-
sidered.

Mr. Kuratomi. Have you taken into note the friction between the people who
have expressed their desire to go back to Japan and those who are still loyal
to this country? There are still quite a lot in this center at the present time.
Mr. Myer. Certainly. Those who are considered loyal to this coinitry will

still have an opportunity to be considered for movement elsewhere. No question
about that.

Mr. Kuratomi. How soon do you think the process of segregation can be com-
pleted?

Mr. Myer. I don't tliiidv it possible to estimate. Things are in a state of flux.

We will have to get a program in order. I haven't been here long enough to know
what the situation is. You people haven't given me an opportunity to talk to
the people who liave the I'ecords.

Mr. Kukatomi. Can you give us an answer before you leave?
Mr. Myee I don't knoM' if I can give an answer before I leave. It may take

quite some time to study the situation. When you are dealing with thousands
of iK'ople. in order not to do an injustice to the people it takes time to work out
a pi'ocednre.

Mr. KuK\ix)Mi. Here is a question I would like to ask. It was announced the
(lay after oiu* conference with Mr. Best that all the farmers were terminated as
of October KJ or 10, I am not sure about the date (19 confirmed) and conse-
quently the farmers are very furious over the fact that they were more or less
terminated witluiut previous warning so to speak because there has been a state-
ment that has Mr. Kallam's signature to the effect that these farmers did not go
on strike. They merely stopped work until negotiations were completed. When
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w<* made the annoiinfempnt over the result of our conference with Mr. Best, the

farmers natura^lv felt thev would be permitted to go back to work. However,

just before they 'started back to work a notice was already published that they

were terminated as of October 19 so the farm committee came to see Mr. Zimmer

and tried to talk with him so that misunderstandings would be clarified. How-

ever, unfortunately for everyone concerned, the farmers request to return to

work was refused by Mr. Zimmer because, he stated, an administrative instruc-

tion No. 29; was that it. Mr. Zimmer?
Mr. Zimmer. Twenty-seven.
Mr. KuKATOMi. Cannot be altered. That was the statement wasn t it, Mr.

Zimmer?
Mr. Zimmer. Right.

Mr. KruATOMi. The people who worked in the packing sheds were terminated

because there was no work for them. That statement is natural, however, they

were given termination without at least a week's advance warning. Conse-

quently, they are very much dissatisfied and if my memory is correct Mr. Best

promised during our coiiference, that he would talk things over with the farm

committee which would be chosen from the people to talk and plan tor the future

farm at this center.

Mr. Best. For next year, why don't you add?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Now the question is what was the reason for terminating the

entire farm workers without advance notice?

Mr. Best. You want that answered now?
Mr. Kltratomi. Sure.

INIr. Best. You were given every notice that if you did not go to work we would
have to dispose of the crop. Your committee sitting in this room stated that

you were not interested in hnrvesting this crop. Isn't that right?

Mr. KuRATOMi. That is true.

Mr. Best. When you represented all the farmers?
Mr. KuKATOMi. That is right.

Mr. Best. There isn't any farm now and there wasn't any farm from that

time on.

Mr. KuRATOMi. But that isn't the way we were terminated at Topaz. If a

person
Mr. Cahn. We don't have to give a week's notice for termination. On this

project it has been the custom to give a week's notice if the administration termi-

nated a person because there wasn't enough work to do or if the evacuee was
terminating. Either way. It is sort of a gentlemen's agreement but is not a
regulation. When people are away from work without an excused absence he can
be terminated without notice. A penalty of an additional day for each day of
unexcused absence can be imposed. However, this additional penalty was not
imposed. It could have been. They were terminated for refusal to work.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Mr. Kallam's statement mentioned the fact that this stoppage
of work was not to be considered a strike.

Mr. Cahn. It wasn't considered a strike. If it had been a strike there would
have been a conclusion to be reached between the evacuees and the administration
and they would have been carried on the pay roll until the issue was settled.

This was not a strike. There was no issue at stake. They just did not go to
work. No one came to see anyone to say why they weren't at work. If you
refuse to work, you can be terminated and penalized an additional day for each
day you don't show *up. Of course, there are many factors that can keep a person
from working—illness or other emergencies at home, and there is the possibility

that there would not be an opportunity to report the absence. We will wait 5
days for notice. We waited the 5 days. In this case did not penalize for special
reasons. These people were terminated as of the date Mr. Best indicated there
would be no harvesting of the farm.
Mr, KuRATOMi. Of course, there is this point, too. That in the past Mr. Best

repeatedly stated he would not recognize any representatives of any committee
or any organization.
Mr, Best. What? I never said that.
Mr. KuRATOMi. Tlmt has been said. A statement was published in the Tulean

Dispatch that I would, and wanted to meet with a representative committee, but
they never came. After the statement was published the committee realized that
you do entertain or receive representatives of any committee. Therefore they
came to get assurance that the statement was correct and reported to the center
representatives. Until that time no one came to see you for the reason just
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ineiitioiuHl. I havo (nioiigh iwople here to verify the fact that you wouldn't see a
committee hefore that.

Mr. Best. George, are you still referring to our first conver-satiou?
Mr. KuBATOMi. One of them.
Mr. Best. Are you referring to the statement I made to you the first time you

were in here?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Yes. Would you like to rei^eat it? Do you remember what you

said?
Mr. Best. Now I understand. Tliat is where they got it. I definitely told you

the very first time that you arrived that I would make no public statement at that
time. You are the only ones I told it to. You know why I said it,

Mr. KuK.\T0Mi. Don't know what your intentions w^ere behind saying that.

(Short discussion in Japanese.)
Mr. KuR.\TOMi. The nu^nibers of the farm connnittee said that the first time

they found out that you a(rei)t representatives of any grouj) was known to them
on tlie 21st of October. Therefore, he feels that if tlie crews are to be termi-
nated on the 19th tliey were, in a sense, tei-niinaled prior to the time they found
out that you do recognize representative connnittees. Tliey <'ouldn't negotiate
witli you because of the statement they already had and didn't feel they could
come unless some official announcement could be made from you that you do
accept representative coniniitte(\s. They didn't come because they didn't w^ant
to be penalized for something they did not intend.
That is the answer for not coming to see you before that date.

Mr. Best. Get along to the rest of the questions. I can't do anything about
it because they didn't come in. We tried to have people come out in the open
about it. Couldn't get anyone to come in. I asked them to, but nobody came
up here. At the time you came up here they didn't want any farm. Get on to
the next question.
Mr. KuRATOMi. I think that everybody airrees that the Caucasion staff does not

understand the Japanese. All these representatives here would agree to the
statement right now that this wMiole incident started from the fact that the
administrative personnel, as a whole, do not know the psychology of Japanese
people, that is, you mention these things more or less from the standpoint of laws,
rules, and regulations of the W. R. A. or any other agency. We desire to trans-

mit your interpretation of your answers to the people and I am sure that the
l)eop'le will not be satisfied with your answers because that is something a little

dift'erent as far as psychology is concerned. I, for one, know that if we are
to make such a report as this to the people outside, we, as a connnittee, cannot
very well guarantee what the reaction might be of the people waiting outside. I

want you to give me an answer to this question in regard to the farm situation

that I can transmit to the people outside.

Mr. Mykb. I want to Siiy this about the farm question. I have been in con-

stant touch with Mr. Best on this problem. He had crops to be harvested.

I authorized him to wait a few days, which he did, to see whether or not the
folks would go to work. We took the chance of having the crops frozen.

No one came to discuss the situation or to negotiate with him for several

days, as I understand it. When you folks said you didn't want the crops, I

had Mr. Best make arrangements for getting it harvested. Such arrangements
were made only as far as this particular crop is concerned. Mr. Best has indi-

cated he is ready to talk about future crops next year. He had to look ahead.
He did that on the authority of the National Director; I want you to know that.

From the standiK)int of public relations and from the standpoint of future
need.s, we had to go ahead and get it done. That is all there is to say on it.

Mr. KuR^VTOMi. At any rate, we here as a representative connnittee, feel that

since this was brought up it has become a problem not ordy among the farmers but
it has become a problem for the concern of every single individual on the center.

Therefore, as soon as this conference with you gentlemen is completed, we will

make a report to the public to that effect. However, are you prepared to meet
tlie representatives from the packing shed and from the farm crew at a later

date, to discuss minor problems with them?
Mr. Best. We will meet with any group, George, at any time and discuss any

problems. I have assui'ed you of that before.

(Kurat(Mni to Kai in Japanese; others in Japanese.)

Mr. KuRATOMi. It is the unanimous opinion of the representatives that if you are
willing and prepared to make such an agreement or such arrangements with the

farm group or packing shed crews at a later date to discuss minor problems with

them that this will be worked out.
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Mr. Best. We discussed that with you the otlier day, I thought you understood
it.

Mr. Myer. May I make another statement?
Mr. Best. Surely

; go ahead.
Mr. Myek. It is my understanding and I think I do understand the situation,

George, that your committee discussed this with Mr. Best hefore and indicated

that you did not want the crops harvested; that you did not want to raise

vegetables to be shipped out and did not want anything shipix^d in. There is a
food shortage and there are people dependent upon that crop. Mr. Best under-
stood me and I understood Mr. Best. We took action to have the crop harvested.
1 want that made clear on the record.

Mr. KrRATOMi. The people in the center felt that they would harvest the crops
necessary for this center.

Mr. Best. You said you didn't want the crop. You said, "No." D( finitely, no.

Mr. KuRATOMi. If you will look back on the record you will find that w^e said

this: The people of this center are willing to harvest and raise a crop for this

center.

Mr. Best. I said we would work with you to get a good agricultural committee
to start working this winter so we would know what plans to make for the next
year. This is exactly what I said.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Will you meet with the farm crew with the status that they are
designated?
Mr. Best. We will meet them regardless of their status. Status doesn't mean

anything to me. I will discuss any problem at any time with your group or any
other group.
Mr. KuRATOMi. Then the people here—I want you to get this straight Mr. Best

—

the people here in this center were notified of the conference we had with you
and an announcement came out the very following day. The people want that
statement retracted. It is not so much from the standpoint of money, but the
principle involved of having an announcement made the day following after we
had such an agreeable conference with you.

If the statement is retracted we could make a report to the people. If we make
a report as it is now, the people will not be satisfied. I don't expect you can
understand that from a Japanese psychological standix)int. I assure you that I

am trying to make you understand what I am talking about because it carries very
heavy weight.

Mr. Best. Can we speak frankly?
Mr. Kuratomi. Of course, Mr. Best. I am speaking frankly.
Mr. Best. To use terms that I can understand, if I do not retract the statement

you will lose face ; if I do retract it, you will lose face. Is that it?

Mr. Kuratomi. I was not thinking abont that necessarily. When we repre-
sent anybody, we talk for the people we represent. We have to work for the
benefit and feeling of the people and we are thinking about them.
What I want you to understand is that if you should agree to this about

retracting this statement which came out the day you were not here, then the
people's feeling would calm down. I want you to understand that feeling.

Mr. Best. Wasn't that a true statement I put in the paper? That is what
you are talking about, isn't it?

Mr. Kuratomi. The statement to the effect that farm workers w^ere terminated
as of October 19.

Mr. Best. I didn't publish anything like that.
Mr. Kuratomi. It had your signature on it, but it came out the day j'ou were

not here.
Mr. Cahn. He is talking about the statement regarding the badges.
Mr. Best. Oh ; I thought he was talking about something different.

Mr. Cahn. As a result of termination, we asked them to turn in their badges
by a certj'in date or pay .nO cents if they didn't turn them in.

Mr. Myer. May I ask a questiojiV I am a little confused. It is not quite
clear what statement it is that Mr. Best made that you would like to have
retracted.
Mr. Kuratomi. The statement that came out about badges.
Mr, Best. About badges? I don't know what you are talking about. I will

have to see that.

Mr. Myer. May I make a suggestion? I certainly don't see any objection to
holding that up until you have had a chance for negotiation.
Mr. Best. That never came to me, evidently. It probably was sent out by

the Pay Roll Section or the Employment Office.
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Mr. Cahn. The statement probably was not interpreted correctly. It has been
the policy of the placement oflice since the beginning of this project to turn in

the badges upon termination, or pay 50 cents. We were running close to the
end of the pay-roll period and the termination slips had to be prepared and
processed, so we asked that the badges be turned in by a certain date or the 50
cents be paid.

INIr. Ki KATOMi. I think Mr. Myer has the right idea.

Mr. Myeu. I want to make it clear. It doesn't make any change in policy if

the badges are held until you have had a chance to meet with the farm com-
mittee.

Mr. KuR-vroMi. If you had talked with the committee and then put the notice

out, that would make sense. I don't know if you get my feeling. I am trying

to explain the best I can. Tlie fact that the notice came out before the farm
committee had a chance to talk with you angered the people. I am not talking

for myself. I am talking for the people.

Mr. Myer. May I make another comment? I am sure Mr. Best understands,
and I understand, that you felt you were representing tlie whole group, including

the farm group.
Mr. KuRATOMi. The farm workers felt that the problem was a little bit too big

for them to decide, so naturally they brought the problem to the center com-
mittee which was chosen from one person from each block. After the center

committee discussed this with the residents, they decided that they didn't want
to harvest a crop beyond center consumption. Therefore, we mhde that state-

ment when we came over here.

However, after the conference we had with you, Mr. Best, it was decided

to turn the farm problem back to the subcommittee which represented the farm
people to talk and discuss with you the minor problems as they came up. If

they had talked with you before the notice came out, it would have been no
problem. If you could retract that statement until after the farm group talks

with you, there will be no problem.
INIr. Best. We are not going to delay the pay roll.

Mr. KmiATOMi. That is the point I am trying to emphasize. I am trying to

tell you what the Japanese psychology viewpoint is. Some minor things seem
important to you. It is not the standpoint of money that they want the state-

ment retracted but from the standpoint of principle.

Mr. Best. I certainly have no objection to leaving the point on badges until

after we talk the whole matter over.

Mr. KuRAToMi. Termination date and badges?
Mr. Meyer. The termination date is a very definite thing. I am sorry we

can't do anything about that, but we can hold off on the badges until the matter
is talked over furtlier.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Here is the thing I want you to understand. We are not so
much concerned about the pay. If the workers had been terminated on the
19th or 20th, it would make no difference if the workers had talked with Mr.
Best first and knew what the date was.
The farm workers would have had knowledge of the procedure after the

meeting so that they would not have felt so bad. That the announcement came
before the farm committee talked to Mr. Best caused those problems from the
farm crew. That is the point I am trying to emphasize ; I am not telling you to
change the date. It would be the 19th, 23d, or 2r)th, or anything, for that matter.

Mr. Meyer. Let me make this clear. We cannot put the people back on the
pay roll when there isn't any work to do at the moment. We can wait on the
matter of badges until we have a chance to look at the problem together, but I

can't under our Government procedure put people back on the pay roll when they
are not on the job.

Mr. KuRATOMi. You don't understand. They don't want to be put back on the
pay roll when they aren't on the job. As long as they were terminated on the
lOtli, that would be fill right, if thoy had known it before they were terminated.
They don't care what date it was, if they had known before.
Mr. MEYi-nt. That stands. I have already indicated that I think it perfectly

all right to hold the badges and let this be the last phase of the story until we
get a chance to talk to the farm committee.

Mr. KuR-VTOAfi. Then the statement will be retracted until after we have had
a chance to talk it over.

Mr. CozzENs. It means that the badges will be held up, but they will still be
removed from the pay roll as of the 19th.
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Mr Meyer. It means just that, and they can't be put back.
.

, ,

Mr KuRATOMi. I am not talking about when they were termmated. My point

is as" I said time and time again, we are objecting from a Japanese psycliological

st'andpoint. If this announcement to the effect that they were to be termmated

on the 19th were to be held up, we don't care if they were termmated on tlie

20th or any other date. The only thing was that if the farm committee, which

was working on this case, had a chance to talk with you and you named the

date, and then the notice came out after they met with you, there would be no

problem. I don't know if you get what I mean.
^. ^ ^ . .

Mr Best You can't do that on any employment. It is the practice to terminate

people when they stop working in any business. You might not get to talk to a

person for a long time after he quit working. It is a mechanical detail of

employment. If a man never came to talk to you then they would be on the pay

roll forever. It just can't be done that way.
, . ^ o

Mr. KURATOMI. Are you planning to continue such a practice in the future.'

Mr Best. I am probably all mixed up on the point you are trying to make. But

I will tell you this : We have a very establislied employment procedure. However,

we are going—as I told you the other day—to have a better employment procedure.

Mr. Cahn is very much interested in that and is working on that now. If there

is anything in our present employment practices that doesn't meet with your

approval, suggestions will be considered.

Mr. Karatomi. That is not what I am talking about. It is the principle of it

that is involved, not the terminating procedure. I am talking about the principle.

Mr. Myer. When you are talking about the future, is it as to whether the

people will have an opportunity to talk to Mr. Best in the future before ter-

minating?
Mr. KuRAToMi. That is still another point. If the farm committee had met

with Mr. Best and had understood that these workers were being terminated

on the 19th, there would be no problem. Instead of that, when it came out,

these people didn't know anything about it. That is what I am trying to get at.

I don't think you quite understand my point.

Mr. ZiMMER. Here is what George means. If this statement were retracted

till the farm committee were to meet, then you don't care what kind of a state-

ment comes out ; but to have it come out before the meeting, they think advantage

has been taken of the committee. Is that the idea, George?
Mr. KuRATOMi. That is the point

;
yes. It is a very important point, too.

Mr. Best. There isn't anything very difficult about solving that problem in

the future.

Mr. ZiMMER. Nothing difficult about solving it; no. It stands, whether it is

retracted or not ; but if that statement could have been—could be retracted until

this committee met with Mr. Best, and then came out, it would be O. K.?
Mr. KuRATOMi. That is the right idea.

Mr. Best. No reason why it can't be done that way.
Mr. ]\Iyer. I want you to understand they will not be put back on the pay roll.

Mr. Kuratomi. That is clear now.
Mr. Webber. Couldn't you put it to the effect that it was a misunderstanding?
Mr. Cahn. That is not so. It was not a misunderstanding. The regulations

provide that persons are automatically terminated 5 days after they do not report
for work. An additional day of penalty can be added for each day over that.

The penalty was not given. The project director has the right to remove the
prejudice, if sufficient reason is given for not having worked.

Mr, Myer. Just say for the record that you will withhold the statement until
after Mr. Best has had a conference with the committee.

Mr. Cahn. I just want it understood that it was not a misunderstanding.
(Received report from hospital at this point.)
Mr. Best. They are still having trouble at the hospital. What are you going

to do about it?

Mr. Myer. Let us stop this discussion until that sort of thing is stopped. We
can't so on under tluit kind of a situation.

(Mr. Schmidt and «'m evacuee go to check up on the hospital situation.)
(Reported under control.)
Mr. Kuratomi. We are sorry about the interruptions.
Mr, Best. How much longer are they going to carry on the demonstration

outside?
Mr. Kuratomi. It is not a demonstration.
Mr. Best. What would you call it?
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Mr. KruATOMr, There has been no trouble at all. They are waiting for the
answers to these questions.

(Returned with report from hospital that situation under control.)

Mr. Mykk. Couhln't we move right along? My time is limited and we are
goinp,- to have a lot of business to take care of.

Mr. JyuK.vroMi. Are any Japanese persons, that is, loyal Japanese persons,

eomiuf? to harvest the crop here?
Mr. Myjir. May I answer that? We are going to take care of the harvesting

of the crop outside and I have no comment to make now. You folks did not
want to do it, so w^e arranged to have it done outside and I cannot make any
comment. In view of the decision, we will have to keep that as a separate issue.

I am sorry.

^Ir. KuRATOMi. The last 2 nights there hjis been merchandise taken out of the
wai-ehouse from this center. Do you know the reason?

Mr. Bkst. We might take merchandise out any lime. We are account al)le for

it and we can ship it out or we can ship it in any time we want to.

Mr. KuiLVTOMi. We are interested in the mei-chandise taken out because of

the fact that one mess hall couldn't receive their share of the goods that were
to be distributed.

I\[r. Best. Let's get along. I will set down foi- the records that we will meet
with any mess hall committee on those things. We haven't any records here and
can't discuss those things at this time. If you want to get into details it takes
time, George.

Mr. KrRATOMi. We can't make such a report. They want a delinite report,

and I doubt if that answer will do.

Mr. Bkst. It is our property and we are accountable for that property. We
can do what we want to with it.

Mr. KuRAiOMT. Because of the fact that some merchandise was taken out of

this center, some mc^ss halls suffered a shortage.
Mr. Best. I wcmld want to get into that thoroughly. I would want to tind

out exactly what was supposed to be delivered and was not, and what mess halls

were short. I want to know that.

^iv. KuRATOMi. When you do tind out what happened, will you take proper
action?

Mr. Best. What would be proper action? Maybe I don't know what the
projier action is. I certainly will see that all staple commodities as far as the
quartermaster can supply, will be kept there. I will see that the mess depart-

ment keeps those things in here and supplies them to the mess halls.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Best gave you his answer. I am sorry, but there will be no
report why the food was taken out. I don't feel that it is necessary to report
every movement made. If you request an investigation regarding such a case
and if it is proven that they were short, proi>er action will be taken. We will

have to wait and see the results of an investigation. I am sorry to say we cannot
be in a position to report to the community on every movement of trucks. The
residents are supposed to have food and if they don't get any, investigations will

be made. We don't have time to go into all those details now. Proi)er action
will be taken as far as we can do that, George.
Mr. Ktthatomt. There are incidents in the hospital, too. Dr. Pedicord made

two appendicitis iiatients wait until it was almost too late and this has happened
in the last week's time. One pei-son is suffering from meningitis. This man
took some of the children out on a picnic some place and one of the children struck

his eye wi t1\ a stick.

He couldn't bear the pain, consequently he went to the hospital and the Cau-
casian doctor over there said it was nothing serious and no'need for him to worry
and for him to go on home. It pained so he insisted on being examined. It

was of no avail. He had to ])ick one of the evacuee doctors over there to examine
him, but these doctors, as you know, are subordinate to the Caucasian doctors and
have vory little authority, almost no authority, in fact, and they have to get every
little detail from the Caucasians.
The chief doctor tried to see if any case of meningitis was apparent but before

he got to it they told him to stop such an examination so he went back and he
still couldn't bear the pain. Then he came back to the hospital again, and the

doctors do not know whether this man will survive.

Another case here in the hospital : One mother went over there because she

had a baby, and the doctor, without taking proper precautions, gave her a couple

of morphine injections. As a result, the baby came out dead. It was a still-born
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baby. There are many cases siirh as that to prove the inefficiency and indiffer-

ence of Caucasian doctors in this hospital. It was decid(d by tlie evacuee doctors
in this center that if such doctors are to stay in tliis center, and more or less

see x)eople die from day to <lay, they cannot stand to see such a tliinj? exist.

So it was decided last ni^^ht to ask the resij^nation of each and every ('aucasian
d(K'tor and each and every Caucasian nurse who feel so superior that some of

them believe they know more about medicine than the Japanese doctors who
have had big piactices and lots of i esponsibility. It has been said that some of

the Caucasian doctors employed here don't even have licenses to practice medicine.
Dr. Pedicord allowvs only one ambulance to be in operation on Sunday for about

18,000 people. He takes the keys to the other ambulances and has forbidden the
ambulances to be driven.

You must be aware of the complications which might arise from such an in-

stance. We feel that the request and demands from the hospital evacuee staff

to remove the (.'aucasian doctors and nur.scs from the ho.spital should be d<me as
soon as possible for the well-being of the people in this center.

Mr. Myek. Are you through V

Mr. KuRATOMT. Yes.

Mr. Myf-r. In the very tirst place, we are willing to have any suggestions that
you folks have. You can sit down and talk it over with Mr. Best. As I told you
before, we c.m't operate on the basis of demands. We are willing to take criticisms

from your group and check and investigate them, and take action accordingly.

We are always willing to have criticisms Jind suggestions, but not demands.
Mr. KuRATOiMT. These are the criticisms l)y the €wacuee nurses and doctors.

Mr. Mykk. We will be very glad to check into it. In view of what has hapi)ened
over at the hospital today it will have to be checked wvy thoroughly and will

take some time. It will have to be checked and investigated.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Whatever might have taken place over there and to Dr.
Pedicord in particular, might be justified, and some of the boys cotddn't wait
until the conference was over.

Mr. Myer. We are not going to argue about that now.
Mr. KuRATOMi. We have a man here who can tell you whjit happened to his

family.
Mr. FiTKAHARA. I am block manager of block 16. Sunday night at 7 o'clock

I had a report from my sister-in-law requesting an ambulance because her child
was burned w^ith hot water. I rushed to the phone, which is only 35 or 40 feet

away, and an ambulance came and he was taken directly to the hospital and
given some kind of a treatment on the outside and bandaged and put in a room
and left there until morning without being seen by another doctor, and when
questioned by the nurses about his welfare was told by a Caucasian doctor,
Dr. Marks, that it wasn't anything serious. A Japanese doctor was called in

and there were four looking on when they injected plasma, or whatever it is

called. They could find ordy one container of it, which is not sufficient to save
a child. They worked desperately, but he died this morning at 2 o'clock. If
the burn was as serious as that, why didn't the Caucasian doctor take care of
him between 7: 15 at night until early in the morning when the Japanese doctors
took over?

Mr. INlYER. I am certainly sorry about the baby.
Mr. FuKAHARA. It should be the responsibility of the War Relocation Authority

or Dr. Pedicord to take full blame for what happened, as far as I can see.

The Committee. That's right.

Mr. Myer. We will go into the matter thoroughly. This case and any other
case you may have will be investigated thoroughly. We can't do it in the face
of demands. I think you folks are interested in having a peaceful center.
The War Relocation Authority is interested in giving it to you, but we can't

oiierate on the basis of demands and scenes of the type we have here today.
We just can't operate like that. Generally speaking, the record has been pretty
good on medical service. We will go into that matter, however, just as soon
as we can get to it. We can't go into it today. I am no judge of that particular
type of thing. I will be glad to have all the facts and I am not going to make
any commitment until I get them. A judge never makes a decision until he gets
both sides.

Mr. KuRVTOMT. This is not a complaint. We don't get anywhere with com-
plaints. Consequently, it is turning into demands. The people want the inmiedi-
ate removal of all the Caucasian doctors and nurses, and we want a definite

answer today.
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Mr. MYPm. That is impossible booauso I have boen on the project only G or 7
hours, and haven't even had a chance to look around.
Mr. Ki uAToMi. Let me say this much : Tliis has been a request from the evacuee

doctors and nurses that you arranire to liave all the Caucasi.in doctors and nurses
removed froTn this hospital for the reas<'n that they don't want them and the
people have the same feelinj?. Let me say this, Mr. Myer, I don't want to see any
violence, hov.tner, unless you remove these peoi)le I have mentioned from the
hospital until such time as an investijration has been held, I cannot guarantee
the actions of the people. This is not a threat. I cannot stop the.se people from
swarming: over to the hospital and jxetting: after the (hectors, I don't want to see
any violt nee take place, but I cannot guarantee what the people will do if we have
to give them this answer.
Mr. Myku. I have never taken any action inider threat or duress.
Mr. Ki'RATOMi. It is not a threat : it is a fact. I am just explaining the actual

tension.

Mr. Myer. T realize what exists. Someone is responsible for that. The people
are pretty well s-hippcd up. I am sure the tension would be mvch greater if I made
concessions without going into the facts. I c:innot make concessions without
going into the facts of the matter. I am very sorry that is the situation. In
view of what has happened i\t the hospital today I cannot take action until we
investigate the matter. That is final.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Do you want us to make the statement just as you said it?

Mr. Myer. You may state it as you wish. I hoj)e you will give them the facts.

Tell the people I am here. I hoiK» to go quietly about my work looking into the
problems of the center with the evacuees and the administrative staff.

This is my first trip since the segregation movements started. The movements
are not yet complet*^. We hope to get a completely representative group of the
Tule Lake center to come un liere to discuss their problems. You folks are
serving in a temporary capacity until a truly representative committee has been
chosen. On matters of immediate concern, we will go into the matter. I am
sorry but I will not make any commitments that require action of removal of any
Xiersonnel without seeing the other side.

Mr. Fi'KAHAR.^-. I don't belong on this committee. I am so grieved at the loss

of my nephew that I wanted to speak to you so you can look into the matter.
However. I am not being a party to any demands. I worked under Mr. Shirrell

and Mr. Coverley and I don't want to make any trouble. I just wanted you to
know the facts. I am glad to be excused; I felt out of place here.

^fr. Kt r.ATOMT. Rememb.er what I said : This is not my T>ersonal feeling or
personal opinion. We are here to represent the people and so speak for the
people, and you misrht see this thing actually take place: I cannot say.

Mr. Mykr. I don't think you or any member of this committee have any ulte-

rior intentions and I certainly don't think you want anyone here asking me to

make a commitment on 10 minutes' notice on a matter as grave as you have
presented. I just couldn't do it.

Mr. KnRATOMT. How soon can you make it?

Mr. Myer. I will give you an answer just as soon as I can. First, I have to

get the facts together. If I can find time while I am here I will, but I can't
promise you that I can get all the facts together in that time.

Mr. Kt.'ratomt. Let me ask then that these Caucasian nurses and doctors re-

frain from coming into the hospital for the time being. This is not a demand
but a reasonable request. I don't think it is going to hurt anybody. We are
asking you to do this becau.se we don't want any violence.

Mr. My'er. I am not ready to do that under the circumstances. I have to get

all the information together and know all the facts. T am sorr\" I can't commit
myself now. We will <to into the matter and give it further consideration.

Mr. Knt.\TOMi. Mr. Peck, who is the head of mess management in this center,

is responsible for making allotments of food to each mess hall. The goods were
never broucrht in according to the menus. Many items such as milk and egirs are
absolutely necessary to the growth of children. Before I go into this mess-
management statement and its facts and figures, ^Ir. Sugimoto can present it for

further clarification.

Mr. SroiMOTo. These are the findings the food investigation committee gave
me. This was necessitated by the fact thnt when we came in. the segregants
felt that the food wjis qualitatively and quantitatively below that of the other
centers. They waited a few days, but the food continued to be worse than it was
in September, so with the records existing right here in the Tule Lake center,

these facts were investigated. '
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During the month of September the cost of food ix^r person per day was 27
cents a day including the food products produced within this center.

I tiiink you signed the administrative instruction, Mr. Myer, regarding 31
cents per person for whatever food products were consumed over and above the
food produced at this center. But the way this food was computed in September
it was all in one, with the amount of 27 cents per person per day including the
food produced here.

The average cost of subsistence on October 3, which was an average day, one
record was available and at that time the average was found to be 27 cents
per person per day, including the food produced here.

Going back to the above statement, during the month of September vegetables
and eggs and farm produce raised in this center was well over $11,()()0 and this

is equivalent to about 3 cents per person per day. That, included in the 27
cents, makes the cost per person iier day about 24 cents.

The commodities brought and shipped in from the outside by War Relocation
Authority are figured Jiccording to the Otlice of Price Administr.'ition moat ration

system to feed 14,700 persons. By computing the points at 05,359, it was short-

rationed to the evacuees and overrationed to the Caucasian ix^rsonnel mess hall,

which is in operation here, to the extent of 34,133 points, so there was enough
shipped in to be distributed to the people in this center, but was evidently over-
rationed to the project employees, and 1(><S,000 points of proces-sed food was
brought and shipped into this project where only 127,000 points were needed.
But the funny part of it is tliat it was overrationed to the extent of 7,325

Ijoints to the Caucasian mess hall and underrationed to the evacuees mess halls
according to the existing records in the warehouse.
And another item, between the time of September 17 and September 30 there

is a record of 1.880 pounds of beef being dumped for reason of beting unfit for
human consumption and we thought this beef was to be Government-inspected.

Investigation reveals that the Caucasian mess hall not only gets some of the
project meat but takes the choicest part of it. They get the cuts such as T-bone,
rib steaks, and tenderloin steaks. That part goes to the personnel mess hall

and the evacuee mess halls' get what is left. All of these items are contributing
factors about which these evacuees in this camp are complaining because they
are not getting their proper sh.are of food that comes into the project.

INIr. INIyer. Let me say that if it proves to be true that you are not getting the
food that you are supposed to be getting, that will be corrected immediately.

Furthermore, proper action will be taken to have someone operate it. I know
that there are problems in mess management. We are investigating them. It

will be necessary to go into the matter thoroughly. If you have any facts at all

that will help Mr. Cahn, or Mr. Best, they will be delighted to have them.
Let me say it is the responsibility of the War Relocation Authority to provide

the proper food. If the evacuee mess halls are not getting the points because
someone else is, that will be corrected. I hope we can get this matter taken care
of quickly. I am just as much interested in it as you are.

I want to say one thing, that the developments within the last week or 2
within this center may affect the immediate supply as it will take some time to get
some of the products of the type that is produced in other centers. That will have
to be taken into consideration in looking out for immediate needs.

I want to repeat it is the policy to trade with other centers to provide food in
the quantity and quality necessary. Without that we will have to wait and get
what food is available from the quartermaster. I am sure Mr. Best and Mr. Cahn
are just as interested in getting those facts because we have a record to take care
of. We will be pleased to have any information we can so that we can get
into it and get this straightened out soon.

Mr. KuRATOMT. If we are called in to clarify these problems we will be glad to
furnish any information we have and follow along as food is the concern of all
the people. We are not asking for the impossible. We are not asking for
things that can't be had outside.
Mr. Myfr. There is no argument about that between us. We are not going into

thn*^ now.
Do you want to say anything, Mr. Best or Mr. Cahn?
Mr. Cahn. All these things we will clarify when going into detail.
We have been working on it for several weeks, checking ration points, taking

inventory, and renting space in Klamath Falls. We had our own inspc^ction of
meat in the last 30 days. We had a Government inspector, for the first time,
inspecting all meat and vegetables that came into this center. It is true that
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they did not approve all the meat, but the meat that was rejected was sent back
to the iK)int of origin.

Mr. Ki'RATt)Mi. Going on to the question : As a request from the colonists, we
want you to promise us that uniform porches, and latrinal-service improvements
be made at once; dust control of the road should be attempted immediately.
This has l>een more or less of a repetition. AVe have asked you for them before.

Mr. Best. We agreed on that the other day.
Mr. KuRATOMi. What later attempts have been made?
Mr. Bkst. We agreed that you would have a committee and we would try to

devise a standard porch and try to compute the total number of lurches from
that figure and prepare an estimate of what the entire program would cost, and
if approval could be secured for lumber, nails, and other material going in there
from the W. V. B. We said that we would consider it. We told you that the
other d'ciy.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Many units are still without brooms, buckets, mops, and other
essentials. They still lack privacy, biH-ause the walls are up on one side only.

The women cannot dress without biMng seen. There are still no closets. We are
still waiting for buckets .'ind brooms. 'J'his is my p(M-sonal matter. I am not
going to wait until the administration furnishes me with all these essentials.

I am going to keep a record of it. If Mr. Myer wants to see all this, he can come
down. It is a m<'ss juid I don't see how the people in responsible positions could
be so inditTerent to the welfare of the colonists.

It is a request from the center residents that at all times six ambulances should
be in operation. This will be more or l<»ss of a repetition. Nevertheless, I will

bring it up.
The center residents want you to recognize a central organization to report for

the colonists on all matters concerning the welfare of tiic residents. They also
want you to recognize various committees which will work with the administra-
tion on some of the functionings of the center.

They also want you to promise that the hospital be supervised more humanely
and that the Japanese doctors in this center be given equal authority as those
of the Caucasian doctors. As you all know, employment in this center is very
grave, and the people want vniemployment compensations made available to all

the workers who find no employment, just as soon as iH)ssible.

Going back a little, what steps are being taken, to furnish each unit with
sufficient essentials?
Mr. Best. I couldn't tell yrfu. I don't know.
Mr. Cahn. We had a quantity of bjoonis on hand and issued those. We didn't

have the buckets; we couldn't buy them. But I do think that Mr. Black has
gone into the matter and has issued the brooms we had on hand. We had 20.000
at the time. I don't know if Pete Zinuner could tell you more about the buckets.

Mr. KuRATOMT. There is an order out from the civic organization to all block
managers, .saying that no buckets, and so forth, were to be issued to the residents.

Mr. Caiin. I repeat, the instruction was to issue all brooms on hand. As I
said, we had 20,000 in stock. We had no buckets and we couldn't buy any today
any place. They just are not for sale.

Mr. Mi^RTAOMi. What do you want us to do?
Mr. Cahn. As I say, Mr. Black is working on that problem and also on what you

can use in place of it.

Mr. Ki'RAToMi. Well, who is responsible for putting us in the.se centers?
Mr. P,EST. I^»t's not go into that now.
Mr. Cahn. I am only discussing the problem as it aro.se at that time. Orders

were given to issue them. I know that the problem has not been dropped and
that tliey are working on it.

Mr. Ktthatomi. We have been told to l(>ave the brooms and buckets in Jerome,
because they would be reissued her(\ but nothing has bf^en done about it. I cer-

tainly think that the administration should do everything within its power to
acquire these for us, because I don't .see how you gentlemen could be so indifferent.

I wish you were in our jiosition.

Mr. Cafin. The assumption that we have b(^en indifferent is not so. The
problem was ai)proaclied by the comimmity management division here immedi-
ately. T know they have tnken steps to secure the necessary items for cleanliness
and sanitation.

Mr. Ki'RAtomi. About these units: They have only plaster boards on one side.

You could hear peoi)le talking and you have to whisper all day long and the
embarra.«sment to us is bt^yond words. Many are without closets and the women
cannot change their clothes without being seen from the outside. I believe it is
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about time sonierhiiig should be done, at lenst to t«liow that the admiuistratiuii

is yineere about the welfare of the residents here.

Mr. ZiMMEit. Do you realize that all partitions that are put In during the day
disappear by night

V

Mr. KuRATOMi. I^'t me ask you this : Suppose you are put in a unit with

nothing in there ; wouldn't you do something like that V

Mr. ZiMMER. But can't you see that we can't gain on it at all? Housing tells

us that this unit could be partitioned today. The partition is put in, but by
tomorrow its not there. Its gone. Somebody else has it. I would much rather

they took material that is not put up. When they keep taking these partitions,

we can't gain on our work. Do you realize what I mean? Over in block 6(3

w^e partitioned nine buildings. Only two partitions were left in a week.
Mr. KuKATOMi. About this central organization or connnittee to work with the

administration. I am sure that Mr. Best is in agreement with this.

Mr. Best. I told you that if there is a fair rejjresentation to everybody, then
that is what we wanted to work with. The quicker, the better. Mr. Black was
instructed to work through you or any committee you send to him to devise
such a meeting.

Mr. KuHATOMi. I am sorry that you gentlemen had to sit such a long lime,

but I think iMr. Myer, or any other gentleman has heard all the grievances and
dissatisfaction of the center residents that came to a voting point today. There is

a statement here from tiie residents demanding the removal of Mr. Best as
project director; Mr. Zinuner as assistant project director; Mr. Sclimidt, who
is head of the internal security division, for letting over 20 tons of goods pass
without stopping it at once; Mr. Kallum, head of the agricultural division, who
is directly resi)onsible for the terminacion of the farm workers; Mr. I'eck, who
is responsible for the management of all the mess division ; Mr. Kirkman, of the
warehouse division, who allowed 20 tons of food to be taken out of the ware-
house ; all of the Caucasian doctors—five of them—and all the nurses to be
dismissed from this center administration.

Tliat is just about all that we have on hand, and there are many minor points
that could be bi"ought up which would take days to clarify.

Consequently I feel that the committees should be entrusted with the re-
sponsibility of working out minor details. The last statement just made in my
statement is a statement as requested by the center residents. I would like to
emi;hasize that and repeat it. This is a request not among the representatives
here, but from the center residents, to have these persons removed from the
center administration.

Mr. MYiiR. Have you finished?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Yes.
Mr. Myer. All I have to say further is this, I am glad to have had the oppor-

tuiuty to meet wnth you. I want to say tliat I have absolue confidence in Mr.
Best, or I wouldn't have placed him here. I placed him here because I felt
that he had understanding, courage, and would know how to work with you
people in working out your problems. I still think that.
As far as personalities are concerned, I came up here to go over with him

problems in relation to personnel or any other problems that he might have.
I am going to accept his recommendations and win probably make a few of my
own.

I want to make it quite clear that Mr. Best is in charge, and that we can't
operate on the basis of demands, but only on the basis of sitting down and
talking things over. There is only one agency I know of who operates on the
basis of demands. We don't operate that way. I want to repeat.
The War Relocation Authority has been in operation for a year and a half.

We have gone through a good many trials and tribulations and troubles. Wo
have been investigated twice by the United States Congi-ess, as regarding the
population and problems of these people. They have said things about your
problems which I haven't agreed with.
We have tried to get together on facts and have tried to do it within the

limits of the policies and our particular administration. We hope we can work
with you. If we can't, I presume there will be someone else working with you.
I don't know who that would be. I am sure you are not interested in having
trouble.

When I went into this position, I knew there woidd be some trouble and I
was prepared for it. I am still prepared for it. When vou have suggestions
bring them to Mr. Best. Don't bring them in the way of demands. That em-
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barnssos him and it embarrasses you. We can't meet demands. We are operat-
ing under the United States Government and have to follow certain policies. We
are willing to investigate charges and are willing to take action if we find they
are based on facts.

I am nmch obliged to you for coming in. I am sure that you want to operate on
that kind of basis, and, if you don't, there will have to be some other kind of
basis worked out.

I am not here to make threats. I don't make threats. We stand on what we
are trying to do. Wo think our program has been pretty sound so far, and that
the evacuees generally uiidorstand that. I think you have some dilTerence of
opinion in this center. While I don't know how many i)eople you represent, I

doubt that you represent all of them.
I hardly think that you represent everybody's point of view. It is difficult

to represent everybody's point of view when there are 15,000 people here.
I hope that I can have an opportunity to devote my time and attention to the

problems represented here within the next 24 hours or so, and I want to get at
some facts, and I am sure that is what you want me to do.

Mr. KuR.\TOMi. That was just brought up. In block 1^4, I don't know which
corner, there has been an evacuee picked up by an Army jeep and this man
was inside a box. Around 50, rather stout, and he wore a beige hat, and I won-
der if there is some way for you to check it up?
Mr. Best. You say an Army jeep?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Yes. He was picked up, I imagine.
Mr. Best. When?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Just now. These people saw it : Kiyohara, Saito, and Kanano.
Mr. Best. I can call the Army up and ask them.
(Upon later questioning Mr. Kuratomi was unable to furnish the name of the

man in question.)
Mr. Myphi. We will be glad to look into that. We are taking so much time,

I feel we should get around and get the job done. We will check with the Army
and will report the facts to you.

M!-. Kur\tomi. I would like to say in a concluding statement that, as we have
already stated, we are not here for trouble and we don't expect to have any
unnecessary commotions and we are sincere and feel that the rights of the
evacuees here are being jeopardized and sometimes tramped upon, and I feel

that you are a man of character and will see justice as it is and try to rectify

some of the wrongs that might have been committed by some of the Caucasian
personnel.
We are depending on you and would like to say that we would like to get these

answers or questions clarified for answer just as soon as possible, because the
people are waiting and the sooner we can give them the facts, the sooner these
problems will be dissolved and we will have a peaceful center that much quicker.

Mr. Myfr. First, gentlemen, it will not be possible to give you answers to all

these questions this afternoon. Thank you very much for the compliment. We
will try to operate on the basis of justice and I want to repeat that I don't

want any misunderstanding on that. Mr. Best has checked with me on policy

every time. People do things that we don't always know about, both among
the evacuees and the administrative staff. I am very much obliged to you and
I hope that you will remember that we cannot operate on the basis of demands
and the sooner we understand that, the better we will be getting along. We will

operate on that basis, of sitting down with you folks as we have this afternoon.

Mr. Kuratomi. Will it be all right for us to report to the people?

Mr. Best. You are reporting to your peorfle? I don't know what you want to

say to your people.

Mr. KuR-\TOMi. Mr. Myer, will you say a few words?
Mr. Myer. I would be glad to say hello to your folks, if you want me to.

I will tell them in summary what I have told you. I will be very glad to tell

them.

Mr. SxRiruNG. I would like to refer to certain pages here. The
first sheet is entitled, "Conference of Negotiations. Tule Lake Center,

Xovember 1, 1943." The following took place while the committee

was assembling for a meeting at Mr. Best's office at 1 : 30 p. m., Novem-
ber 1. Mr. Best received a telephone call reporting the incident at

the hospital.
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Now, here is the quotation

:

Mr. Best speaking, "What is going on at the hospital, George?"
"George" is George Kuratomi, who was the spokesman for the

committee of 17.

Mr. Kuratomi says, "I don't know."
Mr. Best replied^ "They have beaten up Dr. Pedicord. They are

tearing down property. Dr. Pedicord is badly beaten up, and they

are going from one ward to another destroying property."

Kuratomi said, ''We will stop him."
Mr. Best replied, "They have beaten up Dr. Pedicord. They will

have to be stopped right away."
The footnote says that the committee sent some men over to the

hospital.

Mr. CosTELLO. In other words, that refers to the Japanese com-
mittee.

Mr. Stripling. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTKLLO. The center employees?
Mr. Stripling. Yes, sir.

Then the negotiations go on with W. R. A. and the committee of

17 for 13 pages.

Then the negotiations are interrupted, and it says, "Eeceived report

from hospital at this point."

Mr. Best. They are still having trouble at the hospital. What are you going
to do about it?

IMr. Myer. Let us stop this discussion until that sort of thing is stopped. We
can't go on under this kind of a situation. Mr. Schmidt and a negotiator should
go to check on the hospital situation.

Mr. CosTELLo. Was Mr. Schmidt one of the center employees ?

Mr. Stripling. Yes.
Dr. Mason. An internal security officer.

Mr. Costello. In other words, all this time that this disturbance was
going on in the hospital, the conference was going on in the adminis-
tration building, yet no one in the administration building, so far as

you know, went over to investigate or render any aid, so far as you
know ?

Dr. Mason. So far as I know; no.

Mr. CosTELi.0. And Mr. Myer himself was sitting there during the
conference and took no steps whatsoever to investigate the thing per-
sonally, or send somebody to investigate.

Dr. Mason. So far as I know.
Mr. CosiELLO. Up until this time that Mr. Schmidt, for the first time,

one of the W. R. A. actually went over to the hospital to find out what
was actually going on.

Dr. Mason. I know a number of calls were made before I left.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did Mr. Schmidt go over to the hospital while you
were still at the hospital ?

Dr. Mason. No; nobody came while I was there.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know whether Mr. Schmidt left the adminis-
tration building while you were over at the administration building?

Dr. Mason. I did not see him leave.

Mr. Costello. You do not know ?

Dr. Mason. I do not remember seeing him at all
;
however, I knew

him.
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Mr. CosTEiJx). Yvvy Avell.

Mr. 8'nuPLiNu. I liave one other point. This is a quotation from
Kuratomi, addressed to Mr. Myer, diirin<; their nep)tiations, speaking
of the removal of the Caucasian doctors from the hospital

:

This is not a complaint. We don't get anywhere with complaints, consequently
it is turning into demands. The people want the imnuMliate removal of all the
Caucasian doctors and nurses, and we want a definite answer today.

^Ir. Myer, That is impossible, because 1 have been on the project only 6 or 7
hours, and haven't even had a chance to look around.

Mr. KuKAix)Mi. Let me s;iy this, Mr. Myer: I don't want to see any violence.

However, uidess you don't remove those people that I have mentioned from the
hospital until such time as an investigation has been held, I cannot guarantee the
actions of the people. This is not a threat. I cannot stop these people from
swarming over to the hosjiital and getting at the doctors. I don't want to see
any violence take place, but I cannot guarantee what the people will do if we
have to give them this answer.

I ask that this entire transcript be made a part of the record, Mr.
Ghairman.
Mv. CosTELi.o. Without objection, the entire transcript will be made

a ])art of the record.

(The transcript referred to lias been recorded ])revi()usl3^)

Mr. CosTEixo. Do you have any knoNvknloe, ^Ir. Striplino^, whether
that is the complete transcript, or the entire transcript, of the proceed-
ings that took place there, or whether any parts have been removed
therefrom?
Mr. STRin.ixG. This is the transcript wliich Mr. Cozzens and Mr.

Best submitted to the State senate committee of the State of Cali-

fornia to be placed in the official record of the proceedings of that
committee.
Mr. Cos'ELLO. It pui'ports to be an official and complete transcript

of the ]^roceedings that took place?

Mr. Stripling. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. Dr. Mason, I would like to ask you one or two ques-

tions.

Were you present at the time that the altercation at the hospital

first started with Dr. Pedicord?
Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you see the first blow struck?

Dr. JNIason. No; I did not, because he had gone back into his office

and I was at the front door w^hen the crowd pushed past me.
Mr. CosTKi.LO. Then you are not in a position to state whether Dr.

Pedicoid struck first or whether tlie Japanese struck first ?

Dr. ^Iason. No ; I only know what he said.

Mr. CosTEiJ.o. Do you recall any statement he made regarding the
beginning of the altercation?

Dr. Mason. He said the first tiling that was done, one Japanese
reached up and removed his glasses, very kindly, he said.

Mr. CosTKLro. You mean he smashed them off, or did he scratch his

face getting them off ?

Dr. Mason. He took his glasses off; that was Dr. Pedicord's state-

ment. His glasses were not broken l)ecause he had them.
Mr. CoSTEixo. Did the doctor state whether his face was scratched

after the glasses were removed?
Dr. Mason. No; he just said they removed his glasses. He did

remark, had he bioken his glasses on his face, he might have injured
him worse than he did.
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Mr. CosTELLO. The removal of the glasses was the occasion of his

launching out, then, was it ?

Dr. Mason. Apparently so.

Mr. CosTELLO. Regarding tlie otlier man, ^Ir. Borbeck, will you
describe briefly the nature of his injuries?

Those injuries could not have resulted merely by falling and hitting

one's head on the ground, or a rock, or anything like that, could they ?

Dr. Mason. Well, I hardly think so. They were of such a char-

acter that the rock would have to be very irregular shaped to have
fitted into the areas.

Mr. CosTELLO. That is, to be cut in four or five different places?
Dr. Mason. Yes. It would have to be a sharp instrument.

Mr. CosiELLO. Then it is quite evident that he was cut up?
Dr. Mason. He was apparently cut. They were incised wounds.
Mr. CosTELiX). Did it look like cuts with knives ?

Dr. Mason. Yes ; incised wounds. This wound across the chin was
very clean and very straight.

Mr. CosTELLO. And it was not a case of being hit with a ring or

anything like that, was it?

Dr. Mason. Xo ; I can say that medically.
Mr. CosTELi/). There has also been the allegation that there was a

great deal of use of narcotics by the Japanese at the center. Do you
have any information regarding that ?

Dr. Mason. No ; I do not think I heard that discussed at all.

Mr. CoSTELLO. Do you know whether an}- narcotics were stolen at

any time from the hospital?

Dr. Mason. Xo; I do not. I personally never used any in the few
days I was there.

Mr. CosTELLO. You ha.ve not heard any discussion around the center

regarding its use, then ?

Dr. Mason. X^o; I do not recall any discussion about narcotics and
its use.

Mr. CosTELLO. Is that all, Mr. Stripling?

Mr. StpvIplino. Just one more question. Did Dr. Pedicord or Dr.
Marks, or Dr. Loebmann ever state to you that after you left their

office for the administration building to obtain help that anyone from
W. R. A. came over to determine whether the disturbance was still

going on at the hospital? Or the condition of Dr. Pedicord?
Dr. Mason. I do not remember any such statement.

Mr. Stripling. And you know, to your own knowledge, that from
the time Dr. Marks called the first time, and his repeated calls, that
no one came over, Japanese or Caucasian?
Dr. ]\Iason. I saw none ; no.

Mr. Stripling. And you were there in the office?

Dr. Mason. I was in the office the whole time until I left, of course.

Mr. Stripling. That is all.

Mr. Costello. Any questions?

Mr. Eberharter, Doctor, you arrived at Tule Lake on October 22 ?

Dr. Mason. Well. I arrived at Klnmath Falls the night of the 19th,

but I didn't get to Tule Lake until the 22d ; that is true.

Mr. Eberharter. And vou went on duty when ?

Dr. Mason. Xo; the 21st, is it not? The 19th all day, the 20tli, and
the following day, the 21st.

6262G—44—vol. 16 4
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;Mr. Eherharter. And your first day of duty was what date?
Dr. Mason. There was brief apology about that long wait there,

and they said that I had officially gone on duty the 20th. Somebody
made that statement to me that I should have been there, and it was
through no fault of mine that I was not. I would say they were quite

apologetic about it.

^Ir. Eheriiaktcr. And you first commenced your actual duties on
what date?
Dr. IVTason. On the 21st.

Mi\ Eberharter. On the 21st?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Ebkriiarter. That was the day you arrived?
Dr. Mason. That was the day I arrived. I immediately went to

the hospital and remained there throughout the day.

Mr. Eberharter. And your last day of duty was November 1 ?

Dr. Mason. November 6.

Mr. Eberharter. I mean, actual work at the hospital ceased?
Dr. Mason. Oh, so far as the hospital work; yes. In other words,

I was still there, but there wasn't any work going on, so far as we
were concerned. We did not have access to the place.

Mn Ebp:rharter. That was a total of about 9 or 10 days.

Dr. ^Iason. Well, from November 1 until November 6, it could not
be over 6 days.

Mr. Eberharter. But actually on duty from the 21st ?

Dr. Mason. Yes; from the 2ist.

Mr. Eberharter. Until November 1.

Dr. Mason. November 1, noon ; that is right.

Mr. Eberharter. That is 12 days.

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Ebkriiarter. Had you ever been in a relocation center before ?

Dr. Mason. No ; I had no idea what it was, even. I did not know
just what it was. I made sorne effort to find out something about it

previous to my acceptance, and I did not get any particular informa-
tion that was of any value to me.

^Ir. Eberharitr. Did you know, when you went to Tule Lake that
that was a special center?

Dr. ]Mason. I did not.

Mr. Eberharter. To be used for segregants ?

Dr. Mason. No; I did not.

Mr. Eberharter. And you had no idea, then, that there might be
some difficulty with the segregants there because they had been selected

for security reasons of the United States Government; you did not
know that?

Dr. Mason. T did not. I was told in a letter from Dr. Thompson
that approximately 80 percent of these people were American citizens.

I have that letter.

Mr. Costello. Who is Dr. Thompson ?

Dr. INIason. He is the Chief of the Medical Division of W. R. A.
and I believe is stationed here; G. D. Carlisle Thompson.
He and Mr. Best were the only names I knew until I actually arrived

at the camp. I did not know Dr. Pedicord's name. It was never
mentioned to me in correspondence and I just knew those two names.
Mr. Eberharter. In the 11 or 12 days that you were on actual duty
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there, Doctor, did you form an opinion as to the capabilities and the

character of Dr. Pedicord ?

Dr. Mason. I have my opinion of him
;
yes.

Mr. Eberharter. Professionally?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Would you care to give the committee the benefit

of your opinion that you formed ?

Dr. Mason. I would be glad to give you my opinion. I think Dr.

Pedicord was a very capable man, both professionally and in an admin-
istrative capacity. I think that he had done an excellent job, and I
think his ideas were certainly medically correct.

As to the administration, by the way, we owned a small hospital,

and I was familiar with details and costs ; I mean you know something
about the necessities of a certain amount of conservation and a certain

amount of care in the handling of equipment and the use of supplies

and the management of the kitchen and other things, and I had reason

to believe that he had inaugurated and was insisting upon better admin-
istration. That was the dominant note in his instructions to us, and
that was to cut down on waste, extravagance, and unnecessary use of the

hospital in all respects.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you think the W. R. A., then, was rather fortu-

nate in having a doctor of the capacity of Dr. Pedicord ?

Dr. Mason. Well, I happen to know that Dr. Pedicord—rather, I
have learned, because I do not happen to know ; but I have learned

—

that in his previous capacity he had been and was an expert adminis-
trator and fairly well known and quite capable, and they were fortu-

nate, I think, in having him. He was certainly agreeable to all of us
and we thought a great deal of him.
Mr. Eberharter. When you arrived there, or shortly after your

arrival, you say there was a strike in progress insofar as farm labor
was concerned ?

Dr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Did you see any evidence of it, whatsoever, while

you were on duty there ?

Dr. Mason. You mean on the farm ?

Mr. Eberharter. Did you see any evidence of any sort that the
strike was in progress ?

Dr. Mason. Well, the farm was not on that particular reservation.
It was across the road, and that some distance, and I had no occasion
to see any part of it.

Mr. Eberharter. But you did not see any evidence of it ?

Dr. Mason. No.
Mr. Eberharter. Everything was quiet when you first went there ?

Dr. Mason. I was perfectly secure, and felt very secure, particularly
with the Army across the fence. I felt very comfortable.
Mr. CosTEixo. But you did not know that the Army came in just

on invitation.

Dr. Mason. Xo. I learned that by surprise—that they came in only
when invited.

Mr. Eberharter. Doctor, when you first learned that there was some
hostility on the part of the personnel in the hospital of the Japanese
toward the white personnel, or the Caucasians, about what time was
that?
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Dr. Mason. Well, Dr. Pedicord, in the hospital, told us that they
did not like them, and I just knew from what he said. He said, "They
are very respectful ; they do what I say, but it is obvious to me they
do not like me.'' And he gave good reasons for them not to like hini.

I think they were very excellent reasons, because he had instructed us
to not do everything they asked us to do, which is understandable
and reasonable.

And of course he was in a position, I might say, to deny certain
favors and certain privileges that they sought constantly, night
and day.
Mr. EBErnARTER. Just as any good administrative officer would do

j

in the same position.

Dr. ]Mason. That is right.

Mr. Ebeehartij?. And you feel it was proper in every respect for
Dr. Pedicord to advise you, as one of his assistants, of this hos-

tility, and to keep you properly informed so that you would know how
to conduct your duties in a fair and etHcient manner ?

Dr. Mason. Yes. He told us to expect a certain amount of con-
fusion and to expect re^^eated and various requests of all types, under
all fjuises, and to be on guard concerning these rec[uests, of course.

He did advise us not to ever appear afraid before these Japanese.
I remember he did say that.

Mr. Ebekharter. What was the patient intake there per day, or how^
were 3'our records made; so many patients a day; is that the proper
way to keep hospital records ?

Dr. Mason. Of course, you have patient-days, estimates and sum-
maries.

'

Mr. Eberharter. How is that?

Dr. Mason. You have patient-days that you keep records of. They '

are available in the record office, as to the number of admissions and
discharges, a number of charts.

Mr. Eberharter. What was the approximate patient-day number? '

Dr. Mason. Well, it had been cut down so that when I got there,

there was not a great influx of admissions. But as I stated to you '

a moment ago, occasionally one would slip in w'th some minor condi-

tion that obviously was not a hospital case.

And we were very carefully checked by Dr. Pedicord personally

in everything that we did.

I reported to him the necessity for an operation and got his permis- '

sion before we operated. He did not operate, but I informed him of

the case, the condition, which was proper, and I certainly had no '

desire to do otherwise. '

And my surgery was done with the one Japanese physician who
was an excellent surgeon. He was the man, though, whom Dr. Pedi-

cord had particularly said was a troublemaker, and I saw some occa-

sion to appreciate that.

Mr. Ei ERHARTER. Doctor, have you had any experience before in free

clinics?

Dr. Mason. Yes; I have.

Mr. Er.ERHARTER. Were the number of persons a])plying for free

treatment at this very clinic there somewhat out of proportion ro *

what the practice or the general experience would be
;
say, a free clinic '

in a big city ?
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Dr. Mason. Well, they have a population, roughly, of 15.(XH). and
I dare say that a free clinic in a town of that .^ize would not have
brought the great mass of people to those clinics that you would see

in a town where they were expected to judge the necessity of at-

tendance.
Mr. Eberharter. They wanted a little very extra medical attention?

Dr. Mason. Tliere was another thing that I think might be worth
while, if you do not mind.
Mr. Eberharter. I would like to have it : surely.

Dr. Mason. There was another thing that Dr. Perlicord mentioned
to us frequently, and asked me to bring it up in a staff meeting, which
I did on that Saturday morning, and that was the us^ of X-rays.

I, having done public health for the last S^ o years, knew that there

was a distinct curtailment in the use of X-ray films. Our State De-
partment, in their tuberculosis work, had l>een radically reduced in the

amount of films that you made. And I happened to know that and
he knew it.

A young Japanese baby was brought into the clinic one day whom
I saw, that had a small cut on its little finger. It had been seen previ-

ously. I saw it as the second or third man, but I did notice the
records. You glance over the records to see what had gone on
previously.

It was brought in for a dressing, and I noticed that the Japanese
physician who had seen him made a note "X-ray shows no fracture."

Well, of course, as you know, a iaceration of the finger obviously
does not need an X-ray. So that was the situation. They were
crowding the X-ray technician to the point where he could not pos-
sibly do the X-rays which were being requested as necessary, and he
asked for relief; at least, Dr. Pedicord told us to ask for some relief

on the number sent to him.
Mr. Eberharter. You had several staff meetings in the first 10 or

12 days you were there.

Dr. Mason. Yes. Some, more or less informal, but two or pos-
sibly three were called by memorandum.
Mr. Eberharter. That is more than the usual number of staff

meetings that are held generally in hospitals: is it not i

Dr. Mason. Well, it usually is proper to have meetings, that is,

for the in-staff, as we were, at least once a week, which I think
would be proper.
Mr. Eberharter. So that it was appreciated by Dr. Pe<:licord and

. by his assistants on the medical staff that conditions at that hospital

I
were different than hospitals of a general nature.
Dr. Masc»n. Yes. sir.

Mr. Eberharter. And that it was a good thing to have many staff

meetings.

Dr. Mason. I think it was proper, under the circumstances; quite
projDer.

Mr. CoSTELLo. Were not those meetings necessary, also, due to the
fact that your staff was new ?

Dr. Mason. We were reorganizing: that is true. They were very
necessary. The whole situation was such that repeated and frequent
liieetings, I think, were very necessary. We were all more or less

strangers, and getting accustomed and acquainted, too, and he had
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liad considerable experience before us, and I do think they were very
necessary.

IVIr. EuERiiARTER. And at these staff meetin*?s there was a friendly
feelinij among tlie Caucasian doctors toward each other?

Dr. Mason. Oh, yes, indeed. We were quite agreeable and quite
cooperative, so far as I know, in every respect; at least I noticed no
friction.

Mv. Eheriiarter. You think it was a good staff?

Dr. Mason. I tliink it was a fair staff. I would hardly say it was
good because I was in it.

Mr. Eberiiarter. Well, considering the shortage of medical men,
and eliminating yourself from the staff

Dr. Mason. It was excellent, eliminating myself.
Mr. Eberharter. An excellent staff.

Dr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. Eberharter. And I am sure it was excellent if we include you
in it, too. Doctor.

Dr. Mason. Thank you.

Mr. Eberharter. Now, at any of these staff meetings, do you recall

any suggestions or recommendations as to treatment and adminis-
tration ?

Dr. Mason. Dr. Pedicord invited any sort of criticism and any
sort of suggestion. He, I thought, was very democratic. He insisted

on that. I felt, being new, I hardly had time to make any sugges-
tions.

There was one thing that annoyed me, I can say without hesitation,

and that was the number of daily visitors at all hours. They were
there all the time

;
you could walk out into the hall and find a group

of people standing aroimd when you were trying to make profes-

sional visits. And it is quite annoying. I have practiced medicine
and do not allow people standing around. Get them away and get

them out; that is the only way you can do anything.
But I was ver}^ courteous and agreeable to these people. I really

thought I had made some friends. I am sorry I found out later I
did not, but I thought I had.

I did not realize there was any animosity toward the staff as a
whole. I tilought it was more or less a personal matter between Dr.
Pedicord and maybe one or two individuals.

^Ir. Eberharter. At any of these staff meetings you got no protest

against any of the practices that were being carried on?
Dr. ^Iason. No. The only time I did was at his request. I did

bring up the question of X-rays. He asked me to do it privately.

He said. "I wish somebody would bring it up besides me," because

I think he had good reason to ask that, "and then we will discuss it."

But that, as I remember, was my only real official suggestion or

approach about any discrepancy or any practice that was not

desirable.

Mr. Eberharter. Were the physicians there quite busy?
Dr. Mason. Yes; we were very busy.

Mr. Eberharter. In their professional capacities?

Dr. Mason. We were very busy. We had plenty to do.

Mr. Eberharter. There was no loafing on the job at all?

Dr. Mason. I did not loaf.

Mr. Eberharter. How about the rest of the staff ?
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Dr. Mason. I think not. They were always present, and appar-

ently always busy.

Mr. Eberiiartek. Including the Japanese doctors?

Dr. Mason. The Japanese doctors were quite busy. I certainly

would say that they applied themselves dili^^ently and they appar-

ently were very much interested in their patients.

Mr. Eberiiarter. And 3^our opinion of their professional capacity

is what?
Dr. Mason. Well, the one physician whom I mentioned I consid-

ered a very good surgeon; quite radical, but very capable as fai* as

technique was concerned. He was entirely too radical. I say that

unliesitatingly, and I did have to sort of hold him down, so to speak.

I was told I would have to, and I did.

On numerous occasions I found that certain things were contem-
plated that, being rather conservative myself, I did not approve of,

but I am sure his intentions were good.
^Ir. EiiEKiiARTER. You uicau, radical in his practice?

Dr. Mason. So far as practice of surgery was concerned. That is

a personal opinion, you understand.

Dr. Mason. People trained in different places do different things,

you know; I think there are direct and simple means of doing tilings

that do not necessarily have to have a lot of ceremony about and a

great deal of folderol, so to speak, to get a simple thing done. And
there was a great deal of ceremony about his activity.

Mr. Eberiiarter. You mentioned an instance, Doctor, where Dr.
Pedicord had complained about the manner in which the records were
being kept, and was endeavoring to put into practice a more accurate
form of record.

Dr. Mason. Yes. We were personally made responsible for every
record in certain wards that we were assigned to as physician, and it

was my business and duty to check those charts two or three times
daily. Some would be for histories, some would be for physicals.

Some, I know, were withheld, patients who had been in the hospital

over there 10 or 12 days and he insisted that certain complete history
and physical examinations should be present in the charts within 24
hours, and that is correct.

Mr. Eberiiarter. And that is considered very good practice?

Dr. Mason. That is considered very good practice, often a shorter
time, but he was very liberal.

Mr. Eberharter. And Dr. Pedicord was absolutely right about

Dr. Mason. Absolutely. We had, even, at our disposal, little Japan-
ese girls who could take shorthand. We did not personally have to
write it. And they were quite efficient. It could be dictated and
brought to the chart, so that was simple enough.
Mr. Eberharter. That would not be considered such an unusual in-

cident in the administration of the hospital, would it ?

Dr. Mason. It was a very necessary and very commendable request.
Any well-managed hospital has to have good records.

Mr. Eberharter. You would not say it was unusual ?

Dr. Mason. By no means. It is essential to a good hospital.

Mr. Eberharter. Doctor, I have appreciated your testimony very
much. Now, I wonder whether or not you would care to tell me some-

that?
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lhin<j: about the construction of tliis cauip, or the Tule Lake center.

Are the buildings in which the Japanese are housed all frame build-
ings?

Dr. Mason. I went through the colony on two occasions. One time,
on one Sunday afternoon I was very kindly driven around by one of
the persons there, and I do not remember seeing any that were not
built of frame construction and covered with black felt construction
paper.
Mr. Eberiiarter. What kind of a lighting system do they have in

the camp?
Dr. ^fASON. So far as the Japanese colony is concerned, I do not

know. We had electric lights.

Mr. Eberharter. Did you have any lights at night at all?

Dr. Masox. Oil, yes. There were rows of lights down the firebreak.

I can remember looking down and seeing them. It was an absolute
plain, fiat desert. You could see the wliole thing from almost any
point.

Mr. Eberharter. Was it the usual size, barrack type of construc-

tion, frame building?
Dr. Mason. Yes.

Mr. Eberharter. What is the usual size, or were they all about
the same size?

Dr. Mason. Well, I did not enter the Japanese quarters at any
time; I do not know about that. Ours were medium-sized rooms,
with small baths, and little closets screened off, with a little drapery
of some type, with usually double beds, that is twin beds; two people
in a room.
Mr. P]berharter. You w^ere kind of cramped, were you?
Dr. Mason. Not particularly. They w^ere very comfortable.
Mr. P2b?:rharter. Do you know how many families were housed in

each barracks?
Dr. Mason. I do not.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you know whether each family had separate
laundry facilities or anything of that nature?

Dr. Mason. You mean, the Japanese?
Mr. P^BERHARTFJi. The Ja]:)anese.

Dr. Mason. I do not. I claim no knowledge of the colony, except
general observation.

Mr. P^berharter. Do you know whether each family has separate

running water in their quarters?
Dr. ^Iason. I do not.

Mr. Eberharter. Or separate toilets?

Dr. Mason. I do not.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you know the type of heat used to heat these

barracks?
Dr. Mason. I think it must have been either oil burners or these

AVarm Morning magazine stoves. There were quite a number in evi-

dence. I remem])er seeing a freight car on side track one day, in

the warehouse, drifting around on another Sunday, that was loaded

witli AVarm Morning stoves, so I presume tliey used those stoves.

There was a pile of coal near the barracks and I imagine most of them
were heated by these magazine stoves.

Our quarters were heated with oil burners, mostly.

Mr. Eberharter. There is no steam heating system there, is there ?
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Dr. Mason. The only one I know of is in the hospital. It had its

steam phmt, and its own laundiy. It was steam heated. It is the

only building I know of that I would say had steam heat.

Mr. EiiEKHAKTEK. Doctor, when you first saw this crowd approach-

ing, I think you said you were not concerned at all by their advance.

Dr. Mason. Not innnediately. I had seen a group gather around
the hospital a few days before, quite a large crowd of these people,

and I do not remember what it was, but I remember a number of boys

were up on the roof of the building, and whoever was with me re-

marked, ''They might cave the roof in,'' and wondered where internal

security was.
They were, apparently, having a meeting in the gymnasium on the

Sunday before the Monday, but I had seen groups before down there,

and I really did not think so much about it.

I began to be concerned Avhen they were coming directly toward us.

Mr. Eberharter. And there were mothers with children in their

arms?
Dr. Mason. I saw all types

;
yes, sir.

Mr. Eberharter. The whole family probably turned out; is that

not true ?

Dr. Mason. Apparently so. I was told, and this is purely hearsay,

but I was told that they had been told by a group of men that they
would join that crowd or die.

Mr. Eberharter. I did not hear that, Doctor ; will you please repeat

it?

Dr. Mason. I was told—purely hearsay—that the Japanese had been
informed to join that cro^A d or die ; that the girls in the hospital had
been warned to join it. That is purely hearsay; at least, they had a

great group of people together. At least, I do know that, because I

saw them.
Mr. Eberharter. None of these Japanese made any direct threat

against you v/hen they forced their way into the hospital, did they?
Dr. Mason. At one time, after I went back, after being pushed aside,

I immediately went back and one Japanese boy put his hand under
my chin and put his fist in my face and shook it and gritted his teeth.

Other than being taken by the arms and led to the building, that I was
subjected to, except a little language occasionally, that we felt keenly

—

we were all humiliated.
Mr. Eberharter. While these Japanese were mistreating and kicking

Dr. Pedicord, from your testimony I take it that there was not a single
white person wlio came to his assistance, with the exception of this

nurse.

Dr. Mason. There was not a single white person that could come to
his assistance. We were being crowded out and pushed out. We had no
chance. It happened in a matter of seconds. Immediately, when we
got to him, we were telling him that we could not help him. He said,

"I know it," because I had gone back in for the purpose of helping
him, or trying to, which was, of course, foolhard}^
Mr. Eberharter. Well, the nurse got to him.
Dr. Mason. She got to him when they were leaving. She rushed b)^

and got in.

Mr. Costello. Was that the time when you came to the assistance
of Dr. Pedicord ?
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Dr. Mason. He was being dragged by us and the nurses had gathered
and I got them off in the room, and they went around through this sidef

door. It was rather confusing.

There were not many of us there, you see. You see, I was the only

one there at the beginning, and the next thing that I saw was the nurses,
1

and then after he was back in his office, then Dr. Marks came from his

post and circled back in the hospital, claiming that they had pushed
him out.

You see, there was nobody there, to begin with. I had gone to the

back of the hospital to ask him what the trouble was, and he stationed
|

me at the door.

Mr. CosTELLO. It would have been impossible for you to have been of

any assistance to Dr. Pedicord with 18 or 20 Japanese around him
beating him up.

Dr. Mason. I went over there for the purpose of assisting him up
and this young Japanese advised me not to interfere, which I took
to be serious; I do not know. I could not have gotten to him, any-

way; they were all around him and more or less inside of the door.

They were still fighting at the door.

Mr. Eberharter. You observed the crowd pretty closelj^ through-
out the entire afternoon?

Dr. JMason. Well, we had nothing to do. We were just waiting.

Occasionally one thing would be pointed out and then another. I

remember somebody pointed out the fact that these women and chil-

dren were on the outside, which interested them, and this group of

boys in the middle.
!

Some of them remarked that they were protecting the others.

Mr. Eberharter. But you passed through the crowed at one time.

Dr. Mason. Yes; the crowd gave way when I was escorted in.

Mr. Eberharter. During all this time you did not see anybody
with any weapons?

Dr. Mason. I saw two pocketknives.
Mr. Eberharter. Pocketknives?
Dr. Mason. Yes, sir. I saw two different men with pocketknives,

whittling.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you know whether or not there was an an-

nouncement made in the dining rooms when the Japanese were having
their lunch that a speech would be made that afternoon at the admin-
istration building?

Dr. Mason. I heard it said later that they had made such an
announcement.
Mr. Eberharter. And the word had been passed to all the Japanese

when they were eating lunch that the speech would be made by
Dillon Myer. National Director, at the administration building, in

the afternoon?
Dr. Mason. I heard that was true. I did not hear the announce-

ment, but I had heard later that they had such an announcement and
had been gathered by that means.
Mr. Eberharter. When these gentlemen were speaking in the after-

noon, before and after Mr. Myer spoke, was there anybody taking

shorthand notes or any notes oi what the Japanese were saying?
Dr. Mason. I really do not know. I did not notice anybody doing

that. They were speaking in Japanese.
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Mr. Eberharter. Yes
;
surely. But there were persons of the white

race who could understand the Japanese language who were present

when those speeches were being made.
Dr. Mason. The only one I actually know was this Miss Shipps

who occasionally approached, and we asked her what they were saying.

And I do remember one time she said that she did hear them say,

"Dr. Pedicord" and heard them say "Dr. Marks," but she apparently

could not get a great deal of their conversation.

We were, of course, very anxious and were plying her with ques-

tions at different times as to what they were saying. They did not

talk loudly and you could not hear a great deal.

Mr. Eberharter. The way it finally turned out, Dr. Pedicord was
not seriously hurt, was he ?

Dr. Mason. No. He sustained painful bruises and his eye was in-

f[ jured. It will take some time, as it usually does, for those subcorneal

and subscleratic hemorrhages to dissolve, but so far as mortal or seri-

I ous injury, I think not.

There was some question in our minds at first on account of mild
shock, that he might have internal hemorrhage; we did not know.
That is a matter of observation over a period of time.

Mr. Eberharter. You decided to resign or to, at least, get away from
Tule Lake because you felt that in the future you could not con-

scientiously, in a professional way, continue to treat these Japanese

j
persons ; is that correct ?

Dr. Mason. That particular group.
Mr. Eberharter. Well, is that professional ethics of the medical

profession ?

Dr. Mason. Well, I do not know about that. It was an unusual sit-

uation. A doctor is not required to treat unless he chooses, legally.

Mr. Eberharter. He is not required to treat any patient? He can
refuse to treat any patient ? Is that professional ethics ?

Dr. Mason. Under circumstances other than emergency; I mean, a
man chooses his practice in private practice more or less at his will.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you feel, Doctor, if you had remained at Tule
Lake, that your friendship toward these Japanese was such that you
could not give them the proper kind of professional treatment?
Dr. Mason. My meaning was that I had a definite resentment against

these people and I did not feel that I would be in a proper position to
treat them correctly or incorrectly under the circumstances.
Mr. Eberharter. And it would probably interfere with your pro-

fessional treatment of these Japanese, whether they were Japanese-
Americans or straight Japanese ?

Dr. Mason. That was my meaning when I made the statement.
Mr. Eberharter. Well, iDoctor, do you know that the medical pro-

fession, that is, the medical officers in the xlrmy, treat the wounds of
the enemies?
Dr. Mason. That is true.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you think that their feeling toward them sways
their professional treatment ?

Dr. Mason. No ; I think not. It did not sway mine, but I did not
see any point in being subjected to that feeling. If there was any
fortunate part about it, I made my position clear. I asked about it

first, and I found I had a matter of choice and I decided I v\ould do
better, frankly.
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I (lid not o^o out there to fifjlit. I went out tliore to practice medicine.

I made the remark, ^'If I am ^oin<r to %ht, I will be in uniform."
And I mi<jjhl say that 1 have made an ellort to <^et in uniform on re-

peated occasions. I am connected with the Public Health Service, and
we are more or less frozen to our position.

Mr. Erekiiahter. Well, do you not think it is better to luive Cau-
casian doctors, particularly at the Tule Lake center, especially set

aside for seare<2:ant s, than to allow the medical treatment to be given
by ,Iapanese doctors?

Dr. ^Iason. I do not know that I am in a position to judge that.

There it did not seem to work very well. With the Caucasians it did
not seem to work at all very well. They did not like us. They did
not want us.

Mi\ EBERiiAirrER. Do you not think it should be taken into consid-

eration what the Federal Government wants; our own Government
wants?
Dr. Mason. Indeed I do.

Mr. Ereriiarter. You do not give way to the views of the Japa-
nese, do you ?

Dr. Mason. Not at all ; but it was not to favor the Jjipanese that

1 desired to help.

Mr. Ereriiarter. I am a little confused by your testimony as to

whether or not it was your impression, immediately after the dis-

turbance was over, that it was best that the Army had not been
called in up to that time.

Dr. Mason. Well, our general discussion was based on the gather-
ing of the crowd itself, and its purpose, the purpose for the con-

gregation, after they were in a position to have us surrounded and
more or less at their own mrecy, so to speak, and I think that I

can safely say that we felt that any unusual move on anybody's part
might have entailed some danger both to us and the Japanese; at

least, that was our feeling. Whether it would have, I do not know.
Mr. Ereriiarter. So that it is kind of hard for me to follow

exactly what impression 3^ou want to give this connnittee.

Is it right for us to say that it was your impression immediately
after the disturbance was over that it was perhaps the be.st thing
not to have called the Army in during the conference?

Dr. Mason. During the conference; yes; but not after the con-

ference or before the conference.

Mr. Ereriiarter. You think it might have been all right to ha?e
called the Army in before the conference conunenced?

Dr. Mason. We wondered why the Army did not dispose itself

in such a way as to find out why these ])eople were coming. Of
course, they got there rather hurriedly, and there was nothing that

could have been done then, so far as we knew, except to call the

Army in and dispei'se them.
Mr. Ererharter. Then is it your impression that it was best not

to call the Army in while the conference was going on ?

Dr. Mason. That was our general impression.

Mr. Ereriiarter. That was your general im])ression?

Dr. Mason. That was my general impression; yes. I felt w^e would
have all been in danger; that is my impression, that we were at

the mercy of these people in the building at that time. Whether we
were or not, I won't sa^^.
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Mr. Eberharter. Well, yon think it was a wise thing on the part

of the administrative officials of the W. R. A. at the camp there,

and Dillon Myer, to hold the camp conference with these so-called

selected leaders'?

Dr. Mason. Well, he did not have a great deal of choice, I think.

He was in there, too, with the rest of ns.

Mr. Eberharter. So that it was the proper thing for Dillon Myer
and Mr. Best to hold the conference that afternoon, was it not ?

Mr. CosTELLO. That was not the only thing for them to do, was it?

Mr. Eberharter. Let him answer my qnestion, Mr. Cliairman.

Dr. Masox. I wonld say that he had no choice; that is the way I

look at it.

Mr. Eberharter. Had you been in his place, would you have held

a conference?
Dr. Mason. I think that I would have; yes, indeed. I certainly

would.

Mr. Eberharter. I l>elieve you said you did not know whether the

security officer went to the hospital or not.

Dr. Mason. I do not know that he did or he did not.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, that evening, about )nidnight, you went
liome to your quarters from Dr. Pedicord's home?
Dr. Mason. Yes.

Dr. Mason. Did you have an escort ?

Dr. Mason. Just another doctor, as I remember; two Caucasians.

Mr. Eberharter. It was dark at that time?
Dr. Mason. Yes; it was around midnight.

Mr. Eberharter. You were not physically afraid ?

Dr. Mason. Not particularly. It was quiet, and I was not comfort-
able at that time ; I will say that.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, it was not fear of physical violence that
caused you to resign from the position and leave the camp, was it ?

Dr. Mason. M}^ chief reason for wanting to resign was that I had
expected to arrange to have my family with me, and I had that im-
pression when I went. I was told that facilities were available, and
that was rny expectation and intention, but it did not api)ear to me to

be the proper place to have a nice wife and two nice children, and
I did not much care for them to be brought up in any such atmosphere
I was a little surprised.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you remember much of what Mr. Myer said in

his speech to the Japanese that morning, and can you give us an im-
pression of how long that speech lasted ?

Dr. Mason. It was very short; ver}^ few words and a very careful
speech.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, some people call a 20-minute s])eech short.

Dr. Mason. I would say it was not over 5 minutes; I do not think
it was even that long.

Mr. Eberharte.r. What was the main gist of what he said ?

Dr. Mason. The main gist was refusing their demands at that time.
That was essentially what he said at that time. He assured them he
would investigate their complaints and he w^ould see what could be
done about separate demands, and then he bade them good day.
Mr. Eberharter. Thank you very much.
Mr. Costello. You felt, Doctor, if you were to have brought you

wife and children out there, it would not have beeix a safe place for
them to live on the reservation ?
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Dr. Mason. Certainly not.

Mr. CosTELLo. For that reason you wanted to notify them and get

out ; is that correct ?

Dr. Mason. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLo. Your quitting was not due to any particular fear,

although you did not think you were any too safe in that center ; is that

the idea ?

Dr. Mason. I did not wait. I mean I felt perfect!}^ secure, you
understand, the whole time, until I realized that the military and the

amount of protection was a little ditferent from what I had anticipated.

Mr. CosTELLo. In other words, actually thei*e was no internal security

within the center.

Dr. Mason. They had organized what is known as internal security.

I do not know the number of men involved, and I do not know their

arms, wliether they were armed or not.

Mr. CosTELLO. Of course, those were mostly Japanese, were thev
not?

Dr. Mason. There were, I understand, a number of Japanese in it.

Mr. CosTELLO. The developments on this particular day demon-
strated that the internal security problem was not taken care of when
you needed police protection within the center.

Dr. Mason. Obviously so.

Mr. CosTELLo. And apparently the calls to the administration
brought no aid.

Dr. Mason. Obviously so.

Mr. CosTELLO. And apparently there was no aid to be brought in

other than the Army, outside of the gates?
Dr. Mason. Ap})arently not.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you believe that Dr. Pedicord was a trained

disciplinarian?

Dr. Mason. I do not.

Mr. CosTiXLO. You do not think he was too abrupt in his handling
of the Japanese, or too rigid in his handling of the problem?

Dr. JMason. He was equally abrupt to us. It might have been a

ditt'erence in understanding but he was equally abrupt to us.

Mr. CosTELLO. But you believe his attitude was one which was neces-

sary in order to have an efficient handling of the hospital ?

Dr. Mason. I should think so.

Mr. CosTEixo. Do you have any other questions?

Mr. Stripling. No, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. I appreciate very much. Dr. Mason, your coming in

and giving your testimony before the committee.

We know it has inconvenienced you a great deal to come to Wash-jk
j

ington for a few days. I think your testimony has been very help-B
j,

ful to the committee and will aid us materially in trying to workB
^

out some solution of the difficulties that seem to confront the han-H
dling of W. R. A. centers.

^
I

|

I want to thank you for your frankness and your openness iuB
|

answering the numerous questions here. I
i

The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning atl
^

10 : 30, at which time we will hear Congressman Engle.
,j

(Whereupon, at 1 : 10 p. m., the committee adjourned until ISTovem-B
^

ber30, 1943, atiOa. m.)
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1943

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee of the Special Committee

TO Investigate Un-American Activities,

Washington^ D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10: 30 a. m., the Honorable John M. Cos-
tello, presiding.

Present: Hon. Herman P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania; Hon. Karl
E. Mmidt, South Dakota; and Robert E. Stripling, chief investigator.

Also present : Hon. John Z. Anderson, California ; Hon. John
Phillips, California; and Hon. Clair Engle, California.

Mr. Costello. The committee will be in order.

We have, as our first witness this morning, Congressman Engle^
who re^Dresents the district in California in which the Tule Lake
segregation center is located.

Although Congressman Engle was not an eyewitness to the events
which transpired out there in California, he did leave from Wash«
ington to go out there to make an investigation of the situation.

Now, as the result, he was present at the hearings of the State
senate investigating committee, and had an opportunity to observe
the various witnesses who appeared and testified on that occasion. Al-
though his testimony may be in the nature of hearsay evidence, I
think it will give the committee the picture they desire to receive
regarding the events out there as observed from the statements made
by eye witnesses to the events.

I would appreciate it, Mr. Engle, if you would come forward and
irive your full name to the reporter, please.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAIR ENGLE, SECOND CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

Mr. Engle. As you have so kindly stated, Mr. Chairman, I pro-
ceeded to California in response to numerous requests from my own
district, and particularly from the vicinity of the Tule Lake Area^
after reports had been received in my office about the Tule Lake dis-
turbance on November 1.

In addition to the various telegrams, I talked on the phone to some
of the people at Tule Lake, particularly on November 4, which wa&

I

Thursday, the night the Army was called in to take over the camp

;

so on that week-end I proceeded to California and arrived at Tule
Lake on Monday, November 7.

9815
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At that time the Senate Fact-Fiiulin<r Comniittee For Resettlement

of Japanese had already arrived on the ^ri'onnd. Tlie California

Leojislature, at the last session, set up this Senate Fact-Finding Com-
mittee, and shortly after the disturbance at Tule Lake, tliey arranoed
to iio tliere and hold heai'inj^s.

Wlien I <2:ot to Tule Lake they had subpenaed a oroat number of

witnesses and were i)repared to start their hearino;s on Monthly morn-
inor at 10 o'clock, which they did.

Now there was a ^ood deal of confusion at that time repirding
what had actually occurred at Tule Lake because of certain ])ress

releases, one press release in particular, which had been issued out of

the W. R. A. office in San Francisco. This i)ress release, Avhich came
out after the disturbance on ]\Ionday, November 1, was to the effect

that there was no real trouble or disturbance at Tule Lake whatever;
that the reports re^ardino^ that were apparently (rerman pro]):\<2:anda.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did that press release carry the name of any officer

of W. R. A., or was it just simply issued in the name of the office?

My. Engle. No; the press release carried no name, but at the Senate
Fact-Finding hearino-, Mr. Cozzens, the regional director, attributed

the press release to Mr. Joyce of the San Francisco office.

The press release fui-ther stated that the regional office had received

five telephone calls within 5 minutes after the alleged disturbances

were supposed to have been, or alleged to have occurred, which was
the basis for their assumption that it was a subversive plan of some
sort.

So I was very ha})py yesterday to see the Doctor here from the

Camp to give you an eye-witness account of what occuri'ed there on
November 1, because it eliminates to some extent any necessity on my
part of going over what the investigation revealed regarding the

actual occurrences.

Tlie doctor's testimony, as you heard it yesterday, covered a great

many of the i:)oints covered by the witnesses at the Senate investiga-

tion, and to whom I talked, and all of those Avitnesses covered the

whole subject with a gi-eat deal of detail and with testimony which I

felt had a good deal of weight.
Now, there were some factors about it that the doctor did not bring

out and which woi'e bi ought out in testimony which I might mention.
Mr. Dillon ^ly^^r, the national director of W. R. A., arrived at Tule

Lake on November 1, a Monday, and he was immediately approached
by a committee of Japanese who wanted a hearing with him. He
agreed to meet the committee on Tuesday afternoon, at 1 : BO, and that

was supposed to be the time when the meotina- was to be held.

Notwithstanding that arrangement, the Japanese announced in the

mess halls on that day. that is. Monday, that all of the Japanese should j

get together at the administration building at 1 : 30 to hear Dillon
\

Myer speak, and so at 1:80 they did assemble and the Ja])anese coin-
|

mittee did call u]:K)n Mr. Dilhm INIyer, which was in violation, of
j

course, of the understanding and agreement which had been had re- !

garding the meeting which was to l)e held the next day. i

And as the doctor testified, Mr. Myer and Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens, |

and those others present, did proceed then to go ahead and hold the S

meeting with this Japanese committee. :
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Now, the testimony re^ardin<]^ the actual occuiTence at the demon-
stration was siip])lemented by testimony, that is, testimony j^iven by
the doctor, and the facts stated by him are suppk^nented in <2:reat

detail by testimony given by other people, that is, regarding their

particular activity in the affair.

For instance, with regard to the women, the Japanese had appar-

ently Japanese women patrolling the apartments during this demon-
stration, and there were two white women in an apartment whom they

forced to go to the administration building. One of them was up on
top of the house and the Ja]:>anese told her to come down or she would
be hurt. So she came down and was escorted to the administration

building by the Japanese and in the process of being escorted, Avas

abused, and language was used toward her which was not very com-
plimentary or very nice.

The total effect of it was to frighten this lady to the extent that she

sat down during the process of the afternoon meeting when they were
held prisoners in the building, and made out a will.

Now, that sort of thing came up. I could mention a great many
witnesses who w^ould testify in the same manner. For instance, a man
who had previously operated the slaughterhouse, who was a farmer,

who lived in the vicinity

Mr. CosTELLo. What was his name?
Mr. Encle. His name ^vas Wilkinson. He was at the camp with

reference to some business he had there and when he saw this vast mob
coming and approaching—and apparently they approached, so the

testimony indicated, in a very orderly and organized fashion—he
tried to get out of the camp by getting in his automobile and driving
out the front gate.

If the map is still on the board, I could illustrate.

He was dragged right back of the administration building, between
the administration building and the fence, and he tried to get in his

car, and got in his car and tried to get out of the gate before the Jap-
anese all could surround the administration building.

He got in his car and started toward the gate, but the Japanese sur-

l ounded him and stopped him and started to turn his car over. He
opened the door on the left-hand side, and swung it open. When they
tipped the car up to the left, the door caught, and that kept it from
turning over. They informed him that he had to stay and take his

medicine.

So they got him out of the car and escorted him without manhan-
dling him, in particular, but with sufficient emphasis to let him know
that he was to go along to the administration building, and at the
administration iDuilcling he was put in there along with the rest of
them.
He testified in some detail about the situation there in the admin-

istration buildino-. At that time, he said there were about GO to 65
people in the office building, in the north wing. There were several
wings to that building, ond there were people in each one of the wings.
The Japanese, from time to time, w^ould bring someone else in, and put
them in the building.

He saw these cartons that they were carrying around full of straw,
and he saw that they had guards at each door and window. They had

62626—44—vol. 16 5
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two bonlires built there for some reason or other, although the day
was not cold ; it was warm.
He saw hundreds of ])eople with sticks and he saAA^ one knife 14

inches long, and sharpened on both sides. He said that some of them
had handles sticking out of their coat sleeves.

One fellow by the name of Miller, who was a traveling salesman of
some type, tried to get out, and when he could not get out he tried to

phone with reference to his train reservation. They have a telephone
booth there in the administration building which, as the description
was, was just outside on one of the porches. And he tried to go out
and phone, but the Japanese took him out of the telephone booth and
would not let him remain there. They could go to the window^ and
look out any time they wanted to and one of the Japs asked him if he
would take a thin dime for his life when he was looking out the win-
dow, and nuide a suggestive swipe through the grass with his knife.

]Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know^ what kind of a knife that was?
Mr. Engle. If he indicated the type of knife it was, my notes do

not show what he said.

Incidentally, 1 might say in that regard that a court reporter's tran-

script was taken of all of this testimony, that is, the testimony at the

hearing, and I have asked for a copy of that, and that transcript will

be made available to this committee; as to the testimony of any of

these witnesses whom I have mentioned.
Now, the situation as developed by the testimony, seemed to indi-

cate that the Jaj^anese had some plan, if they were driven sufficiently,

to burn down the administration building, the warehouses and the

garages. Tliere was a good deal of testimony supplementing that, to

which the doctor testified yesterday, regarding these bundles of straw,
and straw^ saturated with oil being placed around the administration
building and the garages, and under the Avarehouses.

The officer charged with fire control in the camp was a man by the

name of Ehoads, and it was his special business, of course, to deter-

mine whether or not there was a fire hazard. He testified that he
made an investigation and he found these boxes of straw saturated
with oil in the garages.

Now, these garages are large garages and are made to hold some 10

or 12 automobiles, and these little boxes, as I understand it, of straw
would be put in those garages, and also were put under the warehouses,
and at the time of the demonstration were put around the building
itself, that is, the administration building, in such a fashion as to

indicate that if the circumstances required it, they could have set the

straw and the boxes on fire, the straw being saturated with oil, and
start a conflagration there in the camp.

That testimony was also given by iVIr. Paine, who w^as a police

officer at the cam]>, and also by some of the other witnesses who stated

that they saw^ these boxes of straw.

Now, as far as any testimony indicating that the Japanese ever

undertook to light the boxes of straw or to otherwise set the building

on fire, there is no such testimony.

Now, the »Tapanese committee which presented its demands con-

sisted of 17 Japanese. Their demands are particularly set forth in

the court reporter's transcript of the hearing there of the committee,

which was taken down, and which yesterday was made a part of this

record.
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They demanded better food
;
they comphiined about the food con-

ditions, saying that the distribution was bad, that is, that some mess

halls were getting more food than others, or better food than others.

They wanted porches over their doors; they wanted buckets, mops,

and brooms. The record indicates there were a great many brooms

distributed already, but the Japanese were com])laining that they

wanted more. They also wanted the resignation of most of the white

personnel.

Now, that is all set up in the record. They asked for the resigna-

tion of Mr. Best, who was the camp director. They asked for the

resignation of all of the white personnel in the hospital, and com-
plete control of the hospital; the resignation of Dr. Pedicord and of

Mr. Peck, who was the chief steward, and also a good many of the
others; Mr. Rhoads, who was the fire chief; and also, I believe, they
asked for the resignation of the chief of internal security there at the

camp.
At any rate, their specific demands on that are all set forth in the

record. They said they wanted six ambulances to be on duty there

at the camp at all times. And the Japanese spokesman said that there

was a very serious unemployment condition in the camp and that
they wanted unemployment insurance provided.

With reference to the situation at the hospital, they were very
specific about that, and they not only wanted the resignations of all

the white personnel, but they wanted an immediate answer on that
subject that day, and they informed the W. R. A. leaders that if these

demands were not yielded to, that the elapanese committee would not
be Tf^^ponsible for what would happen.
There was a good deal of property damage that went on during

the riot. The Japanese got on top of some of the cars and smashed
one of them in. They tore some of the windshield wipers off. Mr.
Rhoads testified he looked at his car and it had been completely ran-
sacked, and the windshield wiper taken off, and I believe the rear-view
mirror stolen out of it. Some of the cars were scratched.
They had also poured stove oil on the tires of the cars and poured

oil around some of the cars. Now, that was testified to by Mr. Rhoads,
the fire chief, and Mr. Paine, and I believe one other witness who made
an investigation of that particular circumstance.
Mr. CosTELixi. They let the air out of some of the tires of the cars

I Iso, did they not?
Mr. Engle. Yes. There was testimony that they let the air out of

the tires of some of the automobiles. They got in these trucks and
definitely anticipating that the Army might come in, they put these
trucks so that they would block the streets, and then they had Japanese
at tlie controls of these trucks at all times.

The entire performance seemed to be, from the testimony, very well
organized.

From time to time, as the doctor testified, the Japanese committee,
or a group from the outside, would march completely through the
administration building and inspect the situation, look over the white
people, tlie white personnel in there, and on one occasion came through
and inquired as to where the committee was holding its hearing.
Apparently they had not heard a report and wanted to know what
^as going on.
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Tlioy had tliis broadcasting system set up and the equipment with
which it operated, that is, tlie batteries and the speakers, and what not,
were guai'ded by tlie Japanese. They had a Japanese sitting on the
batteries.

^Ir. CosTELLO. Was that a i)ermanent instalhition of the camp'^
Mr. Engi.e. No; that is not a permanent instalhition; and after the

demonstration was over it was taken down and removed by the
Ja])anese.

Js\)w, dui ing the course of these net^otiations, when it be<ran a tt^le-

phono call came in, as the doctor testitied, re^ardin^ the situation
^oing on at the hospital. There was a <2:ood deal of negotiation about
that, and finally Mr. C'ozzens, or rather, I think it was Mr. Schmidt,
the internal security olficer, in comi)any with one of the members of

the conunittee, went across to the hospital to see what w^is ^joinor on.

And the record shows that Mr. Myer and Mr. Best stated, in eifect,

that the}' would refuse to continue no«i:()tiati()ns until the action in

btniting up the d(K'tor v/as terminated or brou<;ht to a close.

Mr. CosTinxo. When did Mr. Schmidt leave that meeting?
Mr. Enoi^. Well, there was nothing indicated in the record or the

testimony to show the time, but it was some time after the conunence-
ment of the negotiations and the message first arrived.

Mr. Costi:ll(). It was not in response to the first phone call, then?

Mr. Engle. No. There were some 15 pages of testimony in between
before he went over there to check up on the situation.

Mr. Best, at the time the report was made, asked the spokesman
for the Japanese what they were going to do about the situation; that

is, as to the Japanese committee, what they were going to do about

the situation; that the doctor was being beaten up in the hospital.

Now, at the end of the conference, the Japanese from time to time

were addressed over their broadcasting system, their loudspeaker sys-

tem, by a spokesman. They spoke in their own language, but some
of the witnesses, like Peck, testified that they heard their own names
mentioned. Now, whether they could recognize their names or not,

I do not know; it might have been a name that the Japanese could

not pronounce in their own language, but they were uiider the impres-

sion that they heard their own names, and therefore 'got the impression

that the report was being given to the crowd as to what the demands
were, and whose resignation was being denuinded.

Incidentally, Mr. Peck's resignation was subsequently demanded,
and he has since resigned from the project there. Mr. Peck, as I said

before, was the chief steward, the chief procurement officer. He ran

all the mess.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know whether he voluntarily resigned, or;

whether he resigned at the request of the project manager ?

Mr. Engle. He resigned at the request of the War Relocation Au-
thority, and the grounds stated for his resignation were inefficiency.

At tlie hearing lie protested that rather vigorously, and stated that he

Iv.id letters, which he showed to me and which I have in my possession

but not here—they arc out in California or being shipped back—which

were very praiseworthy of his efforts as a procurement officer and chief

steward in the camp.
But, notwitlirtanding that, as of this occurrence, his resignation was

demanded. And I endeavored personally to get him to stay on, at

i
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least until this thing blew over and we could find out what was going

on out there.

But he felt that proceedings would be taken against him from a

civil-service standpoint; in fact, he said that he had been told that

they would proceed against him under his civil-service set-up; that is,

that they would call for a hearing, and he did not want that on his

record; he would rather just resign and get out of the thing and let

it go, and have his civil-service l ecord clear rather than go through

a contest with them on it. So he did resign.

At the present time, as I understand it, he is driving a truck there

at Tule Lake for one of the contractors. His resignation was de-

manded by Mr. Cahn, who was the assistant project director. As I

said, the reason given for his resignation was inefficiency. He had
been at the camp for some 18 months.
Now, in regard to weapons at the demonstration on November 1,

there is considerable testimony regarding weapons. Some of them
saw as many as five and six knives in the crowd during the afternoon,

but nobody testified, to m}^ knoAvledge, to seeing firearms.

As to whether or not the civilian personnel there were actually

prisoners, the testimony was unanimous, that is, that they could not

get out. Several of them tried it. One man by the name of Donovan,
who was the head of their construction department, who seemed to be
a very determined sort of chap, decided that he was going to go out.

So he started through the Japanese crowd, and it pretty near precipi-

tated a riot on the fringe of the crowd, and they manhandled him and
shoved him around and cursed him and abused him, and called him a
"white so-and-so," and other names, and forced him to go back into

the building. Others tried the same thing and had the same expe-
rience, so whether or not the white personnel were actually prisoners,

there does not seem to be any question about that.

Now, Mr. Myer's claim is that he did not feel that he was a prisoner;

as a matter or fact, Mr. Myer and Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens, did not
try, so far as the testimony indicates, to get out, but one member of
their group that they did send to the hospital to investigate that
situation, was escorted by a member of the Japanese committee and did
not go through the crowd there of his own accord ; he went through
under Japanese escort.

Mr. CosTELLo. During the entire time of the trouble at this time,
neither Mr. Myer nor Mr. Cozzens nor Mr. Best made any effort to
leave the administration building, or leave the room in which they
were holding their conference?
Mr. Engle. None of the testimony indicates that they did, and they,

themselves, did not testify, that is, Mr. Cozzens nor Mr. Best never
testified that they tried to leave the building.
Now, the}^ did submit a statement on the situation there, which is

part of the roford and covers ]>retty well their testimony which they
gave before the committee.
Mr. Stripling. Would you like to have this transcript?
Mr. Engle. Yes. I can read that into the record, if you desire.

This is headed "Factual Statement for the Kecord Concerning Tule
Lake Center, November 1st to November 4th, 1943, Inclusive, by R. B.
Cozzens."
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And, as I say^ it follows substantially the same testimony which hs
pnvc at the heai ing, and I think indicates, to some extent, their position
in the matter.

Mr. Myer, B«'st. and I nrrivod on the projei't from Si»n Francisco at alxnit
10 a. in. NoviMnbcr 1. While In conference and at about 11 a. ni., two evacuett
cnlltMl nn Mr. Zininier and wanted to know if Director Myer w»iuld nMi't with a

• Mr. Z ninier inlornjfd tin- aln»ve evacuei»s after ctinsiiUinj; wltk
tor and Mr. Best, tliat we would in»»et with the connuittee at 1 : 30 p. OL

! 2. The dlrect«)r, Best, Zininur, jind I dlscussetl additional security
1 ^ nwessary to .»«iti.sfactorily protect and control the area, .suih items
J ' ifional fence, both of which had been considered since segregation
was «1.

F" 1 A -: lunch the director. Best, and I vIcwcmI the new niotor-|K>ol ; • d
look»'d over t!ie area to dett-rndiie proiM'r location for jail and addiiionii y
111. - :•. V. We were advi.sid Just as we loff in a car for this trip tliat i y

informed that the direct»»r w»>uhl sin'ak to them at the admi ii

1 , KurtluT < ln'cks revrahtl that !h»'
|
iMip!*- in the tulony had be« .1

nt the noon nieal that the dirtvtor would talk to theni at 1 : ;U) p. ni. B>
3.U00 to 4,(H;0 |¥M>ple of the <'olony—men, w«»nMMi. and chlldnMi were m
the administration area. We, the diri'ctor. Mr. Best, and Coz'.ens— < ar«

sidenKl the advisability of callinc in the military. Froni past exiH^rient. . .uie

to the fact the general population had iMfn called to assemble under a hoax If
hear the dirwtor, we deemed it inatlvi.sablc to call in the military.

I mi<rht say Mr. Cozzens was very frank in sayin^i: in his testimonj
that the callin<r of this demonstration was a pure hoax on the part of
the J:ipane.<e leadersliip in that colony, api)arently to show their influ-

ence and their power to the people.

Continuing with the quotation now :

We realizetl that this was the first major move on the part of a committee In
the colony to plity for i>ower. Ifi the crowd there were a number of small gr- i»s

whi» apiK»ared to be well or^anize<l and told the crowd where to go. The i : .mI

nssembbnl around the thnn^ wings of the administration building. Another crew
of evacuees erected a loud-speaker system on the building.

While the crowd was as.sembling tlu're were, as mentiorunl, well-<irganizt^l >tii.ill

groups, probably LIM) to 'j.'iO total, told ap|>oiiited iM»rsonrjel or afiy Caur;isi:ins i u«'v

fyiw to either stay in their apartments or go to the adujinistration building. '1 iiis

Jast statement is from hearsay only.
When the rrowd bad n^sembhMl. nn evacuee called at Mr. B«»st's offlre and

asked if thedinx'tor and Mr. Best would se*^ the committee. It was agnn^d t" s***'

them. They came in—17 in all. The transcript of the meeting reveals what t»M)k

place at the meeting.
The crowd outside was orderly all during the meeting except that, as reported,

some cars were scratched, one car top caved in by kids sitting on it, two car aerial

p<dej» taken, and a small amount of minor damage done to a few cars, including
letting air out of tires on five or six cars.

During our meeting with the connuittee we were advised Dr. Pedicord wn.«» In a
»»rlous condition. Our meeting was stopped by the director, and a n^eniNT of our
Internal security stall, together with meml>ers of the committee, vlslte<l the doctor

at the hospital. He had l>een in a fight, but had already nH*eived medi< '

tlon and was not in any serious condition. His injuries included a 1

bruis«*s on the head and lM»<ly. No damaKe was done in the hospital e.X 'i';

kn<»cking over of a railing across the hall at the entrance. I was able to se«» ah<»nf

half of the crowd from the windows of the director's office. I saw no knives, or

no clubs, as reported. The crowd was surrounded by some of the organiz'tl

group, and on two o<*casions I saw evacuees start to leave, and they were told to

go back Into the crowd. In other words, the evacuees were held here by a few
of their number, many against their will.

Following our m»H*tinii with the committee, the director and rroj»»ot Dins for

Best were asked to talk to the crowd. This was done. The director told the

crowd he had met with a committee that said that they representecl the colony.

He told the p<»iiple tliat many d«'mands had !>een made and that the W. R. A.

would not consider <lemands, but that we would meet with committees and con-

ftlder the colony's problems and make de< Isions ba.»ied on facts only. Mr. Best
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talked to the colony and both Mr. Myor's talk and his was intt'rprctod accurately.

liev. Kai then talked concernin;^ both subjciis. He completed his talk by
saying', "You are Japanese. You must give your all for Jajian. Take (»1T your

hats. Bow your heads; and go home." About <»ne-lialf of the crowd <-ompli«'d

with the first two commands. All di.siK'rsed (puotly and Irft thi» a<lininist rat ion

area.
During the entire meetin.:;, W. K. A. had constarit comnnmicat ion with the

Military and. in accordance with our agit-enient witli the Military, they were
I'eady to move on a moment's notice.

Following the meeting and disiM'rsal of the crowd, the colony was notilicd by

the proji'Ct director that no more gatherings or crowds would be ix'rmitted in

ihe administrative area; at the same time detiiiite procedures and plans were
lurtlier perfected with the military for their taking over if it became necessary.

Further arrangements were made with the IJidfed Stales Army engineers for the

construction of additional security measures.
It being uiiderstond we were i)lacing in this colony some people who were known

or who had declarcMl themselves loyal to .Jap;m. and with th.-it tyj)e of people it

(ould be expectetl that dilTerent factions in the colony would do all in their power
to cause trouble, the trouble which started Thurs<lay night did not take the

W. U. A. or the military by sin-prise.

The colony was rather (piiet through Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
Thursday night groups of boys started forming in the admiiustrative area and at

I bar iMnnt. due to the fact tiiat they had violated the order issued by Mr. Best,

he inunediately requested the Military to take over. This they did.

I will read Mr. Best's statement into the record, if you Avish me to.

Do you wish to hear it? It follows a good deal the same line.

Mr. CosTELLO. I tliink the committee would be interested in hear-

inc: it.

Mr. Engle. It is headed "Events I^eading Up to Demonstration at

Tule Lake on November 1, 1943."

Segregation brought a conglomerate group of Japanese together in the Tule
T.ake center and it was inevitable that a struggle for political contr(»l of the l.l.O'K)

Itersons in the center would follow. The group to move first and to make the

strongest bid for control through forceful nu^thods was a gang of social nns-tits

from Jerome. Gila Kiver, and central Utah relocation centers belonging neither

to the well-delined Ni.^ei or Issei groups. Many in this group were at one time
interned at Sand Island, Hawaii.
This group apparently set out to gain political control of the center so that they

could use this control, first, to aid Japan by causing the Uiuttnl States Govern-
ment as much trouble as possible ; and, second, to gain advantages and prestige

in the center itself for themselves and followers.

Their method seemed to be to create major issues such as work stoppages out
of small grievances so that they could confer and negotiate with the project ad-
ministration and thereby come to be considered the representatives of the entire

Japanese colony. This was imiwrtant since this group quite obviou.sly did not
actually represent the Japane.se iwpulation as a whole.

Incidentally, the record of the meeting of October 26, submitted at

the hearing, is a part of the record, and it is in the record of your
committee. It was turned in by your investigator and it concerns a
conference whicli occurred between this Jaj)anese committee and the
camp administration: tliat is, the director, not the national director,

Mr. Cozzens.
It was a conference l)etween the Japanese committee and Mr. iiest.

Mr. EnERHAim:R. What date was that ?

Mr. Enp.le. That was October 26. And at the hearing, when this

record of the transaction on November 1 was asked for and supj)lied

by Mr. Best, that record itself contains a reference to the record of
October 26. The Ja})ane.se a.sked for a copy of the record, and then
the committee, myself included, asked for a copy of the record, and it

was produced.
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Mr. Stripling. We can make that a part of the record, if you like,

which is the proceeding's and negotiations between the committee and
Mr. Best on the 26th. We have the actual transcript.

Mr. CosTKLLO. Witliout objection, that may be incorporated.
(The transcript referred to is as follows:)

Conference With Evacuees, Tulb Lake Centeic, October 26, 1943

Present: R. R. Best, C. E. Zimmer, H. L. Black, M. Lucas (reporter), Herbert
Hoshiko, I. Hayashi, George Knratoini, K. Yauiainoto Kobayashi, Yoshiyania,
Takada, Yoshida, H. Mori, S. Kai (stenographer).

Mr. Best. Who is to be spokesman?
Mr. KuKATOMi. 1 ani. First of all, I would like to ask if you w(uild recognize

us as being tlie representatives of Tule Lake evacuee residents?
Mr. Bkst. Is that a question?
Mr. Kui{Ai^>Mi. Yes.
Mr. Bkst. There is that word "recognize" back again.
Mr. KuR-VTOMi. I could put it a different way. We have been asked to repre-

sent center residents as all cannot come in.

Mr. Bkst. And as such, will I agree to entertain j'ou?

Mr. Ki RATOMi. Yes.
Mr. Bkst. Yes ; but recognize—I do not like the word. It does not mean what

is intended.
j\Ir. Ki RATOMi. I imagine the nature of some of these questions would be be-

yond your authority. If such a question should arise, would you be kind enough
to forward the question to Washington or wherever necessary?

Mr. Bkst. Wherever necessary.
Mr. KuR^vTOMi. These are the questions that we have been asked to bring up.
Mr. Best. Okay.
Mr. KuRr^TOMi. The first of all, the residents of Tule Lake center wish to

know the status of the people in here by the American Government and by
the Japanese Government and what would be their status from the standpoii,it

of international law.
Mr. Bkst. This question should go to the Department of Justice or State De-

partment. Mr. iNIyer probably should answer that. This question probably
should be sent to the Spanish Counsul.
Mr. Kuratomi. A supplement to that question—this center has been designated

as a center for those i>ersons who have either indicated they are disloyal or
cannot abide by the laws of the United States Goveriunent or people who have
expressed either desire to be expjitriated or repatriated to Japan. It is the
wish of the I'esidents to get the clarification of the center established as soon
as possible. Then, there is a strong feeling among the residents to resegregate the
residents between the people who have just said "no" to question 28 and the
people who have intention for going back to Japan. They wish to know how soon
such a question could be answei-ed and how some such a plan could be worked
out.

Mr. Best. To further segregate?
Mr. Kt ratomi. Yes.
Mr. Best. That is a good idea and is something that will have to be worked

out.

Mr. Kt RATOMI. To go back to the automobile accidents.

Mr. Best. Which accidents, the fire truck and farm truck?
Mr. Ki^RATOMi. Y'es. the two that we had. The residents wish to have it clearly

understood that W. R. A. should take full responsibility in regard to these
accidents and the residents want a public announcement made to that respect.

Furthermore, the residents want the administration to express a regret concern-
ing these accidents.

Mr. Best. O. K. What is the next one.

Mr. Kuratomi. The project director has not expressed his condolences to-

ward the people who have been the victims of the auto accidents and they feel

regretful that you have not taken any stej) to show your sympathy toward them
and they wish to know the steps which the administration has taken in regard
to the people who have been injured or died from the accident. Maybe I could
get answer from you in regard to compensation.
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Mr. Best. All forms have been properly complied with. The accident is under
the United States Employees' Comi)ensation Commission. It is not W. R. A.

All forms have been completed and transmitted to that Commission. Does
that answer it?

Mr. KuRATOMi. Yes; in regard to the late Mr. Kasliima's funeral. The atti-

tude taken by the administration of this center has been very inhuman and
residents wish to know the reason for such an Jittitude by the administration.

Maybe you could answer me.
Mr. Best. I couldn't answer your question because you make a definite charge

that I, as project director, am inhuman. Wiio is to he the judge of that?
Mr. KuRATOMi. Tlie judge is the rest of tiie people in the' center. That is the

way they feel.

Mr. Bkst. I have no inhuman tendencies.

Mr. KuKATOMi. Maybe I could add something. I imagine you have been
approached by residents of this center to have you or one of your representa-

tives at the funeral to send words of condolence and, if my report is correct,

you have refused to do so.

Mr. Best. Maybe I could tell you something. They didn't ask me, they de-

manded that I appear at the funeral and speak. They demanded that I trans-

mit a letter of condolence to the widow. I do not recognize demands.
I\Ir. KURATOMI. Shouldn't you think the word "demand" could be interpreted

in two different ways?
Mr. Best. In my way—no. Your representatives that came down here didn't

come down here with any other interpretation. They said, "You do it that
way."
Mr. KURATOMI. I will have to verify that.

Mr. Best. I know. I was right here.

(Kuratomi talked to Takeda in Japanese.)
Mr. Kurato:mi. Mr. Takeda is one of the persons who was here. According

to his words they never used such a word. It would not be a very proper word
to use even if they thought it was the proi)er thing to do. Here is one of the
witnesses saying that they did not make any demands.
Mr. Best. They told me to be there. If that isn't a demand, what is it?

(Kuratomi talked to Takeda in Japanese.)
Mr. Kuratomi. What he said was to have you come, asked you to come
Mr. Best. It isn't anything to debate. I didn't go. I told the funeral com-

mittee not to have a public funeral
Mr. Kuratomi. What do you fnean by a "public funeral"?
Mr. Best. Out in the firebreak, on the outdoor stage, or in the high-school

auditorium.
Mr. Kuratomi. Do you think that the people could possibly get into a recrea-

tion hall or mess hall?
Mr. Best. I think so.

Mr. Kuratomi. How could 10,000 people get into a recreation hall or mess
hall?

Mr. Best. I didn't say 10,000 people, I said the people who wanted to go to
the funeral

Mr. Kuratomi. How can you make such a statement?
Mr. Best. If I told you that there were men forced to go to that funeral,

would you say it wasn't so?
Mr. Kuratomi. Absolutely not so.

Mr. Best. If I told you that certain people, when asked where they were going,
and answered they were going to the store, canteen, or elsewhere, were told,

"You are going to the funeral," would you say that is not so?
Mr. Kuratomi. I shall have to get witnesses on those.
Mr. Best. We are not before trial. I am just telling you this for your infor-

mation. I am telling you this: That the widow did not want a public display
of a big funeral. I abided by the widow's decision.

Mr. Kuratomi. I will check up on that. I do not think your statement is cor-
rect. What will you do if that statement is not correct?
Mr. Best. What would you do?
Mr. KuiiATOMi. I would apologize to the people. Wouldn't you?
Mr. Best. You, or no one else, are going to tell me what to do in letters. Keep

it informal. We will do this without putting me on the siwt. I am not going
to be put on the spot, and you are not going to come here and tell me what to do.

Mr, KunATOMi. I am asking you.
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Mr. P>EST. I am j?oinjr to tt^ll you a few things later. I am not rejidy yet.

Mr. KuuATOMi. Tliey wisli to have a puhlic report from the hospital about each
of (ht^se cases of injury and (he death. To prevent further occurrence of such
accidents, what steps is the administration taking?

Mr. Hest. I don't know of any way of preventing a fire truck from turning over
when a man turns a corner at an excessive rate of speed. Of course, they have
gov(M-nors on trucks, but lire trucks do not have governors. The person driving
the fire truck is no longer a truck di iver. He asked to be relieved of driving.

Mr. KuKATOMi. I don't know about that.

Mr. Best. There is nothing that we could do to prevent the accident of the
fire truck with an incomiK'tent driver. I understand that a warden pointed and
he immediately turniHl ; is that correct?

Mr. KuRATOMT. That part is not on the paper.
Mr. Best. That is the report I have. I don't know how to prevent that. I am

willing and would like to have any kind of suggestions if you could tell me how
to pT-event any of those types of accidents.

Mr. KuiiATOMi. Motor-pool drivers should be over 21 years of age.

Mr. Best. That is right. That is the order. They should be 21 years old for
trucks and passenger-car drivers 25 years old.

Mr, KuRATOMi. The person who turned the fire truck over was only 17 or 18
years old.

Mr. ZiMMER. Eighteen.
Mr. Bkst. Eighteen ; which is a legal age in California.

^Ir. Br>ACK. This has already been published and is in effect. The orders have
already been issued. We do not have any drivers now that are not 21 or 25.

Mr. Ktjkatomi. Some of these additional people you have here as drivers don't
even seem to know how to use the g(\ar in reverse or the compound. There is

quite a complaint in the motor pool on that. We feel that if the motor pool
could more or less control such drivers, that is, if they could fire them or hire
them, it wonld remedy this situation. The residents feel that the persons in the
motoi--i>ool division should be given more authority to supervise; or if not, recom-
mend for the dismissal of the drivers if such a case should come up. The way it

is. that is, the system, now the motor pool has nothing to do with hiring or firing

of drivers.

Mr. Best. That is an administrative instruction. Tlie Employment Division
hires or fires people. Each section docs make the reconmiendation but the actual
termination is through tlie Employment Division. That is an administrative
instruction and cann(^t l)e changed, but we could reconunend that it be changed
in Washington. However, that is a mere detail and is something that will have
to be woi-ked out. Termination through the Employment Division is merely a
mechanical detail of the operation of termination. It is an instruction that we
didn't write or have anything to do with and it couldn't be changed here. It

would make no difference where the teiniination is processed, a man would be
terminated for inefficiency regardless of who docs it.

Mr. KiniATOMi. The mechanism of some of these automobiles is not adequate
to tran.'^port people or haul goods an.d those automobiles should not be put into
operation, e.«spe(Mally the on(^ that tipped over. Defects were found in the truck.

^Fr. Best. Of what nature?
Mr. KuRATOMi. I (lid not bring the statement but T have a statement submitted

from the garage in that respect. There were J> or 10 items.
Ml-. Best. Just for my own information, what was the matter?
(Mr. Yoshiyama in Japanese to spokesman.)
Mr. KuR\TOMi. Shall I have him go after it?
Mr. Best. No; that is not necessary now, but I would like to know just what

it was.
Mr. KURATOMI. Going back to the farm. It i<i the feeling and it is the deter-

mination of the people that we should not farm any more than the acreage to
feed the center residents.

Mr. Best. Have you thought that through?
Mr. KUR.VTOMT. Yes.
Mr. Bf^t. In r)ther words you don't want to ship anything out and you don't

want arjything shipi)cd in?
Mr. KuifATOMi. That is up to the Government.
Mr. Best. No. The reason that other people are raising croii^ is so that they

can ship us what we can't raise and we ship out what they can't raise. We are
getting carloads of beef from Gila. The Government is going to feed you, cer-
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tainly, but if you don't use wliat is raised here and exclianged with other centers

it will have to be requisitioned from the quartermaster and you will have to take

what comes. Have you thought that through? I am very much interested in

that because I have something here this morning that I will show you in a few

luinutes. ^ ^ . -, . ^
Mr. KuitATOMi. That is what we want, only raise enougli for the residents of

this center.
^ ^ .v. ^

Mr. Best. Have you discussed this to the point that you don't want beef that

is raised in Gila? You would rather get it through the quartermaster rather

than get it from Gila?
Mr. KuuATOMi. Yes.

Mr. Bkst. You don't want to get any other than through the Government?
Mr. KrR^uoMi. No.
The reason we came here is because we cannot comply with or abide by the laws

of the United States.

Mr. Best. That is the reason this center was established. That is the reason

I am trying to tind out some of these things. I think you should think that

through "further, because a carload of beef from Gila will be ours if you want it.

If we go through the quartermaster we will have to take what comes. Is thJit

what you want?
Mr. KiTKATOMi. Yes.

Mr. Best. Mr. Zimmer take this [telegram] and cancel it right now. will

have to wait 50 diiys before we get any.

Mr. KuRATOMi. We would like to have a committee to decide how much we
want to raise.

Mr. Best. That is one thing that I would like to do. We have got all winter

to plan that. I would like to have an agricultural committee so that we can
plan what acreage we want. If we are not going to farirf I want to know ; if we
are going to farm I want to sit down and decide how many acres we want to

take care of. I presume there will be about 20,000 people here. Don't you
think so?
Mr, KuRATOMi. Yes.
Mr. Best. I want a good agricultural committee to sit down and plan, to see

how much land we need, what crops we want raised. If we are going to raise

chickens, how many? And to plan in advance. I want you to think about that.

We can raise chickens and hogs. We cannot raise cattle. We can raise chickens,

hogs, and turkeys and we can raise farm crops and we will want to figure them
for 20,0(X) people. That is what we have to think about and I don't want to wait
until next spring when we don't have time. We are going to be here and I want
to get this planning done because we want to raise the croiT—that is if you want
the crop.

Mr. KuEATOMi. Since it is evident that the acreage of the farm could be cut
down there will be unemployment. So that it is the wish of the residents that
these people should be given some other employment and if such is impossible
then be given assurance of their well being such as clothing, and of course the
food and shelter is provided by the Government, and a little spending nroney
besides. Also, is there any truth to the report that the farm products here have
been sent to the Army or the Navy? ,

Mr. Best. No truth to it. No farm products have been sent to the Army or
Navy.

Mr. KiRATOiJi. Never has?
Mr. Best. Never has.
Mr. KuKATOMi. In regard to the public school here. Under what plan has it

been operated and under what plan does it plan to open here?
Mr. Best. Probably Mr. Black can tell you. The plan is to open school just

as soon as we possibly can. You know what we were faced with here. The
segregation movement. ix?oplc coming in and p»'ople going out. We thought
we would have to use the recreatioji halls for additional residents; however, we
didn't have to. We had to use the high school for processing. I don't know
how soon they can start, possibly next month.
Mr. Black. There is still some construction work to be completed before school

can begin.
Mr. Best. On the high school?
Mr. Br^CK. On the high school.
Mr. KURATOMI. Let me ask you this question? Would there be a flag ceremony

in the morning?
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Mr. Ii;-\('K. TIktc will not Xte. It i« plunnod to haw a IhiK ovhi- the jutuiin-
Istrafiofi an-a h«'ri» and not In tho colony nr»'a. W»' have a nunihor of tcaduTa
luTo. ;is you know, who huv«» IxH'n dolfip othor kinds of work and arc ready to
start tca<ldnK as soor> as construction is fhiislicd. There arc sonu' stoves to lie

ins:;illcd, sonu' paintiiiK to h<' done, and instalhition of dtsks, lahlcs, and chairs.
The si hooj <'cusus has been underway for s»'veral days hut still is not t<»niiileted
and we have to wait for the results from tlie census to know how nuuiy classes
are re(|uin (l. how i..any teachers will he needed, ainl what the divisiou of classcH
will he. We hope to h(? able to start elementary .s« hot)ls about November 1, and
«nery iireparation is made to oimh jnst as quickly as fat ilities ari- available.
IliKb si'hool teachers will be used in the elenienlary .schools and elciuenlary
Kch<H)Is will be oin ried Ihvit. Later, when more f.iciiitics are av.iilable. we will
ojHMi the Iji^h school, but not at the same time as the eh'mentary schools. He-
cause there are more (hildren to to .school tluui there arc facilities, it is

planned to operate on a platoon system. Tart will go in the forenooti and part
in the arterimon. The studi-nts that live thi' nt arest will pi to s( h«»ol iu the
morning, and in the afternoon the «>n»'s who live further away will conu* for :heir
8€»s.sion, so we can start at Hi'.U) to 12: and from 1 to r» : aiul get pretty good
school operation. Does that answer your quest i(Mi?

. Mr. KriLVTOMi. Yes.

Mr. l{i-\CK. As facilities are available, either by usin^ recreation lialls or
vacant apartments, wi' can make a Irainsfer of elementary scIhhiIs to thoae
faciliries and use the hiuh .school for hi^h school classes on a staRRi'red system.
The .schools will be oiR*n for everyone who wants to go to school, but it is not
re(pnre<l. It is a servlio rendered to the commutdty and is ak'reeable to all
the p<>ople, hut will not be forced on theni.

Mr. Hkkt. It is not comi!ul^f)ry.

Mr. Hi-\CK. No; it is not «'ompulsory.
Mr. KT RATOMf. The ix'oiile want a center organization to govern and tak<» care

of the welfare of the center residents, and this <"enter orgaidzation would have
every right and power to negotiate with the adnunistratlon. that is, with you
or with the otjier personnel if such ca.-^e slioidtl arise. It is the ftt'ling ami tlu'

reipiest of the residents that the whole set-up should be left to the free wi'l
of the center residents and that they wish to have you more or less recogiuze
such a group in the center.

Mr. r.EST. Just so that you he sure to get complete reprewntation. 1 don't
want it out of one block. I want complete rei»resentation. That is being
worked on. We had to wait until all were here or it wouhl not Xyq a fair n^pre-
pentation. I want you to have a working committee to go to the comnmnity
activities section to devise some kind of a program so that you can have ati

election to get the proiHT re]>re.sentation. Are you set up to do that at the
present time? Or do you think you have it already? I don't care how big
the representation is, ju.'f so it is not bigger than this group here. We can't
work with a bigger conunittee than this and get anything dotie.

Mr. Ili-VCK. May I ask a question ?

Mr. Bfst. Yes.
Mr. IiiA( K. We would like to have suu;:»'"^t i<'ns from the peoiih* on that plan.

1 believe that any workable s<'heme dejiends on workitig Ix'tween members of
•the colony and of the ailministration. I have in mind to sul»mit to the colony
a pr<;posal .something like this: That an advisory council be comiM>sed which
will be almost entirely selected by the iKM)ple within a geographical area. In
order to keep a comndttee of a workable size, it should W i-omposed of a chairman
and representatives from each of the .seven waids. The chaiinian of the ward
committee might 1m» one of the block managers, or it might be any other person
whou) n'sidents (»f that ward wouhl select. Certain groups such as the P. T. A.,

Uf'd Cross, Y. M. C. A., religious organizations, Catliolit- and Protestant churches,
and .Mich other proj<»ct-wide organizations as we have had would give us a repre-

sentation but it w(»uld not Im' a gcographi<'al ^nn\ but rather woidd represent
the interests of the whole project. We are having a meeting of the commuiuty
management staff this afternoon in order to discuss that a little further, and then
find out if you have this committee or another committee to represent the people
In the development of such a plan. May I ask if this committee is siieciiically

for the farm situation or whether it is an over-all committee. Could I have
an answer to that?

Mr. Hest. He is a.sking whether this comndttee is a general or over-all com-
mittee or whether it is a specific comndttee for the fariy situation.
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Mr. KuuATOMi. The farm pn.Mcm became so bi^' for tli(> farm group that they

asked for ceuter-witle hupiiort to work out some agreeable solution of ceiiler-wide

problems in coiuieetion with the farm problem. Tlierefore, an election was held

in each <»f the M blocks and each bhu k sent in a representative ekn'ted by the

people and they came to a meeting and de<i(led on some of ihe questions for

claritication for the colonists. They chose a c«)mmittee and we happen to be the

couunittee to nei;,'otiale with the administration. What I was saying awhile

ago is thi.s that if something (-(nnes up the committee wctuld bring it t<» your atten-

tion. The idea is thai some of these i>e<iple who have been lu-re all the timi' and

gome have come in have dilTerent ideas, such as some iK'ople wish to go out on
rehxation or peoph^ vvho came in here with a pi:; in *'n(t" ar.sv.er j;nd the people

who have a detinile nnnd to gt) back to Japan when the opportunity arises. 'Ihe

ideas among those gnuips are delinitely not the same. There will always be fric-

tion of some sort unless resegregat ion is carried out. 1 think it would be easier

for you to run the center if such a program was put into effeet.

Mr. HE.ST. Much easier. One of the things we are going to discuss when the

'Director is here is further segregation.

Mr. Kuit-VTOMi. That is about the biggest problem right now.
Mr. He8t. That is one of the things that will be taken up with liie Dire< tor lirst.

Mr. Ki HAToMi. We should have a center organization eventually. Since this

is such a large center and the problems concerned are so varied it is evident that

it will be necessary to have different conuniltees to work in particular divisions. It

is the idea that these comnuttees or representatives groups be allowed to worlc
, in cooperation witli the administration. Would it be possible to recognize such an
1 organization in this center?

Mr. P>KST. We are anxious to have tbat organization.

Mr. lU^vCK. We are anxious to have an organization to advise and counsel
tlie administration for the over-all promotion of well being and welfare of the

t connnunily l)ut I want to make it quite clear that there cannot be such a thing
: as self-government. I am askifig that in lieu of .self-government your committee
i and all of its per.^onnel .^erve as an advisory committee to the administration or
I the project director so he may know what tilings you wish to have done. Does that
I make sense?

Mr. KuHATOMi. Very logical. It is the feeling and request from the residents
I that thc-^e workiiig committees be paid under \\ . K. A, wages.

Mr. Best. They always have been.

Mr. Bi^GK. Block manager.s, wardens, public welfare, and so forth, are paid
I by W. R. A.

Mr. Best. All committees under connnunity activities.

Mr. KiTi^vTOMi. Otfices should be set up in some central location in the colony.
Mr. Bkst. Don't worry about offices. We will have office space for every activity

! tbat we need. Definitely we will have that.

Mr. Kuit^vTOMi. So that the central governing body from the center residents
could get into direct contact with the administration to discuss all negotiations.

Mr. Best. Yes.

Mr. Bt^\ct<. I don't like the use of the expression "central governing body."
Should u."<e the expression center committee or council.

Mr. KLTaTOMi. Is it perfectly agreeable with you to go ahead with the organiza-
tion and submit the full plans to you.

Mr. Bt^ST. That is wliat we are here for.

Mr. KiTRATOMi. It is the feeling of the residents that the block managers be
I

put under supervision of the center committee. That is the way the residents

I

want it.

Mr. Best. That would be right back to community government. We have to get
away from that. We have no choice in the matter. Those are our instructions.

Mr. KiTR.\TOMr. What capacity are the block manager's working under right
now. Each block manager has a different interpretation of his ixjwers, and so
forth.

.Mr. Br^vcK. They transmit to the people information that we feel is for their
benefit and we have used that means in many instances to combat rumors that
are not true. If the people want something done they tell the block manager.
The block managers notify the people that their freight has arrived and letters
are distributed through the blo< k managers. Through the block managers come
complaints and rejiorts to the administration. Part of this work probably would
be better served by the center conunittee. The main function of the block man-
agers is the transmission and exchange of information with the administration.
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Mr. Best. We discuss the problem and lay our problems right out on the table
for the bloclv managers to discuss. We liave no secrets. It'is our desire to give
them information as far as tlie administration is concerned.

JNIr. Kuii/VTOMi. What difference would tliere he if the block managers took
orders from the ci'uter connnittee who represent the residents.

Mr. Best. We don't want to try to get around the instruction thjit has been
handed down to us. By reason that tliis is a segregation center we can't have self-

government. I want to keep in the clear on that. The block managers might be
on your committee though.

Ml'. ZnrMER. Since the planning board and the city council dissolved during
registration the block managers have been the clearing house for grievances.
Mr. KuR-VTOMi. The people have right to ask for reelection of the block man-

agers. The reason I say that is this : Since this is a segregation center the lang-
uage of Japan has become predominant. Some of the block managers can't \inder-

stand Japanese. They cannot transmit your instructions to the colony because
they cannot intepret in the Japanese language.

Mr. Best. I have thought there probably will be a complete change of block
managers.

Mr. Black. Many people are not settled down. We have got to go through the
jjrocess of having new people integrate with the conununity. It Is better all

around to have block managers who have been residents of Tule Lake before
until the new people integrate with the community. It is better all around
to have block managers who have been residents of Tule Lake before until the new
people familiarize themselves and get settled down.

Mr. KuRATOMi. In regard to the hog and poultry farm out there. There are
quite a few doubts and questions among the residents in getting their share of

the pork and eggs.

Mr. Best. We can settle that quickly.

Mr. ZiMMER. Since the 22d of June there hasn't been a hog slaughtered from
the farm. Every egg comes into the mess management warehouse and from
there it goes to the colonists. Everything from the hog and poultry farm goes

to mess management. We have nothing to do with it from then on. We deliver

it to them. What they do with it from then on, I don't know.
Mr. KuRATOMi. The people here haven't seen any pork.

Mr. ZiMMER. Haven't seen any since June 22 because we haven't slaughtered

since then.

Mr. KURATOMI. They say there is 190,000 pounds of hogs on hand. Residents

who have been here all the time tell us they haven't seen that much pork at any
time even if it was divided among 16,000 people. Will you be kind enough to

check this with mess management as to what basis these eggs and pork and other

products are distributed to each mess hall.

Mr. Best. We can find that out.

Everything from the hog or poidtry farm is all going down to your mess and
no place else. I can't tell you what happened in the past because I didn't arrive

until August 1. We all have to live here, and I want to make it just as livable'

as possible. All the hogs and poultry are coming into the mess management
warehouses. Now, if you have a tie-up and have no one out to the farm to work
of course I am going to have to have to dispose of the produce. If you don't

have a work crew out there we will just have to find a buyer and sell it.

Mr. KfTRATOMi. As far as I know they are working out there.

Mr. Best. I mean if you should .stop working I couldn't give you any of the

crop.
Mr. Black. With all the produce raised it doesn't begin to meet the require-

ments of the center. We still have to buy more all the time.

Mr. KuRATOMT. Will you please be kind enough to investigate this from the

day you came here to the present date as to what basis farm products have been
distributed to each mess hall.

Mr. Best. That is a matter of record and should be easy enough to do.

Mr. KURATOMI. We would like to have you make a report to the i)eopile.

Mr. Best. I think you have plenty of people working in the mess division who
can tell you.

Mr. KURATOMI. Just want a verification.

^Ir. Best. I know we haven't shipped any out. We have to ship in all the

time.
Mr. KuR.\TOMi. This has come up often. The people would like to have latrinal

facilities improved. If you came down to these blocks and could see the con-

ditions
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Mr. Best. We can see tliey are crowded but with the addition of the 10 blocks

that is starting today, 3,750 people will be moved out of those blocks and will re-

lieve the pressure and size of the blocks, and there won't be nearly so many
people using these facilities. We can't buy some of the fixtines and materials

that is going into the new blocks. We want to improve conditions in the wash
houses and the men's rooms. As soon as I came here that was one of the things

we talked about, but we can't buy things like we used to. But I want to try to

make this place just as livable as possible. This condition may be due to tlie

fact that some of the blocks are overpopulated. There may be more men and
there may be more w^onien. However, the next adjustment in housing will

relieve that.

Mr. KuKATOMi. Can't even wash our faces in the morning. The hot water
and the cold water won't operate. It is either too hot or too cold. No basins

to accommodate the water.
Mr. Best. You mean you can't mix the hot and the cold water.

Mr. KuRATOMi. Yes ; that's it.

Mr. Best. That is purely a matter for local adjustment and I want to improve
all such conditions.

Mr. KuEATOMi. What about the lots around the barracks?
Mr. Best. I am very much interested in that. I am getting kind of touchy

about that. I don't want all those porches. They look terrible. We will have
to have a committee to sit down and make plans. I think we can probably do
this whole thing for about $20,000. We will have to plan it and work it out.

We can't just go up to people and say your porch looks terrible, tear them off.

When we get a plan that all can agree on then we have to send it to the Washing-
ton office for approval by the W. I*. B. We have to have approval to buy lumber,
approval to buy nails, roofing, and so forth. When we get that we can tell the
people this is what we want to do.

Mr. Black. In that connection, there are rumors to the effect that we will tear
the porches down and not replace them. That is definitely not true.

Mr. KuBATOMi. The residents feel that since it was possible for the people
in other relocation centers to receive first-class mail delivered to the individual
units and since we are using the United States postage stamp that delivery of
mail should be to each unit instead of to the block managers. Some of the mail
which might be very important is missing. The people would like to get letters

delivered to each unit.

Mr. Best. That is a matter of adjustment later. Lots of cities this size don't
have mail delivered to the door. But that is nothing. We will try to work that
out as soon as possible. The people will get their mail even if it is still delivered
to the block managers. That is what we will have to do next winter—work
out details.

Mr. KuRATOMi. The food is very poor in this center, especially food given to
children. There is not nearly enough of some things such as milk and other
essentials. They are not getting enough in quantity. The last 2 or 3 days some
mess halls did not give out any milk.
Mr. Best. That is probably the fault of mess management.
Mr. Black. Had a report yesterday that mess hall 16 or 44 failed to have their

quota of canned milk delivered for infants and children. Mr. Peck explained
that it had been a clerical error and that an allocation of milk would be made
from another mess hall.

Mr. KuRATOMi. That must have been in two or three blocks.
Mr. Black. I just heard about one block.
Mif KURATOMI. This is a known fact—t^at there are slightly tuberculosis

patients being sent back to the blocks. They should be segregated and sent back
Iiome.

Mr. Best. Any matters pertaining to TB patients are referred to the medical
htaff.

Mr. Kuratomt. I think that the project director should check into these matters.
Mr. Best. I understand that there are two buildings—919 and 913 housing

TB patients. We know all about that. That is where they take arrested cases.
That is what you are talking about, isn't it? 919 and 913?
Mr. Kuratomi. Yes ; that's it. Now, going back to food again ; the food in this

center is very poor.
Mr. Best. When did it get poor? Just since you people came here? There

hasn't been any radical change.
Mr. Kuratomi. The food is lots worse than when I got here.
Mr. Best. The quality or the preparation?
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Mr. KuRATOMi. The quality.

Mr. liEsr. Meats or jstaplesV

Mr. Kuii.\TOMi. Especially breakfast. We get hot cakes and things of that
nature but have never had eggs. Not once.

Mr. BE.ST. Eggs are on the menu every day.
Mr. KuitATOMi. But we never have them.
Mr. Best. Seven thousand people have been here 15 or 1(> months. Do they

find it bad, too?
Mr. KuRATOMi. The people that were here have no way of knowing how the

other centers were treated. When we compared notes they couldn't believe that
other centers were treated so much nicer than this center. Food is the major
problem of every individual.

Mr. Best. I will tell you this so that you can make a big complaint about the
food. When the Spanish consul comes again, you holler nbout the food. He said
he has never had any complaints about the food. So when he comes you complain
about it to him. Now is your cluuice.

Mr. KuK^vioMi- At any rate, the fact that the food is not distributed according
to the menu is a foregone conclusion. I wish you would check this matter with
Mr. Peck and verify it.

Mr. Best. Some places I have been, and 1 have seen it work very satisfactorily,

is to appoint a Japanese head steward. Let him handle it. I haven't had time
to get into details on some of these things, but 1 am very much interested in
mess management. I can see no reason why we couldn't have a Japanese head
steward here to correlate with Mr. Peck. We are hound by very strict rules. We
can spend just so much. We can requisition just so much and the quartermaster
buys it. It is our fault when we don't distribute it right or when we don't cook
it right. I don't like to see food spoil either in the kitchen or in the warehouse.
I would like to get into this thing myself. If you have someone in your organi-
zation, some good Japanese head steward, that can function as such, he could
handle such things.

^Ir. KuiiATOMi. I think all of us agree that the preparation was not adequate
to meet the onrushing work of the incoming into this center when segregation
took place. We wish to know whose responsibility it was.

Mr. Best. I would say it was the Congress of the United States. They
demanded and ordered segregation. The Tule Lake Center was selected as the
place. We had all of these trains coming in and going out, and I don't believe

that you or I or anybody else could have done better with what we had. We
didn't have time. I didn't get here until the 1st of August. Other centers but
Tule Lake had no preparations ma'le and had no plans. Other centers moved
out 1 to 3 trains. We moved 14 trains out and received trains from every center.

I believe there were 18 or VJ trains in.

Mr. Bi-\CK. Nineteen.
Mr. liEST. I guess we will just have to blame Congress. I don't want to blame

you and I don't want to take the blame. I guess the blame rests on Congress.

Mr. KLTivTOMi. In the event any strike or any other incident should take place
within the center and if the residents should fail to solve it and there is any
likelihood that it couldn't be mastered, then I imagine that the W. R. A. or
administration would take steps to see that some quick solution be made.

Mr. Pest. Well, the W. K. A. is not going to call a sti'ike and the W. II. A.
couldn't make a solution when you call a strike when we don't know what is

going to i)revent it. A strike isn't the way to deal with me. We don't need a
strike, and I can't tell you what will happen. If ym\ want U) find out what will

happvMi. have a strike and find out. I am n(»t g(»ing to call a strike, and I can't

tell you there will be a ^^peedy solution when I don't know what it is about.
Possibly I don't understand you.

Mr. kuRATOMi. I think you do, all right. The residents wi.sh to know if we
have b.*en treiited according to the Geneva ('oiiference.

Mr. Best. I imagine so. I don't know anything about that. But Japan didn't

even sign the Geneva Conference. We are taking ;ill of our orders from the
Washington office, which is in contact with the State Department. The State
Department would know all about thi' Geneva Conf(^rence. I am taking my orders

from Mr. My(T, who is in daily contact .with the State Department, and I would
presume, and would say, that th(\v are following th(^ provisions of the Geneva
Conference. I will tell you this: You are not pris(mers of war, or anything like

that, if that is one of the questions. You are not here as prisoners of war.
Mr. Kx'uatomi. Our status might change later.

Mr. Be«t. I couldn't tell about that.
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Mr. KiTRATOMi. In the past—it hasn't occurred here yet—but in other reloca-

tion centers when some articles belonging to the W. R. A. disappeared we, the

residents of those centers, took the blame williout any investigation. Tliat has
been done in the past. If such a thing should happen in this center I wisli the
{idministration would investigate thoroughly IxM'ore making any accusations.

Mr. Best. What articles do you mean?
Mr. KuiiATOMi. In other centers such things as saws, hammers, and various

other things. At Jerome at one time someone stole 38 brand-new double-edged

axes. AVithout making a proper investigation, Mr. Cook, ciiief of internal secu-

rity at that center, made accusations that evacuees weie to blame for losing

such items. I have heard that in other centers similar cases have taken place
and evacuees were blamed and the administration made reports to that effect.

Ml-. Best. We don't blame anyone around here without an investigation. I

don't like to put those things in the paper anyhow. I can assure you that we
will have an investigation.

Mr. KuKATOMi. Some of these questions it will be necessary for you to refer

to Mr. Myer*/
Mr. Best. That is right. He will be here on this center next Monday and

Tuesday. 1 would like, as a matter of fact, to have a transcript of this for him
to read so he can see how we are proceeding. If it is at all possible I would like

to ai'range so that we can sit down and talk with him.

Mr. KuRATOMi. This is something I haven't clearly stated in the beginning.
People going out to the farm realizing that this problem is too big to handle have
made resolution to abide by the will of the residents and refrain from working
until final words are received from you here or W. R. A. office in Washington.
We will wait until then.

Mr. Best. About what? What we are going to do with the crop?
Mr. KuRATOMi. No. These questions.
Mr. Best. In other words, you are going to tie all of the questions and the

answers to the questions into the harvesting of the crop.

Mr. Kuratomi. No ; the thing is

(Reverend Kai talked in Japanese to Mr. Kuratomi.)
Mr. Kuratomi. The residents of this center are not clear as to the need of

3,J>00 acres of farm. They have had various reports that the crops are being
sent to the Army or Navy.
Mr. Best. No. None of it has been sent to the Army or Navy. Some of the

crops have been, sent to other relocation centers in the past. We get crops from
them that we can't raise and we send them things they can't raise. It is worked
on the basis of exchanging of commodities with other centers. Now, with this
being a segregation center, it is your unanimous consent that you will not ship
to any other center. That is the way I get it. Is that right?
Mr. Kuratomi. Yes. ^.

Mr. Best. That is your choice. Nothing shipped out and by the same token
there will be nothing brought in from other centers. We will have to get all our
food through the quartermaster. The only thing I am concerned about is that
it takes us HO days to get our requisitions in. We are going to be short on some
vegetables until they can be picked up, as long as we have our own crop out
here and won't use it. I am going to sell this crop. There is a food shortage.
There is a war on. W^e are going to salvage this food. I am going to sell it to
the Government. We w'lU never see any of the money. I am going to sell the
crop to save it. The crop is going to be harvested. We will woi'k out this winter
what to farm and what size you want, if any. And I don't want to wait until
next spring to do that.

(Kuratomi and Kai in Japanese.)
Mr. Ki:RAT()^ri. I am sure the people will be satisfied with the statement you

have just made.
Mr. Best. You get a good agricultural committee. I don't want someone who

doesn't know agriculture. Get yourselves some farmers. I assume you still
want the hog and poultry farm, the pork, the chickens, and the eggs. You are
still going to carry that on. aren't you?
Mr. Kuratomi. Never said such a thing.
Mr. Kest. You want that, don't you? You better meet to talk about that.
Mr. Kuratomi. We are still working on that.
Mr. Best. I want to know. We can raise more hogs and we have quarters

for 25,000 chickens.

62626—44—vol. 16 0
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Mr. /iMMHR. Twenty-one thousand.
Mr. KruATOMi. We will raise that if given assurance tliat they will be used

for center consumption.
Mr. Hest. 1 will guarantee it. That is what they are for. There is no

question about that.

Mr. ZiMMKu. We have a quota of what we can slaughter in points on hogs.
We can't slaughter more than what a ration book would be per person ixn- week.
We Jire duty bound to slaughter so many pigs according to the population. You
are a little better off in here than on the outside because you have 15,0;)0 ration
books and on the outside you would have only 10,000 ration books.
Mr. KuRATOMi. Are you finished?
Mr. ZiMMER. Yes; that's all.

Mr. KuKATOMi. Then, have you any plan whereby center residents would not
suffer any financial set-back in the future? From the way I can see it, it appears
certain that ejicli and every person who wishes to work cannot find employment.
Hiive you plans made to care for those people?
Mr. Best. There are instructions to govern all that and people that need cloth-

ing grants we have that. There is so much money appropriated to operate this

center. We don't know exactly what the census is going to be or how many
constitute a family. We haven't even got the school census broken down to exact
figures. It takes time to get what the local situation is.

Mr. Black. I want to point out that people who haven't a work opportunity
should be entitled to public-assistance grants. They would need to qualify by
an investigation of need.
Mr. Best. Yes ; that is a detail of operation. There are instructions, there are

rules that apply to this center. If they do not fit, they will be adjusted to fit, but
we can't do anything until we know what the census will be. It takes a little time
to work these things out. There is no ulterior motive along the line to work any
hardship on anyone. We want to start making this center just as livable as we
possibly can. I intended to see to that. I am here only because you are. You
are not here because I am. I am here to carry out the Director's wishes clear up
to the top, and I want you to know that I am here to make this just as decent a
place as we can possibly make it. I want to ask you, What is your attitude, what
Is your thinking on internal security?

Mr. KuRATOMi. We have been approached by Mr. Tsuda on that. Think we
should wait until a representative committee is set up. Then it could be worked
out for everybody.

Mr. Best. Wc will do just w^hat you want. If you want a good internal security,

you can have it. If you want a bad internal security, you can have it. Suit
yourselves. If you want law and order, you can have it. You can have trials

and sentences and punish those who violate laws. You can have a jail if you
want it. We will do what you want. I want you to talk about that.

Mr. KuRATOMi. That is about all we have at this time. The minor details can
be worked out with the committee.

Mr. Best. That is fine.

Mr. Klti^vtomi. I want to mention to j^ou that from time to time you have
promised people certain things as they come in to talk with you, and we have
talked with Dr. Opler and he feels the same, that to gain the confidence of the
residents is the quickest solution to local problems.
Mr. Best. I want that.

Mr. KURATOMI. I am sure you could get it very easily if you could fulfill your
promises. Everybody is looking up to that. Such as the erection of uniform
I)orches.

Mr. Best. That isn't a promise.
Mr. KuRATOMi. You promised.
Mr. Best. No ; I didn't promise. That is my personal desire and I want a

committee to sit down with an engineer's drawing and a plan to see how many
porches it takes. See what goes into them. That is my desire but not a promise.
I will see that it will be given every consideration and see what we can get first;

that is a promise.
Mr. KuRATOMi. If you are going to build new ones, the old porches could be

taken off.

Mr. ZiMMER. That will have to be the responsibility of your committee, to work
out a plan. We couldn't just go down there and tear them off. If we did that,

then we would be in bad. If we all get together on the detail for the new i)orches,

if we can get a new one, and explain it to the people, then the old ones could be
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taken off; but you can't just go to your neighbor and tell him his porch looks

like the devil.

Mr. Best. If we want to get together here and want to get in touch with your
committee, can I contact you?
Mr. KURATOMi. You can contact Rev. Kai—508-B—on anything.
Mr. Best. I have a lot of things to take care of, so you contact Miss Lucas when

I am not here and she can tell you when I can meet with you here. I have got to

go to San Francisco tomorrow night. I am coming back with the Director. I

won't be here for a few days. Any other time get in touch with INIiss Lucas.
Mr. KrKATo.Mi. One more thing. It aiipears to me that tiie lu-ojiie who come in

here as interpreters more or less give you a wrong interpretation from time to

time, such as "demand." which we don't like. 1 want you to know we are just
as anxious to work for the benefit of tlie colonists as you say you are.

Mr. Bi:sT. You will find that I jum to.

Mr. KuKATOMi. That is a promise. Don't make it a broken one.

Mr. B::sT. There is not one thing we can't do if we sit in here and talk it over.

Mr. KriiATOMi. I am going to see that you carry that out.

Mr. Best. Getting back to internal security. I am very much interested in

That. I wish you would do some thinking on that.

Mr. KuRATOMi. We have a plan but we have to submit it to the people.

Mr. Bkst. Internal security can be as good as the people want it. I want you
to think that through. It is just what you make it. If you want lots of law and
order you will get it. If you don't, well, that is your business ; not mine.
Mr. KuRATOMi. That covers everything. We will send in a committee as soon

as we get it worked out.

Mr. Best. I will be right here. There is no reason why we can't come to an
understanding. We can lay our problems right here on the table. I am here
to help you. I am not here for any other ijurpose. I want to spend 90 percent
of my time with you and your committee. That is what I am here for. If you
make it possible for me to do it, we can get together and solve our problems.
There is no reason why we should get off on the wrong foot. I don't think there
is a problem that we can't solve if we get together. We can work these things
out just as they come up. I don't like to let things magnify and get worse. We
can get right down to the bottom of these things. Come up again.

Mr. Engle. I think it is very revealing, because it tends to support
the proposition that the Japanese were stirring up riots and trouble
in the camp on trivial and unreasonable grounds. For instance, that
whole record relates to an argument with Mr. Best over whether or
not he should have sent condolences of the widow of the Japanese who
was killed in the automobile accident some time around October 15 or
16, I think, and whether or not he should have permitted a mass
funeral to he held at an open air place there which they used for
mass meetings.
The Japanese, incidentally, also in that record, were continually

asking about their status, that is, whether or not they were considered
prisoners of war, and just what their status was under international
law. Apparently they wanted a definition of that.

In the record also the committee, at least, stated for themselves
that they did not consider themselves Americans, but they consid-
ered themselves loyal Japanese, or words to that effect.

Continuing the statement of Mr. Best

:

When the committee of 17 from this group met with Mr. Best on October 2G
they admitted this by requesting that those who wanted to return to Japan be
separated in the camp from those simply expressing disloyalty to the United
States. About 7,000 of the population were already in the center, including
many children who stayed because their parents did. Likewise, some of those
from other centers came to Tule Lake to follow the head of the family. How-
ever, it is safe to assume that a large number of the center do want to live the
Japanese way.

This troublesome group worked two ways: First, to force even by strong-arm
methods when necessary a large number of indifferent Japanese to participate in
their demonstrations, such as the public funeral for a truck-accident victim
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Now, I pause there to mention wluit is in this report. The report

indicates that when the Japanese spokesman was quarreling with Mr.
Best over whether or not he should have permitted a public funeral,

Mr. Best called (his Japanese's attention to the fact that he knew of his

own knowledge that some of this group were herding those people
around. Some people would say, "I am going to the store." '^No

;
you

are not. You are going to the funeral," herding them around, indi-

cating that there was some coercion and force being exercised by these

groups within the center who were causing these disturbances.

Second, to impress the administration through large demonstrations and their
representation of many different groups and work erews—farm, coal, food, hos-
pital—that they were really the leaders of the Japanese colony and the men to
deal with. While this meeting was supposed to be on the farm work stoppage*

it embraced many other situations, such as hospital, food, and administration.

There is some interesting testimony in the record, and I am referrin*^

to the record of October 26 regarding the farm situation.

The Japanese objected to the manner in which the farm—in which
the situation there—was handled, on the ground that they were not
notified that they were going to be fired when they did not come to
work; they just simply struck and quit, and the administration did
what they called "terminate them off." They took them off the pay roll,

and they contended that they were entitled to notice that they would be
terminated if they did not go back to work, and that was the basis of a

good deal of their discussion and a good deal of their argument.
They contended it involved the Japanese psychology in some way

—

the manner of "saving face."

Mr. CosTELLO. The fact was, was it not, Mr. Engle, that some of the

Japs went to Mr. Best and insisted that they were not going to work
and that they were not going to harvest any of the farm products
there whatsoever, that tliey did not want to produce any farm products
on that particular center ground, and that they were wanting to be
supplied by the Army quai'termaster for their food, and things of that
kind ; is that correct?

Mr. ExGLE. That is correct, but they just quit.

Mr. CosTEixo. And Mr. Best made an announcement to the effect

that they were no longer going to be employed, that all hiring of farm
workers in the center had terminated, and when he made that
announcement through the local paper, whatever they had there, that
was the tiling about which they complained, that he had no right to

make any such announcement, althougli he made it as the result of a
conference he had had, the day before and at which these spokesmen
had definitely agreed that they would not farm the products there
at all.

Mr. ExGLE. Tliat is correct. That is wliat the transcript indicates.

But here is another thing in the tranHcri[)t tliat I want to call your
attention to. Mr. Cahn, I believe, who was the assistant director,

makes the statement on the record there that this was not actually a
strike at the farm. He said that if it had actually been a strike, that
they would have continued to keep the Japanese on the pay roll and
pay tliem, until, by proper negotiations, they had straiglitened the
matter out. But he differentiated from that by saying that it was
not a strike; that the Japs just quit, and therefore they terminated
them immediately, but if it had been a regular bona fide strike they
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would have continued them on the payroll and negotiated with them.

Mr. CosTELLO. Apparently the Japanese wanted Best to retract the

statement he had made, because evidently he left the leaders in a bad

situation in relation to the workers in the camp; is that not correct'^

Mr. Engle. That is tlie situation
;
yes.

Mr. CosTCLLO. The farm workers did not actually want to quit and
^et off tlie pay roll; they wanted to be paid.

Mr. Engle. That is l iaht. I was somewhat amazed by the state-

ment of Mr. Calm that if it had been actually a bona fide strike, ac-

cording to their construction, the Japanese would have been left on
the pay roll and the matter negotiated.

Now, to continue reading fnmi Mr. Best's statement

:

Goorse Kuratomi and S. Kai, who professes to be a Buddhist priest, and
who obviously is a Shiritoist, both from the .Torome relocation center, have
been the self-appointed spokesmen for the .Japanese residents and are ring-

leaders of the group of power seekers. They have appeared several times on
negotiating committees regardless of whether the questions involved the farm,
coal crew, hospital, or mess halls.

The first incident causing disruption of normal community functions was
the slow-down and finally the stoppage on October 9 of work by coal crews
unloading cars at the siding. Other evacuees were not permitted by the power-
seeking group to replace idle con] workers—4 or 5 days of negotiations ended
with the terminated workers returning to work, on October 13, and agreeing to

work a full 8 hours. This was claimed by the trouble-making leaders to be a
victory over the administration. Demands for luxuries such as pool tables

for the fire stations and for shorter working hours were made, and always
they demanded immediate action "or else."

They next achieved a slow-down at the mo-tor pool, but no stoppage. This
was in line with their announced plan to make Tule Lake a 4-hour center with
a 4-hour workday.

At that point I might pause to say that the Japanese, if you are

familiar and you perhaps are, are paid from $12 to $19 a month,
depending upon their situation, and they are supposed to work 8

hours a day.
The testimony was that a good many times they worked 2 hours a day

and collected pay for 8, and Mr. Best's statement regarding the 4-hour
day apparent]}- was an effort to reduce the 8-hour day to half, which
would be 4 hours.

(Continuing now from the statement

:

On October 15, two large stake trucks hauling workers to the farm started
racing, and one upset. Twenty-nine workers were injured, twelve seriously
enough to be hospitalized, and one died. No farm workers reported the next
day or thereafter. A center-wide funeral demonstration for the one man was
held October 23, although Mr. Best, after learning that it was not desired by the
widow, had disapproved of the plan.

A fire truck traveling too fast overturned en route to a fire October 13 and 9
men were injured, 3 seriously. This accident also was blamed on the adminis-
tration.

A 2-year-old child was scalded in its home, and although it received prompt
attention at the hospital, it died during the following night, and this was at-

tributed by Kuratomi's connnittee to the negligence of the War Relocation Au-
thority doctors.

This group has tried to get Mr. Best to give them control of various project
functions for the past several weeks, including the motor pool, block managers,
the farm and the hospital by suggesting that they would be run more efficiently

under a central governing committee of Japanese. War Relocation Authority
personnel were frequently threatened and intimidated and told that the way to
be successful in their jobs was to let the Japanese run things. The attitude in

general was that the Japanese were going to take over the camp and the leaders
proposed a central governing body to advise the administration how to run the
project.
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Now, that covers, in its major aspects, the testimony of Mr. Cozzens
and Mr. Best, except tliat Mr. Cozzens stated that he had selected the
site for tlie Tule Lake camp. He did not indicate who was responsible
for picking it out as the camp to be used for disloyal Japanese.
He said also, in his testimony, that the statement attributing rumors

regarding the disturbances at Tule Lake were planted by subvei*sive

elements with Mr. Joye in the San Francisco office.

Mr. Best's testimony was along the line of the statement, except he
said that around August 1 they had a petition from the white pei^onnel
at the camp to establish a man-tight fence between the administration
area and the Japanese colony, deferring to the map drawn by the
doctor, they wanted a fence to run between the administration area
as shown by him, and the Japanese colony there in the vicinity of the
wide firebreak between the two. The white personnel wanted that

man-tight fence in there; or, according to some of the testimony, the

original plans called for a man-tight fence which would set off this

colony which was then to be occupied exclusively by disloyal Japanese,
or their immediate families, from the rest of the relocation center.

Those demands w^ere not complied with, although I understand at

the present time the fence is in process of being built

He stated that the Army was in control at that time, which was
November 7, but that his staff still carries out the utility services. He
stated that he knew about the knives being stolen and manufactured
in the camp ; that he knew about the knives being taken b}^ the Jap-
anese, but that he did not know about the knives being made at the

garage until after the incident.

The man who operated the garage testified that the Japanese would
nuike knives out of the truck springs which were broken, and other
pieces of metal they could get their hands on, and that he tried to stop

them at first, and reported the occurrences to the director of internal

security, but he did not get anywhere with it, and finally he just gave
up. And he estimated that one old fellow there manufactured 1,000

knives in the 8 months he was at the camp.
He stated that the W. R. A. did not change its policy after segre-

gation; that there was no change in the employment policy and no
change in the internal security policy; that the only thing they did
after they put that in as camp for disloyal Japs was to build a man-
tight fence around the outside of it, w^hich makes it different in that
respect than some of the other camps.
He thinks that a good many of these Japs are absolutely loyal to

Japan; that they wanted to make all the trouble that they could, and
that they could not ])()ssibly continue running the camp in the same
way they were now running it

;
they would have to have an entire re-

vamping of the entire internal security program.
He said that there had been no change in the policy of handling

the entire protection in tlie camp after the segregation occurred, and
that Mr. Rhoads ha<l told him that there was no way to handle the

matter effectively under the existing arrangement.
Mr. CosTELLO. Are you familiar with the arrangement of handling

fire equipment, and so on, at the center?
Mr. Engle. Yes; from the testimony of Mr. Rhoads, the fire chief.

Mr. Rhoads gave a very complete picture of that.

Mr. Rhoads was formerly battalion chief of the Los Angeles Fire

Department, and he was retired in 1928, and he lived at Grant's Pass,
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Oreg., and apparently took this job on just as a contribution to the

war effort. And he quit, and resi<j^ned, during the height of these

disturbances, because he contended he couhl not get adequate fire

protection with the situation as he had it. He complained bitterly to

Mr. Myer about it, and has tendered his resignation to Mr. Myer as a
result of their discussions on that subject.

Now, he stated that he had no definite instructions regarding the
operation of the fire department except that he was to build up a

fire department operated by the Japanese, and that he was to make
suggestions, and to teach. They had 3 fire stations of 8 men each, and
then they used a Jap fire-fighting group in each of the 64 blocks. He
stated that they got along fairly well until registration. Registration

is when they asked question 28, which caused all the difficulty, and at

that time they had a good deal of fighting and trouble among the Jap-
anese themselves.
Finally they withdrew question 28 and supplemented it by question

28-A, which asked about loyalty to the United States rather than
being as specific and direct as question 28.

He was instructed to get along with the Japanese, and if he could
not get along with them, he had failed. He appointed leaders, three
leaders for each of the stations, and he had nine men in all, and then
he had a Japanese fire chief to whom he gave his instructions, and his
instructions were transmitted to the fire department, down through
the Japanese chief; that is, he had no authority to direct any Jap-
anese in the fire department. His program was to transmit his in-

structions through the Japanese fire chief.

Now, after segregation occurred, he lost most of his crew because
the Japanese in the fire department were recruited from what they
considered the best and the most loyal of the Japanese ; therefore he
lost most of his crew because they were the fellows who did not claim
any loyalty to Japan. So he had to take on a crew of Japanese who
were almost completely disloyal.

He asked to hold his engineer, who was a Japanese, in order to get
his new department under the new set-up worked out, and this fellow
practically told him that there were not any of them that he could
trust in the new arrangement.
And just as soon as he got these disloyal Japs in the fire department,

the thing became impossible. They 'demanded every sort of con-
venience; they wanted- new blankets and mattresses, for instance.
These disloyal Japs refused to slee]) on the same mattresses or to use
the same blankets which were used by the loyal Japanese.

• And they made demands for that, and finally they got it.

Mr. CosTELLO. How efficient was the lire department, itself, in
preventing fires

Mr. En(;le. The fire department just did not function. He said
a fire would occur and the trucks would go in the opposite direction.
They had a fire down in the military area one dav. and the truck,
as it was coming out of the front gate, was headed down toward the
farm, which was some 4 miles away. And he stopped them and
a^;ked them where they were going, and they said they were going to
the fire. They thought it was back at the farm when, as a matter of
fact, it was back at the military area.
For instance, they demanded pool tables. That is referred to in

Mr. Best's statement, if you remember. He said they demanded pool
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tables aiul tliey camo to Mr. Khoads and told him he would either have
to re(|uisition pool tables or they would ^et the fire chief, who would
recjuisition them.
Now, they had a <^reat many false fire alarms start after they got

these disloyal Japanese into the fire department. They caui^ht ont

of the fire captains turning in a false alarm, and he admitted that he
liad turned in five other false alarms. He was given 90 days in jail,

but he got out in 80 days.

Their fire-alarm system is an independent telephone system set up
in the camp, and apparently if they take the phones oil the hooks
enough times, they run down the batteries. And that is what the

Jaj)anese would do. They would take the phones off the hooks and
run the batteries down, and completely wreck the fire-alarm system.
Mr. Rhoads testiiied he would come in there and find 15 of those

bells all ringing at once. And they cut out 120 yards of wire in the

fire-alai'm system. It is difficult to understand why they would sabo-

tage the fire system when it might protect themselves or their own
belongings, but they did.

They put kinks in the cable, and one thing or another. They had
the men out there continuously, trying to keep that fire-alarm system
in operation.

The fire hydrants were buried under the ground about 2 feet. Be
cause of the cold up there, they had to get them down in the ground
far enough so that they would not freeze. They had standpipes
leading down in so that they could go down in and hook on to the

main.
The Japanese filled these standpipes up with sand and sometimes

sand and glass; so he had to keep continuous inspection of these

hydrants and keep the sand scooped out of them, because if fire

occurred, he could not use the hydrants.
The Japs were very prone to knock down the fire hydrants with

the equipment. They apparently could not drive very well, or did

not try to, and he had a high casualty rate on his hydrants with the

Japanese driving the equipment.
He fired one crew, terminated the crew, as they call it, and he got

another crew, and wished then that he had the original crew back.

One of those changes occurred immediately before this fire truck
turned over. They fired one fellow for reckless driving and put on
another one, and he turned the truck over, 'a big $3,000 fire truck,

over tw^o or three times, in taking it around the corner. The fire

extinguishers were always empty. The Pyrene fire extinguishers

were gone, a good many of them. The Japanese had keys to his

warehouses. He would lose his fire buckets out of the warehouses.

Just a week before he testified, he had lost a number of buckets out

of the warehouses, or out of the fire warehouses.
The Japanese would throw the fire couplings and the fire nozzles

off the trucks and dent them so that they were unusable, and he

had jrreat difficulty with his fire hose which has to be handled very
carefully, because the Japanese would throw it on the ground and
run the trucks over it and wreck it. And a fire hose is a very hard
thing to get hold of now.
For instance, as to one of the demands, they demanded gloves to

fight the fires w^ith. Well, he could not get gloves, the kind they
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wanted. He did <xei some rubber gloves and those all disap])eared,

and then the next time he got cotton or canvas gloves, and they

were not very well satisfied with them.

They demanded midnight meals. Now, the fire dei)artment there

is operated a good deal like the fire department in a small connnu-

nity. They have tlu^ii- regnlai' ci'evr M the fire station, they have their

clothes right there, and they go to bed and when the bell rings, they

jump up and into their fighting togs^ and away they go.

But these fellows wanted midnight meals. And so the condi-

tions finally became so chaotic that he just simply gave up and
tendered his resignation. He stated that he had had no instructions,

or no arrangemenls had been made for any change in policy with
reference to the fii-e protection for that entire camp, pending, dur-

ing, or after the time that the cam)) was set aside and designated

nd used as a camp for disloyal Japanese ; in other words, the pro-

ection of all of that Government property vras put in the hartds of

hese Japanese who had affirmed their loyalty to the Emperor of

apan.
Now, the same thing might be said with reference to the police

epartment. The police department consisted of six white men,
ncluding the national director of internal security, a man by the name
f Mr. Schmidt. The policemen were unarmed. They did not even
arry a club. The entire internal-security program of the center was
the hands of the Japanese.
They did not have an adequate police force, apparently, even to

olice the administrative area, or that area occupied by the white
ersonnel.

. Mr. CosTELLO. Do you knoAv approximately how many Japanese
ere employed as police officers?

Mr. Engle. I did not get the number, and I do not know as it was
eveloped in the testimony. There were only 6 white men, however, in
' e entire camp for all of the white personnel and the 15,000 Japanese
ho were there.

Mr. CosTELLO. The internal-security system evidently had not been
succc-'sful means of preventing disorder in the center.

Mr. Engle. How is that ?

Mr. CosTELix). The method of employing Japanese as police officers

has indicated that that was not a definite means of providing security
within the center.

Mr. Engle. Well, it has not. As an illusti-ation, when the internal-
security officer, Boerbeck, was beaten up on the night of November 4,
one of the fellows he recognized as being in the midst of all of this
turmoil that was going on there, and one of the chief leaders of it was
one of the fellows on the police force, one of the captains of the police
force.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you visit the center after the Army came in on
November 4 ?

Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. CosTELrx>. What was the condition in the center at that time?
Mr. Engle. It was very good order in the centei-, so far as any dis-

turbance was concerned. The Japanese were still making representa-
tions to the camp administration; in fact, even after the California
State Senate hearings terminated, the Japanese were sending com-
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mittees to the administration and were holdinor conferences at that

time, objectin<^ to discrimination, as they called it, between some of
the members of the center and others.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do yon have the names of the members of the State
.senate connnittee that held that hearing?

Mr. Engle. Yes. The names are Senator Donnelly, Tnlare County

;

Senator Dorsey, Kern County; Senator Quinn, of Humboldt County

;

and Senator Slater.

Mr. Phillips. Was not Mr. Hatfield on the committee?
Mr. Engij:. Mr. Hatfield was on the committee, but he was not at

the hearings.

Mr. Phillips. Mr. Slater?
JNIr. ExGLE. Senator Slater was at all the hearings; yes.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was Senator Tenney a member of that committee ^

Mr. Engle. Senator Tenney was not a member of that committee.
Ttrere was a good deal of testimony brought up regarding the actual

operation of the camp, that is, with reference to whether or not it was
efficient. There was testimony given there that there was no adequate
control over property.
For instance, the chief warehouse man resigned because he would

not go under bond. He resigned rather than go under bond to take
care of the property. His five predecessors had never had an inven
tory, and none of his predecessors had ever checked out from theii-

assignments.
The Japanese had keys to all of the warehouses, and were continu-

ally i)illaging and committing thefts in the warehouses, to the extent

that Mr. Weis, Charles J. Weis, finally just handed in his resignation

on October 31, Avhen he had the alternative between resigning and
putting up a bond to protect the Government property.

I also have a letter bearing upon that same sul:)ject, that is, with ref-

erence to the property control, which I would like to submit to the

committee, which comes from a previous property control ofiicer, who
heard of this investigation and wrote me this letter. His name is

Henry E. Deni. Would you be interested in having it read or hav-
ing it made a part of the record ?

Mr. CosTELLO. It might be incorporated as a part of the record.

You might refer to pertinent parts of it.

Mr. Engle. He states that he was supply supervisor with the War-
time Civil Control Administration at Marysville, Calif., and then

later went to the W. R. A. and after he got to the W. R. A. he found
the property management there in a chaotic condition.

He found all types of property scattered about the warehouses,

with absolutely no inventory or any check on them. He tried to clean

up that situation, and he had to work, of course, with Japanese in-

ternees, as his employees.
j

He says

:

I checked through the warehouses and found thousands of dollars of hard-

wares and carpenter implements scattered around under empty boxes and trash,
j

There was no way possible to check this property. I

I then went to the project director and sujjgested that he permit me to try tol

get this property in some semblance of order so that it might be inventoried.!

He gave me permission to do this, and with the aid of a few Japanese in-|

temees I set out to do it. I
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He says further

:

I was making very good headway on this when the various vendors from
Klamath Falls who had sold considerable property, came to the project, started
refusing to give the project any more supplies unless they were paid for the
ones they had already delivered. I was then called into the project director's

office and asked if I knew anything about the proper method of making receiving

reports and checking of i)roperty and supplies so that the vendors could be paid.

I told him I did, so I was told I was being promoted to property control ofli jer,

and to take over the property accountant's office, and see what I could do about
getting some of these vendors paid.

Upon taking over this olhce, I found accounts where there was almost .$100,000

owed and no record of receipt or distribution of the property purchased.

And he goes on to state that he tried to ck^ar iij) the situation and in

going about, from one officer to the other, trying to get the thing
cleared up and getting these various heads of departments to acknowl-
edge or deny the receipt of this property, which the W. R. A. was
being billed for, and on which they had no records, he made so many
enemies and stepped on so many toes that he finally resigned and got
out.

I will file the letter for the record, if you wish to have it.

Mr. CosTELiX). We would appreciate very much having it.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

Tracy, Calif., Novemher 18, 191,3.

Sir: Having followed your investigation of the Tule Lake War Relocation
Authority project at Newell, Calif., in the daily papers, I felt it my duty to write
you and tell you what I know of conditions at the project.

Last year I was a supply supervisor with the Wartime Civil Control Admin-
istration at Marysville, Calif. Upon the closing of the Marysville Assembly
Center and the transferring of the internees to Tule Lake, I was transferred to

the San Francisco office of the Wartime Civil Control Administration, where
I was made field representative of the Supply Division. My duties consisted of
visiting the various Wartime Civil Control Administration assembly centers,
for the purpose of assisting the supply supervisors of the various centers in
bringing their property records to date in order that they could be properly
audited upon the closing of the centers.
Upon the closing of the centers, much of the property was transferred to various

War Relocation Authority projects. In the transfer of this property I worked
with the supply supervisors and with Colonel Knudsen of the Quartermaster
Corps. It was at this time that I had my first experiences with the War
Relocation Authority.

4fter property had been shipped to the War Relocation Authority it became
next to impossible to get signed documents from the War Relocation Authority
to show receipt of the property. However, as I was only responsible for the
property shipped from the Marysville Assembly Center, I was interested only
in signed documents for this proiierty. After writing several letters to the
project director at Tule Lake, I finally received the necessarv dociunents. I
naturally thought at that time that the property had been properly checked and
counted before signing of the documents. However, I learned later, to mv sor-
row, that it hadn't.
Upon the closing of the various Wartime Civil Control Administration centers,

all personnel of the Wartime Civil Control Administration was released then
I applied for employment with the War Relocation Authoritv and was appointed
storekeeper at Tnle Lake. The conditions I found up(^n mv arrival at Tule
Lake would take hours to explain.
My direct supervisor, who had charge of warehousing property not in use

and of receiving all property being received on the project, had absolutelv no
knowledge of this type of work. He had an organization built up of .Japanese
mternees who were running his division for him. Thev were interested only
in getting the property and supplies into the camp without caring where it came
JJ^^A^""}^^^.-^

got there. Insofar as making proper documents showing receipt

i ."v,

property was concerned, this was done with about lOpercent of the property and supplies received.
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There was absolutely no inventory record m.Mintained of the property received,

no record of distrihutiou of property, no records of how, when, or where the
property or sni)plies woro used, or any record of unused property. No one
had any record or knowlcdg(» of property on hand. I chcn-ked through the ware-
houses and found that thousaruls of dollnrs of hardwares and carpenters' imple-

ments were scattered around under empty boxes and trash. There was no way
possible to cheqk this property.

I then went to the project director and suggested that he permit me to try
to get this property into some semblance of order so that it might be inventoried.
He gave me permission to do this and with the aid of a few Japanese internees
I set out to do it.

I was making very good headway on this when the various vendors from
Khnnath Falls, who had sold considerable proijerty to the i)roject, started
refusing to give the project any more supplies unless they were paid for the
ones they hod already delivered. I was then called into the project director's
office, and asked if I knew anything about the proper method of making receiving
reports and checking of property and supplies so that the vendors could be
paid. I told him I did, so I was told I was being promoted to property control
officer and to take over the pi-cperty accountant's ollice and see what I could do
about getting some of these vendors paid.
Upon taking over this office I found accounts where there was almost $100,000

owed and no record of receipt or distribution of the property purchased.
One of these accounts was with the Home Lumber Co., of Klamath Falls.

Another was with Sears, Roebuck, of Klamath Falls. Another was with Mont-
gomery Ward Co., of Klamath Falls. T immediately contacted the managers of
these firms and together we tried to clean up these accounts. The first account
I worked on was the Home Lumber Co. account. Mr. Glenn Hout, president
of the firm, worked on the account with me. We finally got this account cleaned
up, but in doing so I found that thousands of dollars' worth of property had
been purchased without any purchase order having been issued, or receiving
report showing receipt of this property having been made.

In order to get the proper documents signed so that Mr. Hout could be paid,

it became necessary for me to go direct to the project director, much to the
annoyance of the various division superintendents who had i-eceived this prop-
erty and failed to make the proper documents showing receipt.

Because of the various toes I trod on in cleaning up this account, I found
I would receive very little cooperation from the various division heads in clean-

ing up other accounts, so I submitted my resignation and left Tule T^ake.

The foregoing is just a part of what I found at Tule Lake. However, if

I can be of any assistance to you in your investigation of conditions on that
project, I will be gliid to cooperate with you in any way. If you care to contact
Mr. Glenn Hout, of the Home Lumber Co., and wish to use my name with refer-

ence to the account I previously mentioned, you have my i)ermission to do s- ).

Respectfully yours,
Henry E. Deni, Tnin/^ CnVf.

Mr. MuNDT. May I ask a question, Mr. Cliairman?
Mr. CosTEixo. Certairily.

Mr. MuNDT. I woudsr if yen Cvoiild straighten nie out on tliis, Mr.
En<rle.

How long (lid this riot at Tnle Lake last, from the time it started

nntil the time that the Army was called in?

Mr. P]ngle. You mean the one Thursday night?
Mr. MiTXHT. The one that started with the beating up of Dr. Pedi-

cord and continued, as I understand it, until the Army was called in.

Mr. Engle. AVell. they had a riot on Tliursday, according to the

testimony, and then when that riot subhided, there was no further

actiA'ity in the camp; just a tense situation until Thursday night

and then Thursday' night
^Ir. CosTEiJLO. You mean Monday.
Mr. ExoLE. Yes; Monday, November 1 was the first occurrence,

and then the situation was tense Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day; and then Thursday night these Japanese, a gang of them, started
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out of the motor pool armed with chibs of various sorts and tliey

surrounded the hou^e of Mr. Best, caHin<jj out that they \vanted to

^et Best, and lie called in the Army at that point.

Mr. Mfndt. That was. then, from Monday until Thursday.
Mr. Engle. That is rioht. 15ut there was no overt act between

Monday and Thursday.
Mr. Mundt. Now. if I understood Dr. Mason yesterday, Mr. Dil-

lon Myer, the Director of W. 11. A. was at this cami) w hen tlie riot

broke out on Monday.
Mr. Engle. That is right. He arrived the day that the first dis-

tui'bance occurred.

Mr. Mundt. Did he stay tliere until the Army was called in?

Mr. Engle. No. He stayed Tuesday and he left on Wednesday.
Mr. Mundt. He left during this tense situation?

Mr. Engle. That is right.

Mr. Mundt. That seems rather strange to me, because I remember
distinctly that Dillon Myer was very critical of one of the witnesses

at our hearings, wldch were held this spring, a Mr. Townsend, I
believe, because he had left another camp wdiere a riot was threaten-

ing, during a tense situation, and it is a little bit amazing to me that
Mr. Myer would leave the camp under a similar condition.

Are you sure he did leave before this Thursday?
Mr. Engle. Oh, yes; that is the testimony, and the testimony of

Mr. Myer. And Mr. Best was asked about that and Mr. Best stated

that Mr. Myer had an itinerary to keep and that he ari-ived at the
Tule Lake camp on schedule and that he left the Tule Lake camp
(•n schedule.

Mr. CosTELLO. He arrived Monday morning and left on Tuesday
evening, you say?
Mr. Engle. I do not know whether he left Tuesday evening or

Wednesday morning, but he was there Monday and Tuesday; those
are the 2 days.

Mr. Mundt. He left the camp on schedule, but he did not leave it

in good condition.

Mr. Engle. Well, that may be true.

Now, in regard to that, after this riot occurred on Monday, there
were several meetings. One meeting was held immediately that eve-
ning with the internal security officers, in which the internal security
officers talked about how they should handle the situation. And they
were instructed to go in pairs, not singly, and to confine their patrol-
ling to the administration area.

Then, on Tuesday, the white personnel at the camp held a meeting
in which they were protesting, because proper security measures were
not being taken, according to their viewpoint, for the protection of
the white people in the camp.
Mr. Myer and Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens were all at that meeting

and the discussion, according to the testimony, grew quite heated.
The camp white personnel wanted to know what was being done.
Mr. Myer said that steps were being taken for their protection, but

that he could not tell them what those steps were. And they asked
him specifically whether or not that included that man-tight fence
between the Jap colon}^ and the administration area, to which I pre-
viously referred and for which they had petitioned since August.
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And he said that he was not in a position to tell them that' either,

and his testimony is that lie told them if they could not take it, they

could get out.

Now, several witnesses testified to that.

Mr. MuNDT. "They could <?et out," you say?

Mr. En OLE. In other words, he said the situation looked all right

to him, and if they could not take it, they could get out.

And the statement w^as also attributed to him, althougli there is

some dispute about it, that he told Borbeck if he had kept his hands
in his pockets, he would not have been hurt as much as he was, or as

bad.
Mr. CosTELLO. That statement w\as made by Mr. Best to Dr. Pedi-

cord.
Mr. Engle. Well, the testimony that I heard was that it was made

by Myer. They got to twisting the thing around. Some said that

Dr. Pedicord said that if he had kept his hands in his pockets, he
w^ould not have been hurt. So there is a little confusion about that

statement.
At any rate, the white people there were complaining. Now, Bor-

beck, the police officer who was beaten up, resigned after Monday. He
turned in his resignation. First, he turned in his resignation with
the understanding that it could be held up until they could get some-
body to take his place.

In the meantime, he moved his family out. He did not want his

family out there and he agreed just to stay on Thursday night to show
Mr. Paine, who was the new otlicer brought in, and wiio arrived Sun-
day before the riot, which would be the last of October, at Klamath
Falls, to assist him around and show him his duties.

So Mr. Borbeck, on Thursday night, was iust helping out there,

and he is the one that tangled up with the Japanese groups finally

and was beaten up.
Now, there is some dispute about that. Mr. Borbeck testified that

the Japanese threatened to kill him so he started swinging, and they
were guarding him with clubs, and the last thing he remembers he
was fighting, and when he came to, he had a big laceration on the
back of his head, and he had numerous cuts and bruises, and abrasions,

and he felt like he had been beaten all over.

The press release issued bv the W. P. A. states that the police

officer stubbed his toe and fell down and hit his head on a rock, and
he was ]~)i obably beaten by the Japs after that.

Mr. MuNDT. One other question I would like to ask, Mr. Chairman,
You may not have any convictions to express on this question, and

if so, you do not have to answer it, but you are the only Member here
today who has been at Tule Lake since this riot w^ho has personally
ta1ke(l to those members of the white personnel, so I am sure the com-
mittee would very much like to have your expression on the following
matter

:

As you know, at the earlier hearings of this committee, both in

California and here, several witnesses suggested that these relocation

camps, especiallv where they have the disloyal Japs, could better be
handled by the War Department than they could by W. P. A. And
the American Legion at its national convention suggested turning
the duties of W. P. A. over to the War Department.
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Now, I wonder if you have any statement that you would care to

make in an advisory capacity to the committee on the basis of your
examination of the situation at Tule Lake as to the competency and
ability of Dillon Myer and the W. 11. A. to handle the Japanese situa-

tion under their control.

Mr. Enole. In my judoment, they cannot do it ; and I recommend
that the Tule Lake camp should be put under military control.

And not only that, that just does not happen to be only my opinion
but it is the opinion of the W. R. A. people at Tule Lake themselves.

Now, some of them got on the witness stand and testified to that.

Mr. MuNDT. Some of the white people?
Mr. Engle. Oh, yes. Mr. Gerry, who is still working there and

who represented the white people at the meeting held on Tuesday, in

which they protested the security measures taken, chief procurement
officer, and, as I say, he is still on duty there, made this statement,
that it was the opinion of the white personnel there that the Japs
were getting steadily out of control; that it was the policy of the
administration to make one concession after another ; that he thought
his wife was unsafe ; and that he had gotten her out of there and that
he would not stay there 3 minutes if the Army left the Tule Lake
relocation center.

Mr. MuNDT. Was there any dispute about that testimony of Mr.
Gerry or was that accepted as a fact ?

Mr. Engle. Regarding what?
Mr. MuNDT. I thought you said there was some dispute about

some of the other statements.
Mr. Engle. No; nobody disputed that. He said if the Army does

not continue, he wants a sufficient internal security force, and he
would want them backed by the Army.
Now, he is just one witness who testified to that. There were others,

but that is one of the high-ranking officers in the camp, and the man,
as I say, who was made spokesman for the white personnel at this

meeting with the national Director in which they demanded further
security measures.
Mr. MuNDT. Thank you very much.
No further questions, Mr. Cliairman.
Mr. Engle. I think, in addition to that, since you asked the ques-

tion, that there is a matter seriously involving the efficiency of the
W. R. A. administration.

Mr. MuNDT. I would like brief further elaboration on that.

Mr. Engle. I am talking about fiscal matters and property-control
matters, and those other things, independent of the matter of internal
security.

Mr. MuNDT. You appreciate this committee is concerned, primar-
ily, with internal security, but the ^lembers of Congress, you and me,
and all of us, are interested in the fiscal operations and the other as-

pects also.

Mr. Engle. That is right. I appreciate that; I just mention that
in addition there are these other questions.

Mr. MuNDT. Yes.
Mr. CosTELLo. Does that complete your statement, Mr. Engle ?

^
Mr. MuNDT. I did not want to shut you off. If you have some tes-

timony that 3'ou want to put in about the general inefficiency, I think
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it would be il]iiininatin<;^ to the Congress, as a wliole, which, after all,

has to vote the money for these matters.

Mr. Engij:. Of coiu'^e this committee, as I uiiderstaiKl it, is involved

in subversive activities. I assume if somebody was sabotagin*^ the

war effort in some way, that would be subversive; is that not right?

^Ir. MuNDT. That is right. It is almost becoming subversive if a

man throws awa}^ public funds needlessly, because, after all, that is

important in this war.
Mr. Engle. I might mention the testimony of a man named Noble

C. Wilkinson. He is a farmer in the Tule Lake area and appeared to

be a substantial man and highly regarded by his neighbors.

Now, he testified regarding the slaughter house and the butchering
operations at the camp. He was in charge of the slaughter house.

They liad a hog farm there and they wanted to do their own slaugh-
tering so they got Wilkinson to do it. And he ran it somewhat the
.same as the other agencies were run; that is, he told the Japs what
to do or told the head Jap what to do, and they were supposed to carry
out his instructions.

But he testified that he had continual troubles. They were striking

or slowing up. He could not satisfy them. They always wanted
new clothing. They would look at magazines, for instance, and they
would want to be dressed like the butchers in the papers, with frock
coat and pouches.
Then they got away with the knives. They all wanted knives with

which to cut meat. He said he never heard of such a thing. He
finally got them a})peased but he never did give them the knives.

They demanded Federal or State inspection of the meat, and when
they could not get it, they decided to inspect their own meat. And
they would throw away a great amount of perfectly good pork, be-

cause it might have been bruised, or something like that. They
created a hog graveyard, and the Japs even put tombstones up on this

hog graveyard, and when they would get it filled, it would be more
or less of a trench—they would cover it over with a bulldozer.

And he said over 100 hogs, to his knowledge, were in the first hog
graveyard, and that there were 6 other hog graveyards just like it.

One of his Ja])s, he thought was loyal, told him he ought to take
notes. So he took notes of all of this and reported it to the camp
director, or the camp leadership, but it did not get anywhere.
He told Zimmer about it and Zimmer told him that it was his own

fault if he could not work with them. He said that he had to butcher;
if he was called u})on to butcher 50 hogs, he would have to butcher
100 because they would always steal about enough to keep that much
ahead of him.
He said sometimes he would have 15 hogs butchered and there

would not be a sparerib in the lot.

At one time the ,Taps stole 500 pounds of bacon out of the plant

and they stole knives, until he could not hang on to the knives, so

he got some kind of an outfit to print the W. R. A. name on the blade

of the knife, that is, to put it right into the steel, and that did not
stop it.

He said they must have stolen a thousand knives in the 9 months
he was there. He turned the report of it over to Mr. Jacoby, who
was the head of internal security, and he did not get anywhere with
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it, and finally he just kept getting so far behind, he could not make,

the Japs work; they would strike.

One time they got out of humor with him and stole his automobile,

and he had to walk clear to camp and get hold of some of the cam^)

directors to get the directors to talk the Japanese nito giving him
his car back, which they did.

They would have a sti'ike. They would get some hogs killed Jind

quit, and the strike would be on, and there would be the pork lying

up there, ready to be butchered, and the strike was on.

Sometimes they would get rough about it. One time they called

one of his white" men a "white so-and-so," and they said they would
like to cut hiui off right under the chin.

Finally, it got so bad he just quit, and at the present time, the last

reports he had on it, they were not doing any more slaughtering out

there. And they h;ul great amounts of pork. INIany of their hogs*

were overweight and should have been butchered a long time ago, but

they were not doing anything with them, because they just simply had
to dose doAvn the slaughterhouse. They built the slaughterhouse

at an expense of about $5,000, and had to quit running it.

Mr. ]\IrNDT. Is Tule Lake in your district ?

Mr. Engle. Yes; and so is IManzanar. I have them both.

Mr. MuNDT. Is that in a district in California where there are kill-

ing frosts up there in the fall?

Mr. ExGLE. Oh, yes.

]\Ir. MuxDT. The reason I ask that, I have here the official transcript

furnished the committee by W. K. A. itself, which quotes Mr. Myer
as follows, in discussing the farm question. He said

:

I want to say this about the farm question. I have been in constant touch
with Mr. Best on this problem. He had crops to be harvested * * * ^ve

took the chance of having the crops frozen.

I was wondering what he meant ; frozen by cold weather or ruined by
one of these directives?

Mr. Engle. No ; he meant frozen by cold weather.
Mr. Phillips. How is that?
Mr. Engle. I said, it was frozen by cold weather and not the direc-

tives.

Mr. MuNDT. It was a pretty bad loss to the consumer, either way.
Mr. Engle. Well, they have very cold weather up there, and they

have to get those vegetables and what not out of the ground. They
had a big farming operation which they put in, notwithstanding ap-
parently that they knew this camp was going to be used as a cam]) to

segregate disloyal Japanase.
Well, as soon as the disloyal Japanese got to the camp, they refused

to harvest the crop. They said that they w^ere not going to harvest
any crop or eat any crop which was planted or cultivated by loyal
Japanese.

In addition to that, they were not going to harvest any vegetables
which could be used elsewhere for loyal Japanese.
Mr. MuNDT. Were not these crops for tlie use of the Japanese in

this camp, so that they would be eating their own food ?

^Ir. Engle. Yes. Here is the way that worked out : They ran the
camp farm and they charged the cost of farm operation against the

62626—44—vol. 16 7
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product, and tlicn ran all tliat stuff through the warehouse and
through the regular mess stewards to the various mess halls.

JMr. CosTELLO. They also exchanged service between the various
centers.

Mr. Engle. That is right. Some centers would raise some beets,

maybe, and they would trade that sort of vegetable, or pork, or chick-
ens raised at the Tule Lake farm. They had a hog farm, and a
chicken farm, and this vegetable farm.
Now, they got 250 loyal Japs in there to harvest that after the dis-

loyal Japanese struck, but they still had 580 acres which was not
dug, and it was going right along then, where Kallam testified it

ought to be out of the ground, because it would be ruined.

They had a heavy frost when I was there. The cars would have
great layers of ice on the windshields.
He said there were 500 acres of grain not harvested, 400 tons of

carrots, seven or eight hundred tons of cabbage, 80 to 100 tons of ruta-

bagas. They refused to harvest the rutabagas because they said they
did not like them ; 10 cars of spinach ; 10 cars of Napea, they called

it. That is apparently a vegetable that is grown, which the Japs
themselves like.

Then there were 15 cars of lettuce and a great many others that I

did not itemize in my notes, and which will appear in the transcript

of Mr. Kallam's testimony when it comes back here and is presented
to the committee.
Whether or not these 250 loyal Japs brought from elsewhere were

able to salvage all of that or not, I do not know. He said two-thirds
of the crop was in the ground at that time, and they were having
heav}^ frost.

The Japs beat Mr. Kallam up about October 16 or 17, I believe it

was, and made him sign a statement to the effect that the Japanese
were entitled to be fed under the terms of the Geneva treaty without
working. I do not know what good they thought it was goinji^ to do
them, but at any rate, they did beat him up and make him sign the

statement.

He reported this occurrence to Mr. Best and Mr. Best took no action

in the matter
;
merely to ask him if he was hurt.

Incidentally, he was one of the gentlemen that the Japs, in their

demands of October 1, asked be terminated.

Mr. MuNDT. I think at this point, Mr. Chairman, it should be stated

that Japan never was a signatory to the Geneva Treaty.

Mr. CosTELLo. I think that is correct.

Mr. Engle. I think that is the law, but they did not get it.

Mr. Phitjjps. She was a signatory, but she never confirmed the con-

vention wliich liad to do with it. She actually signed it, but it was
never confirmed.

Mr. MuNDT. The representative of the Government signed it but the

Government never confirmed it ; is that it?

Mr. PiiiLLTrs. That is correct.

Mr. Engle. Going back to another matter, let me state that Mr.

Kallam. incidentally, was a former assemblyman from the State of

California, known very well, I believe, by Congressman Phillips, and

appeared to be a man of very substantial character, no riffraff at all.

He was the type of man that you could listen to and believe.
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He stated that he had recommended and suggested to the camp
director and to the assistant director that the Army operate this par-

ticular camp, that is, the Tule Lake camp; that the War Relocation

Authority could handle the others hut not this one; that it should

be an Army proposition.

He said that actually internal security has never meant anything

;

that it was a farce.

He testified regarding the loss and the disappearance of farm tools,

beet cutters, and things 'of that sort ; knives of all types.

He complained particularly about the attitude of the social workers

in the can.p. He said that these social workers had been the source

of a lot of trouble; that they told the Japanese that they were Amer-
ican citizens, and that they had been treated very harshly, and they

felt that it was not right.

And all this matter was discussed in open forums.
Mr. CoSTEixo. Congressman, from your interrogation of various

witnesses out there, do you believe that much of the trouble possibly

atl Tule Lake originated from these statements by white persons to

'the Japanese and that they encouraged the Japanese to stir up trouble

and make all these demands ?

Mr. Engle. Well, they undoubtedly encouraged it, but I do not
know how much encouragement the Japs needed and thei*efore I

would not be able to say how much the statements of the social work-
ers actually influenced them.
Except that I think the whole attitude out there encouraged the

Japanese to do just what Mr. Best said they did.

They staged these riots and these demonstrations and these strikes

and these slow-downs, and all of this turmoil on trivial and unreason-
able grounds, just for the purpose of causing trouble.

Mr. CoSTELLO. Did you find that spokesmen or representatives of
the American Civil Liberties Union or War Resistance League or
Fellowship Reconciliation were allowed to go into these various cen-
ters and address the Japanese?
Mr. Engle. Mr. Kallam testified that they allowed the Civil Liber-

ties group in there, and he referred to certain others, if I can find it.

He referred to the Civil Liberties group but not the others.

They did have groups there talKing to them about their constitu-
tional rights.

He stated, incidentally, that the Japs were well treated, that is,

that they had balanced diets, they had better dental and surgical at-

tention than they ever had had in their lives.

Mr. CosTELLO. You feel if possibly some of these groups had been
kept out of the centers, you would have had a lot less trouble in them?
Mr. Engle. No doubt.
Mr. CosTELLO. The agitation on the part of some of the social wel-

fare workere in the centers might have stirred up a lot of trouble.
Mr. Engle. Well, that is probably correct. But more fundamental

than that, it seems to me, is the whole social theory of the program as
it came down from the national leadership.

Now, there was some testimony by one of ^Ir. Best's secretaries re-

garding the conscientious objectors in the camp. She stated that she
had knoAvn of a few conscientious objectors in the camp, about six of
them. She could tell from the remarks they made that the Japanese
were justified in what they did at Pearl Harbor and that they were
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ofottin<2: harsli ti-eatmont, and sho said that a certain proportion of the
adininis(i"ati()3i knew al)()nt these peoph^ and the remarks they were
inakino: hecanse they had come in contact with them.

.Mr. C'osTEi.LO. Who was tliat? The secretary of Mr. Best makin^Li;

that statement ?

Mr. ExoLE. Yes. She said most of the conscientious objectors were
amon<i: the teacliinof staff.

Mr. Costi:llo. Did tliey make the statement to the Japanese that
tlie Japs were juslilied in attacking- Pearl Harbor^
Mr. Engle. That is right; and that they were getting harsh and

unreasonable treatment.
Mr. CosTELLO. But no reprimands were made to the teacliers who

made those statements?
Mr. ExGLE. Apparently not. She said that certain of the top-

ranking officials of the administration knew about it, because they
had come in contact with it.

In addition to that, the white children at camp were going to school
with the Jap childi en, and a good many of the white ])ersonneI in the

camp objected to it; they not only objected to attending the same*
school, that was not quite so btid, but they objected to the teachers
who were conscientious objectors teaching this kind of thing.

Mr. C0STEI.L0. Do you know wdiether the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation made any examination into that report?

Mr. Enole. Well, if they have, they have not let me know what the

result of their investigation has been. They are out there now.
Kow, there was a missionary by the name of R. E. McNaughton,

who w^as permitted to go out there to the camp at any time he wanted
to. He was a missionary to the Japanese and his sole object in going
out there was to teach Christianity. He testified that about 2 months
ago, which was i)revi()us to the time of his testimony, which w^as on
November 8, he had heard Japanese records being played over the

radio, and he knew that this station was close.

He had lived in Japan a great many years and he recognized the

Ja])anese music innnediately, and on his set at home there in Tule
Lake, which is about 6 miles from the camp, he heard this Japanese
nuisic being played.

And he made some investigation out there, and he said that he was
in a house or two there w^here they w^ere playing the same music, so it

was the same Japanese record; he recognized it. There w^ere Japa-
nese pieces which were very well known.

Mr. CoSTELLO. And they were being broadcast from the Tule Lake
center?

Mr. Engle. Well, he could not say that there was any transmitter

set up there; he could not say that. But subsequently, I think it has
been developed, that there was a Japanese transmitter in the relocation

center.

Mr. CoSTELLO. Do you suppose that caused interference with local

broadcasts in and around Tule Lake; this Japanese broadcast?
Mr. Engle. No; you would just hear it coming in sometimes ad-

jacent to, and sort of with some other station. But he picked up this

Japanese music because he was familiar with it.

A very interesting explanation was given by Mr. Silverthorne, proj-

ect director. He said he heard the record and he talked to Internal
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Securit}^, Mr. Cole, about it, and they had come to the conclusion that

an electric record player on a beam could be picked up by another
radio. That was their explanation of the thing.

Mrs. Adams was a school teacher at the camp. She was still there

at the time the investigation was going on. She was one of the ones
that was picked up and brought by the Japanese to the administra-
tion building, and she made out her will while she was there in the
building, and stated that she was aware of a great deal of danger in

that situation.

She did not have anything to say at the Fellowship Reconciliation

or some of those groups, on the record; but I understand she did

made some statement olf the record that there were members of that
group in the center. There were numbers of them in the center.

Now, coming back to the proposition raised a moment ago, about
the coddling of these Japanese, the appeasement of the camp. Dr.
Podicord was one of those at the camp who wanted stronger methods.
He informed us that the Japanese cannot be handled by coddling
methods.

]Mr. Shirrel. by the way, told Mr. Peck, Mr. Ralph Peck, procure-
ment o.Tlcer, that this whole thing was a great social experiment. He
said, ''Let us delete the word 'experiment' and say 'problem'."

He went on to say that "we are not here to save money."
Peck was complaining about some feature of the camp that was

costing money and that is when Shirrel made the remark that this was
a great social experiment. Shirrel is now with the ^Y. R. A. in the

office in Chicago.
The testimony of Mr. Rhoads in regard to the fire situation was

supplemented and backed up by the testimony of Mr. Leuck, who
was his assistant and who is noAv chief fire-control officer, in control

of the handling of the entii'e fire-control problem at the camp.
I think that is about all of my testimony, unless you gentlemen

want to ask some questions.

Mr. (^osiTXix). You mentioned the name of Mr. Shirrel. What is

his position at the center? Or what was his position before he left

for Chicago?
Mr. ExGiJE. He was tlie camp director. Mr. Best came to the camp

August 1, or thereabouts, and Mr. Shirrel was there sometime prior

to that.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know^ how he spells his name ?

Mr. ExoLE. S-h-i-r-r-e-1.

Mr. CosTELix>. He Avas the predecessor, then, of Mr. Best, director

at the center?

Mr. Encle. I would not say that he was the immediate predecessor.

There may have been one man in there for a short time between.
Mr. Phillips. Do you know Mr. Shirrel's initials?

Mr. Engle. No.
. Mr. CosTEiJ.0. ^fr. Mundt, do you have some questions you want

to ask?
Mr. Mundt. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. Mr. Eberharter?
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman it is 20 minutes to 1 now. I have

a series of questions which I think will take at least an hour and a

half, o;* so; also there is an important Democratic caucus this after-
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noon in which I am personally interested. I would ask the kindness
of the Chairman to have Mr. Engle come back, either later this after-

noon, or tomorrow morning.
We have had the benefit of the testimony that was given to the

Senate committee of the State of California, and while it has been
hearsay in every respect, practically, nevertheless it has been illu-

minating, and has brought up quite a few questions which I would
like to have claiified for my own purpose and help me in coming to

a proper judgment on this question.

Mr. CoSTELLo. I might say that we had planned on having Mr. Myer
up here tomorrow morning. Of course, we could have Mr. Engle come
back any subsequent time for interrogation.

Mr. Engle. I will be glad to come back any time you suggest, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. Mr. Engle, would it be convenient for you to be

here tomorrow morning at 10 : 30 ?

Mr. Engle. 1 will be very happy to be here.

Mr. CosTELLO. And submit to questions by the committee?
Mr. Engle. Yes; or I will come this afternoon.
Mr. CosTELLo. Mr. Anderson, I understand you have a statement

which you wish to present to the committee ?

Mr. Anderson. Yes, sir ; Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN Z. ANDERSON, EIGHTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

Mr. Anderson. Mr. Chairman, first of all I wish to compliment tliis

subcommittee for the thoroughgoing manner in which it is attem])ting

to arrive at a solution of the problem presented b}^ the unprecedentea
evacuation and relocation of over 100,000 persons of Japanese ancestry
who were living in the United States when war was declared. Ad-
mittedly, this is a tremendous task, and due to the fact that a large
number of the evacuees are citizens, it presents complications and
constitutional questions that must be handled with the utmost care.

I have carefully read the report which your subcommittee filed in

the House of Representatives on September 30, 1943. I heartily con-
cur in the findings and conclusions of the majority.

I cannot share in the minority views of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania, Mr. Eberharter, and I take sharp exception to his statement
that—

There was nothing in the evidence heard by the subcommittee that would
bear out the impUcation that the program was being incompetently or ineffi-

ciently administered. All things considered, the preponderance of evidence in-

dicates that the War Relocation Authority is doing a good job in handling an
extremely difficult problem.

Tliat the problem is extremely difficult we can all agree. However,
if further evidence was needed to emphasize the fact that a good job
is not being done by the W. R. A., the recent outbreak at Tule Lake
furnishes rather conclusive proof.

I sincerely hope that the present investigation will further develop
the need for some sweeping changes in the W. R. A. personnel and
that you will adequately prove the absolute necessity for maintaining
strict Army control at Tule Lake. For my own part I should like to

see all Japanese relocation centers in this country placed under the
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control of the War Department until the termination of our war
with Japan.
Those of us who have followed the recent developments at Tule

Lake find it difficult to understand why the W. R. A. has tried to hide

the facts from the public. We all know that we are dealin^r with a

delicate problem and that we must avoid taking any action that might
result in reprisals against our citizens who are interned or held as

prisoners of war by the Japanese Government. Tliis does not mean,
however, that we snould not adopt a firm policy in dealing with all

persons of Japanese ancestry who have avowed their loyalty to the

Emperor of Japan.
At this point, and with tlie permission of the committee, I should

like to include a statement which w^as made by Gov. Earl Warren, of

California, at a press conference in Sacramento, on November 5, 1943.

As soon as we heard of the situation developing at Tule Lake, we looked into

it and came to the conclusion the Federal authorities were not telling the truth

about conditions there.

Knowing the attitude of the Relocation Authority toward protecting the good
name of even the violent anti-American Japanese, we concluded that no purpose
would be served in negotiating with that Authority for the protection of our
people in that part of the State.

We communicated with the proper military authorities on Tuesday and were
told that the Army was not in charge of the situation there, that the custody of

the Japanese was under civilian authority and that there was nothing for the
Army to do unless called in.

But we were also assured that the Army was alerted to the situation and that
we could be assured that if the situation got out of hand, the necessary military
assistance would be forthcoming and danger to the civilian population could be
averted.
Relying on that information, we took no steps at all with the Relocation Au-

thority and merely tried to keep ourselves advised as to the general situation.

I firmly believe that there is positive danger attached to the presence of so
many of these admittedly American-hating Japanese in an area where sabotage
or any other civil disorder would be so detrimental to the war effort. As long
as they are there, our civilian population and the war effort are in danger and
our only protection must come from the Army or small units of the State guard
(approximately 80 State guardsmen at Tule Lake) in that locality.

I always have felt that the reason for the concentration of these Japanese is

based on military necessity. And I liave felt that the Army, charged with the
external security of the country and thoroughly familiar with the Japanese and
their machinations, is the only agency that can tell us what the situation is with
relation to them and the only agency that knows what the military necessities
are here on this coast.

I also have felt that the Army is the only agency which should determine
where and how they are to be interned. I think the security of this coast, desig-
nated as a combat area, is one for the Array to administer and inasmuch as the
presence of many thousands of potential saboteurs and fifth columnists is one
of the greatest dangers that confronts us, that the Army should control the
entire situation.

I wish to particularly emphasize that portion of Governor Warren's
statement that "As soon as w^e heard of the situation developing at

Tule Lake, we looked into it and came to the conclusion the Federal
authorities were not telling the truth about conditions there." It is

my hope that this committee will ascertain what Federal authorities
were not telling the truth about conditions at Tule Lake and recom-
mend their immediate removal from office. We are having enough
trouble with this question without dealing with liars on top of it.

I should like to again draw attention to a statement made by General
John L. DeWitt, then commanding general of the Western Defense
Command, w^hile he was testifying before a Subcommittee of the
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House Naval Affairs (^mimittee in San Francisco on Tuesday, April
13, 1943. When questioned about the Japanese situation, General
DeWitt said

:

There is a development of a false sentiment on the part of certain individuals
and some orjjanizations to get the Japanese back on the west coast. I don't want
any of them here. They are a dangerous element. There is no way to determine
their loyalty. The west coast contains too many vital installations essential

to the defense of the country to allow any Japanese on this coast. There is a
feeling developing, I think, in certain sections of the country that the Japanese
should be allowed to return. I am opposing it with every proper means at my
disposal.

Unfortunately General DeWitt has been removed from the position

he held when that statement was made and Japanese are now being
permitted to return to the Pacific coast. The present release policy

of the War Eelocation Authority is absolutely indefensible and I

hope that this committee Avill recommend strono-ly ai^ainst it.

The facts so far submitted to this conmniittee are sullicient to justify

the most searching inquiry into the entire relocation problem. If I

can be of assistance in any way, my services are at the committee's
disposal.

^Ir. CosTEixo. Thank you, Mr. Anderson.
The committee will now adjourn, to meet again tomorrow morning

at 10 : 30, at which time Mr. Engle will submit to further questioning.

The committee will now go into executive session, so I wish all specta-

tors would kindly leave the room.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. ni., an adjournment was taken until 10:30

a. m., tomorroAv, Wednesday, December 1, 1943.)
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Subcommittee of the Special
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Washington^ D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a. m., the Honorable John M. Cos-

tello presiding.

Present : Hon. Herman P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania ; Hon. Karl E.

Mnndt, South Dakota; and Robert E. Stripling, chief investigator.

Also present: Hon. John M. Phillips; Hon. J. Parnell' Thomas,
New Jersey; H(m. Xoali M. Mason, Illinois; and Hon. Clair Engle,
California.

^Ir. Costello. The committee will be in order.

Yesterday, when we concluded, Mr. Engle had completed a state-

ment, and ^Ir. Eberharter was about to question him.
You may proceed, Mr. Eberharter.

FUPvTHEK STATEMENT OP HON. CLAIE ENGLE, SECOND
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, I believe you issued a statement con-
cerning the subject under discussion to the press.

Mr. ExoLE. I did, to some extent; yes. But nothing that I Avrote

out. I have not any typewritten transcript of any statement which
was issued, if that is what you mean.
Mr. P^rerharter. I noticed in the newspapers, on one or two occa-

sions, at least, that you had issued a statement regarding the subject.

You say you do not have any copies of it ?

Mr. Engle. No; because there were a great many newspapermen
at those hearings, and they would talk to this one and that one, and
I did not see all of the alleged statements.
Mr. Eberharter. But do you know approximately how many times

you made a statement to the press regarding the subject ?

Mr. Engle. Well, I do not know. I would say perhaps half a
dozen times during the process of that hearing, and after.

Mr. EberHx\rter. And after that?
Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Were any of these statements issued before the

disturbance at Tule Lake on November 1, regarding the general ques-
tion of the handling of the Japanese problem in this country?
Mr. Engle. No.

9857
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Mr. Eberharter. And yon had come to the conclnsion, or to some
conchision, regarding liow this prohlem should be handled when you
issued those statements?
Mr. Engle. Yes; I had. Tliat is, to some extent, just in the dis-

cussions that I had had with my own people. I am pretty well
aware how the people in California feel about it, particularly in my
own district.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you know personally the members of the
Special Senate Committee of the State of California investigating this

subject ?

Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. And your general opinion of those members is

what? That is, as far as their reliability and their character and
dependability, and so forth, is concerned?
Mr. ExGLE. They are very fine gentlemen, and, for the most part,

well, in fact, all of the members of that committee are highly recog-

nized and respected in the California Senate.

Now, Senator Slater, for instance, is the dean of the California

Senate. He has been in the California Senate for over 30 years.

He runs a newspaper at Santa Rosa.
Senator Dorsey is an attorney from Kern County, and was in the

assembly back in, I believe, 1906 or 1908, and then after a good
many years of public service, part of which was as district attorney

for Kern County, and is an outstanding man down there in the

field of the law. I understand that he made a good deal of money
in the law business and in the oil business. Then he returned to the

State Senate and went into the California State Senate at the same
time I did.

Senator Donnelly is", I believe, in the insurance business, and he

has been in both the California Assembly and the California Senate.

He was speaker pro tempore of the C^llifornia Assembly before he
graduated, you might say, and went to the California Senate.

Senator Quinn is an attorney in Yreka, and has been in the Cali-

fornia Legislature for a great number of years; I do not know just

how many. I cannot say how many years he has been there, but it has

been several terms.

Then, Senator Hatfield, who is also a member of the committee,

but who did not attend these particular hearings, is a former Lieu-

tenant Governor of California, and a very outstanding man, also;

so the California Senate committee was picked with a good deal of

caution, it would appear, with reference to securing men who were

balanced and whose judgment would be given weight.

Mr. Eberharter. You think, then, that they are truly representa-

tive of the sentiments of their constituencies, insofar as their partic-

ular districts are concerned?
Mr. Engle. Yes; they are. And I would say they are truly repre-

sentative of the entire State, and from a partisan standpoint, they are

representative.

Senator Donnelly and Senator Slater are Democrats, and Senator

Quinn and Senator Dorsey are Republicans; that is, the committee
was perfectly balanced on the basis of partisanship, although that

never entered into the thing, so far as I am aware, and has not.

But it was certainly a very well-balanced committee.
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Mr. Eberharter. So that the coiichisions of that committee would
be representative of the sentiments of the people of California?

Mr. Engle. Well, in my judgment, those conclusions are represent-

ative of the sentiments of California
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, do you think that the people of California,

generally, have a particular dislike for the Japanese people?

Mr. Thomas. Will the gentleman yield to me at that point?

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.
Mr. Thomas. Does not the gentleman think that the people of the

United States, not only the people of California, have a general dislike

for the Japanese? I hope the gentleman is not defending the Jap-
anese.

Mr. Eberharter. I am just getting some opinion of the witness

here. I am not making any declaration as to what the people of the

United States think.

Mr. Tno^rAS. Well, I will make one, then. They have a great dis-

like for the Japanese.
Mr. Eberharter. I will yield to the gentleman if he wants to state

to this committee and to the country at large his conclusions, which
he has already formed, before the completion of the hearings, and be-

fore the completion of the investigation.

Mr. Thomas. Do you mean me ?

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.
Mr. Thomas. Oh, I would be very glad to make that statement.

There has been one investigation right after another. Even the

gentleman from Pennsylvania, himself, went out and made a thorough
investigation. He went from one end of the State of California to

the other, as I understand it, and visited some of these camps. That
was all followed by many other investigations, and we have had one
disorder right after another, and m}^ conclusion is that we want to

get rid of this fellow, Dillon Myer, the Administrator, just as quickly

as we possibly can. I think the whole thing is a joke and a racket.

That is all I have to say.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Reporter, will 3^ou read my question again,
please?

(Pending question read by the reporter as follows :)

Question. Well, do you think that the people of California, generally, have a
particular dislike for the Japanese people?

Mr. Engle. I think that the people in California generally dislike

and are suspicious of the Japanese people, based upon what they
consider good grounds, over a long period of time of experience with
the Japanese.

I might add, in that particular, Mr. Eberharter, that this problem
is one in which the people of California have had a special interest,

and on which they have had a special opinion over a long period of
time.

Just to illustrate to you the sort of thing that creates the viewpoint
that California has, when I was district attorney of Tehama County,
which I was at the time of Pearl Harbor, the attorney general. Earl
Warren, now Governor of California, asked each of the district attor-

neys to prepare a plot or map of Japanese owned or controlled real
property in the State of California.
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We all proceeded to do this; the district attornej^s workino in an
association there and in A^ery close harmony with the attorney general.

V^\' pi'epared tliese maps in coiijunction witli the woi-k of our sheritFs'

ofiices, and the information revealed in those maps, with reference to

the disposition of Japanese owned and controlled real property in
California, was snch as to just simply knock your hat off, to put it

in slano-.

I'he Ja])anese had. in many instances, practically surrounded vital

and strategic installations throughout the State, on a scope and to

an extent entirely beyond any possible coincidence.

For instance, they established a bombing base at Bakerslield, out
in the isolated area where there had never been any farming activity,

and it was not given to farming activity in that general area.

After this bombing base w^as established, some Japanese, for some
reason or other, suddenly acquired an interest in farming out there
in that area, right adjacent to the bombing range, where they tested

these planes, and what not. Roads, w^hich could have been blocked
very readily, were found to be in Japanese ownership, at points where
the blocking could occur very readily.

There was wide ownership of Japanese property down along, and
adjacent to the coast, particularly in those parts where our fleet

operated and was extensively harbored.
The location of Japanese property with reference to airports was

particularly revealing, and as a result of that investigation, when I

went to the California State Senate the first of *this year—I might
explain that I was district attorney and I ran for the State senate last

summer and was elected, took office the first Monday in January this

year, and then this spring ran for Congress, which put me up through
the district attorney's office, the State senate, and Congress, in a period
of 1 year, so you understand my reference to time there.

When 1 went down there, I introduced a bill

Mr. Eberharter. If you do not mind an interruption there

Mr. Engle. Gladly.

Mr. Eberharter. When did you tak§ your oath of office as a Member
of Congress; this year?

.Mr. Engle. Yes. It was about the 20th or 21st of Sef)teniber.

When I went to the State senate I introduced an alien-land-law
bill, which had as its purpose, pei'hnps you might say, closing the barn
door after the horse was out. and might—and we think it will—pre-

vent that sort of thing in the future and cause the forfeiture of the

land where it stands in the name of enemy aliens.

At that time a gentleman from the State attorney general's office,

who had complete control of it and all the information with reference

to it, n])pe:u'ed before the California legislative connnittee studying
that bill, that is, my alien-land-law bill, and gave testimony bearing
along the line which I have indicated, and gave particular reference

to particular spots where it occurred, and what their investigation had
revealed.

Although I cannot give those to you in detail, I will say that they
were very startling. And it is just that sort of thing which, over a

long period of time, has built the suspicion which you allude to, and
which does, in fact, exist in California.

I just say that by way of explanation.
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Mr. EnEHHAim:R. This feeling of dislike, based upon llie experience

that rlie peoi?le of California liave had with the Japanese was, of

course, intensified after Pearl Harbor because of the occurrence at

Pearl Harbor; is that a fair statement?

Mr. Engi^. Yes. I think the people tended to feel that tliat sup-

ported tlieir previous conclusions.

Ebertiartkr. And that might be determined to amount to a

prejudice.

Mr. En(u.e. I would say it amounts to a prejudice, being very frank,

I think it does.

]Mr. EBEKiiAirrER. And shortly after you became a Member of Con-

gress, 3'ou, on your own initiative and at your own expense and in the

interest of the people of the country, undertook to inake this investiga-

tion yourself ^

Mi*. En(;le. That is correct. As ]nTviously stated, I went to Cali-

fornia at the request of the people from my district, in regard to this

problem.
It is one, incidentally, with which they have been very much con-

cerned, and one which, from time to time, has created a good deal of

uneasiness and uncertainty and dissatisfaction in my district, the Sec-

ond Congressional District.

I have both of the Japanese camps—the one at Manzaner and the one

at Tule Lake, in my district, although they are some distance removed
from each other.

Of course the people there feel very vital about the problem. I

might say also that they have questioned the sound judgment of i)lac-

ing Tule Lake camp, for instance, only for disloyal Japanese in

California, and so close to our Pacific coast industries, and so close

to the north and south railroad which goes through California and
which would be particularly vulnerable to sabotage.

That is ju^^t one of the factors.

Mr. Eberh vrter. Well, the military of the State—the military au-

thorities—had control of the external security of the Tule Lake
reservation, and no Japanese segregants were permitted out of the
reservation without permission of the military authorities; is that

not correct?

]\Ir. Exgle. Well, I do not know how they got out but the people at

Tule Lake testified and told me that they had seen Japanese a great
many miles from the Tule Lake relocation center.

I have a brother who is a member of the California highway patrol,

and who is stationed at Tule Lake. And being a peace officer, he
had every reason to be appraised of the situation there at Tule Lake
and particularly with reference to the Japanese, and he told me that
he had had complaints from farmers about seeing Japanese as much
as T or 8 miles away from the relocation center.

And he would go and ask the farmers to take him right to the place
where the Japanese were seen in order that he would know what they
were talking about in the particular location.

Now, how those Japanese got out and got around and under what
circumstances, and why, I am not prepared to say; but they, in fact,
had, and the people in that community so say and so testified

Mr. Eberharter. Then there was no testimony to the effect that
those Japanese got away from the reservation without the permission
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of the military authorities, or no incident has come to your attention
or to the Senate connnittee out there that those Japanese got out of
the reservation without the permission of the military authorities.

Mr. Engle. As I say, I do not know who gives permissioii. I as-

sumed that the W. R. A. gave the permission, if there was any permis-
sion given.

But as far as they have of ever getting away and the military try-

ing to stop them, I have never heard of that.

Air. Eberharter, Then, I think you believe to a certain extent that
Congress should rely somewhat on the results of the investigation

held by the California Senate committee.
Mr. Engle. Well, I think that this body should consider the evi-

dence submitted to that group and also should consider the recom-
mendations of that group based upon that evidence.

It may be, after studying the evidence and hearing the testimony,
this body, or Congress itself, w ill not agree with the recommendations
they made ; but then, they are factors, it seems to me, which should be
considered.
Mr. Eberharter. You believe it is wise for Congress to have its

own Senate investigation?

Mr. Engle. In fact, I have two formal requests on file with the com-
mittee requesting this committee, and particularly this subcommittee,
to go to California to hear this evidence.

I think it would be much more satisfactory to hear the evidence
than to hear me tell you what the evidence was or what the testimony
Avas, because, obviously, you can judge the credibility of witnesses

and the weight to be given to their testimony much better from see-

ing the witnesses and hearing them yourselves.

I filed a request, it seems to me, on or about :

Mr. Stripling. You filed one before you left.

Mr. Engle. I filed one shortly before I left, based on the informa-
tion which I had already accumulated by virtue of several telephone
conversations to my own people at Tule Lake, and then, after I got
out there and had gone through this situation, then I filed a formal
request with the committee asking for an investigation.

In addition to that, I was on the telephone almost continuously, as

I think Mr. Costello's office will testify to; we kept the wires hot
almost continuously to Washington, trying to determine when he
would come back so that we could get a decision as to whether or not
this committee would come out there.

The thing I had in mind w^as that the investigation that had been
made should have been more thoroughly pursued by the body which
had the obligation of recommending action on it, and I was prepared
to stay out there and to assist this committee in accumulating evi-

dence and presenting evidence, because of my personal contacts

throughout the district, and my personal knowledge gained from
what investigation had been made.
So I kept in constant contact with Mr. Stripling and Mr. Costello

until Mr. Costello got back. I did not like to stay too long away from
Congress, so I came back here when he stated that they would hold
an executive hearing to determine whether or not they would go out.

I thought it might be a good idea if I could get back to that hearing
and, at least w^hile I was personally present, urge the committee to

come out.
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I believe you were at the meeting where I appeared, and I thinii

I did express myself on that score.

Mr. Eberharter. So you believe, Mr. Engle, that a more thorough
investigation would be justified?

Mr. Engle. I think a more thorough investigation would be justi-

fied, but I am personally prepared to base my conclusion on the in-

vestigation which I have personally made and the evidence which I

have here.

Mr. Eberharter. Had you finished?

Mr. Engle. Yes.

Mr. Eberharter. You think the Senate investigating committee of

the State of California had really any jurisdiction over this problem
which, to my mind, appears to be a problem of Federal significance

and not of State significance?

Mr. Engle. Well, that is true, as far as action is concerned. The
interest in any jurisdiction, you might say, that the California Sen-
ate committee had over it, was by reason of the fact that California
was primarily concerned—well, I would not say primarily concerned,

but concerned, perhaps, more than any other particular locality, in

the problem, and they have been sufficiently concerned in it to set up
this senate investigating committee for the purpose of studying the

entire problem of Japanese resettlement.

In other words, the functions of that committee go beyond the im-
mediate problem at hand. It goes to a study of the entire problem
for the purpose of acquiring data and being prepared to make a plan
and a recommendation to Congress in regard to the final post-war
disposition of the entire problem.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, you believe that this problem involves

the constitutional rights of persons of Japanese descent who are
American citizens by birth, do you not?
Mr. Engle. Well, I think a constitutional question may be involved

;

yes.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, you are sure it is involved, are you not, Mr.
Engle?
Mr. Engle. Well, it has not been brought in and tested. I am

familiar with what the Supreme Court had to say in the cases that
have been brought up, which dealt only with the curfew law. As
I understand it, the Supreme Court has not passed on the question
of internment of the Japanese for the purpose of relocation.

Mr. Thomas. Will the gentlemen from Pennsylvania yield to me?
Does not the gentlemen from Pennsylvania also believe and agree that
the security of the Nation is involved ?

Mr. Eberharter. Of course, Mr. Chairman, as I stated before, we
have a witness here for the purpose of getting information, and his

opinion on this subject.

And while I do not hesitate to answer the question, I think we
ought to get the knowledge that Mr. Engle has on this subject, which
is of particular interest to this committee, he having taken it upon
himself to make an investigation ; and the testimony, as already given,

shows that he has special knowledge, in view of the fact that the
reservation is located in his district.

I have no hesitancy in saying that it is of paramount importance
that the internal security of the United States be first considered,
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and it is on that basis that I liave been proceeding, at all times, since
I was accounted a member of this special committee.

^fr. Engle. I was iroing to complete my answer there.

Mr. P^.i^ERiiARTEK. Go ahead.
^fr. ExGiJE. In respect of the constitutional question, T think prob-

ably there is a different situation involved where you have internment
of those Japanese who declared their disloyalty to the United States;
in other words, the Tule Lake situation is in a special classification,

even from a constitutional standpoint, in my jud^jment.
Mr. Eberiiarter. So that in any action which the United States

authorities might take, the question of the constitutionality of that
action would naturally be of importance, in your opinion; would it

not?
Mr. ExGLE. It would be of importance if tlie action taken tended

to change the existing situation, so far as its legal aspects are con-
cerned; in other words, at the present time we already have the
Japanese in these relocation centers, and we have the Japs at Tule
Lake in a segregation center and they are being held there.

From a legal aspect of the question, therefore, with regard to the
custody of the Japanese, that is already established. If 3^ou are con-

cerned with a change in administration, for instance, that really does
not affect the constitutional aspect of it, because that does not change
the legal asj^ect of the question.

Internment c(mtinues to exist, only under a different body.
Mr. EriERiiARTER. Mr. Engle, did you say that the constitutionality

of the denial of freedom of action to the Japanese has alread}^ been
established ?

Mr. ExGLE. No; no. I sa}' the legal situation has been established;

in other words, the factors which would be determinative in making
that decision, have been established.

Mr. Eberiiarter. I agree with you on tliat.

Mr. Engi e. And how you change that with I'efei'ence to the internal

management of the camps, for instance, wdiether it is the Army hold-

ing them, or the W. R. A., or who it is that is administering it, it can-

not vary the legal as]XK'ts of the problem.
From a constitutional stand])oint. that problem is established when

you put them in the camp and hold them thei'e.

Mr. P^BERiiARTER. But that has not been decided, as to its constitu-

tionality, by any high court.

Mr. Engle. So far as I am aware, no high couvt has declared such

intei'nment or such holding in relocation cam])s illegal.

Mr. F!reriiarter. And so far as you know, no court has declared

such holding legal, either.

Mr. Engle. That is right.

Mr. Ep.erharter. You ai)preciate that many of these persons who
are being denied freedom of movement are American citizens.

Mr. Engle. That is correct.

Mr. Erertiarter. And that, as American citizens, they would have
the same rights under the Constitution of the United States as persons

of any other nationality.

^^Ir. Engle. That would be true, I would say, except as to those who
had declared their loyalty to the Emperor of Japan, and that might
raise a (question.
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I am referriiio- pai'ticularly to those in the Tule Lake segre oration

center. I tliink that tlieir liglits nii<iht be, to bome extent, eonipro-

mised by tlie fact tliat tliey dechirecl their loyalty to Japan or refused

to declare their loyalty to the United States.

Mr. Eberiiartek. I believe it Avould involve a little different ap-

proach to the qeiistion of their constitutionality, as to the restriction

of their movement. I a<j:i"ee with you on that.

You did not state any corichision that it would make any action that

we took constitutional, with reference to the denial of tlieir freedom

of movement, but there is at least some doubt as to whether the United
States Constitution would permit the denial of freedom of movement
to a great block of people who are citizens of the United States with-

out s{)ecilically charging them, at least, with a possibility of endan-
gering internal security in this country.

Mr. ExGLE. Well, tiiat may be true, but the point I made just a

minute ago was that if that question exists or is to be raised, it already

exists; in other words, we cannot change that. The relocation centers

have been established and those people have been held.

Now, whether or not the Tule Lake camp, for instance, should be

under the control of the Army or under the control of some other

agency than the AV. R. A., would not seem to me to change that consti-

tutional question or affect it in any way.
The constitutional Ciuestion, if it arose, arose when the incarceration

or holding within these relocation or internment centers first occurred.

Mr. Ereriiarter. Well, do you thin.k it would be a good idea to have
an innnediate test of this question at this time i

Mr. ExGLE. Well, I am not prepared to answer that. I do not
propose to test it, if that is what you mean.
Mr. CosTELLO. Will the gentleman yield at that point ?

Mr. Eberharter. Pardon me?
Mr. ExGLE. I si\Y, I do not propose to test it, if that is what you

mean.
Mr. Eberharter. No; that is not what 1 mean, Mr. Engle.
Do you think it would be in the best interests of the internal security

of the United States to test the constitutitmality of the witldiolding of
these x^merican citizens from freedom of action at this particular
time ?

Mr. ExGLE. I think it probably would be against and a detriment
to the national securit}^ and the internal security of the United States,
to test it at this time.

Mr. Eberharter. Then if that be true, do you not believe that the
best policy of the Ignited States to pursue, and for the authorities to
pursue is to act in such a manner that no test will be innnediately
made?
Mr. Exgle. I do not think you can prevent a test being made, if it

is going to be made, or if somebody wants to make it, regardless
what you do.

Mr. Eberharter. You cannot prevent a test being made, naturally
not. because the laws of the country give every citizen the same priv-
ilege of action for relief in the courts. But there is such a thing as
agitating and taking such action as would precipitate a test. You
agree with that ?

62626—44—vol. 16 8
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Mr. Engle. Well, that might occur all right. You might have,

even bv reason of the disturbances which have occurred, in my judg-
ment without any good reason, the making of a constitutional test.

Mr. EnERHARTFR. I will be glad to yield.

Mr. CosTELLo. Do you not believe, Mr. Engle, that the Government
had every right to take these Japanese and remove them from their

homes along the Pacific coast under the application of martial law,

in the manner in which it was done?
Mr. ExoLE. Yes ; I do.

Hr. CoSTELLo. And that it was within the Constitution to do so?

Mr. Engle. And I think in the Supreme Court it would be sustained.

Mr. Costello. And do you not think, as long as the Japs are held
in the State of California, which is within the western defense zone,

that they are entitled to keep these Japanese people confined to the
precincts of the relocation centers?

Mr. ExGLE. Well, I think that they have a right to keep the Japanese
out of military zones just the same as they have the right to keep any
citizen out. If I try to get into some of these Army camps, I do not
get in, and I am an American citizen also.

Mr. Costello. In fact, you cannot even get into the relocation

centers. They won't let you in.

Mr. Engle. That is right. And I cannot even get into some of these

buildings around Washington.
Mr. Costello. And when the relocation camps w^ere located outside

of the boundaries of the Pacific defense coast area, then the applica-

tion of martial law possibly might not apply in these centers, and as

the result, the Japanese possibly could not be held against their will

in the other centers.

Mr. Engle. That may be a proper distinction, because the Pacific

coast is a more vital area.

Mr. Costello. That possibly explains the reason why the War
Relocation Authority has been following the practice of allowing
Japanese to go out whenever they had a place to go. I do not believe

the Japanese are really being held in the relocation centers against
their will but because of the fact that they have no place to which
they can go, so personally I would question whether any personal
rights of. these Japanese are actually being invaded at the present
time, or have been.

Mr. Engle. Well, I do not think they have, either, as a matter of

fact. As I understand the relocation program, the relocation centers

were only supposed to be temporary holding propositions until they
could be placed in other areas.

Now, that is not going to be true with reference to these Japanese
in Tule Lake. They are in a different status because of their professed
disloyalty to the United States.

Mr. Costello. Do you not think that may explain the reason why
the W. E. A. selected a camp in California in which to place these

disloyal Japanese, where there would be no question as to their right

to hold them in the center ?

Mr. Engle. I have not heard that explanation, but that may be it.

Mr. Costello. That is all.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, I agree with you that the question

of the denial of freedom of movement of these Japanese in these relo-
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cation centers is quite different from the denial of freedom of move-
ment of those who have been sent to Tule Lake as segregants.

Well, then, if you follow that logically, do you not think that the

program of resettlement of the W. K. A. is the best program, because

it brings it within the Constitution of the United States?

Mr. Engle. You mean, as to those Japanese-Americans?
Mr. Eberhakter. Those Japanese against whom we have nothing

specific, no specific charges, or even suspicions based upon any facts

which can be ascertained or proven, that the program of allowing

for freedom of movement, if they have a place to go, is a proper pro-

gram under the Constitution.

Mr. Engle. It is probably the only feasible program, with the

exception that they have a right to keep them out of military areas.

Mr. Eberharter. I agree with you on that.

Mr. Engle. The entire Pacific coast of California particularly has
been designated as a military area.

Mr. Eberharter. The question then arises, Mr. Engle, whether or

not a district, or certain sections of it, as in Philadelphia, have been
declared—not exactly a military area ; what do they call it ?

Mr. Costello. Defense zone.

Mr. Eberharter. Defense zone, and it was recently decided by a
Federal judge there in Philadelphia in a case which denied the power
of the military authority to order a certain woman to cease doing
business in that area and to move to another area; and in that par-

ticular case the military, I believe, were not able to prove specific

danger from this particular person.

Now, if these Japanese in Tule Lake whom we have good grounds
to suspicion would endanger the security of the United States, were
to go to one of these defense areas, in a body, it would necessitate

action in the courts against each individual in order to have them
removed, would it not ?

Mr. Engle. You mean the ones at Tule Lake who have professed
their disloyalty to the United States ?

Mr. Eberharter. We have grounds for suspicion that their loyalty,

and their only loyalty, is to the Japanese Imperial Government, but
if they decide to go to a defense area as defined by the military authori-

i

ties, then the military authorities would be under the necessity, if

i those cases were taken to court, of proving to the satisfaction of the
Federal court, that the military authorities had good grounds for be-

lieving tliat each particular individual constituted a potential danger
to the security of the country.

Mr. Engle. I do not think that would be hard to do where they
profess themselves loyal to our enemy, even assuming that they could
get out of the Tule Lake camp to go some place else.

Mr. Eberharter. But we would perhaps be faced with thousands
of cases which the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Naval

1 Intelligence and the Army Intelligence would have to individually
prove.

^

Mr. Engle. I know, but they cannot get out of the Tule Lake camp,

j

They are being held there on the basis of their own declaration.
I Mr. Eberharter. But each and every one of those 15,000 persons, ap-

I

proximately, that are at Tule Lake have a right to bring a writ
' of habeas corpus, have they not?
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Mr. ExcLE. Well, they have, yes; but I do not think they have
iHiicli opportunity of success.

yiv. EnFRiiAiiTER. Well, then, the Fedeial Government would be
under the necessity of provin^r in open court that there are, at least,

re^asonable grounds for their detention in each case; is that not
correct ?

Mr. Engle. I assume that they would; yes. If they brought a writ
of h;d)eas corpus they would have to show the grouiuls for their
detention, assuming that the Jaj) that brought the writ was an Ameri-
can citizen.

Mr. P]bp:riiarter. And the testimony of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the INIilitary Intelligence and the Naval Intelligence
would be public testimon}^

^Ir. Engle. Yes: of course.

Mr. Ebertiarter. So that this confidential and highly secret infor-

mation which has been gathered by all of our intelligence agencies,

would be open to the entire public, not only in this country, but open
to the entire world, including the Japanese, the Imperial Government
of Japan.
Mr. ExGi.E. AVell. it would be. if the Government undertook to

use that evidence, but they would not have to use it, in my judgment.
Mr. Ebfrharter. I thought you agreed with me, Mr. Engle. when

you said that the Federal authorities would be compelled to show to

the court the evidence in each individual case under which the individ-

ual was being detained.

Mr. ExGLE. Yes; but in each individual case that individual has
come within certain definite classifications. He has either declared
his disloyalty to the United States or he has declared that he would
not obey the laws of the United States, or he has declared his loyalty

to the Emperor of Japan—and they have some mental cases there,

too. I understand—or otherwise indicated that he is a proper per-

son to be ])ut in a segregation camp, and in my judgment, the Supreme
Court would sustain that detention on that ground.

Ererharter. Do you not believe. Mr. Engle, that the Military

Intelligence and Xaval Intelligence and the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation have developed against many of these individuals sub-

stantial evidence which they desire to remain secret and confidential,

and that any general movement for the bringing of a writ of habeas
corpus may force the Federal authorities to disclose some of that

hiiildy important internal securit}^ evidence?

Mr. ExGLE. Well. I do not see how they could force them to dis-

close aiiything. If the Federal Government showed a proper case

for detention, that is all they would have to show.

^Ir. Ererharter. Yes; they would have to show a proper case oi^

detention; that is what I say. In each individual case they would
have to show a proper case for detention.

Do you not think that might be embarrassing to the internal security

of this country?
Mr. ExGLE. I do not see why it would, because detention is based

on something that the Jap has done, to wit, declared his disloyalty to

the I jiited States.

Mr. Costello. Would it be possible for the court to have that testi-

mony received in secret session without having to hold it in public?
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Mr. Engle. They do liiive secret sessions of the court.

]\Ir. CosTELLO. Where the matters were of such hi<^hly confidential

nature that the War and Navy Departments would not want to reveal

it, I am sure the court w^ould lake a recess and go into chambers wiili

counsel and receive that testimony in secret.

Mr. Engle. That is a matter of Federal procedure which I cannot
testify on.

Mr. Costelo. Which, of course, really has no direct bearing on the

particular question here.

Mr. Eberhartek. I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is per

mitted to hold secret hearings on writs of habeas corpus. That is my
curbstone oi)inion right now.
Mr. MuNDT. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. P^BERHARTER. Certainly.

^Ir. ^luNDT. Well, I am just a mere layman, but is it your position

that these people are held illegally now and that General DeWitt and
the President had no right to put them in these camps ?

^Mr. Ebekharter. No. I certainly do not take the position that they

are being held illegally at Tule Lake, or in any other relocation center.

But the point I want to make and bring out and bring into the

testimony is that there really is a constitutional question involved inso-

far as the detention of these people is concerned, and that the Congress
of the United States and the Federal Authority should be very, very
careful, lest there are some cases made Avhich would perhaps be decided
against the action of the Federal authorities, and thereby release every
American citizen of Japanese descent to go wherever be wanted to in

this country and thereby really decrease the internal security of this

country ten-fold.

Now, that is my position, and that is my reason for questioning the
witness as I have, because he has been a district attorney; he has been
a member of the California Assembly and is now a Member of Con-
gress, and I know that he has reverence for the Constitution; I know^
that he will appreciate the danger to the internal security of this

country.

I have at no time felt that we should develop any particular highly
Fpecializecl social program for tlie advancement of these people, and
the first thought in my mind has been the internal security of this

country; but I do not want any hasty action taken by any of the

authorities through hysterical or emotional motives that would really

endanger the security of this country. And that is my position.

^fr. Thomas. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania yield?
Mr. Eberharter. I yield.

Mr. Thomas. As I understand it, the wartime powers of the PVesi-

dent give him authority to interne anyone or any group that might
endanger the internal security of the country.
Now, on that basis, a defense area was set up, and on that basis these

camps were set up.

The President must have felt that he had the constitutional right

before he acted.

Mr. CosTELLO. Will the gentleman yield to a further question?
Mr. Eberharter. If I might answer that first.

I want to call your attention. Mr. Thomas, to the case in Hawaii,
which is certainly in a very critical defense area, where the military
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conimandor ordorod tho continued intornnient of two alien Germans,
enemy aliens, and the Federal court ordered the release. There was
a ^ood deal of trepidation on the part of the military, as well as the
Federal courts, and the Justice Department as to which side would
prevail. That case itself indicates the care with which tlie authori-
ties must proceed.

Mr. Thomas. Yes, but the President must have had this authority
or, at least, he thought he had the authority, or he would never have
set up these camps.
Mr. Ererharter. That is the question that was before the Federal

court in Hawaii.
I will be glad to yield to the gentleman from California.

Mr. CosTELLO. So far as I understand, the Army would have had
complete authority to evacuate the entire city of Los Angeles and
could have ordered every civilian off the Pacific coast, if this were
necessary in order to provide for the security of the Nation.
However, in exercising their power, they only designated certain

individuals who had to leave certain areas, and I do not think there
is any question about the constitutionality of their doing that.

Now, as far as testing the thing in court is concerned, I do nor
think we have anything to worry about. If the Japanese-American
Citizens League, or the American Civil Liberties Union had thought
that they would have been able to prevail in court, they would have
had 50 cases up in the Supreme Court long ago, and I think thev
themselves realize that they do not have a constitutional leg on which
to stand, and therefore have not made any effort to bring a bona fide

case of tjhat kind into tlie Federal courts.

It is not a problem to worry about, because I do not think anything
will happen about it. It is merely conjecture, from start to finish.

Mr. Eberhat^ter. I hope the chairman won't persist in his thought
that this is all pure coniecture. I think it is a fundamental matter
which this committee is bound to take into consideration.

Mr. CosTEixo. It is all hypothetical ; it has to be.

Mr. Eberttarter. I agree that the military authorities, if they had
decided to remove the entire civil population of the city of Los Angeles
away from that territory, that district eastward, that they were cer-

tainly within their rights, but there is also some doubt in the minds
of a good many lawyers who have studied the Constitution of the

United States whether or not it was constitutional to select a certain

limited group and designate them for removal; so there is a vast dif-

ference in those two propositions.

Mr. Thomas. I am amazed that the gentleman from Pennsylvania
should be defending these Japs the way he is. It is just unbelievable.

I do not understand what the gentleman from Pennsylvania is driving

at. if he is not trying to defend them.
Mr. Eberharter. I am afraid that the gentleman has come to an al-

together wrong conclusion.

Mr. Tno^vrAS. I hope so.

Mr. Eberharter. I certainly am not defending, as I said publicly

and at the hearincfs many times—I certainly am not defending the Im-
perial Japanese Government.

I iust stated my position. My first interest is the internal security

of this country, and for that reason I think we ought to go very, very
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slow in adopting any emotional or irrational, hysterical methods in

handling what is, in my opinion, a very delicate problem.
Mr. Engle, if the Army were in complete control at Tule Lake,

would you consider that these persons, under their supervision there,

and under their control, would be the same as prisoners of war?
Mr. Engle. I do not think they have that status. That is a ques-

tion for the United States Attorney General, and I understand that

they do not have that status.

Mr. Eberharter. They do not have that status, even while the

Army is in complete control ?

Mr. Engle. No; no more than our civilians over in Japan, or
wherever they might be, are considered prisoners of war, even though
they are held by the Japanese Army.
Under international law, it seems to me they have a different status

than prisoners of war; at least that is what I understand from Mr.
Biddle and his office—that they do not have that status.

Mr. Eberharter. If they are under complete control of the military,

is there not some question as to w^hether they are being treated simi-

larly to prisoners of war?
Mr. Engle. Well, I do not think the status of a prisoner or person

that is held, can be determined by who he is. It is a question of what
his background was and how he happened to be held.

Mr. Eberharter. I agree with you on that. His status would be
determined by the facts which caused the denial of his freedom of
movement ; that is his actual status, but there may be quite a contention
as to whether or not they were being treated similarly to prisoners of
war.
Mr. Engle. I am not familiar enough with international rules on

that subject to really say ; I do not know.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, jou realize that there are many fam-

ilies in these internment camps, or this Tule Lake segregation center,

for instance; women and children. You think the Army is qualified

to properly take care of them ?

Mr. Engle. I think the Army could do a very good job; yes, sir;

just the same as the Army did an outstanding job in moving those
people out of the California area to the place that they took them.
Nobody questions but what the Army did a beautiful and magnifi-

cent job of handling that evacuation. Not only were the people gener-
ally satisfied with it, but the Japanese themselves found no complaint
because of mistreatment, because of lack of proper facilities or proper
care being taken.

Mr. MuNDT. Do you yield ?

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.
Mr. Mundt. It seems to me if the Army is not able to take care of

this area, including the women and children, they better learn how
i to do it pretty quickly, because we have now all of Sicily and all of

southern Italy, and pretty soon all of Italy and all of Germany, so
they better learn pretty fast.

Mr. Eberharter. There is a little difference there when people are
held in a camp or reservation, and their entire civil movements are

I strictly under the military.

It is not quite the same as a country under the supervision of the
Army.
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And T nii<2:ht say, also, that is one reason for the establishment of
the A. M. G., beeanse the Army does not want to continue to oversee
or directly handle the conquered territory.

Mr. CosTCLLo. Is not the A. ]M. G. largely military?
Mr. Ehkhharter. It is a specialized training so that the functions

of the military can go along.

Mr. MuxoT. Could they not have specialized trainees at Tule Lake?
Mr. Er.KiniARTKK. That certailny would be possible, but whether or

not we could spare I hem is another question.

Mr. Engle, going in a little different direction now, I want you to

know I appreciate the benefit of your appearance before this com-
mittee; I frankly do. After the hearings of the Senate committee
out there and your own ])ers()nal investigati(m, have you come to a con-

clusion or an opinion as to aj^proxinuitely how many ])eople gathered
around the achiiinistration building that afternoon of November 1?

Mr. ExGLE. The estimates vary all the way from four to eight

thousand, and I think the doctor here has even gone further than that.

He said it might have been up to six or ten thousand. But I did
not hear any estimates less than 4,000, to my knowledge.
Mr. P>.KKHARTER. I thouglit I heard a discrepancy in his testimony,

and I meant to clear it up but I just forgot it. I thought at one time
he said 1,000.

Mr. CosTELLo. I think the testimony will show not less than 1,000;

that he would not want to estimate the group, but he felt it was far
greater than that, and anywhere from four to six thousand.
Mr. Phillips. Six to ten thousand is what he said. He said when

they started otT—and you or somebody asked him the question—there
were over a thousand, and he subsequently said ''it looked to me as be-

tween six and ten thousand."
^Ir. ^Ifndt. He said it looked like a thousand when they first came

out of the fire strip.

]\Ir. Phillips. And the six to ten thousand estimate was higher than
I had heard before.

Mr. ^iUNDT. He also said he was not very good at estimating.

^Ir. EiiERiiARTER. I tluuk that is important and we ought to clear

that u}), because if there were 15,000 people in the camp, and 1,000

apj)eared there, it would make a great deal of difference wdiether or
not this group did try to gain control of the camp and really had made
any substantial ])rogress in that direction, and for that reason I think
that particular question is important.

Mr. Enole. As I was saying, I do not recall of any estimate made by
any witness of less than 4,000.

Mr. MuNDT. If the gentleman will yield, I have the transcript of

some testimony taken at the hearings at Tule Lake, and Mr. Paine,

who was formerly an internal security officer at Tule Lake, stated

that there were about 8,000 Japanese around the administration

building.

There are some other witnesses here who testified to the same effect.

I was looking through it wdiile listening to the testimony this morn-
ing, and they seemed to range anywhere from four to eight thousand.

Of course, we all know it is kind of hard to estimate how many there

were.
Mr. Eberharter. As I said before, I would like to have that point

cleared up, because this group that was trying to get control of tho
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civilian administration of the camp, this Japanese ofioup—it would
be interestino- to see whether they really had control over the "greater

])roportion of the camp; of course without takinf]^ into consideration

the fact that announcements had been made in the mess hall that a

speech would be made, which would naturally attract all of the resi-

dents of the camp, to some extent.

Mr. MuNDT. If the gentleman will yield further.

INIr. EREiniAKTER. Yes.
Mr. MuNDT. Here is the testimony of Mr. Robert B. Cozzens, re-

o'ional director, and a member of W. R. A. He says about 1 : 30 ]). m.,

3,000 to 4,000 people from the colony were movinoj into the admin-
istration area.

Mr. Ebf.rhakter. Did you hear the testimony of ^Ir. Wilkinson,
^^]lo had been an employee, in charge of the slauG:hterhou£e there?

Mr. Engle. Yes; I did. And addition, I talked to him personally.

Mr. Ereriiarter. Is he the gentleman you said had been a member
of the "assembly there?

Mr. Engle. *No; that was Mr. Kallam; Mr. Clifford Kallani, was
the member of the assembly and he was superintendent of the fai'm.

jMr. Ereriiarter. I wanted to ask you about Mr. Wilkinson. He
seemed to be a reliable and substantial person and gave you the im-
pression that he Avas balanced in his judgment, and fair?

Mr. P]ngle. Yes ; he did.

He did not appear to be flighty; in other words, he is a fellow
that farms there, and is well known in the community, and looked
very much like the average farmer.
Mr. Ereriiarter. And his testimony w^as to the effect that there

was a tremendous w-aste in the activities of the slaughter of hogs,
particularly?

Mr. Engle. That is right. That was the effect of his testimony.
Mr. EberhartI':r. And that as high as one-half of the hogs that

were slaughtered at various times were wasted and thrown away or
discarded ?

Mr. Engle. He did not put it quite that way. He said that if he
started out to kill some hogs, he usually would have to butcher twice
as man}^ as would ordinarily be required, because the Japanese would
get awa}^ with so much of it; they would steal it and take it away,
and if he normallv would be required to kill 50 hogs, he would probably
take 100.

]

As an illustration, he said they did not alwa3^s take the same parts,

but he said he might kill 15 hogs and not have a sparerib out of the
whole group. He just illustrated it that w^a}^

Mr. Ererharter. Mr. Engle, was it brought out in the testimony
there that in the camps all the persons in the camps are subject

to all of the orders of the O. P. A. insofar as rationing points are

concerned ?

Mr. Engle. Yes ; it w as.

Mr. Ererharter. Was it also brought out there that they are al-

lowed ration value of, I think, 50 cents a day per person?
Mr. Engle. Well, it was estimated there, or stated, and I do not

recall, but it would run somewhere between 45 and 55 cents per day.

Mr. Ererharter. Then if these Japanese were wasting this meat,

they were denying themselves and the rest of the Japanese persons

in the camp ; would that not follow ?
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Mr. Engle. It mi^lit necessarily follow
;
yes. And that may have

been part of their program, to stir up dissatisfaction.
Mr. CosTELLo. That was one of the complaints; was it not?
Mr. Engle. I mi^ht illustrate that further. Dr. Pedicord stated

that the people complained a little bit about special diets, and also
Mr. Peck, who was the camp steward.
He said he went to a great deal of trouble to get special food for

babies and old people, special diets, and then they would truck this

food down into the camp and the Japs would come along and steal

it all and take it away, and it would never arrive at its destination
at all, and then they would complain that they did not have the food.

I can refresh my recollection on that, if you are interested, and
tell you just what they did say.

Mr. Eberiiarter. I think everybody will agree that there was a
very bad element at that camp and it was their purpose, their design,

to create trouble.

Mr. Engle. Dr. Pedicord testified that he had special vegetables
after the farm strike. After the farm strike they did not have any
vegetables, because they relied on the farm for their vegetables, and
it would take 50 days, approximately, to put a requisition through the
Quartermaster Corps and get the vegetables coming in.

So they were short on vegetables in the camp, but Dr. Pedicord,
who was especially concerned about the diet for the babies and the
elderly people, made some arrangement through the camp administra-
tion to get in these vegetables. And he said they were all stolen, were
not given to the babies, and then the Japs claimed that the hospital

administration had failed to properly care for the infants in the
community.
Mr. Perk, who was the mess superintendent, or they called him

steward, testified to the same effect, more or less, on I think a different

phase of the thing.

i\Ir. Eberharteij. Dr. Mason did not testify at the Senate investiga-

tion out in California?
Mr. Engle. No ; he did not. He was in Tennessee, I presume.
Mr. Eberharter. But you heard his testimony here.

Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. Eberiiarter. He seemed to be fair, or he seemed to endeavor

to be fair in his recitals of what occurred there.

Mr. Engle. I felt so. In fact, his testimony was very much like

that we had heard before from a great number of people.

Mr. Eberharter. But there is quite an important conflict, in my
opinion, between his testimony and the testimony as you revealed it

to us yesterday, with respect to this salesman. I think you said you
did not know his name at that time.

Mr. Engle. His name was Miller, if I am not mistaken. Is that

whom you have in mind?
^Ir. Eberharter. Well, you said you thought he was a salesman.

And he testified, I think, to the effect that he saw hundreds of sticks

and some knives in the hands of this group that was gathered around
the administration building; do you remember that?

Mr. Engle. That was not the salesman. The salesman I testified

about tried to get out of the camp, and who tried to phone in con-

nection with his reservation. He was a traveling man and he tried
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to get in the phone booth and the Japanese took him out of it. Now,
that man never appeared and testified.

Mr. Engle. But the circumstances regarding his effort to get out

and his effort to phone were testified to by other people.

Now, I did mention somebody's testimony that said there were
hundreds of sticks and I am just trying to think.

Mr. Phillips. That was on Thursday, Mr. Eberharter, in connec-

tion with the gathering in the automobile pool. I remember the

testimony.
Mr. Engle. It was probably Mr. Paine.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, do you remember any testimony of

any of the witnesses with respect to whether or not the crowd on
November 1 appeared to be armed or had sticks and knives; that is,

at the Senate investigation ?

Mr. Engle. Yes. Various witnesses testified regarding that, and
tlie estimates regarding the number of knives and sticks varied. Some
of them did not see any, particularly. Others saw maybe as many
as half a dozen kniv^es. Some testified to seeing a great number of

sticks. I think the farm man, or the slaughterhouse man, was the one
that you referred to.

Mr. MuxDT. I think probably the testimony you have in mind is

that of Mr. Paine.
Mr. Engle. The testimony that you refer to and Avhich mentioned,

Mr. Eberharter, was my reference to the testimony of Mr. Wilkinson,
who stated that hundreds of people had sticks. He saw one knife 14
inches long, and sharpened on both sides, and he saw handles sticking

out of the coat sleeves of others.

Mr. Eberharter. So there is a great deal of variance in the testi-

mony of these different eyewitnesses, and I think it is important that
that testimony either be reconciled or the true picture be determined,
l^ecause on that I think the committee will want to base its consider-

ation as to whether or not the W. R. A. functioned correctly that
afternoon—and wisely.

You see what I mean, don't you ?

Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Now, if there were 8 or 10 people there, or a thou-

sand people, it makes a big difference. If they were armed or if they
were not armed also makes a big difference as to the conduct of the
W. R. A. officials that afternoon ; and also as to what caused them to

gather there, that is, this hoax, that I think everybody will agree was
perpetrated in the dining halls.

I just want to explain why I am stressing that point.

Mr. Engle. Well, I am just trying to tell you what the witnesses
testified to.

Mr. Eberharter. That is right.

Mr. Engle. And I am trying to refer to my notes.

Mr. Wilkinson did make this additional explanation. He said the
Japs had two bonfires there and they were throwing sticks of wood
and what not on it, on those bonfires, to keep them going, which may
explain, to some extent, his statement about the hundreds of sticks.

But he did say that.

Mr. Eberharter. The testimony there was that it probably was the
intention to burn down the administration building. There was testi-

mony to that effect, was there not ?
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^fr. F^NGLE. AVoll, tlioro was lestiiuoiiv to tlio eflPoct tliat that con-

clusion could have been drawn from the thin<rs that occurred, that is,

the existence of this straw and the oil and the oil on the tires of the

autouiohiles and around the cars.

Mr. Thomas. Will the gentlenum from remisylvania yield ?

Mr. P^BERiiAKTKn. Yes.

Mr. Thomas. The frentleman from Pennsylvania was <roin«r (o ex-

plain a point back a few seconds a<T:o.

Will the <j:entleman from Peiuisylvania continue that line?

Mr. EiiERiiAKTKR. AVliicli line ?

Mr. Thomas. You said that it makes a lot of difference whether there

were one thousand here or ei^rht or ten thousand Japs there, and
whetlier they luul many knives or whetluM' they did not have many
knives, and then you went on to say that difference is important, and
the reason that you w-ere followinor that line of questioninj; was that

you were ^ifoin^: to explain why a^ou Avere a'oin<j: to fnllow that line of
quest ion inir.

Mr. EnianiARiT.n. Well, ]\Ir. Thomas, I mii:4it say this, that the

conunittee of couise wants to <yet a true and correct picture of wh.at

actually happened that afternocm, and the diver<xence of this testimony
is so tri'eat that unless we can determine with some accuracy just exactly

vvhat ha})pened that afternoon, we will have great difficidty in arriving

at proper conclusions.

It seems to me it makes a gr(^at ditrerence. jiart iculai-ly in view of

the testimony of the director at Tule Lake, to the effect that there Avas

this small group who were endeavoring to get control of the camp,
the administration of the camp, insofar as the general physical ad-

ministration was concerned, which, in other cam[)s, is left, to a great
extent, to the Japanese evacuees.

That was t!ie reason I thought we ought to clear up that particular

point.

That is the explanation.

Mr. MuxuT. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Ebekhahteh. I will be ghul to.

Mr. MuNDT. I do not see where there is very nnich confusion about
the testimony. It just backs up the statement of a gentleman who
testified that there were between three and four thousand Japanese
in this crowd. There is no disj^ute about that.

AVhere there were 2.J)t)0 or 4,300 is not so impoi'tant. Thei-e was
a big crowd there, that is admitted. Nobody denies that one segment
of this crowd beat u]) Dr. Pedicord, and nobody denies that another
segment of the crovrd impi-isoned the Caucasian employees in the

administration building for 8 or 4 hours.
AVith a crowd of three or four thousand, it is impossible, in any kind

of hearings, here or in California, to determine by concensus, how
many were cai-rying knives and how many were carrying sticks, be-

cause with the witnesses all imprisoned in different })laces, looking
out the windows, no one could see over three or four hundred faces,

probably. One segment might see some of the crowd carrying knives;
another segment may not. One segment might see some of the crowd
carrying sticks.

8o it seems to me the vital point under consideration is the fact that

Dr. Pedicord was beaten up ; that the Caucasian employees were im*
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prisoned in this building; and that a crowd of vast proportions had

assembled.

I do not believe we can interrogate Mr. Engle, or any other witness,

to determine precisely how many knives three or four thousand Jai)a-

nese were carrvino-, because there just is not any way to find out.

.Air. EnEKHAKTKu! Mr. Mundt, I do not altogether agree with you.

Of course, 1 may say, aside, 1 do not ai)prove of the i)ractice of any-

body statin<r what his conclusions are when an investigation is in

progress, ilut it occurs to me that it is important for this committee

to determine whether or not this crowd had actually had violence in

mind that afternoon, or whether or not a great proimrtion of them

were theie for the purpose of liearing the speech which was to be nrade

by the director.

'^Ir. MuNDT. I agree with that 100 pei'cent, so it seems to me, there-

fore, we should determine, Was Dr. Pedicord attacked or was he not?

Were those people in the administration building held there against

their will for 8 or 4 hours, or were they not? That is the way to de-

termine whether there was violence.

^Ii'. Eberiiaktkr. Oh, there certainly was ^•i()lence. There was,

perhaps, imprisonment in the administration building of these Cau-
casian employees, but whether there was violence in the minds of

6,000 or 8,000 or 10,000 or only in the minds of three or four hundred
is very important.

Mrl Thomas. About the only way to find out ncnv—and I do not

agree with this gentleman's statement—would be to take a poll out

there; send out a questionnaire or something like that. Certainly the

gentleman would not agree with that.

^Ir. Eberhaktek. Mr. Engle, 3'ou do not have any doubt but what a

proportion of the segregants at Tule Lake had in mind making a de-

termined effort to start trouble, do you?
Mr. Engle. That is quite apparent.

Mr. Eberharter. In hearing the testimony at the California Senate
Investigating Committee hearing, did not Mr. Best, the director of

the camp, indicate that he was well aware of that fact, and he seemed
to have a pretty good knowledge or grasp of the situation ; in other
words, that there was potential trouble brewing and that there was
likely to be a flare-up at any time?
Mr. ExGLE. Well, he so stated, but
Mr. Eberharter. I do not want to go on with the question of

whatever action he took; we will come to that a little later.

Mr. Engle. That is the thing I was going to say; although he so

stated, his action before and subsequent to the disturbance would
seem to cast some doubt on it.

Mr. Eberharter. As to whether or not he did really have a good
knowledge, or a knowledge, he should have had of the potential dan-
ger that would arise.

Mr. Engle. That is right. In addition to that, he testified to
something else that raised some misgiving in my mind.
He testified that he had left his own family on the grounds there

and used that as an argument in favor of the proposition that there
was no great danger there after November 1, in response to questions
in regard to what they had done in respect to internal security after
that riot on November 1 and said that he highly regarded his fam-
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il}^—which no doubt he does—but it just made me wonder whether he
really knew, or whether he thought that lie could handle the situation.

It just left me in some doubt about it, because others there in the
camp had moved their families completely out; Mr. Gerry had and
Mr. Borbeck had, of the internal security force; and others were
coming out of there.

Mr. Eberharter. So perhaps he did not have the appreciation of

the situation that he, as director, should have had.
Mr. Engle. From the standpoint of physical danger, he might

have thought there were groups of Japanese maneuvering to get

power in the camp, and that sort of thing, without appreciating the
physical danger to himself and the other members of the white
personnel.

At any rate, it developed finally, after all of these other people
had been beaten up—and I refer particularly to Mr. Kallam and to

Dr. Pedicord and to those who were shoved around and mishandled
on November 1; Mr. Donovan, for instance, who tried to get out,

and Mr. Miller, the salesman, w^ho tried to phone, and notwithstand-
ing the numerous threats which had been made against the safety of

various members of the camp—that when they did finally surround
Mr. Best's house with a great number of billy clubs and with the
statement, saying "Get Best," and Mr. Best testified they had a truck
there all ready to haul him off, then he called the military, and in

my judgment that is the first time that he became appraised of the
physical danger, because he did take some action then.

Mr. CosTELLO. However, as long as they were attacking the other
Caucasian employees, there was no harm or danger, but when it

came to the attack upon the director of the center himself, there was
real danger and necessitated the calling in of the Army; is that not

about what the situation was there?

Mr. Engle. Well, the implication was very direct at that time.

Mr. Eberharter. Did you come to any opinion as to why the

Japanese did not burn down the building that afternoon, when it

lool^ed as though it might be their intention to do that?

Mr. Engle. No ; I did not.

Mr. Eberharter. You think it might have been because they were
holding a conference there and they were awaiting the results of this

conference ?

Mr. Engle. It may have been that. It may have been part of a

well-organized program to terrorize and to force their demands by
fear.

I am not prepared to ever say that they ever intended to carry

those plans to a conclusion, because there is no testimony on that.

None of the Japanese ever said what they intended to do, but at any
rate they were apparently prepared, and whether or not those prep-

ations were bona fide and with the intention of carrying them out in-

the event they decided to do so, or were only for the purpose of
creating a semblance of terrorizing by which to force their demands, I

am not prepared to say.

Mr. Eberharter. They may have had the intention to burn it down
if the results of the conference had not been satisfactory.

Mr. Engle. You would suppose that they made their preparations-

for some purpose.
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Mr. Eberharter. Yes.

Mr. Engle. Now, their purpose would be either to carry the prep-

aration to its logical conclusion, or to make people think that they
were going to.

Mr. Eberharter. Now, there was the police and fire departments.
Let us take the fire department first, Mr. Engle.
Mr. Khoads testified that he got along fairly well insofar as the

operation of the fire department was concerned up to the time of the

coming in of these additional segregants.

Mr. Engle. That is correct.

Mr. Eberharter. His trouble in the operation of the fire depart-

ment started when the segregants began to man the fire department.
Mr. Engle. Now, just a minute. I may have answered your pre-

vious question incorrectly. I do not know whether 3^ou said "segre-

gation" or "registration."

Mr. Eberharter. Well, I should have said "segregation." And I
would like to have it corrected.

Mr. Engle. Well, he said he got along fairly well until registra-

tion. That was about a month before segregation.

Registration involved the question of loyalty. This caused fighting

and trouble. Once, for instance, when he went down to one of his

stations, he found 1 out of 10 men on duty. That was an internal

proposition among the Japanese themselves. Question 28, he said,

was the one which caused the difficulty.

Mr. Eberharter. So it would appear to be not feasible to attempt
to operate the fire department with persons who had been declared,

in effect, loyal to Japan.
Mr. Engle. Well, that was his conclusion, and also the conclusion

of his assistant, Mr. Leuck, who is now in charge.

Mr. CosTELLo. The difficulties in the fire department extended over
a long period of time, as I understand it.

Mr. Engle. Well, he testified that he got along fairly well until

segregation. He had his troubles but they were not of the type that
' he had after registration. The real trouble started with registration.

Mr. CosTELLO. As to the questionnaire that was put out, was that

not put out to the Japanese along about February or March ?

Mr. Engle. Well, that is not what he said. I think it was just

about the time they started to process those Japs in reference to which
ones they would keep in the camp and which ones they would take
away. That is my understanding of what he had in mind. In other
words, they started out in Tule Lake, like all the other camps, decid-
ing which Japs to take out and which ones to leave in, but the proc-
ess there was the reverse that it was everywhere else. In other camps
they took out the disloyal ones ; at Tule Lake they took out the loyal

I ones.

I Mr. CosTELLO. He said registration took place in March and they
had a 10-day strike at that time. He describes the various difficulties

and, as I read his testimony, the difficulties in the fire department
were over a long period of time and not over the brief period that
the loyal Japanese were in the center.

I Mr.' Engle. Well, he did not mitigate the difficulties prior to that
I time, but apparently he did not have then so much grief, as I recall

his testimony.
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'Mr. P^iiEKHARTEH. Was Mr. Peck's resionation requested by the
Army or by the W. R. A., if you happen to know ?

^Ii'. PINOLE. It was requested by the W. R. A. He ^ave nie the
name of the pcu'son wlio demanded it. Mr. Cahn, I think it was.

]Mr. EBEHiiAinEiJ. Was that after the Army had taken possession?
Mr. Engi.e. I think it was after Monday, November 1, when the

first demonstration occurred, which was 4 days prior to the time the
Army took control and subsequent to the time that the Japanese
demanded that lie resign or that his resignation be secured.

Mr. P]BERUAirn;K. He said that he did not want to have a hearin<T

before the Civil Service Connnission as to whether or not he was
efficient or inefficient.

Mr. Engle. Well, that is not his testimony in the record. Those
are some thin<^s he told me on the side, throu<;h some ])ersonal inves-

tigation. I do not think those matters were recorded at all in his

testimony, but I talked to these witnesses personally afterward, and
sometimes off the record.

Ajid some of the things he told me I would not be privileged to

repeat, but the substance of it was he did not want his civil-service

record cluttered up with a lot of charges; whether they woidd be true

or false, they would still be on his record.

^Ir. Ebekiiarteii. Was there any representative from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation present at any of these Senate hearings or

at any one of them at this time, if you know ?

Mr. Exole. No. The F. B. I., as far as I am aware, arrived the

day that I left, which was the second day after the Senate hearings
tei-minated, toward the end of the week on which those hearings
commenced.
Mr. Ererharter. So that would also indicate that further congres-

sional investigation over and above this Senate investigation would
be justified; in other words, if we got the benefit of the investigation

by the E. B. I., it Avould help us.

Mr. p]xGLE. That is correct. And after the California Senate in-

vestigation was terminated, I then filed a formal request for this com-
mittee to proceed to California to hear the evidence.

Mr. Eberiiarter. Had a ])art of this crowd started to leave before

Mr. Myer made his speech that afternoon, or was any testimony

adduced to that effect?

Mr. Engle. I cannot recall of txny. Mr. Cozzens testified, I be-

lieve, that from time to time he would see somebody try to leave, and
some of this gang would hold them in there.

Mr. Thomas. >Ir. Engle, how long did Mr. Myer stay there?

Mr. P]ngle. Mr. Myer arrived on Monday morning, November 1,

and he left these Tuesday night or Wednesday morning of the same
week. In other words, he was there for 2 days.

Mr. Thomas. By the time he left, had everything quieted down?
Mr. Engle. Well, there was a great deal of tension in the camp,

according to the testimony, although there were no outbreaks.

Mr. Thomas. What was the date of the Army coming in ?

Mr. Engle. The Army came in on Thursday, which was Novem-
ber 4. Mr. Myer came Monday, and he stayed Tuesday, and Wednes-
day was quiet and tense; but Thursday there was this same situation;

and then on Thursday night they had this gang of Japanese sur-

rounding Mr. Best's house with clubs, and the fight there with the
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internal security officer in which he was beaten up, and that is tlie

time the Army was called in.

Mr. Thomas. So Mr. Myer did not quiet things down in the camp
at all, except perhaps for the one day.

If you had been the Administrator, and it would have been your
luty to administer the affairs of that camp, would you have stayed

11 as long as this disorder was prevalent and there was a tendency for

nother outbreak, or would vou have put your tail between your legs

nd beat it. like Mr. :\Iyer did ?

Mr. Engle. Well, Mr. Best was asked about that, and his testimony

'n explanation of Mr. Myer's leaving was that Mr. Myer was working
on a scliedule, and that he arrived on schedule and left on schedule.

Mr. Thomas. That is all.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, I would like to be clear in my mind
to whether or not this Mr. Schmidt, who left the administration

uilding to go over to the hospital, was the national security officer ?

Mr. Engle. He is the national head of internal security in those

amps ; and his name is Schmidt.
Mr. Eberharter. And w^here is his office?

Mr. Engle. Well, he is supposed to be located in Washington, but
e was there at that camp.

J Mr. Eberharter. Well, was he one of the men accompanying Mr.
eyer on this tour schedule that had been made up, do you know ?

Mr. Engle. No; he had been there previously in connection with
the problem of internal security, as I understand it.

Mr. Eberharter. Was he a stranger to the Japanese in the camp,
do you think? Or was he just sort of a visitor there that day?
Mr. Engle. Well, there was no testimony, so far as I am aware, as

to how long he had been there, or with what frequency he had visited

the camp.
Mr. Eberharter. Do you remember the testimony of Mr. Donovan,

the contractor?

Mr. Engle. Yes, Mr. Eberharter. He evidently is a man with
quite a good deal of physical courage and a little self-determination.
Yes; very definitely the kind of a fellow who does not stand for too
much shoving around. He is spunky.
Mr. Eberharter. I was very much interested Avhen you said that

Mr. Donovan, when he attempted to go through this crowd, nearly
precipitated a riot.

Now, the inference of a person reading the testimony would be
that up to that time there certainly was no not.

Mr. Engle. Well, what I meant by that was this : There was no-
body fighting or any physical violence there in the crowd. The crowd
was surrounding the administration building.

When he started to go through, why, it definitely stirred up some
action and violent action. For instance, he stated here that he told
them he was going out, that is, he told the Japs that lie was Itniving

and they called him a few names, and he went a little further, and one
of the Japs grabbed him and said that he would kill him and called
him a profane name.

^
And they surrounded him there in a very turbulent and threaten-

ing way which, as I say, disturbed the previous situation there to the

6262G—44—vol. 16 9
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extent tliat tliei-e was active violence in pro<^ress at that point, where-
as otherwise, they had just been surrounding the building.

Mr. Erkriiahter. If, jxn-haps, half a dozen or a dozen or maybe
50 of the white personnel there had attempted to go through that
crowd, probablv there would have been a very serious riot.

Mr. Engle. ^rhat is problematical.

i\Ir. Thomas. Will the gentleman yield?

If there had been the same number of soldiers, there ])robably never
w^ould have been a riot in the first place; is that not true^

Mr. Engle. AVell, I am not prepared to say what would have hap-
pened; I do not know. It is all speculative. I do not know what
would have happened.

Mr. Erekhakter. So it is a question. INIr. Engle, as to whether or
not it was advisable at that time to take the situation as calmly
as possible; not become hotheaded and lose their heads and try to
use any force against this great number of Japanese people.

It is a question of judgment as to whetlier or not the manner of
the officials of the AV. R. A. acting at that time was such as to quiet

the situation or whether they contributed to a more acute situation

then and in the future ; is that not correct ?

Mr. Engle. Well, the question was whether the temj)er of the
crowd was such that they should move the Army in or start in an
aggressive action to release themselves from imprisonment and
whether or not that would have brought about the result in which
people would have been killed or injured.

Mr. Eberharter. That is correct.

^Ir. Engle. That was the question.

^Ir. Eberharter. That is correct.

Mr. Engle. And apparently W. R. A. leadership took the view
that they did not dare take any precipitous action for fear that such
violence would result and people would be injured and killed because
of tlie temper of the crowxl.

Mr. Thomas. But they finall}^ did call in the Army, did they
not^

Mr. Engle. That was Thursday.
Mr. Thomas. But the fact still remains, they called in the Army.
Mr. Engle. That is correct. And if they had called in the Army

when this crowd was assembling, they undoubtedly could have han-
dled this thing without the potentialities of people being killed and
injured.

Mr. Thomas. And if the Army had been there from the start, it

prol)ably never would have happened.
Mr. Engle. That is correct.

Mr. Eberharter. You testified about a strike, and I do not re-

member which particular strike you were testifying about yesterday^

because evidently there were several strikes at Tule, Lake.
But there was one to which you testified where some member of

the personnel of W. R. A. at the camp there said they should be kept
on the pay roll, that is, the strikers.

Mr. CosTELLO. That was a farm strike.

^Ir. Engle. Yes. If I may have that record, I will read that testi-

mony to you.
Mr. CosTELLo. Woidd this be a good point at which to suspend?
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Mr. Engle. May I answer the question to bring that subject to a

^^^I am reading from page 6 of the reporter's transcript of the Novem- *

ber 1 meeting. This is the W. R. A. transcript.

Mr KuRATOMi. Here is a question I would like to ask. It was announced the

day after our conference with Mr. Best that all the farmers were terminated

as of October 16, or 19, I am not sure about the date. (IDlh confirmed.) And

consequently the farnuu-s are very furious (>ver the fact ^^at they vver^^^^^^

or less terminated without previous warning, so to speak ^''^

been a statement that has Mr. Kallam's signature to the effect that these

farmers did not go on strike. They merely stopped work until negotmtions

were completed. ^ - -i^i, at,.

When we made the announcement over the result of our conference with JNli.

Best, the farmers naturally felt they would be permitted to go back '^vork

However just before thev started back to work a notice was already published

that thPV were terminated as of October 19 so the farm committee came to see

Mr Ziniiner and tried to talk with him so that misunderstandings could be

clarified. However, unfortunately for everyone concerned, the farmers request

to return to work was refused by Mr. Zimmer because, he stated of an adminis-

trative instruction, No. 20 ; was that it, Mr. Zimmer?
Mr. ZIMMER. 27.

, . T^r

Mr. KuRATOMi. Cannot be altered. That was the statement, wasn t it, Air.

Zimmer?
Mr. Zimmer. Right.

Mr. KrR.\TOMi. The people who worked in the packing sheds were terminated

becnuse there was no work for them. That statemi^nt is natural, however; they

were given termination without at least a week's advance warning. Conse-

quently they are very much dissatisfied and, if my memory is correct, Mr. Best

promised during our conference that he would talk things over with the farm

committee which would be chosen from the people to talk and plan for the

future farm at this center.

Mr. Best. For next year, why don't you add.

Mr. KURATOMI. Now, the question is. What was the reason for terminating the

entire farm workers without advance notice?

Mr. Best. You want that answered now?
Mr. KURATOMI. Sure.
Mr. Best. You were given every notice that if you did not go to work we

would have to dispose of the crop. Your committee sitting in this room stated

that you were not interested in harvesting this crop. Isn't that right?

Mr. KURATOMI. That is true.

Mr. Best. When you represented all the farmers?
Mr. KURATOMI. That is right.

Mr. Best. There isn't any farm now and there wasn't any farm from that

timo on.

Mr. KURATOMI. But that isn't the way we were terminated at Topaz. If a
person •

Mr. Cahn. We don't have to give a week's notice for termination. On this

project it has been the custom to give a week's notice if the Administration
terminated a person because there wasn't enough work to do or if the evacuee
was terminating; either way. It is sort of a gentleman's agreement, but is not a
regulation. When people stay away from work without nn excused absence lie

can be terminated without notice. A penalty of an additional day for each
day of unexcused absence can be imposed. However, this additional p(Mialty

was not imposed. It could have been. They were terminated for refusal to
work.

Mr. KURATOMI. Mr. Kallam's statement mentioned the fact that this stoppage
of work was not to be considered a strike.

Mr. Cahn. It wasn't considered a strike. If it had been a strike there would
have been a conclusion to be reached between the evacuees and the Adminis-
tration and they would have been carried on the pay roll until the issue was
settled. This was not a strike. There was no issue at stake. They just did
not go to work.

Then they go on with a long discussion whether or not they should
have been terminated or be cut off without the usual 5-day notice.
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Mv. EnKiaiAim:H. Mr. En<rl(', I nm interested in that, and I think
I want to ask you about that when we come back.

So if you want to read that ovei' (bn'in<; the recess, I will probably
liave about 5 or 10 minutes to question you on that. I have certain
phases on that that I want to develop a little bit.

Mr. En(;le. Very well. I will be <rh\d to.

Mr. CosiTiLLO. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

ArrKRNOON SKSSION

Mr. CosTPXLO. The conmiittee will be in order.

You nuiy proceed, Mr. Eberliarter.

Mr. Eberiiartek. Mr. En^le, do you know, or was it testified, when
these Ja])anese refused to work a period of time, that they were ever
paid for tliat period when they did not work ^

^Ir. Engle. There was no testimony on that subject. The thing

I have reference to was the record in Avhich Mr. Calm presumably set

forth the policy of the W. R. A. with reference to strikers.

-Mr. EuKKirAinEH. Yes.
Mr. Encle. Where there was what they called a bona fide strike.

^Ir. EiiERiiARTEii. And no testimony was o;iven as to whether or not
they were actually i)aid later for the time that they did not work?

^fr. Engle. There was no testimony on that point.

The only reference to that situation was what I read in the record.

Mr. Ebi RiiARTKR. In other words, the W. R. A. man re})resentecl

that if these men had been on what he considered to be a strike, that

he would have left their names on the pay roll.

Mr. Engle. Yes; and they would have been paid while negotia-

tions were in progress.

Mr. Ebekharter. Well, that is the ])oint I want to bring out. There
is a difference in being on the pay roll and being paid, in my opinion.

Now, there are many times when persons are working as employees
in an industrial concern, and they are on the pay roll for the whole
month, but they are only paid for the actual hours that they put in, or

the actual days that they ])ut in.

Mr. Engle. Well, his statement does not indicate that distinction,

if it does exist.

^Ir. EiiERHARTER. Well, I think it is worth developing and finding

out.

^fr. Engle. But that was not the impression that I got from read-

ing it. Maybe I am in error.

Mr. Ehkrhartkr. I do not think it should be concluded l)ecause he
said they were on the pay roll that they were actually paid, because
the committee of Japanese would not have been protesting his action

and his viewpoint had they been satisfied.

You see what I mean ?

Mr. Engle. Well, they protested it that they were terminated and
taken otl" tlie pay roll without the usual 5 days' notice.

Mr. Eberharter. Yes. And they were dissatisfied by his action.

Mr. Engle. That is right ; for not giving them the usual 5 days'

notice.

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.

Mr. Engle. And that is what brought me to the conclusion that if

they were not paid when they struck, there would be no particular
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reason for coini)lainiii<^ in this instance, because they wouhl not have

been j)aid anyway.
Mr. Eberharter. Well, as I see it, it would be fair to assume that

they were not being paid, even though their names were on the pay
roll, otherwise they would have had no complaint, the Japanese,

and they were complaining.

Mr. Engle. That is what I understood to be the basis of their

complaint.
Mr. Eberharter. Yes.

Mr. Engle. That usually they were left on the pay roll while the

matter was being negotiated. In this instance they were kicked off,

and they said tliat that was not right.

Mr. Eberharter. Is it not tlie custom, when there is a dispute be-

tween private industry and employees or labor unions, that the priv-

ate industry keeps the names of its employees on the pay roll, and
subsequent negotiations or findings of the National Labor Relations

Board or War Labor Board adjudicate as to whether or not they

should be ])aid for the time that they were striking, or part of it, or

for a certain period ?

Mr. Engle. That is right. Sometimes they make it retroactive,

but I did not understand they leave them on and paid them while

the negotiations were in process.

Mr. Eberharter. Certainly not. And the testimony is to the effect

that they were not to be paid for this period when they were not

working.
Mr. Engle. Yes; and that is what the Japanese were objecting to,

as I understand it.

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.

So no fault could be found with the W. R. A. civilian personnel

involved in this instance.

Mr. Engle. That is true. The thing that startled me was the
statement if it had been a bona fide strike, according to their con-

struction, they would have been left on the pay roll until the strike

was negotiated.

Mr. Eberharter. There were conferences held between this com-
mittee of so-called self-selected leaders of Japanese and the W. R. A.
personnel after the trouble on November 1.

Mr. Engle. You say there were?
Mr. Eberharter. I think your testimony was to that effect, that

they were holding conferences after the trouble on November 1.

Mr. Engle. Well, my statement was that they held some confer-
ences after the xVrmy moved in on November 4.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, then, those conferences were held with the
knowdedge of the military.

Mr. Engle. In conjunction with the military, in fact.

Mr. Eberharter. And then with their approval ?

Mr. Engle. That is correct, apparently, because the conferences
were in conjunction with the military. The military was repre-
sented at those conferences.
Mr. Eberharter. Apparently, then, the military were of the opin-

ion that it was well to have conferences with this Japanese com-
mittee.
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Mr. ExGLE. Well, I never had any statement from the military.

Evidently they thought it was wise to sit in on the conferences, at
least, to find out what was going on.

Mr. Eberiiarter. Well, they were in control, the military.

Mr. ExGLE. The military was in control, as I understand it, of the
internal security of the camp, but the camp administration was still

under the W. R. A. In other words, W. R. A. was still administering
the service features of the camp, the supplies and that sort of thing.
The Army never undertook to run that feature of the camp.
Mr. Eberiiarter. If, under the agreement between the Army and

the W. R. A. the Army was to have complete control and ultimate au-
thority, and conferences were held after the xVruiy had moved in,

would you differ with the judgment of the Army authorities in taking
part in these conferences?

ISIr. Engle. No ; not at all.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, then, you have no criticism to make of these
conferences that were held between this Japanese connnittee and the
W. R. A. and the Army after the Army took control ?

Mr. Engle. Well, I would not say that. I would say I did not see

any objection to the Army sitting in on them. It was apparent, how-
ever, that the Japanese were still carrying on their passive resistence,

or whatever you want to call it, and as I understand, one of these
meetings, at least, involved that proposition that the Japs objected

to any discrimination between the employment of one Jap in the
camp and another.
Apparently there had been some effort to weed those fellows out

who had been the source of the trouble, and the committee was ob-

jecting because the}^ said, "Well, if you are going to discriminate
against some of these segregants and not employ them, why, we are

going to protest that."

Mr. Eberharter. What I would like to know, Mr. Engle, is whether
you criticize the holding of these conferences after the Army moved
in.

Mr. Engle. Well, I do not see any particular reason for conferences
myself.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, then, you will not say that you would disap-
prove or are willing to go on record as criticizing the holding of these

conferences after the Army moved in?

Mr. Engle. Well, it would depend a good deal on what the situation

was. Personally, I do not see any particular reason—and this is a
matter of opinion only—for holding conferences with the Japs if the

Army is running the camp.
The Army ought to go ahead and run it ; in other words, what they

were still doing, they were still listening to attempts of the Japanese
to dictate the policy in the camp.
Mr. Eberharter. And the Army authorities were still listening?

Mr. Engle. The^^ were sitting in on the conferences.

Mr. Eberharter. You do not know who called the conferences?

Mr. Engle. Xo; I have an idea the Japanese probably called them.
Mr. Eberharter. You do not know whether the conferences were

called at the instigation of the Army authorities, or the instigation

of the Japanese, or the instigation of the W. R. A. personnel?
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Mr. Engle. Well, I have no direct information on that; no. All the

information I had was that a Jap committee was calling on the ad-

ministration.

Mr. Eberharter. I think yon believe that the segregants who are in

Tiile Lake, on the Tule Lake Reservation, shonld be handled in a dif-

ferenet manner than those who are being kept in the other relocation

centers.

Mr. ExGLE. Oh, I think different measures are necessary; yes, sir.

I think the whole policy has to be different, because in those camps
where they have presumably loyal Japanese, they can, at least, ap-

parently get along, although they have trouble.

They can still get along in Tule Lake, but, for instance, in running
the fire-protection thing, I think anybody would agree that that should
not be in the hands of the avowed enemies of the country.

Mr. Eberhaetfr. And the same with the police department.
Mr. Engle. That is true.

Mr. Eberharter. I think you said yesterday that you disapproved
of the whole social program as it came down from national leadership.

Do you remember saying that yesterday ?

Mr. Engle. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Would you care to say what you meant, or whom

you meant by "national leadership" ? That might be construed in dif-

ferent ways.
Mr. Engle. Well, I think it goes back to Mr. Myer.
Mr. Eberharter. It does not go back to the President of the United

States.

Mr. Engle. Well, as far as I know, I got a copy of the administra-
tive orders, and what not, that came out, and I do not know whether
the President knows anything about that or not. I sort of doubt that

he does.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, what did you have in mind when you used
the words "national leadership"?

Mr. Engle. I was referrinff to the national leadership of the

W. R. A.
Mr. Eberharter. What is that social program, in your understand-

ing?
Mr. Engle. Well, it was expressed very well by Mr. Shirrel when he

said that they were not there to save money ; that this was a great social

experiment. And then he took out the word "experiment," and he
said, "Shall I say 'problem'?"

That characterizes it somewhat. Then further, as to the policy of
the W. R. A. in the handling of the situation, they had their social-

welfare workers there, and they may have been necessary to a certain

extent, but they encouraged a fraternization between the Japanese and
the white personnel there. They encouraged the white personnel, for
instance, to entertain the Japanese in their homes.
As I understand it, the basic reason for failing to build the fence

between the Japanese colony and the administrative area and the
area where the white personnel lived, was because they did not want to
set up a physical barrier, which would emphasize the racial distinc-

tions which existed there.

Mr. Eberhartj:r. Well, is that all of the program that you know-
about ; the social program ?
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Mr. Encile. oil, I could go on perhaps more in detail, but then,

that is the <reneral attitude.

I niiidit say that the testimony of various of the witnesses indicated
that they were told they had to get alon<r with the Japanese, and that

if they could not live with those people, they could not work with
them, and that they should not question the honesty of the Japanese
when any question was raised about theft and things of that sort;

just little items.

Apparently there were no definite instructions that came down in

writing that I could find, from Washington, regarding (he attitude,

for instance, that the camp personnel was to take from the Japanese.
It was disseminated more or less on a verbal basis; somewhat in the

manner that Mr. Shirrel did and somewhat in the manner that some
of the other witnesses testified to.

For instance, the man who ran the slaughterhouse, the farmer re-

ferred to this morning, testified regarding the complaints he made as

to theft, and he was informed that he should not question the honesty
of the Japanese.
Then there was the whole policy was testified to by Mr. Gerry, for

instance, of making one compromise after another, and there was the

policy of continuous appeasement with reference to the Japanese
claims, whether based upon sound grounds or not. and all that type of

thing, which is what I have reference to, when I refer to the whole
social policy.

It was not a policy, apparently, which was directed to any degree of
firmness.

I think that those camps should be operated humanely and that

justice ought to be done to the Japanese. I am not in favor of mis-
treating them, and I do not think they have been mistreated, but I

think an integral part of that policy should be a degree of firmness.

But the Japanese have just taken it over and run it themselves, and
the disposition, apparently, has been to permit them to do it, and
that has given way to encouraging these elements in the camp which
sought for power, to make trivial and unreasonable grounds the basis

of demonstration and riot and claim against the administration which,

in turn, finally culminated in this thing which happened on November
1, and which created an international incident, in effect, and provided
the Japanese Government with propaganda which was valuable and
useful to them in the Pacific warfare, and may, perhaps, have laid the

foundation for action against our nationals, which the}^ will claim,

would be justified by the alleged treatment of their nationals.

Mr. Eberharter. If I follow you correctly noAv, you have indicated

you believe there was not enough firmness displayed.

Mr. Engij:. That is right.

Mr. Eberharter. But still I do not believe—I do not see where you
have enumerated or outlined any social program insofar as the han-
dling of these evacuees is concerned; that is, a social program.
You have indicated that they have not been firm enough in the

handling of the evacuees, and that they, perhaps, were too much
inclined toward appeasement. Is that what you mean by "social

program*'?
Mr. Engle. That is right. Just let the Japanese run their camp,

being paid for by the taxpayers; but nevertheless it w^as their pro-

gram.
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Mr. Eberharter. You will admit, thoiif^h, that it is a ])rol)lem; that

is, the handling of these Japanese, both those of alien citizenship and
of American citizenship.

Mr. Engle. Well, I think that the W. R. A. ought to have definite

objectives, just like any other organization.

Mr. Ebekiiarter. Well, will you admit that it is a problem; that

the handling of these Japanese is a problem?
Mr. Engle. The accomplishment of that objective may be a prob-

lem, but if they proceed toward the accomplishment of that objective

in an efficient and speedy manner, why, the problem will soon dissi-

pate itself.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, then, it is a problem, is it not? It w^as a

problem at the conmiencement of the war, was it not?

Mr. Engle. It was a problem on the coast ; that is why they moved
them off.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, it was a problem in any section of the coun-

try where there are located any number of imi)ortant industrial cen-

ters contributing to the war effort ; is that correct?

Mr. Engle. I do not know what you mean by "problem."
Mr. Mason. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question along

that same line.

Mr. CosTELLO. Very well.

Mr. Mason. You say it is a problem, and immediately in my mind
comes the thought, "What kind of a problem?"
Mr. Eberharter. That is wdiat I am trying to develop.

Mr. Mason. If it is a social problem, that is one thing. If it is a

disciplinary problem, that is another thing. If it is a management
problem, that is another thing.

Now. of course, you have to clarify the word "problem" before you
can get light on any person's opinion as to whether it is a problem
or not.

Mr. Eberharter. That is just exactly what I am trying to get from
the witness.

Mr. Mx^ndt. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Eberharter. He said he appreciated the social problem. Then
I endeavored to find out whether he considered it was a problem, and
then I want to find out what kind of a problem, in his opinion, be-

cause this gentleman has made a special investigation, at his own
initiative and his own expense, and I want to see what his opinion
is as to whether it is a social problem, or a disciplinary problem, or a
military ])roblem, or internal -security problem, or what kind of a
problem it is.

Mr. MuNDT. Will the gentleman yield at that point ?

Mr. Eberharter. I will be glad to.

Mr. MuNDT. I would like to have the reporter read the question
asked just before the gentleman from Illinois made his statement.

(Statement read by the reporter as follows:)

Mr. Eberharter. Well, it was a problem in any spction of the ronntry wliere
there are located any number of important industrial centers contributing to
the war effort : is that correct?

Mr. MuNDT. I want to emphasize that, becatise the gentleman from
Pennsylvania will recall when Mr. Myer was before the committee,
he and I had a little colloquy about what I considered a rather bizarre
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theory tliat lie has to the effect that a bad Japanese in Manhattan was
a good Japanese in Minneapolis.
Now, I am afraid that you are f^^ettincr into that same category,

indicating tliat there are certain sections of the country where there
are no important contributions to the war effort, and I am wondering
if you could specify any such section of the country.

It seems to me that wherever you find a single piece of territory

in this Republic today, there are important war activities going on.

Mr. Eberharter. There are certainly important war activities in

almost every section of the country, and my primary concern always
has been the protection of those important war industries.

Mr. MuNDT. I did not want you to forget temporarily the fact

that farm production, for instance, is an essential war effort. I
happen to come from a farming area, and I do not want that theory
of Mr. Myer's to become infectious to the extent that a Jap could be
a very desirable citizen in one section of the country and a bad
citizen in another section of the country.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, the only comment I liaA^e to make on that

is, in a farming district, the Japanese, bent on sabotage, do not do
nearly as much harm as they could in a defense plant producing
various kinds of critical and strategic mrderial.

Mr. MuNDT. It all depends on the value you put on a ripened field

which is not guarded, and which is highly important in the produc-
tion of bread, and a factory manufacturing some material, such as

an implement of war, which is well guarded and which would be
very difficult to sabotage.

Mr. Eberhartfj>v. Would you care to make any comment along the
line of the questioning there which Mr. Mason pointed out?

Mr. Engle. Well, I think, to begin with, it was a problem of
military security on tlie Pacific coast. And evidently the War De-
partment felt that the Japanese, as a whole, w^ere of such character

that the national safety required their being moved from the Pacific

coast, and as soon as they got them away from the coastal area, a

transaction which was carried on by the Army, for the most part,

they then had the problem of putting them some place; and that is

the problem of relocation.

Now, pending, and temporarily, they held them in these relocation

centers until such time as they could relocate them, presumably in

areas which were not as vulnerable, from a military standpoint, as

the Pacific coast.

Now, the problem, then, after the Relocation Authority got hold

of the thing, was to relocate those people as quickly and as effectively

as they could, and that, apparently, has not been proceeding as

rapidly as it should. At least, they still have them in the relocation

centers, great numbers of them.
They have gone into the process of segregation and they have

seirregated those who have admitted their disloyalty, and put them in

Tule Lake.
Now, when they go to Tule Lake, those in Tule Lake do not involve

the question of relocation any longer, as I understand it, because they

have no intention of relocating those segregees, as they call them.
At Tule Lake it simply becomes a problem of administering the

segregee camp, as I said, fairly, humanely, and efficiently.
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Mr. Eberharter. From that statement, I take it that you approve
of the relocation pro^jram of the W. li. A., and the resettlement of

the evacuees in these relocation centers as consistent with the internal

security of the country.

Mr. Engle. Well, I approve of it to this extent, that I think so

far as American citizens of Japanese ancestry are concerned, that

from a constitutional standpoint, you have no alternative excej^t to

relocate them. You cannot hold them indefinitely in a camp witliout

brinf^ino; some charge against them, so, as a ])ractical matter, that is

the only solution to it, unless you amend the Constitution or face

constitutional difficulties in holding them.
I think that has been a matter which was gone into, to some extent,

by the Chandler committee and also this committee.
Mr. Eberharter. So this problem is really a specialized problem

with which the Government of the United States has never before in

its history been confronted with.

^Ir. Engle. That is right.

Mr. Eberharter. And we have never attempted to evacuate by
groups or as a wdiole the enemy aliens of other nationals, either during
the last war or during this war.
Mr. Engle. Xo. And I think that is quite a consideration in itself.

The fact that the military of this country would consider the Japanese
population on the Pacific coast as a whole so dangerous as to require

their removal for reasons of national security is, in itself, quite a
subject.

It is a good deal beyond what we have ever done anywhere else,

and raises the point suggested by Mr. Mundt, and that is, where
can you put them if they are not safe on the Pacific coast, which
is an exceedingly vital area; where can you put them? Why won't
the same consideration which required their removal from the coast

also not reflect upon placing them somewhere else ?

As I say, when you get down to brass tacks of the matter, the only
answer you can give is, as a practical matter, where you have a large

group of people who, because of their background and heredity and
training, are of such a nature that you do not think they should
be kept in a vital military area, why, pretty soon you have to take
the most practical method to handle them, and that is what this

turned out to be, because of the constitutional question involved in

the American citizenship of perhaps 75 percent of those people.

And that is why I say I am not implying here that I think that
the Japanese will be safe anywhere; I am just simply saying that as

a practical consideration it appears that we are doing the only thing
we can do with these American citizens against whom we cannot
make any specific charges.

Now, I am not subscribing to the proposition that it may be safe

to put them some place else, because I think these loyalty tests are
pretty hard to apply and I think, further than that, the Japanese
who have the stronsfest motives for failing to disclose their loyalty

toward Japan, will be the ones that you won't find in the Tule Lake
center, for instance.

The Japanese who actually wants to commit sabotage in the United
States is not going to hesitate to falsify about the loyalty question.
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In addition to that, those who are, in fact, disloyal but have strong
economic reasons for wanting to maintain a semblance of loyalty, will

continue to do so.

There are Japanese in this country who have thousands and thous-

ands of dollai*s invested in property, and they have a vital economic
stake in that property, which might answer on that question; so

the fact that you have thousands of disloyal Japanese in Tule Lake
does not mean that you have all of the disloyal Japanese, by any
means.
There ma}^ be a good many more in those other camps who are dis-

loyal.

Mr. Thomas. Mr. Engle, as I understand it, you have lived on the
coast for a nimiber of years.

Mr. ExGLE. I am a native son.

Mr. Thomas. Well, that would be a number of years.

And you come in contact with many of these Japanese, both native

sons of Japan, and native-born Japs.
Do you think that you could tell a loyal Jap from a disloyal Jap ?

^Ir. ExGLE. I do not think I could, but I Avant to qualify that answer
by saying that my personal contact with the Ja]Danese, so far as day-
to-day association with them, has been very limited, because I happen
to live in an area where there were not a great number of them.
Mr. Thomas. The reason I bring that up is that I discussed these

same matters with some Naval Intelligence men out in California

—

I might say men wlio had been for many years associated with Naval
Intelligence—and they gave me the impression that while they had
been practically concentrating on the Japanese out there, they could
never tell a lo^^al Jap from a disloyal Jap.
Mr. ExGLE. Well, that is the belief in California.

Mr. Thomas. So if we have in one camp Japs whom we think are

disloyal and in other camps Japs whom we think are loyal, if this

theory carries through, the chances are we are wrong in many cases.

Mr. Engle. That is my opinion, and that is why I made the state-

ment I did.

Mr. CosTELLO. Kight in line with this question, you think, then,

that it is advisable to allow Japanese, particularly alien Japanese, to

have their freedom here in Washington, D. C, itself ?

Mr. Engle. Well, it would be very dubious, in my judgment.
Mr. CosTELLO. Actually, that is the fact, that there are Japanese,

and alien Japanese, here in Washington; in fact, one of whom was a

decoding expert for the Japanese Embassy.
I believe there are 24 of them employed by the W. R. A. offices here

in Washington.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, then you will agree with me that the

]n'oblem with which this Government is faced, in having this Japanese
question, is an acute problem, as well as being unprecedented.
Mr. Engle. You mean the problem of relocation ?

Mr. Eberharter, The whole problem, from the very commencement
up to the present time, now and in the future, as long as the war lasts.

Mr. Engle. It is not only a difficult problem, but it is going to be

a difficult problem after the war is over.

^Ir. Thomas. And the more disorders there are in these camps, the

more difficult the problem will be ; is that not correct ?
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Mr. ExGLE. Particularly from the standpoint of tlie Pacific coast.

Mr. Eberharter. Yon do not believe in the theory of i)unishin<^ a

mass of people because a certain percentage of them should be pun-

ished ?

Mr. ExGLE. Well, I do not believe in punishing anybody who is not

guilty of something, but sometimes for i-easons of national security,

it is necessary to deal with a group of people when you cannot take

time to distinguish between one and the other.

Mr. Ebekharter. Yes.

Mr. ExGLE. That is w^hat happened in this instance.

Mr. P^BERiiARTER. That is exactly what happened when they moved
all of the persons of Japanese ancestry from the Pacific coast.

Mr. ExoLE. That is right, and they had no method or no means of

determining which ones were good ones and which ones w^re bad ones

and, therefore, they moved them all.

That, by the way, is a proposition they applied to the Japanese
exclusively; they did not iipply that to other of our enemies. Even
the alien enemies were not treated in the same category.

Mr. Eberharter. So that we did discriminate against loyal Ameri-
cans, to some extent, when we moved every person of Japanese
descent from the Pacific coast.

Mr. Thomas. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania yield?

Mr. Ebekiiakter. Will the witness answer my question? I want
his opinion.

Mr. Thomas. I would like to have the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania's opinion on that, too.

Mr. ExGLE. AYe have discriminated, if you could find the loyal

Japanese. In other words, if you take a hypothetical case and as-

sume a loyal Japanese, why, you might say he got a tough break
because he had to move otT the coast; but if he was loyal enough, he
would have been glad to do it, because he would realize it was in the

interest of national security and because the American Government
could not distinguish between the one and the other.

Mr. Eberharter. It was impractical or, in fact, impossible to make
a quick finding as to those who were loyal and those who were dis-

loyal so, in the interest of national security and from a practical

standpoint, it was decided to move all of them; that is correct, is it

not?
Mr. Exgle. That is right. That is what they did.

Mr. Eberharter. And in that process, some innocent persons were
inconvenienced, we can say, at least to a great extent.

Mr. Exgle. If you assume the existence of such innocent persons;
yes.

Mr. Eberharter. Well, you will agree that there were some Japa-
nese on the Pacific coast who were loyal to the United States.
Mr. Engle. AYell, I think perhaps there were some; yes.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you have confidence in the Army Intelligence
Service ?

Mr. Exgle. I do, yes; facing an ordinary problem.
Mr. Eberharter. And the Naval Intelligence Service?
Mr. Exgle. Yes ; I have confidence in them.
Mr. Eberharter. And the Federal Bureau of Investigation?
Mr. Exgle. Yes; facing an ordinary problem, I would say I did.
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Mr. Thomas. And confidence in the Dies committee ?

Mr. Engle. Yes ; I have confidence in them, too.

Mr. Eberiiakter. You qualified your answer by stating "in solving
an ordinary problem."
Mr. Engle. That is true.

Mr. Eberharter. Would you have confidence in them in the solv-
ing of this particular problem with which the committee is now
concerned ?

Mr. Engle. Well, if you have in mind the solving of the question
of the Jap who was loyal and who was disloyal, why, I am afraid
that that is a problem that the Lord Himself would have to solve.

Mr. Eberharter. And if the Federal Bureau of Investigation, or
the Army Intelligence, or the Naval Intelligence, feel that they are
able, with their many years of experience, to come to a reasonable
conclusion as to the dangerous capacity of some of these particular
individuals of Japanese descent, you would be skeptical as to their

conclusion ?

Mr. Engle. I vrould w\ant to know the methods by w^hich they ar-

rived at their conclusion
;
yes, sir.

IMr. Eberharter. You have never had any expert training in in-

vestigations, aside from your practice as a lawyer and as district

xittorney ?

Mr. Engle. Well, I had about 9 years.

Mr. Eberharter. As an investigator?

Mr. Engle. Well, I conducted my own investigations
l
yes, sir. In

addition to that, I might say I worked with the division of criminal in-

vestigation and identification of the State of California, with some
of their best investigators. I think I am familiar w^ith some of their

methods.
INIr. Eberharter. And yet you are doubtful of the ability and

•capacity of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Army Intelli-

gence, and the Naval Intelligence ?

Mr. Engle. This is my position : If any of those groups undertook
to say that they can tell a loyal from a disloyal Jap, I want a chance

to examine their methods.
That is my statement.

Mr. Eberharter. Even if they say they have arrived at a system
which is sufficient, in their opinion, to make a reasonably satisfactory

decision on that subject, you would still not take their word for it ?

Mr. Engle. I would like to know their methods
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Costello. May I interrupt at this point here ?

While w^e are discussing the method of tr^dng to determine between

a loyal and a disloyal Jap, I might point out here, so far as passing

upoin the Japs being released from these centers is concerned, and so

on, the F. B. I. does not pass upon those Japs; is that not correct?

Mr. Engle. I am not prepared to say, because I have not made an

investigation on that score.

Mr. Costello. The information that has been submitted to the com-

mittee is that the names of those Japanese w^ho are about to be re-

leased from the centers are submitted to the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation, and if they have a file in their records on any one of those

Japanese, that then they report that fact back to W. K. A.; but if

they have no record in their files, they simply notify the W. R. A.

that there is no record.
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So far as investigations that are being made at the present time,

or have been made up to this time, the F. B. I. has macle no specific

investigation of any individual case prior to that individual being
released.

As far as the Army Intelligence of the Naval Intelligence is con-

cerned, a similar procedure prevails, namely, only if they have records

in their files concerning the particular Japanese, do they pass that

information on to W. R. A. So as far as investigations are con-

cerned, up to the present time, there has been no specific investiga-

tion made of any individual Japanese before he is released, that is,

by any of these intelligence services of the Federal Government.
Mr. Engle. I understood that information to be in the records of

the committee, and I read the report on it.

Mr. CosTELLO. Another question I would like to ask you in that con-

nection: You have been asked here whether you approve of the

F. B. I.'s system as to the person's loyalty, and so on. You would
only do that if you knew the method that the F. B. I. or other in-

telligence services employed to determine the loyalty of the Jap?
Mr. Engle. That is correct, because I do not think you can do it.

Mr. CosTELLO. In other words, for the Japanese people, it is very
easy for them to assimilate the feeling or attitude which actually they
do not feel within themselves ; is that not correct ?

Mr. Engle. Well, yes
;
they seem to be very adept at it.

AVhether they are better at it than anybody else, I do not know.
But the racial characteristics and background are such that they have
a different concept of morals than we do.

Mr. CosTELLO. They have an entirely different ethical code to what
we are accustomed to?

Mr. Engle. That is right. A Jap can lie with good consciencce if

it serves the Emperor, as I understand it.

Mr. Costello. I might ask you one other question in this connec-
tion. At the time the Japs were evacuated from the coast, was it not
the feeling of the Japanese that it was being done for their protec-
tion just as much as it was for the protection of the public generally
throughout the country ?

Mr. Engle. I never talked to any of the Japanese about it, but
from what I got from public reports, some of the Japs seemed to
take that position.

Mr. Costello. In the preliminary movements the Japanese were
not resentful at all. As a matter of fact, they were quite content to
be removed and evacuated from the Pacific coast, and it was not
until after they had been in the centers for some time until the feel-
ing of resentment was developed, and certainly it came to a rather
high feeling in many of the relocation centers," and that was largely
•due, I think, to some of the activities of the welfare workers who
worked on the Japanese to create that very feeling, impressing them
with the fact that they were injured, wronged, and their rights taken
away from them and were mistreated, and were still being mis-
treated, and if they would demand their rights, they could get any-
thing they wanted.

Now, I think that has been one of the sources of the trouble which
has arisen in many of these centers.

That is aU.
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Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, yon believe the liaiKllin<i of this prob-
lem by the Federal Governiiieiit and onr treatment of the Japanese
evacuees really lias international aspects to it?

Mr. Engle. I think that it can have international implications;

yes, sir.

Mr. Thomas. AVill the gentleman yield?

Mr. Eberharter. I will yield in just a moment.
AVith particular reference, it would have international aspects to

the treatment of any American citizen or soldier who may be in the
control of the Japanese authority.

^Ir. ExGLE. It might liave that reaction.

Mr. Eberharitr. You think that aspect is worthy of deep con-
sideration ?

Mr. ExGLE. Yes. And that is one of the reasons why I think that
we ought to have a change of administration, particularly with ref-

erence to the Tule Lake camp, because this is what has happened.
The Japanese in the camps have in fact not been mistreated; they

have been well treated, but because of the manner in which the ad-
ministration has been carried on, these Japanese have been permitted
and encouraged to cause strikes, to ^ause slow-downs, to make de-

mands upon the administration, and by continual concessions and
appeasements they have been encouraging that policy, particularly

toward those Japanese who were seeking for power in the colonies

themselves, and consequently the entire occurrence which took place

on November 1, and which is claimed to have had already interna-

tional reverberations so far as Japan is concerned, is based upon
and is attributable solely to the fact that the W. R. A. failed to exer-

cise the proper type of firnmess and the proper type of administra-
tion in handling that situation. Otherwise it would never have
occurred, because they did not have any reason for it.

Mr. Eberharter. Xow, you do not subscribe, then, to the theory
that if it can be definitely shown that these evacuees were treated

with consideration, sympathetic consideration, that that would have
any effect whatsoever upon the treatment accorded our civilians and
our impriscmed soldiers?

Mr. ExGLE. I do not think it will have any effect.

If after all of that, and after giving them every consideration,

giving them food, giving them clothing, giving them better medical

and dental attention than they ever had perhaps in their lives—if

after all of that, for trivial and on baseless grounds, they are per-

mitted to riot and to make demands claiming that they are mistreated,

in the final analysis the story will go back to Japan, to their own
people, from these people fomenting this trouble and they will claim

justification and grounds for it. And the Ja])anese Government,
from the fact that the riot itself occurred and the statements made
by their own people—whether groundless or not—will claim that

they were abused. Whereas, if a firmer hand were exercised, no riots

and no disturbances could occur, and the people were in fact fairly

treated; the Spanish representative, who is the representative of the

Japanese Government, could walk through the camp and make an

inspection, and any fair-minded man would say that they were being

fairly and justly treated.
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Mr. Eberiiarter. You know that there is an international set-np

whereby these camps can be inspected by an impartial observer.

Mr. Engle. That is rig^ht.

Mr. Eberharter. To ascertain whether or not the Japanese evac-

uees are being fairly treated.

Mr. Engle. That is right.

Mr. Eberharter. Do you not think tliat that report that would be

made, at the request of the Japanese Government, would be an im-

partial report and would state the facts fairly and honestly, and that

would have a good effect on the Japanese Government, insofar as

their treatment of our nationals is concerned?
Ml-. Engle. Well, there is only one thing about that that I am

wondering about, and that is this: If the Spanish Ambassador or

consul makes an investigation of Tule Lake, as he presumably will,

and I am informed has done, and after making that investigation

his report on the conditions there disagrees with the reports of the

Japanese nationals in that camp, regarding the background of the

riots, and the causes for them, I am just wondering whose statement
the Japanese Government is going to take; whether it is going to take

the statement of the Spanish consul or representative, or is it going
to take the statement of its own nationals wdio, in fact, fomented
the riot on trivial and unreasonable grounds?
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Engle, throughout many years, since civiliza-

tion started, we have always relied upon the reports of impartial
neutral observers, and if you are going to take the position that the
machinery which has been set up over the centuries is unreliable, then
we better start on an entirely new basis so far as our diplomatic and
foreign affairs are concerned.

Mr. Engle. I did not take the position that the machinery was un-
reliable. I take the position that the Japanese Government is

imreliable.

^Ir. Eberharter. You take a different position.

Mr. Engle. I said, let us suppose that the Spanish representative

makes a good report and a favorable report which would be, in my
judgment, in accordance with the facts and stated, in effect, that the
Japanese were not justified in the riot which they conducted on
November 1, but along com.es the report from the Japanese nationals,

iliemselves—and they certainly have the facilities for getting that

information out—w^hich contradicts the statement made by the Span-
ish representative, then I ask you, if the Japanese Government, for
its own purpose, wants to pigeonhole the report made by the Spanish
representative and to accept the reports made by its own nationals,

it is going to do so, is it not ?

Mr. Eberharter. It may do so, but at the same time, we have the
machinery by which we can ascertain the facts as to their treatment
of our nationals over there, and we can take retaliatory measures.
Mr. Thomas. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania yield?
Mr E!re''Harter. After he answers that question, I will be glad to

yield.

Mr. Engle. We are not disposed to take retaliatory measures against
anybody.

62626—44—vol. IG——10
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Mr. Ererharter. Well, they have been threatened in the past, inso-

far as certain phases of warfare are concerned, have they not?
Mr. Engle. Well, I know ; but our Government is not disposed to

take retaliatory measures a^^ainst Japanese nationals in our custody
because of something that the Japanese Government does.

In any event, that is aside from the international aspect of this thing
that we are driving at, and that is, that the W. R. A., by permitting
these riots to occur on baseless, and for trivial, reasons, are themselves
laying the foundation for an international treatment of this subject

which will be detrimental to our own people.

Mr. Thomas. Now, will the gentleman yield at this point?

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.
Mr. Thomas. We heard Dillon Myer when he testified before this

committee and we are going to hear him again next Monday, as I

understand it.

I think it is very important that we do not permit Dillon Myer to

leave the impression, as I think he tried to do when he testified before

us previously, and as he has tried to do during the past, that any dis-

orders that might occur or anything that might happen to our people
over in Japan is due to what is happening at these relocation centers

here in the United States.

Now, going further, we want to make certain that he does not white-
wash his own bad administration by trying to throw the blame for

these disorders at the relocation centers on the Dies committee.
I think you will find when he testifies here on Monday, that he is

going to cry "International crises" and try to blame it on these hear-

ings and blame our investigation and all these other investigations, in

order to whitewash his own bad administration. We want to guard
against that.

Mr. Eberharter. Then, in order to have the best obtainable testi-

mony on that subject, I suggest that we call a representative of the

Department of State to give us his views so that we can view the sub-

ject from every angle.

If you are going to foreclose Mr. Myer from testifying on that

aspect, I will request that a gentleman from the Department of State

be called as a witness.

Mr. Thomas. Well, Mr. Myer already testified on that point, not
only before our committee but also before the press.

Mr. CosTEjJLO. That is a matter that we can take up in executive

session.

Mr. Mason. I am quite interested in this international aspect of the

question that has arisen at these relocation centers. I understand
that our nationals are under the direct supervision and care of the

Japanese Army officials.

I am also of the opinion—and this is only my own personal
opinion—that our Japanese problem, if you want to call it a problem,
of these nationals, of Japanese ancestry, should be under the control oi

the management and discipline of the Army, as our nationals are over

there.

In that case, they would both be on the same basis and we would
avoid these international complications, because the Army would
certainly be interested in avoiding them.
The problem arose, as I see it, when the Army moved these Japa-

nese nationals into these centers and then turned them over to the
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administration of civilian employees who have, as their objective,

social Avork and social welfare and social other things, which naturally

bring out these other troubles that we have been going through.

Now, I am wondering why we do not recommend that, why we do
not arrive at some such conclusion? Why should we bother with all

of these things when it could and should be satisfactorily arranged in

that manner ?

Mr. CosTELLO. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. Mason. Yes.
Mr. CosTELLO. It is my understanding that the American civilians

who are interned over in Japan proper are under the control of the

civilian police.

Now, the police in Japan, as I understand it, are sort of an adjunct
of the military service. They are not strictly soldiers who are hand-
ling those camps in Japan.
However, in the camps located in the territories that have been

conquered by Japan, there the Japanese Army does handle those

camps in the Philij)pines and in China.
Mr. Engle. Ma}^ I ask a question at that point, Mr. Chairman ?

is not the police force in Japan, in efFect, a part of the Army, and
corresponds, in effect, to our military police?

Mr. CosTELLO. They do not have the same police system as Ave do
in this country. They are sort of an adjunct of the military, but it

is not directly the soldiers, as such, as I understand it, who are handling
the camps in Japan, but this police organization.
Mr. EBERHAr/rER. Mr. Engle, do you know anything about the

schedule of pa}^ set up by the W. R. A. for these persons in Tule Lake ?

Mr. Engle. The testhnony indicated that the pay ran from $12 to

$19 a month, depending upon the status of the particular individual,
Avhether he Avas a foreman or had a higher capacity, or Avas just doing
common Avork.

Mr. Eberharter. $19 a month ?

Mr. Engle. That was the maximum.
Mr. Eberharter. Plus maintenance ?

Mr. Engle. Oh, yes.

Mr. Eberharter. That is the highest pay that any person in those
camps can make ?

Mv. Engle. That is my understanding
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Eberharter. That includes even the medical doctors of Jap-
anese descent ?

Mr. Engle. Well, I am not prepared to say on that. I knoAv of no
exceptions, if that is Avhat you mean.

Mr. Eberharter. Thank you A^ery much.
Mr. Chairman, I have concluded my questioning of the Avitness,

and I Avant to giA^e my personal thanks to him for his very fine testi-

mony. I appreciate it. I haA-e learned a lot from his testimony, and
I think it Avill help to clarify the record in many respects, and I want
to also thank the other members of the committee AA ho Avere so patient
in their attitude Avhen I was asking all of these questions.
Mr. Engle. It has been a pleasure to be here.
Mr. Eberharter. Thank you.

^

Mr. Costello. Mr. Mundt, do you have any questions?
Mr. Mundt. Just a very few.
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Were you present at the time tlie California Senate connnittee liear-

iiiiis were conclucted out there ?

Mr. PINOLE. I was present (]urin<r all of the hearings; yes. sir.

yiv. Mi'XDT. Durino- all of the heal ings?

Mr. Ex(;le. From its heginning to its end.

Mr. Mi'XDT. How many members of the California Senate com-
mittee comprised the hearing board ?

Mr. Exolp:. Four out of five. Senator Hatfield was the only one
who was not present.

Mr. MuxDT. Do you know those four senators personally?
Mr. Engle. Yes. 1 worked with them in the State senate.

Mr. INIuxDT. You served with them in the State senate, you say ?

Mr. En(;le. Yes.
Mr. MuNDT. Was it a biparty committee?
Mr. En(;le. Yes. The committee consisted of two Republicans and

two Democi'ats.

Mr. MuNDT. From your knowledge of these men and your service

in the senate with them, do you feel that they ^\ere pretty able to

hold hearings and take testimony of this kind ?

Mr. Enole. Extremely able. And some of the best men in the
senate, incidentally. They were men who were highly regarded. One
of the men. Senator Slater, is the senior member of the California
Senate. Pie has served in the California Senate for over 30 years.

Mr. MuxDT. Was it your pei'sonal conclusion, which you secured
from your obsei'vations at the hearings and the sup]>lementary in-

vestigations which 3'ou made of the situation individually, that it

jibed pretty well with the conclusion made by the Senate Investigat-

ing Committee?
]Mr. ExoLE. I concurred in their recommendation. Avhich was trans-

mitted to the Congress.

]\Ir. Mi'XDT. Were the security officers, the internal police force at

Tule Lake, comjn-ised of Caucasians or of these disloyal segregees?
Mr. Engle. They were disloyal segregees, except for six white Cau-

casion internal security officers, including Mr. Schmidt, who was the
nation;) 1 chief of internal security and at the camp at the time.

Mr. MuxDT, In other words, the sole Caucasian force to keep law
and order over 15.000 alleged disloyal Japanese were 5 Caucasians,
aided by Mr. Schmidt, who was there just part of the time?

]Mr. ExGLE. That is correct.

^Ir. ]\luxDT. You think that there is any conceivable way in which
a battery of six white security officers could control a group of this

land and prevent riots and mobs ?

^Ir. ExGLE. In m}^ judgment, they cannot.

Mr. MuNDT. Were they armed with machine guns or bazookas, or

what were they supposed to use?

Mr. ExGLE. They were required to perform their duties unarmed.
They did not even have clubs.

Mr. MuxDT. One of the recommendations made at our previous hear-

ings was that Mr. M^^er should instigate a definite, constructive Ameri-
canization program in each of these relocation centers, even at Tule
Lake, where these internees have indicated their disloyalty to the

United States.
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If they are American citizens, the chances are we are ^join^^ to have
to contend with them after the war, so if they could be Americanized
and made to appreciate American ideals, and in some way we could

inculcate western manners and habits and ideals in them, we might
help solve the post-war problem.
Did you see any manifestation of a constructive Americanization

program under way at Tule Lake?
Mr. Enole. Well, I did not; although I think that they do have.

They have laid the foundation for such a program, but their school

system was in a state of suspension; in fact, they were not running
their schools at all.

Mr. Mason. Would the gentleman yield right there ?

Mr. jNIundt. Yes.
Mr. Mason. As one educator of some thirty-odd years' standing,

I know of no educational system that can Americanize any disloyal

person, regardless of race or color or anything else. That is beyond
the power of the educational system.
Mr. MuNDT. Do you not believe in the doctrine of reformation?
Mr. Mason. I do not believe in the doctrine of reformation from the

standpoint of education.

Mr. Mundt. Of course, an Americanization program arranged by
this committee would not be limited to the school.

Mr. Mason. I have heard of educational programs which were not
based in connection with schoolbooks but some of these pedagogic
theories that we have nowadays. This is the speedy handling of a dis-

ciplinary problem.
Mr. Mundt. If you are going to educate them, the first thing you

have to teach them in respect for law and Government.
Mr. Mason. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. I am afraid that 6 men with clubs would have kind of
a hard time doing that, .with 15,000 disloyal segregees.

Mr. Engle. Without clubs, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. Mundt. With or without clubs.

I just want to thank Mr. Engle for the time he spent in studying
this situation and for his corroborative statements, concurring in the
findings of the senate committee of California, and, it seems to me,
having been on the ground and taking testimony and making a trans-
cript of it. has pretty well covered that field of testimony.

Consequently, I see no particular need of the Dies committee put-
ting the Congress to the expense of goinor out, rehashing, and re-

traveling all this ground and examining all of these witnesses, since
the testimony seems to be unanimous that a very competent com-
mittee has done that.

I think we might hear very well from Mr. Myer, and certainly I,

for one, would like to, and if Mr. Eberharter wants to call somebody
from the State Department, we would be glad to hear him, or the
War Department, at this end of the line.

But I do not see much purpose in going out and talking to the wit-
nesses whose sworn testimony we now have.
That is all I have.
Mr. CosTELLO. Thank you very much. Congressman Engle, for hav-

ing come here before the committee, and for being so kind to give us
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your time in responding to all the questions that have been asked and
put to you.

I also would like to emphasize the fact that we appreciate your hav-
ing gone out, as Mr. Eberharter pointed out, on your own initiative^

to look into this problem, and, likewise, at your own expense.

It unquestionably has been of benefit to the people of the country,
and a saving of expense not sending the committee out there, which
might not have been at our expense.

Let me say that we appreciate what you have done, and I think the

people of your district have been very happy to have you alert to the
problem which is far more serious than we, in Washington, or the
administrators of W. R. A. are inclined to realize. You have done
a great good in going out there and bringing this message back to
us, and I hope through the medium of this committee we are going to
bring about a situation that will be beneficial and put an end to the
trouble, this trouble that they have been having in these various
camps.
The committee will stand adjourned until Monday, at 10:30 a. m.,

at which time we hope to have Mr. Myer as a witness.

(Whereupon, at 3 : 15 p. m., the committee adjourned to reconvene
Monday morning, December 6, 1943, at 10 : 30 a. m.)
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1943

House of Rei'Rp:sentati\^s,

Subcommittee of the Special Committee to
Investigate Un-American Activities,

Washington, D. C,

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a. m., the Honorable John M»
uostello, presiding.

Present: Hon. Herman P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania; Hon. Karl E.
Munclt, South Dakota; and Robert E. Stripling, chief investigator.

Also present : Hon. Lowell Stockman, Oregon ; Hon. Norris Poulson,
California; Hon. Clair Engle, California; Hon. J. Parnell Thomas,

i !New Jersey ; and Dillon S. Myer, Director, War Relocation Authority.
' Mr. CosTELLO. The committee will be in order.

Mr. Stripling, will you call the first witness ?.

Mr. Stripling. Congressman Stockman.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOWELL STOCKMAN, SECOND
CONGHESSIONAL DISTRICT, OREGON

Mr. Costello. Will you give j^our full name to the reporter, please ?

Mr. Stockman. Lowell Stockman, Second Congressional District of
Oregon.
Mr. Costello. You may proceed, Mr. Stockman.
Mr. Stockman. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I

wish to appear before your subcommittee to give you what I know
about the Japanese situation at Tule Lake.
As you might know, I am particularly interested in that situation

1 1 due to the fact that the district I represent runs within 6 or 8 miles of
' this Tule Lake concentration camjD, and Klamath Falls, which is the

I largest city in Klamath County, is a town of about 25,000 population,

j
i and which city does most of the business of the Klamath Basin in

which the Tule Lake camp is located, is tributary to, and a part of that
region.

My people in Klamath County are very much interested in what
goes on at the Tule Lake concentration camp.
Now, I have had several communications from people down there

regarding the trouble that has been had there, and some of them have
been very much roughed up about the situation as they view it, so that
is what I wish to appear here before you today on.

My thought is that you members of the Dies subcommittee, charged
with investigating un-American activities, have a real matter before
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you, soniethin<r that is serious, of an international complication and
implication, and soniethino: tliat, to my noticm, is nuich more than
connnittees from State leijislatures or county or State officers, can cope
with ; that it is a matter for the Federal Government.
In my opinion, I think that you members of the Dies committee are

derelict of your duties that you are not out on the Pacific coast at the
moment, and for the last 10 days be holdino- hearings out there on this

matter.
I think that you men have too important a job than to be listenin^i:

lo what evidence you can cover here in Washington, D. C, and it is my
judgment that you should go out there and have a first-hand look
into this very serious matter.

I realize that the matter of Japanese concentration cam])s is very
involved ; it goes further than being a matter of dollars and cents, or
a matter of security, even, for the American Continent. It takes in

the well-being of our own American people who are locked up in

Japan.
As I see it, we have a responsibility and a duty to the Japanese in

our concentration centers here that is a very weighty one, and we must
handle it with care ; but I think we should be realistic instead of social-

istic in the handling of it.

And from w hat I hear and from what my people tell me, the W. R. A.

is having a lot of trouble with this problem, and I think that the

W. A. should either be vindicated and be given a clean slate, or

else it should be revamped or else the Army should be told to take
control of these centers.

This thing has gone too far and with too little done to the matter
back on a workable basis, and I think it is long past time that the

matter should be rectified and that one of those three things should
be done. '

Xow, I have heard what, for my own pnrt, I am not personally fa-

miliar with. I cannot say that the W. R. A. is wrong. That the

Japanese are doing this or that or the other thing, that they should
J lot do : but I have always gone on the theory that where there is smoke,
there is fire.

And there is certainly plenty of smoke out there.

I would just like to read to you, for your information, a letter

from a constituent of mine at Klamath Falls, who makes some very

grave charges, and I think that those charges should be run down
and either substantiated or thrown out, and whoever is handling the

situation be cleared of all blame, or else somebody else more fitted

should take it over.

This gentleman comes from Klamath Falls. His name is W. Yoe-
man. representative of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America.
The letter is addressed to me, and states:

Dear Sir: I note by the press that you have been appealed to for an inves-

tigation of the Jap camp at Tule Lake, Calif. I believe that I know more about
what is going on there than the average person for this reason: For the past

several months my work has taken me by that camp two or three times a

week, nnd n(\nrly always I pick up soldiers and give them rides, and from their

conversation the following facts stand out

:

That our soldiers are subject to the vilest abuse from the Japs ; that they

are vilified; in some instances the Japs have spit in the faces of our soldiers;

that rocks are thrown through the windows of cabs, and in some instances, the
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drivers were injured ; that the Jajis have better food than Americans are able

to get ; that the Japs liave a radio sending: and receiving station ; that at

times they jam np the air until our soldiers are un;d)le to get American pro-

grams; and that the Japs have a "hook" shop for the pleasure of the Jap men.
1 won't identify any of the men that have given me this information for

if I did they would probably have any future leaves revoked, but I believe

that the above facts are true for they have been told me not by one soldier, but
by many.
We know from investigation that was made last winter by congressional

committees, the officials of the AVar Relocation Authority have lied to us in

the past, it is my belief that they are now.
Sincerely yours,

W. YOEMAN,
Represenfatire, United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Jojners of Ameriea.

Now, gentlemen. I do not purport to know whether or not that is

true, but I do say that this Dies conmiittee, with the official standing
that it has, should go out to the Pacific coast, to the Tule Lake re-

location center, and either give the War Relocation xVuthority a clear

bill of health and absolve them of these charges, or else make the
recommendation that the Army should take over, or else clean house in

W. E. A.
Do whatever you find best to do, under the circumstances; but

something should be done about it.

Now then. I also am told from sources out there that the Japs
are making moonshine whisky in this camp. That is another thing
that should be cleared and run to the ground. If the authorities are
allowing that to be done out there, proper cognizance should be taken
of their actions, and punishment meted out, or else they should be
giA'en a clean bill of health. You gentlemen should look into this

and give it an official going-over.
I believe that is the main thing I have in mind.
Mr. CosTELLO. Who is the gentleman that wrote the letter?

Mr. Stockman. I can leave the letter with you, if you wish.
Mr. CosTELLO. I was just wondering if you knew his background,

and whether or not he is a reliable person. Are you personally ac-

quainted with him ?

Mr. Stockman. I have met him several times. His name is Wilfred
Yoeman, and he is the representative of the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America. He is a labor man in Klamath
Falls. He has lived there for a good many years, and I have met
him several times, and talked with him.
Mr. CosTELLo. Have you received any number of complaints of that

character?
Mr. Stockman. Several.

Mr. CosTELLo. From people out there in that general vicinity ?

Mr. Stockman. Yes; all of my complaints, you understand, come
from Klamath Falls, Oreg. Naturally, that is my district, and those
are the ones that I have talked to about it.

Mr. Costello. Any questions ?

Mr. Eberharter. I believe that the charges made in this letter are
of a very serious nature, and that the committee shoidd immediately
act, by requesting, I think, an official report from the War Depart-
ment through the commanding officer of the soldiers stationed out
there. That reply can be had within a ver}^ few days ; even by tele-

gram.
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I think Mr. Stockman is absolutely correct in his assertion that this

matter should be cleared up. If those charges are true, of course, it

is a serious matter.

I think it would be very simple to have a report from the com-
manding officer of the detachment that is stationed out there to prove
or disprove these charges, and I think that it should be done imme-
diately.

Mr. Stockman. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. ]Make a note of that, Mr. Stripling, that that re-

quest is made of the War Department for a report.

Now, Mr. Stripling, will you call the next witness?
Mr. Stripling. Congressman Poulson.

STATMENT OF HON. NORRIS POULSON, THIRTEENTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

Mr. CosTELLO. State 3'our full name and title to the reporter, please.

Mr. Poulson. Norris Poulson, representing the Thirteenth District

of California.

Mr. Chairman, I want to protest in behalf of the people of southern
California on the lack of finnness in handling the Japanese of proven
disloyalty in the Tule Lake center in California.

I heard a high official of the Government in executive session state

that he did not care what the people of California thought or wanted,
and that he was still going to protect the rights of all Japanese. And
then, I later heard this same gentleman, with other men in high posi-

tion, state that this was a social problem.
I wish to call their attention to the following fact

:

The people of California are sacrificing, and we hope only tempo-
rarily relinquishing their personal liberties and rights, in order to

help the war etfort. Therefore, I warn the leaders of this adminis-
tration that if you expect the continued unified support of California

you must show an entirely different attitude in the handling of this

Japanese problem.
The recent release about the Japanese instructing the American

farmers in how to live is just a mere carrying out of the policy adopted
by the leaders of W. R. A.
We, in the United States, have had certain groups trying to inaugu-

rate a certain European philosophy and thought, and now^ we find

this same group wanting to adopt the Japanese way of life by having
them instruct our farmers how to live.

Much has been said about the fact that we should not discuss this,

because Japan will take steps to retaliate against our citizens in her

prison camps. I might state that this Tule Lake incident w^ould not

have happened had the leaders of W. K. A. been humane, just, but

firm. I would also suggest that Mr. Myer and others interview some
of the American citizens who have recently returned on the Gripsholm,
That is all.

Mr. CosTELLO. Questions?
Mr. Eberharteh. You do not think that this is a partisan matter—

the handling of these Japanese?
Mr. Poulson. Yes : I think it is a group of socialized theorists who

have no idea of the practical way of life. They just want to merely

put over their philosophy.
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Mr. Eberhakter. And what philosophy is that?

Mr. PouLsoN. It is a social philosophy which they want to exagger-
< ate. They want to cause dissent and everything else. It has proven

that.

And I can tell you, Mr. Eberharter, I know your stand on the ques-

tion, and I positively merely think it is a case of protecting the ad-

ministration on it; that you have no idea whatsoever about the Japa-
nese

;
you have never lived around them

;
you have never dealt with

.
them ; and they are so foreign, so different from any Americans that

' you have ever come in contact with that you have to deal with them
•entirely differently.

I will give you an illustration. If you go to trade with them, they

^ will take everything from you, if you try to be what you call decent.
' The only way that you can deal with them is to be firm. You say to

them, "There it is; take it or get out of here," and they will take it.

I have spent years among them. I know about their associations;

that is, they have an association where they will move into a com-
munity and run the other farmers out by cutting prices, and then
after they have run the other farmers out, in the vegetable-garden

country, they will try to jack the prices up.

And the only way to deal with them is to be firm
;
telling them, "That

is it; take it or leave it" and not this idea of coddling or giving in.

I

You ask Mr. Myer when he comes before you if he did not give in

} to the demands of this disloyal group when they met at the Tule Lake
i,i . camp after they had this trouble ; if he did not give in to their demands.

Now, you ask him that question, Mr. Eberharter.
Mr. Eberharter. Surely. Now, Mr. Poulson, I think you made the

statement that you know my stand.

Mr. PouLSON. I am taking that stand on the basis that you are

I j

always interrogating from the standpoint of backing up the W. R. A.
administration. I have read and heard enough of it that that would
be my personal opinion, very firmly.

Mr. Eberharter. And you have not decided in your own mind that
I have already arrived at a conclusion with respect to exactly how this

problem should be handled, have you ?

Mr. PouLsoN. No. I say, from the questions and from the minority
report, and all that has been said to this date, I would say that you
were approaching it as a person who did not fully realize the psy-
chology and the method of handling Japanese.
Mr. Eberharter. You admit, Mr. Poulson, that this is a very serious

problem ?

Mr. PouLsoN. I do.

Mr. Eberharter. You admit that it is a problem?
Mr. Poulson. I admit that it is a problem, Mr. Eberharter.
Mr. Eberharter. And that it is rather a keen problem, is it not?
Mr. Poulson. It has been made an acute problem. It has resulted

in one as the result of their lack of firmness in dealing with these dis-

loyal Japanese.
Mr. Eberharter. How about the loyal Japanese, loyal to the Ameri-

can principles?

Mr. Poulson. I am referring to the Tule Lake incident.
Mr. Eberharter. Only to Tule Lake?
Mr. Poulson. Only to Tule Lake.
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Mr. Eb?:rharter. Then you would absolve the W. R. A. from any
blame in connection with the other relocation centei-s

?

I take it your remarks this morning only referred to the Tule Lake
relocation center.

Mr. Poui^'^oN. That is the one I am placintr the <2:reatest emphasis on.

Mr. Thomas. I will cro further than that: I would include them all.

^Ir. Ebekharter. Mr. Chainnan, I would like to have the <'entle-

man answei' my question.

Mr. Thomas. I would include them all.

Mr. Ebkrharter. I would like to have him answer my question.

Mr. Thomas. And he is doing a darn good job, too.

Mr. Eherharter. I am sure you want to answer my question, Mr.
Poulson ?

^Ir. PouLsox. Yes, I will, Mr. Eberharter.
I will say it is their attempt to encourage the Japanese: not by the

method of telling the Japanese that they were smarter and could teach

the Americans something, but their idea of encouraging the Japanese
of American ancestry.

And we will say what they would call their method of proven loyalty,

of going to other portions of the United States—I have not objected

to that, and I am not one of these men who say that the Japanese
should be lined up and shot. I believe that you have to be humane
and just, but we certainly have to be firm when we are dealing with
these babies, because if you have ever been around them you will find

out that you absolutely cannot live around them unless you are firm.

Now, it is a strange thing how quietly they changed their attitude

after you have shown that you will take a definite stand.

Mr. Eberharter. Then I take it, from your statement that you just

made, that you approve of a resettlement program for these loyal

Japanese Americans that are in some of these relocation centers.

Mr. PouLsox. After they have been proven, yes: on the basis of

loyalty. I am definitely talking about this Tule Lake area.

Mr. Thomas. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania yield?

Mr. Ebbj?harter. Yes. I will be glad to.

Mr. Thomas. Does the gentlenuin from California then feel that

it is all right to release these Japs from the other relocation centers

and send them back to California ?

;Mr. PouLsoN. Not back to California.

^Ir. Thomas. You do not mean you want all of them to stay in

California.
Mr. PouLSOX. We have a problem right there. I feel that I am at

liberty at this time to quote a statement made by General DeWitt, right

after Pearl Harbor, when he called the committee of the State legis-

lature before him, and explained why they did not want any anti-

Japanese legislation at the time, because they had this program of

moving the Japanese to the camps, and they did not want to get the

I)eople incited so as to cause any trouble.

And he definitely brought out the fact that these peojde were danger-
ous when in groups, if they were not protected or if {hey were not

under the jurisdiction of certain authorities, because it is impossible

to tell who is Joyal and who is disloyal.

Now. I am not O. K.'ing the particular method used by the W. R. A.,

but I still believe personally that there are some loyal jaj^anese.
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I had stated, in answer to Mr. Thomas' question, I believe, that if

these other States are willin<jj to accept them—and they evidently are,

in small groups, and having them segregated around the country

—

that I am not objecting to that; but the fact of the business is, com-
ing to California, I am objecting to that for this reason: First, that

we definitely would have trouble, because there are many people who
are so worked up about this problem at this time that I am positive

that we would have riots and no doubt bloodshed if they were allowed

to come back into Southern California.

As to the matter of handling the Japanese after the war, I am not
going to make any statement on that, because I do believe that we will

be able to approach it then from a better viewpoint than we can today.

Mr. Thomas. You quoted General DeWitt as saying that it was
impossible to tell a loyal from a disloyal Jap.
Mr. PouLsoN. At that time; yes.

Mr. Thomas. On that basisj why release these Japs to other States

than California? Why not keep them where they are, for their own
protection?

Mr. PouLsoN. "For their own protection" is a very good remark, be-

cause I am afraid, after this last incident, and the publicity that came
out about it, that it will not be helpful to them.

Frankly, I am speaking for California now, when I s^j that we do
not want them there.

Mr. Thomas. One of the criticisms you made of the W. R. A. was
that the W. R. A. was not firm enough, and you were referring par-
ticularly to Tule Lake.
Now, do you think the W. R. A. has been firm enough in the other

centers ?

Mr. PouLsoN. I think that they have stressed too much the social

aspect of it by allowing them certain privileges.

For instance, I have letters in my file from people who work in the
camp, who claim they do not want their names divulged, telling me
of things, of course, which are certainly not to be commended, which
have resulted from the fact that they allow this so-called self-rule, the
one case where I paid particular attention to, which has been the Tule
Lake incident, and I have felt that right along, from all the testimony
I have read—and I have read everything, and I have got first-hand
reports from men who have been closely associated with it.

I personally know all the members of the Senate committee who in-

. vestigated that incident, and I happen to know that three of those
' members are probably as good supporters—I will say it this way—we
1 could not call it political, but as good supporters of the administration
I as you will find, on general plans, and they have taken it up strictly
I from a nonpartisan standpoint.
1 I think Mr. Engle will bear me out, as far as the membership of that
j
committee is concerned, and I am protesting about that j)articular

I incident, because I think that is, as I understand it, the subject that

j
is before the committee now.
Mr. Thomas. That is all.

Mr. Eberharter. I want to be sure that I know your position, Mr.
Poulson.

I take it that you feel that it was right, in the first place, for these
Japanese, all of them, to be removed from the Pacific coast, because
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it was impractical, or practically impossible, to determine imin:ediately

the loyal and the disloyal Japanese; that is, to separate them.

Mr. PouLSON. Yes.

!Mr. Eberharter. So yon approve of that.

Mr. PouLsoN. Yes.

Mr. EiiERiiAKTER. And I take it that you also approve of the pro-

gram of W. K. A. insofar as resettlement of American citizens who are

loyal to the United States Government, in various sections of the

country, with the exception of California.

Now, I am not going to O. K. their method of having the Japanese
Bign a slip of paper as to whether he is loyal or disloyal; but in

principle I feel that that is a problem which is going to be a very seri-

ous one after the war, and this might be one of the means by which
we can help alleviate a very serious problem at that time.

Mr. Eberharter. Your criticism this morning, and the reason for

your appearance before this committee was to emphasize your posi-

tion that the situation in Tule Lake was not handled with enough
firmness and discretion and judgment.
Mr. PouLsoN. Yes

;
definitely so.

Mr. Eberharter. But you will also, I think, Mr. Poulson, admit
that the wdiole question involves constitutional rights of some of these

American citizens who have even if not proven beyond question their

loyalty to the United States, still there is no specific charge which can
be brought against them.
Mr. Poulson. Well, now, I certainly am no constitutional lawyer^

I am just merely a certified public accountant, but I am going to be

frank and state my position on this subject this way

:

We find that under the terms of war necessity and war emergency
that we, ourselves, have lost many of our personal liberties and our
rights, and we are compelled to do some things because of the war^
and if these Japanese are so loyal as they profess to be themselves,

or as the officials of W. R. A. profess them to be, that if the picture

of the loyal and the disloyal Japanese is presented to them, and they
have evidence to prove they are loyal American citizens among the

Japanese, that if the story is presented to them in this fashion they

can undergo temporary relinquishment of some of their liberties for

the general welfare of our country, and as everyone else is concerned
and everyone else is compelled to do, think about their Government
first and their personal privileges or discomforts secondly.

Now, with that policy adopted, it should be a matter of working it

out rather than accentuating personal liberties and rights of a very
small minority of just one particular right.

Mr. Eberharter. That is a very good statement. Thank you.

Mr. CosTELLO. You made some comment on the matter of the Japa-
nese farmers. You think the Japanese would be able to teach the
Midwest farmers throughout Ohio and those States, how to pack and
display farm products?
Have you ever seen any Japanese products displayed on the mar-

Mr. Poulson. I know, when you look at a box of strawberries, you
will notice everybody in the market turn it upside-down to see what
is on the bottom.

kets?
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I know that that is one thing I certainly was aniused at, when
those remarks were made, because anyone in California, around the

agricultural districts, w^ill know that of all people who can live in

hovels and huts and in unsanitary conditions, it is the Japanese that

live under such conditions and in such places, and that, of course,

merely substantiates the fact that the people who are writing these

articles, and some of those things, certainly do not know anything
about the Japanese people.

Mr. CosTELLO. You have seen some of the housi^s in which the Japa-
nese live out on the west coast ?

Mr. PouLSON. Oh, yes; I have been around there, because I had a

client, a big chain-store operator, who purchased from these farmers,

and I have had occasion to be there and go with him to some of these

vegetable gardens and truck farmers.

Mr. CosTELLO. Have you ever gone inside, in any of those houses?
Mr. PouLsoN. No ; but I have peeked in. It was bad enough.
Mr. CosTELLO. Are they clean and fairly comfortable?
Mr. PouLsoN. I would say this: We hear a great deal about how

some of the Mexicans have lived in California, but the Japs are still

living in huts and hovels which are far more unsanitary than these

Mexican places we hear so much about in California.

Mr. CosTELLO. As a people, they are not much interested in luxuries
or refinements in their homes, are they ?

Mr. PouLSON. No
;
they are interested in profit and money.

Mr. CosTELLO. In other words, crowding into small huts, with one
or two families, sometimes, in each of them.
Mr. PouLsoN. As to the children, you w^ill find them working in the

field until time to go to school, and then they go off to school. You
will see them start off to school after working in the vegetable garden,
after hoeing or weeding the garden.
The Japanese people just look, as far as their habits are concerned,

I would say, just like the rest of the people you have in different
groups. We have some who are exceptionally clean, but they are an *

exception to the rule, as far as cleanliness is concerned. That is the
point that I want to definitely make.
Mr. CosTELLO. You do not think they set a fine example for an

Aryan standard of living, do you?
Mr. PouLSON. I am afraid not.

Mr. CoSTCLLO. In huddling together, with three or four children in
one room, sometimes?
Mr. PouLSON. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. With the wife and all the children there, and work-
ing the Avhole family on the farms?
Mr. PouLSON. And a good-sized family, at that.

Mr. CosTELLO. They utilize the children in working the farms, do
they not?
Mr. PouLSON. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. And they work them from the first ray of light in
the morning until the last ray at night.

Mr. PouLSON. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. And is that not one of the difficulties that the white
farmers have to contend with, because the Japanese use all of these
children for their farm work ?
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Mr. PouLSON. Iiiclndin<T the wife.

Mr. CosTELLO. The wives, daugliters, and sons?
Mr. PouLSON. That is ri<j;ht.

Mr. CoSTELLo. That is aU.

Will you call the next witness, Mr. Strii)ling?

^Ir. Stripling. The next witness is Mr. Myer.

SWORN STATEMENT OF DILLON S. MYER, DIRECTOR, WAR
RELOCATION AUTHORITY

Mr. CosTELLO. Please state your name and title to the reporter.

Mr. ^Iyer. My name is Dillon S. Myer, Director, War Relocation
Authority.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, Avhen was the present segregation pro-

gram of W. R. A. put into operation?
Mr. Myer. I think the first announcement that we were going ahead,

that was put in writing, with the segregation problem was in April, in

a letter directed to Senator Chandler; I have forgotten the exact date,

but some time around the early or middle of April.

The actual promulgation of the program, in all of its details, did not

get under way until the last week in July, at which time we brought
together all of the representatives of all of the centers, and went over
the detailed ])lans for train movements, and the detailed program for

completing the analysis of the individuals to go to Tule Lake and the

general handling of the ])r()l)lem.

I think that date was July 26 or 27, but, of course, it was necessary,

previous to this time, to have methods of planning and detail

Mr. Thomas. Mr. Chairman, I want this to be more brief. He is

just starting out the way he did before. He is going to make a

speech every time you ask him a question.

Mr. Myer. I apologize, Mr. Chairman. I was trying to answer the

question as definitely as I could.

Afr. Thomas. Well, that is a long ways around it.

Mr. Costello. Ask the witness to directly answer the questions as

they are put to him.
You may ])roceed.

Mr. Myer. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, do 3^ou think I was dodging
the issue on this one?

^fr. CosTELix). I think you have given us a general statement in

reply to the question.

You may i)roceed.

^Ir. Myer. ^lay I ask you, was that statement too long in answer
to the question ?

Mr. Costello. The question was a general question, so it would call

for a rather full answer, but I would suggest that the question be an-

swered as directly as possible.

Mr. Myer. I will do my best, sir.

^ir. Stripling. The program of segregation, then, was really in-

augurated on July 26 and 27.

Mr. Myer. Detailed plans were presented to the group at the cen-

ters at that time, but the program was inaugurated many weeks pre-

vious to that time, with the plans for the gathering of detailed records

and information as a basis for the segregation program.
Mr. Stripling. How long did the process of segregation require?
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Mr. Myer. We have been in progress of segregation ever since

the War Relocation Authority was established practically, laying the

ground work for the development of records, and it is still in process.

It has gone on over a period of many, many months.
Mr. Stripling. When do you expect the program to be completed,

Mr. Myer?
Mr. Myer. I hope that we might complete it, or we have hoped that

we might complete it, by January 1.

Now, at Tule Lake it looks like it might carry over until February
or March, depending whether we can take the space available at

Tule Lake for the movement of additional people who are still at

Manzanar and a few at the other locations. They are now building
additional barracks, and it will depend when the Army schedule and
their contractors can complete that job.

Mr. STRirLiNG. How many evacuees at Manzanar, or any of the
other relocation centers, have been determined to be disloyal and sub-

i'ect to segregation, who have not yet actually been removed to Tule
jake?
Mr. Myer. Approximately 3,000. I do not know the exact figure,

because final determinations are not quite completed.
There are 1,900 at Manzanar who should have been moved at the

time we made our major movemnet between the middle of September
and the middle of November, but barracks space was not available.

We are estimating that there will be approximately 1,000 in all

,

of the 10 centers, in addition to that, that will ultimately be moved,
who have not yet been moved for a number of reasons.

Some of them were ill at the time ; some of them we had not com-
^ pleted hearings on ; and there were other reasons.

Mr. Stripling. The 1,900 that are at Manzanar now, are they seg-

regated from the other evacuees?
Mr. Myer. They are not ; no.

Mr. Stripling. They are not. The 1,000 others you spoke of, are
they segregated from the general population ?

Mr. Myer. They are not ; no sir.

Mr. Stripling. What are the real factors of the delay in removing
the 1,900 from Manzanar?
Mr. Myer. Merely a matter of space at Tule Lake in which they

t might live.

We do not have barracks space enough for the whole group. They
are building 10 additional blocks at Tule Lake to take care of the
additional segregees. Had we had the space, they would have been
moved, as I already said, between the middle of September and about
mid-October.

Mr. CosTELLo. Is it your thought, Mr. Myer, to keep all of these
dislo\^al Japs at Tule Lake?
Mr. Myer. That is correct

;
yes. Anyone who is not eligible, ulti-

mately, for relocation, would be located at Tule Lake.
Mr. CosTELLO. Do you think it would be advisable to break them

up into smaller groups? Smaller units, that is, than to have 20,000
,1 all in one of the camps ?

'I Mr. Myer. Mr. Costello, if we did not have a war on, and had plenty
of construction material and manpower to guard them, I would say
yes.

62626—44—vol. 16 11
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As a matter of fact, we have examined throiigliout the months, be-

<2:inninor in August 1942, the possibility of securing other places where
we could relocate repatriates other than at Tule Lake, and we have
been unsuccessful, and because of the manpoAver problem, and for

many other reasons, we have decided that the only logical approach
was to take one of our larger centers, of which Tule Lake was one
of the three, and to use that center.

We are, at Tule Lake, now breaking up the units, and those who
have been active troublemakers will be separated from the rest of the
colony in a compound that will be operated as a separate unit from
the rest of the colony.

Mr. CosTELi.o. Is that why the new barracks are being built?

Mr. Myer. We will probably use some of the older barracks over
next to the military police headquarters and utilize some of the new
barracks for some of the people coming in.

Mr. Stripling. What is the present Japanese population, Mr. Myer,
of the Tule Lake relocation center?

Mr. ]Myer. Approximately 15,000. It is slightly under. I can-

not giA^e you the exact figure, but that is approximately correct.

Mr. Stripling. You say there are 1,900 at Manzanar and 1,000 at

the other relocation centers?

Mr. Myer. Approximatel3\ We anticipate there will be abouf
18,000 at Tule Lake when we have completed the job.

Mr. Stripling. Then there will be 18,000 evacuees whom the W. R. A.
Avill consider to be disloyal ?

Mr. Myer. No; not necessarily. There will be 18,000 evacuees.

The majority of the adult population of that group have so declared
themselves as disloyal to the United States, or who Avant to be pro-

Japanese. They will be mixed in with the group.
HoAvever, members of families Avhom I do not think should be con-

sidered disloyal, but they have simply joined their families who have
youngsters there from ages 1 up to 25 years of age, Avho ha\'e decided,

even the older ones, to go along Avith their famiiles, Avho liA^ed all their

lives in the United States, and Avho are not unusually disloyal, and
in my judgment some of them are not—but because of family reasons,

are located at Tule Lake.
It is a mixed group, but I would like to repeat, that the majority

of the adult population are the people Avho haA^e determined that they

Avant to be repatriated to Japan, that Avould not agree to sAvear un-
qualified allegiance to the United States or Avho Avould not agree to

abide by the hiAA's or do nothing to injure the war effort of the

ITnited States.

^Ir. Strtpling. Mr. Myer, will you explain to the committee the

process used by W. R. A. in determining the loyalty or disloyalty

of nn evacuee for the purpose of segregation

?

Mr. Myer. Yes; I Avou.ld be glad to do that. First, let me say that

I could shorten this statement if you Avould care to go back to the

original record, in remembering the statement that I made previously,

on our general sorting process on which Mr. Mundt questioned me
in detail. a

HoAvever. I AA'ill be glad to go over that again, if you wish. rr

I'he basic recoi-ds on Avhich Ave started this program Avere the rec-

ords that Avere secured pre^ious to and during the registration period
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conducted in February and March of this last year, folh)^ving the

advent and announcement of the combat team by tlie War Department.
Those questionnaires were detailed and a complete questionnaire, a

copy of which I would be glad to put into the record, Mr. Stripling,

wliich would save time.

But it generally provided information regarding tlie individual, the

place of birth, whether an alien or citizen, his ability to speak the

Japanese language, the organizations to which they belonged, the

type of employment in the past. Avhether they made trips to Japan,

and if so, how many and for what purpose, business relationships with

Japan, as well as religious affiliations, and contact relationships with

other people who had done business with Japan. Also numerous
other questiosn with which I think you are familiar, and we will be

glad to complete the record without going into detail.

Now, that questionnaire served as background material for setting

up some criteria on wdiich to begin to group people of different types.

(The above questionnaires appear in appendix, pp. 10120, 10123.)

In the first place, everyone who, previous to July 1, had requested

repatriation or expatriation to Japan and had not officially changed
their minds up to that time, were categorically sent

Mr. Eberharter. July 1 ?

Mr. Myer. Of 1943. yes ; were categorically sent to Tule Lake, and
along with them the members of their families, if they cared to go
with them.
That was the only group that was sent as a total category of people.

Mr. Stripling. Now, how many people were included in that group?
Mr. Myer. I think at the time we started there were 6,300 people.

I think since that time, additional ones have declared, so that the
total group, as I understand it now, including the members of families,

would be something over 7,000 people.

Mr. ]\IuNDT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question there, please?
Mr. CosTELLO. Yes.
Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Myer, you used the phrase 'Svho would not change

their mind."
Mr. Myer. That is correct.

M'r. MuxDT. Do you mean b}^ that if one of these Japs, after he had
indicated that he was disloyal, but who later changed his mind, that
you would now consider him loyal ?

^Ir. Myer. No; that is not what it means. It simply means that
anyone who previous to July 1 revised their decision for repatriation,
was put in a gi'oup that we called group 3, and they had a further
hearing before being sent to Tule Lake, to make a determination as to
whether we thought they should go there or remain in the other center.
He was not categorically sent because he at one time incidated he

wanted to go back to Japan.
Now, may I pi oceed i

Mr. CosTELLo. Proceed.
Mr. Myer. The second largest group, I presume, that were sent to

Tule Lake was that group of people who refused to swear unqualified
allegiance to the United States, or Avho, if they were aliens, refused
to answer the question in the affirmative relating to their willingness
to abide by the laws of the United States and to do nothing to inter-
fere with the war effort.

i
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Now, tliat group were all given another hearing, if tliey cared to
have it, before they were sent to Tule Lake.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, may I interrupt?
Mr. Myer. Yes.
Mr. STRiri.iNG. What was the total who answered that question in

the negative? That is, question 28; is that right? That is the ques-
tion you are referring to, of the Army questionnaire?
Mr. Myer. That is correct. As I remembei- tlie number, it was

approximately 7,100 people in all the centers, but I would have to
check that, for the record. I cannot recall offhand whether that was
American citizens or whether that was the total number of unqualified
aliens and citizens.

I do remember that of the total population at the time, there were
approximately 11 percent of those people over 17, who answered that
question in the negative, or gave a qualified answer.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10126.)
Mr. Stripling. All right, sir

;
go ahead.

Mr. Myer. Those were the first two categories.

The third category was a group of people w^hose intelligence records
were such, or whose records within the relocation centers were such,

that we ourselves felt, even though they may have had said "Yes" to

the allegiance question, who we ourselves thought might be dangerous
to the internal security of the country, and who we felt had better be
sent to Tule Lake, That was the third category.
Xow, the fourth category of people was probably the largest of the

total group, and they were members of families of the other three

groups who wished to join their families and stay there.

There was one other group of people, I should mention, who stayed
in Tule Lake, and who were not a part of the movement. At the time
of the registration period in March, February and March, the only
center where we did not get a complete registration of all people, 17

years and older, was at Tule Lake. We had resistance there.

There were approximately 3,000 people, and that included, again,

members of the families who had not registered, adults who had not

registered, and of course they became a part of the segregated group
simply because they did not comply with the request of the adminis-

tration and provide records; so really that makes another category

that I had not mentioned.
That, briefly, is the group.
Now, I would like to make this statement: Excepting for the re-«

patriots and expatriots that I mentioned, all of these other people i

were given an opportunity for a hearing before they were sent to Tule

Lake, if they cared to have one, for the simple reason that there weret

some mechanical mistakes made in handling several thousands off

records, and the major reason was that we wanted to be sure thatf

proper care was taken because of the delicate legal problems involved;!

that we had not sent American citizens, in particular, to a center where
j

leave would not be granted, without a sound record as to why we sent

them there.

So we have documented thousands of cases in relation to those hear-,

ings. We are still in process of completing some of that documenta-

tion. That is one of the reasons that they are not all at Tule Lake as;

yet.
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Mr. Stripling. What percentage of those given a hearing changed
their answers?
Mr. Myer. I do not have a figure on that, Mr. Stripling, but I can

supply that to you when we get the final figure in.

Mr. Stripling. Approximately.
Mr. Myer. I should say one-fifth to one-fourth. Most of the folks

who categorically said "No" to the allegiance question did not care for

an additional hearing. They definitely stayed by their guns.

There were a few of them who, for different reasons, requested a

further hearing and decided to change their minds. The most of that

group, I might say—well, I won't say "most of them," but some of

that gi-oiij) were people, youngsters, who said, "No" at the time un-

der pressure of groups, or family pressure, who later came around and
said that the}' had done so under pressure.

Mr. CosTELLo. Where are these records to the original question-

naire maintained?
Mr. Myer. We have copies of the records here and we also now have

copies of them at most of the centers.

There is one copy at the AYar Department in relation to all the citi-

zens, and one copy of the 304-A form, and then we have a copy of all

the alien records, because they did not take the records of these here

in Washiiagton.
Mr. CosTELLO. If one of the Japanese changed his answer in regard

to question 28, is that merely noted on the form, or is there an erasure

made ?

Mr. Myer. You make an additional statement which will be at-

tached to his record. We do not change the old form. We do not
do away with the old form, in any case. We maintain a complete
record, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CosTELLo. You spoke of resistance to signing those question-
naires at Tule Lake. What was the nature of that resistance ?

Mr. Myer. Well, there was general resistance for quite a period
of time to the whole registration problem. The registration pro-
ceeded very slowh^ at Tule Lake. There seemed to be an organized
group trying to interfere with the registration generally, but finally,

before the job was finally completed—well, all of those people were
registered at Tule Lake except this group of about 3,000 men, women,
and children, who simplv did not come up and register.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10126.)

And it was a passive type of resistance, which is a little bit tough
to handle, w^e thought.

Mr. CosTELLo. Did any people refuse to register at any of the other
centers outside of Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. I think every one registered at the other centers finally.

There was a group that held out until the last day at Jerome.
I might say that that group is at Tule Lake now, and have been

some of the center of our trouble at Tule Lake, but they finally did
come in and complete the registration at the last date and filled out
the questionnaires—at least, in part.

•We had some resistance at two or three other centers early in the
registration program, but the resistance was overcome in a compara-
tively short time, all excepting at those two centers, I believe.
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Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, once an evacuee is moved to the Tule
Lake center on the <riound of disloyalty, is it possible for him to be
released from Tule Lake and sent back to the other centers?
Mr. Myer. The only possibility of release there at Tule Lake would

be throu<^h an appeals process. We are establishing:^ a panel of peo-
ple who are not members of the AV. R. A. staff, something similar to

the hearing boards, that the Justice Department has set up for inter-

nees, so that the people who are in Tule Lake may have an opportunity
to make an appeal, and if they do, they will have an opportunity to

have a hearing before this board, which will be selected from this

panel, and the board will make recommendation to me.
They will not be relocated under the normal procedure. The rea-

son we are setting up that appeal board is, again, because of the fact

that we have a very delicate legal situation at Tule Lake; that we
normally do not hold people in centers who are American citizens with-
out action through a court of law.

We will have a great many American citizens at Tule Lake who will

not be eligible to leave under our plans, and we believe that it is es-

sential that we have some kind of procedure previous to court action,

in order to be assured that we are protecting the public properly, in

order to make the appeal rather than going directly to the courts.

Mr. CosTELLO. What is the nature of that Board ?

Mr. Mter. The Board will consist of three peo])le. We are setting

up a panel of 12 or 15 people who will be available, Mr. Chairman;
most of them lawyers : most of whom have been recommended by the

Justice Department, who will set from time to time, and are selected

from the ])anel itself, those who might be immediately available at

that time, to sit for 2 or 3 days or a week, and hold hearings: most
of them being west coast people who are within the general area

and who can come into Tule Lake and hold hearings on the basis

of applications made by people within the center.

That is the only way whei'e they could be removed from Tule
Lake, unless they are people already eligible to leave, and there are

still a few people at Tule Lake who have not been moved out be-

cause of illness, or certain other reasons, like in the other centers.

That process will take some few weeks yet to clean up the job.

Mr. Stripling. What percentage of the population at Tule Lake
now is alien, and what ])ercentage citizens?

Mr. ^Iyer. I do not have the final figures on that, and I am sorry

I cannot give you that figure offhand.

I will be glad to supply it for the record as soon as w^e can get

a complete file on it. because of the fact that we have not completed

the job. and because we have been in a state of flux in the movement
from there, we have not tried to get those percentages worked out

mitil we set our job completed.
(Refer to appendix, p. 10127.)

^Ir. Stripling. Who would be responsible for the selection of the

membcT's of the panel and the board, which would consider the

release ?

!Mr. Myer. We are taking the responsibility for the selection of

the members of the panel, of the board, with the advice and associa-

tion of the Justice Department.
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I mi^ht say the names of all people tliat have been requested have

been submitted to the Justice Department against clieck of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation records there, regarding their back-

ground before they are given an invitation to sit in connection Avith

this program.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, explain briefly why the Tule Lake relo-

cation center was selected as a segregation center?

Mr. Myer. There are about four reasons why Tule Lake was se-

lected.

• First, tliere were more people in Tule Lake who would be ultimately

among the segregee group than at any other center, so it was less

costly to move people to Tule Lake than it would have been to any-

other center.

Secondly, it was one of the largest centers we had, and consequently

was selected because of its size.

Third, it was selected because we felt there were opportunities at

Tule Lake for a work program for these people, including the agri-

cultural program, that would provide the basis for their own sub-

sistence better than we could have at some of the other centers.

Fourth, because of the fact that it lies within the boundaries of the

evacuated area, and as such, Tule Lake would not have made a good
relocation center because of the fact that we would have had to con-

tinue to provide escorts in and out, for everyone who moved in and
out of the center, and would have been more costly and would have
created a problem from that angle.

Those w^ere the four reasons.

Mr. Stripling. Who is the director at the Tule Lake center ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Raymond Best.

Mr. Stripling. How long has he been the director at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. Since August 1.

Mr. Stripling. What was his former position?

Mr. Myer. He was director of the Leupp isolation center, at

Leupp, Ariz., which was the center set up following the Manzanar
incident, temporarily at Moab, Utah, last January, and later was
moved to Leupp, and continued to serve as the isolation center di-

rector until very recently.

Previous to that time, I might say, he was also a member of the
staff of W. E. A. at the Minidoka center, in charge of the operation
work at that center.

Mr. Stripling. What is the policy of W. R. A. in tlie operation
of the segregation centers, compared with the operation of the regular
relocation centers?

Mr. Myer. There were two major differences in policy between the
two centers, or between the two types of centers, at the time it was
established : One, there was no provision made and there has not been
any ])rovision made, or plans for any community government, as
such, at Tule Lake, as there was at some of the other centers.

That policy was announced before we even made the move to Tule
Lake.

Second, the fact that no one at Tule Lake would be eligible for
relocation.

Now, there were other plans being developed as time went along.
We took the position that we would not change our general policy
excepting as we found need to change that policy.
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One of the changes was tliat we were not planning to insist on the

^•oup wlio wanted to go back to Japan attending American schools

if tliey did not care to do so, and certain other minor changes.
Of course, there was a definite change in the guarding provision at

Tule Lake, which was the responsibility of the War Department, in

which we concurred.
Tule Lake was changed over in this respect. Previous to the time

we made the movement of the segi*egees the War Department con-

structed a man-proof fence completely around the center, one of the

kind that leans over the top like this [illustrating], so that people
could not get over tlie top. They put in turnstiles and made extra

provisions for checking people in and out.

They increased the guard—not only increased the guard but
increased the equipment of the guard at Tule Lake.
Mr. Stripling. Are you referring to the external guard or the

internal guard?
Mr. Myer. I am referring to the external guard, but which is also

available for internal use if we care to call on them; so that extra

precautions were taken there not only in the center proper but in the

agricultural areas surrounding the center by providing additional

fencing and making provisions for guards while people were at work
in that area.

Those were the major ditferences between the Tule Lake center

and the other centers.

!Mr. CosTEixo. There were demands made, were there not, to have a

man-proof fence also put in to segregate the Japanese area from the

area in which the Caucasian employees were employed ?

Mr. Myer. That came later. There were certain other provisions

made at the time which I did not go into detail on, such as the moving
of the motor pool and equipment over back of the military area into

a special fenced area, where we would have everything under control.

I might say, unfortunately, it was not completed by the time we had
completed segregation.

It was one of the problems that upset our progi\am at that time.

There is no criticism involved. It was some one of tliese things that

was not finished, and the contractors would not allow us to use the

compound, so we did not have the equipment we should have had at

the time tliese people arrived.

There were certain other provisions for security that were jointly

taken care of by the military and ourselves.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was there ever any actual plan to erect that fence?

Mr. ^Iyer. Yes; it had been under consideration. We had planned
to complete the rest of the job and determine the need for it before
we ])ut it up. for the reason that any fence that was put down through
that area would tremendously complicate the administrative program;
,that we could get along without it: and it would increase the cost by
several thousand dollars by putting in such a fence.

The fence was not considered until aher I left Tule Lake on Novem-
ber 1, but it was started during that week after it seemed evident
that we would need to go ahead with it. We did it quite reluctantly

for the reasons I have given. I could go into some details of the

difference in cost on that.

Mr. CosTELLO. Is the fence being built now ?
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Mr. Myer. Yes; the fence has, I think, been built by this time,

although I do not have the final statement on it, Mr. Costello.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, you told the committee about the external

protection. How about the internal protection set up at Tulc Lake
compared with the internal security system of the other relocation

centers ?

Mr. Myer. In general, there was no change at Tule Lake on that

other than the fact that we have increased the staif to some extent, and
were in the process of increasing it by additional recruitment at the

time the incident developed.
The plans are to increase the internal security police at Tule Lake

by a very large number under our present conditions.

Mr. Costello. That means Caucasian employees?
Mr. Myer. That is right; Caucasian employees.

Mr. Stripling. Prior to November 1, how many Caucasian police

were there in the Tule Lake center?

Mr. Myer. I think there were six on November 1, and they were
coming on and resigning so fast it was a little hard to keep up with
it, but as I remember it, there were six actually employed at the
center, and Mr. Schmidt, our national security officer, had been on
the job and had been there for some weeks studying the problem with
Mr. Best, and working with him on other problems, so I believe there

were actually seven on the job at the time I had the meeting,
Mr. Stripling. Now, the remainder of the police force at Tule Lake,

then, was composed of evacuees ?

Mr. Myer. That is correct.

Mr. Stripling. Who were located at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. MuNDT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. Costello. Yes.
Mr. MuNDT. Were those Japanese security officers recruited from

the disloyal Japanese in the camp, or were tliey loyal Japanese?
Mr. Myer. They had to be recruited from the people within the

center, because, ultimately, there was no one to leave there except the
categories I mentioned, Mr. Mundt.
We operated all those systems on the basis that there were two gen-

ral types to be done; one was to maintain order in the evacuee colony
itself, and the other was the protection of Government property and
the other types of police work that requires general responsibility.

One of the reasons we are increasing our internal security statf is

to insure that we have enough staff to provide for the protection of
Government property, and for our own staff at the center.

We think the evacuees themselves can still do a great deal of the
job of policing their own area.

Mr. Mundt. How many of those Japanese evacuees did you have as

security officers in addition to the six Caucasians?
Mr. Myer. I cannot answer that question offhand, but I will be glad

to get the figures for you, for the record, if you wish it.

Incidentally, would vou like me to supply that for the record, Mr.
Mundt?
Mr. Mundt. Yes.
Mr. Myer. All right.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10127.)
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Mv. MuNDT. Did YOU ever give any consideration to bringing in

JajDaneso whom the W. R. A. felt would be definitely loyal?

Mr. IMyer. No.
Mr. MuxDT. For security officers?

Mr. Myer. AVe never have.
Mr. MuNDT. You gave, as the reason that you had only six Caucasian

guai'ds, the fact that they were coming in and quitting and you could
not find men available.

Mr. Myer. Well, there was quite a bit of flux at that particular time.

Mr. Paine, who testified before the State committee, came on the job

Kovember 1, the day I arrived. He was in the process of instruction

at that time.

Mr. Paine, I believe, left the same week, after this incident devel-

oped. And we have had quite a lot of turn-over within our staff.

Of course, there are good reasons for it. It is pretty hard to com-
pete with defense plants and other types of operations for the type
of police we need, at the salaries the Government offices of that type
pay; but we have been recently successful, and in a given time I think
we will be able to recruit a staff there of pretty satisfactory people;

I cannot say all on the west coast ; but w e will have to ask civil service

to recruit from other sections of the country.

Mr. MuNDT. As of the latter part of October, what w^as the size of

the Caucasian security staff at which you are aiming?
Mr. Myer. That was a matter that we were discussing at the time

I arrived. I had gone to Tule Lake. I had planned a month ahead
of time to go to Tule Lake on the days that I w^as there, November 1

and 2, and it was part of the agenda for our program to make, after

having studied the program.
Mr. Schmidt, our national officer, as I say, was out there with Mr.

Best and i\Ir. Cozzens, and we had tried to make that determination
during the 2 days that I was there.

In the meantime I had left it open to them to increase the staff as

they went along, up to whatever point tliey felt needed to provide
proper security, not to exceed a reasonable number of people: but

tliat had not been finally deckled at the time I arrived and our plans
went a little awry on November 1, as I think you have heard.

Mr. MuNDT. In your new plan, you say you have determined to

substantially increase the number of Caucasian security officers. Does
your new plan also call for the continued use of Japanese security

officers recruited from the disloyal elements in the camp?
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. MuNDT. Are you not a little bit afi'aid that is like employing
an arsonist in the fire department ?

Mv. ^Iyi.r. No; I think not. It depends where they are utilized.

I think we can use evacuees within other portions of the center.

As Mr. Costello has brought out, the area between the adminis-

tratiA^e quarters, the warehouses, the administrative staff quarters, and
all of the business end, will be fenced off from the colony.

Now, I do not see any reason why tliey should not assist in policing

their own part of tlie colony, because they are interested in law in that

portion of the colony as well as we are.

Now, we are also going to police it with radio cars, and we will have

additional police in there, but from the standpoint of supplementing
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the program in there and the type of thing that they can do, and which
they have a definite interest in, I tliink they can make a contribution
more cheaply than we can hire additional guai'ds tf) do the job.

I might say that we have authorized the setting up of GG i)()siti(ms

for appointed personnel in the intei'ual security staff already, in rela-

tion to their policing job total out there, rather than 6.

Mv. Eberharter. That is at Tule Lake alone?
Mr. Myer. That is at Tule Lake alone, and Ave have authorized

certain other things in relation to the internal security program whicli

has been worked out, I might say, jointly with the commanding officer

and ourselves as to the security methods, because it is true that inter*

nal security has some bearing on external security, and vice versa.

There is one other thing that I think probably has not been made
clear, and I do not want to be gratuitous in answering the question,

but I think it is important to understand thot from the beginning, both
at Tule Lake and all the other centers we had had an agreement with
the War Department as regards the policing of these areas, and at

Tule Lake it was revised previous to the time of segregation.

The War Department is responsible, as 1 have already stated, for
guarding the exterior boundaries of the center, both as to ingress and
egress of people, evacuees as well as other people, going in and out.

Passes are supposed to be checked. They are responsible for guard-
ing the outside community out there, seeing that they are properly
j^rotected, as well as to see that the evacuees are properly protected
from the outside communities.
In addition, it provides for a division of labor in this respect, that

if any force were needed, we would call upon the military to provide
the force necessary to restore order, for the simple reason that we
felt that disciplined groups, who were trained to handle guns and
other types of Aveapons, were much better prepared to meet that situ-

ation than Ave Avould cA^er be. Consequently the agreement provided
that they could be called in at any time upon the request of the project

director and, as you knoAV, they were called in on the night of No-
vember 4.

It so happens at Tule Lake, in the revision of the external security

plan, the instructions to the military Avere that they might go in on
their own volition and that is the only center AA^here that is true, if

they felt the situation were such that they should go in.

However, they did not do that, about Avhich I am very glad.

But I Avant to make it A^ery clear, in vieAv of the fact that there seems
to be some criticism because of the fact that our guards and i)olicemen

AA^ere not armed Avith guns, generally speaking, and |xn"haps some
criticism because we did not haA^e, that is, on the part of some people
who thought we did not haA^e enough guards, that we neA'er had plans

j

providing for enough people to put down or keep doAvn insurrection

I

and riots—but AA^e feel that the Army is much better qualified on that.

I

And it is my understanding that even in prisons it is not the ordinary
normal practice, excepting in toAA'ers, to provide guards AA'ith guns.

And I think if you Avill check the records, you Avill find that the

validity of that agreement was sound.
Mr. MuNDT. You say, generally speaking, giuirds are not armed

w^ith guns ?
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Mr. Myer. We have checked with the prison groups and the national
head of the Federal prisons, and he tells us it is not good prison
practice.

Now, I do not want to consider this a prison, for good reasons.

Mr. MuNDT. I know; but when I was out on the west coast I went
througliout Alcatraz, the Federal penitentiary, and I found that the
guards there were not armed with guns on the basis that a few guards,
with a lot of prisoners, having guns, is of more advantage to the
prisoner than the guard.
Mr. Myer. That is exactly our point of view, Mr. Mundt.
Mr. Mundt. You said that, generally speaking, our guards are not

armed witli guns.

Mr. Myer. The only reason I made that statement is this, that we
found, unfortunately, on the night of November 4, one of the new men
carried a gun; but it was agaiust orders, and he testified before the

Senate committee that he and others did some shooting.

Mr. Mundt. But it was the policy that they should not carry guns.

Mr. Myer. It was out of line with our policy, so to do. That is my
point.

Mr. Mundt. Under your new plan, how many Caucasian security

officers do you expect to have at Tule Lake?
Mr. Myer. I thought I made it clear. We just authorized the

hiring of 66 security officers at Tule Lake.
Mr. CosTELLo. And those are all Caucasians?
Mr. Myer. All Caucasians; yes.

Mr. Stripling. Then the six you had there, you do not consider to

be sufficient to maintain internal security, or to direct internal se-

curity ?

Mr. Myer. Not under present conditions; no.

Mr. Stripling. You think the 6 were sufficient at any time to main-
tain order of approximately 16,000 people?
Mr. Myer. I thought I made that clear, that whenever you have a

disturbance of the type that we had at Tule Lake 6 or even 66 would
not be enough to maintain order.

It will require, under those conditions, the assistance of trained

troops of the type we have at Tule Lake, and whom we have called on
in two instances in the past, one at Manzanar a year ago, and one at

Tule Lake last November.
We have never planned and are not yet planning to provide enough

guards within the centers to overcome every evacuee in the center.

To do that we would have to have one man for each person.

Mr. Stripling. I do not think that is the point, though, Mr. Myer.
If the W. R. A. maintained a larger police force, internal security, it

would have been possible for them to have appreciated the situation

leading up to November 1 better.

Mr. Myer. There was no lack of appreciation of the situation, Mr.
Stripling. We understood the situation, I think, as well as we would
liave had we had 100 internal security officers.

Mr. Stripling. At what point did you appreciate the situation?

Mr. Myer. All the way through. We knew we had a difficult

problem.
Mr. Stripling. Did you realize on October 26 that such a situation

was possible ?
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Mr. Mykr. We certainly did. We realized it before we ever moved
the people into the center, that we were moving the type of people into

that center that if they became concentrated there, would likely cause

trouble, and we were in a position to take care of it, and I think the

record will show, and I would like to repeat, that we have a division

of labor between the Army and the War Relocation Authority in

which we call in the Army if we get a situation of the type that we had
on November 4.

I would like to also point out that the job was reasonably well done
in view of the fact that with that development only two people were
injured, both of them in line of duty.

We could not provide guards for every Caucasian employee on the

center. That would be entirely out of the question.

There is bound to be some insecurity in a situation of this kind.

Even in the normal city, there will be some insecurity.

We tried to avoid the creation of an internment camp atmosphere
at Tule Lake, as long as possible, for three main reasons: First, the
legal and constitutional grounds. It was important that we avoid it,

if we could. And secondly, because of the international implications
involved in the situation, we had hoped to avoid that kind of an
atmosphere. And third, because of governmental economy.
Mr. Stripling. Well, certainly, Mr. Meyer, 1 police officer for every

3,000 persons, would not be construed as prison atmosphere, would it?

Mr. Myer. That, I assume, would be a matter of opinion, Mr. Strip-

ling.

Mr. Stripling. Well, what is your opinion on it?

Mr. Myer. I have no opinion on it.

Mr. Stripling. On October 26, did ^Ir. Best, the director of the
camp, and Mr. C. E. Zimmer, and Mr. H. L. Black, meet with the com-
mittee composed of 10 segregees which were under the leadership of
George Kuratomi ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Best met with them. I am not sure, off-hand, about
Mr. Zimmer and Mr. Black, but I presume the}^ were present. I think
the record will show that.

Mr. Stripling. You did have a full report on that meeting, did you
not, Mr. Myer ?

Mr. Myer. I had a full report of the meeting on a later date
;
yes.

Mr. Stripling. When were you advised of the meeting of October
26?
Mr. Myer. I knew about the meeting of October 26, but I mean I was

not able to see a transcript of it until some time later.

Mr. Stripling. You would know who was present, would you not ?

Mr. Myer. The record shows Mr. Best, Mr. Zimmer, Mr. Black, ancl

Miss Lucas, who is Mr. Best's secretary, and was the reporter at the
meeting, other than the committee of 10 that you mentioned.

,

Mr. Stripling. Did you determine how this committee of 10 Japa-
nese wa.s selected ?

Mr. Myer. No, sir ; I would like to repeat that there were no plans at
Tule Lake for a community government of the type we had at otlier
centers. This was a committee self-appointed, and evidently they
secured some support, I presume under duress, but I do not know just
how—from the people in the center, and were acting on their own
not under authority from the War Relocation Authority.
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Mr. Striplixo. Well, you mean authority from the War Relocation
Authority. What I had in mind was how was the committee of 10
Japanese selected by the Japanese population.

-Mr. Myer. I do not know.
Air. Stripling. You do not know whether they represented the

Japanese population or not?
Mr. Myer. My judgment is that they did not represent the Japa-

nese population, as a whole ; no.

Mr. Stkiplixg. You do not?
Mr. Myer. Xo.
Mr. Stripling. Were 3'ou informed by Mr. Best—will you inform

the committee why Mr. Best entertained these peoples' requests or
demands?
Mr. Myer. He did not entertain their demands.
Mr. Stripling. Well, did he negotiate with them as representatives

of the population
Mr. Myer. He listened to their demands. He did not negotiate

with them. He told them that he did not operate on the basis of
demands.

Mr. Stripling. He did receive them
]Mr. AIyer. He did receive them.
Mr. Stripling. As a delegation of the

Mr. AIyer. He received them as a delegation
;
period.

Mr. MuNDT. How was the committee of 17 meeting there on No-
vember 1 ^

Mr. Myer. They are in the same categor}^, mostly made up of these

same people, plus a few additional ones, and they were a self-ap-

pointed group whsi were received and listened to ; but we did not con-

cur in their demands, and they were told that we did not operate

on the basis of demands.
And furthermore, I told the group leader we did not think the group

was representative of the center. We hoped some of those out of

that center would have represented them. They would better have
represented these—the center.

Mr. Stripling. Then you did view the committee of 17 as repre-

senting the group in there ?

Mr. Myer. I did not. I so told the group.

Mr. Stripling. You received the committee of 17 as representing

the 17 segregees; is that right?

Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. And you spent -li/? hours of vour valuable time there.

Mr. Myer. No.
Mr. Stripling. Discussing the welfare of 17 segregees?

Mr. Myer. No ;
we spent about 3 hours.

Mr. Stripling. Three hours.

Mr. Myer. They were presuming to represent the center.

Mr. Stripling. Well, the point is that you spent 3 hours with them.

Mr. ]Myer. They were presuming to represent all of the people in

the center, but I never recognized them as a committee representing

all of the people in the center, Mr. Stripling.

Mr. Stripling. ^Yhy spend all of your time and effort concerning
yourself with the feelings and requests of the 17 individuals when
you had 17,000 to think about, approximately ^
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Mr. Myer. Well, I mi^ht say we had a leasonably tense atmosphere.
It absolutely looked on that afternoon that any move that mi<j:ht have
upset the general schedule might have jneant loss of life to a good
many people, including the members of our own staff.

Furthermore, it seemed well to find out, if we could, by listening

to these people, just what their strategy was, and where they were
planning to make their next move.

I am willing to say for the record that this committee—this is an
opinion, now, and I want it so considered—that this committee had
under their control a number of strong-arm boys and had very good
control of the evacuee colony generally, as indicated by the record,

from October 15 up until November 1. We knew that.

However, it was not a voluntary type of control, as far as the peo-
ple were concerned. It was the type that is done by gangsters' meth-
ods, for the most part, in my judgment.
Having had some experience in the past with emotional upsets of

that type, I did not care to be responsible for causing an incident, if

I could help it, through my own actions, that migh lead to injury
and bloodshed of people under a tense situation of that kind.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, coming back to the meeting of October
26, between Mr. Best, the director, and the 10 evacuees, what does
3'our report show as to the reasonableness—the reasons for this

meeting ^

Mr. Myer. My report shows that this committee met with Mr. Best
and made a number of requests and demands, the most of which were
similar to the ones that were repeated on November 1, w^here I was
present, but there were additional ones added as of November 1.

Mr. Stripling. .Did you consider those requests and demands to be
reasonable and substantial as to the conditions or situations within
the relocation center ?

Mr. Myer. I did not. There Avere some of them that probably had
some basis in fact as to the reasons why they might lequest them.

I might say this, that a group of this type are usually pretty adroit
in, trying to find among tfie people whom they are trying to repre-
sent, what the griping causes are.

Most of these demands, that is, not all of them, but most of these
demands were based upon their survey of what they thought the diffi-

culties were, as would any good group of politicians who wanted to
present a case for a group that they were pi'esuming to represent.
Mr. Stripling. As to one of tlie complaints in this committee of 10,

did that pertain to the farm situation within the camp?
Mr. Myer. That is correct

;
yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Would you explain to the committee that situation?
Mr. Myer. At Tule Lake we have a good-sized area of good farm-

ing land that had, I think, at the time this hearing was held, between
five and six hundred acres of crops still unharvested, most of which
were potatoes, some of which were other types of vegetables, part of
which was destined to be used at Tule Lake and a part of which we
expected to ship to other relocation centers, for their use, because at
Tule Lake, along with the other centers, we had also a national pro-
gram of subsistence, utilizing the land that we felt best adapted to
crops, particularly crops that they could grow most effectively, and
then ship some to the other centers.
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It happened on October 15, within about 2 or 3 days after the last

trainload of these major movements moved into Tide Lake, we had an
unfortunate accident.

An evacuee, a boy driving a truck at the farm, tried to pass another
truck, and this truck he was driving carried, I think, 21) people, all

farm workers, got off on the bourne, and upset the truck, injuring all

or nearly all of the people in the truck. Twelve of them were rather
seriously injured, one oi whom died, 1 think it was 3 days later.

The committee that was represented here in the October 26 meet-
ing immediately seized upon this incident to blame the administra-
tion for the accident, and were able to get the farm group to quit work
at that time for a period of 10 days.

There was no one to talk to about it
;
they were just off /the; job.

I might say that the whole group was terminated on the rolls of the

W. R. A. immediately.
Mr. Best called me by phone. I was out on the same trip at that

time that I was on when I visited Tule Lake. He called me in Utah.
He told me of the incident and the problem and told me that they were
not harvesting the crop.

And I told him that of course we would not waste the crop, and
we were going to have it harvested some way or other, but I suggested

he wait another day or two to see whether they wanted to harvest it

before we moved in and harvested it some other way.
Mr. Stripling. At that time did you not risk the loss of the crop by

waiting 2 or 3 days ?

Mr. Myer. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stoipling. What was the risk?

Mr. Myer. The risk that w^e might have an early frost that would
cause some damage to the crop. Unfortunately, we did not have.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer.
Mr. Myer. May I just finish, Mr. Costello, regarding this item?
Mr. Costello. Well, go ahead.

WHiat was the particular crop that they were refusing to harvest at

that time?
Mr. Myer. As I remember it—I do not have the exact figures

—

but I w411 be glad to correct them for the record, but as I remember,
there were remaining 475 acres of potatoes, about 30 acres of onions;

there were some carrots; there was some broccoli, cabbage, and prob-
ably two or three other types of vegetables.

(Kefer to appendix, p. 10127.)

Mr. Costello. W^as there not also a large amount of rutiabagas

which they refused to harvest ?

Mr. Mykr. I am not sure about that. I had not heard that they
refused to harvest rutabagas.

Mr. CosTEixo. It is my understanding that the Japs did not like

them and for that reason would not harvest the rutabagas.

Mr. Myer. Perhaps so, but if you have that information—I do not

have it. I have been informed that they had completed their harvest

in the interim, and I assumed that they were harvested.

Mr. Costello. Well, is it not a fact that a large quantity of ruta-

bagas were not harvested the year before ?

Mr. Myer. I do not know the answer to that question, but I wil]

be glad to check it for you.
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Mr. CosTEUiO. The testimony presented before the California Senate
committee by Scott Warin, assistant farm administrator, indicated

that 250 acres of rutabagas were lost by tlie frost the previous year,

because the Japs had refused to harvest them.

Mr. Myer. This is the first time 1 heard that statement, but I will

be glad to check it.

Mr. CosTELLo. He also made the statement that 50 acres of turnips

were lost because they were not harvested; also destroyed by frost.

Mr. Myer. I will check that. That is also something I had not

heard before, and at which I am somewhat surprised because it had
not been reported to me.
May I proceed now with a statement?
Mr. CosTELLO. Yes, proceed.

Mr. Myer. From the central Utah project—I went from the central

Utah project at Minidoka, and upon arrival, Mr. Best told me it

became evident they were not going to har^^st the crop.

And I told him to proceed to get it harvested, and asked him to

work with Mr. Barrows, who was acting director there, and Mr.
Cozzens, in San Francisco, to carry out plans for getting the job done.

The plan developed was to bring evacuees in from other centers and
from other areas where they had been on seasonal leave, to harvest
the crop.

Recruitment began immediatel3^ These evacuees were moved in

and they did complete the harvest of the crop.

On the 26tli when this committee met with Mr. Best, they told him
that they did not want to harvest the crop, because they refused to

harvest any crops that would be sent to loyal evacuees in other centers.

Mr. Best, I believe, pointed out to them that it would take some time
to get fresh vegetables through, under the circumstances; that nor-
mally we placed our orders 50 days ahead with the Quartermaster
Corps, and that they might be short of fresh vegetables for some time
to come.
And they still were adamant about it and said they did not care to

harvest the crop.

That, basically, is the information regarding the crop.

If you care to go into more detail, I will be glad to supply the infor-

mation for the record.

Mr. Stripling. As to these segregees, w ere they very good farmers

;

the ones at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. Many of them were excellent farmers; yes. Most of
the Tule Lake segregees originally came from the Sacramento Valley,

and there were some very excellent farmers among the group.
Some of them, of course, were not, however.
Mr. Stripling. Do you consider the Japanese farmer to be superior

to the American farmer, Mr. Myer ?

Mr. Myer. I would not care to generalize on that question.

Mr. Stripling. Well, do you know whether it is the policy of

any of the officials of W. R. A. to so consider it or them ?

Mr. Myer. Not that I know of ; no.

Mr. Stripling. I show you a photostat of an article, a document
known as Midwest Frontier, which it states is pubHshed by the Cleve-

land area of the War Relocation Authority, and ask you if you know
whether that is a publication of the War Relocation Authority?

62626—44—vol. 16 12
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This is entitled "Volume 1, No. 1, December 1, 1943.''

]\rr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I found out last evening that this is a
publication of the War Relocation Authority.
Mr. Stripling. That is all right, Mr. Myer, but I would like to ask

a question at this point.

Mr. iNIyer. May 1 ask a question first?

Mr. Stripling. I ask you if this is a publication of the War Reloca-
tion Authority, and you have answered the question, Mr. Myer.

I would like to ask you a further question.

Mr. Myer. I beg your pardon.
Mr. Stripling. Who is Mr. Everett L. Dakan ?

^Ir. Myer. Mr. Everett Dakan is a member of the War Relocation
Authority staff located at Columbus, Ohio, who is working with the

War Relocation Authority in Ohio and Michigan, representing the

Cleveland office.

Mr. Stripling. What is- his position?

Mr. Myer. His position is relocation officer at Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Stripling. And his salary?
Mr. Myer. I cannot tell you offhand, but I believe it is approxi-

mately $3,800 a year ; I believe.

Mr. Stripling. Approximately.
When was the plan to issue this paper devised in the War Reloca-

tion Authority?
Mr. Myer. i believe it was about the middle of November.
Mr. Stripling. Was the purpose to staff it with Caucasian em-

ployees of the War Relocation Authority or Government employees,
or was it planned to staff it with Japanese-Americans ?

Mr. Myer. I was not present at the time the details were worked
out at that meeting, and I could not give you that information off-

hand, but I am sure that the paper is being handled by employees of

the War Relocation Authority.
Mr. Stripling. Then you would not say that they also had in mind

the employing of Japanese on the editorial staff of the paper?
Mr. Myer. I think not, unless they were Government employees.

Mr. Stripling. At that point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read
from paragraph 2.

Paragraph 2 of this Midwest Frontier, volume 1, No. 1 states

—

With a staff of American-Japanese editorial assistants in the principal cities

where suboffices of the War Relocation Authority are situated, the paper will be

imt out regularly by the people who have an understanding of the kind of in-

formation most desired by persons in the centers.

Is that statement untrue, Mr. Myer ?

Mr. Myer. I am afraid that it does not quite indicate the facts.

The people who are members of the staff, as indicated, on the so-

called masthead of that paper, some of them are secretaries and other

evacuees who are working in the offices and who make contributions

from time to time, but are not editorial in the sense of being selected

as editorial people.

Mr. Stripling. Did the W. R. A. have in mind publishing this

paper or a section of it in the Japanese language for distribution in

the United States?

Mr. Myer. I believe a section of it was published in the Japanese
language.
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Mr. Stripling. In that connection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to

read from the same article, which appears on the front page. It says

:

Depending upon the success in obtaining Japanese translators, it is intended

to have a Japanese language section in each issue. This will not necessarily

be a translation of all material appearing in the English section. The best

judgment of the staff will be used, deciding which articles will be of interest

to both groups of readers, and which will be of interest to one group alone.

Mr. Myer, would you explain why the W. R. A. as an agency of

the Government, would see fit to print a paper in Japanese for dis-

semination throughout the United States?

Mr. Myer. First, let me say it is not being presented for dissemi-

nation throughout the United States generally.

Mr. Stripling. For evacuees, persons who have been relocated,

situated generally throughout certain sections of the country.

Mr. Myer. This is not for the purpose of sending to the people
who have been relocated.

This publication was meant to go to the relocation centers as a part
of a program to interest the evacuees in relocating outside of the
centers, in the areas of the country represented by this particular
publication, and only for that purpose.

Mr. CosTELLO. It was also to be sent to the evacuees who had been
sent elsewhere?

Mr. Stripling. Yes ; I think it was.

Mr. Myer. The reason why portions were put in the Japanese lan-

guage, rather than the English language, was the fact that we have
in the centers now many of the older people of the group of aliens

who are available for relocation, who read the Japanese language
better than they read the English language; consequently it is a
better medium for getting information to them than it would be if

we had the whole publication in English, or had submitted the whole
publication in English ; and that is the reason the Japanese language
is being utilized.

iNIr. Stripling. It says

:

It is the intention to publish an edition every 2 weeks and to distribute not
opily to the residents of the relocation centers, but as well, to the miore than
2,000 persons of Japanese ancestry who have settled in this area.

I assume that to be the Cleveland area, which embraces Ohio and
Michigan ; is that right ?

Mr. Myer. I would have to recheck the facts on that.

I am assuming that that was the intent on the part of these people,
but I am not sure that it is the intent of the Authority, because there
seems to be some question about it.

Mr. Stripling. This is a publication of the Authority. When you
say "these people," who do you have in mind ?

Mr. Myer. The people who put this paper out.

Mr. Stripling. But they are officials of the War Relocation Au-
thority.

Mr. Myer. They are
;
yes, sir.

I might say that publications of this type are expected to be sub-
mitted here before they are sent to the relocation centers. Through
inadvertence, or some reason, this was not submitted ahead of time.

I would like to add that the distribution of this particular publica-
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tion, since I liave lieard about it, has been suspended at all the centers,

and we have asked that all copies be destroyed.

Mr. Stripling. Do von know Mr. Dakan personally, Mr. Myer?
Mr. Myer. I have known Mr. Dakan for 23 years.

Mr. Striiijng. Do you consider him to be an authority on the sub-

ject of poultry or afrriculture ?

Mr. Myer. I consider Mr. Dakan to be one of the best authorities

in the country on poultry. He was head of the poultry department
of Ohio State University. He is on leave of absence at the moment,
working for us. He is working in the State of Ohio; at least, has
since 1920. That is Avhen I first met him.

I worked with him in the agricidtural field for a good many years.

He is a man well-known throughout the State of Ohio for his knowl-
edge of the agricultural industry' in Ohio.

Sir. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, would you like for me to read for

the record Mr. Dakan's article ?

Mr. CosTELLO. Read such excerpts as you desire.

Mr. Stripling. In the leading article of the issue of this publica-

tion he states

:

We will not have to explain; to yoii what we do in the wintertime. You will

find out that our large barns are full of livestock, our cows must be milked,
our chickens f(^d, our machinery repaired, and plans made for another year.

Then, some of us sleep later in the morning in the wintertime and listen to the
radio longer at night. You will discover that many of our houses were built

in pioneer days. That rural electrification is mostly a new thing. That many
tenant houses do not have bathrooms because^ they were built before bathrooms
came into style. They have not been remodeled because the war has made it

impossible to get material. Then, believe it or not, we have some few tenants and
seasonal workers who do not bathe. They think it is unhealthy. We need you
I>eople to change our ideas about this. You have a lesson to teach Ohio and
Michigan farmers in sanitation. It is a contribution you can make to our way
of living.

We need to know something of your skill in packing and grading, your artistic

sense of orderliness. We need your faithfulness to your task, your willingness
to work, and your appreciation of a job well done. There are a lot of workers
in the Middle West, in Ohio and Michigan, who are not coreful, painstaking, and
accurate. This you can teach them. You will do much for your fellow men
and much for our section of the art of agriculture as well as science.

Do you have any comment to make on that statement of Mr. Dakan's,
which appeared in the official publication of the W. R. A.?
Mr. ^Iyer. I will be very glad to comment.
In* the first place, I would like to say that it appears Mr. Dakan

became a little overenthusiastic in his job of selling the evacuees on
the program in Ohio.

I would like to read for the record a two-paragraph statement re-

garding this publication. Mr. Chairman, because I think it is im-
portant that you have the information on it.

Midwest Frontiers is one of several publications, soon to be i.ssued. by prin-

cipal relocation offices of the War Relocation Authority, for distribution to

evacuees in relocation centers. The only other similar publication already under
way is issued by the Kansas City office. Approximately 5,000 copies were printed
of the first edition of Midwest Frontiers. The cost is approximately $70 per

issue. The schedule is once a month.
In carrying on the relocation of evacuees whose loyalty to the United States

has been investigated, one of the principal problems facing War Relocation Au-
thority is lack of familiarity, on the part of the evacuees, with areas other than
the west coast where they lived. Another is fear of their ability to make a
living: a third is fear of antipathy on the part of the public generally toward
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persons of Japanese ancestrj% regardless of their loyalty or citizenship. Accord-
ingly, Midwest Frontiers and similar publications carry material descriptive of

agricultural and industrial conditions in the area concerned; examples of

evacuees who are successful economically ; and instances which demonstrate
acceptance of evacuees in the communities where they relocate.

Now, one of the problems that we liave had in many, many areas,

in getting evacuees to relocate, is the fact that they do not have bathing
facilities, believe it or not.

In spite of how they may live otherwise, most of the evacuee groups
are daily bathers, and one of the things that they generally insist on
is a place to take a bath, even though it does not have to be the type
of bath that you and I may bathe in.

It has been one of the important problems in trying to get them to

move into certain areas in Ohio, and I presume, after reading this

article, which I had not seen until this morning—and I did not read
the Times-Herald yesterday, but I understand it was quoted in an
article in the Times-Herald—the only thing that I can assume is that

Mr. Dakan was trying to impress these folks with the fact that we did
have some of that problem, and that it would seem that he was some-
what indiscreet in two or three sentences he used that might imply
that maybe other people were not as sanitary as they should be.

Mr. Stripling. I do not think there is any implication there, Mr.
Chairman ; I think it is a clear statement.

Mr. Myer. I want to repeat that it has been the policy and definite

policy, that these publications will be reviewed in the future. It w^as

supposed to have been done, and I do not know why it was not done

;

it was through inadvertance, I take it. I am going into the whole
matter as soon as I can find time.
But I do want to repeat what I said about a half a minute ago. He

is a person who is highly thought of throughout the State of Ohio.
He has written for the Ohio Farmer for a good many years, in addition
to his other duties.

I have no apologies to make for Mr. Dakan, excepting what I have
already said. I would not have allowed the publication to go to the
field with a few of these sentences in it, had I seen them myself.
On the other hand, I do not think it is as serious as might be implied

from the trouble that has been indicated here to have it multiplied and
brought out as a part of this hearing. I, at least, would question, Mr.
Chairman, whether the statement would be called un-American.
Mr. CosTELLO. It may not be a very serious item in itself, and I guess

there are far more serious items brought up, such, for instance, as the
wastage of food, and things of that sort, that took place at Tule Lake,
and the matters of theft that went unpunished.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, we will go into that in great detail.
Mr. CosTELLO. They are unquestionably far more serious than this

statement on tlie part of Mr. D.ikan.
Mr. Myer. No question about that.
Mr. Costello. But it seems to me it is an indication of some of the

things that are being done by W. R. A., the wasting of money, as well
as putting out statements of that kind, which is a reflection on all the
people of the State of Ohio, and I think it is unjustified and quite
unnecessary.

Mr. Myer. I disagree that it is a reflection on all the people of Ohio.
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^fr. CosTELLO. It is a reflection on the peoi)le in the farming com-
nnniities in Ohio. Had ^Ir. Dakan ever heen in California, or had
any association witli the Japanese, witli their hahits of life?

Mr. Myer. I would have to check with Mr. Dakan on that, but not
so far as I know. Mr. Dakan was selected because of his knowledge of
the agricultui-al areas in Ohio, in trying to work with our farm pro-
gram : in lielping them to recruit peo})le from the centers that would
work in tliat area.

Mr. CosTELLO. What method of censorsliip of the articles written by
the Japanese is being employed by W. R. A. ?

Mr. Myj:r. May I ask my reports officer ?

Mr. Baker tells me that the}^ have depended to date entirely on the

statf in Cleveland, and at centers, who are able to interpret these

materials.

^Ir. CosTELLO. Are they white employees, or eJapanese?
Mr. Myer. Some are white employees and some are evacuees.

Mr. CosTELLO. Tliey are not sure what is written, then, in Japanese?
Ml'. ]Myer. I think we l:ave a reasonable check on that. Mr. Costello,

and we can always have it checked with the Justice Department, if

there is any question about them saying things that should not be said.

Mr. Costello. In your statement read to the committee, you used
the expression "another is fear of their ability to make a livinir." You
mean that the Japanese people mi^ht not be able to make a living with-
out some of the aids which they formerly received through the Jap-
anese consular agents?
Mr. ^Iyer. No : I do not. I simply had in mind people with smaller

families going into strange communities which they are not well ac-

quainted with, and that is all I had in mind.
Mr. Mux' T. I think you intimated. Mr. Myer. that the reason for

issuing the Midwest Frontier was to encourage the Japanese evacuees

to apply for their seasonal or permanent labor in other areas of the

country.
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. MuNDT. To sort of make it inviting.

Mr. Myer. Tliat is right.

Mr. MuxDT. You said. too. that the Japanese were personally very

clean, as far as their bodil}^ habits are concerned, and so forth: is that

correct ?

Mr. Myer. That is correct. That has Ix^en my observation, at least,

and the observation of people who have worked with them.
Mr. MuxnT.* And that seems to be the accepted fact?

Mr. :vrYER. That is right.

Mr. ^frxDT. I wonder if you feel that it is going to be conducive to

the enthusiasm on the part of the Japanese to move into agricultural

areas in which the W. R. A. paper says

:

Believe it or not, but some tenants and seasonal workers do not bathe at all.

It would seem to me they would be evasive
;
they would not care

to cfo into that section.

Mr. Myer. ^Ir. ^Fundt. T think T have already said that we have

killed this is>:ue. and I am in no position to argue for the article that

wns presented in relation to its sales appeal.

Mr. MuxDT. Have you killed the magazine or just the issue?
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Mr. ^Iyer. We have killed the issue.

Mr. MuNDT. Have you issued new instructions that henceforth these

articles should be passed upon ?

Mr. Myer. Instructions have been issued verbally, and I am not

sure whether in writing, but all similar articles are to be reviewed

before they go out, and if that has not been done, been put in writing,

it will be.

This whole development has taken place during the last 3 or 4 weeks,

during which time 1 have been pretty busy, as some of you might un-

derstand.
Mr. Baker, who Avorked with the folks, and who sits here at my

right, has worked with them and has been in the field until the latter

part of last week. I have not been able to get up to date on all the

details.

Mr. MuNDT. This issue, No. 1, volume 1, the December issue, was
just issued for Michigan and Ohio?
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. MuxDT. Do you contemplate getting out additional issues in

connection with the South Dakota farmers?
Mr. Myer. I have indicated there was one in process out at Kansas

City. I assume that will not be of the type indicated b}^ Mr. Dakan.
I want to repeat, gentlemen, I have no defense for the article, and

probably it is not the type of article. I presume some of you are

nappy that it broke. I am not. I do not defend it.

I do not want to be spending time on any issue of this kind when
we have already killed the issue, and I do not intend to have any
statement of that type put out any place else.

On the other hand, I do want to repeat this: I do have a high
regard for Mr. Dakan. He has done an excellent job out there. We
had two publics to deal with at that time; the public outside of the
relocation centers, and the public inside of the relocaticm centers,

and I think it might be understandable that persons who are trying
to get workers to come out will occasionally overstep in their enthusi-
asm, and I think that is about what happened in this particular case.

That is all I have to sa}^ about it.

Mr. CosTELLO. Mr. Myer, you made the statement there you thought
somebody might be happy that the story broke. What did you mean?
Mr. Myer. AVell, Mr. Stripling enjoys questioning me about it, so

I presume it has nuide him happy. I consider it somewhat of a red
herring.

Mr. Stripling. I am interested in seeing the next issue.

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to submit it to you when it comes out, or
any other issues that the AVar Relocation Authority puts out.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, do you consider Mr. Dakan as acting as
an official of tlie Govermnent, in making such a statement? Do you
think it should go unnoticed and should be excused simply on the
ground of saying, "We will have this killed" ?

Mr. Myer. Did I say it was going unnoticed ?

Mr. Stripling. AVell, you indicated that it should have gone un-
noticed.

Mr. Myer. I did not say "indicated".
Mr. Stripling. ^Ir. Myer, how many times have you been to the

Tule Lake relocation center?
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Mr. SIyer. Four.
Mr. Stripltng. When ^yere you tliere last?

IVFr. Myer. Noveni})er 1 and' Xovomber 2, 1943.

Mr. Stru'ling. What time did you arrive at Tide Lake?
Mr. Myer. About 10 a. m., in the moi'ninj? of November 1.

Mr. Stripuxg. Wlien you arrived, did you proceed to inspect the
camp ?

Mr. Myt:r. Yes, sir. Tlie first t]iin<r we did was to drive to the farm
on our way out to the center to inspect the tents and the set-ups for
receiving evacuees.

Some of them were already there to harvest the crops that the
people in the colony did not want to harvest.

We spent a very short time there talking with some of the boys and
rechecking the plans for getting potato diggers working, and proceeded
immediately on to the center pro])er.

Most of the time between 10 and about 12 : 15 was spent interviewing
members of the staff, and making plans for the rest of my visit, laying
out plans for the agenda.

In the meantime I met Colonel Austin, who was the head of the

military police unit. I talked with him briefly. I became acquainted
with him and discussed a number of policy questions.

Mr. Stripling. Were you called upon by any one representing or

portraying to represent the segregees and asked to make a speech?
Mr. Myer. Not until after lunch.

Mr. Stripling. What time were you requested ?

Mr. Myer. To make the speech?
Mr. Stripling. Yes.
Mr. Myer. Along about 4:30 in the afternoon that I was actually

requested.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was that the first time that you were actually asked

to speak to the Japanese ?

Myer. Yes ; it was at the end of the meeting with the committee,

after they had presented the questions and after they had gone through

the procedure whicli I think you have copies of.

^fr. CosTETXO. Was there a plan to have you address the evacuees

on the following day rather than the Monday?
Mr. Myer. No ; there was no such plan. There was a plan the fol-

lowing day to meet with the committee upon their request, but that is

all, as far as I recall.

Mr. Stripling. What time, then, did you learn that a group of the

Japanese segregees were going to gather around the administration

buildings?
Mr. Myer. x\t approximately 1 o'clock. T do not know the exact

time because I did not h^ok at my watch, but Mr. Best had gone home

to hi^ a])artment for lunch and I'had gone to the administration lunch

hall for lunch.

We had taken a reasonable time to eat our lunch, and just about

the time I finished, he came into the mess hall and told me he had

heard from two different sources that this announcement had been

made in some of the evacuee mess halls that I would speak at 1 : 30,

asking the people to come to the administrative area to hear me make

a speech.
, r*

•

At that time Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens and myself got into a car

and drove around the area to find out for ourselves .what was going on,
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and we confirmed in our own judgment that this is about what had
happened, because we saw people coming out of their apartments, of
all types.

Some of them were women with little children by the hand; some
of them were family groups.

In five or six of the blocks there were five or six groups gathered,

probabl}' five or six, just as though they were having a little football

huddle. But they were coming from a number of ])ortions of the

center, and the three of us appraised the situation and decided that

they had been invited to come and hear me speak.

Mr. MuNDT. Who made the announcement?
Mr. INItee. The representatives, I presume, of this committee of

evacuees. It was not authorized by the W. K. A.
Mr. MuNDT. In your subsequent check, did you determine who made

the announcement ?

Mr. Myer. I never heard any check on it. I presume it w^as made
by different people in different blocks, Mr. Mundt, because there is

a large number of blocks, and I do not think it could have gotten

around to have an}- one or two people make it.

Mr. Mundt. It was not made on the loudspeaker announcing
system ?

Mr. Myer. No ; it was announced out there in the mess halls, rather

than a general announcement over a loudspeaker system.

Mr. Stripling. When you were informed that they were going to

gather, and you saw them in the process of gathering, what was your

Mr. Myer. My reaction to that was that the committee had pulled

a smart trick.

Mr. Stripling. Did you make any effort to stop the assembly ?

Mr. Myer. We did not. We simply consulted among ourselves and
decided that the crowd, for the most part, was coming as a friendly
group in good faith to hear the director make a speech.

And we decided to await the next move, and we drove back to the

office, and he immediately called Colonel Austin—that is, Mr. Best
did, and reported what we knew about the situation, and asked him
to have the troops alerted and to stand by, and we were in continuous
contact with Colonel Austin's office from that time on through to the
time—well, when they took over on November 4.

Mr. Stripling. You say you went back to the administration
building?
Mr. J^Iyer. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. From where you were in the administration building
did you have a view of the crowd approaching?
Mr. Myer. We had it from one or two angles

;
yes.

Mr. Stripling. How many people would you say were approaching
the administration building when you first saw them?
Mr. Myer. Oh, I have not made an estimate on that.

Mr. Stripling. Would you sa}^ it was hundreds ?

Mr. Myer. Well, I would say that they were coming out of a large
number of apartments. I would not have any idea how many people
were approaching at the time I first saw them.
Mr. Stripling. How far away was the crowd when you first saw

them?
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^Ir. Myer. Away from ^Yhe^e ?

Mr. Stiuplixg. From where you vrere. How far was it to the crowd?
Mr. Myer. Well, we were driving around. We were driving around

amongst the crowd part of tliat time, who were beginning to move
toward the center, up and down the blocks and up and down the

roadways, to get a general view of tlie situation. Some of them were
very close to us; right alongside of the car, in fact.

Mr. Stkifling. Did you advise any of them that you were not going
to speak or had not intended to speak ?

^Ir. Myer. No ; I did not.

Mr. STRirLixG. Then you went to the administration building.

When you arrived at the administration building had the crowd
assembled in the front of the building?
Mr. ]\Iyer. They were beginning to assemble by that time pretty

fast. There were some already there, not a very large number, but
they assembled pretty fast in tlie next 10 or 15 minutes following our
arrival at the building.

Mr. Stripling. At what time did the committee of 17 call on you?
Mr. Myer. Again, I do not know the exact time because I did not

look at my watch, but I would say that it was about 1 : 20 when a

young man came in and asked if we would meet the committee.
Mr. CosTELLO. Did any of these people, Mr. Myer, congregate

around the hospital before you went into the administration building?
Mr. Myer. No. The hospital, of course, is just across the way

from the administration building, and as far as I know, there was
never any group as such that congregated " around the hospital. It

was simply a small group of Kibei boys that went into the hospital.

Mr. Stripling. What did you advise the messenger who asked you
if you would meet with the committee ?

Mr. Myer. We told him we would meet with the committee.
Mr. Stripling. That was approximately at 1:20?
:Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. What time did the committee arrive?

Mr. Myer. Well, most of them arrived immediately, or within the

next 4 or 5 minutes. They gathered in immediately. There were
two or three that looked to me to be members of the committee. They
did not act, I suppose, for another 5 or 10 minutes. There Avas a

period—oh, I do not know of how long, I suppose 10 minutes—when
the group wei'e gatliering in the office.

Mr. Stripling. Did you ever go and view the crowd in order to

determine how many were assembled all around the building ?

Mr. Mi-ER. We were able to view the crowd from the building, as

we saw it, and had a pretty good idea how many assembled, and
also the nature of the crowd.
Mr. Stripling. How many would you say were in the crowd?
Mr. Myer. I think we stated that our estimate, based on the esti-

mates of a num.ber of people, was between three and four thousand.

We have had estimates that ranged from 3,000 to 8,000, and I find

more recently that our internal security who was there, who prob-

ably had more experience than any of us with the crowds, said it did

not exceed 5,000, in his judgment, and he had a pretty good oppor-

tunity to size it up. I do not think anybody w^ill ever know.
Mr. CosTELLO. Approximately one-third of the residents within the

center.
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Mr. Myer. I would guess about oue-third of the residents were
there; yes. A little less, perhaps, but not more than that. However,
estimates of groups vary very greatly under such circumstances, and
I do not care to try to argue on whether it was 4.000 or whether it

was 5,000 or whether it was 3,000 or 6,000, Mr. Chairman, because

I do not know.
Mr. Stripling. Regarding this committee of 17 you say, that as-

sembled there, almost inunediately after the fii*st messenger had come
and asked if you would come and meet with them, did you take any
steps to determine whether or not they were representing the four or

five thousand people who were assembled outside ?

Mr. Myer. The only ste])s that we took was to ask them before we
started any conference at all, to all sign their names on a sheet of paper,

which they did.

Mr. Stripling. Did they bring with them an}^ resolution or written

statement '?

Mr. Myer. The only statement that I saw that was written Avere

the notes that were in the hands of George Kuratomi, who served as

the spokesman for the group, and they were in longhand, written out

;

simply as a series of notes that he handed to us.

Mr. MuNDT. Did you make any comment to the committee as to the

crowd outside of the building, as to why they were there ?

Mr. Myer. As I remember, the only comment made to the committee
was when they started to put up the loudspeaker, and Mr. Black, as-

sistant director, was on the outside, and told them where to put it, and
someone got on the roof to help anchor the wire, or something of that
kind; some of them asked what was going on and they said they were
putting up a loudspeaker system. That was the only comment.
Mr. MuNDT. Aside from that, no member of the committee said any-

thing to you, or you anything to the committee about the 5 000 people?
Mr. Myer. No ; I think there was nothing said about the 5,000 peo-

ple. I think you will find that the record indicates that Mr. Kuratomi,
in his presentation to me. tried to be what you would expect him to

be—to impress me with the fact that the crowd was up there protesting
some of the treatment that they had had in the center, and were sup-
porting the committee.
That was, of course, our judgment as to why they invited the crowd

up. They were trying to make us believe, in my opinion, that the
crowd was an angry mob, and if we did not meet their demands, that
something very dire might happen.
That is about the onl}^ statement I know of in relation to the crowd.

We made no statement regarding the crowd at that time.

Mr. Stripling. This loud speaker equipment, did the War Relo-
cation Authority furnish that?
Mr. ]\Iyer. Xo: that was equipment that belonged to the evacuees.
Mr. Stripling. Are they permitted to have a loudspeaker systenk

of their own ?

Mr. ]Myer. They have been, in most of the centers, and I think had
this equipment, and it has been used by me. or by the War Relocation
Authority, the representatives of the War Relocation Authority, and
utilized for larger meetings that they had in the centers, for the simple
reason that we have not been able to provide large meetings for the
centers.
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Those which we ever had, many of tliem were out of doors, and we
have not relieved them of that equipment, and we liave allowed them
to have that in connection with authorized meetings in the centers.

This meeting was not authorized.

Mr. Stripling. Considering the situation, Mr. Myer, would you
think a loudspeaker apparatus would be a dangerous weapon in a
situation of that kind ; the setting up of a loudspeaker apparatus to

address a group of thousands of people?
Mr. MiTJ?. I did not so consider it ; no. As a matter of fact, I think

it was very helpful to us.

Mr. STiaPLiNG. You did not use the equipment until late in the af-

ternoon, did you ?

Mr. Myer. We were in a position to use the equipment as a signal-

ling device, because it was connected at all times, had we wished to

do so, in order to call up the troops, in addition to our telephone com-
munication.
Mr. Stripung. Where was the microphone ?

Mr. Myer. The microphone was set up in the doorway of the ad-

ministration building. It is a double door. It was wide open, and
it was set up within 4 feet of Mr. Black's desk, who was on the job

during that whole period, at his desk, and was in touch with the situ-

ation in the outer office.

Mr. Stripling. Who was in charge of the actual mechanical opera-
tion ?

Mr. Myer. The evacuees.

Mr. Stripling. Then you could not have used it if they did not want
you to. Could they not have turned it off or on? That would have
been possible, would it not ?

Mr. Myer. I do not think they would have gotten it turned off before
we could have announced to the colonel that we wanted to get help.

Mr. Stripling. That was not .the onl}' system of communication,
was it ?

Mr. Myer. No ; it was not.

Mr. Strii^ling. You were not depending on that ?

^Ir. Myer. No; we were not, but we were in a position to use it had
we found tliat they were tampering at any stage of the game with the

telephone wires. I did not consider it as a dangerous weapon. As a

matter of fact, I considered that the loudspeaker was a good thing
for the reason that I was able, at a later time, to address the crowd
myself and had them hear what I had to say.

Mr. Stripling. But you were not the only one who made a speech,

were you ?

Mr. Myer. No.
Mr. Stripling. But you will agree that the use of a loudspeaker

apparatus, when thousands of people are assembled, may be used to

incite the mob ; do you not ?

Mr. Myer. I sui)pose that is possible.

Mr. Stripling. As well as to placate the crowd.
Mr. Myer. That is correct.

Mr. Stripling. But since the crowd, which had a tendency to incite

rather than placate, was in control of the apparatus, you certainly
must have recognized a dangerous situation.

Mr. Myer. I recognized a dangerous situation at every minute of
the afternoon

;
yes. I have never denied that I did not recognize that.
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It was tense. It was the kind of a situation where there could have
been fireworks touched off that nii<2:ht have meant injur}^ or even loss

of life to a good many people. That is why we tried to handle it

calmly and sanely, and tried to keep it so without that kind of an in-

strument; and I think the results indicate that is about what happened.
Mr. Striplincx. Was there anyone else injured?

Mr. Myer. Dr. Pedicord was injured.

Mr. Striling. Was there anyone else injured ?

Mr. Myer. No one other than that that I know of.

Mr. Stripling. Did you notice of your own personal knowledge,
any disturbance in the assembling of the crowd, or after they had
assembled ?

Mr. Myer. No disturbance except an occasional shout by some one
when they were ])utting up the equipment, shouting at somebody else

or to others, up and down the line.

Just before the meeting started, 1 did notice certain people around
the edges of the crowd guiding cars into centers, and I saw one car

that was stopped; that was Mr. Geery's car, and they asked him to

move into a certain parking space, as well as I could see. I could not
hear what went on.

Well, Mr. Gerry did not do so. He backed up and turned around
and went in the other direction, and I lost sight of him beyond the

building. That was the only incident I was able to see from the
building at that time.

Mr. CosTELLO. Regarding the loud speaker equipment, when the

W. R. A. would use that equipment for their own use, would they pay
rental to the evacuees
Mr. jMyer. I do not know about this particular equipment. We have

rented equipment from the evacuees in some of the centers for our
own use at different times.

Mr. Stripling. From your office could you see the hospital ; from
the building you were in?

Mr. Myer. Yes ; we could see the hospital.

Mr. Stripling. Could you see the front entrance to the hospital?
Mr. Myer. I cannot tell you off-hand which is the front entrance to

the hospital ; I am not sure. I could not answer that question yes or
no.

Mr. Stripling. Did you witness any disturbance at the hospital
yourself ?

Mr. Myer. I did not.

Mr. Stripling. When was any disturbance first reported to you or
Mr. Best?
Mr. Myer. It was reported during the time that we were getting the

names of the committee on paper, and just previous to the time that
Mr. Kuratomi started his discussion with us.

Mr. Stripling. Do you know who received the report ?

Mr. Myer. Yes; Mr. Best.

Mr. Stripling. What did he state to you on receiving the report?
Mr. Myer. I have a record of what went on (reading:)

Mr. Best turned and said, "What is going on at the hospital?"
George Kuratomi said, "I don't know."
Mr. Best said, "They have beaten up Dr. Pedicord and they arc tearing down

property. Dr. Pedicord is badly beaten up and they are going from one ward
to another destroying property."
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Kiiratoini said, "We will stop it."

Mr. Best said, "They have beaten up Dr. redicord and that will have to be
stopped right away."

Mr. Striplixg. That was at 1 : 30 ?

Mr. Myer. That was at approximately 1 : 30; yes.

Mr. Stripling. What ha])peiied then I What did you do, yourself,

Mr. Myer, upon hearing this convei'sation ?

Mr. ]Myi:r. I supplemented Avhat Mr. Best said, which is not on the
record, by saying that we will not have any physical violence in this

center, and if we do, we will take other action.

Mr. Stripling. Do you state that at this point, Mr. Myer?
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. Why does it not appear in the transcript ?

Mr. Myer. Sim])ly because the young lady evidently did not get it,

Mr. Stripling. If the young lady was taking down what Mr. Best
and Mr. Kuratomi were saying, she certainly would take down what
the director was saying, would she not ?

Mr. Myer. I am repeating what I remember of saying. It is not
in tlie transcript. Why it was not taken down, I do not know.
Mr. MuxDT. Did the young lady take down this other comment, or

reconstruct it afterward ?

Mr. Myer. I think it was reconstructed, but I am not sure about
that. She came into the office just about that time as the names were
being taken, and it appears she only got a portion of the comment. I
think that is what happened.
Mr. MuNDT. That appears to be the only logical explanation, for

having the statement of Mr. Best and Kuratomi and not yourself, that
she did reconstruct it afterward.
Mr. Myer. I might say one other thing

Mr. MuNDT. It was not a stenographic transcript of the conversa-
tion ?

Mr. Myer. Not of that portion of it, because she came in in the

midst of it, as I remember it.

Let me make one other statement. It was evident to Mr. Best and
myself and the others in the room that this incident of the hospital

was not a part of the plan of the committee, as we viewed their faces,

and as we saw the agitation within the committee themselves when
the announcement was made, it was evident. That was one of the

reasons we did not take other action at that time, because we felt that

they were as anxious to get it under control, and not themselves cause

an incident, as perhaps we were.

I do not think the committee would haA^e objected, had we touched
something off, and that they were not interested in touching off physical

violence that day.

Mr. Stripling. What steps were taken after you told them you
would not tolerate such conduct ?

Mr. Myer. As I remember it, three members of the group went over

and said—the hospital was just across the road—that everything was
under control.

Mr. Stripling. Now, did you suspend the meeting ?

Mr. Myer. I suspended the meeting until they reported back
;
yes.

Mr. CosTELLo. Was that three members of the group ?

Mr. Myer. Of the evacuees.

Mr. Costello. Of the evacuees ?
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Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. None of the white personnel ?

Mr. Myer. That is right. A short time later, as I remember it,

there were about three called from the hos])ital. I might say some
of the folks in the hospital were pretty upset, naturally, as you would
expect them to be.

Some time later I asked Mr. Schmidt—I don't remember exactly

what time this took place—to go to the hospital. Mr. Schmidt is the

head of our internal security program on a national basis and was
at the center and was at the meeting. I asked him to check the

question of both property damage and the situation as regarding

Dr. Pedicord and report back to me immediately.
Mr. Schmidt then got up and left the room, went through the crowd.

We waited until he came back and reported that it was not true, that

there was none in the hospital at that time that Avere not supposed to be.

I might say that the reason that was done was this, that it was
rei^ortecl, as I remember it, that there w^ere still peoj^le in the hospital

running up and down the hallways, and somebody reported they were
knocking down partitions and doing damage to property.

Mr. Schmidt came back and reported that the only property dam-
aged that he could locate was a 2 by 4 railing which was in frcmt of the

outer office, in front of Dr. Pedicord's office that had been knocked
over, evidently by Dr. Pedicord, or in the fight, and Dr. Pedicord was
badly beaten, or badly bruised, but that he did not seem to be seriously

injured, but he was in good hands, getting medical care, and there was
no one in the hospital and everything seem to be under control, and
somebod}" had just gotten a little excited about the situation.

Mr. CosTELLo. You made the statement that Mr. Schmidt left the
meeting to go over to the hospital. Did he go alone ?

Mr. Myer. I do not remember about that. He started out alone; at

least, we did not request an^^one to go with him. He may have had
some people go with him out through the crowd, but in any event, he
went. I did not ask anybody to.

Mr. Costello. There is testimony of Mr. Schmidt and an evacuee
going to check up on the hospital situation.

Mr. Myer. Perhaps he did. I do not remember as he did. I know
he went at my request.

iMr. Costello. Do you believe it would have been possible for Mr.
Schmidt to go through that crowd outside of the administration build-
ing if he had not been accompanied by an evacuee ?

Mr. Myer. Yes, sir; knowing Mr. Schmidt, I know it would.
Mr. Costello. That, seems contrary to all of the testimony of the

other witnesses in the administration building.

Mr. Myer. I do not believe you know ^Ir. Schmidt, because some
did pass through the crowd and back, though not many of them ; but I

do not think you know Mr. Schmidt.
Mr. Costello. Do you know the names of any witnesses who did

pass through the crowd ?

Mr. ^NIyer. Yes ; I can supply those for you—iMiss Battat.
Mr. Costello. She was free to enter the building or leave it ?

]Mr. ^Iyer. Both.
Mr. Costello. She went in and out of the building?
Mr. ^Iyer. And Mrs. Silverthorne, and as I remember it, there were

a few others. I would be glad to supply tha;t for the record.
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Mr. CosTELLO. I note a quotation in the paper which was called to

my attention, because I am not a reader of it—P. M.—which appeared
yesterday, which says, '*The situation w^as tense for a time, he said"

—

referring to yourself.

But I was not a prisoner. I did think it unwise to attempt to pass through the
crowd.

Mr. Mter. Mr. Chairman, that is almost a direct quote. I am not
sure it is exactly correct. I think what I said was that I did not con-
sider myself a prisoner. However, in a tense situation, as we had it

at that time, I did not consider it wise to create an incident by trying
to pass through the crowd unnecessarily.

Mr. CosTELLO. Notice seems to have been given generally to the press

that Mr. Schmidt walked through the crowd quite freely and did not
have any difficulty, and all the testimony
Mr. Mter. No.
Mr. CoSTEixo. Given to the committee indicates to the contrary and

the fact of the transcript indicates that an evacuee went with Mr.
Schmidt to check up on the hospital situation, but mention of that fact

did not appear in any comment you made regarding it, or in any of

the news items.

Mr. ^Iter. ]\fr. Chairman, may I repeat tliat I did not know until

I saw the transcript that an evacuee did go with Mr. Schmidt. It did
not register with me at the moment. I think that is understandable
that you do not catch every little movement that goes on in a situation

of that kind. I do not deny what the transcript says. It is undoubt-
edly true. Neither did I ever deny that there was any problem at

Tule Lake.
Furthermore, the record shows very clearly that there were certain

people who tried to go through the crowd, in or out, and were re-

strained.

There is also some testimony that certain others tried to go in and
out and were not restrained, so it varied.

I want to make it clear to the committee that the—if I have not
already done so—that the situation was tense. It had the possibilities

of flaring into trouble, though I think most of our staff conducted
themselves in such a way that they did not touch off trouble; but I

think the way we handled the situation proved to be the soimd way.
We were in continuous touch with the Army. They had their ve-

hicles warmed up. They were in a position to move in on a moment's
notice. We make it a point not to call any forces unless we think it is

needed.
Now, I would like to repeat that in addition to our own staff, many

of whom were in the administration building—but not all of them

—

there were somewhere, let us say, between three and six tliousand

people on the ourside who, in my judgment, or the most of whom, in

my judgment, were there because they were invited there to hear me
speak, and not because they were part of an angry mob.
Some of tliem were there because they were working with the com-

mittee, which seems quite evident, and to have played the situation

in any other way than we did play it, in my judgment, would have
led to injury and bloodshed, which would have been unjustified.

I think that we need to go back and remember that there was a
manproof fenca around that area; that there were several hundred
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troops, between five and six hundred, as I remember it, available. They
were well armed. They were alerted. They were only a few hundred
feet back from the administration buildinir where they could have
moved into the gate, had we needed them. We did not call them.
Thank God, we were able to get by without calling them. We have

never indicated that there was any action there that was not authorized

by us. And I do not think we would have played the story down.
' However, it appeared to some very good people that we did so. For
example, recently v\'e were called upon to deny story after story and
rumor after rumor that was. rampant with abuse that did not hapj)en;
consequently, it gave the impression that we were denying everything.

That was unfortunate. We are sorry. In fact, the statement which
we issued is a factual statement as we were able to get out at that time.

We hope, as soon as we can find out, and able to conduct the material
completely, to get out another statement supplementing that, regard-

ing certain other incidents that are alleged to have happened, some
of which we are able to clarify now that we were not at that time, but
so far we have not had the time to get it all accurate and get it properly
analyzed, because when that story developed out there, you got all

kinds of stories—as you always do under such circumstances, some of
which are true, many of which are untrue, many of which are garbled.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Chairman, I want to be sure that I understood Mr.
Myer correctlv about a statement he made.
You were discussing the first information you received that Dr.

Pedicord had been beaten up in the hospital. The transcript w^hich

you read said that Dr. Pedicord had been beaten up and property was
being destroyed in the various wards.
Then I think you said that Mr. Kuratomi, the Japanese spokesman,

indicated that their group was not responsible for this beating up of
Dr. Pedicord.
Mr. Myer. No ; I did not say that, Mr. Mundt.
Mr. Mundt. Or did you judge from the location of the office.

Mr. Myfk. Yes; that was a matter of judgment, of being present
and able to see the reaction of the committee.

Mr. Mundt. And either you or Mr. Best, or both, said, "Well, we
can't go on with this conference with that kind of thing happening,"
and George said, '"We will stop it."

Then I think you said a committee of 3 from this committee of 17
went over from the hospital. What I am trying to find out for sure is

this: I thought you said that no Caucasian employee accompanied
them ; is that correct ?

Mr. Myer. At that time I think that is correct. Tliey did not ac-

company them at that moment.
Mr. Mundt. Do you not think that would have been a precautionary

measure, to check on the accuracy of the statement, to have some one
of your group accompany them ?

Mr. Myer. Perhaps so. I do not want to argue that point with you.
Mr. Mundt. I think you said that no one accompanied them.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Schmidt did go very quickly afterward to make a

recheck on it, because there seemed to be some question. The reason
I did not insist on it at that time was that I did not have any question
in my mind, as I saw the development ; that it was not a part of the
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plan, and I was sure they would have it under control themselves, and
we simply awaited the development and the report back.
Mr. MuNDT. About how much later do you think Mr. Schmidt went?
Mr. Myer. I do not remember on that. It was some little time be-

cause at that time, what they were reportiufj was that there were some
people in the hospital runninjr up and down the halls. I remember Mr.
Best reported—he was in the office—that there were a good deal of
commotions. He came back and reported that it was not true, and
that somebody had gotten excited.

Mr. Stripling. Had the discussion begun between the committee
and yourself and Mr. Best at that time?
Mr. Myer. That is right; it had begun.
Mr. Stripling. It had begun, even though you had been notified

before it began that this situation was going on at the hospital?
Mr. Myer. We had a report both from the committee and from the

people at the hospital, as I remember it, at that time. Mr. Best had
held onto the phone in the interim period.

Mr. Stripling. Before anything happened?
Mr. Myer. Now, wait a minute. After they.-went over to check, then

it was later that a report came in that they were still there; I mean,
that they came back in.

Mr. Stripling. According to the copy of your own transcript, there

are two pages of typewritten testimony, so to speak, and then Mr.
Best says

:

They have not stopped over at the hospital. Dr. Pedicord has been beaten
very seriously and is asking for military police. What would you boys do in a
case like that?

Now, he is speaking to the committee, I suppose. Kurtaomi says

:

I don't know.

Mr. Best says

:

What would you do about it?

Kuratomi replied

:

Maybe if I read some more, you can see some of the reasons.

Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. And Mr. Myer said

:

I think we need to know about this now.

In other words, the situation was not under control at that point,

even though you had been discussing with the committee for two
pages; you had begun your discussion without having knowledge of

whether the situation at the hospital had actually ceased ; is that right?

Mr. Myer. No ; I do not thing that is right. We had a report both

from the hospital and there, and evidently thought there was another

flare-up and had called again at that point.

Some of the reasons, not the reason.

You said

:

We need to know who is going to be responsible for stopping this situation

at the hospital right now.

You left the responsibility up to them, T assume, Mr. Myer.
Mr. Myer. Insofar as it was possible; yes. Because they were the

boys we thought could do better getting it under control than we

Kuratomi said

:
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could, because the only alternative would have been with us, to have
called the Army in at that point if they did not cooperate with us,

which I was reluctant to do.

Mr. Stripling. You testified a moment ago that this committee
did not have any knowledge of what was happening at the hospital.

Mr. Myer. 1 said I did not think they had any plans. They had
knowledge, though, because it was reported to me.
Mr. Stripling. One of the three people who was supposed to be

independent of the group at the hospital would not be a sufficient num-
ber to stop any rioting or beating up in the hospital.

I would like to read further, Mr. Chairman. Kuratomi says:

Some of the boys have gone over to stop it now. They came of their own
accord. We didn't know they were going to do that. I think they will stop
everything if we shall continue to talk business over.

Mr. Myer said

:

No question of talking it over now. You can't sit here and let property be
destroyed and Dr. Pedicord's life be jeopardized.

Mr. Best said

:

Something has got to be done right now.

Kuratomi said

:

Shall we wait?

Mr. Best said

:

Yes ; we will wait until it is stopped over there. That has got to stop.

Kuratomi says

:

We will send more boys over.

Then, in parentheses

:

(Waited for report from hospital.)

Now, Mr. Myer, according to this transcript, it goes on for 10 pages,
and Mr. Best received a report from the hospital at this point.
Mr. Best says :

They are still having trouble at the hospital. What are you going to do
about it?

Mr. Myer then said

:

Let us stop this discussion until this sort of thing is stopped. We can't go on
under that kind of a situation.

Then follows

—

Mr. Schmidt and an evacuee go to check up on the hospital situation.

Now, did Mr. Schmidt go at this point which was after the discus-
sion had been going on for 13 typewritten pages, or did he go in the
beginning ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Schmidt went at my request and I am not sure
whether it was in connection with the second report that you read
from or this one. I cannot answer that question because 1 do not
remember.

I do remember that he was definitely sent to the hospital and came
back with the report that everything 'was in order at that time.
Mr. Stripling. You made no steps to stop it yourself, however

j
until you did send Mr. Schmidt.

'

Mr. Myer. That is correct.
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Mr. Stripling. Even though you had knowledge that property in
the hospital was being destroyed.

^Ir. Myer. Mr. Best was on the phone. I could not testify as to the
details of that, as to what was said. He was the one on the wire and
he was in touch with the people in the hospital.

Mr. Stripling. Well, you said here:

We can't sit here and let proi)erty be destroyed and Dr. Pedicord's life be
jeopardized.

Mr. ^NIyer. That is right. At what stage that was said, I do not
remember.
Mr. Stripling. You said that on page 4, and 11 pages later

Mr. Myer. I think I already indicated that there were two or three
different reports from the hospital ; I do not remember the exact num-
ber. It is here indicated there were three, and that steps w^ere taken
each time and that we had a report each time, that things seemed to
be in order both, as I understand it, from the hospital and from the
people who were checking it.

Now, I am not going to testify to something that I do not remember
about, and I do not remember the details of that sequence and I am
not going to say that the sequence is mixed up because I am not sure
about it.

Mr. Stripling. The point is, Mr. Myer, whether or not you con-
tinued in your discussion with the committee during the time that
there was property being destroyed and the chief in the hospital was
being beaten up.

Mr. Myee. I had a report, Mr. Stripling, that there was no property
being destroyed, except a railing pulled loose from the floor.

Mr. Stripling. I am simply quoting your statement here, Mr. Myer.
Mr. Myer. Well, that was simply a quotation from the people in the

hospital Avho evidently thought there was property destroyed when
there was not.

Mr. Stripling. At that time you thought so, that property was
being destroyed when the Caucasian doctors in the hospital had re-

ported to Mr. Best that it was being destroyed.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, the matter of whether the situation at

that time was properly handled is a matter of judgment.
The only thing I can say for the record is that there was no damage

done to Dr. Pedicord or the hospital or any other staff of the hospital

which seemed that our judgment in the matter was justified in the
action we took.

I want also to defend my action at that time, other than to state that

fact for the record.

Mr. Costello. However, the fact is that the Japanese were intend-

ing to beat Dr. Pedicord, which they accomplished, and not anybody
else at that particular time.

Mr. Myer. I made my statement for the record, Mr. Chairman. I

would agree to that statement of yours. You have investigated the

matter.
Mr. Costello. Apparently not until after 10 or 15 pages of testi-

mony had been taken, long before the W. R. A. employees actually

made such an investigation, which seems rather late in the proceedings.

We will adjourn the hearing until tomorrow morning at 10 : 30.

(Whereupon, the committee adjourned until tomorrow morning,
Tuesday, December 7, 1943, at 10: 30 a. m.)



INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN PROPAGANDA
ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1943

House of Representatives, Subcommittee of the Special.

Committee To Investigate Un-American Activities,

Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10 : 30 a. m., the Honorable John M. Cos-
tello presiding.

Present: Hon. Herman P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania; and Hon.
Karl E. Mimdt, South Dakota; and Robert E. Stripling, chief in-

vestigator.

Also present: Hon. Clair Engle, California; Dillon S. Myer, Di-
rector, War Relocation Authority.
Mr. CosTELiiO. The committee will be in order.

Mr. Myer, will you please come forward?
Due to the fact you were sworn yesterday, it will not be necessary

to swear you again.

Proceed, Mr. Stripling, please, with the questioning of the witness.

FURTHER SWORN STATEMENT OF DILLON S. MYER, DIRECTOR,
WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, when we suspended yesterday, we were
asking you about the meeting with the committee of 17. How would
you describe the attitude of the committee of 17 ?

Mr. Myer. Well, I should say that the attitude of the committee of
17 was one of mingled fear—I do not know how you would describe it

other than that—and one of making demands on the administration.
They had the feeling that the committee was very definitely on the

spot in relation to some of the evacuees in the colony because of the
fact tliat they had taken responsibility for the farm strike and the
strike that vegetables had not been harvested, and that probably a
great many of the folks were becoming hungry at that time for fresh
vegetables.

That seemed to be the crucial issue, as far as the committee was con-
cerned, and I felt they were trying to save face.

Naturally the committee was trying to appear as a representative
committee for the whole colony and trying to make me believe that
they had the complete backing of the colony voluntarily.
Mr. Stripling. Was there any arrogance demonstrated*by any mem-

ber of the committee?
Mr. Myer. I did not consider that any of them were arrogant with

me ; no.

9949
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Mr. Stripling. Did you consider that they were threatening you?
Mr. Myer. I did not.

Mr. Stripi.tng. Did you state at any time that you considered your-
self to be under threat or duress?

Mr. Myer. I stated at one stage of the game along toward the end
of the discussion, when they were suggesting that the Caucasian
staff be taken from the hospital, and after Mr. Kuratomi, in essence,

had said that they did not feel they could be responsible for the
welfare of the staff there if they continued in the hospital, that we
did not take action under threat or duress.

I think that is the only time I made that statement, and I was
simply making plain to them that there was no necessity for their

employing threats; that we did not act on the basis oi threat or
duress and neither did we act on the basis of demands, as we indicated

earlier.

Mr. CosTEixo. Are the white members of the hospital staff at the

present time back in the hospital ?

Mr. Myer. Yes; they are all there excepting Dr. Mason, who, I
believe you have met, and who resigned immediately after the inci-

dent, and who had only been on the job a total of 16 days, I believe.

I believe all of them are on the job now, and Dr. Pedicord has
been on the job, and has been supervising for some time.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, I believe you testified yesterday that the
crowd was quiet; that there were no signs of violence.

Mr. Myer. I did not.

Mr. Stripling. Well, would you explain to the committee
Mr. Myer. I testified yesterda}^ that the majority of the crowd

were orderly, and came to the meeting, in my judgment, in a friendly

manner and remained so throughout.
I indicated that I did hear certain people shouting to one another,

which I presumed were some of the strong-arm boys around the
crowd, and I heard certain people talking in a rather loud voice at

the time they were putting up the loudspeaker equipment.
I believe that is what I said. I did not indicate at any stage of

the game that there were no loud noises. I did give the impression,

I believe—and I would like to repeat the impression that I gave

—

that the crowd was orderly.

They were there, for the most part, in my judgment, because they
were asked to be there to hear me speak. After they arrived I think
many of them would liked to have gone home but felt that they were
not at liberty to do so after they were surrounded by this—what our
folks choose to call—the goon squad.

Mr. Stripling. They w^ere surrounded by a so-called goon squad?
Mr. Myer. I believe I testified to that yesterday

;
yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. How many members do you estimate composed the
goon squad ?

Mr. Myer. I believe our press release of November 13 indicated
approximately 200. That is another estimate on which I could not
estimate accurately, but that was the best estimate we could get.

1 might say, Mr. Stripling, that all of that information is covered
in our statement of November 13; the official statement which was
made to the press at that time.
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Mr. Stripling. According to the transcript of the proceedings be-

tween the committee of seventeen and you and other officials of

W. E. A., Mr. Kuratomi is supposed to have said to you

:

Let me say this, Mr. Myer. I do not want to see any violence. However, un-
less you don't remove these people I have mentioned from the hospital until

such time as an investigation has been held, I cannot guarantee the actions of
the people. This is not a threat. I cannot stop these people from swarming over
to the hospital and going after the doctors. I do not want to see any violence
take place, but I cannot guarantee what the people will do if we have to give
them this answer.

You replied

:

I have never taken any action under threat or duress.

Then Kuratomi said:

It is not a threat. It is a fact. I am just explaining the actual tension.

Then you said

:

I realize what exists. Someone is responsible for that. The people are pretty
well whipped up.

• Now, Mr. Myer, what did you mean by "the people are whipped
up—pretty well whipped up"?
Are you referring to the crowd ?

Mr. Myer. I am referring to the group of people for whom they had
been responsible, the strong-armed crowd, and it was evident that they
were whipped up by the fact that some of them had broken over the
bounds, in our judgment, and had beaten Dr. Pedicord.

I think, Mr. Stripling, that this statement that you have just read
confirms what I said earlier in relation to the Kuratomi statement
and what I said about it, and confirms the fact that, generally speak-
ing, there was tension, naturally, after the crowd gathered there.

There was tension on the part of the crowd. There was tension on
the part of anyone, and an expectant type of tension, not knowing
what would happen.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, will you explain to the committee why

you felt that Mr. Kuratomi, as spokesman for the committee of sev-

enteen, could stop the beating up of Dr. Pedicord or the overrunning
ot the hospital, when he stated to you, "I cannot stop these people from
swarming over to the hospital and getting after the doctors"?
Mr. Myers. I would like to state first that the statement of Kura-

tomi's was made long after the hospital incident was well under
control.

Kuratomi, in my judgment, was utilizing it as simply an incident

to try to impress me with the fact that I might have blood on my hands
if I did not meet their demands, and I think the facts prove that that

was why he was stating that fact or making that statement ; not stating

a fact.

Mr. Stripling. How many Caucasian employees or individuals were
in the administration building on the afternoon of November 1 ?

Mr. Myer. I do not know. It has been variously estimated from
100 to 175 people.

Mr. Stripling. Did you see the crowd in there ?

Mr. Myer. I saw some of the folks in there. Some were in the ad-

jacent offices.
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The adniinistration building, incidentally, is a building which has
two wings, which are connected. The wing beyond I could not see.

I could see those offices that were immediately around me. It was
divided into two parts.

And some of those folks, I presume, were OA'^er in the other part,
which would have been a separate building at one time but which is

now enclosed with a walkway.
Mr. Stripling. Approximately what percentage of the Caucasian

personnel of the camp were in the administration building on that
afternoon ?

Mr. Myer. I presume about 50 percent, according to the estimates
that have been given.

Mr. Stripling. What is the total personnel, Caucasian personnel, of
the center ?

Mr. Myer. I believe around 250. Just how many were on the job
that particular day? I don't know that.

Mr. Stripling. Did you understand in your own mind that these
people were being restrained and held there ?

Mr. Myer. No; I did not loiow at that time that they were being
restrained and held.

We had some evidence in the meantime that some of them were
asked to go into the building. We had some evidence that a few
tried to leave the building and were restrained.

I saw no such cases, other than the one case that I mentioned to

you yesterday, where I saw an automobile which was being driven
by Mr. Gerry, where a man flagged him and asked him to drive into

a parking space, when he turned around, driving in the other direc-

tion.

That is the only case I saw personally.

^lay I add to that testimony, on the basis of some interviews we
made in the center in connection with 69 witnesses that were inter-

viewed among the staff members who were present at that time, that

8 testified that they were verbally .restrained by evacuees in a well-

mannered fashion; 6 testified that they were verbally restrained by
evacuees in a surly or threatening fashion ; 9 of those in the two groups
above testified that they were either sent to or kept in the admin-
istration building; 4 testified that they had seen a W. R. A. employee
by the name of Breece being pushed roughly by an evacuee as he
(Breece) attempted to leave the administration building; 1 testified

to seeing a W. R. A. employee by the name of Donovan physically

restrained by evacuees under similar circumstances; 1 testified to

seeing a W. R. A. employee by the name of Slattery physically re-

strained by evacuees under similar circumstances; 4 testified that

they had seen some evacuee guards posted at some of the doors of

the administration building; 3 testified that some of the doors of the

administration building were latched by evacuees on the outside; 2

testified that trash cans were placed against some of the doors; 2
testified that they thought evacuees were attempting to nail some of

the rear doors of the building: 1 testified that she passed through the

crowd from the leave office to her personal quarters anvd back without
escort or restraint ; 1 testified that she passed through the crowd
from the leave office to the administration building, back to the leave

office, and then back to the administration building without escort or
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restraint; 2 testified that administrative personnel in the hospital

were not permitted by evacuees to use the telephones; 3 testified that

they were provided by the evacuees with escorts in passing through
the crowd.

I might say that it is not true that the personnel in the hospital

were not permitted to use the telephones because (hey phoned the office

at least two times, and according to the testimony, three times.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was there more than one telephone in the buiUling?

Mr. Myer. Indeed, I do not know. I would have to check. It

just says "telephones." I am showing that they were allowed to use

some of the telephones.

Mr. CosTELLO. The testimony indicates that the telephone on the

front porch of the building was attempted to be used by one person
and the Japanese
Mr. Myer. All I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that one telephone

was used.

Mr. CosTELLO. The particular testimony was, though, that the use

of the public telephone on the front porch of the building was denied

;

that one of the persons visiting at the camp was not permitted to

use it, who wanted to phone regarding his train reservation that

evening.

Mr. jNIyer. (). K. I am simply pointing out that the telephone
was used.

NoAv, as to whether they were all used, I am not sure.

Now, that is the best summary that we can get in relation to the
restraint, as to what happened—a summary. We have tried to be
objective about it and we have tried to interview a cross section of

the people who were there and get their points of view, and that gives

a summary on the matter of the people in the administration building
Mr. CosTELLo. Were any of them asked or interrogated regarding

the types of language used by the Japanese in speaking to the white
employees ?

Mr. Myer. I think they were asked all the questions that had to do
with certain charges that were brought up, Mr. Chairman, and I do
not remember the answers on that particular question.

Mi\ CosTELLO. Various witnesses before the State senate- committee
investigation in California indicated that obscene language was used
repeatedly by the Japanese surrounding the building, particularly in
regard to persons trying to leave the building.

Mr. Myer. There is one other statement, going back to the previous
question, if I might comment on it, regarding the nature of the crowd.
These same 69 witnesses, when interviewed generally, about their

reactions, gave these general reactions : 31 of the 69 testified regard-
ing the nature and the attitude of the crowd of whom they said it was
a mixed group, with many women and children ; 8 otliers described the
crowd as quiet but expectant; 5 people described it as quiet but
friendly; 5 referred to the holdiay atmosphere that prevailed, partic-
ularly among the children; 3 described the crowd as partially hostile;
1 described it as sheeplike; 1 described it as orderly.
Mr. CosTELLo. Of course, the children would not have any real ap-

prehension of the events that were taking place, do you think?
Mr. Myer. I doubt whether they would, Mr. Chairman.
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On the other hand, I think if their parents had come up there with
the idea of really causing a riot, they really would not have brought
the children with them.
Mr. CosTEixo. It was quite evident if the parents were not informed

that there was going to be a riot, or the nature of the meeting there,

that they would be led up to the administration building through a

trick.

Mr. Myer. I am glad to have the record made clear and have you ,

state that fact, because it was so indicated by some of the folks who
first reported the incident.

Mr. CosTELLO. The fact is that a large number of Japanese in the
center were parties to the incident that took place and were ring-

leaders in bringing the crowd there and causing the trouble.

Mr. Myer. That never has been denied, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. Apparently that number was a very large number,
as it not ; 200 hr 300 Japanese ?

Mr. Myee. I should say approximately that many were probably
in on it.

Mr. CosTEixo. It would require approximately that many to keep
die crowd there.

Mr. Myer. That was our estimate in our official statement of Novem-
ber 13.

]Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, what action has been taken against those

200 people who were responsible for this?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, since November 4, the United States

Army is in command of the center, until we agree that they move out.

I am not in a position to report the details of any action taken since

that time.

I think I am at liberty to say that a number of people have been
apprehended and are separated from the rest of the group, and that

}H'oper action is being taken; but I am sorry I am not in a position

to answer for Colonel x\ustin as to just what the situation is at the

moment.
Mr. Stripling. What action was taken by the W. K. A. for the

'

period from November 1 to November 4 ?

Mr. Myer. In what respect?

Mr. Stripling. As to the group that beat up Dr. Pedicord; as to the i

200 you referred to who kept the crowd there ; as to the ones who exer-

cised restrain upon the employees of the Federal Government, or in

reference to any possible damage to property, Government property or
i

private property.
Mr. Myer. The W. R. A. went about the business, as we always do

under such circumstances, of documenting the facts, some of which
I have outlined here and some of which we have not outlined here as r

yet, in relation to how many and who were the people that took part
f

in different activities.
j

They immediately started the type of investigation that you would
|

expect any responsible agency to start, by questioning people who were |t

witnesses to incidents, such as Dr. Pedicord ; his hospital staff ; such ^

as the members of the administrative staff who were in the different

buildings, and secured information from certain evacuees, which was
very valuable as a basis for questioning additional people.

That process was under way at the time of the incident on the

evening of November 4, when the Army took over.
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Mr. Stripling. Was anyone arrested during the period of November
1 to November 4 ?

Mr. Myer. I cannot say as to that, as to whether any actual arrests

were made during that period or not.

Mr. CosTELLO. Who conducted that investigation?

Mr. Myer. The internal security force of the center.

Mr. CosTixLO. Would that be Dr. Jacoby ?

Mr. Myer. No; Dr. Jacoby was not at the center. He was not a

member of the internal security force at that time.

Mr. Schmidt, who was our national internal security officer, and
who was assigned there, headed up the investigation, and he had, of

course, the collaboration of the assigned personnel of the staff to

work with him.

We sent some folks immediately from Washington, two or three

staff people from here to go out there to help document those facts.

Mr. CosTELLo. Were the facts as to those persons who beat up Dr.

l*edicord at the hospital reported ?

Mr. Myer. No. Dr. Pedicord was unable to supply the names, and
neither was anyone else. I mean, if they have, I do not know it.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was the identity of the individuals who participated

in the beating up ever known?
Mr. Myer. No.
Mr. CosTELLo. No one was able to furnish that information ?

Mr. Myer. Not so far as I know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. Was Dr. Mason interrogated ?

Mr. Myer. I am not sure wdiether Dr. Mason was interrogated or

not. He was by the State senate committee.
Dr. Mason left there very soon after the incident was over.

And I might say that the last time I talked to Dr. Mason his state

of mind was such that I do not think his estimation would have been
very clear on the subject.

Mr. CoSTELLO. What do you mean by that ?

Mr. Myer. Dr. Mason was a very frightened person.

Mr. CosTELLO. Was he the only person at the center who was
frightened?
Mr. Myer. No, sir. There were many frightened persons at the

center.

Mr. CosTELLO. You think, because he was frightened, that that in

anyway impaired his judgment or knowledge of the facts ?

Mr. Myer. In my judgment, in Dr. Mason's case, it impaired his

objectivity quite materially at the time I talked with him on Monday
evening and on Tuesday morning.
Mr. CosTELLO. What do ^-ou mean by "impaired his objectivity''?

Mr. Myer. The question whether he saw things as they actually

happened. People sometimes do not.

This is not intended as an insult to Dr. Mason. It is dimply a

statement of a fact, as I see it. And I think it was true with a number
of other people on the center, as it was at Poston, if you will remember
a gentleman by the name of Townsend, who reported a number of
incidents that proved not to be true later.

Mr. CosTELLO. I was just going to comment on that fact. It appears
that any time there is any trouble at any of the relocation centers any
witness who testifies regarding the facts that took place seems to have
a lapse of memory due to extreme fright or fear.
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Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, that is not a true statement of fact.

I think I testified yesterday that Dr. Pedicord, even though he had
been badly beaten, was an extremely objective man. He was not
frightened, in my judgment, and I think he made a very clear-cut

statement of the facts as he saw them, and I think they were gen-
erally true.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you make the statement that Dr. Pedicord could
not identify a single Japanese that attacked him?
Mr. Myer. That is not necessarily any reflection against Dr. Pedi-

cord, because, remember that the people who were in that center,

about 9,000 of them, had moved to the center within the 2 or 3 weeks
previous to the time that this incident developed, and amongst 15,000
people, you would not expect Dr. Pedicord, or anyone else, to know
every individual on the project, and certainly not those individuals
w^ho were causing this particular trouble, because most of them had
not been living on that center previous to the time they caused the
trouble.

Mr. CosTELLO. Of course, the testimony of various witnesses indi-

cates that even before this incident occurred, persons would be iden-

tified as having stolen Government property and caught red-handed in

the act, and no punishment was meted out to them, so that it ap-
peared to me the general procedure at the center was, when things
like this took place, no punishment was meted out to those guilty of
the offense.

Mr. Myer. That is not a statement of fact, Mr. Chairman. The
records show differently.

Mr. CoSTELLO. The testimony before the State senate committee in-

dicates that one of the Japanese who had stolen meat from the ware-
house was caught red-handed in the person of Mr. Cozzens and the
person who testified, and although he was taken before Dr. Jacoby,
who was then the security officer, no punishment was meted out to him.
Mr. Myer. Whose testimony was that, may I ask?
Mr. CosTELLO. I will identify it for you in time here.

Mr. Stripling. While he is looking that up, Mr. JM^^er, did you state

that Dr. Mason testified before the Senate committee?
Mr. Myer. I understood that he had.
Mr. Stripling. Who advised you that he had testified before the

Senate committee ?

Mr. Myfr. I cannot remember, and I want to state that as a fact;

it is my remembrance that somebody advised me that he had.

Mr. Stripling. Where did you receive that information?

Mr. ^Iyer. I do not remember.
Mr. Stripling. Well, as a matter of fact, he did not testify before

the Senate committee.
Mr. Myer. I am glad to be put straight on that fact.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Myer, while the chairman is looking up the name
of that witness, I would like to inquire whether you feel the objec-

tivity of Mr. Warin is commendable ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. who?
Mr. MuNDT. Scott Warin, or Warren. "Wlio is your assistant farm

supervisor ?

Mr. Myer. I do not know Mr. Warin personally. I did not have
any contact with Mr. Warin. I would not want to comment on that
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until I have the testimony of Mr. Warin laid before me and had the

facts to check his testimony.

Mr. MuNDT. I wonder if your records would not show anythinjr

about his reliability, quite apart from what he might have testified to?

Mr. Myer. I do not have it at hand, Mr. Mundt; I am sorry.

I should say this much, that Mr. Costello yesterday, I believe, men-

tioned the fact that Mr. Warin had testified that there were 250 acres

of rutabagas in 1942 that were unharvested, and 50 acres of turnips.

I have not been able to get the full facts on that as yet, but I do have

this one fact : That there were 132i/> acres of rutabagas planted at Tule

Lake and not 250, and I do have information that a rather large pound-

age of those was harvested.

I am giving those facts for the record now, and I do not have the

final answer on it as yet, because I was not able to get a full check
on it this morning.
Mr. Mundt. While you are checking the record, will you also have

your personnel department check as to what they consider Mr. Warin's
objectivity to be?
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I do not have this whole information

on Mr. Warin for the record right now.
I will merely state that Mr. Warin entered on duty at the Tule

Lake project August 24, 1942, as assistant farm superintendent, at a

salary of $3,200 per year, the position which he held until he sub-

mitted his resignation effective April 10, 1943, giving as his reason
that he had a 400-acre farm under cultivation, and due to labor
shortage, his presence Avas necessary at home.

Prior to his employment with W. R. A., Mr. Warin was super-
intendent of a ranch at a salary of $300 per month for Lisky Bros.,
Klamath Falls, Oreg.
The only comment I would like to make about that is that Mr.

Warin has not been an employee of W. R. A. since April 10, 1943.

Mr. Mundt. He resigned, did he?
Mr. Myer. He resigned

;
yes—so far as I know, of his own volition

for the reason he wanted to go back and take charge of his own
ranch.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, do you know Mr. Ralph E. Peck ?

Mr. Myer. Yes ; I have met Mr. Peck.
Mr. Stripling. What about his objectivity?

Mr. Myer. I read Mr. Peck's testimony and, in general, it is very
good; I mean, I have read excerpts from it; I have not read the
full transcript.

Mr. Stripling. How long was he employed by the W. R. A. ?

Mr. Myer. I believe Mr. Peck was employed by the Authority
from almost the beginning of the setting-up of tlie Tule Lake center
until some time around the first week or 10 da^^s in November.
Mr. Stripling. Approximately 15 months.
Mr. Myer. May I just review briefly, that Mr. Peck entered on

duty at the Tule Lake project August 28, 1942, as project steward,
at a salary of $3,200 per annum.
On December 1, 1942, the position was reallocated to project stew-

ard at a salary of $3,800 per annum.
On July 1, 1913, the title of this position was changed to senior

institutional manager, at a salarv of $.^,800 per annum, a position
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whicli Mr. Peck held until he siibniitted his resignation, effective as

of the close of business November 6, 1943, giving as his reason a de-

sire to return to work for his former employer.
Prior to his employment with the W. R. A. Mr. Peck was employed

by Twaits-Morrison-Knutson as camp manager, at a salary of $350
per month.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, I have here an affidavit submitted

by Mr. Peck and with your permission I would like to read it into

the record.

It has occurred to me that yon mijjht he interested in some pertinent facts in
connection with the administration policy of the War Relocation Authority at
the Tule Lake center, Newell, Calif.

Having heen employed there as chief project steward for the past 15 months,
I feel qualified to si)eak with no uncertain degree of accuracy. I might sum up
the whole situation by enumerating a number of instances and backing them
up with supporting documents that could not be questionod.
While the information I would have to offer might be lengthy and in great

detail, I know of no othtM* way to adequately describe the conditions that exist,

other than to go into more or less lengthy detail.

I have been asked time and again by people on the "outside" as to what my
ideas would be on the correct answer to a very unfortunate and mismanaged
situation. To begin with, I would like to go ' n record by stating that I am not
speaking as a dij^gruntled emph^yee. If I am disgruntled at all, it is because
of the policy, or rather, the lack of policy, tiiat governs the administration of

the War R<^location Authority. I don't mean only at Tule Lake, but from
Washington down. The lack of policy ai.d the attitude of the administration
toward the responsibility to the people of rlie United States, who are support-
ing and paying for this venture, should be very severely scrutinized. I might say
in all sincerity that the people who are actually doing the work in W. R. A.
have no voice in the administrative policies. Thc\v are constantly reminded that
they are Government employees and should take their orders from Washington.

I should like to cite some instance.^^:, of wh'ch I have positive proof and which
should warrant your very serious consideration:

1. I, personally, in company with W iilard E. Schmidt, national chief of in-

ternal security, now at the Tule Lake cenler, caught live or six Japanese youths
peeping into the windows of white wom?n in the dark of night. After Mr.
Schmidt and I attempted to arrest them, but could not apprehend them because
they ran in all directions, I personally reported the incident to Mr. Ray Best,

the project director. His reaction and attitude were prone to levity, rather
than serious consideration. He remarked that two men as old as Mr. Schmidt
and myself should never try to catch up with youngsters of the age of these
"Peeping Toms." He made no visible effort, to my knowledge, to apprehend these
criminals wh.o were, beyond the shadow of a doubt, out of order. It was 10: 30 at

night, and they should have been d(»wn in the Japanese area, where they be-

lo:'g'.d. rather than being allowed to roam at will in the n^sidential area occupied
by the Caucasian personnel. You can verify this by contacting Mr. Schmidt, the
natioral chief of iniernal socurity, wlio is now at the Tule Lake center.

2. Not more than 2 months ago there were two instances where 7 or 8-pound
roasts of hoof were placed on Mr. Best's de.sk with evidence and signed con-

fes.sioiLS by the culprits, admitting the fact tluit the meat, bearing a Government
stamp, had been stolen. The confessions were in the handwriting of the culprits.

No action was taki^i by the administration other than to give the thieves a 30-

day suspended sentence.
3. I personally know of an incident where a Japjinese evacuee tried to force

his way into a white woman's apartment. I personally reported this to the in-

ternal security division and Edward H. Borbeck. the internal security ofTicer, who
was beaten up by the Japanese mob, has this report in his |X)ssession, and this

report was made to his superior in a regular form. No action whatsoever was
taken by the administration.

4. During the whole tenure of my administration, I con>stantly fought against
thievery in general, and thievery of food in particular, by the Japanese. I

have documental proof on official W. R. A, memoranda, addre.ssed to me by ray
superior, advising me again and again, that I should confine my efforts to mess
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operations, and leave the stealing and thievery problems to the internal security

division.

This is not idle gossip. I possess suflicient proof over the signature of my
superiors, advising me to forget the incidents. I have, on very good informa-
tion supplied to me by an (»vacuee storekeeper, evidence that will prove tnat at

least 950 to 1,000 pounds of granulated sugar, a rationed item, were stolen by

the evacuei^s between August 2<S, 1042. and December 'M) of the same year.

5. I can enumerate incidents where either my staff or myself, or all of us to-

gether, discovered caches of stolen food hoarded in and Jibout women's latrines,

doorsteps, buried in the ground, hidden in locker jmd laundry rooms, hidden in

private apartments, and in each instance, the attitutle <»f the administration has
been of a passive and inell'ective nature.

6. The pacifist ic intluence of the socioh)gists and educational groups within
the center, positively dominate the julminist ration. Of this there is no doubt.

I kncnv of one instance where a school teacher made the remark at a luncheon
table that the Japs were justitied in bombing Pearl Harbor. '1 he woman advo-
cated the intermingling of the races. II(>r name is Van Huskirk. She bus two
adopted children whom she constantly threw into contact, socially, with the
Japanese. She was never appreluMided, and I very much doubt tliat she was
ever reprimanded. She stayed on the pay roll and trught school until she was
ready to leave. There are several school teachers at this moment still on the
W. R. A. pay roll who, to use the vernacular of the street, can oliicially be termed
as "Jap lovers," inasnmch as they entertained evacuees in their apartments at
night.

(Further information regai'ding Mrs. Van Buskirk ai)peai-s in appendix,

p. 10127.)
7. The Caucasian personniM. some 3 months ago, anticip.vting the very thing

that happened on November 1. and on November 4, as v.-ell as on sub.sequent
dates, particularly when the project director at hist felt it inciunbent upon him-
self to call in the Army for the protection of the white pet^ple, petitioned lhe
project director in a very formal and friendly manner t() build a fence between
the area occupied by the evacuees and that occuiiied l)y the Caucasian personnel.
The project director, in open staff meeting, ridiculed the ideji and (ailed tlie

attention of the workers to the fact that if they confined themselves to tbe work
at hand, they w(»uld have little or no time at all to circulate a petition about a
fence.

All of these incidents and many more, made no dififv'rence to the administration.
People were beaten, ridiculed, and frightened. The administration took no ( or-

rective action whatsoever. However, on the evening of November 4, when the
Japs threatened the lives of the project director and his family, he lost no time
whatsoever in calling in the Army, indicating the i)roblem was not a serious one
to him until his own personal safety was in jeopardy.

I could go on and <^n, ad infinitum, and enumerate instances of sabotage of
Government equipment, supplies, and subsistence items, and give you nanu's and
titles of unit and section heads who would, if properly questioned, verify my
statements. This missive is merely an outline that will indicate the potential
possibilities that are in evidence in connection with the mishandling of W. R. A.
administration, thiit could be classed nothing short of criminal negligence, which,
in itself, is an extremely serious offense.

I shall be happy at any time to elaborate and go info more thorf'Ugh detail in

this connection, if it will in any way aid you in bringing this matter through
open investigation to the attention of the Government in Washington, your
constituents, and Irst but not least, the 180,000,000 people of the United States
who are paying for and supporting this agency that is guilty of .<o grossly mis-
handling public funds and so inadcqr.alely .administering a Goveriunent function.

This was subscribed to before a notary public on December 2, 1943.

I offer that for the record, Mr. Chainiian.
Mr. Myfji. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment in relation to

that statement?
Mr. MuNDT. Who is Mr. Peck?
Mr. Strii'Lixo. He is the chief steward of the project.

Mr. Mter. May I comment on the statement, please?
Mr. MmsTDT. I wonder whether Mr. Peck's record for objectivity is

very impressive.
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Mr. Myer. I would say from that statement it is not very impres-

sive; no.

In the first place, that is a generalized statement of opinion with-

out stating specific cases or names, except in one instance, which I do
not happen to have the facts on and which I will be glad to check.

That has been a technique that has been utilized time and rme
again in relation to charges made against W. R. A., which people like

to call coddling, pampering, and socialized activities.

We would be glad to have specifically the individual charges that

Mr. Peck refers to in a generalized way.
Of course, in a group as large as this, you will find differences of

opinions and attitudes toward these Japs, as he indicates.

Mr. MuNDT. How many social workers do you have at Tule Lake?
Mr. Myer. I think in the welfare staff there were two people. The

people he is talking about as social workers, that he refers to here,

are school teachers, as so indicated.

Mr. Stripling. How many did they have during segregation ?

Mr. Myer. I think during segregation we had probably—well, I do
not know exactly, but we had quite an increased staff, because they
were brought in there to help to interview families as to their wishes
and regarding segregation, on division-of-family problems, and we
probably had, I thmk, seven, according to the information I have.

Mr. Stripling. I believe you will find that Mr. Best testified before

the Senate committee that there were 12.

Mr. Myer. Well, that is possible.

^Ir. Stripling. How many conscientious objectors

Mr. ^Iyer. May I proceed with my statement ?

Mr. MuNDT. Before we comment on the subject of school teacher^,

am I correct or incorrect in my belief that the schools at Tule Lake
were not open at the time?
Mr. !Myer. They were not open at this particular moment; no

—

the first week of November for the reason that the schoolhouses and
other buildings were being used for purposes in relation to segregation
programs, such as the checking of baggage, and because of the fact

that we had not quite completed some of the lavatories and because
of the fact that w^e had not gotten the population settled down as yet.

But the school teachers were being utilized, many of them, in con-

nection with other activities.

Mr. Mi^NDT . Closed for a week or so, were they?
^Iyer. No; they had been closed during the period of segre-

gation and the school teachers and everyone else were devoting their

time to the segregation problem.
Now, if I may go back to Mr. Peck : Mr. Peck, in the first place, I

would like to point out, is not an employee of W. E. A., and was not
when he testified.

Mr. Costello. Was he ever an employee of W. R. A. ?

Mr. Myer. I read into the record a statement that he was employed
by W. R. A. from August 28, 1942, to November 6, 1943.

Mr. Peck resigned, after a discussion with one of our people, and
after he had been intoxicated twice on the project, one of them in

a Government car.

Now, gentlemen, ISlr. Peck had, generally, been a very good em-
ployee up to a certain point, as regarding his ability to carry out the

program, as has been testified.
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For some reason or other, Mr. Peck ceased to be a good employee
as the segregation program moved ahead.

Mr. Peck, incidentally, is tlie gentleman who—if I may go back to

an incident for a moment for background; it was testified in one of

the hearings out there, by Mrs. Cummings, one of our employees

—

had threatened to take over the hotel.

Mr. Eberhartek. Take over which?
Mr. Myer. Take over the whole hotel, in case she did not rent

rooms. And that has been thrown up at me as showing the attitude

of the W. R. A. people.

It just happened that Mr. Peck was the man who did that and was
reprimanded at the time as not being in line with our policy.

Now, I am not here gentlemen, to assassinate anybody's character;

I much prefer not to. I w^ould like to point out, though, that this

particular type of testimony comes from a person who is no longer on
the pay roll, who generalizes about the policies, who, on the one hand,
said there is no policy and then, on the other hand, rebels against the

fact that there is a policy that he is opposed to follow, and which he
does not like.

I would like to state further that our main problems at Tule Lake
and most of the other centers have been because of the fact that

people ignore the policies and do not follow them, and consequently
have gotten us into trouble.

Mr. MuNDT. While on the subject of Mr. Peck, did he resign after

his resignation had been requested by the Japanese ?

Mr. Myer. It happened that he did resign after his resignation had
been requested by the Japanese, but not before we had definitely

planned to ask for his resignation.

We did not get around to it, because on the morning of November
1, previous to the time this demand came, we had talked about a

number of personnel problems we had, including Mr. Peck, and it

was determined at that time, before this committee met us in the
afternoon, between Mr. Calm, w^ho was acting out there in the ca-

pacity of supervisor at the time, and Mr. Best and myself, so that his

resignation would be requested.

Mr. Costello. Did it require, Mr. Myer, 15 months to find out that
Mr. Peck was not a satisfactory^ supervisor?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I made the statement that Mr. Peck had
been, up to a certain point, a very good employ-ee, but for some reason,
as people sometimes do, he began going back at a certain stage.

One of his main troubles was his dealing with people. That was
true throughout.
But evidently he increased his drinking, and for other reasons, he

was not a good employee during the period of the segregation pro-
gram, and particularly during the period of the turmoil, in the last

month or two, previous to the time the Arm}^ came in.

Mr. MuNDT. IVIay I ask a question, Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. CosTELLO. Yes.
Mr. MuNDT. The turmoil started on November 1, did it not ?

Mr. Myer. No. The turmoil started in August when we began to
move about 9,000 people out of that center, and moved about 9,000
people in, and we had a period of about 3I/2 months, Mr. Mundt, when
we did not have a normal situation, and when people were working

62626—44—vol. 16 14
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day and night, trying to get a job done and to carry on an orderly
program and at the same time try to move thousands of people.

And it was just at the end of that movement that the October 15

incident, that I mentioned, happened, and we went on into the
problems that led to later events.

Mr. MuNDT. While on the general subject of objectivity, I would
like to ask you about another individual.

Take Dr. Mason. You say his objectivity was impaired?
Mr. Myer. I said that at the particular time I talked to him. I

have no statement about Dr. Mason at other times because I met him
only on two occasions ; one of them was the evening of November 1,

while I talked with Dr. Pedicord and immediately afterward; and
on the next morning he was the first man I saw as I walked into the
office, and I talked to him briefly at that time.

That is the only time I saw Dr. Mason.
Mr. JNIuNDT. You would not put him in the same class as Mr. Peck,

as ;i disgruntled former employee, would you?
Mr. Myer. Indeed, I do not know what Dr. Mason testified to be-

fore your group. I w^ould say that he is a former employee of 16 days'
duration.
Mr. ^luNDT. It is a question of whether you are classifying him
Mr. ^Iyer. Mr. Mundt, I am not here to classify people that I do not

know anything about.

Mr. Mundt. ^Ir. Chairman, will you please ask the witness to allow
a committee member to ask a question ?

]\[r. Myer. I beg your pardon.
Mr. Mundt. What I am trying to find out, Mr. Myer, is this

—

Whether you place Dr. Mason in the same category as Mr. Peck, from
tiie standpoint of being a witness w^hose testimony might be subject

to suspicion, because he was a disgruntled former employee ; or whether
you simply say that his objectivity was impaired due to the excite-

m.ent of the situation, and consequently would tend to discount it?

]Mr. Myer. I have no basis of judgment as to Dr. Mason's objectivity,

excepting a meeting with him on November 1, around 5 o'clock in the
evening, and another meeting with him around 8 o'clock in the morning
of November 2.

At that time I am saying that his objectivity, in my judgment, was
not very good.
As to his general demeanor, I am in no position to testify, because

I do not know the gentleman well.

Furthermore, I would make just this comment, that simply taking
the testimony of former employees is not getting a good cross section

of testimony to serve as a basis for sound investigation, and in most
cases that is the kind of testimony that is being presented here.

I do not know about Dr. Mason. I would not be able to make a

statement.
Mr. Mundt. What is your opinion concerning the objectivity of

Clifford Kallam, your farm superintendent at Tule Lake?
Mr. Myek. I would say that Mr. Kallam was very much mixed up

on certain things. He told about four different stories about whether
he was beaten by the Japanese.
He told internal security officer, Mr. Schmidt—well, let me read from

the teletype, Mr. Best's statement from different people.
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From a teletype by Project Director R. R. Best, dated November 27,

1943—

Farm Superintendent Kallani seen by Zininier, Best, and Opler immediately

after alleged nuH'ting with farm \vork(M's, showed no t>vidence of being beaten or

roughed up, but told them had been pushed around in room and kicked in shins,

then forced to sign paper stating that portion of farm crop harvested by Tuleans
tor use only of Tuleans. Few minutes later Kallam told Schmidt, of internal

security, had not hwn beaten and had merely signed paiKU* stating presence at

meeting. Later different versions were given to Joyce, p]ngle, Cole, and Schmidt

by Kallam. The alleged pai>er has never been produced.

That, gentleman, is all I know about it.

Mr. MuNDT. How about Mr. Gerry's objectivity, the procurement

officer at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Mter. The only time I have ever seen Mr. Gerry, or the only

two times I have ever seen Mr. Gerry, gentlemen, was the one I men-
tioned, I believe, yesterday, when I saw him trying to leave the project

at the time the crowd was gathering, and the only other time I saw him
was at a staff meeting on the afternoon of November 2, when he made
quite a speech, at which time I did not think he was very objective.

And I would not care to comment on Mr. Gerry's objectivity be-

cause those are the onl}^ two times I saw Mr. Gerry, and at that time I

considered him somewhat hysterical.

Mr. MuNDT. He is at present employed ?

Mr. Myer. He is a present employee; yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. How about the objectivity of John C. Stubbs?
Mr. Myi:r. Very low.

Mr. CosTELLO. Just on occasions, or generally ?

Mr. Myer. Generally, but particularly on that occasion.

Mr. CosTELLO. When was he first employed at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. Wait just a moment.
,Mr. CosTELLO. I believe it was in August 1942, and prior to that

time he had been employed in the San Francisco regional office of

the W. R. A.
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. It seems strange to me that a person of low objec-

tivity should be assigned to the regional office in San Francisco, and
then at his own request be transferred to Tule Lake with a position
carr^ang an increased salary.

]MV. Myer. Mr. Stubbs entered on duty May 1, 1942, as supply officer,

at a salary of $3,200 per annum, by transfer from the United States
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Administration,
Los Angeles, Calif., where he was employed as junior administrative
assistant at a salary of $2,700 per annum.
Change in status and promotion effective August 22, 1942, to senior

procurement officer, at a salaiy of $3,800 per annum, a position which
he held until his resignation effective at the close of business June
30, 1943.

His reason for resigning was given as per.sonal reasons, but the
i administi'ation has been informally advised that bad health was the

\
real reason for his action.

1 On July 1, 1943, Mr. Stubbs was given a temporary 30-day appoint-
I ment as hospital administrator at a salary of $3,200 per annum, which
! expired July 31, 1943.
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Oil September 27, 1943, Mr. Stubbs was appointed to a chart posi-

tion of cost-account infT clerk, at a salary of $2,000 per annum, which
position lie held until his resitrnation November 4, 1943, giving as his

reason lack of conHdence in Dillon Myer and his W. R. A. policies.

Now, Mr. Stubbs was a man who was not able, unfortunately,

either for ill health or some other reason, to carry the responsibility

which he earlier carried.

He was off of the job for some time on leave, and we did give him
a minor position at $2,000 because he had been on the rolls.

AVe needed people of his training and his type.

Now, a man might be reasonably good as a cost accountant and
still not be very objective under these conditions, and certainly Mr.
Stubbs was not.

Mr. CosTELLO. His objectivity was not bad simply because he ob-

jected to the fact that certain employees insisted that new clothing

should be purchased for the Japanese at Tule Lake, and not utilize

the Army clothing that had been tendered to the project, and of which
there was a full warehouse at Tule Lake?
Mr. Myer. The trouble is that his objectivity on that is very bad.

Mr. CosTELLO. What is the fact?

Mr. Myer. The facts regarding the Army clothing are there : That
early in the development of the centers, a large amount of Army cloth-

ing was turned over to W. R. A. for distribution to evacuees, where it

could be utilized.

As might be expected, most of it was too large for the evacuees, being
of sizes larger than could be handled by the Japanese.
Some of it was utilized at a few of the centers, at the segi-egation

centers as well as the assembly centers.

After the revision of our policy in August or September 1942, in

relation to clothing issue and clothing grants only to those who worked,
they were asked to dispose of the Army clothing, either by sale, at

prices of original cost to the Army or at original appraisal, to those
peo])le who had funds, and out of the normal payment procedure to

purchase clothing if they cared to purchase it.

Some of the clothing was disposed of on that basis.

The rest of it was surveyed off and was asked to be disposed of
through the normal channels in handling such clothing, because much
of it was too costly to revamp it and revise it in order to fit the evac-
uees and in order to put it on sale through the normal community
enterprises.

^Ir. CosTELLO. Let me read a statement, taken from the sworn state-

ment of Mr. Stubbs before the State senate investigating committee in
California.

Question. That was men's clothing, in the three warehouses, that you already
had on hand?

Answer. That was men's clothing that was shipi)ed out, that was donated by
thp Army to be used on the various projects.

Question. What kind of nialerial was it?

Answer. It was all good material, and there was men's clothing, and there was
an abundance of underclothing. Some clothing was left down there yet, and
underclothing, and when I requisitioned ir from the Army at San Francisco, I took
into consideration the smaller sizes, because the Japane.^ie collectively is a smaller
race, and it could not be said that all the clothing were misfits by any means.

Question. There were all kinds of sizes in the collection of clothing that you
had on hand?
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Answer. Tliat is right, but the larger sizes of the luiiforius and underclothes

I did not ask for, but I asked for only the smaller numbers.

Question. They were used underclothes that you liad on hand there?

Answer. Some had been used, but it all averaged up about like new clothes.

Question. You had in the warehouse plenty of clothing and underclothes in

good condition?
Answer. That is right.

Question. But you would not issue new stuff, and wanted to issue that which
you had on hand?

Answer. It was not my province to issue the stuff; it was my province to

obtain that stuff, and I refused to obtain or purchase new stuff, when I had that

supply on hand.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, may I make it clear for the record that

when that policy was established regarding the clothing, there was no
clothing given to evacuees.

Funds were provided only to evacuees who worked, not to exceed

$3.75 a month, to purchase their own clothing; consequently, of course,

we did not give Army clothing away to evacuees who, under the policy,

were not supposed to be given clothing.

Mr. CosTELLo. Apparently the objection here in the testimony of

Mr. Stubbs was not a question of giving the Army clothing away but

a demand on the part of some of the employees that new clothing

should be purcliased and the Army clothing should not be used.

Mr. Myer. In my judgment, Mr. Stubbs was not objective about

that ; he did riot know the answers.
Mr. CosTELLO. Of course, the warehouses were under his control,

so he should have had some idea of what was contained in them.

Mr. ^Iyer. I think I have already pointed out that Mr. Stubbs was
a very sick man a portion of that period.

Mr. CosTELLO. Unfortunately, all the witnesses who testify regard-

ing incidents concerning the W. E. A. and its administration of the

centers always seem to have that.

Mr. Myer. T am sorry, Mr. Chairman, that you labor under that

impression.

I think it is quite interesting to note that out of a good many
hundreds of people we have employed, we have had a very small

group of people who turned up, who were the type of Mr. Stubbs and
Mr. Townsend, and a few others, amazing small, and I am quite pleased
there were not more of them.

If we had had a few more, it would have been very tough on the pro-

gram, but fortunately^, there were very few people who were of that

type.

Mr. CosTELLo. Since you have mentioned the name of Mr. Townsend
once or twice here this morning, I might refer back to our hearings
earlier in the year, on pages 9714 and 9715 of volume 15, of the
investigation.

There is contained therein the testimony that you gave, apparently
a transcript of a conversation that was held between Mr. Wade Head,
project director, at Poston, and Mr. Townsend.
Might I inquire as to the authenticity of this transcript, of that

conversation ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I hav^ here, which I would like to place
in the record, a ]:>hotostatic copy of that transcript, which is signed by
Henrietta A. Johnson, secretary to the project director, with the state-
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moiit tliat that is an exact copy of the conversation between Mr. \V.

Wade Head and Mr. H. H. Townsend, dated December 1, 1942.

May I supply tliat for the record ?

(The matter referred to is as follows:)

Colorado River War Relocation Project, Poston, Ariz.

Conversation between W. Wade Head, project direct(»r, and H. H. Townsend.
Supply and Transportation oflScer, on December 1, 1942

Mr. Head. Good morning, Mr. Townsend.
Mr. TowNSKND. Good morning, I just got your memorandum and want to

di.«cuss it with you. Please let me apologize for my actions during the strike.

I must have been so upset I didn't realize what I was doing. I was afraid that
I and the other employees were going to be slaughtered by the Japs.
Mr. riE^VD. Mr. Townsend, if you do not mind, I am going to keep notes or

this conversation, inasmuch as your actions of the last few days have been such
that they cause nie to doubt your honesty and reliability. Do you object?

Mr. TowNSE-VD. I don't blame you for wanting a record of everything I have
to say.

Mr. Helvd. Now, Mr. Townsend, you said you were frightened ; did you ac-

tually s(^e, personally, any signs of violence on the part of the people or the
destruction of any Government property?

Mr. Townsend. Since having time to calm down, I realize that there was no
sign of violence, and now that the trouble has been settled and I have had time
to look around, it is easy to see the crowd must have been peaceful all the time
and there was no sign of any damage to any Government property.

Mr, Hel\d. Do ynu consider that sufficient reason for leaving the project and
failing your duties during the time of trouble?

Mr. TowNsEiND. I don't know what I meant. I lost my head, I guess. I

would have done more harm here than good in that condition.
Mr. Hf^vd. I think yon have done more harm than good here ever since you

came, and in the past few days it has been reported to me thtit you have been
frightened ever since arriving, and that you have always carried a gun.

Mr. Townsend. I think every employee here should be armed at all times.

Mr. Hioad. If you think that, you absolutely have no business working here.

This is no place for cowards nor unstable people. Besides, every Government
employee who places more importance on his own safety than his duty to the
Government is not fit to work for Uncle Sam. Yon were not only disloyal to your
job, you were disloyal to John Evans, and disloyalty was displayed before all

the project employees when he was in charge and was working under tremendous
pressnre. By the way, did you leave Poston in n Government car?

Mr. Townsend. Yes : I went to Parker in a Government car and from there

I caught a ride with a friend to Los Angeles.
Mr. Head. I am extremely disappointed to find we bave had an employee

working here like you. It is easy to understand why you might have become
upset, but I cannot understand why yon became frightened and fled. Yon htid a

responsibility to the Government to look after its property. We have employed
you in a responsible position and put our confidence in you to carry out that

job. then yon fail completely. And besides, look at the men here with tbeii*

families who were not afraid. Ralph's wnfe was here alone. She had planned
to go to Phoenix for the week end but when the sit-down strike started, she

immediately saw that her duty was here, and she stayed. She is not a Government
employee but she is a loyal American. Other men and their wives stayed with
their children. To me, just at a time when you were most needed, you absolutely

failed.

Mr. Townsend. I guess I can't blame you for feeling that way.
Mr. Head. I am sorry to say this, but never have I been so disappointed with

a follow employee as I have been with you. You insisted tli'at the Army be called

in, not because you thought that was best, but because yon were afraid. "Yellow"

is a good word for it. That would have been an easy way to settle this thing.

Thank God John Evans was not a coward. He displayed real character when he

refused to follow you and a few other crackpots' advice. I want you and every-

one else in the country to know that John E\'^ns has my complete confidence

and backing in every decision he made while here. If John had thought it was
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necessary to call the Army into Poston to protect Government property or human
lives, he would have done so, but at no time did he feel it was necessary.

You can see now, from events, that it wasn't. Had the Army come In, no
doubt there would have been some people shot. Our Government knew what it

was doing when it put these people here, and you know yourself that the strike

wasn't due to anybody in jail, but due to the fact that we had failed to furnish

some of the minimum necessities of life to them such as heating stoves and many
other items, and we would have been a bunch of cowards in taking advantage of

them by marching the Army in and having defenseless i)eople shot.

There are many reasons he could not outline to you why the Army should not
liave been called in ; I think it is unnecessary in your case to do it. I want to

point out that the Japanese have many thousands of American prisoners and if

anything happened here in which the Japanese would be shot or otherwise hurt,

retaliation would no doubt have been taken against the various Americans held
as Japanese prisoners.
Mr. Tow.NSEND. I see now that Evans was right; he was level-headed.

Mr. Hfud. After your actions during the disturbance, as far as I'm concerned,

it is too late in the day for you to change. To be perfectly fair and frank
with you, 1 want you to know you would not have been allowed to return to

this project had not John Evans recommended it to me, but I am convinced
in my own mind that it was a mistake.

Mr. TowNSEND. Would you like to have me hand in my resignation?
Mr. Head. Personally, I think you should, but probably it will be better, in-

asmuch as you are working with Empie, that you discuss the matter with him.
My personal feeling in this is that although you might do a good job in some other
position, you are too emotionally unstable to work on a project like this. Anyone
who will carry a gun and who will go around trying to frighten the employees
by telling them they are not safe, has no business working here.

Mr. TowNSEND. I wish you could have seen how upset and disturbed I was
and I think you could see my side.

Mr. Head. I have no more to say to you except this : You became emotionally
upset and unstable at the time your services were most needed, so you have no
business here. Mr. Townsend, in all the years I have worked, you are the first

employee I have felt it was necessary to call a stenographer in to take notes
on the conversation, and you realize as well as I why I feel this is necessary.

(This is an exact copy of the conversation between Mr. W. Wade Head and
Mr. H. H. Townsend— (Signed) Henriette A. Johnson, secretary to project
director.

)

Mr. CosTELLO. The reason I raise that question is that I have before
me a letter from Mr. Townsend, dated November 11, 1943, which
reads

:

I have just returned from a short leave from Central America and Panama
where I have been engaged in public relations and advanced work with the
natives in the dense jungle area where the Pan-American Highway is being
constructed.

I have just read some of the news items and some of the record compiled
during the hearing on the un-American activities of the Japanese war reloca-
tion center at Poston, Ariz.
May I congratulate you and your committee on this needed and splendid

effort you have made in correcting this menace, national error, and extreme
waste, as well as the exposure of the poor supervision, traitorous management,
bringing to light and to the public's attention the type of men whom we now
find are willing to perjure themselves to cover up their breach of public trust.

^
It is needless to say that I am more disappointed and shocked to read por-

tions of this record that are as false and as deliberate a lie as could be
fabricated. This is especially true covering some portions of my testimony given
to your committee before leaving this country to render what service 1 could
toward our war effort.

I am bewildered beyond description to find that while T was so engaged that
apnointees of this Government, especially those engaged in such a vital and
imnortPnt war emergency as handling alien enemies, many of whom should be
prisoners of war, should stoop so low and waste so much "valuable time during
war, to endeavor to discredit an effort to set in order one of the most flagrant, un-
American, disloyal cesspools of crime and mismanagement under our flag.
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I kot'iily regret that I was not notified of this hearing and procedure so that I
mijilit have been present at least for rebnttal, as these men would not then have
made the attack and gross charges of exaggeration and false statements in my
testimony.

Mr. Steedman, there are no false or exaggerated statements in my testimony,
if honestly and proi)erly explained.

It was unfortunate that someone familiar with the facts could not have been
present in Washington with rebuttal testimony when Mr. Dillon S. Myer, War
Relocation Authority Director, was making his last desperjite stand before your
conunittee and had to introduce a completely falsified statement to bear out his

milicious statements.
It is this flagrant, perjured statement and testimony that I particularly wish

to call to your attention. This statement is set forth on page J)714 of the book
entitled "Investigation of Un-American Propaganda Activities in the United
States, Volume 15."

This statement is supposed to be a statement or conversation between W. Wade
Head, project director, and H. H. Townsend, on December 11)42.

This purported, unsigned, stenographic transcript is wholly and entirely false,

a deliberate lie, untruthfully fabricated, is perjury in every sense of the word.
It never occurred then or at any time. Nothing of this tyije or nature has ever
occurred between Mr. Head and myself and could never occur between Head and
myself or any member of his staff, as he or they then or now would not have the
guts to make such a statement in my presence.
This false and malicious effort on the part of Mr. Myer and his incompetent

understudy, Mr. Head, is typical of the other lying statements and vicious
attempts to overcome stated facts that might injure their opportunity to con-
tinue their unwai-ranted program with the Jai)s. Their whole activity in the War
Relocation Authority is a direct slap and insult to our fighting men throughout
tlie world.
Associated as I have been for the past 6 months with these real he-men, our

real American fighters and military construction forces, watching men and boys
from every station in life training, fighting, enduring hardships, and building to
preserve America for Americans and the world and to then come back here to

America, under the flng that means so much to nil people in the war zone and to

find this unchallenged, false, vicious, and unbelievable condition in our govern-
mental family, is beyond my comprehension.

It would be well to send these men out into some of our military activities to
prove to them how unworthy they are to be Americans.

This is not an attack agninst the W. R. A. or its intended good purposes, but
against their personnel. After working with them, being continunlly forced into

their pattern of Americanism and unwholesome antiwar ideas: demanding that

I, too. build their willing Jap subjf^cts into deeper future distress and against
our ideas of democracy was bad enough but now to find that they are willing

to T)eriure then>^elves to support their activities and out of thin air prepare a
malicious false statement with no word of truth in its origin, causes me to revolt.

This being done should be conclusive proof that their entire program is oper-

ated accordingly.
I call your attention further to Mr. Myer's comments on purported memo-

randums or meetings with Mr. Hpad relative to my duties, etc. Mr. Head at no

time either wrote me or advised with me relative to my duties as Mr. Kmpie was
my superior and advised me he was the onlv one T should take orders from.

Mr. Head wrote me three n^emorandums during my woi-k there. First, regard-

ing passes I was authorized to issue; second, regarding statements I had made
with reference to placing teachers' barradvs in the center of the Jap camp nnd

a mile from the Caucasian barracks: and third, relative to a report that Mrs.

Findley had sent to Washington that I carried a gun at all times, which was
another false statement.

Thei^e memorandums are attached for your consideration.

Regarding another rather enlarged i)uri)orted exaggeration: In my original

testimony vou asked me how many warehouses we had in use and thinking of

the total number of places we stored supT)lies and equipment, not separating the

types, mv answer was ISO. This is correct, but half of that number are the

supply warehouses in the mess halls, the hospital, the machine and repair shops

and the agricultural supplies, etc. The major buildings total 00,.

Regarding the 58 tons of food used daily : This was actual estimates made by

the chief and assistant stewards and myself and can be verified from the

supply records on file.
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Regarding the car used on the Oklahoma trip rather severely attacked. This
car was my regular car and was used with full knowledge and the consent of

Mr. Enipie and was used as all assigned cars for all puriK)ses of the assignee.

Mr. Empie had advised all employees under him to take their families away and
leave if they wished, as the camp director had advi.^ed him that no protection

could be furnished, regardless of how serious the riot became.
Mr. Empie stated to approximately thirty of his employees in his office meeting

that any of us could leave without i)rejudi(e and return after the riot had
settled down. At the tinne I left, things were just smouldering and nothing
whatsoever was active and my reason for then leaving was because we were all

tired out just sitting around waiting for someone to issue some orders to settle

things.
Mrs. Townsend had just come out of the hospital, injured while employed.

Immediately upon my return a record of the trip and all information was supplied

Mr. Enipie and travel orders wei-e issued and approved.
At that time any Jap in the camp would Ik^ furnished a car and driver to go

any place in the country to visit any sick member of his lamily and to take

any sick member anywhere. 1 have personally driven a sick Jap from the hos-

pital at Poston, making a trip of 700 miles, and then Dr. Pressman, of the hospital,

made several such trips to attend him or to see him, etc.

This was actual practice, and 1 am still at a loss why my wife, one of the
teachers at the camp, was not entitled to the same treatment that any Jap could
receive by asking for it.

Regarding my overseas service attacked by Mr. Myer : My discharge shows
that I sailed for Europe January 11, 1919, and returned to the United States
August 1, 1919*. Where Mr. Myer concocted the date of 1936 as being the time
I was in France is another mystery, as I was not out of the country in 1936.
Regarding losses and destroyed property during the riot : After tlie riot a long

list of damaged and destroyed property was prepared and brought to my office

to be written off by my department for the bookkeeping and auditing department.
I asked if the list was in full, and I was told just to sign it as it was, and it

would be completed later. I refused to sign this document and it was later
returned from Mr. Head's office with notice attached for me to complete and
sign it. I refused to sign or attempt to complete a lost of the total losses, as I

was familiar with only those tilings stolen from the w^arehouses and equipment
from my department.
There are many other innuendoes and attacks too numerous to enlarge upon

in this letter, but all of Mr. Myer's 37 points challenged are correctly testified to
by me, and would be so understood when explained.

I am willing to return from Panama if your committee thinks it necessary
if this hearing is resumed.

Yours truly,

Haroij) H. Townsend.

He definitely indicates that this testimony is false and that the con-
versation never took place; that he had no such conversation with
Mr. Head at Siny time.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I believe you admitted on July 6 or 7
that there were only 37 misstatements or bits of misinformation in
Mr. Townsend's testimony.

I do not believe Mr. Townsend's letter now any more than I believe
the statements he made in his testimony before your committee pre-
viously. I doubt if his word will stand up any better today than it

did at that time. I think the documents speak for themselves.
Mr. CosTEi.LO. Let me also read a letter dated December 23. 1942,

addressed to Mr. Townsend and signed by Ralph M. Gelvin, acting
project director.

Mr. Myer. The date, please?
Mr. CosTELLo. December 23, 1942. That was after he had been

separated from the project at Poston. [Reading :]

De.vr Mr. Townsend : This communication will serve as notice that your
services as supply and transportation officer, Colorado River war relocation
project, will be discontinued effective at the close of business, December 26,
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1942. Annual, leave which has accrued to your credit during your duty on this
project will carry you through January 3, 1943. Payment for your leave for
December will be includeil with the December i>ay roll and the remainder will
be paid on a supplemental pay roll issued on January 4, 1943.
The decision to terminate your services has been made after careful con-

sideration from various viewpoints and is a decision which the director feels
has been made in the best interests of the project. The director is not un-
mindful of the constructive work which you have accomplished during the
period of your employment. It is felt that you have been conscientious in your
efforts to initiate and follow a program which would result in the best use of
Government supplies, materials, and equipment, and in the con.servjition of
appropriated moneys. It is for this reason that this office would feel no hesitancy
in recommending you for a similar position under different circumstances. It

is for this reason as well that the termination of your temporary appointment
is being made without prejudice.

Should you have occasion to require a recommendation in connection with
future employment, please do not hesitate to use this oflice as a reference.

Yours very truly,

Ralph M. Gelvin,
Aciint; Project Director.

Mr. Myer. I should say that Mr. Gelvin was exceedingly kind
under the circumstances.

Mr. CosTELLo. The fact is that he definitely wrote a letter to him
in very complimentary terms, praising the man, at the time of his

being separated from the project, and the only reascm for his separa-

tion, apparently, was the fact that he drove his wife from the project

up to Los Angeles in a Government car, apparently without author-

ity, although he alleges that Mr. Empie had given him authority, and
Mr. Empie was his immediate superior.

He had given him authority to take the car and leave the project.

Mr. ^Iyek. Mr. Chairman, you are reading into the record ^vhat you
think was the only reason for separation, which I think I would have
to disagree with.

Mr. CosTELLO. That was the particular reason, or the particular

incident, I might state, that brought about his resignation.

Mr. Myer. From what source did you secure that information?
Mr. CosTELLo. Well, that was the incident that occasioned the

resignation in December, because that was the incident that took place

immediately preceding his separation.

Mr. Myer. I should say that that was only one of the incidents that

led to his resignation or dismissal from the project.

I just have this further to say, Mr. Chairman, I am very sorry

indeed to have had to have been a party to calling attention to all

of the misstatements that were made in Mr. Townsend's testimony.

It is not my usual procedure to try to crucify the character of

any individual. So far as I know, that was the first time in m}^ life

I had ever done so. I am not interested in doing so today.

I would like to point out to any one who has had any administra-

tive experience, that you do, under tense situations, for some reason

or other, have people who go to pieces, sometimes mentally and some-
times physically, and are not objective about the things that they
think they see and things that they think they hear.

We have had that situation happen every time we had a major
incident, on the part of a few employees.

I think if you will check with anyone who has had similar expe-

riences to ours, that that happens in almost any incident.
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I think if you will check with the newspaper folks, when they go

to a riot or go to a fire, or go to a wreck, that you can get half a

dozen different stories as to what eyewitnesses saw.

They do not see the whole thing together, and you will get different

stories.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Myer.
Mr. Myer. So I would simply like to point out this—excuse me for

a moment, Mr. Mundt—that I am not here to throw off on employees

or former employees the responsibility for anything for which we are

responsible. I would like to keep the record straight, however, re-

garding specific incidents rather than talking in terms of generalities

m relation to incidents of this type.

I would like to make one other statement, and that is that no ad-

ministration is perfect, and, of course, there will be mistakes made by
individuals, if they are human. And there has been mistakes made.
On the other hand, I think the record is pretty clear; if you are

really interested in getting at the record, and if you are really trying

to get at the facts as to what happened at Tule Lake, we will be glad

to help you do so.

Mr. Mundt. Mr. Myer, from the standpoint of this physical phe-

nomenon to which you refer so frequently, both in your testimony
yesterday and your testimony last July, as to the difficulties which
people have from the standpoint of objectivity under stress, I wonder
if you feel that might not w^ork both ways, not only at times that such
physical phenomenon would cause people to think they saw things
that were not there, but similarly at times it prevents people from
seeing things that are actually there.

Mr. Myer. No question about that, Mr. Mundt; very true. That is

one reason we sent jDeople up from Washington who had not been on
the job at the time, who had not been mixed up in the affair, to go
about questioning the people on the project, to get a cross-section of
this thing.

It takes time to check judgments and get facts.

And, of course, there is a tendency to rationalize and say, "I did not
see certain things," as well as the fact that they see things that do
not exist.

But the fact is that you do have confusion. I think we might as
well accept that fact, and what we are trying to do here, I think, is

to sift the facts that did happen and try to get at the facts rather
than enlarge upon sonie of the stories which have not proven to be
true or were alleged to have happened, by people that I do not con-
sider very objective about the matter. That is all.

Mr. CosTELLO. Mr. Myer, you spoke about these various persons
and your desire not to destroy anybody's character, and so forth, but
I would like to read another letter here signed by Dr. Jolm T. Mason,
dated December 3, 1943, addressed to Mr. Stripling. [Reading:]

Dear Mr. Stripling : The enclosed copy of a teletype is self-explanatory.
Mrs. Luekett Instructed me to notify you of any and all communications which

I might receive from the War Relocation Authority.
I should like to inform you that I gave no interview at any time to any news-

paper or newspaper representatives in Klamath Falls or in any other town in
the West. I have not seen, nor do I know the source of the article puhlislied
in the Klamath Falls Herald News, but I have approved no article for publica-
tion which has not been strictly based on fact. As to any exaggerated accounts,
I cannot be responsible for any newsjjaper embellishments.
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Any efTort yon mifflit make to correct the impression this teletype leaves or to
prevent fnrther inferences of this type from the War Relocation Authority will be
a favor and a proper protection for me.

Yours very truly,

John T. Mason. M. D.

The teletype to which he refers was sent from the Tiile Lake Center,
dated November 24, 1943, in answer to the following teleo^ram from
the United Aircraft Corporation signed by L. Olson, of East Hart-
ford, Conn.

:

Telegraph collect i>olice record of John Thomas Mason, M. D., employed as
surgeon at base hospital, Tule Lake relocation center, Newell, Calif., born June 5,

1908, Sparta, Tenn., 5 feet 11 inches, and 174 i>ounds.

United Aircraft Corporation,
East Hartford, Conn.

(Attention L. Olson.)

Reurtell twenty-third. Have no police record on John Thomas Mason, Jr.,

M. D. However, misrepresented facts in interview published in Klamath Falls
Herald News concerning trouble at Tule Lake center.

R. R. Best, Project Director.

Mr. Myer. Apparently that was sent to Hartford, Conn., in re-

sponse to their inquiry for a character reference on Dr. Mason.
Mr. Stripling. He had applied for a position there.

Mr. CosTELLO. And they had written to Tule Lake for a reference

on him.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I assume that in this case Mr. Best fell

into a common error that is very easy to fall into. He assumed that

what was published was true. I am very sorry.

Mr. CosTELLO. I am calling particular attention to the first line of

that telegram, "Have no police record on John Thomas Mason, Jr.,

M. D."
Mr. Myer. I would like to check the facts in relation to the whole

situation on that.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10127.)

And let me say further that I am delighted to hear that Mr. Mason,
or Dr. Mason, gave no such interview that is alleged to have occurred

by the press, and I want to make the record clear, if I have not done

so already, that I am very sorry if I indicated that he did appear when
he did not appear. I was misinformed.
Mr. CosTELLO. The particular objection that I have to this telegram

is the statement made in there in the opening line, which would infer

that the man has a bad record ; that they out here at this particular

project did not liappen to uncover his police record.

And I think that is a very damaging method of trying to destroy

Dr. Mason in the eyes of the public and the world-at-large.

Here is he applying to the United Aircraft Corporation in Connect-

icut, for a position, and in order to try to stop him from getting a

position there, Mr. Best sends a telegi'am of that character.

And T think it is extremely reprehensible conduct on his part and

thoT'oughly unjustifiable.

Mr. Myter. Mr. Chairman, I think you are reading something into

the wire as to intent that may not be there. However, I will be glad

to check the facts in relation to the item involved, and if it was

written with that intent. I agree with you that it is not the thing to do.
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I might add, however, that I do not want to destroy Mr. Best's

character, or anyone else, on the basis of a couple of bits in the paper,

until we have the full facts.

Mr. CosTELLo. I also have a telegram here addressed to Congressman
Engle, dated December 2, 1943, signed by Mr. B. F. Gerry. It reads

as follow^s:

In October received advance civil-service classification paid November 15
accordingly. November 19 project director advised reclassification lunng re-

scinded on acconnt of being spokesman and also giving yon infoi-niat ion at

Tule Lake meeting not on pay roll for December 1. Advise if civil service

does not have some control of such matters.

What does that telegram indicate ?

Mr. Myer. I should say that that telegram probably indicated that
Mr. Best has decided that Mr. Gerry may not be longer useful at the
project.

I would have to check the facts in regard to that.

Mr. CosTELLO. In other words, because he gives testimony before a

State senate committee or before a group of Congressmen, he is not
entitled further to remain on the rolls of W. R. A.
Mr. Myer. No ; Mr. Chairman. I am sure it w^as not based on any

such action.

Mr. CosTELLO. He just received an advance classification under civil

service dated November 15, and paid November 15 accordingly, and
on November 19 reclassification rescinded.

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to get the facts on that, on Mr. Gerry's
case which I do not have at the moment.
Mr. Mu>:dt. Mr. Chairman, may I say this, in re-reading the testi-

mony the last time it was kind of hard to trace down all the facts that
Mr. Meyer was going to supply for the record.

The reporter indicated each point w^here Mr. Myer was going to

submit the facts, and that you would submit them at that point in the
record.

Now, if you would do that, it will be complete.

Mr. Myer. I will be very glad to do that. And I would like to ask,

Mr. Chairman, at this point, if it is possible, that I be supplied with
not only a copy of the record being made this morning, but the record
that anybody else has made, in order that I might be able to comment
on any incidents that might be reported that we might have overlooked
here; if that might be possible. Do you think that is possible?

Mr. CosTELLO. The only record that I have received is a copy of the
testimony which was taken before the California State Senate com-
mittee, of which we only have the first half.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, you misunderstood me ; I mean the record
we are making here, of Congressman Engle's testimony. Dr. Mason's
testimony, and any other statements that may have been made in rela-

tion to incidents at Tule Lake.
Mr. CosTELLO. I believe that copies are available of that.

Mr. Myer. All right.

Mr. Eberhartfji. Just to keep the record straight, Mr. Chairman,
if I may, I think Mr. Myer asked permission to insert in the record a
copy of the conversation had between Mr. Townsend and Mr. Head
on December 1, 1942, and I do not think that authorization has been
entered formally on the record.
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Mr. CosTEUX). It can be entered in the current record, but it appears
at padres 9714 and 9715 of the hearings before the Senate committee,
in volume 15.

^Ir. Myer. I simply would like to make it clear that that is a signed
copy by the secretary who took the record, since the validity of the

record has been challenged.

Mr. CosTELLO. Your statement will appear in the record.

Mr. Myer. As I understand it, it appeared in the press that I had
made that story out of whole cloth, and I would like to make it clear

that I did not make it out of whole cloth ; that we based it on a signed

statement by the secretary, who took the statement down at the time.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Myer, all we are trying to do at these hearings is to

try to establish a true record of the facts.

To do that, of course, it is very important that the committee get

all of the advice possible as to the credibility of the witnesses who ap-

peared before the Senate investigating committee in California, and
other witnesses who have made statements either before this commit-
tee or the members; consequently I want to ask you now how your
evaluation of the objectivity of Ernest Rhoads, the fire chief, out at

the Tule Lake, Calif., center, is based.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I would prefer to comment not on the

individuals involved, but on the testimony that they gave.

Mr. MrxDT. You will be given that opportunity later, but I thought
it might be nice to know your opinion on it before we analyze the
testimony.
Mr. Myer. Well, judging from the facts that we have gathered re-

garding Mr. Ehoads' statement, I should say that his testimony is very
bad, but I will be glad to give the facts as to why I think so.

May I do so now? Would you first read what Mr. Rhoads testified

to, and the particular point you are concerned about so that I might
comment on it ?

!Mr. MuxDT. Among other things, Mr. Rhoads said that the Japanese
had held his wife a prisoner durinjz the riot.

Mr. Myer. I think that is a matter of opinion and a matter of judg-
ment. I think he thought so and there were some other people who
thought so. That has been pretty well discussed, I think.

Mr. MuxDT. \Miat is your opinion; that she was not a prisoner,

or that she was?
My judgment is that Mr. Rhoads resigned because of the fact that

I was not. My opinion is that I was not a prisoner and I did not
try to leave, so I do not know whether it will ever be known whether
I could have gotten out or not.

Mr. MuNDT. He also testified he resigned from the position at Tule
Lake because he could not get any fire protection there under the pres-

ent W. R. A. set-up at the center.

Mr. Myer. I should say that that probably is a mistake. The fire

>9rotection at Tule Ivake and all other centers has been very excellent.

1 think the record there, you will see, has been better than it has been
at other places.

My judgment is that Mr. Rhodes resigned because of the fact that

he was—that in the meeting on the afternoon of November 2, he made
a very violent speech ; that he felt perhaps we would not like to have
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him continue on the pay roll, and in which he said many things that

I am sure he would now regret saying.

Mr. MuNDT. He further stated that the valves in the fire plugs were
filled with broken glass, and upon other occasions, filled with sand.

Mr. Myer. Here is a teletype from Mr. Best, dated November 27

:

(The telegram referred to is as follows :)

Excerpt Fkom a TiiXi-iTYPE Message by Project Director R. R. Best, Dated
NO\TEMBER 27, 1943

Chock by Hoffman, national fire protection advisor, shows all hydrants in good
condition except one on which valve nut is missing. No hydrants blocked or
filled with sand or dirt, although they sometimes have been in the past, prior to

segregation.
Fire-reporting telephone system operating satisfactorily, few lights on fire

department switchboard burned out. No fire hose stolen from fire department.
One hundred eighty-nine carbon tetrachloride quart-size extinguishers missing
out of 1,700 since center began

;
appointed personnel as well as evacuees have

access to these. No hose nozzles damaged. Five or six 2i^-gallon and 4-gallon

water-type extinguishers bent and three or four of same type filled with chicken
louse spray and gummed beyond use. Fire truck damaged in turnover on way to

fire October 13 ; now in use.

Mr. Myer. I believe if you will check the record, Mr. Rhoads tes-

tified that equipment worth $90,000 had been damaged beyond repair
by having phones taken off the hooks.

We have not only had it checked by the fire chief, our national fire

chief, but we have had it checked by the telephone company who in-

stalled it, and they tell us that the only damage has been the fact that
there have been a few bulbs burned out on the switchboard ; that the
equipment has continued to be in good shape.
At the time, shortly after the installation, they had some difficulty

with the system which was rectified, and it has been in good shape ever
since.

The valve situation, I think, was testified to by Mr. Lueck.
Mr. MuNDT. Who is Mr. Lueck ?

Mr. Myer. He was the assistant fire chief and who is now acting in
charge.
Mr. MuNDT. Is he presently employed ?

Mr. Myer. He is presently employed.
Mr. MuNDT. Objectivity O. K.?
Mr. Myer. Let me read it and let you be the judge.
Now, I am not going to pass on the objectivity of all these people,

because I do not know. I will give you the facts regarding them.
Some of them I do know.

I have indicated, Mr. Mundt, those where I think I have the answer,
but really I do not, I do not usually give a statement.
Mr. MuNDT. It might be a good idea for W. E.. A. to work out a

new objectivity test.

Mr. Myer. I agree with you, and after having had three blow-ups
in the nearly 20 months we operated, I assure you I would have been
very glad to have had one ahead of time, because you cannot always
anticipate who is going to blow^ up under such circumstances.
Mr. Mundt. Go ahead with Mr. Lueck.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Lueck confrms Mr. Rhoads on one point. [Read-

ing:]
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Damage to Fire-Peotection Equipment

G. B. Leiick, assistant fire protection oflScer testified that:
(r/) Approximately 200 quart-size fire extinguishers had disappeared between

project's start and October 15)48 but expressed opinion that loss could not "be
attributed to the Japanese or anyone else in particular,"

(h) Nuts are frequently stolen from underground fire hydrants.
(c) Sand trequ(»ntly gets into standpipes leading down to hydrants, but some

of it is "kid stuff."

id) There certainly has been abuse of equipment by the firemen—some de-

libei'ate and some due merely to youthful exuberance and carelessness. The
evacuee firemen have never gone out on strike at any time.

(e) There was change in attitude of evacuee fire protection force after segre-
gation movement—more surly and less cooperative.

Mr. Myer. Now, may I stop to explain a moment that the type
of valve that we are talking about were sunk in the fj^round .and were
operated with a key type of wrench, putting it down in; they were
sunk down about 2^1/2 to 3 feet, and the testimony of all, with the ex-

ception of Mr. Khoads, indicated that this was not a malicious filling

up of these valves. It was simply the normal type of thing that
would happen in any city, and particularly under conditions of that

kind where kids were playing, and the sand had gotten into those, and
they were inspected according to the rules, daily.

Now, I do not know whether Mr. Khoads was properly quoted or not,

but it was implied in one of the newspaper stories that I saw, that
there were five fires that the evacuees had refused to go to, previous
to the time that he resigned, and during the segregation period.

The facts are that there were five fires during that period, put out
by voluntary helpers before the department arrived, and not because
they refused to go to the fire.

Now, whether he made that statement, I am not sure ; but it was
alleged he was to have made the statement.

Mr. Lueck says there was a change of attitude. Well, we expected
that. Nevertheless, gentlemen, I w^ould like to point out again that

I do not think that any group would maliciously burn up the center in

which their own people were living.

That is a little gratuitous, but that is an opinion.

Mr. CosTELLO. Keading from some of Mr. Lueck's testimony here

—

Question. How about damages to the fire hydrants, and damage to; the
trucks?
Answer. Yes, sir ; some have run into the hydrants with the trucks and auto-

mobiles.
Question. Do you believe that was done maliciously?
Answer. Not knowing how it was done, I w^ould not state. I would not be sur-

prised, though.

Mr. ^Iyer. May I comment ? Mr. Lueck here says he thought per*

haps some was deliberate. I have reported on that.

Mr. CosTELLO. I read further:

Question. Is there anything else you would like to relate as to your experience
with the Japanese boys? We are all anxious to learn.

Answer. Well, possibly before the segregation the Japanese firemen were more
willing and did better work than the crew of firemen we have since the segre-

gation. During segregation, our crew of firemen were constantly changing, due
to the fact that many were going out of the camp to useful work, or leaving
under the segregation. The turn-off was very heavy, but we could always get

whatever we wanted in the way of volunteer firemen. The senior camp firemen
always stayed on the job.
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Question. How about the fire hydrants, did you experience some difficulty by

reason of damage to the hydrants?
Answer. Yes ; we had some trouble over that.

Question. Were the nuts removed from the hydrants, so when the alarm came
the water could not be turned on?
Answer. Yes ; that is true.

Question. How many instances of that kind can you recall?

Answer. I cannot say exactly how many instances. There were reports made
in regard to having the nut on the valve replaced. We have several hydrants

where the nuts were not replaced on the valves, but would say there are i)erhaps

a dozen or more instances. We had to have a special case made so we can

use those hydrants without the large nuts on.

Question. Do you depend on the telephone system fire warning?
Answer. Yes, sir ; we do.

Question. Those telephones were oi)erated by batteries?

Answer. By batteries, and directly by power lines.

Question. Did you have false alarms turned in out there?

Answer. Yes
;
quite a number.

Question. Before or after segregation?

Answer. Before and after, consecutively.

Question. What would they do; leave the receiver off the hook?
Answer. No ; this is a telephone system, and had a regular line and box, and

they would open the box and remove the transmitter from the hook, and trans-

mit the call and leave there. And when we would arrive there we would find

no tire, and would try to check up, and w(»uld catch nobody. I cannot say the

date, but Mr. Best did happen to catch one of our own firemen turning in a false

alarm.
Question. Is it a fact that in some cases the entire group of Japanese firemen,

in answering a fire alarm, they would operate the trucks very well, but would go
in the opposite direction from the fire?

Answer. We had that happen in some cases, but not all of them. I remember
one morning there was an alarm in the military area, from an overflow of oil

from a heater, and the firemen ran all over the project before they came to the
right place. They persisted in going in the wrong direction.

Question. Did you lose any of your equipment?
Answer. There was small things disappeared, but of course, there was always

a lot of others besides the firemen that had access to it. Nevertheless, it was
stolen.

Question. Besides the damage to the fire hose and hydrants, did they do con-
siderable damage to the engines? Did they run the motors without oil?

Answer. Well, we were very careful about that. Each morning the Caucasian
who is on duty for that day would be one man who would look after that. And
after our runs, a complete check was made of the oil, the mileage, and so forth,

each morning. There was some apparatus in No. 8 engine house damage, be-
cause it needed a new gasket, and when the man in charge went out to got a
new gasket to put in it, when he came back the engine had gone out that way.

Then he goes on. I might refer to another line or two over here,

;
talking about social workers.
He, himself, is still testifying.

Question. And did you ever see any indecent language that was written around
' in the buildings?

i
Answer. Yes, sir ; a time or two I would see some of the buildings, and the

I
night before the Monday demonstration, which was Hallowe'en, there were some

' people went in our area and used soap on one or two cars there, and wrote
obscene words on the cars, and drew rising suns on some of them.

I
Question. Did you see any of that on the sides of the buildings? «

Answer. I did not see it on the buildings.
Question. Did you ever hear about it down there, that some of the social

workers down here told them if they kept on demanding and agitating, tb'^y
could get anything they wanted?

Q Answer. Yes, sir ; I heard that ever since I have been here.
HI Question. Did any Japanese tell you that?

11
Answer. Yes ; one did, but he is gone now.

" 62626—44—vol. 16 15
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Question. And they wvvq jidvist'd to that efToct by some of tl^e social workers
in here?
Answer. And lie told me that any time they were in diffi'ulty they went to

the social workers.

Ho also testified as to tlie display of Japanese flags and things of
that kind in various celebrations and demonstrations.
Mr. Mykk. Mr. Chairman, may I connuent ^

First, I wonhl like to make it clear to the committee that I am not
a defender of the Japs at Tule Lake. We have some American citi-

zens there that are more like the Japs that we are ti<i;hting than many
of the older aliens who have lived here for years, because of the fact

that they were born in this coimtry but moved to Ja])an at a very early

age with their families, and for some reason they came back to this

country, some of them as late as 1940, most of them in the late '30s, and
we have, perhaps, at that center somewhere between 1,500 and 2,000

people of what I choose to call 1040 kibei, and that is not (]uite

correct statement, because it is an over-simplilii ation, but they are

people between the ages of 18 and 25 years, generally speaking, this

particular category that I mentioned, that have had all of their train-

ing in Japan, practically, who, after the registration period in Feb
ruary or ^farch of this year, were smoked out, were put in a ])osition

of where they had to declare their allegiance either to this country or

decline to declare allegiance, the most of whom decided that they

wanted to be Japanese and began to act the part accordingly.

Once having concentrated those people at that center, we expected
trouble, and we have had trouble.

Xow, may I rej)eat, I do not want to be placed in the position, or

expect to be placed in the position of defending that kind of American
citizen. They are Japs in the real sense.

We have, in addition to that, some other people at Tule Lake who
are not of that class, who have become what are normally considered

as Japs in the real sense.

So I do not want to be put in the light of saying that these people are

all angels, that they did not run into fire hydrants, for some of them
did. They did do things as they do in any normal city.

We had some false (ire alarms. As indicated, an arrest was made in

fit least one case by a member of the fire department, who was a mem-
ber himself. Why people do that I do not know.

It is a rather i)eculiar thing that AV. R. A. is expected to rim lOj'J''

perfect cities without having any of the normal crimes and normal
reactions you woidd get in a normal city.

We do not condone that. We have had many, many, many cases of

arrests for all kinds of petty crimes and misdemeanors, and we have
had some arrests for violence, so I want to make that quite clear.

Now, let me go back to ^Ir. Liu'ck's statement for a moment.
I want to make it clear, though, because the implication has been

madev it seems to me, throughout this questioning, that I am either

throwinc: f)ff on mv own personnel or I am defending the Japanese at

Tule Lake.
I am not doing either, if I can liel)) it.

Xow, Mr. Lueck. I think, has tried to give the facts. I question his

statement about the social workers. It se^ms that anyone that dis-

agrees with a particular point of view innnediately becomes a social

worker, public-school teacher, or anyone else.

ti
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My opinion is that that statement carries a connotation that it does

not deserve.

We have a few social workers in each of the centers.

As a normal thinof, we have from two to four welfare peoph' wliose

job it is to work with familv groups, in rehition to triangle problems

or other family problems that they have, that you would have in a

normal city.

We have had, at times, additional staff members there.

We have had people who wore concerned with coinmunity activities,

which involved the matter of church activities and all the other organi-

zational activities of the center, to assist in supervising and handling

that part of the work.
Certainly, we have some of that type of people.

Now, we have differences in point of view as to how the job should

be done. I have many employees that unfortunately do not agree.

Mr. CosTELLO. How are the social workers selected for employment?
Mr. Myer. They are selected through civil service as anyone else

would be, for their qualifications in the field, for which they are hired,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. The names are submitted to W. R. A. and they are

selected from civil-service?

Mr. ^Iyer. That is correct.

Mr. MuNDT. After you get them, wliat official training or instruc-

tions do vou {jive them before you turn them loose in the center?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to supply for the record

a copy of our Manual, A^hich gives the details on all such programs, if

you would care for us to do so. I would not care to take the time now.
They are given the same instructions as any other employees regard-
ing the policies of the organization and their job and how to handle it.

Mr. CosTELLo. We would appreciate, Mr. Myer, if you would fur-

nish us a copy of that Manual.
Mr. Myi:r. Of the total Manual ?

^Ir. CosTELLO. Is there a copy available?

^Ir. Myer. I think we can make a copy for you.
Mr. CosTEixo. Just one copy would be sufficient.

Mr. Myer. All right ; Ave will be glad to do that.

I would say, in my judgment, it was one of the most complete
manuals of any agency of government, for the reason that we have
had to have a complete Manual, and built up to cover many things
or regulations that you normally would not cover, because of the par-
ticular type of program with which we are dealing.

Our biggest trouble comes when inexperienced employees, or em-
ployees who do not seem to think it worth while to follow the Manual,
act off the policy. That causes us trouble every time.

Now, Mr. Chairman, to go back to Mr. Lueck's statement, and Mr.
.Rhoads' statement, if I may, I do not want to argue with Mr. Rhoads'
testimony regarding the fire department. I think he knows something
about it.

I am not sure that he knows about the question as to who are social

workers and who are not, or that he distinguished very carefully; I
do not believe he did.

I want to go back to Mr. Rhoads
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Mr. MuNrrr. It does not make any difference whether it is a social
worker or sdiool teacher or Mr. Best or the custodian—if somebody in
the camp is urgin<j^ these Japs to en<^age in insurrection, it is bad.

It does not make any difference who it is.

Mr. Myer. I a^ree with you, and anybody who is caught at tliat

will be immediately fired, if we can find out about it, Mr. Chairman.
We do not ])ut up with that kind of thing.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Lueck testified to that effect, and I think you
should check it.

Mr. Myer. We certainly agree and we have checked cases, and the
most of the cases referred to have been off the pay roll for a good many
months.

Now, I would like to go back to Mr. Rhoads for a moment, because I
think that this is important.
As I remember it, Mr. Rhoads testified—and I am not sure of my

memory and I would like to have it checked—that there was oil poured
over the cars at certain times; that there was oil })()ure(l around the
tires of cars during the week of November 1 to 4; and that there was
oil-soaked straw, I believe, placed in the corner of private garages.

And I believe he also testified that there was some placed around the
administration building at the time of the November 1 incident.

Am I corerct in that ?

Mr. Eberiiarter. Approximately correct.

^Ir. CosTELLO. Several witnesses testified to oil being placed around
the cars in the garage and around the administration building on No-
vember 1 at the time of the disturbance.

Mr. Myer. We have been able to find only two people who were will-

ing to say that there was oil placed around cars and other places. One
IS the former reports officer, Mr. Cooke; and the other is Mr. Rhoads.
There were other people who thought they saw boxes that they as-

sumed had straw in them, or that they saw bags or sacks with straw
in them.
Mr. Costello. Did not Mr. Paine testify to that effect?

Mr. Myer. AMiat I saw about Mr. Paine's testimony I read in the

press, in this manner—that he saw people carrying sacks which he
thought had straw in them, and he assumed it was soaked with oil,

or something to that effect. I do not think Mr. Paine ever testified

that he saw oil-soaked straw; at least, if you saw what I saw in the

jjress.

Now, if I may go back—we checked every garage and every parking
space and we checked with people regarding their cars, and we found
no evidence at any time of oil being poured over cars, nor no evidence

of oil being poured around tires, either on November 1 or any other

day during that week, or any other time, by evacuees.

We have found no evidence of any straw that had been soaked with

oil. .

We did find two sacs with straw in them that were serving as pillows

for old men who were serving as watchmen in one of the buildings.

We did, in checking the 69 witnesses that I mentioned a while ago,

have these comments in relation to this particular item:

Three stated that they had seen evacuees carrying boxes, the con-

tents of which were not identified. They were simply carrying boxes

or cartons.
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I might say that one or two of thorn said that thoy assumed that they

were coming from the post office, hut that is gratuitous.

Two testified that friends had told them about seeing evacuees car-

rying straw. None of them testified as having seen any straw.

"^Mr. MuNDT. May I incjuire, tlo you have a list there of the 69

witnesvses I

Mr. ^Iyer. We can supply that for the record.

Mr. MuNDT. May I ask that the names of the witnesses and their

positions be submitted to this committee?
Mr. Myer. I will be very glad to do that. I am simply summariz-

ing this cross section.
,

Mr. Ki'.Fiui/ RTER. Just a moment, please.

To get this straight, you want all of the testimony that was given

throughout the investigation inserted in the record; the testimony

of these 69 people ?

Mr. CosTELTX). That need not be inserted in the record.

Mr. IMuNDT. Just the names and positions of the 69 witnesses.

Mr. Myer. You do not want the testimony ?

Mr. Mundt. Unless it is too voluminous.
Mr. ^Iyer. It is pretty big.

Mr. Mundt. Just put the whole list in, and you include whatever
testimony you want.
Mr. Myer. I will be glad to put the whole thing in, if you want it,

but it is pretty voluminous.
Mr. CosTOLLO. I wonder if you could furnish to the connnittee a

copy of the testimony that was given and then we can determine later

whether to make it a part of the hearing or not.

Mr. Myer. I would appreciate it if you would make the kind of

testimony presented here by people off the project and who resigned

and testified, a part of the record also. If you are not going to make
it a part of the record, I would not insist.

Mr. Mundt. I want to know, first of all, if your witnesses were tes-

tifying under oath.

Mr. Myer. I am not sure about that, Mr. Chairman; I think not.

They are simply statements gotten from these people. We can go
back and reswear them on their statements, if you would care to have it.

Mr. Mundt. We do not want to have any testimony entered in this

hearing that was not taken under oath. I would like to have the

names and positions.

Mr. Myer. We will be glad to supply it.

Mr. CosTELLO. It will be inserted in the record at this point.

(Sixty-nine statements referred to above are printed in full in

appendix, p. 1012.7.)

Mr. CosTEi^LO. I might also comment that many of the witnesses you
interrogated are still employed on the project.

Mr. Myfr. That is correct.

Mr. CosTELLO. From that standpoint, of coui'se, their testimony is

likely to be biased in favor of the project and the administration, and
that others of them, the discouraged employees would be adverse
to it.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, that is possible. All we tried to do was
to gather a cross section of witnesses, of people who were in the ad-
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ministration l)uil(lin<r, or nearby, or in the leave oflice durinor that

joeriod. It did not seem advisable to talk to all of them.
Mr. CoSTELLO. Among your G9 witnesses you have interrogated, are

any of those persons now no longer with the W. R. A. at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. I think we have considered that the testimony that they
had given before the State senate committee and otherwise had been
pretty well covered by the time we got to these witnesses.

i\Ir. CosTELLO. But by taking a cross section, you did not take any
former employees who had left the project.

Mr. Myer. Most of those had left the project and were not available

at the time we got the record checked.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, I would like to get the matter of
this record straightened out.

Is that a record that you made of these witnesses and their testimony,

a typewritten record?
Mr. ^Iyer. Yes, sir.

Mr. Eberharter. How was it made up?
Mr. ]Myer. It was simply a record in which they were asked to

make statements as to Avhat they saw, and about the different condi-
tions at that time. And as a general rule, it is a statement—not a

question and answer statement, and out of those statements we have
tried to take these factors that have come up.

Mr. CoSTELXO. You will, then, furnish that complete testimony to

the committee ?

Mr. Myer. If you wish it, we will be glad to.

Mr. CosTELLO. We would like to have it for the committee.
Mr. Myer. Very well.

May I go back to this particular point, that I had not finished?

Three stated that they had actually seen evacuees carrying boxes,

the contents of which were not identified.

Two testified that friends had told them about seeing evacuees
carrying straw.

Fifteen specifically denied seeing incendiary materials.

Forty-nine offered no comment on this particular matter.
Xow, I would like to say further

Mr. MuNDT. Just a minute, Mr. Myer.
Mr. ^Iyer. Pardon me.
May I make one or two more comments on the oil-soaked straw

story ?

Again, I want to say that it was in their interest—I would not put
it past some of the folks at Tule Lake that they would do this sort of

thing.

However, it was not in their interest and I do not think any of it

was done in this case.

Mr. Rhoads, as it happens, was not on the project from early morn-
ing of November 1, the day of the first incident there, until 6 : 30 that

night, so he was not personally present during that period.

About an hour after the crowd broke up on November 1, I heard
this story for the first time. Mr. Cozzens had picked it up from some-

one as a rumor.
He went out and checked around the building to see if he could find

any evidence of straw. We talked to about a dozen people in the

immediate territory to see if they saw any evidence. We found no
evidence.
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In my judgment, that is one of those things tliat was a figment of

people's imagination, and imaginations have worked under such cir-

cumstances.
I might say that after Mr. Bigelow arrived at the project he asked

Mr. Cooke, who was one of them who had reported it, and presumahly
hearsay, to take him to the point whei-e he had presumably seen oil.

Mr. Cooke was notified to point out on November 5 to Mr. Bigelow
any place where there was oil.

Now, we did do this : We found, as you would expect occasionally,

rags with oil on them in private garages, the same as you would in

any private garage.

We found occasionally on the floor a spot of oil where somebody had
spilled it or where a car had leaked, but nothing beyond the normal
situation that you would find in private garages.

So gentlemen, I would say that the story was the figment of some-
one's imagination, and there is no evidence any place that would in-

dicate on anybody's part, other than the statement of Mr. Rhoads, who
was not there on November 1 during the day, and perhaps Mr. Cooke,
that they had seen oil-soaked straw.

They did indicate that they had seen boxes.

Also it was true that there were two or three cartons with dead
weeds in them around the building, where some of the maintenance
people had pulled out weeds and put them in the boxes, and they
were left there.

Mr. CosTEixo. I might state, Mr. Myer, that Mr. Borbeck, the assist-

ant chief of internal security, alleged he saw cartons filled with
excelsior on which gasoline or oil had been poured, and Mr. Wilkinson
made a similar statement.
Mr. Myer. Did Mr. Borbeck say that oil had been poured on the

excelsior ? I do not believe so, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. I am trying to find his exact language.

! Mr. Myer. I do not believe ^Ir. Wilkinson said that oil had been

j
pourued on it, if the testimony I saw was correct.

Mr. CosTELLO. I will read his testimony here, leaving out the refer-

i ence to the language that was used

:

i Question. Did you see any saclvs filled with straw placed around the building?

I

Answer. No, I did not see any sacks of straw. I saw some pasteboard cartons,

i

and they were filled with straw. I found out later they were saturated with
;

fuel oil and gasoline,

j

Question. How did you find out?
I

Answer. I saw the boxes, and was told by the fire chief.

1 Question. How close were they spaced aliout the building?
Answer. It seemed to me about the width of each door, guarding the door, and

j

a couple by the window.
Question. How close were those boxes of straw that you saw, to the building?.

I
Answer. They were right against the building,

j
Questioned. How many of them did you see?
Answer. The ones that I saw they carried around with them, or set them at

the west corner or the other north corner of the building.
Question. You saw other Japanese carrying boxes of straw in their hands?
Answer. Yes, sir

;
they had two bonfires built, one out probably 60 feet and the

other probably a little farther.
Question. What were the bonfires built of—wood?
A. They brought boxes and different things, and sticks—stuff to build fire.

! Question. And those bonfires were going?

I

Answer. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Myj:r. I might say that I had not seen that particuhir testi-

mony, but our investigation indicated that there had not been oil

poured around the tires or in the garages, other than the normal spil-

lage tliat you would have.

Tliere is another bit of information I now have that I would like to
place in the record, if you would like to have it.

I do not want to switch the subject but it just came at hand, re-

garding tlie turni])s and rutabagas.

The record shows in 1942 there were 54 acres of turnips planted at

Tule Lake, and 54 acres harvested, yielding 843,359 pounds of turnips;
244,570 pounds of these turnips were used at the Tule Lake center;

425,599 pounds of these turnips were ship]:)ed to other centers for use

thei'e ; 173.790 pounds were sold on the market.
Of rutabagas, in 1942. were planted 132y2 acres. That produced a

total poundage of 1,322,630.3 pounds.
L^sed at the center 361,958 pounds.
Shipped to other centers, for use there 216,690 pounds.
And sold on the market, 419.900 pounds.
The storage inventory at the time this report was made indicated

324,080 pounds in storage at that time. This was a report from Jmie
1 to December 31 of last year.

I think that will clarify the record regarding the rutabagas and
turnips of last year.

!Mr. Eberharter. How about the records for 1943?
Mr. ^Iyer. This is what I understood Mr. Costello was referring

to; last year's production.
Mr. Costello. That is right.

Mr. Myer. Because Mr. Warin was not there this year. It was in

relation to last year's production.
Now, I am getting the records for 1943 on all of those crops that

were not harvested on October 15, but that has not come in as yet. I

am making a recheck of that, because those final figures have not
come in.

Mr. Costello. Earlier I discussed with you this testimony of Mr.
Wilkinson regarding the incident about the ham and the food dropped
in front of Mr. Cozzens when he was on the project.

It took me a little time to find in the record where his testimony
was.

I would like to read from Mr. Wilkinson's testimony before the

California Senate committee, page 32. [Reading])

Answer. * * * The first day that Mr. Shirrel came on the job, of course,
he made the rounds, and, of course, the boys was at the heads of those dif-

ferent plants.

He came up to the plant with Mr. Zimmer and Mr. Kallam, and the boys
hapiM^ned to work that day. He said. "How are you getting along?" I said,

"As well as can be expected with what I have to do with." I said, "I have a
lot of trouble." I said. "I have to butcher lOO hogs to get the rr^iuired amount
of meat and he wanted only 50, because if I get the first of the kill, the
Japanese takes the second. And before the day was over, they would give out
meat to all their friends, and there would be so many."
One day it was f^o bad I had to close up and get Dr. Jacoby to come

and get a warden there. I had times when there would not be a spare rib

left at night, they gave away so much.
Now I will go back to the day when Mr. Cozzens arrived. I told him our

story, about our meat, and about our strikes and our labor troubles, and just

then there was a big Japanese came running around, and I thought he looked
kind of stooped.
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We overpowered the boy, and he had on a pair of bis bib ovei-alls ; and we
made him take his breeches off in front of Mr. C'ozzens ; and when his overalls

dropped, he had in the back of tliem a bij? slab of lymut, about $11 worth, and
the meat dropped in the mud at Mr. Cozzens' feet.

Well, he could not understand that, and he went into the door and asked
Mr. Cole what to do; and he said, "You should take him to Dr. Jacoby." Mr.

Cozzens said, "Oh, well ; take him to Dr. Jacoby."
So we loaded him into the car and went to the internal security department,

and Dr. Jacoby excused me and my assistant, and he took charge of the bacon,

and we went back and closed up the plant for the day.

Question. What did Mr. Jacoby do about that?

Answer. Well, I came back in once to check up, and he called me into the

office, and he said, "Well, we have that matter all straightened up." I said

"I hoi)e so." He said, "I have got a signed confession that he stole the meat."

I said, "That is fine."

Well, the next day that Japanese was driving a truck back up into the farm,
and that was the end of the bacon story.

Question. You say that Japanese was restored to liberty and was driving one
of the trucks?

Answer. Yes, sir; he punished him by turning him loose and letting him do
what he pleased.

I had at one time a lot of bacon and bacon rinds stolen that had been smoked.
We had a large smoke house built, and had the bacon about ready to take out,

and a large quantity was stolen. This happened a number of times, and I

would write to Dr. Jacoby about each incident, and told him further that I

would not take the responsibility of any such thefts as that any further. I

don't know how it came about, but this last night the bacon was stolen I had
written this letter telling him that I would not be responsible any longer, as I

was assumed to be responsible for the value of all that bacon.
Question. How much bacon was stolen?
Answer. About 500 pounds was stolen that night. They did not come through

the door that time; there was a skylight, and they had come through that and
had taken it out up above.

Question. Was any effort made to find the bacon?
Answer. No

;
myself and my boys kind of looked around to see where it had

gone or who had a key. I never had a key. I cannot recall any time that I had a
key to open the plant or the butcher shop.

Well, I sat down with the traveling salesman and ordered new locks for the
warehouse, the- butcher shop, and the packing houses, but my keys would not work.
He never did get me any keys that would work.
But I am saying to you, that every Japanese on that project had a key for the

warehouse, butcher shops, creameries, clothing stores. In fact, they had one, Bill

Matsmoni, he was a Japanese, who could open any building there.

Question. Who opened the warehouse or the plant over which you had charge?
Answer. The Japanese. They had keys.
Question. Where did they get the keys, do you believe? Do you have any idea?

Did they make the keys?
Answer. Well, sir, they must have made them.
Question. Did the authorities at the project there know that the Japanese had

access to those buildings?
Answer. Yes, sir ; they did know.
Question. And they made no effort to keep them away from the warehouses and

other buildings?
Answer. No

;
they did nothing about it.

Question. Did the project officials fear the Japanese?
Answer. No; they were not afraid of the Japanese, but this project was more

like a reformatory. They even started Sunday schools, and wanted me to teach
a class in the Sunday school. They told me it was ouv duty to try to make these

Japanese over into good American citizens, and that we did not want to reprimand
them, or to question the honesty or dishonesty of any of the Japanese.

Similarly, whenever cases of thievery were reported to Dr. Jacoby,
apparently no effort was made to apprehend the culprit, or when he
was apprehended to in any way punish him for it.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, first I would like to point out that we
now have our third project director at Tule Lake. No reflection

on anyone from the standpoint of their general ability.
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We moved Mr. Sliirrel from Tule Lake because we did not feel he
Tvas as well qualiiied to administer that center as another job.

Mr. CosTELLo. Wliere is he now ?

Mr. Myer. He is novv- in Chicago in charge of our relocation office,

and as far as I can find out, is doing an excellent job.

Mr. Jacoby is no longer at the project. That is no particular reflec-

tion on Jacoby . I think there were probably cases that were not well-

handled.
The implication is being made, however, that no arrests were ever

made in relation to any thievery.

Mr. CosTEixo. Well, the statement I make is

Mr. Myer. Well, the implication was, in some of the testimony, that

arrests were not made.
Mr. CosTELLO. No punishment was meted out, and in view of the

fact that the officials at the project were lax in not meting out punish-

ment where it should have been given, naturally tliey thought they

could get away with anything, and that probably led up to the situa-

tion of November 1, calling in the Army at the request of the admin-
istration, and I think that caused these disturbances that took place

in the centers.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, you are drawing a judgment. I assume
you feel you have all the facts before you.
Mr. CosTELLO. I think because of the series of incidents of this kind

that went on, without any apprehension
Mr. Myer. You are willing to judge on Mr. Wilkinson's testimony

and two or three others, that there has been lax administration with-

out getting the other side of the story, I presume.
^Ir. CosTELLo. The repeated testimony of various witnesses to the

effect that cases of this kind were reported to the internal security

and nothing was done about it, seems sufficient to draw such inference.

^Ir. !Myer. I only have the record here from May 16 this year until

November 26 of this year, which shows that there were 20 cases of
theft reported to internal security and there were 1'3 arrests made
during that period.

1 submit that simply to indicate that they were not all ignored and
that there were thefts.

Mr. CosTELLO. Who was the internal security officer at that time?
^Ir. ^Iyer. Mr. Jacoby, during most of the period, excepting from

about the latter part of October. Mr. Jacoby left the project previous
to the first week in November, but he was on the job most of that period.

I might say in addition to that

Ml". CosTELLo. You are sure the records of Mr. Jacoby are accurate,

and that all records of theft were reported to him ?

Mr. jNIyer. I am not absolutely certain. I am saying simply that
we have reports of 20 cases of theft and 13 arrests made.
Mr. Stripling. How many convictions ?

Mr. Myer. There were four cases in which items were returned.
One occun^ed outside the project; non-evacuee.
One case in which small boys were involved.

One case in which food was taken by boys working there—this prac-
tice stopped.

Three sentenced to report to project director once a week for 1

month.
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One 30 days' suspended sentence, report to internal security once a

week for 60 days.

Ten persons harvesting crop for own use—case pendinir.

And that happened, I might say, during the period of this incident,

and at the time the cases had not been liandled and the boil-up came
in the meantime.
Mr. Stripling. No one lias been punished, according to that record.

INIr. Ererharter. Thirteen arrested.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I am not here, again, to argue about Mr.
Wilkinson's testimony. We will clieck the facts, certainly, with Mr.
Cozzens, for whom I have a very high regard and whom I have known
for a good many years, regarding the incident you mentioned.

I have not heard this testimony before. We are glad to have this

sort of information brought out.

Now, it is true that there have been cases of theft. And I do not
think they have been properly handled in some cases at Tule Lake and
at some of the other centers.

Most of them are minor cases, however, and the most of them are

kids.

I would like to say this on the matter of food wastage generally, that

our budget this year provides for an allotment of $1.20 a da}' for the

total operation of the center, based on the per head cost of evacuees in

the center.

The cost of the operation of the Tule Lake center throughout the

period from its beginning up until, I believe, November 1, possibly

October 1—I will have to recheck that figure—^has been $1.17i^ a day
for evacuees.

I submit that simpl}^ to indicate that while there may have been
some inefficiencies and there may have been some thievery that, as a

general rule, the inefficiency could not have been too great or the cost

would have gone much beyond the figure that we had figured very
closely for the budget.
Now, our biggest problem in food wastage at Tule Lake was in the

colon}^ itself. Our general program for issuing food is to issue it to

the individual mess halls, based upon the cost figures, the menus. And
at that center—and it was true of a number of the other centers—we
had some of the evacuee cooks who did not serve all the food that was
provided for them. Thef held out, for some reason or other, on the
evacuees and cached the food at numerous places, some of them in one
project, in the attics, you may remember.
That was at Heart Mountain, and if you want to know that story,

read the Denver Post. We have documented that one in detail.

We had somewhat the same problem in Tule Lake during the regis-

tration period, during last Februar}^ and March.
In making some of the surveys, we discovered food cached in a

number of places, and asked that it be returned. And there were a

good many pounds of it returned.
Ever}^ once in a while, I think Mr. Peck testified, he would run onto

food that was not supposed to be at a certain point, and go and get a
truckload.
Now, that did exist, but when it did exist, it was not a matter of

stealing food ; it was simply a matter of not utilizing the food that was
handed out, and it was one of these things that led to the kicks on the
part of the evacuees that they were not getting good food.
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And it was one of our very real problems.
So I want to make that clear so that there ^vill be no misnnderstand-

in^r about it. We had other ])roblems of that type that we had to deal
with, as I think you would have in any conununity.
Now, why tliese people did that sort of thing, I do not know. One

reason, I am sure, that did exist, particularly early in the period, there
was great fear, there were lots of fears, but there was fear in partic-

ular about food shortage, that maybe they would not get enough food
in there to feed the whole colony, and at Tule Lake, in particular, we
had even people at one stage of the game that were taking home bits

of rice that had been cooked and dried it out and saved it in their

apartments, fearing the time would come when they would be hungry.
And I think it is the kind of fear you would find in that sort of a

situation.

I am pointing out sim]dy that they did hoard food, for some reason
or other, and we have had to go out, time and again, to inspect and re-

check and bring it back to the warehouse.
I have heard of one mess hall where there were 250 people to be

served, where the cook was only serving the amounts that were served
under the menus that we laid out for 120 people.

I am simply presenting that so that you might know some of the
problems that we ran into. I am sure ^Ir. Wilkinson had some prob-
lems in connection with his slaughterhouse.
Mr. Wilkinson was not at the slaughterhouse very long. I presume

part of it was due to the fact that he had problems of that type, and
part of it was due to the fact that he did not prove to be a very adept
manager of evacuee help.

Mr. CosTELLO. Is the slaughterhouse being operated at the present

lime ?

Mr. Myer. It was not operated during the summer, Mr. Chairman,
because the slaughterhouse that he was handling at that time was one
that could be operated only during cool weather.

Mr. CosTELLO. Has it ever been operated since Mr. Wilkinson left

the project ?

Mr. 5Iyer. Yes; I think so, Mr. Chairman. We closed the slaugh-

terhouse along in June, as I remember it, because of hot w^eather, and
because we did not have the facilities for killing under sanitary

conditions at that time, and hogs w^ere not slaughtered for a period

of time.

There have been hogs slaughtered this fall and since that time, but

just when they opened the slaughterhouse, I am not sure.

^Ir. CosTELLo. I think, possibly, Mr. Myer, your statement regard-

ing the loss of food and so on, is putting it a little mildly, judging

from the testimony of Mr. Peck, as well as Mr. Wilkinson. I might
read page 143 of the testimony of ^Ir. Peck. [Reading:]

Question. Did Mr. Best or anybody in high authority tell you what your
attitude in getting along with the Japanese should be; that you should be

firm or lenient with them?
Answer. Yes, sir; there was an instance last year, when Mr. Robertson from

the regional office—he is now project director at Leupp, Ariz.—was there in

another capacity, and our Mr. George Hudson, marketing expert, personally

arrested an evacuee for stealing 5 iwunds of cheese. They took the culprit,

and the cheese as evidence, and laid it on the desk of the chief of internal

security, Dr. Jacoby ; and I patiently awaited the action that would be taken.

One week—two weeks—and three weeks passed, during which time I asked
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Dr. Jacoby, "Will you please give mo a written report on that? After all, it

happened in my department, and I am responsible for several thousand dollars

worth 4>f food that is owned by the people of the United States."

"Well," he said, "it is a small matter, and we have not got around to it yet."

At last, one day I asked him, in here: "Am I to understand you will not

give me a report on that in writing?" He said, "You can have that this

afternoon."
That afternoon there came to my desk a writing from Dr. Jacoby, that this

man, I have forgotten his name, was arrested for an alleged theft of f) pounds
of cheese, and had confessed his guilt, and he was tried before a justice's court,

and the results were as follows

:

No. 1 : That he should be immediately relieved of his responsibility. He was
head storekeeper of warehouse number whatever it is.

No. 2 : That the above se^ntence bo suspended, and that he be put on proba-

tion for a time, and if he ever did it again, some action would be taken.

I said, "Thank you, sir," and I inunediately dictated to my stenographer a
termination for this man.
Whenever we dictate a termination we must state a cause and I purjwsely

dictated these words, "Theft of Government property." Then part of my organ-
ization began to bring pressure. "He was a good fellow * * * a good boy,"

they said. Then I was approached by some Caucasians about the same matter.

At last I was called in by the project director—incidentally, it was not Mr.
Best; he was not here—and I was told that I had acted outside of my jurisdic-

tion because I had discharged a man in the administration against the recom-
mendation of the evacuee judiciary conniiittee, or whatever it is.

I said, "Have I to understand tliat I have no right to discharge a party who,
in his own handwriting, and without coercion, admitted stealing something that
was the property of the Government of the United States?"

"Well," he said, "this is a self-rule here, and you have just to get along with
them."
And so I put the man back on my pay roll. That is a matter of record.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I think I have already said that I do not
condone that kind of a situation if true, and I assume that it is essen-

tially true.

I have stated that we have had three chano^es in administration
at Tule Lake, one of which I have given the reason for.

Now, I do not know of any further statement I can make on the

matter.

I do think this, and I want to repeat, that, generally speaking, when
you consider all of the problems dealing with that many evacuees in

a center, that the administration has been good. It has been generally

efficient. There have been people who have not followed the rules.

There have been people who hUve not done it as I would do it, or, I
am sure, as you would do it.

On the other hand, I think the instances of the type that you have
mentioned just here are far and few between and are minor items.

I want to repeat that I do not condone, and we liave not condoned
that sort of thing when it has been brought to our attention.

This is the first time, I mean, I saw this item, incidentally, a few
days ago—that it had been brought to my attention.

We are checking every fact in relation to those items as far as we
can get a check on them to see who is responsible and just what did
happen and try to get all the facts together.

So I am sure that any group can go into any project and they can
find things that have not been done to your liking.

All I want to say is that I think generally a good job has been done,
in spite of the mistakes that may have been made, and I do not think
6 pounds of cheese is going to be the issue on whether or not we are
un-American or whether or not we are American.
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Mr. CohTELLO. That is just the point, Mr. Myer; the 5 pounds of
cheese is not the issue, or the 500 pounds of bacon stolen out of the
warehouse is not the issue.

Let me read briefly from page 131, and I will state that even this

testimony here is not the issue.

Mr. ]Myer. But we are making a lot of fuss about it.

Mr. CosTELix). I quote

:

Question. Have you had any great quantities disappoar?
Answer. Well, I operate with the Caucasian staff of three stewards and one

storekeeper. I have had from 19 to 2,300 people on niy pay roll and it is rather
(lifl3:'ult for one man, or a small Caucasian group to control warehouses where
foodstuffs are stored. There had been iniuimerable instances of theft ever since
I had arrived.

Question. Was it any greater after segregation ; did you have any more trouble?
Answer. No; I would not say that it was. I have made numerous discoveries

down in the colony of hoarded food addressed to the project directly, and have
taken my staff and the internal security down there and picked it up, and took
loads of it back to the warehouse. That was prior to the segregation. I might
add, there was quite a lot of it during the registration period. You see, we
have periods down here, first the registration period, and then we have the
segregation period.

Question. Then the unrest period lasted quite a long time?
Answer. Yes, sir.

Question. And you had a good deal of trouble over that?
Answer. Yes, sir ; we did.

Question. Now, did you have any food that was destroyed, sacks ripped open,
anything of that kind?
Answer. We had

; yes, sir. In our warehouse we had instances like that.

Question. What would they do?
Answer. I was called by one of the foremen to look at some sacks of beans

that had been cut with knives a'-ross over half the length of the back, and the
beans allowed to run on the ground. That was something like a montli ago.

Question. How many sacks were ripi>ed open?
Answer. I should say 10 or 12 sacks.

The point I am trying to make is that there were repeated cases

of theft, not just the one piece, not only the piece falling at the feet

of Mr. Cozzens, not the 500 pounds of bacon stolen out of the ware-
house, or the food addressed to the project that had never been
opened, and I am not only commenting on the fact that a dozen
bags of beans were deliberately ripped open so that the food fell on
the floor and spoiled that way, but these repeated incidents occurring

time and time and time again, with no evidence of any appreciation

or any reprimand on the part of the project directors, w^hich created

a condition in the minds of the Japanese that they felt they could do
anything.

Tlie laxing of control there is the thing that brought about tlie

I^ovember 1 incident, and I think it is just a series of things of this

kind where there was failure on the part of the administration to

])roperly administer the project that w^as the occasion for bringing
about the disturbance that did transpire; and that is the thing of

which I am complaining.
Mr. ^Iyer. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read three or four

paragraphs of a statement made by Mr. Seymour Cahn of our

Financial Section in Washington, who is in charge of the general

administration and of Tule Lake, or was, about August 23, until

about mid-Xovember, and who was sent out there to assist Mr. Best

»on such matters, because we were getting a lot of this type of reports.

Mr. Cahn says

:

)
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The final analysis of our investigation into the food sitnation revealed that

there were numerous discrepancies in the property records. However, all

evidences pointed toward inefliciency in accounting and noncompliance with
procedures rather than thievery. The noncompliance with procedures definitely

relates to the count of meals served on a strength [iK)pulationl basis rather
than a head count. In other words, the chiim of thievery was based almost
entirely on the accumulation of food in the kitchens rather than an actual
evidence of thievery. This accumulation of food in the kitchens was primarily
due to the fact that many evacuees did not eat in the kitchens and many
evacuees did not eat in the kitchens in the blocks in which they resided.

This is a result of two conditions: (1) Certain cliefs would purposely prepare
their meals poorly in order to discourage the population from eating th(u-e and
thus encouraging tliem to go to other kitchens. The purpose being to feed fewer
and therefore have more food themselves. This resulted in people of some blocks
not receiving adequate food and a few of the people directly connected with work
in the kitchen received the advantages. However, the issuance of food from
the warehouses was controlled. The poor bookkeeping was primarily in the
method of maintaining stock record cards and evaluating quantities on incoming
shipments.
The claim of thievery in connection with other forms of property was not

entirely substantiated, although there were many stories involving specific cases,

most of which were not documented.
The final conclusions in this case also had to deal with poor records, noncom-

pliance with established property procedures, personnel incapable of handling
the magnitude of the job, and the physical construction of the warehouses which
were highly inadequate to house the type of property which the center had to

maintain and dispense. Adequate plans had been made for proper warehousing.
However, installation of this conversion was delayed because of the segregation
program and the large volume of incoming freight in connection therewith, which
required the utilization of the new warehouses. An inventory had been taken
and property records and procedures revised to correctly reflect incoming and
outgoing property and balances on hand.

I think that gives you the general statement.

Now, I want to repeat that I do not want to be placed in a position

of denying that there was some thievery. There was. There has
been in nearly every one of the projects.

It has not been the policy of W. R. A. to wink at that thievery. It

has not always been handled the way I would like to see it handled,
but the facts come to you long after they are reported, and very usually,

for some ungodly reason, do not come out until this sort of incident
happens, and then they pile up in your lap.

Now, we are investigating every case. We are trying to document
them now, and I am very sorry, indeed, that those things have hap-
pened.

I would like to repeat, Mr. Chairman, that I think they are minor
as compared with the total problem that we are facing, and I think
they are being used, in part, as red herrings in relation to this investi-

gation, if it is intended to investigate the general efficiency of the
administration, and I assume from the way we have been talking this
morning that that is the intent of this committee.

Mr. CosTELLo. Do you not think, Mr. M^^r, that the sequence of
these minor things that are neglected lead up to the major things ?

Mr. Myer. They certainly do, and that is why we have made, at
least in one case, a major change in administration.
And we have made other changes in administration to try to im-

prove that.

And Mr. Chairman, we do not condone them, and I think our
manuals will show in connection with that, and I think our actions
will so indicate, if you will look into the record.
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However, we have been criticized, presumably, by representatives

of this committee, for criticizing people who have been inefficient in

their jobs, and it seems to me the general procedure of certain repre-

sentatives of this committee to call on the most ineffective people we
had and accept their word against the more efficient people we have
had on our rolls.

Mr. CosTELLO. The testimony that I read from here, of course,

was testimony taken by the California State Senate investigating

committee.
Mr. Myer. That is right ; and it is being very effectively used here

by the committee.
And I would like to point out that their testimony was taken, as

I understand it, approximately—I am not sure; I have a complete
record, Mr. Chairman, but my records indicate from the information
I have that there were 21 people who testified either in the town of

Tule Lake, people outside of the project, or people who had formerly
been on the project or now on the project, before that committee.

Of that group there were five people that might be considered, or

might have been considered not people on our staff namely, Mr. Kal-
1am, Mr. Gerry. Mr. Donovan, Dr. Pedicord, and Mr. Slattery.

And I might say that Mr. Kallam is no longer on the staff.

There are five more people who testified, that I would consider

minor employees, Mrs. Adams, Miss Battat, Mr. Lueck, and Mr.
Campbell.

In the third group there were nine people wdio were former em-
ployees of W. R. A. and, in addition to that, there were three people
that lived in the town of Tule Lake.

So I would like to point out that there were nine people, former
employees, nine employees at that time, and three people on the out-

side.

Most of the testimony that has been submitted here, though not all

of it, has come from the former employees of the project.

Xow, that does not necessarily mean that they are bad stuff, but
it does mean that we have not had in that testimony a very good cross

section of information.

Mr. CosTELLo. The fact is that a former employee, having no obli-

gation to W. R. A., is therefore free to speak his mind and his opinion,
because of the fact that his pay check does not depend on anything
he might say, or his continuance on the project.

Mr. Myer. Indeed they are, and some of them do it very freely.

Mr. CosTELLO. Whereas those who are retained on the project and
are actually employees would be inclinded to be a little hesitant about
criticizing their superiors, in view of the fact it might mean cessa-

tion of their employment and cessation of their pay checks, so I think
the fact that many of the witnesses called by the senate committee
happened to be former employees is no condemnation of their
testimony.

As a matter of fact, tlie personnel of that particular committee are
men beyond question of very high repute in the State of California,

as has been testified before this committee at this hearing. I do not
think that they can be impugned as trying to throw^ mud or to de-

story the administration, the Federal Government, or anything of

that character.
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On the contraiy, they are simply out to try to find out the facts

regarding the matter of the Japanese. They are interested in the

question of Japanese resettlement now and after the war, tr3nng to

establish a definite program in the State of California that would be
beneficial to the Nation.
Mr. Myer. I doubt whether that is their interest.

Mr. CosTELLO. Well, I think that is a very definite fact. That was
the purpose of the committee and the reason it has been set up, and
their only purpose in inquiring into this particular thing is to deter-

mine what bearing this may effect on that whole problem.
I might ask one other question before we quit.

Mr. Myer. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. At the time of the November 1 trouble, there was a

statement released through the San Francisco office to the effect that

there was no doubt that this incident w^as caused by subversive ele-

ments. Do you know who was the author of that particular story?
Mr. Myer. That matter is still being investigated, and I still do

not have the facts.

I have asked the reportei-s to be interviewed and I don't have the
facts, so that I have no information to give you on that.

Mr. Costeixo. Although a month has passed since this thing took
place.

Mr. Myer. That is correct; for the very reason that Mr. Cozzens,
who is responsible for that office, has been most of the time at Tule
Lake working with the Army, and we have assigned other personnel
to work out on that job, and he has not had time to get the full facts

or the reply.

In the meantime, he is not operating the San Francisco office.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do 5^ou know who released that story in the press ?

Mr. Myer. I understand Mr. Joyce ciid.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Myer brought up the ques-

tion of witnesses that we have had so far, and I might make the
suggestion, and I hope it will be acted upon, that Mr. Myer give a

little thought to the question of who he would like to have up here
before this committee, in addition to witnesses who have already
appeared, and request the committee for leave to have those witnesses

testif}^, and then the committee can act upon the question of whether
or not they desire to hear them.
Mr. Myer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have given no thought

to that. I simply assumed that the hearing here was a matter of
trying to clarify the record.

Mr. Eberharter. Yes.
Mr. Myer. And we have tried to gather the information from all

sources on that. I will give some thought to that.

Mr. CosTELLO. The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1 p. m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene
tomorrow morning, Wednesday, December 8, 1943, at 10 a. m.)
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INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN PROPAGANDA
ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1943

House of Representatim^s,
Subcommittee of the Special Com:mitti:e to

Investigate Un-American AcnviTiEs,
Washington^ D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a. m., the Honorable John M.
Costello presiding.

Present: Hon. Karl E. Mundt, South Dakota; Hon. Herman
P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania; and Robert E. Stripling, chief inves-

. tigator.

Also present : Hon. Clair Engle, California ; Dillon S. Myer, Direc-

tor, War Relocation Authority.
Mr. Costello. The committee will be in order. Mr. Myer, will you

please come forward ?

You were previously sworn, so that it is not necessary to reswear you.

SWORN STATEMENT OF DILLON S. MYEE, DIRECTOR, WAR
RELOCATION AUTHORITY—Resumed

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, may I start by correcting the record on
two or three items this morning on things you asked about yesterday ?

Mr. Costello. I think so.

Mr. Myer. The question was asked yesterday as to the number of
people who were arrested between November 1 and November 4.

And answ^er is, none.
Mr. Costello. Do you have that memorandum that you read to us

yesterday regarding the number of convictions ?

Mr. Myer. I do not have it with me this morning, Mr. Chairman.
I can get it for you.
This had to do with the question on whether there were arrests

between November 1 and November 4 of this year.
There is another item on which there was an error made yesterday

and which makes my face a little red, but I would like to correct the
record quickly.

I rechecked at the project in relation to the rutabagas and the
turnips. The facts are that there were 1321/2 acres of rutabagas;
781/2 acres harvested instead of all of them. The poundage was tlie

same as given; I mean that acreage gave the yields that I gave
yesterday.

As to turnips, 54 acres was correct on the acres planted; 44 acres

I

were harvested and 10 were not harvested.

9095
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I am very glad to have the opportunit}' to recheck that record, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. CosTi-xLO. That was for the year 1942 ?

Mr. Myf:r. That was for tlie year 1942, in relation to the testimony
by Mr. Warin that you mentioned the previous day.

Mr. Mnndt raised the question yest^'rday as to whether the slaughter-

house had been operated since Mr. Wilkinson was terminated. The
answer is tliat Mr. AVilkinson was terminated on April 22 and the

slaughterhouse was operated lintil June 21, following his termination
in the spring and early summer, and during that period 210 hogs were
slaughtered and processed. The slaughterhouse is now in full opera-

tion again and has been for the past 2 weeks. I do not have the exact

details on this fall's operation.

One other item wliich came up yesterday of considerable imi)ortance

:

You raised the question, Mr. Chairman, as to why Mr. Best wired the

United Aircraft Corporation, of Hartford, Conn., as he did regarding
Dr. Mason having no police record, and in so doing implied that Mr.
Best was seemingly trying to smear Dr. Mason's character with no
good cause.

The answer to that question is this : That cm the date of November 23
Mr. Best received from the United Aircraft Corporation a telegram
signed by L. Olson, of East Hartford, Conn., which stated:

Telegraph collect police record of John Thomas Mason, Jr., M. D., employed as
surgeon at base hospital, Tiile Lake relocation center, Newell, CiUif., born June
5, 1908, Sparta, Tenn., 5 feet 11 inches and 174 pounds.

Mr. Best wired Mr. Olson as follows

:

Have no police record on John Thomas Mason, Jr., M. D. However, misrepre-
sented facts in interview published in Klamath Falls Herald News concerning
trouble at Tule Lake center.

I asked Mr. Best to supply me also the basis on which the latter

j^art of that statement was nuide, and he sent me this wire in response.

I would like to read the wire for the record.

It is a wire directed to me under date of December 7, 1943

:

Following is a telegram received from Robert E. Stripling, chief investigator,

Siiecial Committee Un-American Activities, December 6, at 4:13 p. m. : "On
November 24 you wired the United Aircraft ('orix)rati(Ui, East Hartford. Conn.,
that I>r. John T. Mason misrepresented facts in interview published in Klamath
Falls Herald News concerning trouble at Tule Lake center. Please advise this

committee innnediately on the facts Dr. Mason misrepresented. The date of
the article in the Klamath Falls News Herald and air mail a copy of this paper
it* you have one in your possession.'' Following is our reply to the above telegram
which was sent today.

|

"Keurtel December 6 re misrepresentations by John T. Mason in interview
published in Herald and News, Klanuith Falls, Oreg., November 23. 1043. 'That
16() American citizens were left without protei'tion for more than 3 days at the
mercy of a mob of Japs.' Over 1,(KX) military were prepared to come in at a
moment's notice as well as W. R. A. internal security guards on duty continu-
ously. 'Assisted Dr. Reece M. Pedicord in barring the door but was pushed aside

by the crowd which broke down a partition.' Dr. Mason made no attempt to

assist Dr. Pedicord. No partitions were broken down. A railing was broken,
'They dragged him (Dr. Pedicord) outside and after he lost consciousness they
kicked him.' Dr. Pedicord was not dragged outside the building and was not
kicked during momentary unconsciousness nor thereafter."

That happened previously. Pardon me. That statement was my
statement, that that happened previously. [Reading:]

" 'Dr. Mason .said he gathered some of the white nurses in the hospital and
locked them in a room.' No one was locked in any room at the hospital One of
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the white nurses oainc to Dr. Pedieord's assistance when Dr. Mason failed to.

'Dr. Mason said tliat for the next 3'/_. days the internees took over the liosjiital

and told the American doctors not to enter.' At no time was the hospital taken

over hy internees. White doctors and nurses were in and out of the hospital

every day without protestation hy the evacuees. 'IW said members of the staff

were taken to nearby towns for security but returned on Thursday ni^ht.' No
members of the stalT were taken to nearby towns. Two or tliree membiM's of

the stJiff voluntarily went to nearby towns to siM^id tlie ni^ht returning each
morning for work. 'That night ho (Dr. Mason) said he and his roommat(» heard
a *thud' outside their door and when they went out found a jj:u;ii(1 h;id been

slugged.' It is improbable that Dr. Mason heard a 'thud' because the internal

security guard had not fallen down in front of Dr. Mjison's room. He was picked

up by members of the staff and given lirst aid by Dr. INIason in a nearby apart-

ment." J

That is the end of tlie telegram.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I wonkl like to ask, if yon will, to delete

from the record the aspersions which were thrown on Mr. Best, in

relation to yonr statement yesterday, and I am sure, as chairman of

a presumably judicial committee, you will be glad to do that.

Mr. CosTELLo. I will be very glad to put the telegram of inquiry

of the United Aircraft Corporation into the record ahead of the
telegram of reply, which was received from Mr. Best, although I

think you will admit that the second sentence of that telegram was
purely gratuitous on the part of Mr. Best.

Mr. Myer. It was not the second sentence I am referring to. It

was the first sentence in which you passed your judgment and in which
you indicated that Mr. Best had cast aspersions on Dr. Mason's char-

acter by gratuitously furnishing information which, by implication,

was not requested.
Mr. CosTELLO. And, in order to correct the record, the telegram of

the United Aircraft Corporation will be inserted ahead of that to

indicate exactly the nature of their inquiry.
Mr. Myer. I still think, Mr. Chairman, in all fairness, as chair-

man, presumably of a judicial committee, that you might be willing

to withdraw from the record your judgments which were passed be-

fore you had full information as regarding Mr. Best's action.

Mr. CosTELLO. I think the record should be an exact transcript of
what was said and of what took place here, so it will not be deleted.

Mr. Myer. All right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stripling. I would like to make the point—what Mr. Best

reports here is not of his own personal knowledge. What Dr. Mason
testified to was to his own personal knowledge. xVnd I see no reason
to accept the statement of Mr. Best as to what hai)pened at the
hospital or as to what happened in front of Dr. ^lason's apartment.
It seems to me that Dr. ^lason's sworn testimony yesterday should
be accepted before a telegram from Mr. Best, who was not present
and cannot testify to those facts.

Mr. CosTELLO. ] intended to ask Mr. Myer regarding that, as to
the basis on which Mr. Best has obtained the information that he
sets forth in this particular telegram.

Mr. Myer. As I indicated to you yesterday, ^Ir. Chairman, I as-

sume Mr. Best accepted the statements made in the Klamath Falls
paper alleged to have been made, at least, by Dr. Mason, as factual,
and on that basis supplied the information to Mr. Stripling.
Mr. CoSTELLo. But he categorically denies the statements made by

Dr. Mason.
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Mr. Myer. He categorically denies the statements that Avere made
in the paper alleged to have heen made by Dr. Mason.

^Ir. CosTELLO. But JNIr. Best does make the statement that Dr.
Mason made no attempt to assist Dr. Pedicord.
Now, I would like to ask you on what foundation of fact does Mr.

Best make that statement or allegation ?

Mr. Myer. He is making it on the basis of testimony, I presume,
of the people who were in the hospital at the time. I would be glad
to have written statements of witnesses, if you would like to have
them for your file, Mr. Chairman.

]\Ir. CosTELLO. I believe you are going to submit to us the testi-

mony that you obtained from the 69 witnesses out there, are you not?
Mr. Myer. Yes, sir; that is now being typed and we will supply

it for you.
Islv. Stripling. Is that testimony, or statements?
Mr. ]\Iyer. Statements by these witnesses.

Mr. Stripling. Has Mr. Best put any one under oath?
Mr. Myer. We would be glad to put anyoni^ under oath that you

would like to have put under oath.

Mr. Stripling. The statements made there, were they formed on
information; the statements made under oath?
Mr. Myer. I think not. We accept the word of the people in whom

we have confidence as being, at least, reasonabl}^ factual.

I think you will agree with me that the matter of truth is not
always a narrow line. It sometimes broadens out, because we have
different points of view, and it is hard to be strictly factual.

Hovrever, the statement that I have presented to you is based on
information, checked and rechecked, at the project, and I think I have
given you mv source in all cases.

And I will be glad, Mr. Chairman, to have sworn statements in

connection with any of this testimony that 3^ou would like to have
presented in the form of sworn statements.

Mr. Costello. Many of the statements JVIr. Best makes are direct

denials of anything Dr. ISIason ma}- have said; testimonj^ Avhich Dr.
Mason actually gave to this committee under oath.

Now, it is definitely indicated that Mr. Best was not present at the
hospital at any time during the altercation; in fact, he was in the
administration building for 3 hours in the afternoon. And I think
his denial of the statement regarding the partition being broken, and
then immediatel}' stating that a railing was broken, is quibbling over
words.
The fact is, that it was a railing across the hallway, as I understand

it, as you enter the hospital, that was torn down.
Mr. Myer. A 2 by 4 railing; yes, which has been testified to in rela-

tion to the story there at every stage of the game.
Mr. Costello. I mean, tlie question as to wlieilier it was a partition

or whether it was a railing is, on the part of Mr. Best, purely quibbling,
I think.

Mr. Myer. Xo. It is not quibbling, in my judgment, and for this
reason, because at one time there was a report—unfactual report, as it

proved—that they had come back into the hospital and were breaking
down partitions in the hospital, after tlie Dr. Pedicord incident, which
proved to be untrue.
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Mr. CosTELLO. I think the telegram quotes there the statement that

no partition was broken.

Mr. Myer. That is correct. The telegram does.

My point is that the reason Mr. Best makes a point of that is because

of the fact that he knew that there were these reports regarding parti-

tions and that he lias based that on his knowledge.
I would be very glad to check and I will follow up with Mr. Best^

and ask if we have written statements

Mr. MuNDT. May I see the telegram ?

Mr. Myer. I started to say, Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to follow up
with Mr. Best and ask that he take testimony under oath from the

witnesses in the hospital in relation to these alleged statements, which
were alleged to have been made by Dr. Mason, in the Klamath Falls

paper, and the reply to that.

Mr. Stripling. Would Mr. Best be authorized to take statements

under oath ?

Mr. Myer. I will arrange so that somebody who is authorized to take

statements under oath will take them; at least, they can be sworn state-

ments as to what they saw.

Would that be satisfactory, if they were sworn statements?

Mr. Stripling. If they would be acceptable and subject to the penal-

ties of perjury, Mr. Chairman, I think they would be acceptable.

Mr. Myer. I resent the implication that Mr. Best has been untruthful
and in a malicious manner
Mr. Stripling. But, Mr. Myer, you are accusing the witness before

^ this committee of making untrue statements.

P Mr. Myer. I am not accusing the witnesses of making untrue state-

ments before this committee.
]\Ir. Stripling. And one of your former employees, by the way.
Mr. Myer. I am stating that this is in reply to alleged statements

having been made in a paper in Klamath Falls, and supposed to have
been made by Dr. Mason. I question very much whether Dr. Mason
intended to be untruthful.

Mi\ Stripling. Well, we have here a letter from Dr. Mason, signed
by him. and your telegram is signed by Mr. Best, in which Dr. Mason

^ denies that he made such a statement.

|P Mr. Myer. All right ; that is why I am perfectly willing to accept it,

if he is willing to withdraw all the statements that were alleged to

have been made in the press, and that is clarified in the press, I would
be very happy.
The unfortunate thing is that when such statements are published,

they are usually not denied later in the press. You know it. I know
it. It is unfortunate that they are already out.

I do not knovv^ what source they came from, to begin with. They
did quote Dr. Mason, unfortunately, and I am understanding enough
to know that some times people are not quoted correctly. I am sure
it is not intentional.

(Refer to a])pendix, p. 1012T.)

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, when inquiry is made concerning the
background or the personnel record of an employee of W. R. A., is it

i
the practice that the project director forwards the information, or is

that request forwarded to the headquarters of W. R. A. in Washing-
ton for reply ?
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Mr. Myer. In connection with this particular type of situation, Mr.
Best was thorou<^hly justified in answering the wire as requested.

Mr. Stripling. What are the regulations of the W. R. A. with
respect to that?
Mr. Myer. I will be glad to give you a copy of the regulations and

you may look tliat up yourself.
* Mr. Stripling. Are not those requests forwarded to the national

office?

Mr. Myer. Not in all cases; no.

Mr. Stripling. Well, did not Mr. Best refer that to the national

office and did not they write you on December 1 and request a record

on Dr. Mason from you ?

Mr. Myer. I am not sure, Mr. Stripling. I will check into that.

Mr. Stripling. Well, that was a reply to their request.

Mr. Myer. T will have to check the facts in regard to that.

Mr. Stripling. I think that is very important, Mr. Chairman, that

the procedure b'^ determined as to whether or not Mr. Best, in the first

instance, should have referred the inquiry to the headquarters in

Washington, or whether he took it upon himself to send the telegram
or teletype direct, because he did advise United Aircraft Corporation
to submit their request to Washington.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I am very interested in Mr. Stripling's

statement for the reason that this is the first time I know of that he
has shown any leal interest in ^viiat the regulations of the W. R. A.
are, and I am very pleased that he is showing such an interest after

all of these months.
He has put out statement after statement which would imply that

regulations were not as they are, and I am glad to have the opportunity
to present to him a complete set of our regulations so that he might
study them in detail. I think he might have done it before he started

this investigatioij.

Mr. Costello. I think you promised to send those yesterday, Mr.
Myer.
Mr. Myer. Yr s, sir.

I would like the opportunity at this point to read a statement, Mr.
Chairman. May I do so ?

Mr. CosTELi^). While we are on Mr. Best's telegram, may I com^pienl

on one otlier thing here?
Quoting from the telegram

:

That night he [Dr. Mason] said he and his roommate heard a thud outside their

door and when they went out found a giiard who had been slugged.
It is improbable that Dr. Mason heard a "thud," because the internal security

guard had not fallen down in front of Dr. Mason's room. He was picked up by
members of the staff and given first aid by Dr. Mason in a nearby apartment.

Now, that, I think, is the finest type of quibble that you could possibly

have.

Mr. Myer. A 11 right ; let us call it a quibble.

Mr. Costello. The fact is that Dr. Mason said he heard a thud
outside of his door. AVliether it was 2 feet from his door or 10 feet

from his door, I think is immaterial.
He was taken to a nearby apartment. He might not have been

brought into Dr.Mason's apartment; he may have been brought into

the next one.
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He does not say who the members of the staff were who picked him
up, but he is trying to make Dr. Mason appear as having testified

falsely to matters that Dr. Mason was present at and at which Mr.

Best was not present.

So, that I think what we are criticizing Mr. Best for is what he

attempted to do. He is testifying

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I think

Mr. CosTELLo. And he is making allegations regarding the facts,

which Dr. Mason was personally present and witnessed, but which
Mr. Best did not.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I insist what you were criticizing Mr.
Best for yesterday had nothing to do at the moment with Dr. Mason's
so-called testimony in the papers. It had to do witli his statement

about a possible police record, in which you impugned the motives

or at which time you impugned the motives of Mr. Best by sending

such a telegram and implied that he did it with that reason,

My point is that he did have reason, because they asked specifically

about a police record.

Mr. CosTELLO. I will say I was in error if I impugned motive.

Mr. Myer. Thank you.
Mr. CosTELLO. But I was not in error using the second sentence

of the telegram, because that was entirely gratuitous and had no rela-

tion to any question asked by United Aircraft Corporation. I think
the first sentence was, but the second was merely added to give an
inference.

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to allow you to make the shift of your
criticism.

Mr. Costello. And that while they had no police record on Dr.
Mason, he was guilty of making false statements to the press, and
perhaps he should have had a police record.

That is what you would infer from the second sentence contained in

his telegram.
Mr. SIyer. Mr. Chairman, what I would like to point out is that

you said yesterday that you were concentrating on the first sentence
of the telegram.
Now, may I read my statement ?

Mr. Costello. What is the statement in reference to?
Mr. Myer. It is in reference to the matter of regulations, about

which Mr. Stripling was talking.

Mr. Costello. Do you want this statement?
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I think I should have the right to do so.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, before he does that, he should cer-

tainly tell the committee whether or not it is the usual practice of the
project director to answer those inquiries direct or to refer them to
the Washington office.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Best was fully authorized to answer such personnel
inquiries, as are all project directors. He has more information on
that subject at the project than we have here. The answer is the
answer.
Now, may I read my statement ?

Mr. Costello. Is that statement in relation to regulations?
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Costello. You may read the statement.
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Mr. Myer (readinor) :

In the opinion of tlie War Relocation Authority

Mr. MuNDT. Pardon me. I wonder if you have a copy?
You may have presented it to the committee before I came in. I

am referrinof to the telegram that the United Aircraft Corporation
sent to Mr. Best.

Mr. Myer. This is the only copy that I have, and I would like to

have you read it and return it to me. It is in the record.

Mr. Costp:llo. You may proceed.
Mr. Myer (reading) :

In the opinion of the War Relocation Authority, the measure of its effective-

ness as a wartime agency will be determined by the degree of success which is

achieved in providing minimum standards of decency in living conditions for the
evacuees in the relocation centers; maintaining in the evacuees a faith in the
democracic way of life and in America, where the majority of them were born

;

maintaining yicentives to work, to contribute to the national economy, and to be
self-supporting; maintaining self-confidence on the part of the evacuees; deter*

mining with the greatest possible degree of accuracy the national loyalties of
the evacuees and separating those who are loyal to Japan in order that those
loyal to America may live with confidence as Americans; restoring those who can
be self-supporting to normal life in ordinary American communities; doing these
things with proper regard for the national security, with a minimum expenditure
of public funds, and with a regard for the provisions of the American Constitution
and American law.

It is our objective to come to the end of the war period with the greatest
nfajority of relocatable people already having left the centers, and with the others
who are able-bodied as well prepared as possible for resuming normal life.

In achieving the foregoing objectives, it has been necessary to estab-

lish or to make available in the relocation centers practically all the
services and facilities found in ordinary communities of comparable
size, plus mass feeding arrangements, plus a carefully administered
system of relocation of individuals and families, a system which must
operate within the centers and also in the parts of the country where
relocation is possible.

In achieving the foregoing objectives, it has been necessary to establish or to
make available in the Relocation Centers practicaly all the services and facilities

found in ordinary communities of comparable size, plus mass feeding arrange-
ments, plus a carefully administered system of relocfition of individuals and
families, a system which must operate within the centers and also in the parts
of the country where relocation is possible.

The War Relocation Authority has not achieved perfection in its activities.

There are many minor Haws in administration which have occurred. The ad-
ministration of tJie agency is always^on the alert for these and attemps to correct
them as rapidly as possible. On occasion, correction of administrative errors
has involved chnnges in personnel. There has been no hesitation to make these
changes when they have appeared to be necessary.
A thoughful, statesmanlike consideration of the task before War Relocation

Authority will indicate the disservice that is done to the Nation in focusing
national attention on trivial matters, the great majority of which would be
rectified by the agency itself in the normal cour.se of events, if they had not
already been corrected long before the investigation.
A complete set of the W. R. A. instructions on policies and procedures is

available to the committee or to any other body of the Congress. These have
been arrived at giadu:illy, and thoughtfully; they have been modified as the
agency has gained experience in the actual operation of its program.

Wliile they are fairly well established, they are still sul)ject to adjustment as

changes in conditions indicate. A thorough and painstaking study of the W. R. A.

Marmal of Instructions by the committee is invited. The W. R. A. staff will be

at the committee's disposal to discuss policies and procedures in general and in

detail.
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The War Relocation Authority is delighted that the House Committee on
Un-American Activities, in its second hearing, is giving consideration to the
fundamentals of the W. R. A. program as outlined in the statements of policy

and procedure. We welcome suggestions and criticisms on these hasic items
and feel that any investigation of the program should start with these. Then
if the policies and procedures are accepted, the effccliveness of the organization

should be measured in terms of compliance or noncompliance with the designated
procedure, rather than by empirical standards arbitrarily and hurriedly created
by investigators on the basis of inadequate understanding of the subject.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to present a copy of our manual and
policies to the committee for their files, and will be glad to keep it up
to date as we make our changes.
Mr. CosTELLO. I would appreciate your doing so.

Do 3^ou have the list of (39 witnesses available at this time?
Mr. Myer. We have the names and the positions of the witnesses.

We only had the one copy. We are getting it retyped, Mr. Chairman,
and will have it up here for you before the day is over.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you have any further statement to make to the

committee ?

Mr. Myer. There are certain other things that are needed to clarify

the record, but we are getting the information.
Mr. CosTELLO. You may proceed with the questioning, then.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, will you detail for the committee what
happened following the discussion with the committee of IT on Novem-
ber 1?
Mr. ^Iyer. You mean what happened on November 1 ?

Mr. Stripling. After the meeting adjou.rned, what happened, ac-

cording to your own knowledge ?

Mr. MyePw I am not sure I can give you the exact sequence, but I

can give 3^ou generally what happened during the rest of the afternoon
and evening.
As I remember it, the first thing that happened, immediately after

the crowd dispersed, was a conference with Colonel Austin, who came
in to Mr. Best's office, in which we checked judgments in relation to

what had happened during the afternoon and why it had happened.
We checked judgments as to further provisions, if any, that should

be made in order to safeguard the employees, and the situation gen-
erally out at Tule Lake.
As soon as we had completed that conference, INIr. Best, Mr. Coz-

zens, and myself—I am not sure there was anybody else—proceeded
immediately to the hospital to talk with Dr. Pedicord and his staff.

We talked with Dr. Pedicord regarding wliat happened.
Mr. Stripling. ISIay I interrupt you, Mr. Myer ^

Did you not address the meeting ifirst ?

Mr. Myer. Oh, I beg your pardon; I thought you said after the
crowd had dispersed.

After the committee had completed their statement, I asked them if

they were through, as I remember it, and told them I had a short state-

I ment to make.
And I got up out of my chair and walked over and sat down on the

edge of the desk. It was a small room. And I told them about this

—

\ I am not sure of the exact wording, naturall}^—I turned to Mr. Best
and pointed to him and I said

:

There is the project director. I brought him here and put him in charge,
because I had full confidence in his ability to run this project. I have no criticism
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about the way he has been running the project. He is going to receive my every
support, and I want that definitely understood.

I further stated that Mr. Best had stated to them, and I was repeat-
ing it, that we were not going to operate that project on the basis of
demands, but we were willing, of course at all times, to consider sug-
gestions or requests, if they were reasonable and within the policy.

That, in brief, I think, summarizes the short statement that I made
to the committee. They immediately turned to me and asked me if

I would address the crowd. I told them I would be very delighted
to do so.

So we moved from there to the outer office where the microphone was
set up. I was introduced to the crowd and I got up
Mr. MuNDT. Who introduced you?
Mr. Myer. Kuratomi, the man who had been spokesman.
Mr. MuNDT. "Who?
Mr. Myer. George Kuratomi, the man who had been spokesman for

the gToup.
Mr. MuNDT. Did not that sort of give him some unfortunate evi-

dence with the crowd that he really was the leader ?

Did that not sort of build him up with the crowd ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Mundt, I will leave that with you to judge. I would
not care to comment on that. I am telling you what happened. I do
not think so ; no.

Now, let me complete my statement and maybe you will see why I
do not think so. I think maybe you will find there is something in it

to indicate that.

I was introduced to the crowd by George Kuratomi. I got a pretty

good hand before I started talking, scattered throughout the crowd.
I talked perhaps for 5 minutes, or 10 minutes ; I don't remember. I
made three or four major points in my talk.

I told them first, that I was glad to be back at Tule Lake again on
my fourth visit.

I told them that we had a meeting with the committee who had made
certain demands and I repeated the fact that W. R. A. did not operate

on the basis of demands.
As I remember it, I indicated to them that one of the demands was

that we would drop certain people from the roll. I indicated that I

had confidence, again, in MrrBest, the project director, and why I

had confidence in him. I pointed out to them that the full population
of Tule Lake had not yet arrived, and when it did, I hoped there might
be a committee with whom we could deal, that would really represent

the colony, and indicated that I did not think that they had such a

committee as a representative committee at this time.

I also told them that I felt quite sure that the most of the people

at Tule Lake wanted to live peaceably, and if they cared to do so, that

could be arranged ; but if they did not care to do so, they would prob-

ably be living with somebody else.

That, in essence, Mr. Chairman, is my speech.

Immediately after I spoke, they called for Mr. Best, who was in

the other office.

I went in and asked Mr. Best to come out and he made a short

speech, probably 2 or 3 minutes, reiterating, generally, what I had
said, and particularly regarding the demands.
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Immediately following Mr. Best's speech, as I remember it, Kura-
tomi spoke to the crowd in Japanese.

Dr. Webber, who was present, took notes, and told us that Kura-
tomi had translated, briefly, what I had said and what Mr. Best

had said, and then went on and summarized in a much more con-

ciliatory manner than he had shown in the other room, what had gone
on ; that certain demands were made.
And I know he did refer to that, because I heard him call the

names of the people that they had requested to be dropped from the

pay roll.

That did not take so very long, and then Kai, who was a member
of the committee, addressed the crowd in Japanese.

Mr. MuNDT. Did Kuratomi speak in Japanese, too, or did he
speak in English ?

Mr. Myer. Yes; they both spoke in Japanese. I thought that I

made it clear that Dr. Webber took notes and translated for us what
was said, in general. Dr. Webber was the man we had on hand
and he had had experience as an interpreter, one who knew Japanese
well, and is a Caucasian.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, what is Kai's first name, do you know?
Mr. Myer. I will have to recheck.
Mr. Stripling. Shizuo, I believe.

Mr. Myer. Kai is the last name.
Mr. MuNDT. He is a Shinto priest, is he not ?

Mr. Myer. He presumes to be a Buddhist priest. It is the judg-
ment of some of our folks that he is probably a Shinto priest. How-
ever, we do not have any evidence except judgment on that, Mr.
Mundt. He certainly acted like one.

He addressed the crowd rather briefly. I should say, for my
judgment, his attitude was one of a rabble rouser, although I could
not understand what he said. He did not take very long.

Dr. Webber said he ended by saying they would have to sacrifice

for the good of Japan. The crowd was then dismissed.

Mr. Mundt. Did not the crovrd bow down at the end of the cere-

mony ?

Mr. Myer. Just a moment. Let me finish this, Mr. Mundt, in se-

quence.

The crowd was dismissed and they started away, and then just in an
instant, Kai stepped back to the microphone and, according to Dr.
Webber, he told them to bow, and a portion of the crowd in front
took off their hats and bowed.
One man—and I saw this myself—who was right up near the

microphone, right up front, did not take his hat off, and the man
handling the microphone pulled the hat off his head.
The total of the crowd did not bow; just a certain portion of the

people near the microphone, as we saw it.

Mr. Mundt. ^Vliat did Dr. Webber report, in greater detail?
Didn't Kai say anything
Mr. Myer. The only significant thing he said, of any real im-

portance, was the fact, well, they did some talking about agriculture,
and some review of the problem
Mr. Mundt. You started answering the question before I fin-

ished it.
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Mr. Myer. I beg your pardon.
Mr. MuNDT. I want to know what Dr. Webber said in detail about

what this priest had said concerning the bow. He did not just

tell them to bow.
Mr. Myer. He did say it was not the type of a bow you would

make to the east. It was the type of a bow that is normally made
following such a meeting, showing general respect.

Mr. MuNDT. That does not answer the question.

Mr. Myer. Just a moment. May I read in a statement for the
record ?

Mr. MuNDT. Whose statement is that ; Dr. Webber's ?

Mr. Myer. This is Dr. Webber's own statement, which he signed.

Since it is only about a page and a half, I would like to read the

whole statement. This is the testimony concerning bowing to the

Emperor.

As interpreter for the W. R. A. I was in Mr. Best's oflBce on the afternoon of
November 1, even before any members of the Japanese committee entered. Dur-
ing the actual negotiations with the committee only in a few instances was the
Japanese language used. This was between the spokesm'an, Mr. George Kura-
tomi, and other members of the committee, especially at the times when National
Director Myer and Project Director Best refused the demands of the committee.
From time to time Mr. Kuratomi asked members of the committee, especially

Reverend Kai, what they should do in face of a refusal to meet demands. In
every instance he was told to go on to the next item.

After the negotiations were over, Mr. Myer and then IMr. Best spoke briefly

to the crowd assembled over the public address system. Both of these speeches
were fairly interpreted by a member of the negotiating committee. Then a brief

resume, perhaps lasting between 5 and 10 minutes, was given in the Japanese
language telling the crowd briefly concerning the negotiations and the results.

I will state that these remarks were very much more conciliatory than the
attitudes often assumed by the members of the negotiating committee during the
afternoon negotiations.
Reverend Kai spoke very briefly to the group, reminding them that they were

Japanese citizens and that they should conduct themselves as such and that they
should be ready to stick together for the Emperor and for Japan.

Immedi'ately after this, the crowd began to disperse but they were called to a
halt and at a given command which is, in Japanese, as follows, "Orel" (bow).
In this command there is no mention of Emperor or Japan or anyone in par-
ticular. When in Japan, when obeisance is made to the Emperor it usually
follows the following statement which is led by some leader : "Ten no heik'a

banzai" (To the Emperor * * * hurrah). No such procedure was followed
in this instance.

In testimony which has been given before the California State Senatorial
Investigating Committee by witnesses which know nothing about the Japanese
language they state that the bow was made toward the east and to the Emperor.
My judgment is that this is wholly untrue and is just simply a figment of the
imagination.

Vvhen a meeting of this kind is held, it is the oixlinary custom for the Japanese
people to take off: their hats and bow and disperse. This was the very thing
that happened at that time. The Japanese very quickly dispersed and the entire
area was vacated within a very few minutes after the final formal bow.

Now, Mr. Stripling, that covers the period up until the time of

the dispersal of the crowd.
Mr. Striplikg. Then you met Colonel Austin?
Mr. Myer. Yes. Almost immediately after the crowd dispersed,

Colonel Austin walked into the office and sat down and we held a

conference. I do not know how long it lasted ; I did not look at my
wrist watch, but I presume for 30 minutes, reviewing the events,

bringing up to date and rechecking on the immediate things that
needed to be done, to be sure we had everything in order.
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Then we proceeded to the hospital to see Dr. Pedicord and get his

story and to talk with members of the staff.

I am trying to remember what my next step was.

Mr. Stripling. Well, at the hospital, when you first saw Dr. Pedi-

cord, did you consider his condition to be serious or minor, or what
was your opinion ?

Mr. Myer. I considered Dr. Pedicord to be very badly bruised but

not in a serious condition. This was based on reports both from Dr.

Pedicord and the other doctors who were in attendance.

He looked pretty badly battered ; I think we have already stated

that.

If you would like the very details, I will tell you what I saw. Dr.
Pedicord was sitting in a chair. He had this leg [illustrating] up on
another chair, stretched out, because the leg had been rather badly
scratched and battered.

He had a patch over his left eye. I saw it the next day without a
patch and it was pretty black.

He had scratches on his forehead and he had scratches on this side

of his face [demonstrating] that looked as if he might have slipped

down on the side of the wall and scratched his face as he went down.
It was that type of scratch.

He told me that his most painful injury was to his stomach muscles,

which he said were kicked. He saw a kick aimed at him, and he said,

^'Fortunately I had time to tense them, but it was still a pretty stiff

kick, and they are pretty sore and probably will be sore tomorrow.''
That was, in general, the condition of Dr. Pedicord, as I saw him.

I asked him if he was all right, and he said, except for being sore, he
was perfectly O. K. And his testimony certainly indicated that he
was thinking straight.

I might say that Mrs. Pedicord was there, the nurses and doctors
were there, and I rechecked.

I asked Dr. Pedicord what he wanted to do, if he wanted to go into

Klamath Falls or Tule Lake, or some other place immediately, or
what we should arrange, and he said he did not.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Myer, it seems that Mr. Best, in his telegram must
have been trying to deceive you and deceive the commiittee, or some-
body, in view of what you just said Dr. Pedicord told you, because
I find this statement in the telegram.

It says that Dr. Mason said

:

They dragged him [Dr. PedicordJ outside and after he lost consciousness
they kicked him.

Then the telegram continues

:

Dr. Pedicord was not dragged outside the building and was not kicked during
momentary unconsciousness nor thereafter.

Mr. Myer. That is right; he was kicked before. That is the only
point he is making.
Mr. MuNDT. Wait a minute. First, he said he never lost con-

sciousness.

Mr. Myer. No ; he did not say that.

Mr. MuNDT. Yes : he says so.

Mr. Myer. I do not believe that he said that. I do not believe he
said that.
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Mr. MuNDT. Now, let me see

:

They dragged him [Dr. Pedicord] outside and after he lost consciousness they
kicked him.

Mr. Myer. Well, that may not seem important to you, Mr. Chair-
man, but it was important to us for this reason : If Dr. Pedicord had
been kicked as hard as he was kicked while he was unconscious, he
probably would not be living today. It was an important fact that
Dr. Pedicord saw the kick aimed at him and was able to tense his

muscles before it arrived
;
consequently he had only sore muscles, other-

wise he might have had something much worse happen to him.
Now, it may be quibbling, yes ; but that is the fact.

Mr. MujsDT. Let me give you my interpretation of this kind of
evidence.

Mr. Myer. Now, Mr. Chairman—

—

Mr. MuNDT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman, without being
interrupted ?

Mr. CosTELLO. Let him finish the statement.

Mr. MuxDT. If I may be permitted to inerpolate a word here and
there, I would appreciate it very much.
Mr. Myer. I am sorry.

Mr. MuNDT. I want to read a part of his telegram because it comes
to a congressional committee investigating the situation, and I think it

throws some light on the understanding of this. After all, it is a

strange sort of testimony, in my opinion.

This telegram comes in in an attempt to, I presume, indict Dr.
Mason for unreliable testimony.

It says that Dr. Mason stated

:

They dragged him [Dr. Pedicord] outside and after he lost consciousness, they
kicked him.

Then it says

:

Dr. Pedicord was not dragged outside the building and was not kicked during
momentary unconsciousness, nor thereafter

—

which would seem to imply, at best, that he must have been kicked
before he was unconscious and became unconscious because of the kick.

And I cannot see how, in any sense of the word, that disqualifies

Dr. Mason's testimony.
If the kick was serious enough to cause unconsciousness, that is a

prett}^ serious kick. Whether it came before he was unconscious or

after he was unconscious, seems to me to be entirely immaterial to

the case.

Mr. Myer. You are reading into the statement, Mr. Mundt, a state-

ment that the kick caused the unconsciousness.

I am not sure that that is true, and I do not believe you can be sure
that is true.

I did say he received a hard kick in the stomach muscles.

Mr. Mundt. Do you not think an employee who is trying to give
information in a telegram should say that he was kicked and not
try to hide behind
Mr. Myer. That was pointed out time and time again, and I think

he had a right to assume that the committee knew that. I testified

to that. I have stated it in the newspapers.
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Mr. Best, I think, had a right to assume that the investigation had
been made and that the committee understood that; he was simply
trying to give the sequence ; to get the sequence straight.

It may be a quibble, so we will write it off as such.

I have already written it off as such, Mr. Mundt, as far as that

is concerned, before you came in.

Mr. Mundt. You read off some more of the telegram as quibbling,

since I came in.

Now, I ask you w^hether this is quibbling or whether 5^our evidence

is substantiated on this, that Dr. Pedicord was at any time dragged
out of the hospital. Dr. Mason said that he was. Mr. Best implies

that he was not, or at leaet, at some particular time.

Mr. Myer. Maybe it is just a matter of timing. Mr. Mundt, I be-

lieve it was before you came in that I had stated to the committee
that I would ask for sworn statements from witnesses in the hospital

at the time regarding these items so as to clarify the record.

Mr. Costello and Mr. Stripling questioned the authenticity of Mr.
Best's statement, because it was not a sworn statement, and on what
he bases it.

I told them I would be glad to have witnesses, from whom I presume
he got this information, testify under oath and supply it for the

record, as to these particular points.

Will that be satisfactory?

Mr. Mundt. Yes. I would like to have one of these points speci-

fically mentioned—whether Dr. Pedicord was dragged outside of the
hospital during this period.

Mr. Myer. We will be glad to have that specifically asked and
checked, in relation to the testimony.

Any other points that you would like to have cleared up, specifically ?

Mr. Mundt. Not at the moment.
Mr. Eberiiarter. May I ask a question right there ?

Mr. Myer. Yes.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Myer, from your experience, or have you

had it told to you, by a doctor, that it makes a difference whether a man
is kicked when he is unconscious or when he is conscious, or did Dr.
Pedicord say anything about that ?

Mr. Myer. No ; he did not say anything about that.

I assumed that in relation to this because it was important. I
asked the doctor specifically as to how he happened to be kicked that
hard without being hurt worse.
He said, "I saw it coming. I was able to tense my muscles before

he hit, or otherwise it might have been worse."
Now, that is all I am basing my judgment on there, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. Eberharter. This telegram says that Dr. Pedicord was not

kicked during momentary unconsciousness, nor thereafter. I think
that is a very plain statement which indicates that Dr. Pedicord, ac-

cording to the information you received, was kicked before momentary
unconsciousness.
Mr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. Mundt. He was kicked unconscious.

Mr. Myer. He was kicked
;
period.

Mr. Mundt. Yes, and unconsciousness followed ; double period.

62626—44—vol. 16 17
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Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, at the hospital, when you were there in
conversation with Dr. Pedicord, did the question arise as to whether
or not the Caucasian staff would remain at the hospital?
Mr. Myer. Yes, sir. I asked Dr. Pedicord after we had inquired

thoroughly into his condition what he wished to do personally, a&
to what would be his judgment as regards the Caucasian staff continu-

ing at the hospital that night and beyond.
Dr. Pedicord, with his usual thoughtful ness, said, "Mr. Myer, I

would like to have the opinion of my staff about that."

He turned to his staff, and the first reaction was from Dr. Mason^
whose comment was "I never want to see another Jap as long as I live.""

I do not remember exactly what I said, but I said, "All right, Dr.
Mason. I can understand how you feel," or something of that sort.

And Dr. Pedicord said, "Now, Mr. Myer, I would like to have Dr..

Mason withhold any statement, or his judgment until tomorrow morn-
ing, until he can look at this thing a little bit differently."

I said, "Fine. We will forget that that statement was ever made,""

or some such statement; I do not remember exactly what I said.

I talked further with Dr. Pedicord and his staff, and after sensing-

the general feeling, I told them I thought they should all retire from
the hospital that night, except we w^ould arrange for one person to be
in charge, as far as the Caucasian group was concerned ; that they had
been through a pretty tough day, and we would discuss it further in

the morning, asking them to report the next morning at the office after

we had made some further determination.

I left it to Dr. Pedicord, as I have already indicated, as to whether
he would like to go into Klamath Falls and whether we should try to
make arrangements for a place he wanted to go, or whether he wanted
to live in his apartment that night.

As might be expected of such a man, he stayed all night in the
project, as I did, and as most of the other people did.

Mr. Stripling. Did Mr. Mason remain there that night ?

Mr. Myer. I cannot tell you about that. As I remember it, I think
Dr. Mason did go into Klamath Falls or Tule Lake to stay all night,,

but, Mr. Stripling, I do not have the exact facts on it, and I would
rather not testify as to that.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Mason testified he did go to the
home of Dr. Pedicord, returned to his room, and spent the night and
called on Mr. i\Iyer the following morning.
Did he call on you the following morning?
Mr. Myj:r. He did call on me the following morning. I think 1

can reconstruct the conversation between Dr. Mason and myself the

following morning.
As I walked into the administrative office the next morning, I think

Dr. Mason was the first man I saw. He stepped up to me and said,.

"Mr. Myer, I have been considering further the matter which was
discussed last evening, and I decided if you have another place that

I can go and feel that my family can be safe, I would like to be coi>-

sidered for it."

And I said, "Well, I am glad to hear that. Dr. Mason. I am not in

a position to make any committments at this time. That is something

that Dr. Thompson, who is our head physician and generally in charge^

will have to pass on, but I am glad that you are feeling that way about

it."
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He then said, "I do not feel that I Avant to bring my family here."

Then he paused a moment and said, "Would you

I said, "Dr. Mason, if I were going to work here, I would bring my
family here."

And Dr. Mason said, "I think a great deal of my family."

And I looked him straight in the eye and I said, "Dr. Mason, I also

think a great deal of my family," and walked on into Mr. Best's office.

That is the only time, that and the night before are the only times I

ever talked to Dr. Mason. I left it with Dr. Thompson, Mr. Best, and
others.

The next thing I heard Dr. Mason had resigned as of November 6,

I believe.

Mr. Stripling. What Caucasian doctor was left in charge of the

hospital on the night of November 1 ?

Mr. Myer. There was no Caucasian doctor left in charge. Miss
Shipps, who was attached to our Washington staff, of the medical
unit, was there for a time, and from that time on an internal security

officer was placed at the hospital until some time late in the night, in

the front office, I believe.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, was not one of the principal demands of

the committee that all Caucasian doctors be removed immediately from
the hospital ?

Mr. Myir. That was one of the demands of the committee; yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. That Avas the demand which Kuratomi stated to you
that if it was not made, he could not be responsible for the action of
the crowd outside.

Mr. Myer. I would like to ask, Mr. Stripling, are you trying to
imply by your questioning that I met the demands of the committee
rather than basing my judgment on having the people leave the hos-
pital, or something else ?

Mr. Stripling. I am not trying to make any implications. The
fact is that they demanded all the Caucasians leave the hospital, and
the fact is that they did leave.

Mr. Myer. That is a fact; yes. The answer is, yes, they left, but
not because the committee demanded it, but because I felt here was a
group of people that had been through a pretty nerve-shattering ex-
perience, and I felt it was important that they have their rest and
that they should be asked if they wanted to stay there or wanted to
live some place else for the time being; not because the committee
demanded it.

The next day, after we had considered this matter—well, at this
point let me reread what I said in relation to this matter at the time
the demand was made, from the testimony.

We will go into the matter thoroughly. This case and any other case you
may have will be investigated thoroughly. We cannot do it in the face of
demands. I think you folks are interested in having a peaceful center. The
War Relocation Authority is interested in giving it to you, but we cannot operate
on the basis of demands and scenes of the type we have had here today. We
just cannot operate like that. Generally speaking, the record has been pretty
good on medical service, and we will go into that matter, however, just as soon
as we get to it. W^e cannot go into it today. And I am no ju'lge of the particu-
lar type of thing that was presented here. I will be glad to have all the facts
and I am not going to make any commitment until I get them. A judge never
makes a decision until he gets both sides.
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Now, I would like to go back. The next day we discussed the hos-

pital situation in some detail. At the moment Dr. Pedicord was not
present, but I discussed it with him later in the day before I left the
project.

We decided that we w^ould leave the hospital without Caucasian
doctors and nurses for a few days for one simple reason ; that w as that

there were only two Japanese doctors, I believe, and two Japanese
nurses. The committee had made demands. It was our opinion that
not only did the nurses and doctors need some rest, but that it was
probably the best way in the world to have that committee lose face

with the evacuee colony if they were not getting proper medical care

for a few days, and to help to cure the situation that existed in the
hospital, w^here one of the Japanese doctors had been playing up the

idea that he should be in charge ; so there was a period of time when
we asked the folks not to go back to the hospital.

We had in charge, at all times, some one per:-on who was responsible

for such things as narcotics and the things for w^hich we had to be
responsible, but we allowed them to operate.

Now, more recently the whole staff has returned to the hospital with
the exception of Dr. Mason w^ho, as I say, resigned on November 6,

according to m}^ information.

That is the reason.

Mr. Stripling. Did they return before the Army took over ?

Mr. Myer. No, sir
;
they did not.

Mr. Stripling. What about face of the administration, Mr. Myer,
in bringing about a situation where the demands could be inter-

preted
Mr. Myer. I say to you, Mr. Stripling, as I say to your committee,

that we intend to take w^hatever action we think is sound action,

regardless of demands of the committee, but not on the basis of de-

mands of the committee.
And to imply that we took action because the committee demanded it

is absolutely a false implication.

Mr. ^luNDT. Is it your position, Mr. Myer, that the Caucasian doc-
tors would have gone from the hospital, even though there had been
no disturbance on that day, and no conference in your office?

Mr. Myer. I think there is a possibility. In order to cure that situ-

ation they might have determined that; yes, in order to cure the situa-

tion.

I do not say that we would have, Mr. Mundt, because that -would
have arisen in an entirely different context, and it might not have
occurred otherwise.

Mr, Eberhakter. In other words, if the Japanese evacuees were
satisfied to be attended by Japanese doctors at a wage of $19 a month,
that you would have been willing to relieve the w^hite doctors w^ho

were receiving salaries anywhere from $4,000 up.

Mr. Myer. That is right, Mr. Eberharter. And let me say further
that we found that one of the best w^ays to cure a committee, w^ho are

presuming to represent a group in the center, if it happens to bear on
things which involve the service to the evacuee themselves, is to occa-

sionally let them have their way.
We have done it in this case. Pressure in the community will cure

that situation, if you give it a little time. We have done it in relation
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to unloading coal, in cases where we have had coal strikes, and we
have said to them, "All right; we will ship the coal some place else,"

and we have had volunteers turn out and unload the coal. And we
cleared up the situation rather quickly.

We have done it in relation to food and food handling on occasions,

so certain activities of that type are used.

I want to repeat that I resent the implication that we did this to

meet the demands. I think the record will show that Mr. Best and

my other assistants and everyone else connected with that incident

indicated we were not meeting demands and were doing it on the

basis of our judgment raher than that, if you will read the record.

Mr. MuNDT. Was there any possible danger of some adverse reper-

cussions on the part of the Japanese resulting from the fact

Mr. Myer. There is always possible danger when you take action of

that type, Mr. Mundt. You have to make your judgment on the basis

of which is the most dangerous. Yes, there was possible danger that

there might have been charges brought that we were remiss in our duty

and that somebody died because of lack of medical care.

Mr. Mundt. If you will permit this little single word of criticism of

the administration
Mr. Myer. We are used to it.

Mr. Mundt. I might suggest I am afraid that you have at least one
fault and that is trying to answer questions before they are asked. I

did not ask that question at all.

Mr. Myer. I thought I heard a "period." I am sorry. I apologize.

Mr. Mundt. There was no "period" coming. There was a question

mark coming, but you did not give me time.

Mr. Myer. I beg your pardon again.

Mr. Mundt. I will start all over. I wonder if there was any possible

danger of unfortunate repercussions resulting from the fact that while
your explanation sounds rather plausible for complying with these

demands without granting them, that Mr. Kuratomi and the Buddhist
or Shinto priest, interpreting it to their people, would not use that
angle and they would say, "See? We went in and held this con-
ference with them and we got the results that we asked for."

That was my question.

Mr. Myer. Well, there is that possibility. I do not think, however,
if you were on the ground and checked the situation, that you would
find that that would be the way the thing would react.

I think that we have learned out of some 20 months' experience some-
thing of the psychology of that kind of a group and that kind of a
situation.

I would like to point out again, if the hospital service was bad, after
we did not allow the Caucasian staff to go in for a period, it puts them
smack on the spot. That is what we intended to do, and that is the
reason for withdrawing the staff immediately, as well as to give them
badly needed rest.

Mr. Mundt. Did you get any reports back, either from the com-
mittee of 17 or other Japanese, at the end of your experiment, sug-
gesting that the Caucasian doctors be reinstated ?

Mr. Myer. I had a report from my chief medical officer, who went
out there in the meantime, and who reported to me from San Fran-
cisco, after he left Tule Lake, that they were all back in the hospital,
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and that the evacuee doctors and everybody else were delighted to

liave them back in there, and that everythinly was going on serenely.

I think that is the best answer to it, Mr. Mundt.
At that time they did not have a chance to talk to Mr. Kuratomi

and Mr. Kai. I will let the military tell you why.
Mr. Mundt. While we are on the subject of the psychological re-

action on the part of the Japanese, to the W. R. A. group complying
with the demands without meeting them, you say, but taking action

in compliance with the demands, and whether that would have unfor-
tunate repercussions, let me ask whether the committee of 17 or other
Japanese suggested that Mr. Kallam resign?

Mr. Myer. It was suggested that Mr. Kallam resign.

Mr. Mundt. Did his resignation occur prior to that suggestion ?

Mr. Myer. No; it occurred after that suggestion. I might say,

however, that Mr. Kallam was in the same class as Mr. Peck that I
mentioned yesterday, one of the cases discussed on the morning be-

fore the incident ever happeniKl, and we had agreed that Mr. Kallam
Avould not fit the scene under those conditions.

Mr. Mundt. I am not impl3'ing that you let him go because the
Japanese made the suggestion

Mr. Myer. Well, we clid not let him go for that reason.

Mr. Mundt. But whether Mr. Kuratomi could say they did comply
with the demands ?

Mr. Myer. It gave them a chance. There are three or four cases

of that kind that seem to be complying with their request. I think,

though, if you will check the total of the testimony and the things
that they requested, it is quite evident we were not complying.
The major request was, of course, that I fire Mr. Best. And I will

say I did not fire Mr. Best, and I do not intend to fire Mr. Best. One
of the reasons I have not worried myself about the situation too much
is because I have great confidence in his ability—and if he had a chance
to get a little rest, which he needs very badly—to handle that situation.

And if he gets a chance to get on the administrative problems, he will

get the job done, which he has not had much chance to do.

Mr. Mundt. Will the Army replace Mr. Best for the time being?
Mr. Myer. Temporarily

;
yes. But in the meantime we are carrying

on there, at Mr. Best's supervision of most of the normal functions,

feeding and fiscal affairs, but imder their general check on policies.

Mr. Mundt. As of today, if anything goes wrong, at Tule Lake, it

is the responsibility of the Army, and as things will go right at Tule
Lake

Mr. Myer. That is correct.

Let me say, while Colonel Austin is in charge, we are operating
cooperatively and checking judgments at every stage of the game,
and they are normally in charge, as far as general supervision is con-

cerned.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, who were the other officials at the Tule

Lake Center that the Japanese demanded the removal of.

Mr. Myer. I will have to check. I believe you have that in the

statement.
Mr. Stripling. As a matter of fact, did they not contend that none

of the officials of the Tule Lake center understood the Japanese
psychology ?
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Mr. Myer. That is correct. They contended the same thing as I

Lave heard charged here on the Hill in the past few days—that none
of us understood the Japanese psychology. They agree with some
of (he folks who have testified here. I find them in agreement on many
points, as a matter of fact, which is a very peculiar relationship.

Mr. MuNDT. I wonder if you would explain that statement a little

more.
Mr. ^Iyee. Yes; I will be glad to explain that statement.

Mr. MuNDT. I wish you would.
Mr. Myer. It is quite evident to me that Mr. Kuratomi and Mr.

Xai, and some other folks, had definitely decided to be Japanese in

the real sense, as well as a lot of other people who lived at the Tule
Lake center. They were willing to cause any incident that they could
do, without having blood on their hands, to get publicity in the press,

Trhich would let the people in Japan know that they were on the job and
which would help to create disunity throughout this country.

They are still working at it and will continue to do so. And any-
body who allowed themselves to be tricked into repeated misinforma-
tion and exaggerations and to play up the trivialities that came out
of that situation, played directly into the hands of Kai and Kuratomi
and the leaders at Tule Lake, including some of the representatives

of this committee.
That, Mr. Chairman, is my statement.

Mr. Stripling. Do you think Mr. Dakan played into the hands of
Mr. Kai?

Mr. Myer. No.
Mr. Stripling. In writing the ridiculous story which appeared in

the W. R. A. publication ?

Mr. Myer. I made my statement, Mr. Stripling, and I have no
further statement to make.

I think I made a very complete statement on that.

Mr. Stripling. What is his rating on objectivity now with the
W.E.A.?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I think I have admitted that Mr. Da-
kan's statement was an indiscretion. I think I have admitted that
we are all human and we have made some distakes.

And I have already stated, and I repeat, that every one of those
mistakes have been played to the utmost by Mr. Stripling.

He has not at any point that I know of, up to this time, ever asked
for a copy of our regulations or our policies; neither has he given
any consideration, as I can remember to the good job that is being
done.

Mr. Stripling. I am not running the W. R. A. Tliat is your job.

Mr. CosTELi.o. Let us not indulge in any personalities here.

Mr. ]\Iyer. I am very sorry.

Mr. CosTELLo. We must remember that we are investigating the
W. R. A. and not Mr. Stripling.

Mr. Myer. If Mr. Stripling and the committee will remember
that, I will be glad to cooperate on that basis.

Mr. MuNDT. Would it not be a fair basis to assume if Mr. Dakan
can make a mistake in good faith, that others can make mistakes
in good faith ?

Mr. Myer. That is right. I assume that that was the case, and that
other people have made mistakes in good faith.
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I am not sure that this all happened in pood faith.

Mr. MuxDT. But you are awfully sure about Mr. Dakan being in

good faith.

Mr. Myer. I am
;
yes.

Mr. MuNDT. We are just as sure of others as you are of Mr. Dakan.
Mr. Myer. I understand, Mr. Mundt.
Mr. CosTEivLO. Mr. Myer, since we got on to the question of the

publication in the centers, tp what extent are they actually censoi-ed

or sui^ervised after they are published? I have reference to the
papers in all the relocation centers.

Mr. Myer. Any papers in relocation centers for which we provide
any funds for the operation of the pa^^er, are completely checked and
censored by the administration.

If it is an independent paper, financed entirely by evacuee enter-

prise, they are in a position to write editorials and to say things
as any other paper would be.

Mr. CosTELLo. How is the paper at Heart Mountain operated ?

Mr. Myer. That is an evacuee-operated paper.
Mr. CosTELLo. Entirelv supervised by themselves?
iMr. Myer. That is right.

Mr. CosTELLO. And hence the W. R. A. is not responsible?
Mr. Myer. Well, we give general supervision to it, and we gener-

ally check on it, but they do finance the paper themselves through
their own enterprise.

Mr. CosTELLo. You do not assume any responsibility for the edi-

torial conmient or the suggestions made?
Mr. Myer. No ; I do not.

Mr. CosTELLO. The reason I was asking that, I understand in the

issue of November 22 they make a recommendation that the Tule
Lake project be taken over by the Department of Justice.

Mr. Myer. Yes. Mr. Tozier just handed me a copy of the edi-

torial. I had not seen it before. No; that is not an official issue.

Mr. CosTELLO. I w^ondered if that was the W. R. A. or simply an
editorial coming out of the Heart Mountain center.

Mr. Myer. That is simply an editorial coming out of the Heart
Mt)untain center staff; that is right.

I would like now to give for the record the names of the people
that were requested by Mr. Stripling, whose resignations were
requested.

Mr. Best, project director; Mr. Zimmer, assistant project director;

Mr. Schmidt, head of internal security; Mr. Kallam, head of the

agricultural division; Mr. Peck, who was the chief steward; Mr.
Kirkman, of the warehouse division.

Then all of the Caucasian doctors, and I believe they said five of
them, and all of the Caucasian nurses to be dismissed from the

administration.

Mr. Eberharter. AVhat percentage was dismissed?
Mr. Myer. How?
Mr. P^BERHARTEK. What percentage are not now on the job?

Mr. Myer. I think the only people of this group not now on the

job are Mr. Kallam and Mr. Peck.
Mr. Eberharter. And they demanded the dismissal of how many?
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Mr. Myer. Well, I do not know. I don't ronieniber how many
nurses there were. I think, us I remember it, there were around five

or six nurses, and they say here, five doctors.

Let us assume that there were not more than 10 in the hos])ital.

Of a total of 16 people, there are 2 that I know of that are off the

pay roll at the present time.

1 am not sure about the 10. I would have to recheck the number
of luirses.

Mr. CosTFXLO. How lonoj had Mr. Schmidt been out there ?

Mr. Myer. Mr. Schmidt was there at the time Mr. Best had been
assigned there, and had been there for a period since early August.
Mr. CosTELLO. He was taken over, then ?

Mr. Myer. Yes. He had charge while he was there because Dr.
Jacoby left. While Mr. Cole was really acting head, Mr. Schmidt
was in general head of the division, and will be, I think, definitely

assigned to that project.

Mr. CosTELLo. Does Mr. Schmidt still have the title of national

head?
Mr. Myer. Yes ; but he is also acting head out there, and has been

on the job almost continuously.

Mr. MuNDT. Are the evacuees of Tule Lake permitted to publish a

camp center newspaper of their own, financed by themselves?
Mr. Myer. Not since segregation ; no.

There was a mimeographed paper there that was supposed to be
reviewed that, of course, could be very useful in getting information
to the project, but not as an evacuee paper, and will not be run as

an evacuee paper unless it is checked at Tule Lake, of course.

Mr. Stripling. On Tuesday, Mr. Myer, you had had a discussion

with Dr. Mason. After Dr. Mason left, and you say you went
into Mr. Best's office, what occurred that morning; on Tuesday
morning ?

Mr. Myer. I do not remember the exact sequence. We spent a good
deal of time during that morning.
We went over to Colonel Austin's headquarters, which is just

back of the administrative area, and spent a good deal of time doing
two things

:

First. Talking with, I believe it was. Colonel Mueller, who had
flown up that night to be with Colonel Austin from the Ninth Corps
Area—talking to Colonel Austin and members of his staff and trying
to get through some long-distance calls from his headquarters to
Washington, to San Francisco, and other places.

Among other things, we called the Federal Bureau of Investigation
at San Francisco and reported the incident up to that time. Mr.
Cozzens came on. I tried to get Mr. Barrows, who was acting here,

because we had not been able to make a thorough recheck to see if

there was any tampering with our phones.
We talked at length with Colonel Austin and Colonel Mueller,

again going over our plans, rechecking at every stage in the game,
whether we had left any loopholes in relation to any other incident.

We told Colonel Austin, of course, that an announcement was
being made immediately that there be no further gatherings in that
area, and any further gatherings would be considered out of bounds.
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We arranged and reported to him, which we had done the night
before, to recheck it, that if during the nighttime he needed a request
from ^Ir. Best for the military to come in^ it would be satisfactory if

he got word from any of our internal security officers.

And we gave him the names that could call on the military, if they
needed help, under those conditions.

We made provisions for rechecking on the signalling devices, in

case anything went wrong wnth the telephone wires, and for the
sequence of directorship in case Mr. Best left the project, or anything^

should happen to him, as to who the people down the line were to
call in order.

That type of thing was covered in detail. We discussed a number
of other things.

As I remember it, we spent probably, all-told, 2 or 3 hours.
Mr. Stripling. Had any announcement been made to the ])ublic

or to the press as to the occurrence of the night before, at that time,

Tuesday morning?
Mr. Myer. Yes; we had had a number of calls. I might say we

were so busy the night before, up until about 11 o'clock, checking
and rechecking.

Among other things, Mr. Best and I, after we had completed our
rechecking with the staff, along about 10: 30 spent about half an hour
driving clear around the project, up and down the blocks, to see what
was going on, during the night, iDefore we went to bed.

I might add that we were pretty tired—at least I was—by 11 o'clock

that night. It had been a rather strenuous day.

After having taken care of the placing of the internal security

officers and for making provisions for the proper guard in the interim
period, as I remember it, we had two calls from the press. I had one
call from the San Francisco Examiner, which I personally answered^
and one from the A. P. at Portland.
Mr. Stripling. Did you confirm that there had been a disturbance?
Mr. Myer. I did confirm it, in both cases. I was not able to con-

firm, let me say, Mr. Stripling, though, a number of statements that
they gave to me at that time, that they had heard, and which I had ta
either deny or say that we had not been able to verify it.

Mr. Stripling. When did Mr. Joyce issue his statement from the

San Francisco office?

Mr. Myer. I cannot tell you exactly. It was some time, I presume,
on Tuesdav, because my talk with Mr. Joyce and Mr. Webster was
sometime Tuesday. Mr. Cozzens called the office Tuesday morning.
Mr. Stripling. Would you explain to the committee why Mr. Joyce

should have made the statement that it was a subversive lie?

'Sir. Myer. Mr. Joyce makes the statement that in his conversation
with me that he raised the question as to whether I thought it might
have been the work of enemy agents. He indicated my reply w\ts that
it might have been. I have a faint memory of having heard such a
question. I was thinking, of course, of the group of agitators in the
center and the discussion there.

Mr. Joyce was evidently thinkinir of the things we just previously
discussed, which had to do with all of these reports which I had not
been able to verify.

He states that on the strength of that, when he was questioned, he
indicated that, and one of the reporters asked him, "Well, probably it
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T^'as not the Japanese. Might it not have been Nazi agentsV "It might
have been."

That is the story as I got it.

I told 3^011 yesterday that I was having that matter checked further.

I have asked to get tlie full facts on it because I have asked Mr.
Cozzens to interview the reporters who talked to Mr. Joyce and get

the complete story from them, which he has not been able to do as yet, I

am sorry.

I made the statement previously and I want to repeat it, that the

statement was not made on any authorization from me, so far as I

know. There could have been a misunderstanding and I think per-

haps was a misunderstanding as to what the intent was.

Under those conditions, over a long distance telephone, after having
discussed about a dozen reports that had come to them, that they

wanted a check on, I think it is very possible that there was not a

meeting of minds, in the sense of having the meaning clear as to what
each one meant.
That is the only thing that I can say about it.

I might say this, further, Mr. Webster and Mr . Joyce were both on
the phone, and they said that the reporters were putting questions to

them which they wanted me to check.

And I said, "All right ; list them."
As I remember it, there were about a dozen questions. I do not have

them here, but I will try to reconstruct them, or some of them.

One of them was that it had been alleged that the military had had
to be called in and the people dispersed by tear gas on the afternoon of
November 1.

I of course categorically denied that because I was able to see it.

There was another one that I remember that trucks were running
into fences in an attempt to break through the fences. As I remember
I replied to that one by saying that I had not heard such a story ; I am
not able to verify it.

Well, the stories went on. including a lot of the stories that were
finally published, and about half of them I was able to deny categori-

cally, because I was where I could see, such as the calling in of the
military.

There were about half of them on which I had no knowledge, on
which I simply had to say that they had not come to our attention and
that it was something we would have to check, but we doubted in some
cases, whether they were true.

Unfortunately, later in the day, when the story was broken in San
Francisco—and I suppose this might be expected—the headline, as
I remember it, read that we denied the story generally.

What we denied were certain alleged incidents. We carried at the
bottom of the story a short statement in which we said that the group
had been called there on a hoax by the committee and Dr. Pedicord
had h?en beaten, and we denied everything else.

Now, I say that is unfortunate for the simple reason that we did
not deny that there was an incident. We did deny that there was
an angry mob of the type that was indicated. We did not deny that
there was a tense situation.

We did not deny the meeting of the committee, the demands of the
committee, the beating of Dr. Pedicord, or anything we knew about
at that time. We made a recheck of a number of things and were
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able to comment on them. Some of those things it took days to recheck

the facts.

That is the reason, Mr. Chairman, that I would like to have the op-

portunity to recheck the record as to what has been put into the record.

And incidentally, while I am on that subject, I would like to have
a copy, if possible, of Mr. Cavett's report to the committee, that I
mi<^ht recheck any information he might have gathered. It will be
helpful to our administration.
May I have it please ? Mr. Tom Cavett, I believe, represented the

committee at the center, in your investigation.

Mr. CosTELLO. We will make a copy available to you, Mr. Myer.
Mr. Myek. One of the reasons that I would like to see Mr. Cavett's

report is this : That Mr. Cozzens reports to me that in the presence of

Mr. Best, Mr. Black, and myself, Mr. Cavett made the following
statement on the night of November 7

:

It was a good thing noboily lost their head. If they had, the things that would
have happened would have had repercussions around the world.

I hope Mr. Cavett put that statement into his report to you. I

would like to check that along with other things, so that we can help
to keep the^record straight.

Mr. Eberharter. There has been a good deal said, Mr. Myer, about
this release by Mr. Joyce in San Francisco. I thought I might just

comment here that many times important Government officials in

Washington, on the same subject, make statements which api)ear to

be interpreted differently by the press and the public, and in Wash-
ington, under the supervision of O. W. I. and the censorship of people
and all that, so that if Mr. Joyce did make a statement Avhich might
have been misconstrued, that he is merel3% perhaps, following some
of the procedures that have happened here in Washington.
Mr. Myer. Yes, Mr. Congressman.
I want to say this further, without any implication or blame on

Mr. Joyce at all, I would say that the fact that the statement was
publicized and the fact that the reporters who talked to me and to

Mr. Best early in the game, and to Mr. Cozzens over long-distance

telephone, who got the impression that we were trying to play down
the incident, simply because we could not confirm all of the rumors
that were rife, led to a very bad public relation situation on the west
coast, which really we are sorry about.

We are probably more sorry than anyone else, because it is going to

take time to build back into the confidence of some of the people that

I think felt we were doing an honest job and who doubted it for a

time. I think it is unfortunate.
And I want to repeat, we are very sorry that it happened.
I am very sorry it was construed, in those statements I made, that

we were trying to deny that anything happened, because we did not try

to deny that anything happened.
It was covered up by the fact that there were so-called eyewitness

stories that were much more rumor than we could tell them at the

time.

Now, w^e have stated in our November 13 press release the essential

facts as they existed, as we saw them at that time. We hope to sup-

plement those facts, now that we are able to gather them up, in rela-

tion to other incidents and to provide additional facts on it as soon
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as we can sit down and put it in order, so that the public may know
what the facts were regarding those, as far as the investigation we
have made.
Mr. CosTELLO. I am impressed by the statement you made that this

incident here, which was publicized, lost confidence on the Pacific

coast.

I might comment on the fact that the Los Angeles Times printed

in the paper a box score and asked the readers to mark it and send

it in, and on that box score there were seven questions. And I think

the result of their voting on that issue emphasizes just how far public

confidence has been lost on the Pacific coast, particularly I am confin-

ing it to the Los Angeles area.

Let me read it.

1. Do you think the War Relocation Authority has capably handled the problem
of Japanese in the United States?

Yes — 639
No^__ , 10,773

3. Do you favor Army control of Japanese in this country for the duration?

Yes 11,203
No — 372

3. Do you approve of the policy of freeing avowedly loyal Japanese to take
jobs in the Midwest?

Yes 1, 150
No 9, 750

4. Would you favor "trading" Japanese now here for American war prisoners

held in Japan, if it could be arranged?

Yes 11,249
No 256

5. Do you favor a constitutional amendment after the war for the deporta-
tion of all Japanese from this country, and forbidding further immigration?

Yes 10,508
No 732

6. Would you except American-born Japanese if such a plan as the above were
adopted?

Yes 1, 883
No : 9, 018

7. Would you permanently exclude all Japanese from the Pacific Coast States,,

including California?

Yes 9, 855
No 009

I think that pretty definitely indicates what the public sentiment
is, particularly in the Los Angeles area, regarding the entire matter
of the Japanese problem at the present time.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, there is one point which the commit-
tee and I agree on, at least. I have not checked the facts carefully

—

and that is the willingness to trade some folks at Tule Lake for some
war prisoners. I would like to do it tomorrow.
Mr. CosTELLO. I think we all would, if the Japanese Government

would only consent.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, on Tuesday morning did you meet with
the Caucasian employees at the center?
Mr. Myer. Not on Tuesday morning. I met with them between

1 and 2 o'clock on Tuesday afternoon at their request. We had a
meeting scheduled for 4 : 30 and we met earlier.
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Mr. Stripling. Would you give the committee the facts concerning
the meeting ?

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to reconstruct it, as best I can. I am
not sure I can give you the facts, because that meeting was about
as tense as the one the day before.

I was eating lunch in Mr. Best's apartment along about, I presume,
1 : 15 on Tuesday. I might say, in passing, I was eating some of the
famous Tule Lake goose which had been shot by one of the members
^f the staiT.

Mr. Arthur Muir, who is a member of our Washington staff, who
happened to be at Tule Lake during this period, knocked on the back
door, immediately came into the room, came up behind my chair, and
said that a portion of the administrative staff were meeting in the
administrative recreation hall and they wanted to know if I would
come over and meet with them.

I told Mr. Muir that I had understood there was a meeting sched*
uled for 4 : 30 and I was planning to be there on schedule.

And he said, "Xo
;
they want you to come now. They are afraid to

meet at 4 : 30, at the scheduled meeting in the hospital."

I said, "All right. You tell them if they can wait a few minutes
until I finish my lunch, I will be glad to join."

Mr. Muir returned to the building. I finished my lunch and along
^ith Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens, and I don't remember who else went
with us ; we went over to the meeting.

As I have indicated, I found, naturally, a pretty tense group of

people.

I did not know w^hat had gone on previously. It has been reported
to me that there had been some discussion as to what requests they
were going to make of me or Mr. Best, and that they had arranged
for a spokesman to present them.
As I walked in to the meeting, the group stood around the outer

portions of the room, some of them behind me.
Nobody said anything and I looked at Mr. Best and he nodded his

head, and I started to make a short talk to the group. I am sure I

cannot reconstruct all of that talk, but I will try to tell you essen-

tially the thino:s that were said:

I started my talk by saying that : "I am sure we understand, all of

US, that there is a war on, otherwise we would not be here. And in

time of war the security which we all like so well becomes a rather

illusive thing, and none of us is very secure. You folks and every

one here have been through a very tense situation in the last few
hours, but I am sure you will agree that none of us has faced any-

thing such as the boys are facing on the Italian front or Guadalcanal
or the other fronts. So far, at least, we have not faced gims."

And then I said, "I want to express the appreciation to *^his staff for

a job that has been unparalleled in the history of W. R. A. I am
referring to the night and day work that most of you have done
since the period of about August 1, in relation to the terrific task of

moving thousands of people from this center, talking to internees,

helping them get packed up and loaded on trains, and moving addi-

tional people in and getting them settled. And I have not had a

chance to express my appreciation to you. It is a job that nobody
-else in W. R. A. can ever quite appreciate, but I want you to under-

stand that we do appreciate it."
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And I said, "And I want you to understand also that in express-

ing that appreciation, I realize that many of you who have been

through a strain, you are tired, and consequently, when the incident

happened yesterday, it was a tense incident, and some of you became,

perhaps, hysterical. The human mechanism, for some reason or

•other, does funny tricks."

I am trying to reconstruct, gentlemen. I am not sure that I said

these exact words.
"I can understand why some of you have reacted the way you have,

and I am not mad at anybody. But I do want to say that there is

a job to be done and, in fairness to Mr. Best, if you cannot take the

situations you have here, I hope you will go out the front gate and
stay until you can get yourself in hand and get the rest you need and
then come back."
And then I went on to repeat some of the things I had said about

the job that had been done at Tule Lake, the unparallelled situation

that had existed.

I tried to reiterate the fact that what I was saying was not any
criticism of any individual ; it was simply trying to face the facts as

they existed, and that Mr. Best had a job to do and if a person was
not in condition to do that job, that we were going—or that they were
going to be off the job, and that they, themselves, would be better off

;

and I hoped that they would keep that in mind.
The speech was a combination of tribute to the staff' and a combina-

tion of a type of request that I could not help but make under the
circumstances, even though it sounded hard.
Now, when I finished my short speech there were probably six or

seven people who talked. I cannot recall all the names, and I am not
going to try to reconstruct in detail what happened.
The first spokesman made a general statement and asked what we

vrere doing in regard to protecting them and their families.

I told them that we had a conference—that we had conferences—and
liad gone over the details the night before with Colonel Austin and
had rechecked all of our plans, and we had planned a large portion
of the morning with Colonel Austin and Colonel Mueller,, and we had
taken what we felt were adequate steps.

And I said, "I am sorry that I cannot tell you in detail just what
our next move is going to be, and I cannot tell you for only one reason

:

There are 15,000 people in this colony that do not belong to the admin-
istrative staff, some of whom met with us yesterday. I feel quite
•certain that they would like to know what the next move is, and when
you are dealing with this kind of a situation you do not tip your
hand, and all I am asking is that you take it on faith that we are
making provisions for your safety, but in the interim period if you
do not feel safe, if you do not feel that your family is safe, there will
not be one bit of blame if you live off the project at any time until the
;situation is worked out, and you are at liberty to go."

Well, after I made that statement there were a number of rather
fiery statements, I might say, on the part of a few people. One person
I remember, by the way, it was Mr. Rhoads who talked, and another
was Mr. Gerry, I do not remember the names of all of the folks.

Finally, after hearing the discussion for some time I stepped forward
again and said this: "Folks, this is twice within 24 hours that I have
l^een faced by a group of people making demands through a spokes-
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man. Unfortunately I am going to have to say to you the same thing
I said to the group yesterday afternoon, that I cannot operate on the
basis of demands. We are going to do the best we can to protect you
and ever^^one else here, but you will have to take it on faith. We will

work it out. We are glad to have your point of view."
That, in general, is the essence of the meeting, as I remember it,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Striplixg. Mr. Myer, there was a statement reported in the

press to the effect that you said, "If you can't take it, get out." You
did not make such a statement ?

Mr. Myer. I think I said here what I did say, on which that probably
was based. If I did say any such statement, it was in a context

statement before and afterward.
It is very easy to pick a statement out of its context and make it

sound very malicious, and I am afraid that is what happened in

this case.

Mr. Mundt. How many Caucasians, subsequent to that meeting,
followed the suggestion and left camp ?

Mr. Myer. There were quite a number, Mr. Mundt, that went to

Klamath Falls or Tule Lake and spent at least the night, a number
of nurses and the people in the hospital who, as a matter of fact, were
advised doing so if they had any question at all, because we told them
it was important that they be on the beam.
They had been through a strong strain, and we really preferred

that they do so.

There were some other people, Mr. Gerr}^ I believe, whom I men-
tioned, who spent his nights at Klamath Falls until the time that the
military came in, as I remember it.

I cannot tell you offhand how many did, but if you consider that
important, I will be glad to recheck that for you.

Mr. Mundt. This meeting was on Tuesday, was it not?
Mr. Myer. That was on Tuesday afternoon shortly after lunch. I

would say sometime between 1 and 2 o'clock. I do not remember
the exact time.

Mr. Mundt. The reason I wanted to know, I think Mr. Best was a
little displeased with the committee in his telegram in condemning
Dr. Mason, because the telegram says

:

Members of the staff were taken to nearby towns for security but returned
on Thursday night.

Mr. Myer. They were not taken there by the W. R. A. They were
allowed to go. We suggested we would be glad to help them make
arrangements. We did not take them.
Mr. Mundt. They went in W. R. A. equipment, I presume.
Mr. Myer. I was not there on Thursday night; I do not know what

happened on Thursday night, in that connection, Mr. Mundt, off-hand.

Mr. Mundt. It seems to me that Best is quite an artistic quibbler

himself, trying to deceive the committee, and he may, deceive a poor
little Western farm boy lik^ me, but I accept your word as correct, and
I believe that is true.

]\Ir. Myer. Mr. Mundt, he may have learned that from some of the

folks here ; I really do not know.
Mr. Mundt. He says:
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Members of the staff were taken to nearby towns for security but returned
on Thursday night.

Then he says

:

No members of the staff were taken to nearby towns. Two or three members
of the staff voluntarily went to nearby towns to spend the night returning each
morning for work.

You say that is quite substantially true ?

Mr. Myer. I did not say substantially true. I think I mentioned
two or three eases, but I do not remember how many there were.
I do know that I talked to Dr. Pedicord on Tuesday. I talked with
him on Tuesday evening before I left the project. I went to Klamath
Falls.

Mr. MuNDT. I do not want to get into a controversy with you. Will
you read the answer that Mr. Myer made to my statement ; I asked
him whether very many people availed themselves of the opportunity.

(Hecord read by the reporter.)

Mr. MuNDT. Your statement Avas that there were quite a number
and Mr. Best's statement was that there were two or three.

Mr. Myer. I said that there were a number of nurses; I do not
remember how many nurses. I think I stated a while ago there were
four or five in the group.

If I made that statement, I retract it and correct the record and say
it was my memory that it was some of the nurses. Will that correct it ?

Mr. Stripling. Did not all of the Caucasian doctors go, Mr. Myer ?

Mr. Myer. I do not know about that. I will be glad to check that.

I know Dr. Pedicord did on Tuesday evening. He did not on Monday
evennig, because I saw him both late on Monday evening and saw him
Tuesday before I left the project.

Mr. Chairman, on November 25 you wrote me a letter that I would
like to comment on now, if I might.

You made some suggestions and I would like to comment on them^
because I think it is important to the group that I do so.

Mr. CosTELLO. Is Mr. Ehoads still with the W. E. A. project?

Mr. Myer. No ; Mr. Rhoads resigned, I think, the day following our
meeting in the recreation hall, as I remember it.

Mr. CosTELLo. Is Mr. Gerry still at the project?

Mr. Myer. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. He is the one who was reclassified downwards?
Mr. Myer. No ; I do not think that is the case. I think this is the

case, Mr. Costello

:

Mr. Gerry had been recommended from the project for a promotion.

Because of the civil-service rules it was not possible to make that pro-

motion. Even though it were possible, he might not have been pro-

moted after the situation there. I do not know, but that is the situa-

tion, as I understood it.

I have not been able to have the full facts on that record as yet,

because we are going to have to recheck the situation.

Mr. Costello. According to his telegram, he had already been paid

for the higher classification.

Mr. Myer. If that' is the case, somebody assumed too much.
Mr. Costello. You will remember I read the telegram into the

record.
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Mr. Myer. I will be glad to recheck that.

And I wonder if we might have a copy of Mr. Gerry's telegram so
that I could have my personnel folks check it over carefully.

Mr. CosTEXLO. The reason for asking that is that two of the spokes-
men were discharged.

Mr. Myer. There were six or seven people who talked.

Mr. CosTELLO. I was wondering whether any of the other spokesmen
had either been separated from the project, or had their classification

revised.

Mv. ^Iter. I will say this, there has been no action taken in relation

to Mr. Gerry because of anything I did.

I do remember thi^, that when Mr. Rhoads made his speech, he said,

"You can fire me if you wish."
Wlien I got the opportunity, I said, "Mr. Rhoads, I am not firing

anvbodv from this project. There is the man." and I pointed to Mr.
Best.

I said, "If there is any firing to be done, it will be done by him, and
I will support him.''

Mr. MuxDT. Best took the hint and fired him, or did he realign ?

Mr. Myer. Xo ; he resigned the next day, I think, on his own, about
which I am very glad, I might say.

Mr. CoSTELLO. And Gerry's classification was being rescinded be-

cause of the fact that he was the spokesman for the group.
Mr. Myer. Well, that is his indication. I will recheck the facts.

Mr. CosTELLO. It seems to be the policy to take it out on members
of the administration there who are out-spoken at a meeting of that
kind and express their views.

Mr. Myer. I think I have made my statement ; on that ; as far as I
am concerned, no.

Now, there may be other factors that enter into the situation, that
is, whether or not a man in a responsible position, after making that
type of statement could hold the confidence of his immediate staff who
may not agree with him, and so on.

There may be a number of factors that enter into it that way, finally,

rather than anything he might say about me.
Mr. Eberharter. I might observe that sometimes, in my opinion,

we cannot form a good judgment of people imtil they have been put to

the test, and then imder some stress.

^Ir. !Myer. We certainly fotnid that out, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. Eberharter. So you could very well conclude also that any-

body would break down in a camp such as Tule Lake where it is ex-

pected that there might be incidents occur, and that the staff could
very well conclude that it was not the proper type of person to be em-
])loyed at a camp of that sort.

Mr. CosTELLO. The committee will be in recess imtil 2 o'clock.

(Wliereupon, at 12 : 45 p. m., the committee recessed until 2 p. m. of
the same day.)

AFTERNOON SF>?SI0X

(Following recess, the committee reconvened at 2 p. m.)
Mr. CosTELLO. The committee will be in order. We will resume

our hearing.

Mr. Myer, you had a letter of some kind you wanted to present to

the committee.
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Mr. Myer. All I want to do, Mr. Costello, is to refer to the fact

that I did receive your letter of November 25 in which you expressed

some concern about the possibility that incidents might happen on
Pearl Harbor Day at the centers, and pointing out the possible dangers
if that did happen.

I simply wanted to report to you that I have had a check made of

all tlie projects this morning, before I came up here, and that every-

thing was quiet, and they went about their business normally in all

of the centers yesterday, and there were no incidents that would
indicate any Japanese, pro-Japanese, activity at any of the relocation

centers.

Mr. Costello. Frankly, I am very glad to hear that.

Mr. Myer. So am I.

Mr. Costello. With a hope for a continuance of the same sort of
report.

Mr. Myer. You do not hope that any more than I do, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Costello. I think it is mutual.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, going back to the meeting between you

and the Caucasian employees on Tuesday afternoon, I believe you
said in your speech to them that you promised them that steps had
been taken, of which you could not advise them at the time.

Could you tell the committee now what those steps were ?

Mr. Myer. I would be very glad to tell the committee of what steps

were taken up to that time. However, I would like to preface my
statement by saying that in going back over the whole procedure, I
am not sure of the complete context of when certain things happened,
so I am giving you the best of my memory.

First, We had taken steps, as I have already pointed out, on Mon-
day evening, to check with Colonel Austin and made arrangements
whereby, if there was any movement at all needed within tlie admin-
istrative area, including the area where the administration people
were housed, that in the internal-security officers, all of whom were
on the job late that night and some additional people, that any inter-

nal-security officer might call in the troops without further reference
to the project director, which would be the normal procedure, and ask
them to take over and to help to clear the area.

Second, we made special provision, of course, for arrangements for
signaling and for the sequence in case anything did develop, or if Mr.
Best was not available.

Third, we discussed the question as to whether or not we should
bring troops in at that time and decided against it for obvious rea-
sons, which I have already mentioned.
Whenever that was done, it would mean, in our judgment, that we

would move into a period where it would be a much more costly period
of administration and would affect the whole administration of the
camp.

I made provisions whereby Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens could deter-
mine on a moment's notice whether they needed a fence down between
the administrative area and around the hospital which would fence
off from that portion of the colony where the evacuees live the portion
of the colony that had in it the living quarters of the administrative
staff, the hospital, and school.
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We did not make immediate provisions for the building of the
fence until we could watch for the developments again, for obvious
reasons.

However, it was authorized and I might say that when I arrived at

Klamath Falls on the evening of November 2 I called Washington
regarding a inimber of things, and among other things I told them
that I had authorized the fence and asked them if there was any
question came in from the west coast regarding the engineers build-

ing the fence that they were authorized to go ahead with it and raise

no question, because I put that in the hands of the local project officials.

We made provisions for additional guards to be sent in immedi-
ately, trained people, from the other relocation centers, until we could
expedite our recruiting program, and secure more internal-security

officers.

As already pointed out, we made provisions to assist anyone who
cared to do so, to leave the project if they felt their life was in jeop-

ardy, or if any of their family members wanted to leave, we would
assist in trjang to find a place, if they so desired.

I think that summarizes rather briefly what happened during the
period of the evening of NoA^ember 1 and a recheck on November 2.

Mr. Stripling. Following your conference with the employees, did
3^ou leave the project on Tuesday?
Mr. Myer. I left the project on Tuesday evening at approximately

6 : 45, as I remember it, to go to Klamath Falls, where I later caught
a train to Portland and Seattle.

Mr. Stripling. When you left the project, did you feel reasonably
sure that the situation was well in hand and under control ?

Mr. ^Iyer. I felt perfectly confident when I left the project that
the situation was in good hands, and that everything had been done
that I felt needed to be done by me there.

Mr. Best is a competent employee. Mr. Cozzens, my assistant

director from San Francisco, was to continue on there at least for an-
other day to advise and check with him.
We had worked out our plans between the military and Mr. Best.

We had covered all of the points on which he needed immediate
backing and assistance, and I felt that any further continuation of
my presence on the project would simply get in the way of good
administration.
Mr. Stripling. Did you have a regular itinerary that you had to

keep ?

Mr. Myer, I had an itinerary which I did keep.

Mr. Stripling. Did Mr. Cozzens issue a statement in which he gave
that as the reason you left ?

Mr. Myer. Ijideed, I do not know if he did. That was just one
reason why I left.

Mr. Stripling. Where did you go from Klamath Falls ?

Mr. Myer. I went from Klamath Falls to Portland en route to

Seattle and I spent about 2 or 3 hours in Portland between trains

and arrived in Seattle on the following evening, as I remember it,

about—I will have to check my schedule, but, as I remember, it was
around 6 or 6 : 30 on the evening of November 3.

Mr. Stripling. Could you state to the committee the purpose that:

you went to Seattle for?
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Mr. Myer. The trip that I was on at that time had been planned for

ti month ahead of the time that I arrived at Tule Lake.

First, let me say that it had no reference to Tule Lake. I went to

Seattle because I was planning to come back by the northern route,

anyhow, to stop off at Minneapolis on my way back, for another en-

gagement that I had made there.

I stopped off for a day. I went to visit our office in Seattle and
to talk with our folks there further about the problems in relation

to evacuee property and any other problems that they might have, and
incidentally, to follow up on any other contacts that they felt desirable

to make while I was in Seattle.

Mr. Stripling. Would it be in the nature of an inspection tour by
the director of the various centers ?

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to tell you about my trip, which I think

I can give you the schedule of, and let you judge for yourself as to

what the nature of the trip was.
First, as I remember it, I left Washington on October 16. I went

West by way of Lawrence, Kans., where I stopped off for a day and
,

spoke to the Rotary Club of Lawrence, Kans., at their request.

I went from there to Salt Lake City, where I spent a day w^ith our
personnel in Salt Lake City, in the office that is responsible for the

relocation program in the Salt Lake City area, which involves the

States of Utah, Idaho, eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, and cer-

tain other western areas.

From there we went to the central Utah project and spent 2 days,
which was a general inspection trip—yes—at that project.

From there we drove to the Minidoka project in Idaho, where we
spent 2 days on the project, and from there I went to San Francisco
where I had two or three previous engagements, and I believe I was
in San Francisco for 4 days.

I am not sure how all this adds up. I am giving you, generally, my
remembrance of the trip and how it was planned and carried out.

In San Francisco my main job was to work with our property officer

and with the other folks in the San Francisco office in relation to any
problems that they might have, and to discuss certain administrative
problems.
From San Francisco we went to Tule Lake on schedule, leaving on

the evening of the last day of October and arriving, as I have already
stated, on the early morning of November 1, and spent the rest of that
day and the day following at Tule Lake.
From there I went to Seattle, spent 1 day that was not originally

planned in the schedule, but because of the fact I was going that way
it seemed desirable that I stop off there and spend some time with the
staff, meet my staff, help to bring them up to elate on the problems in-

volved in the national program, and to get better acquainted, again,
with property problems.

I visited Seattle, the Seattle office, once before.

From Seattle I came back by way of Minneapolis, and spent 2 days.
Most of 1 day was spent at Camp Savage, which is the camp where
they are carrying on the training for military intelligence of young
men of Japanese ancestry who are rendering service on the Pacific

front, after they are trained with Colonel Rasmussen. Colonel Ras-
mussen is in charge.
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And I spent that time with him on his invitation.

Then the following clay I spent in conferences with a representative
at Minneapolis and with the local representative of a volunteer com-
mittee there who had been working on a relocation program.

I wasdn St. Paul and Minneapolis.
I left Minneapolis and came back by way of Chicago and spent a

portion of a day between trains in our Chicago area office on problems
that they had to present and returned to Washington.
Mr. Stripling. In going to Tule Lake, did you have in mind helping

to straighten out the strike situation and other matters which had
occurred or was that entirely up to Mr. Best?
Mr. Myer. I would like to repeat that my plans to visit Tule Lake

had been made at least 30 days previous to the time that I arrived at

Tule Lake and it was planned at this time for the reason that I wanted
to visit Tule Lake soon after the major movement of segregees had
been completed and have the opportunity to sit down with Mr. Best
and his staff to review, in some detail, the new problems that they felt

they had faced, after they had had a couple of weeks after these segre-

gees had arrived, in order that we might work out jointly any recom-
mendations that they might have for any further change in the policies,

change in personnel required, as to number of people on different

types of jobs and as a general inspection of the area, as regarding
further developments that might be needed in the way of construction

that was not then authorized, such as the use of jails and the type of
thing that might be needed in connection with the project that might
not normally be needed in connection with other projects.

I think that pretty well covers the answer to the question.

Mr. Stripling. After you left Tule Lake, Mr. Myer, when were you
next in communication with Mr. Best ?

Mr. Myer. I talked to Mr. Best from Portland. I talked to him
twice from Seattle.

Mr. Stripling. "What date was that, in Portland?
Mr. Myer. November 3. I called him immediately when I arrived

at our office in Portland, at approximately 11 o'clock on the morning of
November 3, as I remember it, to recheck with him.
Mr. Stripling. Did he report to you that the situation was still well

in hand?
Mr. IVIyer. On Wednesday morning he told me that everything was

cahn and everything was going ahead as it was on Tuesday.
Mr. Stripling. Will you now give the committee, Mr. Myer, the

events leading up to the calling in of the Army and who called the

Army in and all the facts surrounding that ?

Mr. Myer. I would like to state first that I was not there when the

Army was called in. The best information that I have on that is

contained in our press release of November 13, which I think is essen-

tially correct, and T would like to read from that, rather than talk

from memory.
I would like to give one bit of information first, which is not in

here, which T started to give before.

At Seattle, on the following mornins:, which T believe was the morn-

incf of — Thursday morning, in anv case. Mr. Best, when I talked to

him there, said that they had had this incident over in the area where

the new construction work was going on : that he had discussed the mat-
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ter further with the Army, with Mr. Cozzens, and they felt that they

should start the fence down through the area.

I said, "Ray, you have had my authorization to go ahead with that

at any time you felt it was necessary. Go right ahead."

He said "O. K. I just wanted to keep you informed."

I also informed him that I had made the call from Klamath Falls

and told Washington not to get in the way and raise any question

about it.

It is my understanding—however, I am not quite clear because there

is conflict on this point—that the fence was started on Thursday after-

noon, digging the holes.

However, I have one statement which says it was started Friday
morning, so I am not clear as to that point.

In any case, this is what the statement says

:

On Thursday evening a crowd of about 400 evacuees, mainly young men

—

many of them armed with clubs—entered the administration area. Most of the
crowd entered the warehouse area. A few entered the motor pool area and
some surrounded the project director's residence. The advance of this crowd
was resisted by several War Relocation Authority internal security officers, one
of whom tripped, struck his head on a stone, and was then struck by evacuees
with clubs. No other persons were injured. As the crowd clo,sed in around
Mr. Best's home, he telephoned Lt. Col. Verne Austin, commanding officer of the
military unit outside the center, and asked the Army to assume full control of
the project area. Troops entered the center at once.

Now, I would like to supplement that with some additional informa-
tion that describes chronologically the development as reported to us
from out there.

This is a statement as it has been presented to me within the last few
days by the folks from the project.

And I might say, Mr. Chairman, it was not taken under oath. It

is simply a report. It is headed "Chronological Account of the Oc-
currence."

Chkonological Account of the Occureence

8 : 15 p. m. : William T. Jarrett, farm superintendent, went to the motor pool
about 8 :15 p. m. to get three cargo trucks to be used to meet outside evacuees at
Klamath Falls and transport them to the project farm where they were to work.
There were four Japanese in the office and they ignored him.

After about 5 minutes another Japanese boy came in, looked at Jarret's requisi-

tion and said something in Japanese to the others. He then told Jarrett that the
dispatcher would have to issue the trucks. When Jarrett asked who the
dispatcher was, he received no reply. He asked when the dispatcher would be
back and again the Japanese ignored him. Jarrett then left to find C. E.
Zimmer, assistant project director in charge of operations.

8: 30 p. m. : Mr. Cahn and Mr. Zimmer were driving around the warehouse and
rail siding areas, and at 8 : 30 p. m. talked with two Japanese internal security
wardens on duty with a car near the rail siding. They saw no other Japanese
until on their way back to the administration building they saw Tom Toshio
Kobayashi, an internal security warden recently segregated from the Hearts
Mountain relocation center, walking from the high school area toward the
motor pool.

Kobayashi is heavy-set, weighs about 200 pounds, is about 5 feet 10 inches
tall, has a round face, high cheekbones, looks almost like an American Indian,
combs hair straight back.

8: 45 p. m. : Best, Zimmer, and Cahn parked at the rear of the administration
building. Th^y saw Schmidt and Jarrett walking nearby and blinked the car
lights to attract their attention. Borbeck, who was on duty guarding the ad-
ministration area, came from the direction of the recreation hall and joined the
group. Jarrett related how he had tried to get trucks at the motor pool.
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JAPANESE AT HIGH SCHOOL

Biiell, guard at the high school, telephoned Cole at this apartment near the
military area and told him there were some Japanese taking lumber. Mahrt,
who was on duty guarding the staff residential area near the military area, was
parked in front of Cole's house at the time. Cole sent him ito the high school.
9:10 p. m. : Zimmer, Schmidt, Jarrett, and Borbeck went to the motor pool.

While Schmidt and Borbeck waited outside while Zimmer and Jarrett went in

and presented the requisition for trucks. When the Japanese ignored them,
Zimmer and Jarrett went into the office and took the keys for the trucks off the
dispatch board. The Japanese said nothing in English. Jarrett gassed up
the trucks and left with two other Caucasian drivers.

COLONY HEARS ABOUT TRUCKS

As Zimmer, Schmidt, and Borbeck left the motor pool one of the six or seven
Japanese lounging in the office jumped into a truck and drove at high speed
toward the Japanese colony.

Anticipating reaction to the truck incident—in line with the colony's concern
over the transfer of food to the farm on October 29—Schmidt went to the room
of Theodore Lewis, internal security chief of the central Utah relocation center,

and assigned him to watch the open area between the administration district

and the colony for signs of large numbers of Japanese moving toward the
administration area.
Schmidt then went to the military area and informed the sergeant of the

guard of the situation. He saw that they were ready to act on short notice.

He went to a certain building in the military area where A. H. Brodie and
J. K. Crobin of the Federal Communications Commission, San Francisco, were
conducting an investigation of an illegal radio transmitter in the Japanese
colony.

ASSEMBLY AT MOTOR POOL

Borbeck remained in the vicinity of the motor pool and from a point near
the staff recreation hall saw six or seven trucks drive up and unload men. He
saw flashes of light in the warehouse area as if from flashlights.

Going to his post, Lewis walked close to the motor pool and also observed
the unusual amount of activity. He estimated that at least 50 Japanese were
congregated there. He saw a covered Dodge convoy truck accompanied by a
black pick-up—identified as one of the trucks assigned to the electrical depart-
ment—drive up and unload men. Both then sped away. He saw the pick-up

make a second trip to the colony and back with men. This black pick-up

was seen on three different occasions later in the evening, and each time it was
driven by Kobayashi.

Mahrt, who had seen Japanese around the high school, came along and
picked up Lewis and Borbeck on the road near the staff canteen.

Lewis and Boerbeck got into the back seat. They drove down by the high

school area to tell Buell that it was not safe for him to stay there. A couple of

I. S. wardens were helping him chase some Japanese back toward the colony.

In the gate of the fence at the east end of the warehouses they saw six or

seven young Japanese with clubs. Lewis thought one was a 3-foot length

by 2 by 4, and another 4-foot cane with a large knob on the end.
* When Mahrt asked them what they were doing, one Japanese replied that

they were looking for a couple of friends in the warehouse district. When
Mahrt replied that they would find the friends and send them back to the

colony, the Japanese said they find them themselves. Mahrt told the group
they had better go back to the colony, but they did not move.
The three internal security officers drove around the high school building

and contacted Buell, advising him to drive up to the administration building.

From there they drove back around the school to the road along the end of the

warehouses.

KOBAYASHI APPEARS

As they were traveling toward the administration area, the black electricians

pick-up came down the wrong side of the road toward them, forcing Mahrt to

stop. The pick-up came bumper to bumper against the internal security car.

Mahrt backed between two warehouses to turn around and the pick-up followed,

blocking the way the same as before. Kobayashi was driving the pick-up.
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When asked what he was doing there, he replied

:

"We're not letting any produce trucks out."

Mahrt asked : "Who assigned you to that job?"
"Nobody ; I assigned myself," Kobayashi replied.

There were some remarks about why he was not wearing his warden's uni-

form, and he replied that he did not wear it while doing volunteer work.
Borbeck reported one Kobayashi statement as follows: "This thing makes

me mad. We will find out where those trucks are, if we have to get the guy
that knows."
Lewis stated that he saw 10 or 12 Japanese armed with clubs and sticks

standing in the shadows between the next 2 warehouses and 25 to 35 around
warehouses near the butcher shops. Kobayashi finally got in the pick-up and
backed out, allowing the internal security officers to drive to the administration
building. They went into the telephone office and called Cole.

ZIMMER STARTS FOR KLAMATH FALLS

After leaving the motor pool, Zimmer went to the administration building and
sat in his office talking with Best and Cahn. Zimmer kept looking at his

watch because he wanted to leave for Klamath Falls at 9 : 30 p. m. About that

time he got into a car and drove to his apartment, 211 %-l, near the motor
pool, picked up his overcoat and drove around the motor pool to the project

gate. He noticed an unusual number of young Japanese men congregated at

the motor pool and trucks coming and going.

Instead of leaving, he came back to Best's house to discuss the situation and
stood with Best and Cahn outside Best's house looking at the activity at the
motor pool and noticing groups of Japanese drifting around in the shadows.
Having decided that nothing was going to happen immediately, Zimmer re-

turned to the gate. Cahn went out to the gate to see him on some matter and
then started back to Best's house.
Zimmer saw another car coming up from inside the project and moved his

car to the side to let the other man pass. The driver of the other car, Buell,

the high-school guard, came up to him in a state of excitement and reported
that he had gotten out just in time, that hundreds of Japanese were coming
toward the administration building, armed with sticks and clubs. Zimmer pulled
his car to the side of the road and walked back to the gate.

9 : 25 p. m. : The Japanese music being broadcast over the illegal transmitter
stopped suddenly at about 9 : 25 p. m. and Schmidt thought it might be a signal
of some kind. He left the military area after advising the soldier on guard in

front of the officer of the day headquarters to inform the sergeant of the guard
that a request for the Army to move in would probably be made within a short
time.
As Schmidt drove toward Best's house, he stopped about 75 yards from the

military area when a car came down the middle of the road toward him shining
a spotlight in his face. Thinking it was an Army radio patrol car that had been
informed of the situation and was making a check, Schmidt got out of his
car and walked over.

KOBAYASHI AGAIN

It was Kobayashi again, driving the pick-up with four or five Japanese in

the back of it. After an exchange of questions and answers about what he
was doing there, Kobayashi informed Schmidt that he—Kobayashi—knew about
the trucks being taken and that he, as a leader, and his gang, were going to
see to it that the trucks were not going to leave the project ; that he repre-
sented the people of the center and that they were going to give the War
Relocation Authority a lot of trouble. Kobayashi and another Japanese tried
judo on Schmidt, who out-judoed them and got back to his car, heading again
for Best's house.

SCHMIDT IN FIGHT

Schmidt parked on the far side of the road from Best's house and had
started walking over when he saw between 30 and 40 Japanese in the shadows
around Best's house and between nearby barracks. They were armed with
yellow-colored clubs about 214 to 3 feet long. They appeared to be round, but
not as large as baseball bats. Five or six of the Japanese attacked Schmidt.
He used the same hold on two of them, wrenching the left arm of one
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Japanese and the left arm of the second Japanese, from their shouder sockets.

The scream of pain of one was heard by Zimmer at the gate, Cahn, between
the jjate and Best's house, and by Best in his house.

"Get Best! Take Best!" As Schmidt got back into his car during a lull in

the battle he heard the Japanese yell in English, "Get Best ! Take Best I"

Best and Cahn also heard the words. Cahn was returning to Best's house from
the gate when the Jai)anese were brought out of hiding by the fight with
Schmidt. Cahn ran for Best's house, but the doors had been locked and lights

turned off and in the excitement Best's son, Jack, could not get the door open.
Cahn crouched in the shadows between the door and the screen while the Jap-
anese ran past, waviiig clubs.

9: 45 p. m. : Best had witnessed Schmidt's fight from a window, could see the
Japanese milling around his house and therefore put in a call for Colonel Aus-
ten to ask him to take over the center.

When Schmidt started in his car for the military area to call in the Army,
Kohayashi tried to cut him off with the pick-up. Schmidt eluded him.
Mahrt, Lewis, and Borbeck, who had been in the telephone oflfice and had

heard Best call Colonel Austin—about 9 : 30 p. m.—went out to the main entrance
of the administration building and say Kobayashi drive down from the direction

of the post office to the leave building, and then circle around apparently when
he saw the road was cut off by posts.

As he turned back toward the post office and Best's house, the three internal
security men ran into the road and tried to flag him down. Kobayashi stepped
on the gas and headed for them.
Borbeck said, "We'd better get up there. It looks like they are going to get

Best."
They jumped to the lawn. He drove past the fountain, turned to the right

and stopped.
MAIN FIGHT STARTS

Lewis opened the door on the right side, raced across to turn off the motor
and picked up a copper-colored flashlight that was on the seat.

Kobayashi jumped out of the left side and began shouting in Japanese. There
were three or four other Japanese in the back of the truck and they jumped
down and started fighting with the internal security officers.

Borbeck testified that he grabbed Kobayashi ; that Kobayashi said he was
going to kill him. Barbeck said he hit Kobayashi, who ran screaming toward
the motor pool.

Mahrt reported that Kobayashi let out a weird yell, similar to that of a coyote
to call other members of the gang to his aid. The cry and the yelling of the
gang, in general, was heard by several of the War Relocation Authority srafC

wiio described it as similar to what is the general idea of Indians on the war-
path.
Mahrt stated that about 20 evacuees attacked them, armed with clubs and

wooden swords shaped like kendo swords Borbeck said 2 boys attacked him
with clubs while Msihrt fought 1 at the rear of the pick-up, and Lewis used a
little one as a shield against a big one at the right side of the car.

BORBECK INJURED

Borbeck testified that he saw 2 other boys coming from another direction
with clubs "which I believe were 2 feet long, and after that I couldn't recall
anything." Mahrt saw Borbeck trip over a large rock bordering the roadway
and when he fell 3 evacuees with clubs jumped on him. Mahrt was unable
to help him because "about 10 members of the goon squad, armed with clubs, were
between us."

Mahrt stated that he struck one evacuee, wearing glasses, in the eye and felt

the glnss shatter. Another Japanese kicked Mahrt in the back, while a third
tried to choke him. He broke away and ran into the administration building
where he met Cole. They grabbed chairs and went back outside.

Lewis, on the opposi<"e side of the car from Borbeck. did not know what was
happening except that Borbeck and Mahrt were also fighting.

ZIMMER BRINGS SOLDIERS

Zimmer, at the gate, saw the scuffle Schmidt had, which lasted perhaps 45
seconds, and saw Schmidt drive off. Zimmer .saw the pick-up circle around in

front of the administration building, and in the dim light saw that flght start.
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AVheu he saw the Japanese beating Borbeck he shouted, "Come on, boys. They're

Ijeatiug a white man."
Two of the 4 soldiers stationed at the gate ran forward with him.

Zimmer and the 2 soldiers met Cahn who had slipped away from Best's house
when there was general confusion among the Japanese surrounding the place

when Zimmer and the soldiers started down from the gate. The Japanese seemed
to think that the Army was moving in. Lewis also went toward the gate,

unaware that Borbeck was seriously injured. He saw 15 or 20 men between
barracks. They carried what looked like 1 by 6's, 4-feet long, split on one end to

make a handle.
When Cole and Mahrt came out of the administration building with chairs to

help Borbeck, they could not lind him. The area was shadowy and dark. They
returned to the building to hear that he had come in unassisted.

Dr. Mason was in the building and treated him temporarily until he was taken

to the medical dispensary. Eight stitches were taken in a large gash on the top

of his head, four stitches in a cut over the left eye, and three stitches in a gash on
his chin. He was bruised from head to foot.

Schmidt had contacted Army officials when he reached the military area and
had gotten to Colonel Austin just at the time that the colonel finished talking with
Hay Best.

That, I think, about cleans it up. At that time the Army arrived

and surrounded the crowd and the}^ took over.

Mr. Stkii'ling. Now, when the Army took over, did they take over

all of the functions, technically, of the W. R. A. ?

Mr. Myer. The agreement, Mr. Chairman, that we have with the

Army is this: That when they are called into a center, when needed
under such circumstances, they take full responsibility at the center.

We work with the Army. The Army, of course, does not carry out
all of the functions of the center in the sense that they substitute per-

sonnel for ours.

In this case, as I understand it, they placed a man at the desk of each
of the key assistant directors to check on policies, and asked us to go
ahead about our business in the normal way, but to check with them
when any question came up other than routine questions.

In general, they are responsible. We work with them, carry out
the routine functions normally, but they may. if they wish, take over
every function in the center at that time, in line with our agreement.
Mr. CosTELLO. Mr. Myer, while you vrere reading the statement, I

believe you read a statement to the effect that the Japanese broadcast
over the illegal transmitter was stopped.
Mr. Myer. That is right. Mr. Chairman, to give you a little back-

ground in relation to that whole incident, we recognized a number of
months ago that there were rumors that there were certain places
where they might be broadcasting. One of them was Tule Lake.
By arrangement with the Federal Communications Commission,

Mr. Schmidt secured some equipment which was installed in his car,

and he started out on a trip to Tule Lake—a trip to all of -the reloca-

tion centers, ending up at Tule Lake, as he moved w^est, in order to
check the possibility that that might be true.

On October 28, which was, I believe, 3 days previous to the Novem-
ber 1 incident, a letter was sent to the Federal Communications Com-
mission's office at San Francisco, indicating that we had located, we
thought, a transmitter at tlie center, and asking—by the way, our cor-

respondence with them was April 28 ; that was the date I was looking
for in arranging for this equipment.
They immediately sent two men to the project.
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Tliey were there workinfj at the time that I arrived on November 1.

As a matter of fact, tliey arrived on Octol^er 30. We ^ot very quick
action.

These men were checking, as I understand it, and I think I do under-
stand it, because I have a full report on it—were checking the nature
of tlie broadcast with monitoring equipment, and checking distance
and any information that they thought might be valuable to them in

relation to what was going on in the center and what they were trying
to do w^ith it.

That was in process October 30, through until 9 : 25, or thereabouts
on the night of November 4, at which time this incident happened
and tlie Army took over.

I questioned, wlien I heard about the incident, immediately w^hen I
arrived, why they had not picked up the equipment.
They told me they had not done so, because the Federal Communi-

cations Commission had advised them that they did want to monitor
and check it and see what they could find regarding the equipment,
the sending equipment, and what was being sent over it.

And they w^ere monitoring at that time.

I might say I listened myself on Monday evening, November 1, to

some of the Japanese music that w as being played on records. Up to

that time they had not played anything on the equipment excepting
Japanese records; no voice or nothing.

Now, I have not been able to get a check since that time as to whether
it was utilized, but we will have records on that through the monitor-
ing service of the F. C. C.

That is the answer to your last question.

Mr. CosTELLo. There was an illegal transmitter of some sort there,

however.
Mr. Myer. Yes : that is correct.

Mr. CosTELLO. You do not know whether they ever did make any
statements over it ?

^Ir. Myer. I have not got a final check. I did hear the statement

—

I do not want to put it into the record as the truth, but as mere hear-

say—that sometime during the Tuesday evening after I left, and I am
not sure I now have the facts, that for the first time there was some
kind of statement, but if so, we will have a check on that from the offi-

cial records.

But that is one of the things I have not been able to learn.

Mr. CosTELLO. What type of receiving sets are the Japanese allowed

to have in their possession at the center?

Mr. Myer. Any receiving set except short-wave radios.

Mr. (^osTELLO. Do you know whether they did have any short-wave

receiving sets at the center?

Mr. Myer. No; I cannot tell you that. However, you can ascertain

at a later date, I presume, because I understand that that has all been

checked in the interim period, but, again, that is something that has

been checked since the military took over and I would rather not tes-

tify to that at the moment, because I do not have the full facts about it

and I liave not tried to get tliem. That will come out.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know whether there were any transmitters at

any of the other centers?

Mr. Myer. We have not ever located anything else at any of the

other centers, and we have made checks.
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We worked closely with the F. B. I. We cliecked every report that
has come up, not only on transmitters but if short-wave sets were in

centers.

And I might say we have taken over many short-wave sets—I won't
say very many, but several short-wave sets in the centers, and have
either put them in contraband or pulled the short-wave bands in case

the F. B. I. did not i)ick them up, and perhaps will ari-ange to return
them to the folks if that is recommended.
Mr. C'osTELLo. Are periodical inspections made?
Mr. Myer. Oh, yes; we make checks on them at anytime we have

any suspicion that there is anything of that kind going on in the
centers.

Mr. Stripling. In that connection, Mr. Myer, there have been sev-

eral statements in the papers to the effect that there were some whisky
stills found in the Tule Lake center. Did the W. K. A. officials ever
locate any, or do you know whether the Army has located any ?

For instance, here is a clipping which says that the California State
Liquor Administrator said that moonshine stills and activity in liquor

and sake have been discovered by the Army authorities at the Tule
Lake segregation center.

Mr. Myer. I read the same story, Mr. Chairman, and in view of the

fact that the story was broken quite some time after the Army had
t aken over. I have not checked the story in detail, simply because it is

something for them to check on.

I might say this, as a general statement, that we have had some boot-

legging and we have had some liquor come in the centers, as you do in

any other cities. It is the sort of thing that you do not seem to be
i able to stop, and there have been several people arrested throughout
the last year and a half for such activities, and tried and convicted.

Mr. CosTELLo. No liquor of any kind is allowed in the centers, is it ?

Mr. Myer. On most of the centers ; no.

However, we have not put an absolute ban on liquor in areas where
liquor is allowed otherwise. We have very little trouble with drunk-

j
eniiess, but, of course, some of the areas are on Indian reservations

where the use is absolutely illegal. Some of the other centers happen
to be in areas where it is legal.

We have not tried to put a ban on liquor or any other activity in

the centers out of tlie affected area, or outside of the Indian reserva-

tions that normally would not have a ban on, because we felt that it

would probably lead to more difficulty than if we did put in restric-

tions, and since we have not had a large amount of difficulty with it,

1 we did not think it was something on which we should pass a regu-

lation.

I want to repeat that we have had very litlle trouble, generally

speaking, with liquor.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Meyer, were there ever any conscientious ob-

jectors employed or located at the Tule Lake center ?

Mr. Meyer. There were never any employed, as such. What I

mean by that is we have never had any people who were conscientious

objectors assigned from conscientious objectors camps to the Tule
Lake center.

Mr. Best tells me in a conversation I had with him over the phone
that there was one person who has been drafted into the Army, who
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was sent to a conscientions objectors camp, and beyond that we have-
no basis for any knowledge about conscientious objectors for this rea-
son, that we naturally do not discriminate in the hiring of people-
because of religion or politics or beliefs of tl^iat type.

We have had certain people who have been Friends, Quakers.
I have a wire from Mr. Best in response to a wire from me, regard-

ing the Fellowship of Reconciliation. He tells me that there are two
peoi)le on the pay roll as teachers who indicate that they are members^
of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, but who have never done any-
thing about it as far as affecting their teaching on the center.

There are others who liave left the project.

Mr. CosTELLO. How about their other activities, apart from their
teaching?

^Ir. jNIyer. They have not used it in connection with their other
activities.

Mr. CosTELLO. Some of the witnesses indicated that there were
other activities.

^Ir. Myer. Now, let me read the teletype from Mr. Best in relation

to this item, because it did come out.

This is dated November 2G.

Teletype from Project Director R. R. Best, dated November 2(5, 1943 : "Roii-

djibiish and Rohbiiis still on pay roll as teachers. Both say they are members
of Fellowship of Reconciliation and have never hidden the fact. In State Senate-

committee testimony Mrs. E. Adams, not Seemah Battat, named Roudabush and
Robbins as asking her to join Fellowship of Reconciliation. Roudabush and
Robbins deny ever asking either Adams or Battat to join. Robbins says Jean
McKay and Mariette Lum, former teachers on project, distributed literature of
the Fellowship to Mrs. Adams. Lum and McKay resigned from War Relocation
Authority and were taken off pay roll in July 1943."

That is all the information I have on that particular item. So far

as I know, Mr. Chairman, there are no conscientious objectors, as suchy

on the project.

If they are. they are there because they came off the civil-service

rolls, and they are there because of the fact that we do not discriminate

in relation to people's religion, and if there are people of that type who
allow their thinking to enter into activities, either directly or indi-

rectly, on the project, we have asked them to leave the project, I believe^

in all cases where it has been definitely determined that they have
taken an active part.

Now, I am going to make a further recheck on these two cases that

I just mentioned here, because I am not satisfied with just their state-

ment. I want to interview further Mrs. Adams, and find out what
there is about that.

^fr. Strtpltxg. Did the American Friends Service Committee get

into the various relocation centers at the request of W. R. A.?
Mr. Myer. No. I am quite sure they did not.

Mr. Stripling. The W. R. A. did not request their assistance?

Mr. Myzr. Not so far as I know ; no.

Mr. SxRirLiNG. Either in relocation work, or work outside of the

centers?
Mr. Myer. Previous to my position as Director of W. R. A., during

Mr. Eisenhower's regime, I iDelieve in May of 1942, after some discus-

sion about the problem of students who were in college, American
citizens, who wanted to go ahead with their college work and about
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that problem, it is my understanding that Mr. Eisenhower asked Mr.
Clarence Pickett, who is active in the Friends Service Committee, to

organize a connnittee to study the reh)cation })r()blem in relation to

students, not as a Friends Service ('onnnittee, but as an individual who
is generally familiar with the problem.

And Mr. Pickett, after consulting with a number of people, did

suggest such a committee.

As far as I know, that is the only activity in w^hich the Friends
I Service Committee has ever been officially related, or indirectly related,

I

and I say again, it was not done as a Friends Service Connnittee job.

It was done as an individual, as I remember it.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Mver, what is the status of the internal police

at Tule Lake now, since the Army has been in control?

Mr. Myer. I cannot answer that question. That is one of those

questions that I have not raised with Mr. Best and the folks out there,,

so I would not be able to answer it.

Mr. Eberhartfr. I did not hear that question.

Mr. Stripling. I asked him what the status of the internal police

at Tule Lake was since the Army took over; whether it was function-

ing as it had.

Mr. Myer. I might say, further, it is my understanding that the
Army is doing not only the external policing but the internal policing,

generally, w^hile they are in the center.

That has been generally true. It is possible that they are asking
our internal police to assist in the job, but I do not know^ the answer.
Mr. Stripling. Mv. Myer, do you recall when Dr. Pedicord took over

the duties as chief of the hospital ?

Mr. Myer. Some time in January of 1942. I think we have exact
data on that some place.

Mr. Stripling. Was he brought there to reduce the number of em-
ployees that were employed at the hospital, or to cut down in the
expenditures; the expense of the hospital?

3fr. Myer. Not so far as I know. Dr. Pedicord was brought there
as chief medical officer at the hospital, following the call to the Navy
of Dr. Carson, I believe, who w^as in charge of the medical program
previous to Dr. Pedicord's arrival.

I believe that was the sequence. I do not recall that he w^as brought
there for any particular reason other than to administer the hospital

—

January 7, 1943, he entered on duty ; that was the date.

Mr. Stripling. I have a resume of his testimony before the Senate
committee. It indicates that Dr. Pedicord said that when he arrived
at the Tule Lake center there w^ere 8GT employees in the hospital, and
that he had reduced this number to 240.

Mr. Myer. That is possible. I will be glad to recheck those facts.

I do know that Dr. Thompson felt that there w^ere many things that
could be done to better the administration of the hospital at that time^
and that Dr. Pedicord proceeded to help get things in order, which he
felt were not orderly.

Dr. Thompson is the head of our medical program on a national
basis.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10208.)

Mr. Stripling. ^Ir. ^lyer, in a recent interview or speech in New
York, on December 3, I assume, you made the following statement,,
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anil I read from an article which appeared in the New York Daily
Mirror December 4, 1943.

Discontinuance of War Relocation camps for Japs in the United States with
the possible exception of Tule Liike was foreseen by War Relocation Authority
Director Myer yesterday.

Mr. Myer. Well, that statement is not adequate, I should say, to

cover what I did say.

When I was questioned on that matter, I told them, as I have
always said, that our major objective was to get the people who
were not to be located at Tule Lake outside of the centers, and when
I was asked whether we would close the centers, I told them just as

fast as we had moved out enough people to close the centers, we would
begin closing them.

I went on to say that I doubted very much whether we would be

able to close all of the centers before the war was over, because I

hoped the war would not last that long.

Mr. Stripling. Are there any plans now under way to close any
specific center?

Mr. Myer. There are plans under way to close some centers, not
specific centers. The decision has not been made as to what centers

will be closed.

Mr. Stripling. About how many evacuees have been relocated ?

Mr. Myer. Just a moment. I would like to get the exact figures

on that.

The latest figures I have are for the week ending November 20,

1943. There were 16,163 people on indefinite leave, a total of 22.362

that day, of which 4,605 w^ere on seasonal leave; which makes the

rest of the total, other than, I think, 594 people who were out on
short-term leave, which meant emergency leaves of different types.

Mr. Stripling. Is that paper from which you are reading a general

resume ?

Mr. Myer. Yes ; this is what we get out weekly ; a sheet we get out

weekly. We usually have a lag of a week or two in summarizing
the whole population figures in centers, and giving the total of indefi-

nite leaves and seasonal leaves, and makes comparison with the

previous week.
Mr. Stripling. May that be made a part of the record, Mr. Chair-

man?
Mr. Costello. It may be inserted in the appendix.
Mr. ]\Iyer. I might say, Mr. Chairman, if any of you are inter-

ested, we would be glad to supply these to you regularly. That is

something we get out for our own use on a weekly basis, in order
to keep tab of the population monthly.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, going back to Tule Lake for a miiuite,

did the W. R. A. ever receive any reports regarding the traffic of

diTigs ?

Mr. Myer. I did not receive any such reports personally until I

began to hear in the newspapers and other places that there might
have been traffic in narcotics. I have not been able to get the facts

on that situation as yet.

I stated to another committee something that I have said here,

that may have no bearing on the situation whatsoever.
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I remember distinctly in the summer of 1942 that the first problem

that came to me regardino^ the acceptance of people in relocation

centers who had been serving prison terms came up in relation to

the case of a woman who was being released from a Federal ])rison

some place in Texas, who had been serving a term on a narcotics

charge.

I found out a few days later that her name appeared in the

Readers Digest in relation to a story on a narcotic ring, and while I

was very reluctant about it, there seemed to be no recourse except

to accept her, because there was no place else for her to go, and she

went to Tule Lake.
Whether that has any relationship to the reported incident, I do

not know, because I have no facts on it.

This is simply a gratuitous statement about the remembrance I

have of her having gone there.

I do not even remember the name of the person, but we could check

on that.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10208.)

Mr. Stripling. Has the W. R. A. ever searched the apartments of

the center residents at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. The W. R. A., as far as I know, have never searched all

of the apartments of the residents at Tule Lake.

Of course, where we get information that something is suspected,

we search the apartments, as you would in any other city. We have
not made it a practice to search all of the apartments in any of the
centers on a general type of generalized raid.

We feel that that is an invasion of the sanctity of the home, unless

we have good reason to believe there is some good reason for searching
them.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Myer, why did the evacuees persist in the prac-

tice of tearing down the partitions which were placed in their quarters ?

Mr. Myer. Well, unfortunately, I am not able to read the minds
of any of the evacuees.

They do not think like I do. I do not know.
There were some partitions that were being placed in new buildings

that, for some reason or another, we had difficulty keeping them in,

because they would tear them out at night. I suppose they wanted
to place them in their own apartments for their own use, or to some
other use. That would be the only guess I would have.

Mr. Stripling. It was rather the general practice though, for a
while, was it not?
Mr. Myer. There was a period, so I understand, during this 2 or 3

weeks' period, when they were having trouble keeping their parti-
tions in place, when they were trying to develop new housing for the
other people.

As I understand it, it was a part of this general disorder that existed
during that period, around the middle of October, after the segregees
came in, and the time of the incident.

Mr. Stripling. That is all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Co&TELLO. Mr. Myer, I notice in here from the statement you

read that apparently Borbeck at the time that he fell

—

Mr. Myer. Well, both of those statements were based on Mr. Cole's
testimony, as to what he saw at that time.

62626—i4—vol. 16 19
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Mr. CosTELiX). I understand, according to Dr. Mason's testimony,
that he actually had a gash over his eye and also on the side of his

face, incisions that most probably came from knife wounds rather
than from clubs or stones.

Mr. Myek. I doubt that very much. However, I was not there. All
I can base my information on, of course, is the testimony of Mr. Cole
and tlie other people who were there immediately. And I have not
seen Dr. Mason's testimony so I have not been able to recheck it.

Mr. CosTELLO. I might also refer back to this telegram that was sent

in by Mr. Best, commenting on the fact that Dr. Mason did not go to

the aid of Dr. Pedicord. It says here that Dr. Mason made no attempt
to assist Dr. Pedicord, which, of course, Dr. Mason admits, that he was
unable to go in because of the fact there were so many Japanese around
Dr. Pedicord at the time.

Mr. Myer. The facts are, however, that one of the nurses did go
in and assist him.
Mr. Costello. But not at the time he was being beaten up.

Mr. Myer. That is right ; she did, according to the statement that

I got.

But, again, I wanted to repeat what I said this morning, that I

will have those statements rechecked and if you care to have them,
I will have them taken under oath, as to the witnesses there.

Mr. CosTELi.o. I should like to have them in that regard, and just

at what point the nurse actually did 2:0 in to assist Dr. Pedicord.
Mr. Myi-ji. That is my understanding.
Mr. Costello. Here is a statement in regard to that.

Mark was unable to help him because about 10 members of the goon squad,
armed with clubs, were between us.

That is the quotation in the transcript.

It seems to me the situation was identical in both cases, both in

Dr. Mason going to the rescue of Dr. Pedicord and Mr. Marks to the

assistance of Mr. Borbeck; a case of stepping in, perhaps, where
angels feared to tread.

!Mr. Myer. That is possible. There is no question there was some
danger involved, but there were no clubs in the hands of the evacuees,

in Dr. Pedicord's case, so Dr. Pedicord testified.

Mr. Costello. This transcript, which was submitted to the com-
mittee as a transcript of the proceedings which took place there at Tule
Lake, when you were present—is that a full and complete transcript of

the entire transactions that took place at that time?
Mr. Myer. Excepting, Mr. Chairman, for the things that happened

at the beginning. Miss Lucas, who took the first part of the transcript,

did not arrive at the scene there until the meeting was under way, and
she did not get all of the meeting. I think, except for that, it is a

reasonably complete transcript, about as good as most anyone could

do, under the circumstances.

As to its 100 percent accuracy, I am not able to testify, because it is

quite possible to have mistakes made under a tense situation of that

kind.
Mr. Costello. The meeting started at approximately 1 : 30?

Ui\ Myer. That is right; about 1 : 30.

Mr. Costello. About what time did the meeting end ?

Mr. Myer. 4:30.
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Mr. CosTEiJ.0. So that this is practically the complete transcript of

the proceedings that took place during a period of 3 hours?

Mr. Myer. Tliat is correct.

Mr. CosTELLO. I notice, in going through it, that it consists of 27

pages, and even reading it slowly, consuming no more than 1 page in

3 minutes, would account for only an hour and a half's time, so it

would seem to me it is not a complete transcript of the entire proceed-

ing, because I do not think it would coyer a full 3-hour program.

It may be tliey did not talk all of the time.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Cliairman, I think I already pointed out that they

did not talk all of the time. There were at least two occasions wiien

the meeting was held up for several minutes because of trips to the

hospital and back.

And I have already indicated that type of hold-up.

And it is possible that it may not be a full transcript. As I remember
it, it is a pretty accurate transcript.

Mr. CosTELLO. So far as it goes.

Mr. Myer. Yes. I might say that Mr. Kuratomi went very, very
slowly in his presentation of his demands. I remember at one time

—

whether it is in the transcript or not, I do not know—Mr. Best asked
him if he would not hurry up; that we had other things to do. And
he did go slowly.

But I feel quite certain that it is a reasonable transcript of the hear-

ing, a reasonably accurate one.

Mr. CosTELLo. That is all.

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to make
a suggestion that in view of the fact that it has been very strongly
recommended from certain quarters that the Army should take over
all of these camps and operate them, that it is incumbent on this com-
mittee to get the attitude and viewpoint of the War Department in

that respect, and I suggest, therefore, that we call as a witness before
this committee Major General White, who, I understand, testified

before the Senate, that is the United States Senate, and that he give
us the benefit of the views held by the War Department on this im-
portant question, in open hearing, and testify, so far as it is possible
for him to do so. along the lines that he thinks will not be inimical to
the interests of the Government.
Mr. CosTELLo. I might state that I already made that suggestion, to

Mr. Stripling, yesterday, and today, that the War Department be
contacted and some officer who is fully cognizant of the facts give us
some direct testimony regarding the matter and that he be sent down
here to the committee in order that we might get the War Department's
viewpoint and get information from them regarding the War Depart-
ment's activities in this connection.

Mr. Eberharter. Have you had time to do anything regarding
that, Mr. Stripling?

Mr. Stripling. No. In the previous request, I included that angle
in the request to Captain McCloy's office, but he sent Captain Hall,
who gave limited testimony, you may recall. But I will be glad to
communicate with him.
Mr. Eberharter. I think we ought to have Major General White,

because he is, as I understand it, the superior of Captain Hall, and he
could speak with more authority.
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Mr. Stripling. We did not ask for Captain Hall.
Mr. CosTELLo. It is up to the Department to find out who is the

proper officer to send down, who can best testify. I do not know
whether General White is directly cognizant of the facts in that con-
nection, but we should get a proper witness from the Department.
Mr. Eberharter. Inasmuch as he appeared before the United

States Senate committee, I suggest that.

Mr. Chairman, along the same line, I think it is recognized by
everybody that there is a legal question involved in the handling of
these Japanese, and I therefore suggest that we call the Attorney
General, Mr. Biddle, to testify, insofar as he is willing to do so pub-
licly, so that the public can have the benefit of his testimony.
Mr. Stripling. There is a representative of the Justice Department

here, Mr. Chairman, who previously appeared before the committee.
He might take that up with the Attorney General.
Mr. Burling. I will be glad to convey the committee's request to

the Attorney General, if I am so directed.

Mr. CosTELLO. Are you authorized to speak for the Attorney Gen-
eral?

IVIr. Burling. No. I am here merely to observe for the Department,
but I will be glad to convey any invitation from this committee to the

Attorney General.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, there is recognition on the part

of a good many people that there are international aspects in con-

nection with this problem, so I suggest the State Department be
requested to send a witness here who will give the views of the State

Department, so that we can get a complete picture for the considera-

tion of the committee.
Mr. CosTELLO. That also has been contemplated to do. We will

have the State Department appear before the committee in order to

give us their reaction.

Mr. Eberharter. I think yesterday I suggested—or the day be-

fore—that if the director, Mr. Myer, desired to call any witnesses,

or request the committee to call any witnesses, he would let us know.
Mr. Myer. I have only one suggestion, Mr. Chairman, and I have

no specific individual in inind.

I think it might be desirable to have a representative of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission come before the committee to testify

in relation to the type of broadcasts which have been monitored out of

Tokyo, resulting from the Tule Lake incident and resulting from the

kind of information that has been publicized in relation to that inci-

dent, because I think that it is of great importance that we have
an understanding as to how that affects our whole international

problem.
That is the only suggestion that I have, Mr. Congressman, and I

do not have any specific individual in mind.
Mr. CosTELLO. The best way to cure publicity is not to have inci-

dents.

Mr. Myer. I agree with you. If we can avoid any occasion for

publicity, we certainly shall do so. We are not seeking it.
|

On that point I might say that riots are not stimulated by us.j

They happen.
Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, I have been making notes here

during the process of the examination, during Mr. Myer's testimony,
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and I should like to ask a great number of questions with respect to

different details, in order to clear them up in my own mind.

I do not like to go into the thing with respect to a lot of different

incidents which might appear minor, of no great consequence, al-

though all taken together they may indicate a certain tyi)e of admin-
istration, certain problems, and so forth.

I am going to ask you a general question, and see if we can get

to what I think is the crux of the whole problem, that this committee
is attempting to solve, and that is this

:

I wonder if you would be able to tell the the committee what, in

3^our opinion, Mr. Myer, are the causes, the underlying causes, for

this trouble that occurred at Tule Lake on November 1 and 4, and
how long it had been in progress, and whether or not you think

any steps could have been taken, any specific steps or general steps,

to have avoided that trouble?

And perhaps you could implement that a little bit with what plans

were made, or what plans were being contemplated, with respect to

avoiding any trouble at Tule Lake; the general security basis of it.

Charges have been made, of course, tliat the internal security was
loosely administered ; that it was inadequate.

That would save me asking a lot of detailed questions.

Mr. Myer. All right, Mr. Congressman, I will be very glad to

comment on that general question.

First, I would like to say that it is not an incident of this type
itself which creates the danger of the type of reprisals that the

Japanese talk about, the fact that some of the evacuees were dis-

orderly.

They were disorderly at Tule Lake, and order has been restored.

The incident, unfortunately, as the chairman has pointed out, offers

a peg on which to hang reprisals, or, rather, the proposal to tighten
restrictions on the evacuees at Tule Lake, which offers a peg on
which to hang reprisals.

If we attempt to administer them by force of arms and bayonets,
together with wild threats, not allowmg the evacuees to return to
California, and so forth, that is the kind of statement that gives
Japan the opportunity for reprisal.

Now, as to the cause of the incident, that is not simple. It goes
back, naturally, to the evacuation and even beyond, because it is

evident that there was a small proportion, comparatively, of the
people of Japanese ancestry in this country that maintained close

ties with Japan.
There were some in this country, as I pointed out yesterday, that

have been here a comparatively short time, who had lived all of their
lives in Japan up until 3 years, 4 years ago, and 5 years ago, from
the time they were very small youngsters, and came back here, pre-
sumably to capitalize on their American citizenship and, in my judg-
ment, to avoid service in the Japanese Army, and perhaps for other
reasons.

Nevertheless, they came. While this is a small element in the total

population of evacuees, it was a very important element in our whole
problem of internal security, both throughout the country and our

f I
problem of internal security within the relocation centers.

In addition to these 1,'500 or 2,000 of what I choose to call an
oversimplification of 1940 Kibei, who are more Japanese than are
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most of the other people in this country, from the standpoint of their

cuUure, and who, at the time of their re^ristration in February and
March, were confronted with the question of whether oi* not they
were willinfr to swear allegiance to the land in which they were born
or whether they were ^:^oing to be Japanese, most of whom naturally
plunked for Japan.

Alontr with those there are a few of the older aliens who lived here
for some years, who hold that point of view, and who are convinced
that even though they have been here for years, that they cannot
continue to live in the United States and make proper adjustment
here after the war is over, and will decide to go back to Japan.
There are a few youngsters, very few, but a few who are not of the

type of Kibei, but American citizens, who have become embittered
Vjecause of the treatment that they have received in this country, who
have gone to Tule Lake.
So basically, the whole sequence of events has to be considered:

First, they were evacuated from the Pacific coast, most of them into

assembly centers, where they will be for a period of 2 months, 4
months, some of them nearly 6 months, in temporary quarters, under
the supervision of the United States Ai-my. then moved to relocation

centers, where they live under the general supervision of the War
Relocation Authority.

In all cases they were presumed to be behind barbed wire and living

in an atmosphere where agitation goes on, or did go on during that
period, on the part of certain embittered individuals and others who
may have been, in a small number of cases, actually agitating for

Japan, conjuring up pictures for these people during July, August,
September, and October.
We transferred to Tule Lake approximately 9,000 people who had

been living in other relocation centers, and among them a rather

large group of the type of Japanized Kibei boys that I have men-
tioned, whose parents live in Japan while they, of course, were con-

centrated in much larger numbers than we would ever have had them
otherwise.

There were amongst that group not only people from the United
States but a few from Hawaii who had been transferred to our centers

during the early part of this calendar year. Some of that group were
involved.

This particular type of group of course made yeiy easy prey for any
individuals who were smart enough to try to cloak into power at any
stage of the game.
As I said to 3'ou before, because of their maladjustment generally,

in their frustration, both in their social status and because of their

social background, because they spoke Japanese and the other

youngsters did not speak it well, and because their culture was Japa-

nese, and most of the others was American, they became very easy

prey, because they were looking for an outlet for activity which they

did not have otherwise.

Consequently we began to have difficulty, as you know, in certain

of these sections, as far back as August 1942.

In the Manzanar center we had the first so-called Kibei meeting. I

might say it was not the only place that we had difficulty.

There are three incidents that have happened in evacuee centers

in California that have been called riots.
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The first one was in midsununer of 1942, at the Santa Anita assembly

center, which was under the control of the United States Army; the

second one was at ^lanzanar a year a<^o, day before yesterday, which
was under our control, and in which the Army was brou<2:ht in ; and the

third one was at Tule Lake the 1st of November of this year.

Mr. CosTELi/). Might I ask you how you would characterize the

I incident at Poston?
Mr. Mykr. I would characterize the incident at Poston as a <^eneral

strike.

It is rather an interesting thing that the only time we have called the

Army into any of the centers has been at the two centers out in Cali-

fornia—Manzanar and Tule Lake.
I mentioned the Santa Anita affair for only one reason, and that is to

indicate the fact that riots may happen even though the W. R. A. is

not in control, and not because of any criticism of the Army.
They went in, just as we have done when the thing did happen, and

cleaned it up. We cleaned it up at Manzanar immediately after the

riot happened.
It is one of those things that you cannot anticipate immediately.
And I might add that the Manzanar center, after the first few weeks

after that incident, has become and has continued to be, one of the
most peaceful and quiet centers that we have.

There are still 1,900 segregees to be moved to Tule Lake from
Manzanar, yet in spite of that we had no celebration either on the
anniversary of the Manzanar incident on December 6, or on Pearl
Harbor dav yesterday, which might have been expected, and I frankly
thought there was a fair possibility on the part of the pro-

Japanese
Mr. CosTELLO. Pardon me, Mr. Myer. In view of the fact that there

is a roll call vote on the floor of the House, I think we will declare a
' recess for about 15 minutes.

Mr. Myer. Fine. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

Mr. CosTELLO. The committee will be in order.

Mr. Myer, you may continue.

Mr. Myer. I think I might summarize my opinion about the basic
causes there at Tule Lake by saying (1) that I think some of the leaders
of this group who started to climb to power, with the help of a group
of strong-arm boys, had some face-saving to do, and tried to do it by
pulling a smart trick or hoax in getting the crowd to come up at the
time I was there, hoping that they might weaken my spine and get
some of their demands answered.

(2) I think that some of the group are the type of people who really
would like to interfere with the administration there, as I have already
indicated, and consequently create disunity in the country, and to give
a basis for Japanese propaganda from abroad in relation to the type
of treatment.

(3) We have a situation in the centers such as you have at almost
all cities, where people like to be in power.
And of course they were making a bid for power ; for varying rea-

sons they would like to be in power. Now, those reasons I am unable
iB to determine.
|l Specifically, on the night the Army was called in, it was quite evidentH from the testimony the particular reason they moved in that night
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was because they were trying to interfere with our taking trucks out
from the motor pool to bring in more evacuees from the outside in the
harvest work which they were phmning to do.

That was a very crucial matter, we think, because, in my judgment,
tliat was a thing on which the committee might get some concession,

if they were going to get any concession, because they thought we
would not let the crops go to pot.

Consequently, it was a very warm point.

Of course, there are a number of reasons in a mixed population that
contribute to that sort of thing. It is not simple.

I have read a number of analyses on it, all of them very good. It

is impossible, in the short period of time we have here to reconstruct

all of the complexities and all of the embitterness and tie-ups that
these different types of people have, and the different reasons why dif-

ferent people respond to that kind of a situation. But they do have
them.
Now, very briefly, I would like to tell you again what I think about

the internal-security problem. I think the evidence will show that
we did a reasonably good job of protecting the lives of people and all

the other people in there.

There was a chance, of course, that people might be injured, as there
is always a chance in any city, and particularly in that kind of a situa-

tion, where they will be injured.

I would have liked to have a more adequate security force there
at the time, and we were in process of recruiting additional people at

the time. Some of the people were new and rather inexperienced,

but they did prove to be very helpful.

I would like to repeat briefly, the fact that w^e had a Division of
Labor with the Army, where if a force was needed, they could be called

in on a few minutes' notice, and were called in on a few minutes^
notice.

Consequently we had not felt that we needed the large force of heavily
armed people on our own internal-security force to handle the situation

as long as we had the Army, who were better-trained to handle the
situation or help to handle it.

Now, very briefly, as to what we are doing about it

:

I do not have the details of the final progi^am that is being worked
out, because I have authorized Mr. Cozzens to work with General
McCoach, in charge of the Ninth Corps Area, and he has been in Salt

Lake rechecking the details in connection with security matters and the
tie-in between the internal and the external security.

But, briefly, this all is in process; the fence between the evacuee
colony and the administrative area, I believe, has been completed.
However, if it has not been, it will be before the Army withdraws from
the center; consequently the movement in and out of the adminis-
trative area will be controlled from here on by gates with guards at

each of the gates to check people in and out as they check you in and
out of the War Department here—you have to have a reason for going
in and out—and that area, which includes the warehouses, the admin-
istrative staff area, the administrative offices, and the general admin-
istrative program, of course, includes, as I have indicated, a special

compound which I hope is concluded by this time, for the motor equip-

ment, which, unfortunately was not completed, and after the November
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1 incident we asked to use it anyhow and were turned down. Con-
sequently it was one of the crucial problems that we had on November 4.

You may wonder why all the trucks were running around. It was
because we did not have the controls which we needed and which were

provided for many weeks ago ; in addition to the fence down between

the areas we are fencing off about nine blocks down in an area which

lies right next to the military area and across from what we call the

fire-break, which is a wide strip of unoccupied land from the rest of

the evacuee colony, where we anticipate we will locate the trouble-

makers that cannot be sent legally to internment camps.
Any aliens that may be involved in the trouble, of course, can be

documented and turned over to the Justice Department, who will take

them to internment camps without further trouble, because that can

be done under the law very easily.

United States citizens cannot be interned on that kind of a basis

under our law, and consequently we will have to have some center there,

or some place else, where we can handle them.
For administrative reasons, the cost of guarding, matters of general

convenience or administration, we are making a proposal to have it

at that center.

It will have a double fence around it and will be guarded in addition
to the other area, by the Army on the external boundaries of the

compound, night and day.

I think 1 have already mentioned that we have authorized the allo-

cation of, I believe, 66 positions on the internal-security force, which
would mean a tremendous increase, of course, in the number of our
own internal security guards.
That partly is occasioned by the fact we will have the additional

fence, more gates, and we wall have to have men there every part of
the day, checking people in and out.

We will have people besides the military checking men on each
shift, in addition to the inner gates on the inner part of the area.

We will have additional patrol cars, and we are asking them to

provide radio equipment where we can keep in constant contact with
the Army, as far as those cars are concerned, by administrative people,
and not by evacuees.

I don't mean we won't have any evacuee police. We probably will
have some for the type of thing they can do. Some depend on them,
however, entirely, in relation to the portion of the evacuee colony.
How many people there will be in this special compound I am not
able to project as yet.

I made the statement recently before another committee that it

would be my guess, from the information I have secured up to date,
that there would be somewhere—and this is a pretty wide range, but
that there would be somewhere between 500 and 2,000, depending on
the investigation and the check-up.
- And, of course, we may move in two or three times to pick people
up. If we do not get them all the first time, we will take another
dip.

However, in my judgment, that can be pretty well handled.
I might say in passing, Mr. Chairman, I do not think I have an-

nounced this generally, but some of the folks have asked me, we are
planning to abandon the center at Leupp as an isolation center there.
We have moved the people who belong in Tule Lake who have been
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at Leiipp in that isolation center, those of the same general type, and
they will be moved there, and we will abandon that center in order
to cut down the cost, because we anticipate we will not need the spe-

cial isolation center and that the program at Tule Lake will take care
of it.

Now, Mr. Congressman, here is the general answer to your ques-
tion. I onl}^ have one more comment to make. Tule Lake is not a
relocation center. We call it the Tule Lake center. We are not
planning to relocate people out of Tule Lake.

I think I mentioned the appeals procedure in case anyone wishes
to make an appeal, that in general would be set up.

There will be about 18,000 at Tule Lake. We still have 9 other
centers, where there are approximately 70,000 people who I presume
will be eligible for relocation. All of them will be after we get the
final processing completed.
Our major objective will be to proceed with the relocation program,

and those people are a lot more important to the United States, in

my judgment, than the 18,000 people who will be at Tule Lake.
I hope we might be able to get a reasonable part of that job done,

and I want to repeat to Mr. Costello, I hope we can keep Tule Lake
on the beam and float serenely down the ways from here on, because
we do not want trouble any more than he does.

We do not go out to instigate trouble. We will do our best in

collaboration with the colonel in charge there to see that trouble is

kept down, if that is possible.

I will not guarantee it.

Mr. Eberhakter. Mr. Myer, could you give us now any approxi-
mation on how many of these troublemakers are probably gonig to

internment ?

Mr. Myer. No; I cannot, offhand, Mr. Eberharter. I have not
been able to get an analysis of the percentage of aliens and citizens.

I would say this, that there will be a much smaller number of
those who will go to internment than there will be that will go into

the special compound, in my judgment, because the majority of the

troublemakers are of the Kibei type that I described, and a few older

Kibei, with just a few aliens.

Now, the law is such that 3^ou can assign aliens to internment camps
with no special court action, as you know.

There won't be a large number, but I won't make an estimate at

this time.

Mr. Eberharter. Since the Army took over at Tule Lake on No-
vember 4, have they issued any statement which could be of benefit

to this committee with respect to their operation ?

Mr. Myer. I have only seen one statement that was issued from the

Army. I am not sure whether I have a copy of it here or not. It

is a press release in relation to the story which alleged that they had
picked up firearms, home-made bombs, et cetera, in which they denied

that, and as far as I know, that is the only general public statement

that was made.
1 do not happen to have a copy of that release with me. I do have

a copy in my office.

Mr. Eberharter. Could you give that to—could you give the com-
mittee any idea when you think the W. R. A. may be able to relieve

the Army ?
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Mr. Myer. Well, the only estimate or guess I have on that I have

gotten from Mr. Best and Mr. Cozzens about a week or 10 days ago,

and the estimate was pretty general, but they said Avithin the next

30 to 60 days, in their judgment, that that could be done.

However, that is something that will be worked out jointly between

the Army and ourselves, depending on the progress made, and get-

ting all of these fencing facilities and getting our recruitment of our

internal-security force under way, and completing that job reason-

ably well before we take over again, and in getting the culprits all

into their right stalls, and possibly other considerations, but those

are the main considerations.

Mr. Ei^EKii ARTER. Have you given any special consideration to a

revamping of the fire department? You just mentioned the police

department.
^Ir. Myer. I have not discussed that with the folks. However, we

did leave that open to have that situation presented.

My own personal judgment is that we w^ill have no serious trouble

with the fire department, as we have not had in the past, because that

is something of very serious concern to the evacuees.

Now, it is possible, and probable, that there ma}^ be recommenda-
tions come in on that, but 1 have not gotten them as yet.

Mr. Ebi:rharter. There is just one more question, Mr. Myer. I

think you said that the Army and the W. R. A. had sort of an agree-

ment with respect to Tule Lake before this occasion on November 1

that was different than the agreements concerning the other centers.

What was tlie important difference with respect to Tule Lake, par-
ticularl}^ Mr. Myer? Was the Arm}^ authorized to march in there
at their own discretion, or w\as it incumbent upon the W. R. A. to re-

quest them to come in at Tule Lake ?

Mr. Myer. This, what I have in my hand, is the standard operating
procedure for military police at the Tule Lake center. It was issued
by the headquarters of the Western Defense Command for the Army,
office of the commanding general, on the 12th of September 1943,
which was just previous to the time that we received the first segre-

gees from other centers.

I am not planning to read all of this because it is rather voluminous
but I will just glance through and mention those points that have
to do with the differences that I can think of that are different in the
other centers.

Under the first general statement having to do with the use of troops
within the residential area, there is this statement: Wlien in the
opinion of the commanding officer the situation within the residential

area has reached such a degree of disorder that it endangers external
security.

That is a provision that does not exist at any of the other centers.

That was in existence.

I might sa}^ that that was discussed with Colonel Austin.
Mr. EBERHAR'n:R. In other words, the Army, on the afternoon of

this occurrence
Mr. Myer. — could have moved in under their pi-ovisions.

Mr. EiiERHARTER. Under their provisions, they could have moved in

at any time ?

Mr. Myer. That is correct. I am glad that they did not, but they
could have under our general plans of operating there.
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I might say, while we liad accepted this tentatively, I had objected
to that provision because I did not feel it should be in, but it was in

just the same and it had been accepted tentatively, until we could
work out the program.
There are many other differences, Mr. Chairman, of which one is a

detailed outline for the inspection for contraband, packages, and other
things that come into the center, or anything else excepting first-class

mail. This was an extract from the agreement.
If you would care to, I would be glad to supply for the record a copy

of this operating procedure.
There are provisions in relation to contraband which do not exist

now at any of the other centers with the possible exception of Man-
zanar. This is more in detail at this center, because we have taken
special precautions, with provision for registration and identification

of everybody who goes in and out, b}^ the Army, in relation to their

records, so that they can be checked; detailed provisions on check of

badges of workers that go in and out to the farm where they had
to go through turnstiles, and be checked and re-checked before they
went on duty.

There was a provision for guarding the farm workers in that area
by troops, which was not true in the other centers. With a special

provision about checking travel permits in that area, in and out, which
does not exist at the other centers.

I think those are major provisions. However, it is covered in detail,

and if you wish, I will be glad to supply it for the record.

Mr. Eberharter. I am not interested in all of the provisions, but
I am just interested in the diiference between this center and the others

so far as security is concerned, how it dilfers from the other centers.

Mr. Myer. Let me see if I can summarize it briefly.

At the other centers the agreement is comparatively short and it

has been in existence right along and it was true in relation to Tule
Lake previous to the time of the segregation center, and that is that

the agreement was that the Army was responsible for the external

^uard of the area which provided, of course, for keeping the people
m the area, that were supposed to be maintained in the area, and
keeping people from coming in from the outside who were not allowed
to come in unless they had a pass.

In most of the centers they had a larger area to guard in the day-
time than they had at night, and they threw their guard immediately
around the center area at night.

We had the provision whenever an issue of force was needed, the W.
R. A. project director could call the Army in, and in that case, as was
indicated, they would take over and was responsible until they with-

draw.
That, very briefly, summarizes the agreement at all the other centers.

There have been, in addition to that, in the California centers, provi-

sions for the searching of contraband at both Manzanar and Tule Lake
previously, which was not true at the other centers, and which still

exists at Tule Lake.
Now, in addition to this provision which I mentioned at Tule Lake,

the procedure at the time that this incident happened provided that

the Army could come in on their own if they cared to do so.

That was one very important thing.
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Secondly, that the Army checked all work passes in and out of the

center, which is not true at the other centers.

Third, that the Army registered and fingerprinted all the people,

and checked all the people in and out, and as I remember it, they had

a provision

Mr. Eberiiarter. Did they fingerprint everybody that went out?

Mr. Myer. I mean, as they came in, as they came into the center, so

that they could check it against any case.

In addition to that, they had a provision, I believe, whereby they

might designate people that could not even go out to work on the farm,

if they so wished, after checking the records.

At the Tule Lake center they built a man-proof fence with special

provisions for one main gate where they would pass in and out, previ-

ous to the time the movement started, which was not true at the other

centers.

They enlarged the guard.

I think the first assignment there was one battalion of troops where
normally at the other centers they had one company of troops, and
with special equipment provided at Tule Lake that they did not have

at many of the other centers.

I am getting a little brain fagged, Mr. Congi^essman. I am not sure

I have called all my shots, but I think those are the major differences,

as I can remember them.
Mr. Eberharter. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLO. Actually, Mr. Myer, the Army has no authority at

any of the other centers, the relocation centers, to go in until they are

called by the director of the project?

Mr. Myer. At the other centers, no. They are not authorized to go
into the center unless there is an actual call by the project center

director, at any of the centers, excepting Tule Lake.
Mr. CosTELLO. That is all.

Mr. Mundt, do you have any questions ?

Mr. Mundt. A few.

I think you told us the first day you testified, Mr. Myers, that this

committee of 17, with whom you conferred at some length on the 1st,

represented themselves to be spokesmen for the camp, but that you
had considerable doubt in 3'our own mind as to their actual representa-

tive capacity. But I think you said further that these 17, together
with perhaps two or three hundred others, had succeeded, more or
less, in establishing control over the center population through terror-

izing the rest of the inhabitants of the camp.
Mr. Myer. That is my judgment.
Mr. Mundt. What methods of terrorization and terrorizing did

these people use?
Mr. Myer. I do not know what methods they used at Tule Lake,

because I have no definite evidence of it.

I assume it was threats, which is the normal procedure used by that
type. ...
We have run into that earlier in other centers. The group who

carried on those activities, for the most part, were at Tule Lake, and I
assume that was the method that they continued to use.

However, Mr. Mundt, we simply saw evidence that they were under
general terror, and just what was being utilized, I am not sure, other
than to give you an opinion on it.
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Mr. MuNDT. Had this same ^?roiip, or approximately the same num-
ber of spokesmen, represented themselves as authority in the camp for
the Japanese, and conferred with Mr. Best, prior to your arrival, or
was it the first attempt?
Mr. Myer. They conferred with Mr. Best, most of this group, the

week previous to my arrival, with Mr. Best, under date of October 26.

ITiere were 10 of them at that time. There were 17 of them later,

but I think all of the 10, with but 1 exeception, were in this group
that conferred w^th me.

Mr. MuNDT. Looking at the situation to see wdiether anything could
have been done there to avert the trouble which finally resulted in

bringing in the Army, and to determine whether or not future policies

of the camp might avert the necessity of calling in the Army into the
camp, I want to enumerate, if I may. and check with me as to accuracy,
five different points on which, it seems to me, the center administra-
tion complied with the requests or the demands of this committee of

17.

I do that, not to try to state that the camp directorship capitulated

to the Japanese, but to establish the fact that these demands did bring
about compliance—"compliance" may not be the right word, but I am
just trying to establish a matter of fact.

It is correct, is it not. No, 1, because of this committee of 17, the

meeting which you had planned to hold Avas stepped up approximately
24 hours from the time it was originally schedided ?

Mr. ]\Iyer. Yes; the meeting was originally scheduled with the com-
mittee at 1 : 30 on Tuesday, November 2, and we met with them begin-

ning about 1 : 30 on Monday, November 1.

Mr. MuNiyp. And it is correct, of course, because we discussed that

this morning, that you spoke to the assembled crowd after having
been introduced by George Kuratomi.
Mr. Myer. Kuratomi ; that is correct.

Mr. MuNDT. It is correct that for a few days follow^ing the dis-

turbance at the hos])ital, the Caucasian doctors were withddrawn from
the hospital, and then afterwards reinstated.

Mr. Myer. For a portion of that time
;
yes.

Mr. MuNDT. And it is correct, in the fourth place, that Mr. Kallam's
resignation was demanded by the Japs before it was effectuated by
the camp administration.

Mr. ^Iyer. That is correct.

^Ir. ]\IuNDT. And that is true, also, wuth Mr. Peck?
Mr. ^NIyer. That is right.

Mr. MuNDT. The reason I mention that. My Myer, is this, that it

occurs to me that if an attitude of firmness on the part of the center

management, the project management, liad been manifested when this

series of five events began, from the standpoint of the meeting, from
the standpoint of your speaking as the guest speaker, so to speak, of

George Kuratomi instead of Mr. Best, do you not feel that it is possible

that that manifestation of firmness would have served as sort of a

soothing sirup on this situation and the Army not have had to be

called in, because the riot would not have continued ?

In other words, I think it is a conceivable hypothesis, it may or may
not be true, but indirectly a conceivable hypothesis, that Mr. George
Kuratomi and his 16 associates in the barracks and around the places

they met and talked got discussing these 5 different complaints, say-
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ing "Here is what we did, see? We got them to set this thing up.

We got this man Myer to come out and talk. We did not tell him
what to say, but we made him talk, we finally got him to get these

doctors off again ; Kallam is gone and Peck is gone."
I am showing how they built themselves up with the Japanese pop-

ulation and how that tended to create disturbance rather than cur-

tail it.

Mr. Myer. Is that a question ?

Mr. MuNDT. Any comment?
Mr. Myer. My only comment is this, Mr. Congressman, that it is

much easier for a kibitzer, after a thing is over, to call the shots than
it is for a man on the job to call the shots.

I may have been wrong. I do not think so. I think had you been
in that situation, knowing you now as I think I do, you would have
handled it about as I handled it. I am paying you a compliment,
because I think that I handled it well.

I think 3^ou would have agreed, had you been sitting there, that

we handled the situation firmly. I am getting a little tired of hear-

ing the generalities of firmness and social-mindedness.

However, I do not

Mr. MuNDT. That is why I mentioned specific points.

Mr. Myer. I appreciate that.

Now, let me cover each one of them. I think I pointed out to you
this morning, and I want to repeat, that I was very glad to have
Kuratomi introduce me and to announce to the crowd nefore I got
through with my talk that I did not think he and his committee
represented the crowd. And remember they were standing at my
back when I said that.

Now, would you consider that lack of firmness?

Mr. MuNDT. That statement, I think, was very commendable on
your part, but I think it would have been more effective had it been
followed by the camp director, Mr. Best, and
Mr. Myer. I will say. No. 2, I am willing to admit, by the smart

trick they pulled, that for the time being they held the cards
;
sure, I

will admit that.

We could have held them at any time we wanted to, if we wanted to

bring the troops in, with the chance of bloodshed.

I did not think it was necessary at that time, and I think events
proved that.

I do not think that any general would tell you that the best time
to attack is when the enemy seemed to be in reasonable control of
the situation. I would rather call my own shots.

I was not in a position to call

Mr. MuNDT. This was a peaceful assemblage.

Mr. Myer. It was a peaceful assemblage.

Mr. MuNDT. I do not see how there was much greater danger of
bloodshed by calling them in then than if you had waited and
called them in.

Mr. Myer. The gentleman is breaking his own rule, which I
tried to follow this afternoon.

Mr. MuNDT. Go right ahead.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Mundt, I said that the majority of these people
came very peacefully. I never did say that all of these people
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were there in a peaceful movement. I never have said that. I

want to make that clear.

We had a bunch of toughies around that crowd, and even after

they came very peaceably, it is very easy to develop a situation where
you could have difficulties arise, and I think I have explained that. So
1 would not argue with you about that.

You have a right to draw your judgment on it. My judgment is

that I did the right thing in allowing Kuratomi to introduce me and
to have an opportunity to tell that group what I thought about their

committee and the general procedures that had gone on that day.

Now let me say, secondly, lean understand how you may draw con-

clusions by the fact that there were 2 people out of 16 whose surrender
they demanded and whose resignations were accepted, that maybe we
were meeting their demands.
The fact is not true.

Mr. MuNDT. To keep the record straight, I was not drawing any con-

clusions. I sa}' you put yourself in the position with the Japanese to

reach that conclusion.

Mr. Myer. I believe there is an implication there, though.
Mr. MuNDT. I have a question.

Mr. Myer. xVll right. I assume you are implying it, and I want to

get it in the record that I think you are, Mr. Munclt.

Mr. MuNDT. I do not object to that.

Mr. Myer. All right. The implication is wrong, if you are implying
that I met any demands on the part of the Japanese because they
made demands. That was done for other reasons. That takes care of
Mr. Kallam and Mr. Peck.
Mr. MuNDT. That was not the point I made in relation to that. My

point was that the reaction of the Japanese was made and not that you
were making compliance. I was not implying that you had weakened
in your opinion, other than you were giving them some propaganda
information and ammunition to use with their associates. It seems to

me that you have, to that extent, given them ammunition to use.

Mr. Myer. That is a matter of opinion. You have a right to your
opinion, and I will not argue with you further on it.

On the hospital case, I think I explained that in detail as to the rea-

sons that lie behind it.

In my judgment, the best way in the world to put a committee like

that on the spot is to put them in a place where the community is not
getting the kind of service and that touches them right close to home,
and there is nothing other than the hospital that will do that better.

I do not remember the other point.

Mr. MuNDT. Have you had any reports since the Army took over, of
any disturbance on the part of the Japanese?
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I would rather not report on what has

happened since the Army took over, because ihat is theirs to tell. If you
ask me and insist on it, I will give you an answer to that question, but
I would rather not.

Mr. MuxDT. Well, I do not insist on it, but it would be helpful to the
committee and helpful to me, because in my opinion a firm attitude,

such as I imagine the Army is manifesting, is likely to deter beatings
and disturbances. Now. I do not know.
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Mr. Myer. The answer is, "Yes ; I have had some repoits."

Mr. Eberharter. Mr. Chairman, inasmuch as Mr. Mundt was not

here, it was agreed, I think, to call a representative of the War
Department, and 1 think it is perfectly proper for Mr. Myer to ask to be

excused from answering that question.

Mr. Mundt. I will not insist on an answer.

Mr. Myer. I am willing to say "yes."

Mr. CosTELLO. We will ask the War Department, which has charge
of that center officially at the present time.

Mr. Myer. I am willing to go this far, Mr. Chairman, on the record.

The answer is "Yes; I have heard reports."

Mr. Mundt. Just one other thing, Mr. Chairman, that goes back
quite a ways.
Are you still teaching judo at any of these relocation centers ?

Mr. Myer. Are you still beating your wife?
Mr. Mundt. You admitted you were teaching judo, but I never ad-

mitted beating my wife. Are you still teaching judo ?

Mr. Myer. No ; I am not teaching judo.

Mr. Mundt. Or the members of the War Relocation Authority still

teaching judo ? Or any of the Japanese still on the pay roll ?

Mr. Myer. We have not banned judo entirely from the centers. We
are not teaching judo, as such.

I think the provisions, as I remember it now, provides that there may
be one at each center who might give instructions in judo, on the
evacuee pay roll ; not more than that, as I remember it. I would have
to check that.

Mr. Mundt. I wish you would check that and put that into the
record.

Mr. Myer. I will be glad to do so.

Mr. Mundt. And, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have as well the
total amount which has been spent by the War Relocation Authority,
to date, for the teaching or instructing or supervising of judo; both by
the Japanese and the Caucasians ; the total amount of American tax-

payers' money which has been devoted to judo in the last 20 months.
Mr. Myer. I will be glad to do that.

Mr. Mundt. Because I am against that.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10208.)

Mr. Myer. I understand you are. Yes.

I would like to make, and repeat the statement, that there has been
quite a bit of money expended in the United States Army teaching judo
to soldiers in the United States Army outside of relocation centers,

some of it by evacuees.

Mr. Mundt. You believe, perhaps, the soldiers of the United States
Army could make better use of judo than the internees in these

camps ?

Mr. Myer. I understand some of them are making very good use
of it. I do not want to be misunderstood ; I am not standing here say-
ing that we should generally teach judo.

I will say what I have said before, that I do not think judo is

necessarily an indication of the type of thing that has been implied.
There is that possibility, and there is in some cases the ritual in-

volved. We do not allow the ritual in relation to judo if we give it.

62626—44—vol. 16 20
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We do allow it as a part of our general community matters in the
centers, along with baseball and basketball, and all the American
games.
Mr. CosTELLO. All you are allowing at the present time is ju-jitsu but

not the ceremonies that usually accompany it.

Mr. Myer. That is correct.

Mr. Eberharter. Would it be difficult, Mr. Myer, to indicate how
many of the boys from these relocation centers w^ent to the United
States Army, who taught ju-jitsu in these relocation centers?

Mr. Myer. I do not have information on that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Eberhartjj?. Would that be difficult to ascertain?

Mr. Myer. Although I wall be glad to check and see if we can't

get the information on it ; some of them have, I am sure.

]\Ir. CosTELLO. Mr. Myer, in the course of the discussion here it was
indicated that they went down to the motor pool in an effort to obtain
two or three trucks and had a great deal of difficulty.

Was there no Caucasian in charge of the motor pool who had the

authority
Mr. Myer. Yes; there was a Caucasian in general charge of the

motor pool. He did not happen to be on hand at that particular mo-
ment, and of course, Mr. Zimmer and the other man—I have forgot-

ten the name—w^as in general charge, and went and got the keys
himself.

Mr. CosTELLO. The indication is, of course, on the night of Thurs-
da}^, November 4, trucks were running around because of the fact you
had not put in the proper controls which were desired at that center.

Mr. Myer. I thought I made that clear that one of the provisions

worked out between the Army and ourselves was a new compound for

the whole motor-pool lay-out, which was supposed to have been com-
pleted before we moved in, but because of a lag in the contract job,

that was done, it was not completed, even on the night of November 4.

Mr. CosTELLO. Apparently all these keys to the trucks were
Mr. Myer. Were on the boards.

Mr. CosTELLo. Were kept right there on the boards.

Mr. Myer. That is correct.

Mr. CosTELLO. And were made available to the Japanese or any per-

son who came into the motor pool and desired to take the keys; is that

correct i

Mr. Myer. The trucks were not entirely under control; that is all

I can say about it. I am not sure about all the keys.

Mr. CosTELLO. Are you planning to change the control over the

motor equipment in the relocation centers in the manner you are at

TuleLake?
Mr. Myer. No ; we do not see any reason to.

Mr. CosTELLO. In the event of any occurrence of a similar character,

then, taking place at any other center, motorized equipment would be
available to the Japanese for use as they saw fit?

Mr. ^Iyek. No; I would not say that it was. It was not available

to the Japanese generally, as it was as they saw fit, in this case. How-
ever, it was available to certain individuals. There was certain equip-
ment available to the evacuee police for patrolling purposes, and it

was evident that two or three other trucks were used that night.

How^ they got the keys I am not able to tell you.
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I am not sure that they know, but it did happen.

I think I have admitted, Mr. Chairman, that the trucks were not

under proper control. The major reason they were not was because

the compound had been worked out and it was not yet in operation and
we were taking a chance; we knew that but we had no difficulty in

relation to that matter, as far as I know, excepting on this particular

evening.
Mr. CosTKLLO. It appears to me that if the same tyj)e of handling

of the motorized equipment as was in elfect at Tule Lake is to be re-

tained as a method in the relocation centers, then the same thing could

happen at any future time if the circumstances arose.

Mr. Myer. I might say this, Mr. Chairman, that we have assigned

to us a lieutenant colonel from the Army, who is in general charge of

the motor pool operation, who has recently completed a complete
tour of all the centers on a recheck of the provisions for handling
motor equipment and we are putting in on the basis of his recommenda-
tion a detailed recheck of the whole matter.
That has been under way for some weeks. He is back here now,

I think. I am not sure if the final check or final instructions have
been signed, but if they have not, they will be in a very few days.

I think adequate care has been taken, and generally speaking, it will

be taken, I will assure you. I have no particular concern, because of
the fact that we are taking care of that matter, about the motor equip-
ment, about being utilized in this way in connection with other
centers.

I see no reason why we should have any difficulty of that type in
other centers.

I will say it was a vulnerable point at Tule Lake, and we knew it,

and after November 4 we went to the Army and the contractor and
asked if we could move the equipment in in spite of the fact that the
compound was not completed, and unfortunately we were not able
to do so after November 1 to November 4.

Mr. Eberhakter. The Army refused to do it after this disturbance ?

Mr. Myek. I presume it was because of the fact that the contractor
who was responsible would not allow them to do so but we asked that
it be done and it was not allowed. We felt it was near enough ready
to be used and should be used.
Mr. CosTELLO. In my humble judgment, the supervision of the

motorized equipment at all these centers evidently is not adequate,
if it is going to be available to the Japanese to be used, even a pa it

of that equipment, under circumstances of this kind.
It would seem to me that some provision should be made to make

certain that at no time should any of the evacuees or, in fact, any of
the persons within the center, be allowed to make unauthorized use
of any of the Government equipment located at such a center.
Mr. Myer. I want to repeat, Mr. Chairman, it is perfectly easy for

people to pass judgment who have not examined the provisions care-
fully as to whether or not they are complete enough to safeguard the
situation.

I am perfectly willing to let you pass that judgment. I doubt
whether your judgment is sound on the matter, t think perhaps ours
is sounder, just as a matter of opinion.
Mr. CosTELLO. The indication is whenever the white personnel

wanted to use the equipment, they had a great deal of difficulty doing
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it because the wliite person in charge was not there to turn it over to

them, and the indication also is that when the Japanese wanted to use
the equipment, they were able to get their hands on certain kinds of
equipment without being interfered with in any w^ay, so at least, to

that extent at Tule Lake at that time, the handling was not good.
But the handling at Tule Lake, apparently, was the same type of

handling that had been there prior to segregation, and is similar or
identical with the handling of motorized equipment at all the reloca-

tion centers.

Mr. Myer. The only comment I have to make on that, Mr. Chair-
man, is that it is very generalized, from one specific instance.

Mr. CosTELLO. We will leave that item at that point.

Mr. Myer. Thank you.
Mr. CoSTELLo. There was some indication in the testimony that the

Japanese, at least on one occasion, used some of the tractors to play
polo games with.

Do 3'ou have an}' information in that regard ?

Mr. Myer. I have some information on a tractor incident; not on
polo.

Mr. CosTELLO. I might also add, in the same connection, there was
also indication that they used the trucks to scare the geese out of the
fields ; both of a similar character.

Mr. Myer. This statement was submitted by the Project Director
Best on Nov ember 17

:

On September 18 a collision occurred at the farm area attached to Tule Lake
center, between two tractors—a Farmall and a Fordson—driven by evacuee
workers. According to the report submitted by National Internal Security
Chief Willard E. Schmidt, the collision was probably a result of irresponsible
driving by two youngsters who were not authorized to operate the equipments
One of the boys was injured in the collision. Damage to equipment consisted of

a rip and blow-out on the left rear pneumatic tire on the Fordson and the bending
of metallic farm implements on right side of Farmall. In addition, a consider-
able amount of damage was done to crates of garlic, some of which were knocked
over, and to planted onions.

Kegarding the boy who was injured, I might interpose there that

he had two or three toes amputated as the result of the collision.

It was one of those things that happened. I have not all the de-

tails as yet. I will be glad to supply them.

For the polo game as reported, it was a bunch of unauthorized kids

and it all happened as it might happen on any large farm operation,

Mr. Chairman, where you had a group of youngsters involved.

Mr. CosTELLO. Will you inform the committee as to where the trucks

and tractors, and so on, were purchased by the War Relocation Au-
thority?

Mr. Myer. I cannot give you all the facts on that. I do have some
information here on the trucks.

War Relocation Authority at Tule Lake purchased no trucks with the exception
of two pickups. All other trucks were obtained by transfer from other Federal
agencies. At least 40 trucks were obsolete and worn out when they were re-

ceived. In ordinary times such equipment would have been condemned, but in

wartime any truck that could be used in any way was put in service. Ten trucks
were so worn out they were scrapped for parts. Passenger cars were purchased
from evacuees through the Federal Reserve bank.

Now, I do not have information at hand with reference to tractors-
(|

I will be glad to get that and supply it for the record.
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Mr. CosTELLO. I would like it because there was some indication

had at one of our hearings that a great amount of second-hand auto-

motive equipment had been purchased, particularly trucks, and the

trucks were not fit for use at the time they were brought in.

One or two, it was indicated, were towed in and had to be re-

paired.

The testimony here indicates that some of the tractors which were

purchased were second-hand tractors, purchased through some farm
in New York, and the testimony further indicated that tlie inven-

tories showed that they had been purchased through the Midwest.

The particular point I want to bring out is that one of the Inter-

national trucks—International tractors—required $1,500 worth of

repairs before it could be useci, and another required $1,200 worth of

repairs before it could be used.

Mr. Myer. On whose testimony was that ?

Mr. CosTELLo. That was the testimony of one of the persons in

charge of the automotive equipment.
Mr. Myer. I will be very glad to recheck all of those facts, if you

will supply me with the testimony, and I certainly will be glad to

supply the information on where the equipment was purchased, and
the cost of repairs.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10209.)

Mr. CosTELLO. I believe that the witness was Floyd Stone, in charge
of equipment maintenance, machinery repairs, and blacksmith shop.

Mr. Myer. That is in the State senate investigation ?

Mr. CosTEixo. The State senate investigation
;
yes.

Mr. Myer. By the way, do you happen to have an extra copy of

the State senate hearing? We never had a copy.

Mr. CosTELLo. All I have here is the first volume, which is only
apparentl}^ half of the testimony, which I received. That is the only
copy which we have.

Mr. Myer. In order to recheck some of that, we may want to borrow
it temporarily to check the testimony. In the meantime we will ask
the State senate committee for a copy of the hearing.
Mr. CosTELLo. I do not know whether they have had their hearings

printed up or not. This is one of the preliminary typewritten copies.

It has not been corrected or proofread.
Then there was some additional testimony by Mr. Wilkinson re-

garding feeding at the farm, and I will read a paragraph from the
testimony out there in California on page 60, which he gave in that
regard.

This is a question by State Senator Quinn.

Question. Tell us your experience about hogs.
Answer. Well, what got me more than anything else was feeding garbage.

1 would see loins of beef, whole sacks of cabbage, whole sacks of lettuce, so
fresh the ice still had not melted on it ; 25 pounds of lard ; and I remember
2 turkeys, 2 whole turkeys, marked "No good," and sometimes whole hams,
and slabs of bacon.

Have you had any report to you, as Director of W. R. A., regarding
any such wastage of food in that manner?
Mr. Myer. We are trying to get this together so that we can make

a recheck of it.

That is the first time I have heard of any such thing, and I might
say if Mr. Wilkinson reported it at the time, I never heard of it.

I doubt very much whether he did make such a report.
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Mr. CosTELLO. The very next question reads?

Question. Did you make a report of that?
Answer. I reported it about 12 times.

Mr. Myer. Did he say to whom?
Mr. CosTELLo. I do not think he was asked that particular question.

[Reading:]

Quostiou. Was there any result evident after your report of those things?
Answer. There was no way to s^t results and what came out there in the

garbage did not change. I helped to haul out 12 tons of tish down here, that
the Japs refused to eat ; it was froz^Mi fish. L. Hinzel helped haul it off.

Mr. Hinzel, I believe, purchased the fish, and used them for fer-

tilizer purposes.

Mr. Myer. I have not had that particular evidence, Mr. Chairman,
so I liave not been able to check on all of these items referred to by
Mr. Wilkinson. We have checked on some of the items w^e have
known about, and found Mr. Wilkinson, I might say, very voluminous
in his testimony, and in some cases not accurate.

Mr. Costello. On page 62, the question was asked :

Question. Who did you report it to, Mr. Warin ; whom were they reported to?
Answer. To Dr. Jacoby.

Mr. Myer. Mr. Warin, Mr. Chairman, then reported to Dr. Jacoby.
Mr. Costello. This was the testimony of Scott Warin that I was

reading from, and not Mr. Wilkinson; Mr. Warin now of course being
the farm superintendent.

Mr. Myer. I might add at this point, Mr. Chairman, that if there

were hams and turkeys got into the garbage, it was probably the re-

sponsibilty of the chief steward to check on that type of thing, and it

is unfortunate if that is true, but we will check it.

(Refer to ai)pendix, p. 10209.)

Mr. Costello. I mean, the testimony is from Scott Warin, who was
in charge of the farm, that there was that type of wastage.

Then we have the testimony regarding the slaughterhouse, that

there was similar wastage there in the slaughtering of hogs. As a mat-
ter of fact, the testimony there indicates that so many hogs were thrown
out by the Japanese who said that they were no good, that they took
a big batch out there and had what they called their hog cemetery.
The statement was made in the testimony that as many as 100 were

buried out there and they had a bulldozer to cover it up and start a

new graveyard.
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement regarding that testi-

mony because I heard that statement.
Mr. Costello. Whose statement is this ?

Mr. Myer. This is a statement from Mr. Best and Mr. Zimmer,
from the project.

In his testimony before the Califorina State Senate committee, on November 8,

1943, Mr. Wilkinson gave the iiupressioii that swine were killed without legitimate
reasons. If a hog had only a bruise it was killed and the whole carcass discarded.
He said that he saw more than 100 hogs in one graveyard and that there were 6
such graveyards when he resigned fi-om the War Relocation Authority. The
attached figures taken from the records of the Agricultural Division show that
swine lo.sses from October lf>42 through July 1943 were InS. The swine herd
averaged around 900 with approximately the same number of sucklings.

Mr. Wilkinson testified also that the hogs on the project farm were dying of

overweight. He testified that no hogs had been butchered since July.
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The records attached show that no hogs have died of overweight. From a com-
mercial standpoint, some hogs are heavier than they slionhl he for economical
hutchering for retail sale. However, since these hogs are fed entirely on gai'bage

from the project mess hall, and (he entiie carcnss is nsed in Ihe pro.ject mess halls,

there is no waste involved in allowing the hogs to get heavier than nsnal.

Slaughtering of hogs on the project began in November 11)4"_:, and was halte<l

on June 21, 11)48, by hot weather. The slangbterhousc was not properly eipiipped

for adequate sanitation and plans were made innoediately for a new slaughter-

house adjacent to the hog farm. Construction on this plant was dcl.-iycd by war
conditions, including the necessity of ac(piiring second-hand e(iuii)ment. This
plant had not been completed as of November 8, 1948.

I liaA'e here, if you care to liave it in the record, a compk'te break-

down on each individual ho^ that was lost, with the weights, that were
supposed to haA'e been in this graveyard.

Let me say that during this period approximately 100 of these hogs
that I have mentioned were pigs weighing less than 50 pounds, which
would mean approximately 55 were older hogs, and under garbage-
feeding conditions, that, in my judgment, is a very small loss.

Mr. CosTELLo. The statement may be appended as an exhibit to your
testimony.

(The statement referred to is as follows :)

Swine loss reports—Agricultural accounting division

Date Loss Weight C ausc of loss Disposal

194s
Jan. 1.. 1 suckling.

Pounds
Weakness. Buried.

Jan. 4

1 pilt 180
300

269

Pneumonia Do.
Do.
UU.
Do.
Do.

1 sow Killed for autopsy..
Ton a

Jan. 7 , 1 hog Erysipelas
Jan. 8 1 suckling .. Weakness

Do 1 suckling, 6 weeks .. Pneumonia Do.
Do.

Cremated.
Jan. 18 1 weancr do
Jan. 28 1 sow... 166 Weakness
Jan. 29 do do... 1)0.

Buried.
Do.

Discarded.

Do Black tinted hog 240
190

Enteritis..
Jan. 27 1 sow .. Cholera
Jan. 9.. 1 barrow Erysipelas
Jan. 3 do 270 Discarded from slaughterhouse

Cremated.
Do.

Buried.

Feb. 2 1 pig- --- Crushed by sow..
Feb. 4.. 1 suckling. 3H weeks Weakness
Feb. 8 1 barrow 270

120
Suffocation

Feb. 7-. 1 gilt Stomach disorder Do.
Cremated.
Buried.
Cremated.
Buried.
Cremated.
Do.

Buried.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Feb. 13 1 pig, 2'/^ weeks Weakness
Do Igilt 265 Killed because in bad condition
Do. 1 pig, 3 weeks Weakness

Feb. 15.. 1 barrow 290 Erysipelas.
Feb. 17. 1 pig, 1 week Crushed by sow No. 57
Feb. 18 1 pig Crushed by sow No. 159...
Feb. 24 1 gilt.... 200

45
65
40
35
30
130
65
500

Killed for autopsy..
Feb. 10 1 weaner Malnutrition

Do. do Intestinal troubles
Feb. 25. .- do Runted

Do do.... - do
Feb. 26 do. Runted (shot by Warin)

Do 1 feeder Ruptured
Feb. 28 1 weaner... Malnutrition
Feb. 26. 1 gilt Brucellosis..

Do 1 barrow 220
200
290
280
65
45
50
35
45
40
25

250
350
15
35

do.
Do do do

Mar. 4 1 gilt_ Choking
Do 1 barrow Stomach disorder

Mar. 2 1 weaner Pneumonia
Mar. 12 do Runted
Mar. 15 do Malnutrition
Mar. 18 do.... Pneumonia..
Mar. 24 do Malnutrition...

Do do Tuberculin lung..
Do.. do Malnutrition..

Mar. 26 1 eilt.... Acute anthrax
Mar. 15 1 sow (bred) Anthrax
Apr. 2 1 weaner Runted..
Apr. 5.. do.. Strong dcse of worm-dose.
Apr. 13 do-. 25
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Swine loss reports—Agricultural accounting division—Continued

Loss Weight Cause of loss

Apr. 24
Do.
Do
Do

Apr. 5.

April 10

AprU 12

AprU 21
Do

May 2

May 9
May 1

May 11

May 16

May 31

June 17

June 18

June 15
June 17
June 25

Do
June 10

July 14

Do
Do.

July 15
Do

July 16

Do
July 17

July 18

Do
Do

July 19
July 20.

Do
July 21

July 22.

Do
July 23

Do
July 24
July 25

Do.
Do

July 26
Oct. 2
Oct. 8
Oct. 14

Oct. 18

Do
Oct. 26
Oct. 28
Oct. 29
Nov. 1

Do.
Nov. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 12

Nov. 14
Nov. 15

Do
Nov. 20
Nov. 21

Nov. 22
Nov. 23
Nov. 26

Do
Dec. 1

Dec. 4.

Dec. 6.

Dec. 7
Dec. 9
Dec. 11

Dec. 15

Dec. 17
Dec. 19
Dec. 22
Dec. 24

Do
Dec. 29
Dec. 31

1 weaner.
do-...

do....

Pounds
20
25

do
1 fat...

do
1 barrow
Ifat - ---

1 sow
1 hog, fat

1 barrow
1 hog.

do..
do
do.

1 weaner
1 hog, fat

1 Hampshire weaner
1 weaner

do.
do -

1 sow
1 Hampshire weaner

do.
.....do..
5 Hampshire weaners.
3 Hampshire weaners
5 Hampshire weaners
1 Hampshire weaner

do. -

;!'"do'I"""!!""""""
do

1 Chester White weaner
1 Hampshire weaner
1 Chester White weaner
1 Hampshire weaner
5 Hampshire weaners
2 Hampshire weaners
1 Poland China
1 Hampshire weaner

do...

Intestinal trouble.
Malnutrition

do
do

2 Hampshire weaners.
1 Hampshire weaner.
1 Poland China
1 Hampshire weaner..
1 hog
1 boar..

1 hoe - ---

do.
1 suckling
1 sow..
1 hoe, 2H months.
1 gilt

1 sow
1 gilt...

1 barrow
1 hog

do
do
do.

1 runt-
1 hog..

do.
do.
do...

3 pigs
5 pigs
1 barrow
1 pig, 7 weeks.
1 hog

do
do—

1 suckling.
do

1 hog.
do.....

1 suckling
1 pig, 1 week.
1 suckling

do
do

275
200
125
120
3.50

250

90
75
80
90
30
100
30
40
40
40
250
40
15

30
125
45
122
75
25
25
30
25
20
20
20
20

200
40
20
40
40
40
35
30
30
90
275
300
180

350

150
300
150
2.50

20
20
20
50
15
20
20
20
20

100

20
20
175

100
350

Anthrax
Heart attack.
Infected testicles...

Dura-typhoid
Posterior paralysis.
Unknown
Paralysis.
Pneumonia.-

do.
-..-do-
Emaciation

do..
Pneumonia

-

Unknown.-.
Pneumonia.
Unknown. -

do
Eupepelas-.
Emaciation.
---.do
---.do

do
do
do-_

Run over by auto
Emaciation

do
do-. --

do
Heat
Emaciation

do
Drowned..
Emaciation

do -

do
Run over by auto -

Emaciation
do -

do
do
do.....

Accident
Rupture
Sickness.

do
do..

Hog cholera
do

Cholera and pneumonia.
do

Cholera
Pneumonia
Malnutrition

do
do

Narcotic growth.
Stomach worm..

do
do
do..
.do.

20

Sow laid over them
Too weak; poorly cared for.

Diarrhea
Weak and cold...
Infectious enteritis

do - ---

Prolonged illness...

Unknown
do -

SufTocation
Choking ---

Pneumonia _

Crushed by sow
do

Rtmted
Weakness
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Mr. Myer. I did check this verbally, and I am making further re-

check on it, that there have been carcasses of two hogs entirely de-

stroyed on the basis of inspection, and there have been parts destroyed

because of inspection, and a check that they might have been affected

by tuberculosis, lesions, or something of that kind, which is not at

all unusual, but the fact seems to be that Mr. Wilkinson's testimony

goes far beyond the facts in relation to both the number of hogs and
the implication is that thousands, of hogs, if you read his testimony,

in general, have gone into tlie graveyard.

That is not true, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELLo. Of course, the thing I wanted to bring out was the

variability of testimony along this line; in other words, it comes from
the butchershop, it comes from the farm; and the testimony regarding
the maintenance of equipment comes from the garage and the black-

smith shop as to the general wastage that did take place in that regard.

Mr. Myer. We have had, I think I have stated before and I want
to repeat it, real difficulty in the handling of equipment, more so than
we have had at all the centers.

We have had breakage, we have had losses, but I do not think it has,

generally speaking, been beyond what you would expect under such
circumstances. It is higher than what we would have liked to have
it. We have taken every means possible to bring it into line.

Now, there were, particularly during the time that Mr. Wilkinson
was there, during the early part of the program at Tule Lake and
two or three of the older centers, weeks in which we had not had a

chance to get our regulations into effect, and I do not raise any ques-

tion but that there were some things true.

However, what I am saying is that, generally speaking, Mr. Wilkin-
son's statements do not hold together as to the facts.

Mr. CosTELLO. I might also ask as to how many Japanese will

eventually be transferred out of Leupp, Ariz., to Tule Lake.
Mr. Myer. I believe there are 53 that have already been moved to

Tule Lake as of this week.
Mr. CosTELLo. Are there more there to be moved ?

Mr. Myer. No; that is the number that has been transferred up
there.

Mr. CosTELix). Do you know whether any aliens have been taken
out of the Tule Lake camp by the Department of Justice and placed
in internment camps ?

Mr. Myer. There have, in times past. Whether any moved out
since November 4, I cannot report on that; no. We have had aliens

taken out of there, though, during the period of existence of the camp
by the Department of Justice.

In one case, following the registration last year, when we took out
a number of people, including some that went to Leupp, I think there
were five or six aliens that were turned over to the Department of
Justice at one time by ourselves at that particular stage.

Mr. CosTELLO. In response to a question by Mr. Eberharter, I believe

you made the statement that you did a reasonably good job of protect-
ing the employees there, referring to the period before November 1.

Do you not feel that actually there was no protection within the center
itself during that time ?
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Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairmjin, if I had felt there was no protection, do
you think I would have slept on the project on the night of

November 1 ?

Mr. CosTELi-o. I was referring to the time that the group was around
the administration building and so on. Actually in the center there
was no means of protection. In other words, if the Japanese at the

administration building had started a genuine riot or started throw-
ing sticks through the window, a real outbreak, in other words, worked
the crowd up to a real frenzy
Mr. Myer. And about 1(X) yards from that building the Army was

warning up their equipment to move in at any time. We were in

entire contact with them at all times.

Now, there may have been trouble, yes, and there may have been
danger, and I already stated that had the Army come in I think there
would have been bloodshed.

It was our judgment there was not going to be unless we started it,

and I think our judgment has been confirmed, with the exception in

relation to Dr. Pedicord, which I think I have indicated.

I feel that is one of those sporadic things that would have happened,
and was not intended, as far as the leaders were concerned. Beyond
that your opinion probably may be as good as mine. I have given you
my opinion.

Mr. CosTEixo. In view of the fact the administration building was
a temporary wooden building, if the Japanese had actually set fire to
it, as the testimony indicates they might have done, do you think the
Army outside would have been able to prevent the loss of life under
those circumstances?
Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, that is a matter of judgment. I do not

care to express any opinion on it because, in my opinion, there was
no attempt or no intention to set fire to the place. There is no adequate
evidence on hand that would indicate that they intended to do so.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you or did you not see two bonfires adjacent to

the administration building?
Mr. Myer. I did not see them.
Mr. CosTELLo. The testimony indicates that within 60 feet, and

another a little farther away, were two bonfires that were actually
lit and burning during the time the crowd was about the admin-
istration building.

Mr. Myer. May I ask who gave that testimony?
Mr. CosTEXLo. I do not have that card index here. Apparently you

have indexed^

Mr. Myer. I have tried to index the material that I have at hand.
I do not have all the material you have at hand and that is one which
I do not have an index on.

Mr. CosTELLO. Somebody on the force must have slipped.

Mr. Myer. We slipped because we were not as fortunate as you
were in having copies of the California hearing handed to us. I pre-
sume that was where it was carried.

Mr. CosTELL^. We will have to thank Congressman Engle for it.

^Ir. ]Myer. If the Congressman has an extra copy, I would be glad to

have it.

^fr. CosTEixo. I do not find the reference at the moment.
One other thing—was there not a tense situation continuing at the

center even after the crowd dispersed on Monday ?
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Mr. Myer. Mr. Chairman, you cannot have that kind of happening
without having a tense situation. T think we reported on November
3 that from that time on until November 4 everythinor was quiet, but

there was a feeling of surface tension, if you want to call it that,

throughout the center naturally: of course there was.

Mr. CosTELLo. In view of the fact that that did exist, and in view

of the fact that subsequent circumstances indicated that it became
necessary to bring the Army in, you feel that you were justified in

leaving the project under those circumstances?

Mr. Myer. I certainly did, and I think I have explained that ade-

quately.

I would like to point out again that I had done everything that

I felt that I could do, under the circumstances, and that my best con-

tribution I could make after having done that was to get out of the

area so those responsible could go ahead and get their jobs done under
those conditions.

I have no apology to make for leaving the center Tuesday evening,

and I feel that adequate precautions were taken and I think the facts

will bear that out.

Mr. CosTELLO. You think your leaving the project at that time was
a little different than Mr. Townsend leaving the Poston project under
similar circumstances?

Mr. Myer. I resent that implication, Mr. Chairman. I did not run
off from the project under fire and under a matter of fear, as did

Mr. Townsend.
Mr. CosTELLO. I was not insinuating any attitude of fear or any-

thing of that kind, but what I meant was
Mr. Myer. Well, the implication was there.

Mr. CosTELLO. No; there was absolutely no intention on my part,

I assure you.
Mr. Myer. I appreciate your making that statement.

Mr. CosTELLO. And I am sorry you drew that implication from it.

The only point I wanted to bring out was the fact that Mr. Townsend
was criticized for leaving the Poston project at a time when there was
trouble there, and my question was whether your leaving the Tule Lake
project under similar circumstances was not likewise, therefore, subject

to criticism?

That is the only inference I wanted to make in my statement.
Mr. Myer. I will be glad to clarify it. I will be glad to answer

your question.

Mr. Townsend's job was to head up the transport and supply and
mess operation at Poston, which are very crucial functions. His job
was on the project.

My job is National Director of the War Relocation Authority and
not as director of the Tule Lake center.

Having completed the job that I went there for, and under the cir-

cumstances, having done everything that I felt we could do, that I
could make a contribution to, my job was some place else and not at
the Tule Lake center, where they felt they had to have me in the way
while they went about their business.

I did not see it was any director's job, unless he was going to take
over and set the director aside.

I want to repeat that I left the Tule Lake center with complete
confidence in Mr. Best and with the advice of Mr. Cozzens, whom I
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have confidence in, also, and with his assistants in command, and with
Colonel Austin, whom they had been working with hand-in-hand, and
I felt that I could do a better job some place else than being around
at a time when they needed to get to work to get things in order.

I see no comparison between Mr. Townsend's leaving and my leaving.

Mr. CosTEixo. I understand that at some time past, some Japanese
prisoners of war were brought into Lordsburg, N. Mex., and were
allowed to meet with some of the Japanese evacuees who were located
there ; is that correct ?

Mr. Myer. Indeed, I would not know. We have nothing to do with
Lordsburg, N. Mex. That is an internment center, under the auspices
of the Department of Justice.

Mr. CosTELLo. Purely a Department of Justice matter and not a

relocation center?

Mr. Myer. I believe I am correct in that ; at least, it is not a reloca-

tion center.

Mr. Eberharter. If they are prisoners of war, that would be under
the Army.

Mr. Myer. That is right, and if it is an internment camp, it would
be under the Department of Justice.

I think I should correct the record and say, Mr. Chairman
Mr. CosTELLo. Xow, Mr. Myer
Mr. Myer. May I correct the record just a moment? I would

rather have my statement taken off the record and say that we have
no relationship to the Lordsburg center rather than go into the detail

I did because I do not know the facts.

Mr. Burling. May I state, Mr. Chairman, you are referring to the

incident which w^as reported in the report of the California committee.
The incident there reported took place in a camp operated by the

Provost Marshal General and not by the Department of Justice.

There were persons, male Japanese, interned, and at the time the

incident took place the Army has custody under the Provost Marshal
General's supervision, and a handful of prisoners of war were, for a

time, lodged in the same military camp as the civilian internees, but
the only relationship of the Department of Justice to it was that the

Attorney General directed the interment of the civilians.

Mr. CosTELLO. So far as you know, Mr. Myer, were any of the Japa-
nese evacuees ever allowed to have any contact with any of the Japa-
nese prisoners of war by going to visit them and leaving the relocation

center?
Mr. Myer. Not so far as I know in regard to prisoners of war. They

have been allowed to go to internment camps, to visit people, civilians

in internment camps but so far as I know, not to the others.

I might add, Mr. Costello, I am a little bit surprised at you not

knowing that we did not have a relocation center at Lordsburg.
Mr. Costello. I believe also at the California office you have the

various centers listed on a map showing the exact location.

Mr. /Stripling. Mr. Myer, are the segregees permitted to leave the

Tule Lake segregation center at any time? I am referring to them
working at the farm.
Mr. Myer. We have in our plans for Tule Lake provisions for emer-

gency short-term leave from Tule Lake as they would from intern-

ment camps or any place else, if the emergency requires, for such
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reasons as family relationships, and things of that kind
;
beyond that,

no, unless there are people who are still at Tule Lake who should be

moved out to other centers, of which there are still a few at Tule

Lake, and will be for some little time, perhaps.

Let me see if I can think of any other exceptions through the

appeals board procedure.

Mr. Stripling. For instance, you said, or I understood you to say

that in the case of whisky^ if whisky was legal within a State, as it

is in California, I understand, if for example a segregee obtained

permission to leave either on emergency or some other cause and
he returned to the camp, say, with two bottles of whisky, as he en-

tered the camp would that be taken from him ?

Mr. Myer. It would at Tule Lake
;
yes.

Mr. Stripling. By the Army ?

Mr. Myer. By the Army.
Mr. Stripling. By the Army or the W. E. A. ?

Mr. Myer. By the Army, I presume, because they do the searching

at Tule Lake when it comes to packages of any kind.

Mr. Stripling. But he would not be allowed to take the whisky
into the camp?
Mr. Myer. No, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. I have one other question. Somewhere in the testi-

mony it was indicated that some of the office employees had gone on
strike subsequent, I believe, to November 1. Have you any informa-
tion on that or do you know whether they have returned to employ-
ment?

Mr. Myer. As far as I know there are no office employees that

were on strike. I will be glad to check it and see whether there is

any information on it.

Mr. CosTELLO. It might be a minor matter coming out of the gen-
eral disturbance, but I believe somebody did make that statement,

in the course of the testimony, that some of the office employees did
go on strike.

Mr. Myer. All I would know about that would be this, on the
afternoon of November 1, the evacuee employees who came to work
left the building, some of them on the advice of our people.

Mr. CosTELLO. This did not have reference to that. This was an
indication that subsequently there was a strike of office employees.
Mr. Myer. As far as I Iniow, I have heard of no strike of office

employees, but I will be glad to check it.

(Refer to appendix, p. 10209.)

Mr. Costello. Might I ask if you will make available to us the
statements of the 69 witnesses out there ?

Mr. Myer. Yes; I think we have that here now. We only have
one copy of the statement that was handed up to you that I read
from, in relation to the incident of November 4. If I could have
that back, I will be glad to supply you with anotlier copy.
Mr. Costello. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Myer, for coming

down here for 2 days and going through the gruelling, grinding ex-
amination. We appreciate the testimony you have given here, be-
cause it is of interest to the committee to obtain the facts regarding
the situation.
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This committee is, of course, interested in remedying the various

difficult situations and in trying to improve them so as not to have a
recurrence of tliese bad disturbances.

That is what we are interested in trying to arrive at.

AVe appreciate 3^our cooperation, and want to thank you for your
testimony and the documents that you have submitted to the
committee.
We will adjourn at this time until 10: 30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon at 5 : 30 p.- m., the committee adjourned until tomor-

row morning, Thursday, December 9, 1943, at 10 : 30 a. m.)
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House of Representatives,
Subcommittee of the Special Coimmittee

TO In\^stigate Un-American Propaganda,
Washington^ D. C.

The subcommittee met at 12 a. m., the Honorable John M. Costello,

presiding.

Present : Hon. Karl E. Mundt, South Dakota ; and Hon. Herman
P. Eberharter, Pennsylvania, and Robert E. Stripling, chief investi-

gator.

Also present : Hon. Clair Engle, California ; Hon. Richard J.

Welch, California; and Hon. Francis Biddle, xVttorney General.

Mr. Costello. The committee will be in order.

Mr. Attorney General, we appreciate very much your coming down
here on such a short notice. The committee would like to have from
you some information in connection with the problem which we are

discussing, particularly the question as to the possibility of the De-
partment of Justice handling the Tule Lake camp.

It is my understanding that the Department of Justice does have
a number of camps which they operate at the present time.

First, please explain to the committee the nature of those camps.

STATEMENT OE HON. ERANCIS BIDDLE, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Biddle. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen; I have not prepared
any formal statement.

We, in the Department, have given a great deal of consideration
to this very difficult problem of the Japanese.

It would be impossible to discuss it intelligently by discussing
merely the Tule Lake problem as separate from the other camps
and from the other problems of the Japanese.
Now, first, in direct reply, Mr. Costello, to your question about

the Department of Justice, the administration of the Japanese is not
a very popular program for any department.

I had not envisaged taking it over, nor given it any thought of
taking it over. However, I will do what I am told.

If the Congress or the President directs me to take it over, of
course I will take it over and do the best I can with it. I do not
want it. That is clear. So, that is the answer to your question.

I am a soldier and I do what I am told. I take orders.

10071
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When the war broke out I took up with the Secretary of War the
whole problem of handling internees. I suggested to him that al-

though in the last war the Army had handled the male internees,

nevertheless I thought that the Department was equipped, on account
of the familiarity with the Immigration Service, and Avitli the han-
dling of large groups of aliens, to handle all of the internments.

He thought, however, at that time, and it was so decided, that the
Army should control the male internees, that is, aliens of the nations
fighting the United States, in internment camps.
We, of course, acceded to that, but recently, last summer, he felt

that he would prefer to turn over all of the internees to us.

We had been operating our camps with a good deal of success

with no escapes, if I remember properly—or substantially none.
And the Army was perfectly satisfied.

Another advantage of that was that the operation was much
cheaper; our unit costs are very low, so that we now have charge of

all the internees, Italians, Germans, and Japanese.
We have, if I remember correctly, 10 internment camps now scat-

tered throughout the United States. The Commissioner has visited

all of them, and I have visited some of them.
I went up to Bismarck last year, where there are 1,200 Germans

in camp, to inspect it personally.

They are, in many cases, under the direction of the Board of
Patrol, or men who have come up through the Board of Patrol, and
who make able administrators of that type of internment camp. So
much for that.

Now, let me address myself to the background of this Japanese
situation and the different aspects of it.

Immediately after Pearl Harbor, there was no particular expression
in the papers, or otherwise, for the internment of the Japs.
That started up about 3 months after Pearl Harbor. The actual

exclusion, as I remember, started in May of 1942.

The problem was a problem of defense; a mixed problem of defense
and law. What, precisely, could you do?
In view of the danger of a possible attack on the west coast, with

rumors of submarines—and probably, in some instances, there were
submarines off the west coast—and a possible attack by air, it was
their determination that it was unsafe to permit the concentration

of large numbers of Japanese, whether Americans or Japanese in

citizenship, in the great western centers, such as San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Portland, and other centers.

They consulted us with respect to the legality of it.

As the result of these consultations, the President issued an Execu-
tive order or proclamation, under which he permitted and directed the

Secretary of War and the commanders of tlie various areas, to ex-

clude persons, not specifying Japanese, but to exclude any persons
who were inimical or dangerous from a given area.

Now, the legal basis of that was very clear. You can exclude from
any comparatively small area, like a plant with a fence around it,

citizens or noncitizens, alike. That is perfectly sound.
However, as that area is enlarged, the matter becomes more ques-

tionable.
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In any event, approximately 110,000 Japanese were excluded from
the west coast. All that the Army wanted done was to exclude
them.
The Arni}^ was not interested with what would h(» don(» with tlie

Japanese after they were excluded. The AVar Kelocation Authority
was orfjanized for the purpose of handling the Japs, <yivin<; them a

place of asylum after tliey had Iwen exchided, and eventually findin<^

homes for them throuirliout the country.

Now, of those 110,000. approximately 75 percent are American
citizens by reason of birth in the United States, and ai)pr()ximately

25 percent are Japanese.
Of the 25 percent of the Japanese residents, the avera<re afje is

50, so that you will see that that group is steadily beino^ decreased
and that the American o^roup is beinf^ steadily increased.

Consequently, our recent problem, I will have to emphasize again,

is the handling of the American citizens, and particularly the so-

called Kibei Japanese, who were born in the United States and who
were sent to Japan for their education, who were inculcated with the

Japanese Imperial ideals, and who have come back here with their

first loyalty to Japan, their only loyalty to Japan, in many cases.

Xow, before going on to some of the other questions here—and I

will be as brief as possible and then you may wish to ask me ques-

tions—let me refer for a moment to the legal problem, because that

is a very serious one and goes largely to the basis of this whole thing.

One case, one test case, has come up to tlw Supreme Court ; the
Uh'ahaj/shi ca,se. That was decided last spring. The Supreme Court
sustained it.

That case decided solely and only this, that an order issued by the

commander of the west-coast area requiring that the Japanese should
be in their houses at a certain time, it being a curfew order, was, under
all the circumstances existing at that time when the order was made,
at about the time that the exclusion started, constitutional.

However, seyeral members of the Su])reme Court, including Mr.
Justice Douglas and Mr. Justice ^Nlurphy, went on record with a con-
curring opinion, saying that the legality of the order depended on
the circumstances at the time, and, if those circumstances were
changed, indicated that the Supreme Court might take a ditferent

view.
Mr. Justice Murphy said that the decision went up to the brink of

constitutionality, and there was strong language in Mr. Justice
Douglas' opinion, also.

They did not decide whether the Japanese could be excluded from
the west coast in large numbers. I am speaking now of citizens.

It is obvious you can do anything you want with an alien.

You can intern him. That question will probably shortly come
up to the Supreme Court, because the ninth circuit has very recently
sustained the exclusion of the Japanese under those circumstances.
And, in my opinion, I think that would be sustained.
Mr. Eberiiarter. Japanese citizens?

Mr. BiDDLE. No. I am talking about an American citizen.

That is not the case with the Ja])anese citizen. You can do almost
anything you want to with him. You can lock him up without any
trial. He is an alien. He can be interned. That is clear.

62626—i4—vol. 16 21
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The real problem is the American citizen, with which we have
difiiciilty.

Can you take an American citizen out of his liome for the purpose
of national defense? I am inclined to think that that will l)e sus-

tained, on account of the difficulty, but I say that with a great deal
of doubt.
The next problem is very much more difficult, and that is the prob-

lem of holding or interning an American citizen in a camp after he
has been excluded, and that I have the very gravest doubt about, the

very gravest doubt, that any Government could pick out a citizen

on the general ground that his race is a dangerous race and shut
him up. I think it is very, very doubtful, constitutionally.

I do not want to go further into that, because I may have to argue
that case, so I do not want to commit myself too much. That is

a legal question.

Now, the War Relocation Authority has no legal, technical right

of intei-ning any American citizen. I think that is one of the pro-

found misunderstandings of the nature and function of W. R. A.
They were set up to afford these people a place where they could

go temporarily before they found somewhere else a place where they
could live.

It is, if you want to call it such, an authority based on relocation,

a social service to the Japanese That was the purpose and essence

of it.

And I know of no authority in any Executive order giving them the

authority, the right, to hold a man against his will in the centers.

Now. actually speaking, they are so held. The reason, so far as I

know, that tliere have been com])aratively no writs of habeas corpus

is because the Japanese are worried, they are frightened by going
into other parts of the country and understand, in most cases, that

this is being done for them.
All right. Xow. let us come to the problem of the administration of

those camps by Mr. Myer or W. R. A.
]Mr. C'ostp:li.o. May I interrui)t at this point. Mr. Attorney General?

^Ir. Btddle. At any time; surely.

Mr. CosTELLO. You say they are so held. Is it not a fact that the

AVar Relocation Authority is endeavoring to relocate the Japanese
elsewhere, and the main reason the Japanese are retained in these

existing centers is because of the inability to find places where the

Japanese might be relocated?

Mr. BiDDT^E. Yes.

Mr. CosiELLO. Or the lack of desire on the part of the Japanese to

go into strange communities?
Mr. Bn)DLE. Exactly. And it is a slow and patient thing. It is a

mass movement. Yoii find homes for them in dozens of connnunities

where they are absolute strangers. You must remember that 130,000

Jai)anese is a drop in a bucket in a population of 130,000,000 if they

are not concentrated.

Being concentrated, that is the shocking thing. Obviously they

cannot^e concentrated in any large number, so it must be a slow,

patient effort to handle these men.

Please, gentlemen, do not hesitate to interrupt me at any time I am
not clear.
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Now, a little bit about the W. R. A. T tliink it is fair to say. then,

that their eflPort is relocation. It is not tlieir job and their auiliority

to do a polic'in<2: job. It is a relocation job, fundamentally and essen-

tially, and I think a misunderstanding of that function has been the
basis for a large part of the misunderstandinir of what they have been
able to do.

Is Ml'. Myer here ?

Mr. COSTEI.LO. No.
Mr. BiDDLE. If I am wrong, he will correct me on this, but I think

they have relocated about i2().0()0 in the whole ])ro<ri-am. Tluit is a

very substantial number.
I understand that they noAV relocate them with two things hapj)en-

ing: One is that they screen them to see if there is danger in relocating

them; to see whether they are loyal »Tapanese, to put it very simply.

The other is that they do not force them on the community. They are
very careful to check with the community and work out the problem
so that they see the program will work iu the community centers before

they are sent out.

Now, let me say, gentlemen, tliat I have not made any study of the

administration of W. R. A. and I have no opinion Avhether it is good
or bad, or anything else.

I do know that Mr. Myer is putting into effect tlie policy of the
United States to relocate these Japanese, and it seems to me that he
is doing it patiently and carefully.

As to the administration of the individual camps, I liave no opinion

because I have not got the facts before me and, until I have the facts,

I do not know. I cannot give you an opinion.

Now, the problem is a long-term one. It is one that must be con-

sidered not simply in what you are going to do one day and at one
camp.

Tule Lake has become a symbol of a great deal of excitement over
this problem, but the problem goes into all of the camps and goes into

our future policy.

Now, in order to determine that policy, you must first have a

decision on facts. My own opinion is that there are loyal Ja])anese

and disloyal Japanese ; that tliere are both kinds. I have had very little

dealings with Japanese and therefore am a little chary about giving

my opinion. I do not know very much about them, but I am basing
it largely on the o]nnion of men who do know.
For example. Ambassador Joseph C. Grew, who has been barn-

storming the country, telling the people what a brutal, tough enemy
we have in Japan, ruthless, hard, and cruel, says this about the

Japanese in America [according to newspaper article] :

Joseph C. Grew, former Anil){issa(lor to Japan, and Special Assistant to the
Secretary of State, pleaded in an ad(h'ess hist niglit for fair treatment of loyal

American citizens of Japanese descent.

He further said

:

Pleading that a distinction he made between enemy aliens and h)yal Ameri-
cans of Japanese extraction, Mr. Grew maintained that "like the Americans of

German descent, the overwhehning majority of Americans of Japanese origin

wish to he and are wholly loyal to the United States, and not only that, hut
they wish to prove that loyalty in service to their native land. *

"What I wish to say is merely this," Mr. Grew dei'lared, "those Americans of
Japanese descent have grown up in our country, in our democratic atmosphere.
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Most of them liave never known anything? else. Among those few who have been
to Japan, most of them could not stand the life there, and soon returned to the
United States."

That is particuhirly the Kibei he is referring to there.

The overwhelming? majority of those men want to be loyal to us, and per-
haps, surprisingly, the few who don't want to be loyal to us often say so
opeidy. It does not make for loyalty to be constantly under suspicion when
grounds for suspician are absent.

Therefore you have to determine first your fact as to whether
there are loyal Japanese and disloyal Japanese, and I am convinced
that there are loyal Japanese and I am convinced that there are
disloyal Japanese.
When you determine that, you must secure the loyal from the

disloyal.

Now, that can easily be done with Japanese citizens, people who
were not born here, because they can be interned, and we are intern-
ing them. We are interning them on the basis, however, of natural
safety.

If we consider that a man's background shows that he is unsafe
or should be interned, we intern him.
And we will not always give him the benefit of the case.

If it is a doubtful case, we intern him.
Now, we do that through a procedure of F. B. I. examinations,

which are taken to a review board in his community, and the review
board makes a recommendation to me and I make the final deter-

mination or recommendation.
In most instances I follow the review board, but in a small per-

centage of cases I overrule them.
A man can either be interned, he can be paroled, or he can be

discharged. We are constantly sifting and watching and going
over those records as thoroughly as possible, the first consideration
being the defense of our country, so as to take no possible chance
under any circumstances.

Mr. CosTELLO. How many aliens have been interned, all told?

Mr. BiDDLE. About 6,000, Mr. Costello.

Mr. CosTELJ.0. And of those, how manv are Japanese?
Mr. BiDDLE. Well, of them, 1,500 to 2,000. If the committee would

like, I can furnish them with exact figures.

Mr. Costello. I just want a general estimate.

Mr. BfbDLE. Now, those include, hoAvever, quite a good many Ital-

ians and Germans sent up from South America, the troublemakers
wo have taken because of the dangerous situation in South America,
and some from Hawaii.
We felt better, after a very careful screening process, to put them

in our concentration camps, because South America at one time was
a hot bed of espionage and propaganda, and through very careful

work with the State Department and the Latin-American republics

we have interned some of those, so they are included in that group.
^Ir. CosTEi.LO. These aliens who are interned are not mixed in the

centers, are they ?

Mr. BiDDLE. No; separate centers. There are 1,798 Japs who have
been interned, 1,853 Germans, and only now 111 Italians; which is

rather interesting.
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Well, that is the problem.
Now, there is one other point that I would like to make, particu-

larly, and that is the point which doubtless the State Department
has made in executive session, and I do not think it would inappro-

priate for me here in a public session to at least touch on the outline

of the elt'ect of treatment of Japanese in this country in relation to its

im])act on Ja})anese treatment of Americans.
I think there is no doubt, from men that I have talked to, and I

talked to Mr. Edgar Hoover about this this morning, and he confirms
what I am going to say, that the treatment by the Ja})anese authorities

of our interned citizens—and I am not speaking of soldiers, but of our
interned citizens particularly—from the re])orts of the men who came
over on the Gripsholm^ a week ago, has been good; good food, good
lodging, fair treatment; strict discipline but fair treatment.

There is absolutely no doubt that Japan is watching very closely

our treatment of the interned Japanese. There have been radio
broadcasts from Tokyo within the last few days by tlapan, saying they
were watching the Tule Lake situation with grave concern.

For instance, one reason I would think it would be inadvisable for

the Army to take over these camps, as was suggested, is that that
might, and probably would mean that the Army would take over the
interned Americans in Japan. And that treatment would be very
nuich worse, as is known, and therefore, I think that ought to be
averted.

All of these tilings can be exaggerated. It is a matter of balancing
the various factors in as cool and level-headed a way as you can, and
seeing the wliole picture.

Take the situation at Tule Lake. Tule Lake comprises a popula-
tion of approximately 15,000 Japanese, of which perhaps a couple
of thousand 'ire Kibei, and therefore are certainly disloyal.

Whether they are dangerous or not is an entirely different question.

It is a problem of Avhether or not that very large group of Jap-
anese, doing substantially nothing, should be concentrated in that area
or whether or not a special area for the disaffected Japanese should
not be very much considered.

It is pretty serious, having a large numl^er of men with nothing
to do, walking around with their hands in their pockets. That might
be considered.

It is a difficult problem of administration, I think. There i^ one
thing that, as Members of Congress, you might consider worthy of

consideration.

A number of bills have been introduced for the treatment of Jap-
anese, many of which are doubtful constitutionally, and some are
close to the edge.

This, hoAvever, I think, might be considered: Take, for instance,

Japanese-Americans who haA'e said, as these men openly say, "We
are loyal to Japan and do not want to be Americans." There is no
reason why ""heir citizenship should not be renounced under an ap-
propriate statute. There is no statute for that purpose, but there is

no reason that should not be done.

In other words, in wartime, gentlemen, it is inappropriate for a
man to choose loyalty, and where he wishes to choose the Ja])anese

loyalty he should be able to renounce his United States citizenship.
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His citizenship would then be removed and he would become an alien
and could be interned, and there would be no legal problem left with
that.

If that approach were made, that might be the proper approach to
the very luiclens of this problem, which comprises the Kibei.

It seems to me, from my point of view as a lawyer, and from the
point of view of you gentlemen who are looking at it from the ])rac-

tical problem of protection and community dissatisfaction, that may
be a practical approach.

I have not developed it, and it might be very interesting for some of
you gentlemen to consider that approach.
Mr. Eberharter. Do you have a personal opinion, Mr. Biddle, that

a person born in America can be deprived of his citizenship?
Mr. Biddle. Oh, yes; by voluntary expatriation.
^Ir. Eberharter. There is no present act under which that could be

done ?

Mr. Biddle. No act
;
quite right.

^Ir. Eberharter. But if Congress passed an act to that effect

Mr. Biddle. Xow wait. We have acts now which provide that where
a man, born in America, lives a certain length of time abroad, he au-

tomatically loses it. We have acts clearly inciicating where he joins

the army of a foreign nation he loses it, or where he declares.

But I do not think we will have any constitutional difficulty. It is

purely a matter of proper drafting.

I might add two items. One is, I understand, that every one of tliese

war relocation centers, not only Tule Lake but all of them—and again,

if there is a representative here, he can correct me for, as I say, I am
not very familiar with the details—is protected by the Army.
They brought in additional troops at Tule Lake because they needed

them.
I might say, also, the F. B. 1. does not sit on any board. We furnish

W. R. A. with the information we have and tlien they use it. They get

that information. But the men are not furloughed out of the camps
without the approval of the representative of the Army sitting on the

board with the W. R. A. I think that is correct.

Mr. Costello. Of course, Mr. Biddle, the Army is devoted mainly
to the external protection.

Mr. Biddle. External entirely. And I am speaking of external

protection. In other words, there has not been much danger or diffi-

culty of the conmiunities themselves suffering. The main thing is in

the camps.
Now. gentlemen, I think we ought to remember that in any large

concentration of men you are going to have trouble.

This illustration, I thhik, is very interesting. Somebody asked Gen-
eral White that question at that executive meeting we had, and he said:

"You put a lot of men in a center and they get in line at a post office or

a cafeteria, and one ste])S on another's toes, there will be some beating
up going on. I would like to compare the physical encounters in

relocation centers with a given number of Army camps and see where
there has been the most disturbance."

There was trouble in Manzanar last year and two or three fellows

shot ; but I think there has been comparatively little physical threat.
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I say it with some doubt, because I am not tlu)rou<rhly familiar with

it, and you gentlemen know more about it, even at Tule Lake just the

doctor was beaten up and he beat the Japanese up in the hospital.

I do not know^ of any other physical injuries in all that disturbance

out there, though there may be some.

Mr. Eberhaki-er. A total of three, I think.

Mr. CosTEixo. I think the big problem in most of the centers is that

internally there appears to be a lack of policing force to guarantee the

safety, both of the Japanese who are concentrated in the camp as well

as the employees who are employed to administer the camp, even

though the Army is outside of the camp.
I think that is one of the big defects.

Mr. BinDLE. That may be, and that may spring from Mr. Myers'

approach to this as his job in the resettlement and perhaps having put

emphasis on that and not working the other problem out quite com-
pletely yet.

Mr. CosTELLo. I believe you said that American citizens are held by
the Japanese under strict disciplinary control.

Mr. BiDDLE. Very.
Mr. CosTELLO. That is one thing that is most important. It does

not have to be brutal or harsh, but it has to be strict.

Mr. BiDDLE. Oh, they are very, very careful, Mr. Costello, about
adhering to the Geneva Convention in reference to feedin<r these ])eo-

ple and housing them under the Geneva Convention, which establishes

matters of wages, and all of that. It is very strictly followed, and
followed by us very carefully.

Mr. Costello. I understand the scale of feeding and clothing is in

keeping with the people of the country, rather than that of the people
of the country from which they came.
Mr. BiDDLE. That is right.

Mr. Costello. Which means that the Americans held by the Japa-
nese are administered by Japanese standards.
Mr. BiDDLE. No; that is true in the Army. As I understand it, one

of the difficulties with the Army is that they are given so little food.

They are given rice and a few other things, but not the internees. The
Japanese have given them adequate food and adequate housing, to all

accounts.

They have given them housing and clothes.

Mr. Costello. Is that required by the Geneva Conference for citi-

zens ?

Mr. BiDDLE. I would say that the Japanese have gone, in the treat-

ment of internees, far beyond the requirements of the Geneva Con-
ference.

Mr. CosTFXLO. Then you cannot criticize the Japanese Government
because the food which they do give to American citizens over there is

not the same standard, and so forth, that the American citizen would
be accustomed to here in America ?

Mr. BiDDLE. AVell, I think that is true. They probably have not got
it, but they give them much better food than they are required to give
the soldiers under the Geneva Convention ; there is no doubt about that.

Mr. Ererharter. Mr. Biddle, if one of these Japanese-Americans in

the Tule Lake center, say, American-born, would bring a writ of
habeas corpus in the Federal court, the Department of Justice would
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then be under the necessity of showin^^ to the Federal court the reason
why he is bein<r detained at Tule Lake witliout tlie privilege of freedom
of movement outside of the camp?

Mr. BinuLE. Yes; that is ri<>ht.

Mr. EiiKKHAKTER. Wluit would the Department of Justice do under
tliose circumstances?
Mr. BiDDLE. As I say, there is a test case that will probably come up,

involvinrr that very question.

Mr. Ebekiiariei{. And the Department of Justice would have to

prove that in open court ?

Mr. BiDDLE. I do not lil^e to pi'oi)hesy too much as to just what my
record and brief will be, Mr. Eberharter, because you understand that.

But 1 do say that it is a very tou<rh case to try; I mean, I do not really

want to be bound down by just what I am ^oinjr to prove, just what
judicial notice will be taken, just what arguments I am goin<r to use.

I do not want to put myself in a position where one of the emijient

justices will say, "You said before a committee of Congress such and
such. You are saying the opposite now."

I want to have a little freedom, if 3^ou do not mind.
But it is a tough problem.
Mr. Eberiiartcr. At any rate, you would be under the necessity of

presenting in open court, the facts upon which you base the right of

the Government to detain that person ?

Mr. Bnw^.E. Precisely.

Mr. Eberharter. That is all.

Mr. CosTELLo. Do 3^ou know of any instance, Mr. Biddle, of a Jap-
anese desiring to leave any of the other relocation centers, who has
been restrained from doing so?

Mr. Biddle. I do not know of any, off-hand.

There are one or two test cases which seem to be coming up.

I might say this, and I think this is very significant.

We have told AV. li. A. where a man was parolled and let out of

camp and then it turned out, on subsequent information, that he was
a man wiio perhaps ought to be in camp, that we would not arrest him
because not having connnitted any crnne we would be powerless to

arrest an individual and send him back to camp; })owerless; no
jurisdiction.

I am assuming he is a citizen, of course.

^fr. CosTELLO. Do you have any further statement 3^ou care to make,
Mr. Biddle?

Mr. Biddle. No, My. Costello.

Mr. Costello. We apin-eciate very much your taking time out from
your lunch hour, Mr. Biddle, to come here and give this committee
this information.
Thank you very much.
The committee will now adjourn.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m., the committee adjourned.)
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Mundt, South Dakota; and liobert Yj. Strij)lino\ chief investigator.

Also ])resent : Hon. Clair Engle, California, and R. II. Best.

Mr. Costello. The committee will be in order.

The purpose of our hearing today is that I understood Mr. Best,

the director of the Tule Lake segregation center, was going to be in

the city, and I thought it might be well for the committee to have his

statement regarding the events that transpired out there at that time,

in view of the fact that Mr. Best was the director of that particular

project.

Will Mr. Best please come forward?

SWORN STATEMENT OF R. R. BEST, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
TULE LAKE CENTER

Mr. Costfxlo. Please state your full name to the reporter.
Mr. Best. E. R. Best.

Mr. Costello. You may proceed, Mr. Strii)ling.

Mr. Stripling. ^Ir. Best, what is your }>resent position with War
Relocation Authority?
Mr. Best. Project director, Tule Lake center.

Mr. Stripling. Project director of the Tule Lake segregation
center ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir; the Tule Lake center, as nve officially term it.

Mr. Stripling. How long have you been employed by the War
Relocation Authority ?

Mr. Best. Since April 23, 1942. I think it was on the 25th; I
beg your pardon. April 25.

Mr. Stripling. What different positions have you held since
April 25?

Mr. Best. Transportation and supply officer, project director at

Moab, Utah, and at Leupp, Ariz., before coming to Tule Lake.
Mr. Stripling. And on what date did vou take over as director at

Tule Lake?
10081
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Mr. Best. Au<rust 1, 1943.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, will you give the committee a brief out-

line of your educational and ])rofessional background?
Mr. Best. I graduated from high school, Los Angeles, Calif. I had

no further education in colleges or schools from that time on.

Mr. Stripling. Will you also outline to the connnittee your pro-

fessional background; what positions you have held?
Mr. Best. From 1913 to 1917 I w^as assistant cashier of the Bank

of Clallam, Port Angeles, Wash.
I served 4 years in the Ignited States Marine Corps.
Upon coming out of the Marine Corps I was president and general

manager of a general merchandise store in Salvation, Idaho.
I continued as such until, I believe, it w^as 1929. I then became

associated with the Continental Oil Co. and an automobile agency,
Chevrolet Motor Co.

I worked for the United States Department of Commerce, and the

United States Weather Bureau in southeastern Idaho, at the time
the National Parks Airways was initiated or organized between Salt

Lake City and Great Falls, Mont.
In 1934 I worked for the Federal land bank at Spokane as land

appraiser in 17 southeastern Idaho counties.

On February 6, 1935, I went to work for the Department of Agri-
culture at Malad City, Idaho, as chief appraiser for all land that
was acquired under submarginal land purchases.

I was then made project manager for the project that optioned
all of that land, and we relocated 105 farm families from that area

to other areas. The land was then converted to a grazing area and
^vas put into grazing operation, all of which was under my supervision

and direction.

I w^as, on April 25, 1942, at that position, when I was called to

San Francisco to take the position with War Relocation Authority.

Mr. Stripling. AVhen you assumed your duties as director of the

Tule Lake center in August, what was the population of the Tule
Lake center?

Mr. Best. Fifteen thousand, one hundred, I believe.

Mr. Stripling. At that time ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. What is the present population?
Mr. Best. Fourteen thousand, eight hundred and some.
Mr. Stripling. When you assumed your duties there, were there

any strikes in process among the evacuees?
Mr. Best. At the time I arrived?
Mr. Stripling. At the time you arrived.

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. When did the first strike occur?

Mr. Best. Possibly, it could have been 2 wrecks. It was possibly

a week or two after I got there.
' Mr. Stripling. What was tliat sti-ike about?
Mr. Bf>st. Coal ; the unloading of coal.

Mr. Stripling. How many evacuees were involved in that strike?

Mr. Best. I do not just recall, but I believe it was around 70—65

or 70. at that particular time.

Mr. Stripling. How was the strike settled ?
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Mr. Best. I terminated everybody that was on the coal crew aftei*

they refused to work for ;i days. I called the foreman into my
office and we discussed the matter and settled the matter.

Mr. Stripling. Was the foreman an evacuee or Caucasian'^

Mr. Best. Evacuee.
Mr. Stripling. Did any of the 70 men return to work?
Mr. Best. Yes. So far'as I know, a lot of them did.

Mr. Stripling. Were they paid durino; the period of the strike?

Mr. Best. Oh, no.

Mr. Stripling. Is it the policy of the W. R. A. to pay the evacuees

during the period of a strike—during the negotiations?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Do you know whether they have ever been paid

during such a period ?

Mr. Best. No; I do not know that they have.

Mr. Stripling. What was the next strike which occurred, Mr. Best,

atTuleLake?
Mr. Best. It was on the farm.

Mr. Stripling. And when did tliat occur ?

Mr. Best. October 15.

Mr. Stripling. AVhat brought on that strike ?

Mr. Best. A truck accident.

Mr. Stripling. Was it settled ?

Mr. Best. Well, there has nobody worked at the farm since, so,

answering 3'our question, I would not know.
Mr. Stripling. How many evacuees were involved in that farm

strike ?

Mr. Best. I think that was in excess of 400.

Mr. Stripling. Four hundred. How many acres of various vege-

tables and crops were under cultivation at the Tule Lake center ?

Mr. Best. I do not have those figures exactly in my mind, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Approximately how many ?

Mr. Best. Well, there are roughly 4,000 acres of agricultural land.

It was not all in crops, so I w^ould say possibly 600 acres w^ere involved
in which they were striking at that time.

Mr. Stripling. Was that during the period of the harvesting
season ?

Mr. Best. No. The harvest had been started as far as potatoes were
concerned. Other vegetable crops were harvested daily for con-

sumption.
Mr. Stripling. What steps did you take as project director to save

these crops after the strike was in progress?
Mr. Best. I made an attempt to discuss why they did not come back

to work.
Mr. Stripling. Your negotiations were not successful, then ?

Mr. Best. That is right.

IMr. Stripling. AVhat was eventually done to save the crops?
Mr. Best. We brought in around 200—250 Japanese from other

centers.

Mr. Stripling. Did they completely and satisfactorily harvest
the crops?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Without any loss, or unusual loss?
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Mr. Bkst. That is ri^ht.

Mr. Stkipijxg. On October 26 did a deleofatioii or a conuiiittee

purporting to represent the evacuees call upon you ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stku'Ling. Would you state for the connnittee, briefly, their
i'e(|nests or demands or ^jnevances which they presented to you?
Mr. Best. On October 26?
Mr. STiiiPiJNG. On October 26.

Mr, Best. Yes, sir; they made several demands. Amonor them was
the improvement of road conditioiLs. the improvement of ])orches on
their houses, the improvement of the latrine service, improvements
in the hospital, to the effect that the Caucasian doctors and nurses were
to be dismissed.
Mr. Stripling. Did they submit these in the nature of a request or

demands?
Mr. Best. I assumed that they were demands.
Mr. Stripling. Did you interpret them as demands?
Mr. Best. I did, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Did you acceed to any of their demands?
Mr. Best. No. sir.

^Ir. STRiPLiN(i. Did they demand your resi<j:nation ?

Mr. Best. The transcrij^t of that meeting is the best evidence. I do
not believe they demanded my resignation until the November 1 meet-
ing; I am not sure. I have not read it lately. They may haA^e de-

manded mine at that time, but I rather think that was when the direc-

tor was there.

Mr. Stripling. Did you consider the demands which this committee
made u])on you to be reasonable ?

^ ,

Mr. Best. No.
Mr. Striplixcj. Do you think all of the demands were unreasonable?
"Mr. Best. That was my interpretation.

Mr. Stiuplin(}. Now. the coal strike and the farm strike—were they
the only two strikes that occurred ?

Mr. Best. Since I have been there; yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Folh)wing your meeting with the committee on Oc-
tol>er 26. did you get in touch with the National Director, Mr. Myer?
Mr, Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Regarding this matter ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. And it was in conference with him that you decided

to bring in the outside evacuees to harvest the crops?
^Ir. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stiupling. Did you feel, by this committee making these un-

reasonable demands, that they were attempting to stir up the evacuee

colony?
Mr. Best. Did I think they were?
Mr. Stripling. Did you consider that ?

Mr. Best, Yes, sir.

Mr. STRiPLiN(i. At that time, Mr. Best, how many men were on
the internal security staff?

Mr, Best, I believe there were seven.

Mr. Stripling. Does that include Mr. Schmidt?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Stripling. Tlie director of internal security for the entire

W. R. A.?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Striplin(;. In otlier words, he was not a permanent memlxM-?
Mr. Best. AVell, lie came with me; I hromrht him here with me.

Mr. Sthiplincj. You mean seven Caucasians?
Mr. Best. That is ri<rht.

Mr. S-nui'LiNG. Did you consider that to be sufficient to nuiintain

order within the center and to keep you apprised of what was hap-
penin<x ?

Mr. Best. At that particular time; yes.

Mr. STiuPLixr.. You considered seven ])e()ple sufficient to police and
report as to any under<^r()und activities of some 15.000 people?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. At tliat time you say you considered it?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Do you now consider it to be sufficient ?

Mr. Best. No. sir.

^

Mr. Stripling. What number do you think would lx» sufficient now?
^Ir. Best. Well, there are now 66 positions approved, of which we

are trying to fill those positions as fast as we can get men.
Mr. Stripling. You think that the addition of the 66 that you ex-

pect will be sufficient?

]Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. Prior to November 1, had you ever requested any addi-
tional Caucasian guards?

]\Ir. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Mundt. No request was made ?

Mr. BEvST. No, sir.

Mr. Mundt. When did you conclude that the 7 were insufficient and
66 were desired?

Mr. Best. At the time it was found out what their approach was.
Mr. Mundt. You mean after the so-called riot or disturbance?
Mr. Best. On November 4; yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. Up until November 4, then, you had not contemplated
increasing the number of Caucasian guards?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. How about on November 2; did you still consider
that seven were sufficient ?

Mr. Best. No. On November 2 we had definitely made plans to
have more.
Mr. Stripling. Immediate plans?
Mr. Best. By "immediate plans," what do yon mean by that?
Mr. Stripling. Well, were you convinced after the happenings of

November 1 that seven internal-security officers were not sufficient to
maintain order within the camp? Did*^ you arrive at that conclusion
after November 1 ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Well, did you take any definite immediate steps to
bring in more officers for the 2d, 3d, and 4th ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. How many more were brought in on the 2d ?

Mr. Best. They did not arrive on the 2d, but I think we asked for
either 10 or 11. They did not get there on the 2d or 3d.
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Mr. Stripung. Or 4tli.

Mr. Best. No.
Mr. Stripling. Or now.
Mr. Best, Yos; tliore was one there on the 4th, I believe.

Mr. Stiupling. So you had 8 on tlie 4th ^

Mr. Best. Yes.

Mr. Stkipijng. It is under the control of the Army now; is that

ri^ht ^

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Ml'. Sfripling. How many internal officers are there at Tule Lake
at this time?
Mr. Best. Now? When I left I know there were 9; and there are

several in the process of reporting. We are attempting to recruit

from three different locations, and I can not tell you how many are

there today.

Mr. Stripling. Prior to the occurrence of November 1, did you have
any knowledge, either from informers or from the security officers, or

from any source, that there was a so-called underground movement
within the camp to stir up discord which would culminate in a riot

or in the occurrence whicli happened on November 1 ?

Mr. Best. Only witli my contact with the committee; knowing what
they were attempting to do is all I had.

Mr. Stripling. Did you anticipate the occurrence of November 1?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You did not?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. Before we leave the number of guards you are trying
to recruit, which you stated was 66, I am intrigued by the number 66.,

How did you happen to determine that that particular number should
\)e 66 instead of whether it should be 60, 65, 70, or 75? There must
be some reason why you had 66.

Mr. Best. Mr. Schmidt, our national security officer, worked out a

program for relief, an hourly, daily, and weekly schedule clear through
a monthly })eriod, and with the program that he initiated to go into

effect, arrived at aroujul 66, and at that time that is why we asked for

66 approvals.

Mr. MuNDT. How many does that contemplate will serve on any
one shift ^

Mr. Best. I am not sui-e, but it means there is someone on 24 hours
a day with the proper relief.

Mr. MuNDT. Around 20 to a shift, would you say, coupled with the

relief (

Mr. Best. I would say that; yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. And when you had only seven men employed in that

capacity, did that mean that you had in some shifts only two or three

white Caucasian guards?
Mr. Best. That is right.

Mr. Mundt. What did your experience indicate as to the shifts in a

camp of that kind: that you need the maximum number of guards
during the day, during the night, or when?

Mr. Best. It will not matter after we get the guards, if and when
we take it over, because there is a central fence through the colony

through which only so many will ever go under Army passes at any
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time, so it does not make any difference whether it is day or night, or
Avhen.

Mr. MuNDT. A central fence tlirongh which?
Mr. Best. Through the coh)ny.

Mr. MuNDT. Wliich divides the Japanese and white people?
Mr. Best. It divides the administration area from the evacuee area.

Mr. MuNDT. You contemplate having a white police force in that

Japanese enclosure, do you not?
Mr. Be'ST. At times, in patrol cars: radio patrol cars.

Mr. MuNDT. But not as a matter of general policy. You plan, then,

as I understand it, is, if and when you assume complete control of
the camp, that within the Japanese enclosure, the Japanese will set

up their own security force?

Mr. Best. We will set it up for them.
Mr. MuNDT. You will set it up for them ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. But it will be comprised of Japanese?
Mr. Best. In that area.

Mr. MuNDT. And you do not contemplate having any white security

officers, permanently stationed inside of that partition? The whites
w^ill simply go in there in patrol cars occasionally to see how things are

handled ?

Mr. Best. Eight.
Mr. MuNOT. Therefore your 66 internal security officers of the

Caucasian race will function on the white side of the fence for the

protection of the staff and the W. R. A. personnel?
Mr. Best. Yes.

Mr. Mundt. That is all.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, coming up to the events of November 1,

will you describe briefly to the committee the circumstances under
which the evacuees gathered around the administration building on
November 1?
Mr. Best. I do not know how to answer your question.

You want to know how they came up there ?

Mr. Stripling. What was the first knowledge you had that they
were, so-called, moving on the administration area?
Mr. Best. One of our Caucasian employees told me that it was an-

nounced in the mess hall at 12 : 20 that they were to all come to the
administration building to hear Director Myer speak.
Mr. Stripling. At what time did you hear that?
Mr. Best. 12 : 30 or 12 : 40 ; somewheres along in there.

Mr. Stripling. Did you take any steps to prevent that ?

Mr. Best. To prevent them from coming?
Mr. Strieling. That is right.

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Had Mr. Myer announced that he would speak?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You knew that he had not intended to speak, did
you not ?

Mr. Best. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. Nevertheless, you proceeded, or you permitted them
to proceed with their plans of congregating there?
Mr. Best. That is right.
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Mr. STHirLiXG. Was that your decision or the decision of Mr. Myer?
Mr. Best. No. I think we ])r()l)ably decided tliat t()<j;ether. I in-

formed him and we probably decided i( t()<>et]ier.

Mr. STRirLiNo. Did you ^ive the committee the reasons for your
decision to permit them to continue to oather, even thou<i^h you knew
in advance that they phmned to do so ?

Mr. Best. 1 do not get that question
;
please repeat it.

Mr. Stiuplixo. Will you ex])lain to the conunittee your reason
in permitting the evacuees to come and congregate at the administra-

tion building when there was no i)urpose for them (h)ing it : in other

words, if Mr. Myer was not going to speak, why were they coming
there? You said you made no steps to stop them.

Air. Best. No. I woukl not have known how to do it.

Mr. Stripling. You would not have known how to do it?

Mr. Best. That is right. They were on their way up by the time
that I knew it.

Mr. Stripling. Then you. as the director of the camp, were helpless

to keep them from it ; is that true ?

Mr. Best. But the Army could have been called in.

Mr. Sthipling. I know, but I am speaking now of the camp ; of the

center.

Mr. Best. Yes.

Mr. Stripling. You were helpless to do anything about it?

Mr. Best. Yes.
Mr. Stripling. You did not think it was advisable at that time to

call in the Army?
Mr. Best. No; I did not.

Mr. Stripling. There has been considerable testimony before the

committee, Mr. Best, about the crowd gathering around the admin-
istration building area. Estimates have ranged from 8,000 u}) to

10,000, as to the number of people there.

But, after the crowd gathered there, and the committee of 17 called

upon you and Mr. Myer, did you consider that the evacuees were in

physical control of the camp, of the center, at that time?
Mr. Best. At that time, no; I did not.

Mr. Striiling. Were the Caucasian employees of the center free

to go and come as they wished at that time ?

Mr. Best. As far as I knew : yes. I have heard conflicting stories

since that time. As far as I knew, I had reason to think that they
were, because the young lady who furnished our ti'ansci'ipt of the

meeting came from another building.

Mr. Stripling. Did you notice anything unusual within the admin-
istration building?

Mr. Best. No; I did not. I was only in my office, you understand.
Mr. Stripling. Well, did you not go out of your office at any time?
Mr. Best. No. sir: only when the meeting was over, when I spoke

on the microphone.
Mr. Stripling. You made no examination yourself to determine

the state of affairs in the administration building?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. As to whether people were being forced into the

building?
Mr. Bi:sT. No, sir.
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Mr. Stripling. You do not know Avlietlier anybody was forced in

the biiildin<2:?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Well, from your subsequent investigation, which
I am sure you have made since that time, have you concluded that

people were there a<>:ainst their will?

i

^Ir. Best. There wei-e some ])e()ple that stated very definitely that

1

they were there against their will.

Mr. Stripling. How many people do you know who stated that they

were there ^)f their own accord and could have left if they had
wanted to?

Mr. Best. Well, we interyiewed the ])eople who were in the build-

ing, or had any intinuite knowledge of this and we have that in-

formation.
Mr. Stripling. Well, how many that you know of stated to you,

when you interviewed them, that they did not consider themselves to

be prisoners of the evacuees in the building, and that they could
have left when they wanted to, and that they did not have to go
there in the first instance; that is, according to the statements which
3^ou supplied to Mr. Myer, the 69 interviews?

Mr. Best. There are two that testified that they were permitted to

leave and return.

Mr. Stripling. Who were those two individuals; the names?
Mr. Best. One I know Avas Miss Battat.

Mr. Stripling. What is her position at the camp?
Mr. Best. She is a secretary.

Mr. Stripling. Who is the other person?
Mr. Best. Mrs. Silverthorn.

Mr. Stripling. Are they the only two that 3^ou know of who stated
that they were permitted to leave?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. How many do you think wei-e brought there and
placed in the administration building?
Mr. Best. Two, to my knowledge.
Mr. Stripling. Only two people were brought there ?

Mr. Best. That were actually brought there.

Mr. Stripling. Who were they ?

Mr. Best. They were school teachers: I do not recall their names.
Mr. Stripling. AVell, how many Caucasian employees were in the

administration building on the afternoon of November 1?
I Mr. Best. I do not know that.

Mr. Stiupling. Well, what did your investigation disclose as to

how many Avere there ?

Mr. Best. I would say there were probably 100 in there; maybe less.

I I do not know^ exactly.

j
]\Ir. CosTEixo. Speak a little louder so that we can hear you.
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Normally, how many would be there?
Mr. Best. I do not know, sir. You see, our offices are scattered and

I do not know how many are in the administration building. You
I

could say there were probably 100.

1
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Mr. Stripling. Loavino: the administration buildin*; for a minute,
do you think or do you consider that tlie Japaiu'se were in control of
the hospital at any time after 1 p. m. on November 1?

Mr. Best. It has never been said tliat they were in control of the

hospital.

^fr. Stripling. Do you know whether the Japanese were ever in

control of the exits in and out of the hospital?

Mr. Best. Just one exit.

Mr. Stripling. Which one was that?

Mr. Best. The entrance to Dr. Pedicord's office.

Mr. Stripling. I mean the exits in and out of the center: the <rates.

Mr. Best. Oh, the <rates?

Mr. Stripling. Of the center.

Mr. Best. I thoui^ht you said "hospital." I be<jj your pardon.
Mr. Stripling. Well, I am speaking now of the gates.

Mr. I^EST. The gates of the center?

Mr. Stripling. Yes, sir.

Mr. Best. No; the Army has control of all gates at the center.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, at that point I would like to read

from the statement which Mr. Myer submitted to the committee when
he testified of Mr. Frank D. Fagar, personnel officer, at the Tule
Lake center. He says :

I have been on the project for 18 months as placement oflicer. The title of

actinfr personnel oflBcer is just a few days old. In answer to your questions as

to what I observed concerning the recent incidents I can tell you the following
stories

:

At 2, Monday. Noveniher 1. conies the first affair. I phoned the office and
Schmidt suggested that I leave by way of the back gate. I took my car and went
to the back gate at the opposite end of the project and found it locked. A soldier

was on regular guard duty.

Within 10 miiuites of my arrival a truckload of young Japanese boys came up
in a stake truck. The .soldier asked me what to do. The Japanese boys said to

him tliat they had come to guard the gate and see that no one came in or left.

The boys didn't say a single word to me. Within If) minutes two more truck-

loads arrived, making three trucks in all. I judged that there were about 15

fellows on the back of each truck. They ran one of the trucks back agaiFist the

pate to prevent anyone from leaving, and during this time, also, not one word
was said to me. They ran the truck up apparently to keep me from going out the

gate.

Soon after the arrival of the first truck a jt^^p arrived and saw what was hap-
pening and they got in touch with headquarters. It took about 15 minutes for an
Army truck of <5 men with tommy guns to arrive. They were ordered to the tower
and soon after their arrival, an officer arrive^l in a jeep. In the meantime the
Japanese boys had sat on the ground. They were all there and under the aim
of the tommy gunners.
The colonel who had arrived asked the tonnny gunn(»rs if they were ready and

then op*>ned the gate. The truck was pushed away from the gate by the soldiers.

Then I went, with two soldiers, to my car which was about 20 feet away. No
person (»n the ground did anything. I drove the car out of the gate and drove to

the front of the projwt area where I remained until the November 1 meeting was
over.

Do you know whether or not similar incidents occurred at the other

entrances to the center, Mr. Best ?

Mr. Best. No; I do not.

Mr. Stripltnci. Well, what did your investigation disclose?

Mr. Bkst. Well, there are only three gates. There are only three

gates to the center. Two of them are locked. The other ha*", an Army
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rruard on it. The two locked <i:ates have a walking gnard. We do not

have anythin<j!: to do with the urates.

I mitrht explain the other two gates. One is where they take the

garbage out and the other is where they go to the sewer system. They
are both locked by the Army.

Mr. Stiuplixg." (joing l)ack to the hospital now, when was it lii'st

reported to you that something was happening at the hospital {

Mr. Best. Shortly after 1 : 80.

Mr. Strii'LIng. Who informed you of that?

Mr. Bkst. I do not know.
Mr. STKimxG. Well, how did you receive the information ?

Mr. Best. Telephone call.

Mr. Stripling. You do not know who called you? What did they

state?

Mr. Best. They were very excited. They said Dr. Pedicord had

been beaten, ])roperty was being damaged, and boys wei-e running up
and down the hall; send somebody over right away. I think that was
the telephone call.

Mr. Stripling. In lesponse to that, what did you do?
Mr. Best. I turned to the conunittee. and my statement in the tran-

script is in evidence, and that is what I said to them; that Dr. Pedi-

cord was being beaten, and it had to be stopped.

Mr. Costello. Had the meeting started at that time?
Mr. Best. I beg your pardon?
Mr. Costello. Had the meeting started at that time, when vou got

this first call?

^Ir. Best. We were all in the room, and whenever I have a meeting,

I always get everybody's signature and their address, their name and
address before we go any j)lace. and that was being done at that

particular time, sir.

Mr. Costeulo. You had officially stai'ted the meeting, then, at that

moment ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir; and I took the signatures. They were all on the

tablet.

Mr. Costello. Let me ask one other (question right at this point.

You and Mr. Myer took a ride around the project before you came to

the administration building for this meeting?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Costello. Had any crowd gathered at the administration build-

ing when you returned ?

• Mr. Best. They were just coming up to the area when we drove up,
and we left our car right by the office.

Mr. Costello. You then went right into your office?

Mr. Best. We went right into our office, sir.

Mr. CoSTPXLO. And from that time you paid no more attention to

the crowd ?

Mr. Bf^t. We watched the crowd come u]); yes, sir.

^Ir. CosTELi/). But you paid no more attention to them after you
went into the office?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Costello. You paid no attention to what they were doing or
inquired why they were coming there?
Mr. Best. Well, I knew why they were coming; at least, I had been

informed of that.
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Mr. CosTKixo. That is all.

Mr. Sthipling. When this crowd ojathered, f()llowin<i: the noon hour,

:li(I tlio ovacueo cMnployoos in the administration l)nil(lin<; leave?

^Ir. Bkst. They had come to work, and in some (k^i)artments the

Caucasian people told them to leave, and I am tohl in another wing
the Ja]^anese boys came in and asked them to. come outside.

Mr. Sthipling. Do you know whether or not a number of them re-

ceived ])h()ne calls from Japanese outside, instructin<r them to leave'?

Mr. Best. No; I do not know anything about that.

]Mr. Stkipling. Has that been broufjht to your attention?

Mr. Best. No, sir; I never heard of that.

Mr. Sti{iplin(}. Did you examine the statement that Avas taken from
Marian P^rancis?

^Ir. Best. I do not thiidv I read that one; no.

Mr. Stripling. Of November 13, 1943?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

^Ir. Stripling. What is ^liss Francis' position?

i\Ir. Best. She is in the school system, but she was servin^j as sec-

retary in the offices.

Mr. Stiupling. Mr. Chairman, in hei" statement which Mr. Myer
submitted, which statement is dated November 13, she says, and I

quote

:

In the adniinistrsitioii building evncuoe office girls were linrriodly getting into

thoir coats. One girl say. "It's a general strike!" Another exclaimed excitedly,

"Hnrry ! The hoys i)honed np ; we ninst all leave right away !" I saw one young
man urging s(»veral stenographers to hurry, and hustling them out of the back
door.

You did not examine the statement of Miss Francis?
Mr. Best. No; I have not read her statement.

]\[r. Stripling. Do you know of any other instances where the

employees stated that the evacuee personnel had received phone calls

from the outside?

Mr. Best. No, sir; I have not heard of it.

Mr. Stripijng. Here is the statement of Rose Mary Spoonemore,
of November 18, 1943, which was submitted by Mr. Myer:

I was workifig in the statistical ofhce on Monday afternoon. I was in there
about 1. Suddenly they were beginning to CJill over th*" telephone, calling for

the girls who worked in the ottice. They were telling them to leave. At least

three received telephone calls. I noticed that the girls acted disturbed. They
had bronght their huiches and had eaten them in the administration building.

One of them said before they left, "rm very sorry that the girls have to go, but
I guess they had better." They didn't leave in a group but in bunches of two or
three.

Mr. Best, did you examine these statements which were taken?
Mr. Best. Not all of them, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Who directed that they be taken ?

Mr. Best. I did.

Mr. Striplinc.. Did you forward them to Mr. Myer?
Mr. Best. That is ri^ht.

^fr. Stripling. Who, on the project, did examine all of them?
Mr. Best. I had three ])e()ple detailed to do that work, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Would you pve the committee the names of those

three peo})le, with the titles, please?

Mr. Best. Mr. Spicer—I do not know his title, sir.
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Mr. Stripling. You do not know Mr. Si)icer''s title?

Mr. Best. Xo; lie came to the project from AVaslnii<rton, T believe,

an analyst, connnunit y analyst. And Mr. P)iii('low, John Hi<iclo\v, re-

ports officer from Minnedoka; and Kent Silveilhoi'n, project director

at Tule Lake.
Mr. Stkipling. Mr. Best, you said that you, yourself, did not con-

sider the Caucasian employees in the administration buildin*; to he

prisoners; that they were at liberty to <>o and come as they saw fit.

Mr. Bkst. I thou<2:ht so; yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You thouirht so?

Mr. Best. That is i i<>hi.

Mr. Stripling. Well, referrino- apiin, Mr. Chairman, to the state-

ment of Marion Fraiicis, which was submitted by Mr. Myer, dated
November 13, 1943, she states

:

I watched niipointod porsonnel herded into the hack (h)()rs of the adiniiiist ration

building, without ceremony, hy evacuees. The doors were ch)sed early in the
afternoon. Someone said that the door to the new winj; was nailed shut. I

saw later that the door to the middle winji; was latched on the outside and
barricaded with three large refuse cans.

• Do you know whether that is true or not ?

Mr. Best. No, sir. I assume it to be true, if she saw it. She was
in that part of the buildin":, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. You believe her testimony would be reliable, do you?
^Ir. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. You did not leave your office, as I understand it, from
about 1 o'clock until 4:80 or 5, or whatever time it was, when you
and Mr. Myer addressed the crowd?
Mr. Best. That is correct.

Mr. MuNDT. Did anybody, any Caucasian in the employ of W. R. A.
leave your office, to your knowledge, to <:^o over to the hospital and
examine conditions over there during- that interval, and come back
and report ?

Mr. Best. Thev did.

Mr. :\IuNi)T. Who was that?
Mr. Best. Mr. Schmidt—Willard E. Schmidt.
Mr. MuNDT. He was the security officer (

Mr. Best. Yes. sir.

Mr. MuNDT. About what time did he leave your office?

Mr. Best. I do not know the exact time. It is reported in the
transcript of that meetina'. The director insisted that he go over
there, and he stopped the meeting, and he said there would be no more
meeting until Mr. Schmidt returned. It is in the transcript, I be-
lieve, sir. And the time, sir, I would not just exactly know.
Mr. MuNDT. The transcript was a little confusing as to just when

he went and how long he was away and what transpired while he was
gone.

Mr. Best. Nothing transpired while he was gone. AVe just sat
there.

^Ir. MuNDT. Did he go by himself?
Mr. Best. He left the room by himself and I just assume he went

by himself; I do not know that.

Mr. Mt'Ndt. That was not, was it, at 1 : 30. when the call came?
Mr. Best. Oh, not at 1 : 30; no, sir.

Mr. Mundt. That was the result of some subsequent phone call?
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Mr. Best. That is right.

Mr. MuNDT. What happened at 1 : 30? Yon had tnrned to the com-
mittee and reported to the committee what yon had heard over the

phone, and then Mr. Stripling got into a matter with yon regarding
the gates.

What happened in response to your report to the committee at

1:80?
^Ir. Best. The chairman said, "We will stop it," or something to

that effect, and he sent two evacuees out of the room. They reported

back shortly. There was nothing done while they were gone. I

imagine they were gone maybe 5 minutes and they came back.

They said there was no more trouble over there.

Mr. MuNDT. And it was after that that you got another telephone
call?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir,

Mr. MuNDT. And how long was Mr. Schmidt gone ?

Mr. Best. I think he was gone maybe 10 minutes or a little bit

longer. He looked around the hospital.

Mr. MuNDT. And he reported everything under control ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. AVere those the only two breaks that you had in your
proceedings there ?

Mr. Best. No, sir. There was another break of some several min-
utes.

Mr. CosTEixo. What was the occasion for that interi'uption ?

Mr. Best. They asked that some Japanese secretaries be brought
in; that the boy taking the notes got tired. They had to get the

girls out of the crowd, and it took some 10 or 15 minutes, I believe, to

get the girls and their notebooks and pencils.

Mr. Costello. Is the transcript of that meeting a full and com-
plete transcript of everything that transpired at that meeting?
Mr. Best. To the best of my knowledge, it is, sir.

However—no; I think it was practically all there. It could be at

the time we were signing up that some little thing was said.

Mr. Costello. But the body of the transcript

Mr. Best. The body of the transcript is absolutely correct, I would
say.

\

Mr. Costello. It is a complete transcript of the proceedings that

took place from the very beginning of the meeting, Avith the exce])ti(m

of some of the remarks that may have been passed while they were
signing?
Mr. Best. I would say, sir, that that happens when you have a meet-

ing of that type.

Mr. MuNDT. At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Myer spoke to

the crowd, and Reverend Kai, I believe, spoke to the crowd. Did you
also speak to the crowd ?

^fr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. At whose invitation?

Mr. B?:sT. The committee. I followed Mr. Myer. The committee
asked me. I followed Mr. Myer ; after they had the translation of what
he said the committee said to speak, and I did.

^Ir. ^fuNDT. Were you introduced by Mr. Kuratomi ?

Mr. Best. No, sir; nobody introduced me.
Mr. ^luNDT. Nobody introduced you?
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Mr. Best. Xo, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. George Kiiratomi Introduced Mr. ^lyer?
Mr. Bp:st. That is right ; lie introchiced liim.

Mr. CostelijO. Were you out there on the phitforni at the time Mr.
Myer spoke?
Mr. Best. The microphone ^yas inside a double door, sir. It was

just in a little office. There wasn't anybody outside. It was just

right at the edge of the door, and it w^as elevated above the crowd, I

would say, about 2 feet ; the floor level of the office.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you see the crowd when you were talking to

them ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir; in one direction ; only in one direction.

Mr. Stripling. In connection with Mr. Schmidt's going to the hospi-

tal, Mr. Chairman, I have a memorandum dated November 15, from
Harry L. Black, to Mr. Edward H. Spicer.

This memorandum was submitted by Mr. Myer when he was before

the committee.
Will you identify Mr. Black, Mr. Best ?

Mr. Best. Mr. Black is assistant project director.

Mr. Stripling. While you were meeting with the committee, was
Mr. Black present ?

Mr. Best. In the room ?

Mr. STiiiPLiNG. No. Was he where he could view the situation ; hear
the conversation?
Mr. Best. No ; he could not hear the conversation ; no, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Where was he?
Mr. Best. He was in another office.

Mr. Stripling. How far from where the committee was meeting?
Mr. Best. Twenty-five or thirty feet.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, in the statement of Mr. Black, he
says

:

Within a few minutes after tlie session in Mr. Best's office liad begun, a report

came to me that there had been a disturbance at the hospital and that Dr.
Pedicord had been badly beaten. Through the windows I could see a large group
of people about the hospital with a denser group nearest the door. I called Mr.
Best in the meeting by phone in the welfare office so that I would not be overheard
by the evacuees. I reported to him what I had heard about Dr. Pedicord. I held
the phone while he addressed the committee to th'^ effect that he had had a report

that there had been a disturbance at the hospital and that Dr. Pedicord had been
injured. He went on to say that the meeting would progi-ess no further until

be had assurances from the committee and from the outside that the situation
at the hospital was in hand.
Later I made a second report to Mr. Best by phone that order had not been

restored at the hospital : that Japanese who had no connection with the hospital
were entering and leaving at will: that they were running through the wards
and generally disrupting the routine of the hospital. Thereupon, it was arranged
for Mr. Schmidt to go with representatives of the group to the hospital, and
they later came back and stated that everything was under control. Even later
I saw from the window individuals and groups going in and coming out of the
hospital entrance opposite ward E. I had been told that Dr. Pedicord hfid re-

ceived first-aid attention in his office and that he was remaining there. He had
not been put to bed.

Now, Mr. Best, ^fr. Black states that he reported to you the hos-
pital incident once, and apparently nothino: was done.
He reported it a second time, and then it was arrann:ed that Mr.

Schmidt go with representatives of the group. I believe you testified

to the committee that Mr. Schmidt went alone.
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Mr. Bkst. lie went out of my office alone.

Mr. Stkii'lix(;. And also went when it was first reported to you?
Mr. Best. No; I did not say that, sir.

Mr. CosTELi.0. Did no one leave with Mr. Schmidt at some time;
none of the Japanese?

Mr. Best. Not out of the room where we were in. I did not know
that anyone went with him, sir.

Mr. CosTELEO. Why tlien does the transcript state that?
Mr. Best. Mr. Black was in another room.
Mr. Costello. No; I mean the transcript of the proceedin^^^s sub-

mitted to the committee by W. R. A. indicates at that point that Mr.
Schmidt and an evacuee left to go to the hospital. I believe (hat is

the way it is })hrased in the transcript, about the thirteenth or fifteenth

pa<j:e of the transcript.

Mr. Stripling. It says

:

Mr. Sclimidt aud an evacuee go to check up on hospital situation.

Then there are four lines of conversation, and it says

:

Returned with report from hospital that situation under control.

That is on page 17, 1 believe, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTEixo. The transcript woidd indicate that ^Ir. Schmidt did

not leave the office alone, but that one of the Japanese nuist have
gone with him.

Mr. J^EST. It is entirely possible, sir. It is entirely possible. If

that is what it says, that is what happened.
]\Ir. Costello. You think it would have been ])ossible for ^Ir.

Schmidt to go out of the administration building and go to the hos-

pital a lone ^ You think the Japanese would have allowed him to

pass through their group?
Mr. Best. I think so.

Mr. Costello. As far as you know, there were only two women
who were allowed to pass in or out, or do you know of any others?

Mr. Best. No; I do not know of any others.

Mr. Costello. You do not know of any others?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, will you explain to the committee why
you, as the responsible ofiicial at the Tule Lake Center, did not go
yourself to the hospital when it was rejwrted to you that the head
of the hospital was toeing beaten up, that the hospital was being over-

run by evacuees; why you yourself did not go to determine what was
wrong and what could be done about it ?

Mr. Best. I did not think of it in that light, sir. I thought Mr.
Schmidt was better ([ualified to go than I would be.

Mr. Stripling. Do you not think that a rei)()rt that the chief of

the hospital was being beaten and the hospital was being overrun

would Ik? of sufficient consetjuence for you to suspend your conversa-

tion with the committee of 17 segregees?

Did you not consider that important enough to devote your per-

sonal attention to?

Mr. Best. As a matter of opinion, I thought I did the right thing,

sir. and I did it.

Mr. Stripling. In contimiing the negotiations with the committee?
Mr. Best. That is right, sir.
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Mr. Stripling. Even tliou<rli it had been reported to you that the

cliief of the liospital was beiii<2: beaten np ?

Mr. Best. That is ri^ht, sir.

Mr. vStkipling. And Avhat did your invest ipition show as to the

extent of Dr. Pedicord's injuries and tlie manner in which he was
liandled durin<»- tlie disturbance at tlie liospital {

Mr. Best. lie was injured. He was sc'verely injured.

Mr. Stripling. Was lie taken outside and kicked and beaten up?
Mr. Best. All I know is his own verbal statement to me.

Mr. CosTELLO. You could not see the hospital from your office?

!Mr. Best. Yes, 1 could: but I could not see inside of the hospital.

He was inside of the hospital.

Mr. CosTELLO. Were you facinf; toward the hospital?

Mr. Best. From my desk I could see the win^, and T looked over

there and I did not see anything.
Wv. CosTELL(^. You did see people around, though, did yow not?

^Ir. Best. Not on the step nor ai-ound the porch; no, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. You did not stand up at any time to look out?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. C^osTELLO. What did you see when you looked out your window ?

Mr. Best. I did not see anythinj2:, sir, at the entrance.

Mr. CosTELLO. Did you see any Japanese at all anywhere?
Mr. Best. Oh, yes; there were Japanese in every direction, sir. I

looked at the porch, the entrance to the hospital, and there was nothing
tliere.

Mr. CosTEixo. But there were some Japanese standin^r around about
the hospital, althou<;h they were not on the steps of the building, or
the porch of the building.

]Mr. Best. Oh, I would say they were 150 feet from the hospital, all

that I saw.
^Ir. CosTELLO. How close were they standing to the administration

.1 building?
^fr. Best. Within 2 or 3 feet or leaning up against it, or right against

i the building.

Mr. CosTELLO. Looking in the windows?
Mr. Best. Well, they did not disturb us. AVe have three windows

in my office, and they did not—the windows were down about 4 inches,

and they did not disturb us in there.

Mr. Costelix). Were the}' making any noise?
Mr. Best. Xo, sir.

Mr. Costello. No disturbance outside? Nothing to distuib your
meeting, then, at all?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. CosTEixo. One of the reasons, then, you did not go over to the
hospital was due to the fact, you felt, of not having any actual internal
security protection in the center at that moment, and that there would
be no pui'pose in your going over to the hospital ?

iVIr. Best. That is right. The damage had already been done: there

I

was nothing I Avanted to know.

I

Mr. Costi:llo. You knew that you had no one you could have sent to
stop the trouble, if there was trouble there, unless the Japanese would

i sto]) it ; is that not the situation ?

Mr. Best. As I understand it
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Mr. CosTELLo. When you f^ot the first phone call that Dr. Pedicord
liad been beaten and that there was trouble in the hospital, you had
no one to j^end to stop this disorder, and that was the reason you asked
the Japanese to ^o over and stop it?

Mr. Best. That is ri^ht.

Mr. CosTELLO. So the Japanese at that time were the only ones who
actually could have stopped that trouble, because you had no police

force of any kind available to you to stop a disturbance of that char-

acter ?

Mr. Best. That is ri^ht.

Mr. CosTELLO. And that situation is also true under the present set-

up of the present security officer system in the center, where you have
five or six white personnel and the rest are Japanese; that if the Japa-
nese decide to join the troublemakers, you have no police force of any
kind; is that not true?
Mr. Best. That is the reason we intend to have more Caucasian

policemen.
Mr. CosTELLo. Is that the same situation in all of the centers?

Mr. Best. I am not qualified to say about the other centers; I do
not know.

Mr. CosTELLO. Have you ever been in any of the other centers ?

Mr. Best. Yes; I have.

Mr. CosTELLO. In a case of any trouble of that character, where
the Japanese police force might join the disturbance, the other centers

would be left in the same position of having only three or four white
internal security officers; is that not correct?

Mr. Best. That is true.

IMr. CosTELLO. So that they would be in a position of not having any
police force of any character to call upon during the time of any
disturbance ?

Mr. Best. You see, we never have enough Caucasians to put down
a disturbance, and when there is a disturbance of that nature, why,
the only thing that can be done is to call the Army in.

Mr. CosTELix). But eliminating the crowd around the administration
building and the crowd around the hospital, and you had only a hand-
ful of Japanese going in the hospital to beat up Dr. Pedicord, you
would not have been able to stop it under those circumstances unless

the Japanese police force were willing to do it.

Mr. Best. That is right.

Mi\ Costello. That is all.

Mr. Stripling. Following the meeting, did you and Mr. Myer go
to the hospital to see Dr. Pedicord ?

Mr. Best. Just as soon as we could
;
yes, sir.

Mr. STRirLTNG. Do you know Dr. Hasiba?
^fr. Best. I know that he is a Japanese doctor; yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Is he still in the hospital ?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. When was he removed from the hospital?
Mr. Best. I am not sure that he has been on the hospital staff for

some time. They only use him in a consulting capacity, as I under-
stand it; the Japanese doctor.

Mr. Stripling. Well, is he still on the hospital staff?

Mr. Best. No, sir; only in a consulting capacity.
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Mr. Stripling. In other words, he is still there in the same capacity

that he always was ?

Mr. Best. No, sir. He has been on the staff regularly asisgned.

He is not now.
Mr. Stripling. When was he removed from a permanent position

on the staff?

Mr. Beot. •! do^not think he has been on the staff since I have been

there ; I do not know.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, there has been considerable testi-

mony here, both by Mr. Myer, I believe, and also Dr. Mason, con-

ceriiin<2: Dr. Hasiba, and in the statement of Mr. Black, which Mr.
Myer submitted, he states

:

As I left the hospital I met Mr. Best, accompanied by Mr. Myer and Mr.
Cozzens, coming to see Dr. Podicord, and they asked me to go l)ack with them.

I returned and was present while Dr. Pedicord rei)eated to tlnnn tlie iiarnitive

he had given me. He reiterated his feeling about Dr. Hasiba and Mr. Myer
assured him that Dr. Hasiba would not be permitted to remain on the hospital

staff.

Now, following the November 1 incident, the entire Caucasian
personnel of doctors were removed from the hospital ; were they not,

Mr. Best?
Mr. Best. That is correct—not all of the staff. We kept the hospital

administrator there.

Mr. Stripling. I am speaking of the staff of doctors.

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Do you know whether Dr. Hasiba has been removed,
as Mr. Myer promised Dr. Pedicord, according to the statement of

Mr. Black?
Mr. Best. I can state that Mr. Hasiba is not on the staff at the

present time, and to my knowledge, was not on the staff then. He
was u.sed, if I might explain, in a consulting capacity, and was in the
center.

Mr. Stripling. In the previous paragraph, Mr. Black states

:

Back in the oflSce I chatted with the staff members who were in the meeting to
find out what the purport was, and then went to the hospital to see Dr. Pedicord. I

heard the doctor's version of what had occurred at the hospital. In his remarks,
he attributed at least a part of the trouble there to Dr. Hashiba, who, he Siiid,

for a long time had been a disturbing element on the hospital staff.

Mr. Best. That is true.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, during the disturbance on November 1,

did you see any of the segregees with knives, sticks, baseball bats, or
any kind of weapon?
Mr. Best. I did not.

Mr. Stripling. D(^es your investigation reveal that any were in

evidence?
Mr. Best. It appears that some were in evidence.
Mr. Stripling. Are the segregees permitted to have knives, sticks,

baseball bats, and so forth, in their possession ?

Mr. Best. They have baseball bats and they have pocket knives and
they have kitchen knives.

Mr. Stripling. Are they permitted to keep a kitchen knife pn their
own person?
Mr. Best. Oh, no ; I would not know about that.
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Ml-. Stripling. Has it ever been reported that a lar^je number of
knives were bein<r made b}' the evacuees, to be kept on their person?
Mr. Best. I did not hear any of those stories until after this period

of time.

Mr. Stripung. Do you believe, now, that they were making knives?
,

Mr. Best. Not to keep on their person.

Mr. Stripling. Do you think if you had a sufficient internal police

force that you would have been apprised of the fact that they were
making knives?
Mr. Best. I do not think the police force could determine that.

^Ir. Stripling. Since you have been the director, have you ever

searched the quarters of the segregees?

Mr. Best. Since I have been a director, W. K. A. has made no search.

It would take 1,000 men to make a searclh We have not done so.

Mr. Stripling. Have you ever endeavored to determine how many
knives might be in the possession of the segregees?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. How many clubs and baseball bats, or any other
weapons, guns or otherwise?
Mr. Best. We wonld have no way of doing it, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You have no Avay of doing it ?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. And you have not done it?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. CosTELUi. Did the man in charge of the blacksmith shop, the

Caucasian employee in charge there, ever report to you that the

Japanese were making these knives at the blacksmith shop?
Mr. Best. There never was any report made to me until after this

was all over, when I heard some of the stories wliere they said they
were makinir them at the garage shop. That is all I have ever he*'rfl.

Mr. CosTELLo. Do you know whether any report was made to Mr.
Schmidt or to his predecessor, the internal security officer, regarding
that matter?

^Ir. Best. They may have had such a report, but it neA'er reached
my desk and I Avould not know.
Mr. Striplin(j. In that connection, iNIr. Chairman, here is a state-

ment dated November 11, 1943, of an interview w^th J. Davis, machine
shop foreman. This statement was submitted to Mr. Meyer.

Sure, they have made hundreds of knivo.«. They sjieiid a lot of time on it. I

never saw a machine sliop yet where the men wlio work in it didn't make thinjrs

in their off-hours or sometimes during re.iruhir hours. Tliey get these pieces of

hroken spring and they make knives and tell y(»u it's for the mess lialls. Mayhe
it is. I don't know. Some of them say they are making personal knives. I saw
one mjiking n knife out of a piece of tin that you couldn't even cut hread with.

Th^^y make them out of everything. One fellow here made a first-class hunting
knife. A fellow by the name of Kiyama. A mighty good job.

What action did you take, Mr. Be^t, or what recommendation did

you make to the internal security officer after reading the statement

of Mr. Davis, whicli was taken on November 11, that hundreds of

kniv(»s had been tiuide by the segregees, and some for their ])ersonal

use, out of automobile sj)rings ?

Mr. Best. I made no recommendation regarding that, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Do you consider that internal .security can be main-

tained if no check is placed upon the segregees and if they are per-:
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mitted to make hundreds of knives, and you have no knowledge as

to whether they have weajwns in their possession ?

Mr. Best. There are no segregees outside the fence tliat have any
access to any phice whatsoever since Noveniher 4.

Mr. Striplino. When was this fence l)uiU ?

Mr. Best. Noveniher 5, it was started and I helieve it was prac-

tically constructed the night of November G. It only took them 2

days to build it.

Mr. STRirLiNG. Did the the Army build it ?

Mr. Best. The United States Engineers build all of (ln;se.

Mr. Stripling. That is a branch of the Army ; is it not i

Mr. Best. The ITnited States Army Engineers.

Mr. Stripling. The W. K. A. did not build it, though ?

Mr. Best. We do not build anything—any building or fence.

Mr. SnnPLiNG. As long as the W. R. A. was in charge, no fence

was built, was it ; it was only after the Army took over

Mr. Best. Oh, no; we ordered the fence built. The fence was built

at our direction and our directive.

Mr. Stripling. At what date?

Mr. Best. The order was given November 4 to the San Francisco
loffice.

Mr. Stripling. After the Army had come in ?

Mr. Best. The survey was done the afternoon of November 4 on
|the ground by the United States Army Engineers.

Mr. Stripling. Do you have any knowledge, Mr. Best, as to whether
lor not any whisky stills, various apparatus for the distilling of alcohol

|beverages, have been in operation in the center?

Mr. Best. At what time, sir?

Mr. Stripling. At any time.

Mr. Best. Prior to November 4, while I had been there I had not
|heard of any stills.

Mr. Stripling. Do you know whether any have been discovered
|since November 4, or prior to November 4 ?

Mr. Best. The Army will have to give you that information; I

|am not permitted to.

Mr. Stripling. Did you ever make any effort to determine whether
|there was a short wave sending transmitter in the center ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. And what did your investigation show ?

Mr. Best. We arrived on August 1 by car from Denver, and we
Ihad a complete monitoring equipment in our car. Mr. Schmidt had
Igot it from the Federal Communications Commission, and immedi-
lately on August 1, he started monitoring and reported radio broad-
casts. He foUowed that through until in October he notified the San
Francisco office and they sent two men up there at our direction. They
were monitoring the broadcast the night I called the xVrmy in.

Mr. Stiupling. You cannot tell us whether they are still there or
[not ? That is up to the Army ?

Mr. Best. I asked them for that information for my own benefit,

land they told me I would have to get it from the Army. Now that

lis all I know.
Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, one of the chief complaints of the segre-

jees was the hospital administration; is that true? Was that your
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understandinn:. rather ? That the administration of the hospital under
Dr. Pedicord was very unsatisfactory ?

Mr. Best. From their standpoint.

Mr. Stripling. From their standpoint?
Mr. Best. Yes; ri<rht.

Mr. Strii'lixg. Did they demand the dismissal of Dr. Pedicord and
the other members of the Caucasian staff?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Do you consider that the hospital is run in a very
elaborate fashion, under the circumstances?

Mr. Best. I tliink the hospital is sufficient for their needs; it is a

very <j:()od hospital and I mi<^ht say, in excellent hands.
Mr. Stripling. Do you think it is a little more than would be ex-

pected for a hospital?

Mr. Best. No: I would not say that.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Chairman, in that connection. I would like

to i-ead from the statement which Mr. Myer submitted of Dr. Martin
Loebmann, medical officer, made on November 17, 1943.

Mr. Costeli.0. Who is Dr. Loebmann?
Mr. Best. Dr. Loebmann is one of the Caucasian doctors on the

staff at the present time.

Mr. CosTELLO. Do you know how lon<; he has been there ?

^Ir. Best. I think ]n"obably he was there a couple of weeks before

November 1; that is about all. He was a newcomer; he had not been

there very long.

Mr. Stripling. I quote

:

I was surprised when I came here. I expected to find a camp hospital but

you can put this one on Fifth Avenue in New York. I am 100 percent sure that

the oMer Japanese people never had such medical attention before. In Akron
we were never allowed to chanj;e linen every day except in serious cases. Here
you have more supplies than any other civilian hospital because, of course,

it has been i^et up by the Army.
But there \yas always so much wastage. You should see the linen that is

used. I have never seen so nmch except in the Doctors Hospital, which is a
swank place in New York City. Just the other day six boxes of Kleenex were
issued in a situation where three would have been sufficient.

AVhat is your reaction, as the director of the camp, to a statement
by one of the Caucasian doctors of the staff, to that effect ?

Mr. Best. I would say that if the doctor found that to be the case,

we would make every attemj)t to reduce the service to the point of

what was necessiiry, or. if it was poor, we woidd try to remedy it.

Mr. Stripling. According to the statement of Dr. Loebmann, the

Ja])anese were receiving excellent treatment and had no cause for

any complaint as to the medical attention they were receiving, even

though that was one of their ])rincipal complaint.'i.

Mr. Eberharteh. Your answer is ''Yes" to that, is it?

Mr. Best. 1 would state the same thing; yes, sir. I did not under-

stand that that was a question.

Mr. MuNDT. Mr. Best, I would like to ask you about the employees
at the center, the Caucasian employees, and get some infonnation
from you. I think you know all these men. Probably you may have
emj^loyed them, or ])robably they came there before you went to the

camp. You have been there all the time these disloyal segregees

have been there? /

i
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Mr. Best. Yes, sir; August 1.

Mr. IMuNDT. Who is Mr. Stubbs?
Mr. Best. Mr. Stubbs was a «j:entlenian wlio came there as ])rocure-

ment officer, I believe, in char<re of procurement for the center, and
he told me when I <rot there he was sick, when I <j:()t there, and was
not workint;. He tohl me that he became sick and his daughter was
working there, and he stated that Dr. Pedicord was treating him, and
as soon as he got well he wanted to return to work.
Mr. Mi^NDT. He voluntarily resigned from the pi'oject ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuxDT. Do you think, from your observation of Mr. Stubbs,

that testimony which he would give to the committee in regard to

conditions at Tule Lake wouhl be fairly accurate, unbiased, or would
you consider liim a badly ])rejudiced witness or observer?

Mr. Best. 1 think probably you should judge that. You have the

testimony.

Mr. MrxDT. I never have seen him. I could not judge about the

availability of the testimony. You know it.

Mr. Best. I do not know him very well, sir. He has only been
employed, I think—I really believe it. is less than a month, since I

have been there, and he only came to me as a sick man, so I could iu)t

tell you, only very little about him.
Mr. MuNDT. I do not want to force you to characterize his reliability,

unless you know. As I give you these names, you simply say that you
have no basis of forming an opinion one way or the other, unless you
know otherwise, and that will be perfectly satisfactory, as far as

I am concerned. But I would like to have your reaction.

Now, would that be your reaction—that you hiwo no basis for form-
ing an opinion one way or the other as to his i-eliability, or would you
are to express yourself some other way about him ?

Mr. Best. I would be perfectly willing to expi'ess myself on any-
thing I know about INIr. Stubbs, or have seen, or heard him say, but
I cannot. I think vou should do that, sir. I am not in a position to

<iiythat.

Mr. MuNDT. Would it be a fair summary of your attitude in regard
to Mr. Stubbs, that you have no basis, either for conunending or con-
demning him from tlie standpoint of being a reliable witness?
Mr. Best. I woukl say that I have no basis either way.
Ml". MuxDT. All right. Now, let us discuss Mr. Khoads. Who is

Mr. Khoads^
Mr. Bp:st. Mr, P^rnest Khoads was the chief fire pi'otection officer,

I lid I am not sure how long he has been there, but I think he was one of
the earlier employees. He has been there a considerable length of time.

1 He was a retired fireman from the Los Angeles Fire Department.
Lj Mr. MuNDT. Is he still there ?

iff II Mr. Best. No, sir.

I! Mr. MrxDT. Did he resign voluntarily?
Mr. Best. He resigned voluntarily, asking me to take his resigna-

0 lion. He brought it to me. sir.

jijrtjl, Mr. MrxDT. Would you say from your observation of Mr. Rhoads
jtlnHjliat any testimony he would give the committee concerning Tule Lake
fffjiB^ould be reliable, or would it be biased and prejudiced ?

' Mr. Best. I am afraid I would have to say the same thing about
Blr. Rhoads. You will have to be the best judge of what that would be.
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Mr Mi Nin You .<:iv the same as about Mr. Stubbs.

Mr Hkst. My onlv contact with liiiu was in the same manner.

Mr Ml NOT. "How about Mr. Wilkinson ^

Mr. Hest. Mr. Wilkinson 1 do not know at all. 1 have never seen

the jrenthMnan. . , r
i ;

\\v Mi NDT. Was he not an employee at lule l.aUe?

m1-: Hkst. Never since 1 have been there. 1 do not know th. oentle-

man : I have never seen him.

\\v Vvvvvfuvrvn I t hink he was a larmer.

Mr mI™^^^^^^^^ iesi<rned April L>H, VM'X That was before yoi

.came to Tule Lake, was it?
.

Mr IU;sT. Oh, ves: 1 came Auizust 1, sir.

Mr Mi NDT. How about Mr. Kallam?

Mr. Hkst. I believe Mr. Kallam left about Au-ust ±

Mr. MuxDT. And vou came when ^

i v *i
Mr. Hest. Or. I mean, November 2. I came there Au<xust 1.

Mr MrNi>T. Ycm knew Mr. Kallam ?

Mr Hkst. Yes, sir: since I have been there.

Mr. Mi Nivr. He is not with the project now?

Mr. Best. No, sir.
, . r i i.^?

Mr MrxDT. He resi<rned of his own accord, did lie?

Mr. Bkst. I asked for his resipiation.
. .

Mr MrxDT. Would you care to express any opinion as to the au

th^.nticity of any reports he mi-lit <rive nmcern.n- conditions al

Tule Lake i ^ ^ ^ . a \
Mr. Best. 1 would not know: I woidd not know.

\lr MrxDT. Who is ]Mr. Leiipp?
. i.

Mr! Besf. He is the fire-protecti(m officer. At the present time, h

is one of the fire chiefs.

Mr. Mi NDT. He is at the ])roject now, is he not ?

Mr Wo^^^ vou feel that anv evidence he would ^ive th

^.ommittee concerning activities at Tule Lake would be authentic?

Mr. Hkst. 1 think it sliould be.

Mr. Mi NDT. How about ^Nlr. Warm?
Mr lU'ST. I do not know him. . .

Mr. m"m,t. II.. -ni.^ht lun. loft before you ca.no I |uu tr ngt

find out what his job was. He resigned m March, 194.5. 1 li..t ^^a

before vou came in.

Mr. 1?F,ST. Yes. sir.
^

?lr B:::''ll^!::Z^^!i'i^^^^ron.^ -ffi-r at present tim

Mr. MuNDT. AVouM .vou c.msi.ler any evidence that he would prese

to the coniniittee to he reliable?

'!;:• Ww;7w3e? if vou could straighten the committee o

lit io it as to the reason why Mr. (Jerry apparentl.v had a ve

short-lived inrntotion in the ciMl-service rat„,«, an.l then had d.

ficidtv tuaintaininp that liipher rate?

^l;:- 'l tfi.lk".t w<Sd be helpful to the committee and

'%::'^Y:ZI:£:^::1^'X^^^ and I win he glad to answ

it. I know the case completely.
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Mr. MuNDT. Well, I can ask you specific questions, or, if you prefer,

you nii<2:ht cito cases and what happened.
Mr. Hest. Mr. (umtv \vas one of three in the iirement office

at the time I ai'iivcd tliere on Antjnst 1. Two othcis have hecn term-

inated at niy request in that office.

It was considered by the finance peo])le tliat Mr. Gerry would he

able to carry tlie office and be j)i'ocurement ollicer.

I am the only em|)Iovment officer on the pi'oject.

After tliis disturbance on Xovember 1, wlien Mr. Gerry assumed
that he was in (jiHiculty with the administration, which was not

true—and T do not know the date because it is not dated—i)apers

were put throuo:h by the personnel oftice for a promotion or a raise

for ]\Ir. (lerry, one <2:rade.

Xcver did that reach my desk. Never did I see them until after

at least 10 or 12 days after he had received one check at a ])i-()mote(l

grade.
Mr. (irerry came to my office after T had refused to sio:n the ])i-omo-

tion. He wanted to know^ why. And I said I could not pronu)te him
luitil after this investigation was all over; that I did not want it in

the papers that he had received a promotion while the investifjation

was troinir on. And I asked Mr. Gerry to iro back aiul wait until

the investigations were all over and he would be fjiven every con-

sideration, and I assumed that he had done so until I found out that
lie had wired ISIr. En^le.

Mr. MuNUT. Your reason for withholding approval of his promo-
tion was not based, in any part, on any statements he had made about
the conditions at Tule Lake, whatever, but i-ather

Mr. Best. Not in the least, and I told him so.

I ^Ir. MuNDT. You felt that it mi<^ht be misconstrued by the ])ress

) if he were promoted at that time?
i Mr. Best. It would have been.

i
5lr. ( osTEiJ/5. Is he em[)loyed there at the present time?

1 Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

^Ir. CosTELLo. He is still on the pay roll?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. Doin<r ^2:ood work?

j
Mr. Best. And he has my word that when and if these investijra-

j
tions are completed, his promotion will be <xiven consideration, and he
is on the pay roll at the present time, re<jardless.

Mr. Mundt. Mr. Best, it woidd seem to me that your reasons have
been perfectly appropriate for not frrantinfr it at that particular time.

I am frlad to liave that explanation.

Mr. Best. I thou<rht we definitely agreed to it. He felt all right
when he went out of my office.

Mr. MrNDT. He might have talked to his wife and she changed
his mind. Do you know Dr. Mason?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mi'Nirr. Is he at the project now?
}

Mr. Best. Is he? No, sir.

1
Mr. MuNDT. Did he voluntarily resign?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. AVould you have any comments to nuike to the commit-
tee from the standpoint of how much reliability to place on the testi-
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nioiiy lio would «rive concerning activities at Tiile Lake during this
disturbance ^

Mr. hi:HT. I would think that Dr. Mason's testimony ou^ht to be
reliable as to Avhat he saw or what he heard.

Mr. AfuNDT. He was in the hospital durin^jj the disturbance or
durin<r ])art of it, at any rate.

Mr. }\est. Well, that is what 1 assumed he was. I did not see him,
Mr. MuNDT. You did not see him at all?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. That is all.

Mr. CosTFXLO. 1 believe you stated in resjionse to a question by Con-
<rressinan Mundt you believe the testimony that Dr. Mason mi^^ht

<rive the committee would be reliable.

Mr. Best. I say I think it should be; yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELi.o. You charfjed Dr. Mason with having; misrepresented
the facts to the press about Tulc Lake at Klamath Falls.

Mr. Best. Accordin*; to the telegram that was sent from our office;

yes, sir.

^Ir. CosTEi.u^. You felt the news story that was carried in the

Klamath Falls Herald-News, dated November 23, was an erroneous
article and did not actually present the true facts regarding the situa-

tion at Tule Lake?
Mr. Best. I did not assume that until Dr. Pedicord told me they

were not true.

Mr. CosTELi.o. KefeiTing back to the case of Mr. Gerry, the informa-
tion we have (concerning him is as follows:

Mav IG. 1943: Appointed as procurement officer, CAF-9. $3,200, at

Tulc Lake.
Julv 1, ltM3: Transfer of position and change in title to property

and siipply officer, C^AF-9, $3,200. Tule Lake.
October 1943: Project re(|uested the ])r()m()tiou of Gei*rv to posi-

tion of procurement officer, CAF-11, $3,800.

October 19, 19-^3: Washington office approved promotion to CAF-11,
$3.S()0. provided prioi* approval of Civil Service Conunission could be

obtaip.ed, as he did not have the necessary length of expei ience required

by the Commission in their Departmental Circular No. 257.

November 29: The following telegram was received from the

project

:

Wo have trniixirarily willilH'hl promotion lii'iijainin F. G(»rry to full }:rn(le

procur* iikmU otliccr and drsin* to ivtaiii him in acting position since Vrceland
already entered on duty in CAF-9 ix)sition. Recpiest authority t»» estahlish act-

ing procurement officer position at CAF-9, $3,200.

l1ie follov/ing telcirram was sent to Hon. Clair Engle bv Mr.

Gerry:

In Octoher received civil-service classification, jiaid Xovemher IH accordingly.

Novemher j9, prnjv'ct dir«M-tor advised i-ec'nssitication ht'ing rescinded on account

of h»'itij; spokesman and also giving you information Tule Lake meeting. Not
on pay ndl ffir Heceniher 1. Advise if civil service* doesn't have sonie control of

such matters.

Acting upon the teletype from Washington, dated October 19, the

project submitted Gerry's name to the Civil Service Commission, re-

questing that they waive the time i-equiiements in his case. Subse-

quently, the Commission approved this promotion and the transactions
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officer wrote the journal and distributed the copies before Mr. Hest

had signed it.

Because of Mr. GerryV actions durin^r the ])eriod November 1

throu<4h 4, it was seriously doubted by members of the achninistiative

staff' whether Gerry wouk] be abk' to re<rain the respect of other ap-

pointed i)ersonnel, and since his attitude has been anythin*; but whole-
some, it was not deemed advisable to promote Mr. (iei iy at this time.

Mr. (lerry should not have I'eceived an increase in salary for the period

November 1 thr()u<rh lo, as the action was not le<j:al until Mr. Best

liatl sit^ned the journal and the co[)ies of the journal should not have
been distributed.

Mr. Stkipijng. Had you finislied, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CosTELLO. That is all.

Mr. Stripling. Did you receive incpiirv from the United Aircraft
Corporation, E:ist Hartfoid. C(>nn.. coiicernin<r Dr. Mason?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You replied by teleirram on the 28d :

Have IK) police recoi d on John M. Mason. .Tr., M. D.

They specifically inquired whether or not he had a police record,
did thej not ?

Mr. Eberilarter. Is your answer to that "Yes*'?
Mr. Be.st. Yes. sir.

Mr. SiTJiPLiNG. You said

:

Ht)wever, misrepresented facLs in interview published in Klamath Falls Henild-
Xews c«)ncerning trouble at Tule L;.ke center.

Did thev ask you for that information ?

Mr. Best. United Aircraft?
Mr. Stripling. Yes.
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Stripling. You just added that?
Mr. Best. That is ri<rht.

Mr. Stripling. Followin<r the discussion at tlie hospital between you
uid Mr. Myer. and Dr. Pedicord, I kdieve you testified tliai alTthe
Caucasian doctors left tlie hosjjital.

Ml". Best. I have not said that yet, but they did.
Mr. Stripling. How about the Caucasian nur.ses?
Mr. Best. The imrses, too,

Mr. Stripi.ix(;. Did you arran^Lre for them to leave the center?
Ml-. Best. No; they made theii- own arrangements. They did not

leave that day.
.Mr. SrKiPLiN(i. When did they leave? The followinir day^
Mr. Best. I do not kn(»w when they left, and I do iH>r Think tint all

of them did <r(). Dr. Pedicord stayed there that iii<rlit and the next dav
he turned his house over to tiie nurses, and I am not familiar where
they went, or how.
Mr. Stpjplin(-. After the Noveml)er 1 disturbance, do vou know how

many Caucasian employer-- and members of their fainilies left the
center?

Mr. Best. Two, to my hiiowled^re : two families.
^fr. Stripling. Two families. From November 1 until November 4

at which time the Army took over the camp, did you consider that the
situation was well in hand ?
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Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Snni'LiNC. Will you explain to the conimitU^e briefly wliy you
asked t he Arrnv to take over the camp ?

i\Ir. He>t. On the 4th?
Mr. Stripling. On the 4th.

Mr. Best. I liad published a project (/rder that no more gatherings
would be held in the administrative area, the hospital area, oi* the
wai ('house area.

That evenin<r, when the ^rroup started formin<r in the warehouse
area, coming to the administrative area and the motor pool and later

to my home, it was a direct violation of my rules, and I could not
control it in any other manner than to cali tlie Army iu. That is

what they were there for, and I called th(» Ai-my in.

Mr. Stripling. How many ])e()ple irJithered around your liome ?

Mr. Bkst. Well, it de})ends where I was. In the back yard,
watching them come, I saw at least 200.

Ml'. Stripling. Two hundred. Were the liglits on in your home?
^Ir. Best. They w(^re, until I had them put oil'.

Mr. Stripling. You had the lights put off. Did you have the doors
locked ?

Mr. Best. Not until after I went in and told tliem to put the lights

off and lock the doors while I was telephoning.

Mr. Stripling. How long were the lights off and the door locked?

Mr. Best. If I might relate a little humor, if you will permit me
to, after I went back out, I forgot that I had left my wife there,

and she was there for over an hour with the lights off, and she didn't

like it. But I forgot her. The liglits were off for over an hour.

I went outside and I forgot her.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Best, the committee has here a number of

statements, or has read a number of statements that were submitted

to the committee by former employees of W. R. A., regarding the

9\astage of food and the theft of Government property.

I wonder if you, of your own personal knowledge, could outline

to tlie committee any instances of Government property being stolen,

or Government pr()i)erty being wasted, at the Tule Lake center?

Mr. Best. At what time, sir?

Mr. SiRiPLiNG. From the time you were the director, or from
August 4.

Mr. Best. Every effort is being made to not only prevent such loss

and wastage, theft, or what not, but we are attemj)ting, and I have
been since I have been there, since I came there, attempting to build

up a staff wherein there will be no such activities.

Mr. CosTELLo. Was Dr. Jacoby the internal security officer at any
time while you were at Tule Lake?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir; he was the internal securit}' officer when I

arrived.

Mr. CosTELLO. How long did he remain in that capacity?

Mr. Best. He presented his resignation within about 80 days or

less, and by reason of some leave he stayed on the pay roll some 2

weeks and went to San Francisco, and in the meantime was trans-

ferred.

Mr. CasTELLo. Who took over his position when he left ?

Mr. Best. Mr. Schmidt was there all the time, the national chief,

in an acting capacity, over all internal security men who were there.
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Mr. CosTELLo. Why \vas Mr. Scliiiiidt l)r()U<rlit out thcro; because of

the fact that these segre<i:ees were bein<^ brou^^lit in lliere^

Mr. Best. Yes. And I asked the director to have him detailed

there, which he did do.

Mr. CosTELLo. You do not know whether any cases of theft liad

been reported to Dr. Jacoby and no attempt made to administer any
justice as the result of these reports?

Mr. Best. Yes. There were one or two cases since I have been
there that were reported.

Mr. CosTEUU). Do you know whether the Japanese who were guilty

were })unished at all. or not?
Mr. Best. I think I had one hearinnr.

Mr. CosTEi.Lo. There is an indication here in some of the testimony,

but I do not know exactW at which time it took place, when Mr.
Cozzens, the area regional director, from San Francisco, w^as present
at Tule Lake.
Mr. Best. Yes; that was some time previous, sir.

Mr. C'osTELLO. Before you came there, was it?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. At the time when a big chunk of meat, worth about

$11, fell down in front of his feet.

Mr. Bf:st. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLo. The testimony indicated that Dr. Jacoby did nothing
about that particular case; that the man was not punished in any way
at all.

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTEiJLo. There are two or three other instances of the same
sort, but you do not know of an}' instance taking place while you
were project director?

^Ir. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. You are endeavoring to point out if cases of that

character come up at this time, that the culprits would be properly
handled and justice administered as it should be?
Mr. Best. Well, J held court once a week up until the segregation

movement got heavy, when we had to cease all of that; but 1 held

court once a week and heard all of the little petty charges myself
which, I think, there were only 3 weeks that was followed, and then

we got into this segregation, and we never had any more hearings,

and they never brought any more cases to me after that time.

Mr. C\)stelio. Were any i)art of those charged with oll'enses before
you found guilty?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir. I had some of them, several of them.
Mr. Costello. And punishment was meted out ?

Mr. Best. Well, I myself sent two people to Klamath Falls jail,

and I don't know, before my time, what other j)unishment was mefed.
Mr. CosTFM.o. You believe that failure, ])rior to your coming to the

center, to ])ro))orly achninister justice, muy have been one of the
incidents that led up to tlie general trouble on Xoveml)er 1 (

• Mr. Best. I would not say so, bcK-ause I do not think the Xovember
1 trouble had any bearing on the ])eo])l(' that were at Tule Lake before
I got there.

Mr. Costello. You arrived prior to the segregation movement tak-
ing })lace ?

Mr. Best. Yes. I supervised the segregation at Tule Lake.
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Mr. C'osTKLLO. You do not tliink t\w laxncssof adininisteriiijr justice

pi-o|H'rly prior to your (•oniin<^ theie would havi' tended to bring about
the disrepird for your authority therein November ^

Mr. Hi:sT. No, sir; I do not thiidc so.

Mr. CosTELLo. A certain percentage of those at Tule Lake tcnlay

have been at Tule Lake quite a \o\\ir time, have they not?

Mr. Bfst. Yes, sir.

Mr. C'os'iT.LLO. About l\()w inany^

Mr. Bkst. I think around about 7,000 of tliem.

Mr. CosTELLO. About 50 percent of those in the center are old Tule
Lake residents?

Ml-. Hkst. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTKLU). Let nie ask at this point, ^^r. Stripling. I believe

it was when Mr. Myer was present and speaking about Mr. (ierry

and his case, regarding the civil-service classification, that Mr. Myer
was going to furnish you with some infoi'mation regarding it. He
wa< going to look into the matter and ol)tain all of the facts.

Did you receive any statcMiient from Mr. Myei* in that regard?
We have one statement from Mr. Myer lluit he was to furnish for

tlie record, but did you receive any other statements than the state-

ments of the witnesses?

Mr. SiRiPLixr.. No, sir: T have not.

Mr. CosTfiixi. There were two or three places in the record where
Mr. Myer indicated he was going to furnisli the connnittee with addi-
tional information as soon as it was made available to him.

Mr. Stripling. We have not received anything.
Mr. CosTELLo. All you received were those statements of the wit-

nesses ?

y\r. STiniM,iN(;. Which he submitted at the time he testified.

.Mr. C'osTi'H.LO. That is all.

Mr. Striplinc;. Mr. Hest, how many segi'egees do you think are in-

volved in this so-called ring of Kibei, who are creating the trouble

an<l disseTision within the center?
Mr. Best. In my opinion there are |M)ssibly "2,000 of them, and that

s])ould be broken down into two categories; a couple or three hundred
of them intelligent segregees, and the rest muscle men. I do not b<'-

lieve it would be over 2,000 total.

Mr. STRin.ixr,. Do you consider that the incident of November 1

was a well-planned and well-()rga!iize(l move?
Mr. Best. Perfect.

Mr. Strum. I NO. What ])ercentage of the population do you con-

sider to be loyal to the United States ?

Mr. Best. That is a question that I cantiot answer.
Mr. Stripmno. Well, how many of the segregees are there because of

family reasons?
Mr. Best. I cannot give you those figures. There is a varying

numb<M-by reason of the fact that they come with family groups, and I

do not have those figures compiled and cannot give you those figiu'es.

Mr. Strtplino. Since the Army took over the camp on November
4. does the W. R. A., you, and your staff, still administer the affairs of

the camp?
Mr. Best. I will answer that in this way, and I do not think I am

betraying any Army confidence, which I do not want to do. The
Army can give you the story.
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But arcordin*; to the nionioraiHluin, ovoi'v jhtsoii on the W. R. A.

staff iinp!(Miu»nts the Army: in other words, we have to carry on nn(h'r

Army orders, if that answers the question.

Mr. Stkipmxc;. That is sufficient; yes.

Mr. CosTKLLo. Actually, Colonel Austin is the man in charge of

the camp?
^Ir. Bkst. Oh, definitely; yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. But the W. R. A. personnel continue to perform
many of the functions throufrh the direction of Colcmel Austin?
Mr. Best. He does that; we just imj)lement the Army.
Mr. CosTEM.o. AVhen did you contact the Army to let them know

about a possible disturbance that mi<2:ht take place on Xovembei' 1, or

did you notify them at all?

Mr. Best. Oh, yes. About 1 o'clock or thereabouts, and it coidd

have been before 1 or it could have l>een just after, I talked with the

colonel and I told him that wc had just been down in the center and
we saw the crowds c()min<r. and we notified liim and lie kept in touch
with me.
Mr. CosTEixo. That was before the committee of IT came in?

Mr. Bf:sT. Oh, yes; yes.

Mr. CosTELix). Did you let the members of the committee of 17 know
that you had notified the Army ?

Mr. Bf^st. Xo. sir.

Mr. C0STE1.LO. Referrinfr a<iain to the statement submitted b}' Mr.
Myer regarding Mr. Gerry, I find this

:

October 16, ir>-i.3 : Projeet requested the promotion of Gerry to position of
procurement officer. CAF-11. salary, $;i8()(\

What does that mean, "project requested the promotion of Gerry"?
Mr. Best. I presume that the jn-oject requested the Civil Service

for the approval of the ])osition. You see, you get approval and then
you submit the pa])ers subsequent to that.

Mr. Costello. In other words, the request went out from Tule Lake
to Civil Service for his promotion to this position?
Mr. Best. I assume that ; I do not know.
Mr. (^ostelix). Did you sign a request 0/ that kind when it went in?
Mr. Best. No, sir; I have not signed anything.
Mr. (VsTEi.i/). You did not sign that l equest ? But it came to

Civil SiM'vice. requesting this promotion, before it went to the W. R. A.
national headquarters for his promotion, or whatever it may have
been sent.

Mr. Best. Somebody may have done it. T did not do it, sir.

Mr. Costello. So that apparently the project requested it and the
Washington office approved his })r()m()t ion as of Octobei- 19. which was
prior to the disturbance.
Do you believe that Mr. Gerry's actions between November 1 and

November 4 were such as to cause him to lose res])ect of the other
personnel so his employment in the project would be impaired ?

Mr. Best. There is a very big difference of opinion about that.
1 1 would not care to state what the other peo])le feel or would do. That
' 'Would be up to them.

^Ir. (^)Stello. But you would have to pass upon any promotion.
Mr. Best. That is true. I initiate it and I will pass on it; yes, sir. .
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Mr. CosTELix). Would you not also have to pass on his employment
or (lis('liar<j:e from the project ^

Ml'. Bkst. Yes, sir.

Mr. C'osTEijv'). Do you not tliink you are the proper man, then, to

comment whetlier his actions hetween Novemher 1 and Novemher 4
were sueh as to im])air his eti'eet iveness as an emi)loyee at the project?

Mr. Best. I think it has inii)aired Mr. (Jerry's eiFectiveness. He
says it has.

Mr. (\)STixix). He liimself lias made that statement ?

Mr. Best. Yes; and until he <rets his status chirilied, he says he
won't he much <;()od to W. li. A.

Mr. CosiTXLO. He is referrin^r to liis civil-service status, is he not?
Mr. Best. No; he is not worryiufj ahout the civil-service status;

he is woi'ryino: ahout his status with me, he says.

Mr. CosTixu). He feels that his status with you has been impaired?
Mr. Bi-:sT. That is ri<rht : that is what he said.

Mr. C'os'rELLO. Do you feel that it has^
Mr. Best. No: and I told him it had not. I said, "You go to

work." I told you what I had said to him. I told him to po to work
and when this thin<j; was all over, then he and I would work out his

problem.
Mr. C'ostfxix). You personally feel that he can ccmtinue to conduct

his duties, the duties of his position out there, without any difficulty?

>rr. Best. If I had not thou<rht so, I would not have had him there

that lon<r.

yiv. ('0STEIJ.0. Is lie at the present time a satisfactory employee?
Mr. Bkst. Yes, sir.

Mr. C'osTEixo. I <ruess, then, it would not be proper for me to ask
what Mr. Myer mi<rht have meant, or whoever wrote this, when they
made the statement, "because of Mr. Gerry's actions durinj; the period
November 1 throuizh 4, it was seriously doubted by members of the
administrative stall whether Gerry would be able to re<rain the respect

of other appointed personnel, and since his attitude has been anything
but wholesome, it was not deemed advisable to promote Mr. Gerry at

this time."
You do not know who the members of the administrative staff are

that are referred to wheie it says, "seriously doubted by members of
the adniinistiative staff ''?

Mr. Bf:st. No, sir; I do not.

Mr. Co8tf:i,lo. That mi^ht refer soleh^ to the Washington adminis-
trative staff and not to the ])r()ject?

Ml-. Best. Well, that is what it does refer to, sir.

Mr. GosTELLo. That is all.

Mr. Stkiplino. Do you know Mi". Ralph E. Peck?
Mr. Be.st. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stiupltno. Do you consider him to be a reliable person?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stkiplino. Do you think charges that he would incorporate in

a sworn statement to a congressional committee would be substantially

correct ?

Mr. Best. I would think they should l)e; yes, sir.

Mr. Stripltxo. Have you examined the statement which Mr. Peck
submitted to a Member of Congress on December 1. 1943?
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Mr. Best. No, sir; I hiwv not. I did not know that hi' had sub-

mitted one.

Mr. 8tripltno. I will read you two or throe of his char^res, and
would like to have you <»:ive the conuuittee your reaction to them.

Not more than 2 iiioiitlis ap», there were two instances where 7- or S-imhukI
roasts of heef were phiced on Mr. Uest's desk with evidenoe find signed confes-'

sions by the culprits, admitting the fact that the meat, hearing a (ioverninent
stamp, liad he(Mi stolen. The confessions were in the handwi itin^ <tf llie culprits.

No action was taken hy the administration, other than to givi? the thieves a 30-day
suspended sentence.

Is that a correct statement?
Mr. Best. It is correct, only so far as there was only one culprit, one

youn<2: man, and I <iave him a 30-day siisi)ended sentence. I withheld
his pay and clotliinor allowance.

Mr. Stkipling. Here is another charge

:

I personally know of an incident where a .Japanese evacuee tried to force his

Way into a white woman's apartnK'nt. T personally reported this to the Internal
Security Division and Edward H. liorheclv, the internal security otlicer, who
was beaten up by tlie .lajianese mob, has tliis rejiort in his possession, and this re-

port was made t(» his superior in a regular form. No action whatsoever was
taken by the administration.

^Ir. Best. They did not know who it was. They never cau^rlit the

boy and they did not have his name, and that is the reason. 1 know
about the case.

Mr. Stkiplixg. The next char<^e is:

During the whole tenure of my administration, I constantly fought against
thievery in general, and thievery of food in particular, by the .Japanese. I have
documental jiroof on official War Relocation Authority memoj-anda, addiessed
to me by my superior, advising me again and again, that I should confine my ef-

forts to mess operations, and leave the stealing and thievery problems to the In-

ternal Security Division.

Do you know that Mr. Peck was so instructed by the administrative
division ?

;Mr. Best. Not since I have been there, he has not been, I am sure of
that.

Mr. Stripijng. Would you instruct the chief steward to disregard
any thievery and leave it to the internal security?

Mr. Best. I should say not.

Mr. SnnPLiNG. Have you discovered, or have any of the officers or
employees discovered food hidden out in various places in the center^

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

;
Mr. STiaPLiNG. How many instances of that kind have been reported

to you ?

Mr. Best. Two that Mr. Peck repoi-ted to me, and I went with him
and we loaded up the merchandise and put it back in the warehouse.
Mr. Stripling. What did the merchandi.se consist of?
Mr. Best. The merchandise consisted of rice, canned goods, case
oods, that they could store in boxes. It was right out in the mess
all. It was not hidden. It was along the walls of the mess hall;

coffee, sirup, crackers, things of that kind. It was all food articles.

Mr. Stripling. Mr. Peck's sixth charge is:

t The pacifistic influence of the .sociologists and educational groups within the
center, positively dominate the administration. Of this, there is no doubt.

Do you know of any pacifists or sociologists who are dominating the
administration?
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Mr. Hkst. On tlio part of the administration, thero is no one dom-
inating n\i\ I assure you of that.

Mr. Stkipuno. Are there employees avIu) could he classifii'd as

pacifists ?

Mr. Bkst. I understand there are two.
Mr. SiKirLiNc;. Could you <rive their names foi- the record?
Mr. Hkst. Kodebush, I believe, is one; and Kobbins.
Mr. SniiPLiNG. Are they still employed at the center?

Mr. Rest. Yes, sir; employed as .school teachers, not as social

workei*s.

Mr. Stiui'LIng. Mr. Peck's seventh char<i:e is this

:

The Caucasian ihtsoiiiioI. some months npo. anticipatinj? the very thinp that

hapiM'ncd (»ri Xovmihcr 1. and on Nov(Mnl)cr 4, as well as on subs('(|upnt (iatos,

particularly when the proj^M-t <lire('t;»r at last felt it incumbent upon himself
to call in the Army for the protection of the white pe<»i)le. petitioned the i)roject

director in a very formal and friendly manner to huild !i fence lietween tlie area
occupied by the evacuees and that occupied by the Caucasian iKTsonnel. The
proje<'t director, in oikmi staff mt^'tiuf;. ridiculed the idea and called the atten-

tion of the workers to the fact that if they confined themselves to the work at

hand, they would have litle or no time at all to circulate a petition about a

fence.

Is he referring to yon ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Stripling. Did you so instruct tlie employees in an open staff

meetintr ?

Mr. Best. No, sir; not in that lan^ua^re, sir.

Mr. Stkipling. Would you state to the ctmimittee the language you
did emj)l()y in advising them of your reaction to that recpiest?

Mr. Best. Yes. sir. It was about 2 weeks after I got there, we were
trying to establish a definite procedm-e for segregation, and I told the

people that the fence coidd not be built initil a directive was placed

with the United States engineers; that we were too busy at the present

time to worry about the fence, and let us get the job of .segregation

done, and we will get the fence afterward.
And I assured them I woidd ])resent the case to the director, which

I did, and the fence has resulted, and I never told them in that lan-

guage, sir.

^Ir. Stripijng. If the fence had been built when they requested it,

do you think it would have been possible for the occurrence of Novem-
ber 1 to have happened?

Mr. Best. Several things woidd have to enter into it. If it was
possible to have built the fence, it woidd have been possible to build

some more barracks for personnel and we could have had more person-

nel. If the fence had been built with the same amount of personnel,

we coidd n()t have done the job.

Mr. STKii'MNfi. I believe you stated to the committee, however,

a short wliile ago, that there coidd not be a recurrence of the Novem-
ber 1 incident.

Mr. Best. That is right.

Mr. Stripling. Because of the fence.

Mr. Bkst. That is right.

Mr. Stripmni;. And therefore, in line with your reasoning, if the

fence had been laiilt at the time the Caucasian employees requested it,

the incident of November 1 would not have occurred.
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Mr. Best. All rijjht. Now, the inside fence is the perimeter in which
the Army patrols. The Army will never leave the inside fence. If

we liad the fence hnilt at that time, it would have heen inside, and they

would have been c()ntrolIin<^ the present outside fence, and our little

seven pe()])le could never have stopped them from c()min<z: (hiou^rh

the fence: that is my j)oint.

Mr. Stkipling. It is only since the November 1 riot incident that

you. i-efer to this internal police force as your "little seven people." I

mean, you felt. ])iior to that time, that they were sufficient to cope with

the situation.

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. CosTELLo. Mr. Best, in feedin<r the Ja])anese at the center, do
they keep within the normal rationint; coupon allotment, similar

to what other persons throughout the (*ountry have to confine them-
selves to?

Mr. Best. It is always less, sir.

Mr. CosTEixo. In estimating: that, that is simply basing it on the

rationed goods that you use in the center, is that correct? The ration

is less per person than for other people outside of the centers through-
out the country ?

Mr. Best. It is less in the centers than it is outside.

Mr. CosTEiJLO. But that does not mean that there is a reduction in

the amount of food, or anything of that character?
Mr. Best. The food has to stay Avithin a limit of money exj^endi-

ture, which we cannot exceed, 45 cents a dfiy.

Mr. CosTELLo. As to the foods that are I'aised on the various proj-

ects themselves, how do you ascertain the cost of those foods?
Mr. Best. Well, it is the cost of production, and that may bring the

j
cost down.

I

Mr. CosTELix). In other words, the wage scale is considered in the

I

cost of those focds: the wage scale that is actually paid the Japanese
i evacuees?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir: the wage scale actually paid is considered in the
cost of producing it.

Mr. CosTELi/). Do yon know whether the cost of farm e(|uipment.
tractors, and such things of that kind, is included in the cost of food?
Mr. Best. I am not sure of the cost accounting procedure on that

particular item.

Mr. CosTELLO. That is all.

Any questions, Mr. Ebei liarter ?

Mr. Emerharter. Just one or two, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Best, the crowd on November 4 was very much smaller, as I

understand it, than the crowd that gathered on November 1?
Mr. Best. Oh, yes.

Mr. Eberharter. What was the chief difference between the two
gi-oups, aside from the size, in their attitudes and ai)pearance?
Mr. Best. The crowd on November 4 each had a club, and it was*

their intent to use it. They were menacing in their attitude. Every
time our internal security contacted them, they had a fight. Our in-

ternal security met up with this crowd l^efore they got to my house on
some five different occasions, in five different spots before they got
up there, and tliey were very menacing.
Mr. Eberharter. So that it was definitely your opinion that serious

damage to property, perhaps, would have resulted, and most likely
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personal injury to some of the personnel in the camp, and to yourself,

had not the Ar}ny been called in on November 4?
Ml-. Bkst. That is correct.

Mr. EnKiniAHTKK. Do you liavc power of a sitting; ma<^istrate there
to sentence people t

Mv. Hf>t. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kf'EKHAHTKR. To couuty institution- or tonnty jails

^

Mr. Hkst. County jails: yes, sii*.

Mr. Emekiiahtkh. County jails?

Mr. Bi>T. Yes, sir.

Mr. EiiKiiHAirrKR. How do you <j;et that authority, ^fr. Best I

Mr. liEsT. Project administrative instructions allow me to hold
trials and hearings for minor infractions. AVe have civil authorities

that we could take them to, to the State antliority. State court or
Federal court, l)Ut tiieseare just for minor i)roject intractions.

Mr. EBEHiiAKrEK. This incident on November 1, you said, was well

planned and well or<2:anized \

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. EiiERTiAirrKK. And you feid it was definitely the purpose on
the part of the or»:anizers, the planners, of that thin*!, to cause some
disturbance on that afternoon, Novendnu* 1 1

Mr. Best. No; I never had the thou<^ht that they were to cause
a ilisturbance. The thought was to establish them.selves as the re-

puted leaders of the entiie colony. This so-called group used that to

establish themselves as the recognized leaders of the entire colony,

of which T doubted very seriously they were such.

!Mr. EnEKiiAin KR. If the trouble had devel()j)ed into more serious

conditions than it did develop into, do you think that those leaders

would have been more sensible in accomplishing their ])lans?

Mr. Best. No: 1 do not know what to say. They wei-e attempting
to test out the director. They planned eveiything they had cm test-

ing him out, and with the entire group behind them they were
bidding for power and at the sjime time going to see whether the

dire' tor could stand up under it or iu)t. That is ni}^ opinion, sir.

Mr. Sthipltno. Are you referi'ing to Mr. Myer?
Ml-. Bi.sT. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ebeiiharter. Just one more (luestion. Is there much petty

crime in the center there? Would you say that there was more than

the ordinary amount that occurs in a normal American city?

Mr. Be.st. I would say that it is much less. There is not a lot

of ])etty crime. They do not, apparently, steal from themselves; they

steal from the Government.
Mr. Eberiiarteh. Has there been much serious crime like, say,

robbery or burglary, hold-ups ?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. P^uERHARTER. Or cutting affrays, or anything of that kind, be-

tween the evacuees?

Mr. Best. We have had one knifing since I have been there, wherein

a man defended himself against one of the.se so-called muscle men,

and he cut him up pretty bad.

Mr. Eberkartj:r. But, generally speaking, they get along pretty

well together ?

Mr. Best. Well, their own police department takes care of that.

Their police department is good, so far as it goes, with the Japanese.
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Mr. EiiKKiiAKTEH. Tlicy will i)rotect one JapaiK'se against ihe other

Japanese i

Mr. HiosT. That is con ect ; they will do that.

Mr. Ehehhaktek. The police force is pood in that respect ?

Mr. Bkst. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ehuuiahtku. How ahout these two school teacliers who are

pacifists ? Are they ()j)enly preachiufj pacificism (

Mr. Best. No; they are not; they are very (luiet and they have not

openly discussed their ])ro<jrrnni. so'they state, and I have never heard

it myself.

Mr. EuKKiiAHTEH. Of coiirsc, if that was the only charjj:e yon had

against those school teachers, it would be questionable whether that

would be sufficient for you to discharge them, would it not ?

Mr. Best. I could not discharge them for that.

Mr. EBEiuiARTKii. On that ground alone.

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Ehwuiaktek. In that respect, you would be bound by the laws

of the State of California, with respect to the discharge of school-

teachers?
^Ir. Bf^t. Ye,s ; I could not discharge them for that ?

^Fr. Eberitauter. They are under civil service?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. ErEKiiARTER. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CosTELU). Are those schools conducted according to the

California State law or Federal administrative practice?

Mr. Best. They have not been accredited by California State law;

no, sir. And we do not have any school now, at least, since I have
been there, in the summer.

Mr. CosTELLO. The ])eople are not subject to the California juris-

diction at all in view of the fact that it is a Federal project exclusively?

Mr. Bfifi-r. AVell, I do not know that, but I work very closely with
the State Department. I assure 3'ou of that.

Mr. CosTEULO. That is all.

Mr. MuNDT. You stated that the disturbance on November 1 grew
out of the fact that it was a well-planned push for power on the part
of this committee of 17.

AMiat would von say was the origin of the disturbance on November
4. Wbat motivated that?

Mr. Best. I know" what it was.
Mr. MuNDT. AVhat was it ?

Mr. Best. We were taking three trucks to Klamath Falls to haul
some loyal evac;iees out to the farm. There were two carloads coming,
and when we got the trucks out of the motor pool they sent word to

the colony that we were going to take some more food out of the ware-
house. They thought we were going to take some more focnl out to feed
the loyal «Tapane.se, and they tried to stop the trucks. But the trucks
were already gone, and they could not find them. That is when they
were after me. We know that motive.

Mr. Mundt. Would you say that both disturbances were incited by
the same group of segregees?

Mr. Best. I know^ they were.

Mr. Mundt. What is your exi)erience, Mr. Best, from the standpoint
of the value of the Japanese police force when it comes to informing
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the administrative personnel of disloyal underground movements
among tlie segregees?
Mr. Best. Sly personal opinion is that you will have 5 men oul of

lOl) that might tell you ; the re.st of them tell you nothing.

Mr. MuNi/r. Pretty low value.

Mr. By\st. That is eorreet. But we hase (^uite a h)t ou that small part.

Mr. MuNDT. In other words, if I understand it correctly, you feel

the Japanese police force does a pretty gu)d job of maintaining order
among the Japanese themselves.

Mr. Best. That is right.

Mr. MiiNDT. But it is conqjarati vely wortldess from the stan(l]>oint

of maintaining order between the Caucasians and the Japanese^
Mr. Best. Kight.
M?'. MuNDT. ( )ne other question : At the present time, with the Army

in charge, what is your status as camp director ^ Are you accountable
to the Army or to Dillon Myer?
Mr. Best. Directly to the Army. Colonel Austin is my superior

oflScer.

Mr. Mi'NDT. And they have taken control of the camp?
Mr. Best. Oh, yes.

Mr. MuNi/r. But you are on the W. R. A. pay roll ?

Mr. Best. Well, that is the agreement; that we are carried on the

j)ay roll. Colonel Austin is the conunanding officer at the center, and
I work for him.
Mr. Mundt. We had a little resume from Mr. Myer of a speech he

gave the evacuees on November 1. If it is not too nuich of a strain

on your memory, I wonder if you could reconstruct the substance of
what von said in vour speech to the Japanese on that date.

xMr.'BEST. What I said ^

Mr. Mundt. Yes.

Mr. Best. I can tell you. You just want me to tell you what I said?

Mr. Mi NDT. That is correct.

Mr. Best. I told them, 'T liave now just concluded a third meeting
with a grou}) who represent themselves to be those that represent the

wishes of the people of Tule Lake. I .say now, and I say the same that

I told you the other day, that we will receive through connnittees any
requests for discussion of subjects upon which you are interested. If

those problems are ])resented through a conunittee, you can get some
<liscnssion on the subject and possibly ivlieve the situation as you
antici})ate. but we can only do it through ct)nnnittees.*'

I thanked them for being such an orderly crowd and being held in

-uspense for such a long i)eriod of time, ana said ^'Good afternoon."

Mr. Mundt. Did either you or Mr. Myer comment on the disturb-

ance at the hospital?

Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. Mundt. Following your part of the program, the Buddhist or

Shinto priest spoke, did he not;

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mundt. What is your inter|)retation of the manner in which
he had the crowd bow to the ground before their dispersal?

Mr. Best. I was looking out one window and I would say one person

t)ut (jf five bowed. As a matter of fact, therje were two right square

in front of the "window that did not even move and did not take their

hats off. And I did see, possibly—it would be my opinion that one
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out of five did bow, and they turned toward the southwest, and tliat

was wliere the loud speaker was coming from; that was the direction,

those that I saw bowed toward the loud si)eaker, and then they went
home.
Mr. MiTNDT. Do you understand Japanese?
Mr. Best. No, sir.

Mr. INIuNDT. What is you candid opinion as to the reason that those

that did bow, went through tliat ceremony? It obviously was not a

salute to the loud speaker; it was something else.

Mr. Best. X\l 1 know is what Dr. Webber, the Caucasian on our
staff, stated, that it was respect to the Director; that is the way he in-

• terpreted it. It was respect to the speaker.

Mr. MuNDT. A salute to Dillon Myer?
Mr. Best. Yes; not to the Emperor, I am sure of that, as I re-

member it.

Mr. MuNDT. What do you think transpired at this conference with
the connnittee of 17 that should have started them off, in the first in-

stance, with beating Dr. Pedicord, and concluding with a salute to

Dillon Myer?
Mr. Best. That would be a matter of opinion; I would not know

how to answer that.

Mr. MuNDT. That is the only interpretation you can place on it, or

care to place on it, that it was a salute to the Director?

Mr. Best. It was supposed to be a salute to the Emperor, the way
I heard it, but I understood from Dr. Webber that it was more of a
tril)ute to Mr. Myer than it was to the Emperor.
Mr. MuNDT. Who told you it was a salute to the Emperor?
Mr. Best. Oh, that was just the general assumption am()n<r the peo-

ple that were in the building.

Mr. ^luNDT. This priest, whom I call a Shinto priest, though maybe
lie was not—I don't know
Mr. Best. Keverend Kai.
Mr. MuNDT. Yes. Was Reverei^cl Kai one of the committee of 17?
Mr. Bf^t. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. You me\ with Reverend Kai on previous occasions?
Mr. Best. Yes, sir; several times.

Mr. MuNDT. What is your opinion of Revei end Kai ? Is he a pretty
good coworker with you in trying to establish a good camp i

Mr. Best. He never was.
Mr. MuNDT. Or did you feel that he was a very undesirable delegate?
Mr. Best. Very undesirable, as far as I am concerned.
Mr. Mundt. In other words, there is nothing in his background of

experience, so far as you are concerned, to lead you to believe that he
was giving a salute to Dillon Myer.
Mr. Best. I would not know that.

Mr. MuNDi\ He never really had been a leader, from the standpoint
of giving good coo])eration ?

Mr. Best. Oh, he was like all people ; he swayed.
Mr. MuNDT. He was like all the dissident group, though; was he

not ?

Mr. Best. Yes, sir.

Mr. MuNDT. I believe that is all. ^Ir. Chairman.
Mr. Stripijxg. Just one more question. Are Japanese-language

schools conducted in this center, 'Mv. Best ?
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Ml-. Bkst. Yes. I imdiM-stand now they arc })ract ically cIosimI down
a«rain. Whilt' this coniniit tec, prior to NovcmhIhm" 4, was in protty <;ood
)()wer, thev had a r]apanese-lan«rua^e school in pretty near every
ilock. They paid their own teachers and fnrnislied tlieir own snp-
plies, and I nnderstand now. just shortly before I left, that it was
pi'actically closed down.

Mr. Stkiplinc. That is all the (jnestions 1 have.
Mr. MuM/r. One more (inestion, Mr. Chairman, and that is ahont

Jndo.
How many people at the camp on youi* stall' are en<^a<red in the

instrnct intr of »Iud() on a pa i t -t ime or f uli-t imc hasis?

Mr. I>EST. We do not have any.
Mr. MuNDT. Yon do not have any ?

Mr. Bh>iT. No. When I came there that was one of the first instruc-

tions I had, when this <rr()up came from Jerome. They noted the ton
Judo men arrive and they came to my oflice the fii-st day and T said,

**There is no more Judo, as such, on the project pay roll at Tule Lake,"
tlie Hrst day that they ^ot there, the l)i<r leaders. And 1 know them.
1 know who they are. I knew them the second day after they ari'ived.

And they are not on tl\e W. R. A. pay roll.

Mr. MuNixr. They are not teachin<r Judo, then?
Mr. Hrst. No. sir.

Mr. MrMxr. I wondered. I coniijratulate you on that point.

Mr. Best. Thank vou.

Mr. Mi'NDT. Thayisall.
Mr. C'os'iTJ U). That will conclude our liearin^r.

I appreciate very nuich. Mr. Best. <rivin<r ns tlie fii-st afternoon of

the first day of your arrival in Wasliinirton, to come hefoi-e the com-
mittee. I am very jrhid you came down and appreciate very much
the information you have <riven us.

Mi*. Best. I am <rlad to do it, sir.

Mr. CosTELLO. That will conclude the liearing; and the connnittee

will adjourn.

(Whcreui)on. at 5 p. m. the committee adjourned.)

X



APPENDIX

QUKSTIONNAIRES USEII DUKINlJ Lk WTC ( 'LKARV NCE RbC.ISTILVTION

KxpLANAi\«tv NOTK.—Foiiu DSS-3()4A was iispd for nil ninlc citizens of .Taim-

lU'sc ;tin i'sti\v. Form WUA-12(5 Ucv. was used lor all other re^'ist rants. Shortly

after rej;ist rat ion started, the wordin^^ of (Ju*'stion 2S on Form 12G-Uev. was
changed at the Manzanar Center to read as follows:

"Are yon synipathetie to the United State's of America? Do yon a«ree faith-

fnlly to defend the United States from any or all attacks l»y foreign or dom(»stic

forces?"
Somewhat later at all centers except Manzanar, the wording of (inestion 2.S on

Form WRA-126 Rev. for aliens (hnt not for fennile citizens) was changed hy
directive fr<»m the Washington office to read as follows:

"Will yon swear to ahide hy the laws of the United States and to take no
action which wcudd in any way intei-fere with the war effort of the United
States?"

Kventnally all aliens ut the Mtiiiza/iur Center were asked iiuestion 2>S in the
latter form.

DSS Form 804A (l-2.'i-4:^) Rudpet Rurt-aii

Form Apinovcd
N(». iXK04r,-4:{

(Local Board Date Stamp With Code)

Selfxtive Service System

STATEMENT OF UNITED STATES CITIZEN OF JAPANESE ANCESTOY

1. ^
(Surname) (Knjriisli {riven name) (Japanese given uuaie)

(a) Alias
2. l^oeal seh»ctive service board

(Number)

(City) (Count.v) (State)
3. Dateof birth__ riac** of birth

4. Present address
(Street) (City) (Stat*)

5. Last two addresses at whicli yon lived 3 months or more (exclude residence at

relocation center and at assembly center) :

. , From to

» , , P'rom to

a Sex Height .___Weight
7. Are yon a registered voter? Year first registered

Where? Party
8. Marital status Citizenship of wife Race of wife
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10.

(Father's name) (Town or k»*ii ) (State or country)
(Birthplace)

( Mother's name ) ( Town or ken ) ( State or country

)

(Birthplace)

(Occui)ation)

(Occupation)

In items 11 and 12. you iuhhI not list rt'lativcs other thiui youi* pariMits. your
children, your hrothers. and sisters. For each person j^ive name; i-elationship to

you (such as father)
;
citizenship: complete address; occupation

11. Relatives in the United States (if in military .service, indicate whether a
selectee or volunteer) :

(a)

(6)

(Name) ( Relationship to you

)

(Citizenship)

(Complete address) (Occupation) (Volunteer or selectee)

(Name) (Uelationship to you) (Citizenshi)))

(Conuilete address) (Occupation) (Volunteer or selectee)

(Name) (Relationship to you) (Citizenship)

(Complete address

)

(Occupation

)

(Volunteer or selectee)

(If additional space i-'i neccsaanf, attach xJicets)

12. Relatives in Japan (.see instruction above item 11) :

(Name) < Relationship to you) (Citizenship)

(Complete address) (Occupation)

(Name) (Relationship to you) (Citizenship)

(Complete address)
Education

:

\amc Place

(Occupation)

Years of attendance
From to

(Kindergarten) •

From to __
(( trade school

)

From to
(Japanese language school)

From to
(High school)

From to
(Junior college, college, or university)

(Tyi>e of military training, such as R. O. T. C. or (iunji Kyoren) (Where and when)

(Other schooling) ( Years of attendance)
14. Foreign travel (give dates, where, how. for whom, with whom, and reasons

therefor) :

If). Employment (give employers' names and kind of business, addi esses, and dates
fn»ni IIJ.T. to date) :

16. Religion Membership in religious groups

17. Membership in organizations (clubs, societies, ass<iciations, etc.). Give name,
kind of organization, and dates of membership.
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18. Knovviof^o of foroi^xn languajjos (put check mark (V) in proi^tM- squares) :

(a) Japanese (h) Other (Spt'cify)

Ooofi Fair Poor (tood Fair Poor

Reading
| | | ^|

I I
Reading

| |

Writing Writing

Speaking
| |

| |
| |

Speaking

19. Sports and hobbies

20. List five references, other than rehitives or former employers, giving address,

oceupjition, and number of years known

:

(Name) (Complete address) (Occupation) (Years known)

21. Have you ever been convicted of a criminal offense ( other than a minor traffic

violation ) V

Offense When What court Sentence

22. Give details on any foreign investments.
(a) Accounts in foreign banks. Amount, .$

Bank Date account opened
(&) Investments in foreign companies. Amount, $

Company Date acquired
{e) Do you have a safe-deposit box in a foreign country?

What country? Date acquired
Contents

2'A. List contributions you have made to any society, organization, or club:
Organization Place AniOHtit Date

24. List magazines and newspapers to which you have subscribed or have custom-
arily read

:

25. To the best of your knowledge, was your birth ever registered with any Jaii-

anese governmental agency for the purpose of establishing a claim to Japan-
ese citizenship?

(a) If so registered, have you applied for cancelation of such registra-

tion?
(Yes or no)

When? Where?
26. Have you ever applied for repatriati(m to Japan?
27. Are you willing to serve in the armed forces of the United States on combat

duty, wherever ordered?
28. Will yim .swear uiuiimlitied allegiance to the United States of America and

faithfully defend the United States from any or all attack by foreign or
domestic forces, and forswear any form of allegiance or obedience to the
Japanese emperor, or any other foreign government, power, or organiza-
tion?

(Date) (Signature)
Note.—Any i)er8on who knowingly and wilfully falsifies or conceals a material fact or

makes a false or fraudulent statt-ment or representation in any matter within the jurisdic-
tion of any department or agency of tlu' I nited States is liable to a fine of not more than
110,000 or 10 years' imprisonment, or l)oth.
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Approxjil (>.\pirfH 7/.'>l/4:{

WAR RELOCATION ArTIIOKITY

Al'PI.K AHON FOR LkaVK ('l.EAUANCK

(Short form for imm sohs suhinitt iiij; Si'loctivf Service Form DSS 304-A)

1. Name
(Last) (First) (Middle)

2. Kelocat ion Center address 3. Fanilhj' No
4. Name <»f wife .

Names and a^es of children

List name and address of any other perscuis wholly or i)artially deiwndent vu
you for support at the time of your evacuation:

Name Address

r». Date previous application for indefinite leave or leave clearance sent to
Washinjjton. or date of leave clearance if received

6. Names and addresses of not to exceed live i-eferences. preferably persons not
evacuated

:

Xnnic Addr(ss

7. If employment is desired, hut no definite offer has been received, list the kinds
of employment desired in order of preference:

First choice , .

Second choice .

Third choice__
Will vou take employment in any part of the United States?

(YeR) (No)
Give location jjrefei'ences

(Dnte) (Sifrnature)

Report of Project Internal Security Officer

Recommendation of the Project Director on application

( I*roject director)
(To be filled out in WashinKtoii. office. W. U. A.)

Statement of the Director of the War Relocation Autluwity :

(Director)

\VRA-12«. REV. Budget No. i:t-K022-43
Appn)val expires 7/-'{l/43

WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY

APPIJC^ATION FOR LkA\-E CLEARANCE

Relocation Center
Family No
Center Address
1.

(Surname) (EnRlish jriven name) ( Japanese given name)
(a) Alias

2. Names and ages of dependents you proi»se to take with you

«
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3. Date of birth Vhicv of birth

4. Citizeusliip
'). Last two addrossivs at which yon livt'd M moiiths or more (exchide residence at

relocaii(»n center and at a.ssenibly center) :

From To
. From To

6. Sex Height Weight
7. Are yon a registered voter? Year tirst registered

WlieVe? Party
5. Marital status ^ Citizenship of spouse

Race of spouse
9.

Father's nanic) (Townorkon) (State or country ) (Occuimtion)
(Birthplace)

10.
Fathers nanif ) ( Town or km ) (State or coinitry) (Occupation)

(Hirtl»pla(e>

In items 11 and 12, you need not list relatives other than your parents, your
children, your brothers, and sisters. For each person give name; relationship

to you (such as fatlier) ; citizenship; complete address; occupation.

11. Relatives in the United States (if in military sei'vice, indicate whether a
selectee or volunteer) :

(&)

(h)

{ Name) ( Relationship to you) ((Jitizenship)

(Complete address) ((Occupation) (Volunteer or selectee)

(Name) (Relationship to you) (Citizen«hip)

(Complete address)
1

(Occupation) (Volunteer or selectee)

(Name) (Relationship to you) (Citizenship)

(Complete address) ((Occupation) (Volunteer or selectee)

(If (tddifioiial space iff Hcccsanrif, attach sheets)

12. Relatives in Japan (see instruction above item 11)

ih)

( Name) ( Relationship to you

)

(Citizenship)

(Complete address) (Occupation)

( Name) (Relationship to you) (Citizenship)

13. Education :

Name

(Complete address)

Place

(Occupation)

Years of ntfendaucc
From to

(Kindergarten)

(Grade school)

( Jai)anese language school

)

(High school

)

(Junior college, college, or university)

(Tyi)e of military training, such as R. O. T. C, or Gunji Kyoren) (Where and When)

((Other schooling) ( Years of atten<lance)
14. Foreign travel (give dates, where, how, for whom, with wliom, and reasons

therefor)

:

From to-

From to.

From to.

From to.

15. Employment (give employer's names and kind of business, addresses, and dates
from 1935 to date) :
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16. Ut'li^'ion MpmlKM'ship in religious groups
17. Membership in organizations (clubs, .societies, associations, etc.) Give name,

kind of organization, and dates of nienibershlp.

1^. Knowledge of foreign languages (put check mark ( V ) in pniptr 8qiittres) :

(a) Japanese (b) Other (Si)ei'ify)

Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor

Reading
| | | | | |

Reading
| | j

~|
| |

Writing i i Writing

Speaking I

]
JSi>eaking

10. Sports and hobbies
20. List five references, other than relatives or former employers, preferably

IK'rsons resident in areas where you formerly reside<l, giving address,
occ upation, and number of years known :

(Name) (Complete address) (Occupation) (Years known)

II. («) Have you ever been before an Alien Enemy Hearing H(»ard?

( Ye.s ) ( No )

If SO. give (late and (lisposition of ca.se

(6) Have you ever been arrested or similarly detained?
(Yes) (No)

If so, state oflfense, date, court and dispf)sition of case:

(c) Have you ever been subjected to any dis( ij>linai'y action sine*' your
evacuation? If so. state the circumstances

(Yes) (No)
and the disposition of your case:

lil'. Give details on any foreign investments.
(a) Accounts in foreign banks. Amount. $

Hank Date account opened
ib) Investments in foreign companies. Amount. .$

(Jompany Date acquired
(r) Do you have a safe deposit box in a foreign country?

WliMt country? Date acqiiired

Contents
28. List contributions you have made to any society, organization, or club:

Organization Place Amount Date

24. List magazines and newspaiiers to which you have subscribed or have custo-

marily read

:

2r>. T<) the best of your knowhnlge, was your birth ever registered with any
Japanese governmerual agency for the purpose of establishing a claim

to Japanese citizenship?
(n) If so registered, have you api)li«'d foi- cancelation of sudi registra-

tion?
(Yes) (No)

When? Where?
26. Have you ever applied for repatriation to Japan?
27. If the opi>ortunity pre.sents it.self and y<»u are found (lualified, would you be

willing to volunteer for the Anny Nur.se Corps or the WAC :
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28. Will you swear uiKiualifitMl jillck'ijiiue to tlu» l'nite<l States of Ainericai and
forswear any form of allejjiance (r <»be(llen('e to the Japanese Kniperor, or
any otlier foreijjn government, power, or orKanizat ion V

29. Have you ever worked for or volunte**re(l your .'services to the Japanese or
Spani.sh (Jovernnient ? If so. indicate which and ^iv(?

(Yes) (No)
date:

30. Have you ever registered any of your children with a Japanese or Spanish
consul? If so, give name and (hites :

( Yes ) ( N(.

)

Names Dntrs A(////r.v Dntrn

31. Have you ever sent any of youi- children to Japan?
(Yes) (No)

If so, give names and dates:
Ntnncs Dates ydtncs Dates

32. State any tyiie of leave previously applied for, and indicate whether leave
clearance has previously been applied for. giving date and i)lace of
application :

33. If employment is desired, but no definite offer has been received, list the
kinds of employment desired in order of preference:

First choice
Second choice
Third choice
(a) Will vou take employment in anv part of tlie United States :

(Yes) (No)
(b) Give location preferences

(Date) (Signature)

Tablk Showing Numbct of P>acti:hs Who Failkd To ANswra to Question 28
(ON Rkgisiration Form) in Affibmativf:

Original nonaffirmative responses to question 28 on DSS Form 304A and
WR.\ Forms 126 revised for persons of Japanese ancestry 17 years of
age and oldei- as of September 1943:

Qualified yes U41
No — 6, 733
Qualified no 1,142
No reply 426

Total nonaffirmative 9,242
Total persons registered 74,466

Percent rwniafhrmalivc of total registered 12

Tablk Showing Ni Mura of Pboim.k Who Failh) To Rkgisteb at Rkuk aiion
( '?:nt?:rs

In this testimony, Mr. Myer indicated his belief that there were no refusals
to register at any of the centers other than Tule I^jikc. A careful check of the
record reveals, however, that a total of 27(> persons did refuse to register at the
other centers. The fcHlowing table indicates the numluM- refusing to register at
each of the 10 centers

:

Number of refusals to register
Central Utah
Colorado River
Gila River
Granada
Heart Mountain
Jerome
Manzanar

234
0
0
1

3
6

0

Number of refusals to register—Con-
tinued.

Minidoka 26
Rohwer 0
Tule Lake 3, 218

Total 3,488
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Tin; rKKCT-:NTA(;K of AMK.NS and rhaic: N l AdK of CITIZKNS in I'OPI'LA IION AT TUIJ5
l.AKK ON DkX'KMHKR J>

Completely M<(Uiatt' records on the cit izciiship status of the iK)piilatiori at
TuU' Lake are not availahio at tlio i)rt'st'iit time. Oi\ tlie basis t>f the statistics

which arc avjiilahlc. however, it appears tliat appi'oximalely (>!> jMTceiit of tho
resi(UMits ot' Tuie Lake are Aiirericaii citizens aii<l lliiit the reiiiaiiiiii;; perceiit

are aliens.

\nniher of eracmr.s oti internal srcnritif stuff at 'iutv IjiLv on Xor. i, JU'i,i

Wardens 101
TaroU' officer . * , 1

StM-retaries ,^

Janitor , ^ 1

Total 106

7'tifjlc slioirinf/ nci ruf/i of cropa unluim xti d at l ute LaUr on Oct. /'>, tO'/.i

Acres

Barley 500
Oats :i7

Potatoes 482
I)aik»)n V\
('Mhbaue 20

Acres

Cauiitlower 25
Turnips 7
lieets 21
Carrots 21
Kufah.Mgas 5

LnKOKMATION lUXiAHDING MRS. VaN BUSKIHK

Mrs. Van Bnskirk. who is siM'citically named in Ralph Peek's allidavit as the
l)erson U'siMinsihle for the statement that the JaiMUiese \\V're "justified in bomhinj?
I'earl Harhor," is no longer a member of the stall at the Tuie Lake center, and
has not be<Mi since C)« tobcr 24, 1JM3.

CL^XRI^^CATIo^ of the Bex <)Ri> Be jakdino Newspaper iNTEKviirvv of Dr. J. T. ^L\sox

In a h'tter to Mr. Striplin;: dated December H, which was read into the record,

Dr. Mason denies urantin^ an interview rej^ardinj^ the Tuie Lake incident to any
newspaiM'rman in Klamath Falls (»r "in any other town in the West." Mr. Best
never claimed that he did. In his teU'grani to the United Aircraft ( 'orjKjration,

Mr. Best referred merely to an interview which was i)ublished in the Klamath
Falls Herald iind News. Actually, the interview was granted in Cooksville,
Tenn., and carried in the Klamath F.-ills luiiK-r as a wire-service story.

List of 09 Witnesses Ixtkkviewkd by W. R. A. in ( ViNNFX'TioN With Turj^ Laks
Lnciuknts ok November 1 and NovEMBra 4, 1043

Title or idcntiftvation
L H<>U(labush, Lillie. Teacher.
2. Leu< k. (ieor^e B.. Asst. Fire Protection Officer.

3. Cook, Guy W.,* Asst. Principal, jr. hiph sch<»ol.

4. Cole, Delbert U., Chief of Infernal Security.
f). Miller. William L.. Irri;ration and Itoad Engineer.
0. Montgomery. Dorothy.* Asst. Counselor.
7. Ihivis. James W.. P>iuipment Miiintenance Supervisor.
H. Ksser, Mrs. Geneva, Elementar>' school teacher.
9. I^Muh, William A., Fiscal AccouFitant.

10. Muir, Arthur, Acting Fiscal officer.

*Sut)niitted l)oth an ordinary statPinont and a statement in the form of an aflSdavit.
Since there was not time to liave the affldavit-tyin; statements notarized, they are being
submitted merely as signed statements.

I
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List of (i9 Witnkssks INT^3lVIEW^u) by W. R. A, in Connfx'tion With Tixe Lake
INC IDKNTS OF NoVKMBKR 1 AND NOVEM UKR 4, 1JM3 ( '(UltilHUMl

Title or itlrntification

11. Wt^ber, Mrs. Ella, Wife of W. R. A. Interpreter.
lli. Elberson, Airs. Riitb. Wife of Chief of Coimnuiiity Eiilerpi iseB.

18. .Marks. Dr. II. K.. .Medical Oflicer.

14. Barbiil, Valeria. Secretary.
15. .lohnsoii, Mrs. .Myrtle U.. Hospital Dietician.
l(i. Robinson, IMiscilla. Teacher.
17. Bnrton, IJessie R., Teacher.
IS. Rose, Mrs. Emma L., llijrh school teacher.
11). (Mieek. Walter R.. Music teaclu'r.

L*(>. llitt, Ernest L., Foreman Mechanic.
21. Gr^H^n, Mrs. Marj^aret A., I'ersoiuiel clerk.
21'. Velas<iuez, Elisa, Teacher.
28. liuycke, Ivorne, Chief. Community Activities.

24. Davie, Evelyn J., liif^h school teacher.
2'). Lee, Dorothy S., Teacher.
2(;. Hert. May P., Teacher.
27. Silverthorne, Kent, Pr(Oe<'t Attorney.
28. Powell. Mrs. Dora, Wife of Motor I'ool Disimtcher.
29. P.oj;orad, Clara, Leave Olficer.

80. Hedrick, Melbourne E., Cost Accountant.
31. HtHlrick, Mrs. Vlasta, Statistical clerk.

32. Levine, Reuben. Asst. Fiscal Accountant.
33. Fasan, Frank D., Personnel Officer.

34. SiK)onemore, Rosemary C, Teacher.
80. Battat, Seemah,* Clerk-stenographer.
3(). Durkin, Mary C..* Teacher.
37. Benz. Clarence J., Sr. Manufacturing Supt.
38. Gerry, Mrs. Margaret, Stenographer.
Si). Jenson. Clara M., High school teacher.
40. Barnes. Betty H., Fiscal Accountant.
41. Loebmami, Dr. .Martin, Medical Officer.

42. Farrell, Mildred C., Clerk.

48. Liu'ht, Emily W., Elementary school teacher.
44. Booker, Guy H., Associate Highway Engineer.
45. Driscoll, Carrie D.. Home economics teacher.

46. Schmidt. Willard E., National Chief. Internal Security.

47. Smith, Riley I)., A.sst. B'arm Superintendent.
48. Harkness, Kenneth M.. SuiKnintendent of E<lucation.

49. P»oatright, Eugene C.. High school teacher.

50. Jarrett, William T.. Farm Superintendent.
51. Francis. Dr. Marion, Night Scluwd Director.
52. Clark, Z-ll F., High school teacher.

53. Jaderquist, Irene, High school adviser.
54. Robbins, Stella M.. High .school teacher.

55. Black, Harry L., Asst. ProjtH t Directoi* in charge of Community Management.
56. L<nvery. J. Sheldon, Pivacuee ProjH'rty Officer.

57. Daggy, Roy M., Construction and Maintenance Foreman.
58. Kirkman. Harry, .Fr. ProiH'rty & Supi)ly Ofhcer, Mess Div.
59. Failing, Chestei- A.. In charge of Motor Pool.

60. Breece, Mrs. Ruth P.. High School Teacher.
61. B(>rgman, P. C., Sanitary Engineer.
62. Folda, Alma K., (Miief Nurse.
(i3. Mahrt, Fenton P.. Asst. Chief, Internal S<M:urity.

64. Tift, Katharine, Teacher.
65. Silverthorne. Eada,* Teacher.
66. Zimmer, C. E.. asst. I'rojtH t Director.

67. Roper, Otis, Asst. Electrical EngiruH'r.

68. Christensen, Julius P., Supervisor, Irrigation. Drainage and Road Const.
69. Lucas, Margaret M., Secretary.

Suhinittpd both an ordinary Rtntenjpnt and a statpm*»nt in tho form of an affidavit.
Since there was not time to hav»' the .ifTid.n it tyi)e statenu'iits n«>aiiz<d. th»'y ;ir.' ^u\ui:
submitted merely as signed statements.
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Interview With Miss Roudabush. Schoot. Te.\( her, November 18, 1943

NovembPi- first was niy first day in tlie Statistics Ottiee. I liad been transferred
that day from Housing where I had worked for two months. As I came to the
office at 1 o'clocli, I saw many people coming toward the Adm. B!dg. Tliere
were <dder people and people with children in the crowd. I also saw a few
yonng men running toward the Motor Pool, which fact surprised me. The only
unusual thing that struck me was that in the crowd I saw only one person whom
I knew, a h. s. boy, who lookod at me without a sign of recognition or of friend-
liness.

The Caucasians who usually worked in the Ad. Bldg. restlessly moved about
all the afternoon for many i)eople milled into and out of our office all afternoon
in a restless excited way. Several Internal Security men sat for a while in our
office because they didn't want to be conspicuous in the crowd outside. (Our
office is strategically located for seeing everything that went on outside.) Yes;
I saw one young man press his face against the window to see what was going
on inside. Someone reported that Mr. Myer was going to speak to the crowd.
Some one opened the window when the loudspeaker was heard and we listened

to Mr. Myer's speech and returned to work. There seemed to be more disturb-

ance and jittery actions among the Caucasian staff than appeared necessary ov
seemly.

Earlier in the afternoon when I discovered that my glasses were at home, I

spoke of going for them but Miss Waldron said "No; you stay here, because they
are not letting people through the crowd."

Yes : I saw the people bow at the end of the speech. A leader gave a sharp
military-like order and the men jerked off their hats. At a second command
they bowed rather low. I have seen Japanese bow like that in assent in church
service and in other meetings after a speech with which they heartily agreed.

There were all sorts of rumors current the next day and people said and did
things which to me seemed silly or cowardly. No; I wasn't afraid. If for no
other reason than that I believe we have many more friends among the colonists

than there are persons who are dangerous.
Tuesday, I was disgusted with some meinbei-s of the staff. Mr. Best had

called a staff meeting for 4:20 in the hospital, but a large group of the staff

called a secret meeting for noontime. (Later I found that they wanted to pre-

pare a set of demands to present to Mr. Best at the P. M. meeting.) A friend
came by while we were eating lunch and said we were supposed to go to a meet-
ing at the Rec. Hall at 10 minutes to one. Pearl and I poked our heads in at
the door and some one said to l*earl, "Who invited you here? We left at once,

not knowing what was going on, but knowing that there was something afoot.

About 2 : HO or V> : 00 a message came to our office saying that Mr. Myer had
spoken at this extra meeting (by special request) and that the four o'clock meet-
ing was called off. Then we were angry because we hadn t seen Mr. Myer at

all and because we didn't want him to think that the entire staff was as dis-

gruntled and angry and afraid as some appeared to be.

Tuesday and Wednesday and Thursday, the girls came back to type in the
office. Yes

;
Wednesday morning a boy from the colony came in to ask Miss

Waldron if the girls might be excused to attend a celebration. At Miss W's
question, he said "I don't know much about it, but everybody is supposed to go,

I would advise you to let them go." Miss Waldron said, "Of course, they may
go if they want to." Then one of the girls said "'Do we have to do?" Miss
Waldron advised her to go home if she didn't want to go. The girls were out
only about 30 or 45 minutes, then returned to work before lunch.
On Thursday night several of the women had brought their sewing to my

room for an evening of reading and talk. They started home about 9 : 00 and
I went to the door. We heard motors running and one girl said the tanks were
warming up, so there must be trouble of sort." No ; I didn't see anyone run-
ning. Then a man came by and said that some colonists had been arresteti near
the Ad. Bldg. He also said that "The Army has taken over." Later, when every-
one had gone home and the soldiers had left the neighborhood of our bararcks
my roommate and I saw some soldiers march a few (8 or 10) colonists meni
past our barrack toward the warehouses. I thought it was very stronge, because
Pearl recognized some of the men in the group as wardens.
Yes ; the things that happened on Friday gave food for thought. Several i>eople,

Caucasians, roamed into the office to express their excess emotion. One man
jumped up on a desk, and almost shouted "Now we are safe. The arinj'^ has taken
over." One of the women secretaries said "I'm so happy. I've never been so
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happy in ray life. The army has taken over." I don't know how anyone elsq

would interpret this. To my part I didn't think it implied a very fine loyal spirit.

No ; I haven't been afraid.

You asked about housing. The only thing I remember of significance is that

one day Ruth, one of the fine evacuee girls who worked with us, came in crying

hysterically and threatened to resign. I heard her say, "Nobody is going to talk

to me like that. I am going to quit." I didn't know just what happened or what
occasioned it but she had been threatened by a young Kibei in the front office.

Mr. Huyck was very wise; he took her home in the car. When she came back
to work, her task was changed to some work in the back office. She was replaced

in the front office by an older man.
LiLLIE ROUDABUSH.

Interview With Mr. Lueck, Assistant Fire Protection OFFicFm, November
17, 1943

I wasn't here on Monday, November 1st.

On Thursday we had picked up a nurse in Tule Lake, Miss Curran, brought her
out and she had dinner with us. We left her between 9: 15 and 9: 30. I remem-
ber we listened to the 9 : 00 news. Ward A was dark. It was the first time I had
ever noticed Ward A being dark. I don't know whether that has any significance

or not. We left Miss Ourran in Tiile Lake. When I came back I spoke to the
guard at the gate concerning the number of cars parked outside. I thought there
might be trouble, so instead of putting my car in the garage I put it in the military
area. I noticed activity around there, so I went home. I remember I said to the
guard, "You can't tell what's likely to happen around here." He said, "It's al-

ready happened. I didn't hear any shooting. We walked home and I started to

read the paper. Mr. Hill called up about that time and wanted to know what the
situation was out there. Hill lives at the motor pool. He said he had noticed
some activity. x\bout a thousand Japs running around with clubs where he was.
That's what he said over the phone. I heard the tanks warming up and the sol-

diers told us all to go to the military area. I didn't see any Japs around at all.

I went over and stood by. That's all I know about it. I will say that the next
morning we picked up a slug, over in our warehouse that somebody had shot
through the wall. I think Christiansen found that slug in 308 warehouse.

(Answers on questions about Tule Lake Fire Department.

)

The fire alarm system which we have is in operation right now. It's okay.
No damage of that system was ever reported to me. Mr. Rhoades never showed
me any damage although he talked about it once.
In i-egard to the fire extinguishers, here's the record. In October 1943 we had

1,511 extinguishers, that is the carbon tetrachloride type, on hand. Now, accord-
ing to Mr. Rhoades I can't check that. There were 17 hundred of these quart size
extinguishers when the project began. I would say that we can't lay that loss of
extinguishers to the Japanese or any one else in particular. I know for a fact
that some of those we had over in the military area were lost right there. Now
the Japs couldn't have done that.

I will say that the water-type extinguishers used in the warehouse area got used
for playthings and they were always empty. That is the 2 and a half and the
4 gallon type. Sometimes they get those and use them on the chicken farm. Fill
them with louse spray. They get all gummed up and you can't use them.
This sand getting in the hydrants happens quite often. Some of it is kid

stuff. We have inspectors, a regular system, to go around and check the hydrants
and see what shape they are in. These hydrants are in the fc^rm of stem pipes
with the valves buried under the ground level. A 4-inch pipe sets over that.
Now there is a large nut which goes over the pipe to protect the brass that the
stem is made of. These nuts get stolen all the time. Now that isn't kid stuff.
Somebody with a purpose takes those nuts.

Tliere certainly has been abuse of the equipment by the firemen. I some-
times think it's intentional and sometimes I think they are just trying to be
smart. I've never seen more than 2 or 3 Japs that you would make firemen out
of. They are just not of the right temperament. You can't make them realize
the need for keeping the equipment in tip-top shai^e all the time. You can't de-
pend on them. If there is a little something broken or something missing they
are likely to iiist fiope it will never be missed or never be reported. They don't
keep the stuff in good shape. In all the strikes that they have had in camp we
have never had the firemen walk out on us. Not once. If I know what I'm
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talking about, the planning board told them not to get mixed up ia this striking

business but to stay on the job all the time. Once we had a little discussion

over shoes for firemen and another time on the 12 : 00 midnigj^t meal. They
never left their jobs.

Sure they asked me for pool tables once and once they asked me for athletic

equipment. I told them that there was not a chance unless tliey wanted to

buy them themselves. They said, "Well, the Caucasians have them in the rec-

reation hall, why can't we have them here?" I said, "You can buy them and
get them that way." They did get ping-pong tables down there and I don't doubt

a bit that they went to the social workers about the pool tables, but I never heard
anything about it.

There was a change apparent in the men ever since segregation started.

Maybe even a little before that. Some of the good boys were going out on work
leaves. It seems to me the attitude was different. They got sort of surly.

There used to be a bunch of smiles in the morning when you went in but then
they got so they had surly looks and they would look at you out of the cornei-'

of their eyes. You didn't know whether you wanted to stay there or not. Noth-
ing was ever said, it was just the feeling about the place.

November 4 : Thursday nothing happened over in our area. That is over

where I live. They weren't a bit interested in us over their.

George B. Lueck.

Statement of Guy W. Cook, Junioe Assistant Pkincip. l, High School,
November 16, 1943.

November 1 : Shortly following my arrival at the administrative office building
of the High School, I noticed that there was a group of evacuees assembled at the
corner between the High School and the fire station north of the High School
block. A young fellow, wearing a knitted stocking cap, seemed to be exhorting the
group to proceed toward the administrative area of the project. The group
seemed hesitant about following him. He made several starts, followed a
small portion of the assembled group. After about fifteen minutes most of the

group follov/ed the leader in the direction of the administrative area.

Between five and ten minutes later Supt. Harkness. Prin. Gunderson, Mrs.
Catherine Johnson, Grover Lytle, and I left the High School and drove to the
family apartment area where Mrs. Johnson left tlie car to remain at her home.
Harkness, Gunderson, Lytle, and I proceeded by car to the north edge of the
apartment area and then west through the military area, and then south to

the gate. Harkness parked his car outside the gate. The four of us entered the
gate. Harkness and Gunderson proceeded in the general direction of the motor
pool. Lytle and I went toward the flagpole, located in front of the administrative
building facing the military area. We circulated among the evacuees who were
assembled in this area. I tried to observe what was :;oing on. The evacuees in

the vicinity of the flag pole seeined quiet, even friendly. Most of them were
standing. However, there were some seated on the lawn in a semicircle about 65
feet from and facing the door of the administration buildina^. After some minutes
I noticed that a Caucasian member of the stalf attem))ted to leave the vicinity

of the steps in front of the building and come toward the place where I was
standing. He was stopped and directed to return to the building. This he did.

Shortly thereafter a young man told me that I was supposed to be in the admin-
istration building. I did not make any move to comply. He repeated his request.

Then, two other young fellows told me I shouhl go into the administration build-

ing. I did not wish to make an issue of the matter so I proceeded shnvly toward
the building * * * not directly to the entrance but to the right, keeping in

the fringe of the crowd. Several in the group, no doub*: thinking I intended to go
around the building to the west, told me not to go that way but to go inside. I went
to the steps in front of the building and remained there foi- some time * * *

probably twenty or twenty-five minutes. Then I went inside.

I moved about inside the building during the next three hours, talking with
people, and going to different windows where I could observe the crowd outside.

At different times I carried on conversation with individual evacuees whom I

knew. They were friendly. There seemed to be an air of expectancy on the

part of some evacuees, an attitude of indifference on the part of very many, and
an attitude of curiosity on the part of others. There seemed to be some key
folks among the evacuees whose duty it was to see that all Caucasians were
assembled in the administration buildings. They were quite insistent on this.
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However, individual Caucasian women who insisted were permitted to j?o to their

apartments. One oi* more returned to the administration buildings later. The
crowd was more than ordinarily orderly. I watched sections of the crowd from

different windows. Individuals stood for many, many minutes in the same place

liardly even turning around.
At the hack doors of the administration buildings some of the evacuees seemed

a bit impudent. They slammed the doors shut. However, these were opened

later * * * whether from the inside or the outside, I do not know.
I saw some canes as well as s(mie soft pine sticks which the evacuees often

carry when they go for a walk. They were very few in number so I paid little

attention to them.
Late in the afternoon when Dillon S. Myer spoke I was watching the crowd

through one of the east windows. When Myer was introduced, or announced,

practically all of the men uncovered and remained uncovered during his talk.

Mr. R. Best, project director, also spoke brieliy. Courteous attention was given

to these talks. I recall that INIr. Myer's talk was applauded.
Following two or three short talks by evacuees which probably included in-

terpretations of the talk by the national and project directors, one of the

evacuees directed the evacuees in some sort of ceremonial obeisance. I stood

about eight feet to the rear ol the speaker who stood in the open doorway at

the nortii of the main administration building. Following some directive words,

I presume, by the speaker most of the evacuees uncovered and bowed their heads.

One fellow just in front of the speaker did not uncover. The speaker reached
out in rather a rough and determined manner and knocked the evacuees head-
covering off.

At the conclusion of the obeisance, if it were that, the crowd turned quickly,

<iuietly, and orderly and proceeded to the evacuee residence area.

Althought my pride was hurt, and I was irritated because of being restricted

to the interior of the administrative buildings, there was no time when I felt

alarmed for my safety. I did not feel that I was physically in danger.

Affidavit
State of California,

County of Modoc, ss:

Guy W. Cook, being first duly sworn on oath, says :

I am an employee of the War Relocation Authority, Tule Lake Center, Newell,
California.
On the afternoon of November 1, 1C43, I proceeded from the administrative

offices of the high school plant to the vicinity of the general W. R. A. Adminis-
trative buildings, w^here a large crowd of evacuees was gathered. I walked in

among the crowd in front of the main entrance to the Administration Building
and stood there for some time waiting to see what was taking place. The people
around me appeared to be calm and friendly.

After a short while I moved up to the inner fringe of the crowd and stood
watching. A young evacuee then told me that I was supposed to be inside. He
repeated this twice in a calm voice and then turned around and paid no more
attention to me.

I then started to walk through the inner fringe of the crowd away from the
entrance of the Administration Building, whereupon I was approached by two
young evacuees, who told me that I had better get inside. None of those who
spoke to me acted in the least excited or threatening. I decided, however, that
it was best not to make an issue of the matter, and went into the Administration
Building.
While in the Administration Building for the balance of the afternoon, I

watched the crowd from different parts of the building, and in that way was able
to see practically all of the gathering. I did not see any weapons, incendiary
materials, or anything else that would indicate that the people were bent on
'destruction. The great majority of them looked and' acted like any crowd of
people waiting to hear a speech.

At the conclusion of the speeches they dispersed in an orderly manner.

Guy W. Cook.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of November, 1943.

Notary Public, in and for the County of Modoc,
State of California.
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TuLE Lake Center, California,
November 8, 1943.

November 4th Incident

(Report submitted by Delbert R. Cole, Chief of Internal Security)

The following refers to the incident which occurred on the night of November
4, 1943.

On November 1st, the evacuees residing at the Tule Lake Center put on a demon-
stration in and around the administration buildings. In consequen^-e thereof,

Fenton Mahrt, Assistant Chief of Internal Security, and I were placed on guard
duty at night.

At 7 P. M., on the night of Thursday, November 4, 1943, Mr. Mahrt and I were
on guard duty in the Caucasian civilian residentiiil area. At the time, our cus-

tom was to take turns guarding. One would be on guard half of. the night (from
7 P. M. to 2 A. M.) and then would turn the watch over to the one who had
slept during the first part of the night. The last watch was from 2 A. M. to

7 A. M.
On the night of November 4, 1943, Mr. Mahrt was on the early watch, namely

from 7 P. M. to 2 A. M. There were two new Caucasian watclimen working for

the Construction company. These watchmen were guarding some new construc-

tion in the tent factory area. In order to be sure that these men were all right,

Mr. Malu-t made hourly trips to their section.

At about 0 P. M., Mr. Ivan Buell, our watchman at the high-school area, tele-

phoned in and requested some assistance immediately. Mr. Mahrt went down
there and was told by Mr. Buell at the high-school area that there were several
evacuees in that section, who were armed with clubs.

I instructed Mr. Mahrt to inform Mr. Buell to lenve the area. Mr. Mahrt did
so, then proceeded to pick up Mr. Lewis (Ted Lewis, Internal Security OflScer from
Central Utah Relocation Project), and Mr. Edward Borbeck, Internal Security
Officer. Upon driving through the warehouse area, these three officers encoun-
tei'ed five evacuees armed with clubs. They approached these evacuees and in-

quired of them as to where they were going. Mr. Mahrt had a baseball bat in his

hand and the five evacuees decided to back off. Messrs. Mahrt, Lewis, and Bor-
beck got back into the car and drove further down into the warehouse area and
encountered a road blockade. They proceeded to the Administration building to

telephone Mr. Willard E, Schmidt, National Chief of Internal Security, and me
(Delbert R. Cole) as to what had occurred. While they were telephoning, a
pick-up was driven around the Administration Building jirea. They began to

stop this pick-up, and as they did so, the driver of the pick-up yelled and a great
number of evacuees came to his assistance.
The fight started. The evacuees seemed to come from around the admin-

istration buildings.
When Mr. Mahrt telephoned me about the road blockade, I received a tele-

phone call from Mr. Best to the effect that there was trouble at the motor pool.

I immediately left my home and started for the Administration building. As I

neared the Administration Building, in the vicinity of the Leave Building, I
heard the evacuee in the pick-up yell for help. I started to run at that time and
ran into the office where the telephone operator was working. A!< I came to the
operator's office, Mr. Mahrt ran in the door and told me that the evacuees had
Mr. Borheck down and said, "What are we going to use to fight with?" I told him
that we had better grab chairs and run out and see what we could do.
We obtained the chairs, ran out the door with them, nnd as we ran out the

door, the four evacuees who were still on the lawn in front of the Administration
Building, ran away. At this time we did not see Mr. Borbeck. He must have been
lying in the road behind the rocks that line the walk of the Administration Build-
ing. As we turned around to look for him, he (Mr. Borbeck) walked in the door.
He came in under his own power, without assistance from anyone. His face was
all bloody, and he had a deep cut on the top of his head. He went to the wash
.room, and we asked Dr. Marks, who was in the building, to examine him.
We left Mr. Borbeck in Dr. Marks' care and ran out to get into our car to search

the area for more evacuees. As we got into the car, we heard S(^me yelling in the
vicinity of the hospital. Mr. Mahrt, who was driving the car at the time, turned
the car around and swung the lights down toward the hospital. Three evacuees
then started running toward the car. We inunediately jumj>ed out and appre-
hended these men. As the evacuees came near, one of them made a dive at Mr.
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Mahrt, who promptly knocked him flat with a baseball bat. We immediately

captured the othei- two and proceeded with them to the Administration Building

where they were turned over to the Army at approximately 10 : 45 P. M.
At this point the Army had assumed complete control of the situation, so we

returned to the side lines as mere watchers.
Det^beut R. Cole,

Chief of Internal Security.

Dictated by Delbert R. Cole on November 8—re—9 : 80 A. M. Transcribed

by Seemah Battat, Secretary to WiUard E. Schmidt, National Chief of Internal

Security.

Statement of William L. Miller, Irrigation and Road Engineer Regarding
Events of November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I was working at the farm and came back to the Center while
the assembly was in full swing. The sentry stopped us at the main gate and
wouldn't let anybody in.

I lieard Mrs. Gerry, employed at the Internal Security Building, phoning her
husband, and to other offices in the area, trying to get information.

I saw the crowd of Japanese on the west side of the Administration Building.
Occasionally they would move in a mass in one direction or another, as though
something distracted their attention. I could see the bowing, but at the distance,
approximately 800 feet, I couldn't see what they were doing.

I saw a heavy-set Japanese driving a pick-up, assigned to the Electrical

department. He seemed to be a look-out, or communication oflQcer, to watch the
military and report to other Japanese. Occasionally he drove within 50 feet of
the main gate.

Some Japanese had control of the Motor Pool and lined up several trucks to
form a barricade across the road around the Motor Pool, apparently to stop any
Caucasians from getting to the main gate. I also saw two Japanese jump on
privately owned cars and also W. R. A. cars and tramp the tops in. I could also
see them remove caps from the gasoline tanks of two passenger cars, parked
near the Motor Pool, about 200 feet from the main gate.

November 4 : I live in Tulelake and I wasn't on the Project that night.

Since segregation, the Japanese seemed sullen and surly, and when they showed
their passes at the gate they practically insulted both the W. R. A. employees and
the soldiers.

W. L. Miller.

Statement of Dorothy Montgomery, Assistant Counselor, November 23, 1943

When the llrst train arrived from Central Utah, bringing a load almost com-
pletely composed of single men, I was working with the housing crew in the High-
School area. This was the first night that we had difficulty in housing the
incoming evacuees.
The difficulties were

:

1. The incoming evacuees (bachelors) wanted to be housed together and not
mixed with the old residents.

2. The old residents resented having the new residents housed with them.
3. In more rhan one instance one group bodily evicted the other fi'om the

quarters.
4. The evacuee girls who had been riding the tracks as escorts from the housing

area to the homes, did not want to ride with these groups since '"they are all

Kibeis," "they are too fresh," "they don't speak English," etc.

As a result we made many changes in housing assignments and spent several
hours longer than usual in completing the housing assignments.
From that time the prevalance of Kibei groups and "Pressure Groups" became

more apparent.
Around October 15 a group of 25 to 80 young men came into the welfare office.

They gave the impression that they were all Kibei since they spoke in Japanese
exclusively except for the leader whose English was very poor. This gronn was
complaining that they had not received their clothing checks from the Gila R'ver
Project. At the time of each call they insisted upon seeing the supervisor. They
were sent to the agent-cashier since a part of the checks had arrived. They
returned to the office at least four times as a group. They said that the Gila
Project was four months in arrears on payment of clothing allowances, and they
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wanted this project to pay the amount due to them. Although explanations were
given repeatedly they were not well satisfied and all of them demanded Public
Assistance. They were given appointments for applications as individuals.

This happened immediately after the housing office windows were broken and
the office was closed. The young men at the time of one of their calls asked for
certain housing equipment. Wheil they were told that such ecpiipment must be
secured from the housing office they stated that that office was closed, and asked
the reason. Since they were unusually impertinent they were told, "Y(m un-
.doubtedly know more about that than I." They laughed uproariously and left.

Since October 15 the welfare office has had almost 1.000 applications for Public
Assistance. A large majority of the applicants are able to work and had requested
work pi-ior to application. On the whole the applicants were orderly and quiet
while in the office.

The Welfare Department is also responsible for the arrangement of funerals.
Immediately after the death of Mr. Kashima, who was killed in the truck accident
on the farm, Mr. Harry Ikami, who arranges funerals, went to the home of Mi's.

Kashima. He started routine arrangements for the funeral to be held in the
regular numner. On the Monday following the public funeral which was held I

discussed the matter with him at length. He sta.ted that he and the family had
made plans for a small funeral. When their plans were almost complete they
were approached by a committee which demanded the public funeral. The widow
did not want a public funeral.but matters were taken completely out of the hands
of the family as well as of the funeral arranger. Mr. Ikann attended the funeral,
which he said lasted longer than the usual funeral.
On Monday, November 1, 1943, I went to work as usual in my othce in the

colony. The only happening that was not customaiy was that about 10: 00 a. m.
my receptionist Larry Kataoka disappeared and did not return to the oflice during
the morning. One of the other workers said Larry had to go away "on business.''

He did not state the nature of the business.
After lunch I was still in the Administraticm Building at the time the demon-

sti-ation began. The first indication that I saw was a group of i>eople coming
around both sides of the hospital. They advanced until they were completely
surrimnding the building. It is impossible for me to estimate the number accu-
i-ately but there were a lot of people. The evacuee girls who were working in the
Welfare Section of the office did not appear to know what was going on but they
were frightened and left the building. I do not think that particular g.roup of

girls were informed to leave. The group appeared to be a representative group
of all ages and included both women and children. As the group gathered close

to the building I saw members of my staff wiio waved to me in their usual friendly

manner.
During the entire afternoon I wandered around the building. The crowd as a

whole appeared to be quiet and orderly. There were several groups of young men
who appeared at times to be giving instructions to persons in the crowd. These
were the only persons I noticed who seemed to be acting, in a purposive manner.
At no times did I personally see any evidence of the rumored incendiary materials

;

nor did I see any weapons of any sort. I did not attempt to leave the building

and saw no evidences of force. After the speeches the crowd dispersed at

approximately o : 00 p. ni.

The following day the welfare office was open and operating. Several of the

workers brought up the matter in discussion with me. IMr. Obayashi, a social

worker, with a twinkle in his eye asked me, "Where were you yesterday afternoon,

Miss Montgomery?" I replied, "I was in the Administration building. Where
were you?"

Pie then told me that an announcement was made in the mess hall that the

Director, Mr. Dillon Myer, was to speak to the colony and that everyone "was

to come to the administrative area at 1:15. He said that he had heard some

vague rumors so he decided to return to the welfare office. He found some of the

workers there and advised them that they should leave. He saw that the building

was properly locked, and then came to the Administrative Area to find out what

wa^ hapijening. After a short while he became bored and tired and decided to

leave. At that time he learned that a large group of young men were guarding

the pathways around the hospital. They would not allow him to leave. Mr.

Obayashi was very much disturbed over the fact that Dr. Pedicoi'd had been

beateu. He said that was an evidence of the unlawful element in the comnninity.

He said that from discussions he had heard he did not believe that it had been

planned as a part of the afternoon's program but had been the idea of a g.roup of

rowdies.
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The reactions of other members of the staff were much the same. The only
worker with whom the matter was discussed at my volition was Larry Kataoka,
the receptionist. It was suggested to him that he should notify the supervisor
if it was necessary fox him to leave the office for any jperiod of time. His attitude

appeared to be very cooperative. He said that he had not planned to be away
more than a few minutes getting some supplies. However he was intercepted by
a group of young men and was not allowed to return.

On the surface the following days, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, were
very quiet in the colony. The administrative staff appeared to be disturbed
(i. e., in a dither) over the situation. Since I was not informed of the first staff

meeting I did not attend. The second, held Wednesday night, was somewhat
more widely publicized and I attended. My own personal reaction was that
several of the staff members were on the verge of hysteria. The ground covered
in the meeting appeared to be largely expressions of fear and reiteration of de-

mands to know what steps were being taken for the protection of the staff. Mr.
Best spoke briefly.

On Thursday evening, November 4, I was in my room when I first heard some
trucks race past at high speed toward the colony. Then what sounded like a
large group of people ran past the barracks toward the colony. I heard calls

between some of them in Japanese. Shortly afterward screams sounded and
were closely followed by sirens blowing. I left my room to investigate and saw
the tanks and other military equipment in action. The barrack in which I live

is directly opposite the Mess Hall. I saw the night baker (evacuee) run from
the mess hall toward the road leading into the colony. As he neared the road
he was picked up in the spot lights of this tank coming around one of the build-
ings. The baker was clothed entirely in white, w^earing a tall white cap. Both
of his hands were above his head and in one hand he was waving a white piece
of cloth. The tanks began to fire tow^ard him. They did not hit him and I
assumed that they had not meant to do so.

I then walked toward the Administration Building, passing several small
groups of Caucasian personnel who were excitedly chattering about the situation.
In a few minutes I arrived at the center door at the back of the Administration
Building. Just inside the oldest wing of the building a long row of soldiers were
standing close together with guns pointed at another line on the other side of the
partition. The second line was composed of evacuees. The hands of the evac-
uees were raised above their heads. Two of them were on the floor propped
against desks with hands propped up. Their heads dropped forward, and one of
them had a head wound which had been bleeding. These two appeared to be in
only a semiconscious state. There was at least one warden in the group.
After several minutes we left the building and for the next several hours wan-

dered around the area. The next morning the director announced that the Army
was in charge.

Dorothy Montgomery.

Affidavit
State of California,

County of Modoc, ss:

Dorothy Montgomery, being first duly sworn on oath, says

:

I am on employee of the War Relocation Authority, Tule Lake Center, Newell,
California.

On November 1, 1943, I was in the Administration Building at all times when
the crowd of several thousand evacuees was gathered around the building.

I looked at the crowd from various parts of the Administration Building. My
impression was that the crowd contained many women and children, and was
calm and friendly. Some of the evacuees who work for me were in the crowd,
and they spoke to me and waved in their usual friendly manner. At no time was
I in the least frightened or fearful of my safety.

I saw no weapons of any kind nor did I see incendiary materials.

Dorothy Montgomery.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of November, 1943.

Notary PuUic in and for the County of Modoc, State of California.

62626—44—vol. 16 25
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Interview With Mr. J. Davis, Machine Shop Foreman, November 11, 1943

Sure, they have made hundreds of knives. They spend a lot of time on it. I

never saw a machine shop yet where the men who work in it didn't make things
in their off hours or sometimes during regular hours. They get these pieces of
broken spring and they makes knives and tell you it's for the mess halls. Maybe
it is. I don't know. Some of them say they are making personal knives, I saw
one making a knife out of a piece of tin that you couldn't even cut bread with.
They make them out of everything. One fellow here made a first-class hunting
knife. A fellow by the name of Kiyama. A mighty good job. They say that people
steal the knives out of the mess halls and then they have to make new knives to

replace the ones stolen out of the mess. I would say that any estimate of 60
springs broken on cars during the month of December, as was testified, is if any-
thing an underestimate. It's more likely 160, but these springs you have to

remember are broken by Caucasians as well as by Japs. With the equipment we
have and the roads it's a wonder we don't have more, but it's foolish to say that
they break these springs on purpose to get material to make knives out of. As for

emery wheels, emery wheels always wear out. I would say that we never had
more than 25 emery wheels altogether. Certainly not 50 as was testified, and we
do a lot of other work on these emery wheels besides making knives. I asked In-

ternal Security once to do something about the use of the shop after hours and I

showed them the condition of the emery wheels but Jacoby told me that there

was no possibility of patrolling it. He didn't have enough men. I've kicked fel-

lows out for using the stuff after hours.

I never heard of many motor parts being stolen but a lot of other things get

stolen off the cars. The emblems, the rear-view mirrors. Those things like

**Dodge" spelled out in chromium plate. Those things get taken and once I know
one truck driver shifted the glass from somebody else's car to his which had been
broken and once somebody started to take a couple of radios out of a couple of the
cars. We stopped that, but I never heard of car parts being taken.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.

Statement of Mrs. Geneva Esser, Elementary School Teacher, Regarding
Events of November 1 and November 4, 1943

I have been here almost six months.
November 1 : Before Monday I noticed that my girl, Yuki Imagawa, a Japanese

housekeeper, seemed quiet and somewhat disturbed. She was unwilling to speak
about the colonists.

One day she said, "The people who stay down in the colony are angry, and say
we tell you people too much."
One day she wanted to go home earlier, so that she wouldn't be late to the mess

hall. She said, "They would say, 'There goes another plate.' " Said they seemed
suspicious of everyone down there. They watched everyone.
Monday afternoon I was ill, but when told about the crowd assembling, I went

to the edge of our area to watch. The crowd gathered slowly and steadily without
fear of trouble, for they brought their children and babies. A small group of

|

about eight Japanese young men near us seemed to have a great deal of authority
and directed people as they pleased. A Caucasian driving his car toward the

hospital was head off by at least six Japanese and told to get over and turn
around. He did so and drove away in the opposite direction.

I saw no weapons being used from where I was standing, and at no time saw I

any oil-soaked paper or straw. 1

Mrs. Pedicord tried to get through the gate between the personnel area and I

hospital area. About six Japanese tried to stop her, but after a few minutes she I

drove through, and then they pushed a big truck into the driveway so that no
|

Caucasian could get through there.

The crowd stood around about three or three and a half hours. After the '

speeches they quietly dispersed and went back to the colony.

I did get through the fence and stood near some soldiers. A truck full of Japa- I

nese drove by and waved at the soldiers. I would say it looked like an insult to
\\

them.
j

November 4 : Thursday night, about ten minutes to ten, a soldier pounded on I

our door, and when I opened it he said, "Lady, get your children and go to the
j

military area."

I told our nearest neighbors and carried one of Mrs. Forrest's babies over for
;

her, as her husband was at the farm.
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We stayed in the Day Room until after twelve, I believe, and then went to our

homes to sleep. It was an exciting night, and I got up almost every hour to look

out the window to see if there was any extra happening.

Japanese girls who worked in our office told us that they were afraid to go

outside their homes at night. If they talked to Caucasions in front of disloyal

Japanese they called them Caucasian lovers, and if they were loyal ones forced

to stay here with their parents they called them dogs.

I knew two loyal Americans who were key workers who were afraid to stay

in their rooms the night before they left to relocate. They were afraid of their

own people. One couple (newlyweds, Japanese) said that they didn't dare speak

about Christianity or Caucasians, as the neighbors listened to them, and they

were afraid. So they had to turn on their radio and whisper.

I can't think of anything else that I actually saw or heard.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.

Interview With Mr. Leigh, Fiscal Accountant, November 16, 1943

I am one of the oldest persons on this project. I came here in September 1942.

I am principal fiscal accountant. I might say that I got along swell with evacuees
in this office. I have found them all to be very faithful and very accurate.

[Shows a letter from an evacuee young man who worked with him in the office,

who is now resettled in a midwestern city. In the letter, the evacuee praises

i Mr. Leigh for his "understanding and tolerance."] Then there was Hoda Yasuo
i who was supervisor of the evacuee pay-roll unit. I've always thought a great

deal of him. He was very efficient and he worked up a great crew of workers.
We've had to get assistance from him in the present emergency because he was the
only one who knew certain things about the pay roll. I don't see how we could
proceed without Hoda if we are to have evacuee helpers in the office.

November 1 : I came back from lunch about a quarter of one. A little later I

looked up and there were no evacuees around. Must have been about 1 : 15. I

wondered what had happened. I would only think that they had been tipped

\ off not to come back to work.

j
This building was surrounded. I should say that it was a very well organized

i

group. There was a tough element near this building. I think from looking at

'i
the crowd that they had organized it this way : There was a tough element

I near the building then women and girls and then another bunch of toughs
i behind them* so that the women and children were in between the two organized

bunches of toughs. We were not allowed to go outside the door. We stood in this
' office at the door most of the time. Once Mr. Breece started to walk to the edge
' of the lawn and a tough pushed him back, then we told him not to start anything.

It seemed wise not to create any incidents under the circumstances. Toughs
;

called him all sorts of names, some bad ones, including ,

' Then Donovan and Slattery came through the building and said that they were
manhandled at the gate because they were walking toward the office.

The evacuees didn't come inside the building here, and later we closed the doors
. then we learned of the incidents happening. We could see the army warming

up trucks. I remember at the other end of the building when Mr. Myer gave
: his speech, it amused me because they took off their hats and bowed to Togo, I

I
presume, then the crowd dispersed very peacefully.

During the afternoon I was scared what would happen to Mrs. Leigh. She had
gone to the Canteen and found it closed. Two girls there told her to go home
and stay there. Other people they brought into the administration building.
That evening we had a meeting in the recreation hall, and appointed a com-

mittee. Then we had two meetings on Tuesday with Best and Cozzens and
Myer

;
Myer coming to the recreation hall Tuesday evening. That evening Mr.

Best was nbt allowed to speak. You know how it is. I felt sorry for Mr. Best.
Mr. Myer did all the talking. At that meeting I said that we ought to take Mr.
Myer and Mr. Best's word for it that protection would be given. After all, they

1 are honorable men. It seemed to me that some of the people on the staff were
' making a mountain out of a molehill at the time, although they were right in

the long run. You see the fence went in. We had sent a petition before this
and I felt that I, as a loyal worker of the W. R. A., should leave the matter in
their hands since they are honorable men and, besides, it seemed to me that it

was better not to talk too much because in this place if you open your mouth it

gets right into the colony immediately. They know what goes on up here all the
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time. So I took my wife to Klamath Falls on Thursday and left her there and
I was glad I did.

November 4 : I went to bed at 9 : 30 on Thursday evening and was awakened
by shouts and noises and the large searchlights of the Army going around and
around. Someone came by, I think a soldier, and told me to go back or get shot
so I went inside my apartment and then came out again and slept the night with
Hudson. I didn't see anything that happened. It was out of sight from where
I live anyway and I didn't see much on Monday afternoon although I heard the
story that trucks had been parked to block all the roads. I spoke to Honda on
Tuesday after the happening and he said he didn't know what was up. I would
like to vejyesLt that I have no complaints for the way the evacuees work in this
office but we had began to lose all our good workers and there were one or two
new ones who came in during the last few weeks that you just couldn't tell
about. They hadn't been here long enough but I would be glad to be fair with
them.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.

Interview With Aethtjr Muie, Acting Finance Officer

Events of November 1: I did not really see very much. I was in the front
office, there in Mr. Black's office. I helped them put up the public address system,
and the fellow who was fixing the wires had a big knife. It was a pocket knife
with a long blade such as lots of people carry.

That reminds me, once during the afternoon I saw a boy sitting over between
the wings of the Administration Building sort of cutting the grass with a knife.
They were pretty tense moments, and a lot of the i)eople around were scared,

I am sure. I was not scared. I did not have any bad contacts with any of the
evacuees. The fellow who was putting up the public address system was nice
enough, and Black and I did not bother him.

I was over here in my office (meaning the Finance Officer's office) for a while

—

that must have been earlier in the afternoon—and some groups of evacuees came
in the south wing. They walked through there until we locked the door on
the inside.

Question : Did any of the evacuees who came by say anything to you?
Answer: No, not to me, but I heard them call Mr. Leigh "* * *." I did

not have anything to do with them, but let them go their way. As soon as we
latched the door they stopped coming in.

Question: What kind of weapons did you see evacuees carrying during the
afternoon?
Answer : Not a thing except the two knives that I told you about. No sticks.

But of course I could not see all around the crowd from any place where I was
during the afternoon.

Question : Did you see any evacuees carrying straw or anything else?
Answer : No, I did not see any of that, but I did not have any very good view

of the crowd. I kept to my own business. I didn't see much.
I wasn't scai-ed. After all, I have seen this sort of thing in Manzanar. You

probably know yourself how it is with these Japanese. They get up committees
and they come around and crowds collect. This was nothing compared to

Manzanar.
Events of November 4 : I was coming from the Recreation Hall with another

Caucasian somewhere about 9 p. m. I was coming across to my room. About
the time we got there we noticed a pick-up running around. I thought I heard
some shots, and had the feeling that something was doing.

Just as I was getting in the door of my apartment I saw some evacuees

—

I would guess about twelve—out here toward the front of the Administration
Building. I knew there was trouble going on, but I did not know what was
happening.
Then sonafeone came out across the way with a flashlight. He yelled "Here!"

I think it must have been Schmidt.
I had seen these fellows. They had sticks. They were pretty long, and they

were white. You could see them in the dark. I would not know how long they
were.

4
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Then there was some shouting and the crack of fists, or it may have been sticks.

I do not know who it was, but I guess Mahrt and Borbeck had come around then.

Somebody was getting into a government car. That must have been Schmidt.
I knew it was a government car. I did not see how he got into it. Then there

was this pick-up that had been driving around, and it went after him. It chased
him over toward the military, then it turned around and came back and started

down in front of the Administration Building and got stuck. I guess it got stuck
at the big posts down there.

Then everybody disappeared, but Borbeck was there. Ho was beaten up. We
took Borbeck over to Mort Cooke's house, and then I came back here (apparently
meaning the Ad Building).
Then the Army was coming in, and I guess the Armsy cut through in the back.

They picked up seventeen of them, and I saw them brought into the Adminis-
tration Building ; and then things began to hapi)en.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.

Statement of Mes. Ella Weber Regarding Events of November 1 and November
4, 1943

November 1 : On Monday right after lunch Mr. Weber and I went to the hospital.

We had never seen the hospital before, so Miss Curran was showing us around.
We saw a large crowd coming across the firebreak. Mr. Weber said he might

be needed for interpreting at the Administration Building, and went over there.

I was in the operating room with Miss Curran when I heard a crash and angry
voices. We started toward the front entrance to the hospital, and we saw that
a wooden gate had been broken and was hanging loose. We walked to the front
porch.

I saw two men on the ground. One was Dr. Pedicord. Just then the Japanese
who had him down got up and walked off and gave a yell. He had a tan stocking
cap pulled down over his head. He was fairly thickset. He had been on the
ground grappling with Dr. Pedicord.
Miss Curran stepped out to help Dr. Pedicord, and she had no trouble.
After they went into the hospital, Japanese kept coming to the door for prescrip-

tions and seemingly on all sorts of excuses to get inside. Finally a Japanese man
came to the front door and stationed two Kibei there and told them not to let

anybody in. I talked to them.
When I heard something on the Ad Building loudspeaker I asked them, "What

did he say?" They wouldn't tell me.
Then the phone in the front hall rang. We had been told by the Japanese that

we must not answer the telephone.
"Why don't you want us to use the telephone?" Miss Curran asked.
"You might tell the Army," one said.

The phone rang again. Mrs. Pedicord, Miss Kiger, Mrs. Smith and myself were
there. We decided the phone should be answered. One of the boys said, "No,
don't answer it !" He got angry when we asked him, "Who gave orders not to use
the telephone?" "The Japanese!" he said angrily.
Miss Kiger answered it. The boy went out and called in Japanese for four or

five more guards. Four young men came in and sat around the telephone.
The young men wouldn't let anyone in except hospital employees.
November 4 : On Thursday night we were at Miss Roudebush's room. About

9 : 00 we went home. She came with us and stayed a few minutes, then went
back.
About 10 : 15 I heard an incessant roar of motor vehicles. I was just remark-

ing to my husband about what was going on when we heard somo shouting.
That was about 10 : 30. I heard not more than two or three shots, then in a few
minutes some more.
The first shots seemed to come from the direction of the motor pool. The

second shots came from the direction of the staff dining hall. I stepped to the
door. We live at 242-1. A man in a Government car was there. When we asked
him what had happened, he said, "The Army has taken over. Stay inside!"
People were sticking their heads out of windows. A tall man said the Army was
told to shoot everything that moves.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.
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Account of November 1 Crowd, fey Mrs. Ruth Elberson

About 1 : 15 on the afternoon of November 1, long lines of evacuees from
four to six abreast were seen coming down either side of the center firebreak
toward the hospital. One line went on either side of the hospital and the group
on the south broke into a run toward the Administration Building. This line

passed behind the Administration Building and the line which passed the hos-
pital on the north proceeded past the front of the Administration Building until

the two forces joined. The only leader evident was a man in a red shirt carrying
a long stick, who gave a few orders to the crowd and formed it in a circle around
the Administration Building. The group at first was predominantly masculine.
Soon there were many small children and women in the crowd. With the
exception of very few individuals, people were relaxed, joking, and talking. The
children were playing especially on the grass in front of the Administration
Building. It was a pleasant well-mannered crowd.
While the group was forming, 12 to 15 young men entered the Chief Medical

Officer's private office, pushed aside another Caucasian doctor and attacked the
Chief Medical Officer. According to the other doctor, Dr. Pedicord was beaten
about his face and body, and knocked down, and kicked. His attackers were not
armed and attempted no conversation. When they had finished they left and
Dr. Pedicord sat in his office. While he was bruised, his injuries did not seem to

be critical.

By 1 : 30 Caucasian staff members in the vicinity of the Administration Build-
ing were asked to go into the building and not to remain outside. Staff members
in the nearby resident area were either asked to remain in the nearby apartments
or else to go to the Administration Building. This seems to be true only of
those who were outside, and there is no evidence that people who remained in

their quarters were all disturbed. Most of the requests were made in a polite

and considerate manner although a few excited members of the personnel re-

ported that they were shoved or jostled. The doors of the Administration Build-
ing were locked from the outside and no one was allowed to leave with the
exception of a few individuals who had left members of their families alone in
their rooms and who were provided with evacuee escorts to go after these people
and bring them to the Administration Building. One of the teachers who
arrived on the scene about 3 : 00 reported that she was asked if she had left any
electrical appliances connected which might be a fire hazard or if she had left

children behind her. The inference was that any such situation would be cor-

rected. Several individuals attempted to leave the Administration Building for
other purposes.
The Housing Supervisor saw a group of boys standing on his car and attempted

to go out in order to move the car. A young man met him at the door and
said politely, "Please go back." When the situation was explained, the evacuee
promised that the car would not be damaged, and removed the boys who were
standing on the top. Later others sat on the car but not one stood on it.

The Medical Social Work Sui)ervisor from the Washington oflSce had come
from the hospital to report the situation. When she attempted to return to the
hospital she was not allowed to do so. She was rather upset over the situation,

but was assured by Mr. Kuratomi that the hospital would be guarded and no one
allowed to enter. According to her story, young boys were placed at two of
the entrances but the third door was left open. From the Administration Building
it was possible to see people going in and out of the door opposite Ward E. She
had been assured that nurses and nurses' aides would be allowed to remain at
their posts. She attempted several times to phone the hospital without success
but was twice able to make connections. One time she spoke to an evacuee nurse
who said that she was not allowed to talk about the situation as there was some-
one there to prevent her. Another time a nurses' aide on the phone reported that
she would have to leave the hospital since she was being threatened and forced to

join the crowd around the Administration Building which by this time completely
filled the firebreak between the Administration Building and the hospital.

Members of the staff reacted in different ways. Between 1 : 30 and 2 : 00
soldiers could be seen marching across part of the military area. The evacuees
in front of the Administration Building turned to watch the proceeding. From
inside the building it was not possible to see where they went but it was reported
that they had manned the tanks (when the soldiers were no longer in evidence).
The people turned once more to watch the Administration Building. They clus-

tered particularly around the Project Director's office and some of the boys stood
with their faces against the windows. The Chief Steward and several young men
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who were in the Procurement Office started making rabid remarks about what
they would do if they had guns in their hands and what delight they would take

in shooting the people down. Even some of the calmer members of the staff talked

about the necessity for a show of force, that people should go back to work and
not waste government time and money by standing around. Those who were most
outspoken seemed to be people who had no understanding of what the situation

meant or what had given rise to it.

Late comers to the Administration Building brought the information that

people were there because they had been told that Mr. Dillon Myer would address
them which was rather clever strategy on the part of the leaders. Tn the minds
of the great majority of evacuees this was not a strike situation but a peaceful
answer to a call to attend a speech. However, guards at the edge of the firebreak

prevented anyone from leaving the scene. Three trucks were seen loaded with
young men and driven toward the colony. Some staff members with families in

the resident area beyond the hospital began to be worried for their safety, and
some of them phoned their wives to take the children into the military area.

Many of the women did not see the necessity for this.

Twice Japanese women entered the Administration Building to use the women's
rest room. This brought further remarks from the more hysterical staff members.
One of the teachers especially who had been highly excited, whose face was
practically green from fright ,and who had been chattering with anger, was highly
indignant. "Why do they have to come in here. Let them go some other place.

It's terrible to allow them in here. I'd like to knock one of them down," and
so on, until it was suggested that it would be wiser to keep her opinions to
herself.

One of the farm supervisors made the rather ridiculous remark, "What do they
have to go now for? I'm out with them all day long on the farm and they never
have to go there." One of the new members of the Internal Security staff calmed

I the situation somewhat by explaining that there was no need to create a situation
over such a minor issue.

In the Statistician's office a group collected about a vault which had formerly
been used by Internal Security and which contained a number of contraband
weapons removed from the baggage of evacuees. Jocular plans were devised as
to using these weapons in self-defpnse. There were a great many w^ho feared for

I
their personal safety, although the crowd at no time seemed menacing or un-
friendly. A man from Property Control, who had lost two sons in the South

' Pacific, was especially vehement and profane in his remarks. He was beautifully
' deflated by a member of the Washington staff, who reminded him very politely

that "certain things are better left unsaid."

I

The doctor who had been present at the incident in the hospital remarked,
I "I'll not wait on any more Japs medically. You see I am a southerner, and we
( don't tell things like that. I only hope my wife and children have not started
' up here. I can do much better elsewhere."

During the afternoon an evacuee girl called the Social Welfare Supervisor.

I

The family was to leave the project the next day and their baggage should have
i

been picked up during this afternoon. The mother was particularly worried, and
i claimed that she would not leave until she saw that her baggage was collected,

I

an understandable feeling on her part. She was told that since all offices were
closed, it was impossible to act on her request immediately, but as soon as this

I

situation was over her baggage would be collected.

Another girl, whose mother was in the hospital, called to obtain a permit to stay

I
with her sick mother, and she was told that the situation in the hospital was not

I known but that she could herself investigate it.

—Unsigned because of absence from project.

Interview With Doctor Marks, Medical Officer, November 19, 1943

November 1. I was here on Monday at the hospital. I got back to the hospital
at a quarter of one. There I met Miss Shipps and Doctor Pedicord and went to
ward A because we were making a list of patients to be transferred. When I
left Miss Shipps I headed toward the main corridor. Then I saw the crowd
streaming toward the administration building. I went out to the office and
spotted Doctor Pedicord and Doctor Mason standing on the porch of the hospital.
We began to discuss this thing. What is the puriwse of the crowd? Doctor Pedi-
cord said he had stopped several people from coming in the hospital. He asked
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me to see that all doors were locked on ward A because he didn't want people

coming in there. On the way to ward A, opposite the corridor leading in from
the requisition wing, I saw 5 Japanese coming in. I stepped through the swing-
ing doors and accosted them and asked them to go out the same way they had
come in. So they began to talk Japanese back and forth. While my head was
turned facing one of them, one of them behind me thrust me out of the way*.

Then they ran through the doors and toward the main entrance. I went after

them. They had quite a lead on me. By the time I got to the vestibule of the

main entrance I saw a crowd in front of the hospital entrance, sort of separate
apart and there was Pedicord sitting on the ground, sort of groping. I also saw
one of them, while he was still there on the ground, punch him and another kicked
him on the left side of the face. I went out to help him up. Then I suddenly
realized that Miss Curran was along side of me screaming. We helped him up
and into his office. We gave him first aid, and I stayed with him the rest of the
afternoon. It must have been between 1 : 00 and 1 : 30 when I saw him lying on
the ground.

It was sometime later, that was a long drawn out afternoon, that there was a
commotion in the hallway. I went out and there were several young Japanese
with buttons on their lapels, little Japanese flags. There seemed to be a ques-
tion about telephones. Doctor Hashiba was there and he convinced them to

leave. He spoke to them in English, but they spoke only in Japanese. I'm
not sure what was up except some question about the phone. They seemed ex-
cited and were running up and down the corridors.
On Tuesday morning the nurses reported a definite air of hostility. I noticed

one point. When I drove up in a car. Number 600-10, one of the ambulance
drivers opened a window and yelled out, "Hey, Marks, did you have the mileage
on that car checked?" I went into the hospital and the ambulance driver, in a
more respectful manner, told me that the mileago must be checked each morning.
Later on I had occasion to pass the ambulance drivers' station. As I passed
one man said, "He'd make a good one." I don't know what he meant by that.

At noon Miss Folda told me that we could no longer subject her nurses to the
hostile attitude. We decided to withdraw entirely so there were no Oaucasions
in the hospital in the afternoon.
November 4 : I was at the Golden Hotel in Tule Lake when I heard that the

Army had taken over. I tliought it my place to be here and I came back. As
I got in I heard that Borbeck had been beaten. I entered the administration
building and saw the Japanese lined up and the soldiers with pointed guns facing
them. The whole Caucasian medical staff was there and at the request of Captain
Archer, was to remain available until further notice.

In general, I would say that there was open hostility. Maybe not exactly
hostility, but they sort of resented the administrative detail that was put into
effect when we Caucasian doctors came into the picture. I mean that was the
Japanese Doctors that were resentful. And as for the Japanese help in the
hospital ; they don't really understand what hospital deportment is. The main
thing in any hospital is quiet and that was never true of this hospital.

H. K. Marks, M. D.

On Monday, November 1st, I was sitting at my desk, which faces the account-
ing offices. I noticed around one o'clock that all the evacuee girls were suddenly
picking up their scarfs and gloves and started to leave the building in groups.
In a very short space of time the entire office building was emptied of Japanese
office workers.
We all looked out of the windows and saw a crowd gathering from all directions.

It would be hard for me to estimate the number of Japanese as I didn't have
a bird's-eye view of the crowd, but rather chopped-up views from the various
windows, and the crowd moved from one part of the buildings to another. I recog-
nized some of the office girls and they seemed to stand apart from the others
looking very harmless.

I saw the back doors being locked up and saw that all the doors were being
guarded. I didn't see any of them get close to the windows, which were all

closed.

I listened to the Japanese and English speeches over the loudspeaker. I was
in the wing opposite Mr. Best's office at the time. I heard the closing speech in

Japanese and saw all the men stand at attention and then take off their hats
and bow in a salute of some kind. The women seemed to stand aside during this

ceremony.
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I saw no weapons of any kind.
I saw them crowded around and on top of automobiles in back of the Adminis-

tration building, obviously damaging them.
There was continual motion among tlie crowd, but on the whole I could hear

no conversation from inside. The tension seemed to grow as time went on and
nobody seemed to know quite what to expect. There were many women and
children in the mob.
On Thursday night, November 4th : I live in 242-2 about two rows of barracks

from the motor pool and garage. I was awakened by tanks rolling in. I ran
out of my apartment and saw a group of Japanese running out from the motor
pool and the garage as they were being routed out by the soldiers. There seemed
to be quite a large number of Japanese running from all directions and back
toward the colony. I saw one of the Japanese wardens running with his hands
up. It was quite obvious that they were up to no good.

[Signed] Valeria Babbul.

Statement of Mrs. Myrtle R. Johnson, Hospital Dietitian, Regarding Events
OF November 1 and November 4

November 1 : I went back to the hospital right after lunch. I went to my oflBce,

and my Japanese secretary came in and told me something had happened and
to look out the window.
Men, women, and children were walking up from the colony. I thought they

might come through the hospital, so I found Dr. Pedicord and told him.
I went into the kitchen, and three big Japanese boys came in for a minute.

I then went to my diet kitchen.
I stood and watched the crowd. This is something peculiar. One of my

Japanese boys said, "I wouldn't go back to your office. Don't go back to your
office. There are a lot of women coming up."

I stayed at the back of the hospital. There I watched the crowd. I was
afraid they were going to burn the Ad. Building.

I saw no weapons.
A nurse came through and said, "Our doctor has been beaten." I said, "Not

Dr. Pedicord !" She said, "Yes."
We felt bad about this, and it made us a pretty sober crowd. I began to

wonder about the girls in my office. I went there and found them a little

jittery.

A man had come in and told us not to use the telephones. They rang, but we
did not answer.

I heard Mr. Myer and Mr. Best speak, and I was relieved when the crowd
dispersed ; I waited around to see if I could help Dr. Pedicord.

About 5 : 30 a fireman came in, and I asked him if I could walk back with him.
I prepare the diets for the infants in the colony. Unfortunately we were

out of condensed milk, and it was impossible to get it. People started coming
up from the colony, people not like those I had dealt with. Some were belligerent.
One man especially was angry, and wanted to know why it hadn't been sent
down. He wanted to know who was in charge of distribution.

Another time a group of about six stormed into my office and wanted to know
why they weren't getting milk. When I told them to boil the fresh milk they
did not like it. Others came in, and I always explained to them.
When my employee told me about the women coming up, I thought it was a

group about the milk. We had ordered milk and had received a shipping bill

showing it had been shipped on September 15 and had been sidetracked. I
always explained in detail and telephoned mess management to ask about it.

Most of the mothers had some milk on hand and were just afraid for the future.
We did not have any in the hospital, and we had some sick babies. We gave
them boiled fresh milk.
Next morning the doctors made their routine calls and then left, and we girls

felt a little uneasy. After lunch we held an informal meeting in the head
nurse's apartment, and decided we would all go back or none of us. We were
willing to go back, but someone, Mr. Cahn, told us not to go back. We told
him we were willing, and asked to send a delegation to Dillon Myer to get a
direct order. ^ ^
The head nurse and Miss^Shipps went to see him, but he was in conference and

they saw Mr. Black. He apparently saw Mr. Myer and said that because we
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were the storm center we should leave. We went to Tule Lake, where we had
rooms.

(Mrs. Johnson estimated, off the record, that condensed milk distribution was
interrupted for about a week.

)

Myktlb R. Johnson.

Interview With Pkiscilla Robinson, School Teacher, November 18, 1943 | 8

November 1 : I was right here in the building on Monday afternoon. Nobody
ever told me that I couldn't go out. It was just assumed that we couldn't. They
told my mother, who went to the store, to come back over here. They were very
polite to her. They wanted to know if there were any children at the house or a
stove on at home before they told her to come.

I was in these offices right here and watched the crowd most of the time. I

think the crowd was getting a big kick out of seeing us Caucasians in here. They
were calm enough, though. It was a gala day for a lot of kids. The people in-

side were quite excited. Some worried a little but went right on with their work.
Some weren't working. There was variety in the attitudes of the staff members.
Once I saw some evacuees come through the east door. I don't know how many.
They went right on through, and I didn't see them again.

November 4 : I heard shouting before they started bringing the tanks in. That
was between 9 : 00 and 10 : 00. Looking out, I didn't see anything. I live in 305.

I saw tanks going down that road. Soldiers asked at each door if there were any
Japanese in the apartment. They just said, "Is there anybody in there?" There
was some shooting. I saw the baker run out, poor man, with his arms out. The
excitement lasted from 10 : 00 to 1 : 00.

I saw no weapons on Monday. I just saw one old man with a cane. I saw no
knives, and I didn't see any straw, but I did see evacuees Inside of and sitting on
top of cars parked back of the administration building.

On Tuesday all the girls working in the statistics oflBce left their work and
went to the Meiji Setsu ceremony. Miss Waldron told them they could go if they

wanted to. An announcement was made to them by a nice looking young man,
sort of office worker type. He came in to report that they should go to the cele-

bration. He also said that it would probably be better for them if they did go.

The girls returned to work after the ceremony. .

Pbiscilla Robinson.

Interview With Bessie Burton, School Teacher

I came back to the project on the 24th of September and have been working in

the statistics oflBce.

November 1 : I went into the office just before 1 : OO. The girls who were work-
ing there, the evacuee girls, had brought their lunches. There were telephone
calls for them from the same person. One of them said that they had been told

that it wouldn't be healthy for them to stay in the oflSce.

I didn't try to go out. I had heard that people were being sent back in. In the

wing there, I guess I just walked around all afternoon and just followed the
crowd.

I think there were more young people in the crowd, taken all in all. The kids

got little boards and put them on sticks and made little stools and sat on them
that way. The crowd was fairly still, but once they began to walk over toward
the military when the tanks began to warm up. I guess they thought that would
be a show and something to see. Then once I saw them move over toward the
motor pool.

I think the crowd was organized. There were men standing around who acted
as guards. They didn't have any weapons that I could see, but once I saw a boy
carrying a card box of excelsior. He was carrying it under his arm. Maybe he
was coming back from the post office with the box, I don't know, but I saw him.

Some of the kids threw the wood which they were sitting on back where they
got it after the speeches were made.
Once some women came into our wing, 3 or 4 of them, to go to the rest roomu

I think there were a half dozen Japanese men who came in with them. They
came in and went back out right away.
November 4 : I was home and turned the radio off early and was looking out

of the window. I saw a group of 5 or 6 young Japs going by. I wasn't surprised
as that wasn't too unusual. They were crossing the road back of the recreation
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hall going toward the mess hall. I couldn't see them very well. Then I heard

voices. I think it was toward the hospital, but I didn't see anything else until

they were bringing the Japanese in and when the tanks came in. I was looking

at it from apartment 306.
B. B. BUBTON.

Statement of Mrs. Emma L. Rose, High School Teacher, Rbgabding Events of
November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I was working on a team making a job survey, and I was through

except for interviewing division heads. Between 1:15 and 1:30 I saw a large

group coming from the warehouse area. Then between the hospital and military

area I saw others. I remarked, "Oh, my, it's the whole Project coming."

I saw no one running. We attempted to estimate the crowd. It ran into the

thousands.
I was in the Leave Office. Somebody said she thought they were coming to

protest against loyal evacuees coming to work on the farm. There were a good
many women with children, and some women caught my eye and bowed. I saw
three former pupils. One didn't want to see me. One little girl came up. I talked

through the window to her—a typical teacher-pupil conversation.

We saw the lantern-faced individual with a stocking cap. I saw the men going
into Mr. Best's office.

The man with the red tassel on his cap told a bunch of boys who were booing
the soldiers to stop, and they did.

I did not see any clubs. The crowd had a certain coldness, not necessarily
ugliness. There is no question that we were prisoners, I went out back and got
about 50 feet away when a big burly Japanese said, "More better you go back"

—

not abusive, but firm. He kept saying, "Better you go back." Soldiers were
looking. I didn't want to start an incident. I went back.
Another teacher said, "Let's go to the Ad. Bldg." We went out the front door.

A Japanese speaking in English told the crowd to keep its composure, that there
was a delay in negotiations.
The tension of the crowd was dropping; some were sitting down. We made

our way through the crowd. People in the Ad. building were laughing and
talking. I was amused and incredulous when I heard that two women had made
their wills. I realized of course that we were in danger.

I was in the first wing when Mr. Myer talked. I watched to see if anybody
was going to our apartments. I saw some Japanese going into the Personnel
Dining Hall. I thought they went in the kitchen door, but I am not sure.

In the final speech, made by a Japanese, I heard the names Dr. Pedicord and
Mr. Peck mentioned in English.
The crowd dispersed in orderly fashion.
November 4 : I was in my apartment, 243-3, alone. My roommate, Mrs. John •

son, worked in the hospital and had been in Tule Lake since Tuesday. About
10:15 I heard a rumbling coming at regular intervals. I slipped on a bath-
robe and went out. I saw nothing unusual. I went back and threw on a coat.

R. D. Smith came up and said a gang had been trying to break into a ware-
house and had beaten up an Internal Security guard. He advised me to get
dressed.

It was lighter when I came back. Army jeeps and soldiers came in and every-
body started coming out. We were all relieved. I didn't realize until then what a
tension we had been under.

I heard a couple of shots, or they might have been blanks or the backfiring of a
car. I didn't see any Japanese.

Emma L. Rose.

Interview With Me. Cheek, Musio Teacher, Novembeb 17, 1943

I went to Los Angeles and didn't get back until the incident was all over, but
maybe I can tell you some background things that will help. There was this
dance that was broken up by the Kilbeis. There was a Nisei boy who got mad
because they wouldn't let him in the dance so he went and got some Kibei boys
to come in and break it up. Girls were afraid to go out at night on account of
the Kibei gangs all during October. I remember that Father Dai said it would
be best not to have any night social programs because of this fear that the young
people had of the Kibei gangs.
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On TlHirsday before the incident I was moving school furniture in the ware-
house. There was a new boy, quite a nice fellow, there. I talked to him a little

and found him to be a nice fellow, but he wasn't there when I came back. I

found out that he had left the crew because he was afraid of being beaten up.
They had scared him out. That was the kind of small-scale intimidation that
was taking place on the project.

I know there are a lot of kids down there who are under pressure to go to
the Japanes^rlanguage schools and don't want to go. The young man I took to
Los Angeles was living in a block where practically all the people are disloyal.

They were glad to see him go and he was glad to get out.

; I think one of the places where the bad eggs were put in in force was in the
motor pool. These new fellows who were bad eggs have not been cooperative
and have got the old fellows who were good intimidated.

, R. Cheek.

\
Interview With Ernst L. Hitt, Foreman Mechanic, November 19, 1943

November 1 : I was in the office at the plumbing shop doing a little book
work. I was there, I guess, about 1 : 30, maybe a little later. Four Japanese boys
came to the oflSce after me. I refused to come; the reason I wouldn't go along
with them was that they wouldn't give me any reason why they wanted me to
come. To be frank with you, I told them that I wasn't going to come and shoved
Ine out of the shop. What they said was, ^'Mr. Hitt," and I don't know how they
knew my name because I didn't know who they were, they said, "Mr. Hitt, will
you please go to the administration building." I asked them why and they said,

"You are wanted in the administration building." They asked them who wanted
me and they refused to answer. That was when I threw them out and that was
when they said, "Well, we'll get enough men here to take you up." They dis-

appeared but that had convinced me that something was doing. Especially when
they told me they would come back in numbers large enough to bring me back.
So I get in my car and first I tried to make my way over to where we live, over
by the military area, but finding my way blocked in the old military area I made
my way all the way back around the hospital and came by the motor pool and
parked my car in front of the residence there. At the car I was met by two
Japanese boys who seemed to be willing to escort me to the administration
building. 1 went with them and we came to the east door there and I came
on in. They didn't say a word to me except when I got out of the car they
said, "Will you please go with us to the administration building?"
As soon as I got in the building I telephoned my wife and told her to get

out of the grounds by way of the military. About 30 minutes later I got
another telephone call from her telling me that she was outside of the area.

I, too, saw the Japanese sitting on cars. I was also in the front office when the
telephone came through stating that there was trouble at the hospital. There were
two Jap boys who went with Mr. Schmidt. I saw them go out when they
escorted him over there to the hospital.

I only saw one knife of any size. I felt that I could figure how many people
were there and I would say that everybody is more or less underestimating. It

was not under ten thousand at the very least. The only knife I saw was one a
fellow had sitting down next to wall of the next wing of the administration
building. He was sitting in the space between this wing and that wing. He was
sitting their whittling. He wasn't flashing the knife at all. I'd say he was a
young fellow, but I didn't notice anything special.

Tuesday, November 2, the crew came back to work in the plumbing shop and I

must say that most of them* apologized for what happened on Monday. The girl

who was typing in the office said, "I guess you know the Japanese are going to

run the hospital." That was all she said.

On Wednesday, November 3, they had the Emperor's birthday celebration. A
bunch down there left to go about 9 : 00. Just before they left they nailed up two
Japanese flags on the doors there. One on our door and one on Mr. Roper's. I

think two of my men were implicated in nailing the flag on my door. Roper's sec-

retary came in and told me about the flags. I got up and asked who nailed the
flags. That was when two of my men volunteered and said they did. I went out
and tore the flag down in their presence and brought it up here and laid it on Mr.
Zimmer's desk. There was something painted in Japanese on one of them; I
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didn't know what it said. They were home-made flags made out of paper. Maybe
about the size of two typewriter sheets of paper. It was two sheets put together.

On one there was a rising sun. I think it was sort of orange in color. That was
on one white sheet. The sun was about 4 inches in diameter. Tlie other piece of

paper was sort of attached to the flag and that was tlie one that had the writing

on it. I don't know whether Mr. Ziramer saw them or not. I was going to show
them to Mr. Lewis. I think I put them on his desk but I don't know whether he
got them or not. I guess the two fellows from my crew who were standing their

when I tore the flags down were about 40 feet away. They didn't say anything I

could understand. Just a lot in Japanese. Then the whole bunch of them walked
over to celebrate the Emperor's birthday. There weren't any trucks that came
and got them.
November 4 : I was listening to the 10 : 00 news when a neighbor, Mrs. Powell,

opened the door and told us to get out as quickly as we could. She said trouble

was brewing. Then Mrs. Lauritzen, our neighbor on the other side, came over and
said that she was going to look for her husband. He was out somewhere. I told

her to take my wife and baby, and her baby in her car and go on out to the front

gate. I told her that I would get in my car and find her husband. When they
were leaving the house I was right behind them. Instead of coming straight on
out at the front gate like I told her to she made a left turn at the administration
area and then a right turn in front of the administration hall. Afterward she
told me she was doing that to try to see her husband and take him out. We passed
a number of Japs in front of the administration building. She said later that she
thought that they were carrying rocks. I didn't see any rocks. I would say that
there were 5 or 6 Japs in that bunch in front of the recreation hall. The soldiers

hadn't gotten down there yet. As I was passing the motor pool I didn't see her
car. There must have been 50 yards between her car and mine. After she had
passed around the corner of the motor pool there was a number of Japs came out
of the door of the oflEice of the motor pool. I wouldn't rightly know just how many
but I guess maybe there was a dozen or 14. Maybe I was a little scared then, I

don't know. At the time I thought there was more than a dozen. I couldn't see
them very well anyway. I saw the leader had a club in his hand and he had this

club drawed back, more or less running toward my car. I put my hand up to

shield my eyes because I expected that the windshield would be broken when he
let that club fly. In doing that I cut the car to the right and ran into the fellow.

I would say that when I hit him I caught him right about the hips. I don't know
how bad it hurt him, if any. I took my car on out the front gate. After I got there
I thought of the bonds that we had left in the colony. I got permission from Cap-
tain Maples to go back in and get those bonds. He told me that I could go back
in at my own risk. Having gotten about half way from the front gate to my home,
I heard shots fired. I made my way over to the apartment in the military area.
I went into the house and got those bonds. I got back into a W. R. A. car. It

was at my house. I cranked it up and about then Mr. Lauritzen came up. At
that moment the military and the jeeps were going to all the apartments to see
that every one had gotten out. Mr. Lauritzen and I made our way back through
the front gate. We stayed just on the outside on the gate until the all clear was
given to come back in.

Ernest L. Hitt.

Statement of Mrs. I^Iargaret A. Green, Personnel Clerk

Events of Novenrber 4 : I was just coming home. I was right there between the
garage and the house back of it, up close toward the motor pool. I was with a
friend, and ]\Ir. Zimmer said that there were some beatings going on. I guess
he meant that Mr. Borbeck had just been beaten.

After he went by some men came by. They were evacuees, and there were
about twenty, but I could not see them very well in the dark. As they went by
me it was pretty close. I heard one of them say, "Let the lady go." They went
right on.

They were carrying sticks which were about a yard long. They looked some-
thing like baseball bats, I guess you might say. I did not see anything else. I
went right into the apartment and stayed there. I did not hear anything when
the Army came in, that I remember. That is all I can say about it, because that
is all I saw.

Margaret A. Green.
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Interview With Miss Velasquez, School Teachee, November 17, 1943

November 1st : I don't knov^ anything about vi^hat happened. I was in the
mails and files offices sending out letters. I didn't see anybody with any straw.
I didn't see any weapons. I tried to go away from the oflBces once. It was to

register a letter. I was stopped on the way to the Post OflSce. He said, "You go
back to your building." It was a young Japanese. I said, "Why?" He said.

"Orders." I said, "From whom?" He said, "Orders." That's all he said. After
an hour I tried the other door ; I was worried about my mother. Some young
man there said he would let me go with an escort to see my mother. My mother
is over in the dormitories. I went over with this escort through the crowd.
He was very nice. He waited at the door while my mother put her clothes on,

and we came back together ; that is, from apartment 4033 right through the crowd.
Some of the people smiled, and I noticed girls from the kitchen that I knew, but
they didn't say anything.
Once in the administration building I saw a Japanese woman come to the bath-

room. There were two boys with her. The appointed personnel in the office were
not excited. Not around where I was. They were laughing and joking. I

didn't hear anybody called any names. After the woman came into the bathroom
we closed the door, so nobody could come in. I saw the crowd go, so I left.

November 4 : I wasn't here Thursday night, because I was teaching in Klamath
Falls. I came back about midnight and left my car outside the gate, because a
soldier told us what had happened. He said it was dangerous to walk over to

my room, so I asked him how about a jeep. So he took us in jeeps to our rooms.
One for my mother and one for me. I was so surprised that anything had hap-
pened, as I didn't expect anything. Then, you know, I was so sorry, too, because
1 would like to have seen it, but I missed it.

I guess I was scared. I must have been, because I took my papers in to the

bank in Klamath Falls. I didn't want them on the Project. Yes ; I think I was
scared. I don't know, but I never had any trouble anywhere with anybody going
around with mails and files. I never had an incident,

Elisa VelAsqtjez.

November 15, 1943.

Memorandum to : Mr. Edward H. Spicer.

From : Lorne Huycke.
Subject : Project Observations.

In response to your request I am setting forth some of the observations made in

my contact with several disturbing developments on the project.

Funeral : On the morning of September 30th I learned that a funeral was to be
held for Tetsuo Kashima who had died from injuries received in an accident while
en route to the project farm. A committee had requested the use of the outdoor
stage for the services but because of the implied nature of the event permission
was denied them by the Project Director. It is my understanding that the funeral
was intended to be more than just a funeral and that its real purpose was that it

should serve as a means of a whipping up antiadministration feeling and at the
same time serve to strengthen the following of a certain group seeking to establish

power and control over the evacuees and the administration.
Mr. Best asked me to report to him from the vantage point offered by the

proximity of the housing office. About 9 a. m., Sept. 30th, I advised him that a
group of 25 to 50 evacuees were raking the firebreak opposite Block 18, reportedly
in preparation for the funeral. About 10 : 30 a. m. a group of 25 evacuees brought
fresh lumber and erected a platform in the firebreak within view of the housing
office. This was reported to Mr. Best.

In the afternoon just before the time set for the funeral which was around
2 o'clock, I believe, I was driving back to the Housing Office down the main fire-

break and was diverted by guards at the corner of Block 13 so I had to drive around
to the Housing Office in 1308 from another direction. Upon entering the Housing
Oflice I saw evacuees talking to Mrs. Kay Tift who was in charge of Housing
records. One of them was dressed in a coat of Army issue. I believe that coats of
this type were obtained by evacuees when thye were interned at Sand Island. The
evacuees soon left the building and Mrs. Tift told me they had requested her to

keep the office closed during the funeral to which she agreed, because it was
Saturday afternoon and the Housing OflSce was not open anyway.

I went out the side door of the office and went around to the front to be sure the
door was padlocked. While I was taking a sign off the door I observed some
commotion in the firebreak opposite the middle of Block 18. I recognized Doug
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Cook, Reports Officer, and saw that he was attempting to take some pictures of the
funeral. A number of evacuees, possibly 15, ran over to him and in a couple of

minutes he was tossed into the air and manhandled.
Feeling that it was my duty to come to his assistance, I started toward the

scene of the trouble but by the time I reached building 1804 Mr. Cook had extri-

cated himself from the mob and had reached the Warden's Office at 1808. About
this time Dr. Opler came up and we discussed the funeral and the event just
described. Apparently the funeral had been progressing without incident until

Mr. Cook attempted to take pictures, for Dr. Opler told me that he had been
standing near the funeral stand without being botnered.

I then talked to Mr. Cenichiro Nakamura, Manager of Block 25, who was also
standing by as an observer. After a few minutes' discussion I suggested to Mr.
Nakamura that we walk up to the Wardens' Office and find out what had happened
to Mr. Cook. Just as we reached building 1807 a gang of about fifteen or twenty
ran over and surrounded us and one of them knocked Mr. Nakamura down. I
gathered from the discussion that they were angry with him for walking in my
company. They did not molest me in any way. After a few minutes of milling
about. Slim Tsuda, Chief Warden, came over and advised me to leave as soon as
possible.

I walked slowly toward the Warden's Office and talked to several observers on
the way. They were, in most cases, Issei and their remarks were condemnatory of
the actions of those conducting the funeral. I stood on the porch of the Warden's
Office for a little while and Mr. Nakamura stood for a little while also. One of
the guards at the corner wearing an army coat came over and berated Mr.
Nakamura in the vilest of Japanese and spat at him.

I went inside the office to talk to Mr. Cole but he had already left with Mr. Cook.
I watched the procedure through the window for some time and observed that
an evacuee wearing an army coat and a snow cap seemed to be the chief of the
guards. His actions and those of many others demonstrated that they were
at an extremely high emotional peak. I learned also that the funeral had been
conducted this way over the protest of the deceased man's widow.
After watching for awhile I left the Warden's office and returned to the Housing

Office. No further incidents occurred while I was there. At the conclusion of
the funeral the funeral stand was quickly torn down and removed.
Monday meeting, November 1st : At 12 :45 p. m., November 1st, I went to the

Housing Office at 1308. A few minutes after my arrival I noticed lines of people
starting to walk past the Housing Office down the main firebreak toward the
Administration Building. I asked several evacuees who had just entered the
office what was taking place and they said that they had been told in the mess
halls at noon that Mr. Myer was to address the residents of the project at
1 : 00 p. m. at the Ad. Building. This story was confirmed by others who were
walking up to the Ad. Bldg. I attempted to phone the project director immediately
but could not reach him. I finally contacted Mr. Black but he knew nothing of
such a meeting. The crowd walking toward the Ad. Building was laughing and
joking and seemed to be in a gay mood without the tension that would likely
have been in evidence if they had been going toward the Ad. building with any
destructive intent. It is my belief that most of them were innocent of the events
that followed.
Feeling uneasy about what was taking place I got Mr. Corlies Carter from the

high school building who was as ignorant as I as to what was going on, and
together we went to the Ad. Building. By the time we arrived there Mr.' Best
was in his office and seemed to be aware of what was on foot.

By this time the crowd outside the Ad. Building was beginning to form.
Some of them started to climb on top of the government car which I had
been using and I went out to move it away. An evacuee guard intercepted me
and asked me politely to stay in the building. I told him I did not want the car
damaged and was going to move it. He said he would take care of those on the
car and when he did so I returned to Mr. Black's office. No damage was done to
my car except that the gastank cap was taken.

As far as the general crowd was concerned I saw no evidence of malicious
intent on their part although they frequently crowded close to the building during
early stages of the demonstration, to look through the windows. In each case
of crowding evacuee guards ordered them to stand back and the crowd obeyed.
I saw no evidence of oil rags or gasoline-soaked straw although I frequently
looked out of the windows. I talked to several evacuees whom I knew outside
and because of previous acquaintance with them I would say that they had no
intention of harming anybody in the Administration Building. However, there
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was clear evidence that there were well organized goon squads and I can see that
it might have been possible to have invited this crowd to mob violence, but I do
not believe that there was convincing evidence that this could have occurred.

As far as the goons themselves were concerned, I believe they would have been
willing to attack us but I am not at all sure that the crowd would have followed
them. I doubt if the crowd would have been willing to risk the gunfire of the
Army which was ready to go into action only a few hundred feet away.
At the conclusion of the meeting the "military leaders" of the goon squads

gave several commands to the crowd and they bowed in the direction of Mr.
Best's office which, for most of them, was in a southeasterly direction. I asked
one of the committee members who had been talking to Mr. Best what the pur-
pose of the ceremony might be. He told me promptly that they were paying
their respects to the committee and to Mr. Best and to Mr. Myer.
At the command of the military leaders the crowd dismissed quickly and re-

turned to the residential area.
In the early stages of the meeting when truckloads of goons began cruising

about I thought it advisable to evacuate the women and children from the "100"

area and received Mr. Best's approval through Mr. Black. I telephoned Mr.
Cole's apartment for my wife and when she came to the phone I suggested that
she and the others who desired to should immediately go to the military area.

Subsequently I learned that the goon squads had gone into the No. 300 area and
had ordered all occupants to go to the Administration area. If they later went
to the No. 100 area I know nothing of this fact.

November 4: On the afternoon of Thursday, November 4, I was down in the
project and talked to two members of the Monday Committee. One of them,
Andrew Sugimoto, told me that they would have a committee which was selected

on a project-wide basis ready to meet with Mr. Best in a couple of days.
While I was at the apartment of one of the language school teachers at 4:00

p. m. two evacuees walked in ; one of them was the evacuee to whom I referred
in the funeral notes, the one who seemed to be the leader of the guards. The
other was the man with the army coat who had talked to Mrs. Tift in the Hous-
ing Office on Sept. 30 and whom I also saw at the Ad. Bldg. on Nov. 1. They
wanted to know what I was doing in that room, the question being put to

Yukio Tanaka, the language school teacher.

I had a meeting at 4 o'clock with the leader of the language schools, Mr. H.
Mori, who was also a member of the Monday committee, and with some repre-

sentatives of Community Activities, and managers for blocks 19 and 20. The
meeting concerned the use of 1908 and 2008. The results of the meeting con-

vinced me that I could not make decisions with respects to Community Activities

unless they were acceptable to the group of agitators who were attempting to

gain control of the project and dictate to the administration. Decisions not
acceptable to them therefore could not be carried out because they would have
involved bodily harm to members of the Community Activities staff providing
the Community Activities staff would have had the courage to carry out my
decisions.

I had dinner with Mr. Tanaka in the mess hall at block 27. I returned to his

apartment with him after dinner and saw there the evacuee who had been the
military leader at the time of the Monday meeting. He spoke cordially. At 7
o'clock I took Mr. Tanaka to a meeting in Ward V where he was to discuss
plans for the formation and leadership of Boys' Clubs. This meeting did not
have any authorization from the Community Activities section and illustrated

again that the Committee had its own ideas about Community Activities.

I returned home at 7 : 30 P. M. without having seen any evidence of what was
to develop two hours later.

At 10 : 05 p. m. I heard a whistle blow in the military area and went to the
door of my apartment. Soldiers were pouring out of barracks and lining up in

squads, each carrying his gun. Mrs. Cole came into the apartment and said that
her husband said to go to the military area because trouble was brewing.

I need not dwell on later developments except to put down one observation
made after some of the evacuees had been rounded up by the soldiers: One
of them was the same individual who was the military leader at the Monday
meeting and to whom I talked at 7 : 00 p. m. Thursday night.
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Statement of EviJlyn J. Davie, High-School Teacher, Regarding Events of

November 1 and November 4, 1043

November 1 : On Monday I was at my barrack (303-6). A group of us noticed

people coming up from the colony. While we were standing there a group of

men (Japanese) come up from behind the barracks and one of them ordered us
to go to the administration building. When we hesitated he said, "Yes, go on.

Go on." When one of the teachers spoke he said, "No questions, no questions."

We went to the administration building and waited like the rest. Some times
the crowd would look in the windows. I didn't see any weapons. I didn't see

any boxes of straw. I heard the speeches going on, but couldn't understand them.

I didn't see any Japanese in the building.

November 4 : I was home listening to the radio. My room mate, Miss Phillips,

came in and said there was something going on. We heard them shooting in the

direction of the colony. We saw the staff dining hall baker running toward the

colony with his white clothes flying. I didn't see any Japanese running around.

[ Signed] Evelyn J. Davie.

Interview With Miss Lee, School Teacher

November 1 : I came over to the statistician's office where I was working about
1 : 00 just as the evacuee workers were leaving. I heard one of them say, "Let's

be decent and tell Miss Waldron before we go." They told her before they left.

I didn't try to get out. Once two evacuee men came through and looked in the
office to see if any evacuees were still in the building. They sort of peeked around
to check up, I think. They came in also on Wednesday morning to do the same
thing. Check up and see whether all evacuees were going to the Emperor's
birthday.

I talked to a Lieutenant who was in our wing of the building on Monday.
He looked out toward his car which was parked outside and said that they had
let the air out of his tires. He said he would have gone out to his car but that
he thought that he might be stopped and then he would be the cause of a rumpus
and he didn't want anything to start in that way.
. I hate to say this because I'm not too sure but I saw a young man with boxes.
I tl^ought the box was filled with straw and inflammable material. Hcwas in the
court between the two wings of the administration building. He was carrying
a brown carton and the lid was propped back. Maybe it was filled with scrap
paper. I don't know. He was just walking across the court diagonally and that's
all he did. I didn't see him again. He wasn't any where near any of the build-
ings.

The evacuees were going over by the leave office and getting pieces of wood.
Blocks of wood which they would sit down on. After the thing was all over they
picked up the wood and threw it into the stack again, by the leave office.

I could see the crowd between the administration building and the Army. I

could also see the crowd through the window between the two wings. That was
where mostly the mothers and children were, between the two wings of the
administration building.

I hadn't been bothered by any Japanese. I had a Japanese woman helping me
and she didn't go to the Wednesday meeting. She wasn't concerned at all. She
just went on working.

I have a car and may I should tell you that the two windshield wii3ers were
taken off of it and that a gas cap was gone. Question : When was this damage
done to your car? Answer: Oh, I noticed that the gas cap was gone Sunday
night before the incident and I noticed that the two wipers were gone on Monday
morning.

[Signed] Dorothy S. Lee.

Interview with Miss Hert, School Teacher November 17, 1943

November 1 : I was in the leave office and so I had a grandstand seat all after-
noon. I could see in all directions. I saw the crowd gathering. The evacuee
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girls who were working in the leave office hid at first and then they decided that
it would be safer if they went out and mingled with the crowd so they did that.

First they came over to Fagan's office and we told them to stay away from the
windows. Then everybody decided that it would be safer if they went out. I

knew they were afraid for themselves and to be seen in the office. I found a note
from Amy Sakuma, one of the girls who didn't come up in the crowd. She had
eaten her lunch there. She told me that her mother said if anybody came up to

get them she would go to bed and would tell them that she was sick. She told

us that later. She had written the note in answer to another one. I can't ren^em-
ber all of it but it was something like this. "I don't know about the fish story.

They use Gestapo methods." Then there was some strange word and the respect
they had to show for whatever this was.

I saw two pieces of iron pipe. Mrs. Rose was standing right by me. There
was one fellow, a young fellow, who had two pieces carrying them around. They
were aluminum. Maybe there was something on the end of it. Like the faucet
carried by two different fellows. I saw the same things after that. They carried
off the wood at the end of the leave office and used that to sit on. I saw one
sixth grade boy, the son of Reverend Sasaki, who had a sharpened stick which
he stuck under his sweater. Then there were two young fellows who sat outside
the leave office talking. From what I could hear one was in favor of some sort

of action that afternoon. The other one kept saying, "You know we don't have
a chance." I don't know what it was that the other one wanted.
The only other talk I heard was between the leaders. I think they were

holding down the crowd. There was a young fellow with a blue cap making
motions and haranguing the people and another fellow with a felt hat. It

seemed to me that they got unanimous attention from the groups. This was
just when the crowd was coming. The area was not half filled up when the
fellow of the blue cap commenced talking. Then some more came down pretty
fast and they were instructed to keep on their side of the building. The only
other things I saw were a man with a couple of slingshots around his neck and
then the people with the sticks of wood from the wood pile. I didn't see any
destruction of property of any kind, although one fellow motioned as though he
was going to throw something in through the window.

( Could have been any of the other women—probably Mrs. Carsley.

)

I heard all the si)eeches and could see from the front window of the leave
office. There were 2 speakers after Mr. Myer and Mr. Best. The crowd was
quiet but there was a little applause and I felt that the crowd was not too
well pleased. Maybe they were disappointed. I thought that they bowed pretty
well, that is 100%, when they were told to. It looked like a whole sea of heads
bowed.
November 4 : I went to bed early. When I was awakened I thought it was a

fire. I had heard some trucks running around when I went to sleep. I got up"
a little before a quarter of ten. It was in the teachers' barracks. The first thing
I noticed was the tanks coming hunting for the Japanese who were heading for
the warehouse. Then I saw the cook running out with his arms extended, running
for the colony.

I might have been the arch pessimist among the school teachers. As Vice
Principal, I was the only one that thought the school wouldn't start on time.
I just had a personal feeling about it. Something in the atmosphere and then
the contact that I had with the children in the 6th grade classes and the feeling
that I got through them as to how their parents were feeling. There was a lot
of little things that I couldn't put my finger on. I remember the girl who was
going on the Gripsholm. She didn't tell us she was going and then just before
she left she barely said good-bye to somebody in the room. I remember the
girl who was going on the Gripsholm. She didn't tell us she was going and then
just before she left she barely said good-bye to somebody in the room. I remember
the other girls said, "I wouldn't say goodbye either. I wouldn't tell anybody
if I were going back." I should say that there was a feeling around that was
harder than it was even after registration.

May p. Hert.

Statement by Kent Silverthobne
November 22, 1943.

Monday, November 1st at approximately 1 : 15 p. m., I walked from my office

in the Leave Building to the main Administration Building. As I walked down
the hall at the back of the building I saw a number of young evacuee men coming
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toward the canteen from the east side of the hospital. Some were running on

the road in front of the mess hall, toward the motor pool.

I returned to my office in the Leave Building and by that time could see a

group of young men being directed by leaders to go around the area in which
the Administration Buildings are situated. Other groups were walking up in

a leisurely manner. These groups for the most part were made up of older men
and women and children.

Shortly after a crowd of some three or four thousand had gathered in the

administrative area, some young men erected a public address system at the door
of Mr. Black's Office. I then saw a group of men (later identified as the "com-
mittee") admitted through Mr. Black's Office into the office of Mr. Best. Nego-
tiations went on for some two and a half or three hours during which time the

crowd waited patiently. After the first hour or so many people in the crowd were
sitting on the grass or squatting on the ground conversing. I saw no sign what-
soever of any expressions of ill will on the faces of the people in the crowd.
In fact, they were, for the most part, talking and smiling in little groups, as
would be expected in any sociable gathering. Three evacuee men came into my
office during the course of the afternoon and obtained my help with business
matters.

After looking at the crowd from various parts of the building I continued with
some work that I wished to get finished.

My Secretary, Miss Seemah Battat, went through the crowd of evacuees on
two occasions, from my office to the Administration Building. She was not
threatened, molested, or even particularly noticed. My wife, and another lady
went through the crowd at the back of the Leave Building to our apartment some
two hundred yards distant. She stayed there some fifteen or twenty minutes and
returned through the crowd to the Leave Building. When she reached the outer
edge of the crowd on her way to the apartment a young evacuee man stepped
up and asked her to go back please. When she told him she was going to the
rest room he let her pass. The other people paid no particular attention to her.
When Mr. Myer finally api)eared at the door of Mr. Black's Office to address

the crowd, the people took their hats off in a very respectful manner. When he
finished his talk they applauded. They likewise applauded at the conclusion of
Mr. Best's short talk. One of the evacuee committee members then spoke at
some length in Japanese. At the conclusion of the speaking on an order being
given in Japanese many of the people in the crowd doffed their hats and made a
slight bow. They did not face in any particular direction, other than that they
were facing the Administration Building where the speakers were standing.

I looked at the crowd at various times in the course of the afternoon, but
at no time did I see any evidence of weapons of any kind or incendiary materials
of any kind. With the exception of the young men who preceded the main body
of people, I saw nothing that distinguished this crowd from any other group
of people waiting to hear a speech.
At no time did I entertain fears for my safety, and that night my wife and I

slept peacefully with unlocked doors in our apartment adjoining the colony.

Kent Selveethorne.

Interview With Mrs. Powell, November 16, 1943

November 1 : I was over in the residential area west of the hospital when I
saw the crowd coming this way on Monday afternoon. There were people walking
with children. Nothing like a demonstration. The only unusual thing that I saw
was east of the apartments a couple of Japanese walked up and down the fence all
afternoon. They didn't come inside at all, although I think they called to my
maid and scared her. She went inside and stayed there because she was scared.

I didn't see anything that was around the warehouse in our area. There were
Caucasian workers who worked there all afternoon. There were two or more of
them, and I saw them getting ready to move the building. Putting skids under it.

I didn't have the slightest fear all afternoon. In fact, I went back to the laundry
room and finished my laundry. My grandson, who is staying with us, Jerry, was
around during the afternoon, and I sent him over to the military with Mrs. Hitt.
We were told to go over there. Let me think who told me that. Mr. Heick called
Mrs. Heick and said that there were orders to go in to the military area. I went
over for a while and then came back.

I never saw any Japanese in our area. The only ones I saw were some that I
asked what was going on, as they went by, and they didn't seem to know. One
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woman in our area got her car all ready to leave in. She filled it up with water
and was all ready to go. I guess you drew a blank when you asked me to tell

you anything. I wasn't excited. Once I went to Cole's telephone and called back
to the leave oflSce to find out what was going on there. I was told that they had
set up loud-speakers and that they were in Mr. Best's oflSce negotiating and
that Dr. Pedicord had been beaten.
My maid told me that an announcement had been made in Japanese in the mess

hall, and that she didn't understand it. She and all her family speak English
and didn't know what was going on. The father came by during the afternoon
and told her not to leave our apartment ; that was all he said to her. The maid
was rather frightened and sort of agitated in her behavior and speech. She said
she was frightened by not going outdoors all afternoon. She was frightened by
the activities she said were going on down in the colony at nights. She said she
was afraid to go out at nights. This maid said that they would make it par-
ticularly hard for her because she didn't know Japanese. They wanted her to
go to Japanese school, and she didn't want to go. She said that she would
have had to go back to first grade in Japanese school. She said it wasn't com-
pulsory. I forget the word she used; maybe it was "require," but her mother
thought that maybe she had better go. It seemed to me that it was a family
affair discussed and decided upon in the family. I know my maid didn't know
what was going on Monday afternoon.

I was not here on November 2 and 3, but I was on November 4th. I was in our
apartment. I went over to the military area, because I was told to go by the
Army shortly after 10 : CO. I stayed there until midnight and heard shooting.
There were three shots. The army didn't tell us anything. I only heard a
young boy say that somebody was being beaten up in the administration area.

I should say it was all very uneventful. I didn't seem to have any excitement.
My husband kept saying there would be trouble. I don't remember the date
when he first said this, and he didn't tell me until a week later what had happened
at the motor pool on the Sunday before that Monday when the incident happened.
I know my maid had been afraid ever since segregation began, because she said
that dances were being broken up.

DOBA POWEIX.

Interview With Miss Claea BogobAd

I have been leave officer since November 1st and from March 16th to July 1st,

assistant officer, from July 1st to November 1st, assistant placement officer.

On November 1st, at 1 : 00, I was at my desk in the leave office. I happened
to look out the window soon after and what I saw was a steady stream of people
just beginning to come, in groups of 4 to 5, from around both wings of the hospital.

They seemed to converge on the administration building and the leave office.

Miss Watson came in from lunch and said she noticed that all evacuee help were
being dismissed from the administration building. I looked around and made
a mental note, for the first time, that all of our staff had not returned from
their lunch in the colony, except 4 file girls, of Mr. Fagan's staff. Not knowing
what the crowd was there for I asked Mr. Silverthorne, the Project Attorney,
if he would be so good as to go over to the administration building and find out.

He went over and on his way back I saw him greeting Mr. Myer who was with
Mr. Best and someone else I can't remember. They were entering the adminis-
tration building by the door to Mr. Black's office. The next thing I was conscious

of was more and more people coming up and what I noticed now seemed to be
some young Kibei boys close off ordering the crowd as to where they should go.

Out of the back window of the leave office I could see tanks being warmed up,

the soldiers moving about in full gear and at the sentry gate, which is Post 4,

Colonel Austin and his staff stationed. In his company were Captain Maples,
Captain Archer, Lieutenant Doran, and Major Phelps and so on. The line of
people around the fence closest to the Military area at the sentry Post, booed
and hooted the Military's preparations, but they were stopped rather quickly

by wliat apparently were young men, with some older leaders, who ordered
them away from the fence and back to the administrative building. By this

time, Mr. Fagan's 4 file girls were sitting on the floor of the leave office huddled
around the stove and they were obviously keeping away from the windows
because they were afraid to be seen inside. It was suggested to them that

they could leave if they were worried and perhaps it would be best for ^hem»

to join the crowd. They then seemed to just vanish into thin air outside.
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One elderly and, as I remember, rather small Japanese man came into the

huilding apparently to conduct business with Evacuee Property. lie wanted
! to see Ed. Shimizu who works with Evacuee Property. Of course, Mr. Shimizu
i was not there. The old . man asked us if we thought he ought to stay iu the
building. He could see out the back window toward the military area. He
looked at the tanks and machine guns then he said he thought he had better

stay In the leave building. He imitated machine-guns very much the way any
' child would and was obviously joking. Shortly after, he left to stand on the
' steps of the building. We could, from the other side of the leave oflBce, watch
them put up the loud speaker. I remember noticing how quiet the crowd was
Looking out the side window I saw a carriage with a little infant in it. There
was a 2-year-old playing under the window too, and families and a mixed crowd

. seemed to be the nature of the group.
Mr. Kirkman called me and suggested I warn the people in my building not

to leave. I joked with him and passed it off and said it didn't seem very dan-
gerous to me and that I didn't think the situation was quite that bad. Later
he phoned in that Doctor Pedicord had been hurt and he warned me again not
to Jeave. I passed the news around to my fellow prisoners. Mrs. Silverthorne,

I

who had been in our oflSce, had gone home while the negotiations were delayed
! "by the incident at the hospital. She had decided that she might as well go off.

I When she returned she said she met with no difficulty in going through the
; crowd over to her home. About 3 : 30, Miss Seeiuah Battat and Miss Rose and
a teacher whose name I can't remember, and myself, went over to the adminis-
tration building. We encountered no interference in going from the leave office

to the administration building. The crowd around the building seemed to take
orders from a boy in a knitted stocking cap who stood in Mr. Black's doorway

! near the loud-speaker installations. When the kids giving orders wanted to

know what to say, they always went to him.

!
I also saw them load 3 trucks with young men. They put as many young

men on a stake truck as it would hold and then they raced back around the west
' wing of the hospital and disappeared behind the buildings, I saw people going

to the hospital after the Doctor Pedicord incident. It seems to me I saw a woman
who I thought was Miss Shipps escorted over. Mrs. Huike called our office asking
for her husband. I said he could be located in Mr. Black's office.

Shortly after I arrived at the administration building I went to Mr. Zimmer's
office and talked to Mr. Frank Smith who was there. He and Mr. Zimmer ad-
vised me not to attempt to go back to the leave office, so I remained in the ad-
ministration building. There was one little scene when a Japanese woman came
to the administration building to go to the bathroom. She was followed by a
Japanese youth and a younger woman. They insolently questioned one of the
teachers near the door to the lavatory, as to whether or not the Japanese woman
was inside. When the older Japanese woman reappeared the youth and younger
woman spoke to her in Japanese, in what sounded like very angry tones. I
didn't see any knives nor any sticks nor any straw around the building, nor any
oil-soaked rags. Mr. Cox's car was badly damaged, especially top of it, which
was ridged and dented as though an army had walked over it. Men, women,'
and children sat both inside and outside of staff cars parked alongside the admin-
istration building, with no regard for the fact that the cars were either private
or Government property. I felt, at the time, that it was inevitable that the
cars be damaged and thought something should have been done to put a stop to it

immediately.
I remember that among the people who were directing the mob and giving

them orders as to vs^ere to stand, were two boys in red sweaters. They were
among the group who took their orders from the stocking-capped boys standing in
Mr. Black's doorway.
On Thursday night I was at home with Miss Lucas, Lieutenant Doran, and

Mr. Kirkman. The Lieutenant said he had some very good candy back in his
quarters and he went to get it. Five minutes later he was back without the
candy but with his gun and gas mask and ammunition belt. He told us the
soldiers were on an alert and said we could go to his quarters, then "he left. I
remember I had just finished changing from my house-coat into outdoor clothes
when he came back with a message that we had to vacate our quarters imme-
diately. We went over to his quarters where we were joined by Mr. and Mrs.
Lowery, their daughter, and Mr. Guy Cook and his son. After the all-clear, I
came to the administration building and saw some Japanese boys lined up in
the office service room. They were 15 or 16 with hands up over their heads and
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about 6 soldiers with Tommy-guns trained on them. I was looking for Mr.
Kirkman's son who had been out delivering oil with young Jack Best and Jack
dimmer. We found him at Mr. Zimmer's. Mr. Kirkman's son had the handle
to the base ball bat that Fenton Mahrt had used, to defend himself against the
Japanese. People passed in the corridors and then they marched 5 Japanese
boys down to Mr. Best's oflSce. One may have been hurt because he had his
hand clasped over the top of his head, the others holding their arms straight up.
The morning of the Meiji Setsu celebration only one of our staff came to work

and she stayed all morning. Her name is Amy Sakuma. As a matter of fact, we
told her she could go but she stayed all that morning. . Since Thursday night she
has called Mr. Fagan and asked when she can come back to work. She is only
18 and is here much against her will because her family stayed here. The rest

of the office staff didn't come at all.

Claba Bogoead.

Interview With Melbourne Hedrick

I came to the project as statistical clerk and held that position from May to

October 1943. Since October 1st my position has been that of cost accountant.
In regard to my timekeeper staff, the new people who came in after segrega-

tion didn't seem to work quite as well as the old staff. I should say they didn't

seem to have as much initiative.

On September 30th I was at the high-school auditorium checking the baggage
of the newcomers. That evening the last train came in from Topaz. I was
standing in the doorway of the high-school building when I noticed about 20
young fellows had built a bonfire near the high-school auditorium. They threw
in a couple of benches that were placed along the side of the building. The bon-
fire was on the colony side of the main building ; that is, in front of it. The old

men near the crowd seemed to stand back in order to get out of the way and not

be involved in the incident. One of the boys had a bright cloth standard, the
colors being blue and gold, as I remember. Then I went back to my work and
didn't see the rest of it.

On November 1st, at 1 : 00, I saw people coming toward the Administration
building. It was a mixed crowd and in no particular hurry. Later, when they

surrounded the building, I tried to go out the back door, but a man visiting the
Project, I believe he is a farmer in the vicinity by the name of Wilkinson, told

me that I couldn't get out. On his advice I didn't try. I remember Wilkinson
was very angry because some boys had told him to get out of his car as he was
just about to drive off. When he resisted they began to lift up the car at one
end. Their question was, "Do you want to have it go the rest of the way?"
Of course, that got him out of his car. Later, when in the north wing of the

building, as I was looking out a window, a couple of Japs called me vile names,
one of which was "white trash." As to the crowd, the young fellows were in

close to the building, and others, about 6,000 of them, in a solid mass behind. At
the end of the speeches in Japanese, which I didn't understand, there were three

orders. I saw one of the boys in the crowd get his hat knocked off when Jie

failed to remove it after one of the orders. Then the crowd dispersed.
On the morning of the Meiji Setsu celebration at about 9: 30 the boy who helps

me with the inventory told me that he didn't dare stay here that morning.
Later the same day when he returned from the services he said, "I don't care
for a lot of things that are going on down in the colony but I don't dare oppose
their orders or I wouldn't be here talking to you."
On Thursday night I was home at about 10 : 00 or 10 : 30 when someone knocked

at the door. When I opened it there was a bayonet in my face and the soldier

said, "Get ready to go. There's no time to lose, the Japs are on a rampage." We
were sent to the military zone and while there was some excitement no one was
frightened. People were kidding about the fence they didn't get. I worked
with Jimmy Inishi, that is his name, I think, and he is at warehouse 350. When
it comes to business he doesn't let a nail go out without having someone signing
for it. I also worked with K. Ishihara, and I saw him on Saturday, but he hasn't

been able to come up to work since. These boys are all right.

Mei^urne E. Hedrick.
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Interview With Mrs. Vlasta Hedbick

I am statistical clerk here and T have held that job since October 1st. I

came here last May, however, and from May to October I was assistant fiscal

accounting clerk. I have always worked with good evacuee helpers, but Cau-
casians on the staff were beginning to notice trouble brewing recently. This
seemed to occur when certain newcomers came into the Project around October.

I know my Japanese maid was a very trustworthy person. I remember now
that she used to worry when my little boy, aged 6, didn't get back from the Carr
school on time. She didn't even call on Monday afternoon, November 1st. My
evacuee workers in this oflSce invited me to their mess halls and I certainly didn't

like the food served, and I'm not for them either. I wouldn't want to eat their

gooey, rotten stuff anyway. Some of these girls in this oflSce were key workers
and were kept here after segregation to finish up the work. Others were loyal

but they were staying here for various reasons. I do know that they were afraid
to go out at night, and I've heard some tell me so. Whenever you did anything
for these kids they seemed to appreciate it a great deal. This was even after
segregation. On Monday, November 1st, I didn't now anything was going to
happen. All of a sudden I saw everyone running to the windows about 1 : 00 that
afternoon. I went too. There was one line of evacuees, a mixed crowd, coming
toward the administration building. They surrounded the building. Various
people tried to go out the doors but were pushed back. One man, Mr. Breece was
almost pushed over. He went to talk to some Caucasians over at the leave oflSce

but the Japanese boys wouldn't let him proceed. I also saw one lady try to
get out the back door, but they wouldn't let her. Untrue to some other reports
I have heard or unlike those reports, the crowd was very quiet. Almost tX)o;

quiet for such a large crowd. They didn't roar and I just wonder if a crowd
of Caucasians would have been so quiet. They only cheered after the speeches.
Some of the boys looked in the windows. I gave one young fellow in the tele-

phone office a dirty look and he walked away. I didn't see any clubs. When you
ask me if I saw any knives, all I can remember is that I think I saw a few
knives like butcher knives. I saw a truck come up opposite the north wing of
the Administration building, load up with young fellows and drive off past the
west wing of the hospital. Then I saw a truck come back empty. After the final
speech the people bowed and I saw one young man get his hat knocked off by
another fellow, when the first one didn't remove it. Someone said, "That meant
a bow to the Emperor." I saw this from the window in Miss Lucas's office. Then
they all left in very short order.
The next day one of the girls in the office wanted to know if I or any of the office

staff were scared Monday. She said she had been very frightened and had stayed
down in the colony. Her name is Kawai. On Wednesday, when they made
them go to the Emperor's birthday celebration in the fire break, she didn't want
to go and she said so, but she went because she said if she didn't she'd be in
trouble. She was here in this project because her father was in an internment
camp and her family had special permission to remain until he arrived.

After the meeting with Mr. Myer when the appointed personnel went over
there, one young disagreeable fellow who was a newcomer in the office and the
Project, asked those people returning from the meeting, "How did the meeting
come off?" He meant this sarcastically and I believe he was rather a sneaky
person. His name is Iwao.
Then this same fellow asked me on Tuesday morning when I got to work

"Where were you Monday afternoon?" His next question was, "Did you work
hard?" He was just being sarcastic so I said, "We just killed ourselves work-
ing." He went away laughing.
On Thursday night I don't think I saw anything. We were just evacuated from

the residential area by the Army.
(Signed) (Mrs.) Vlasta Hedrick,

Statistical Clerk.
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Interview on November 16 With Reuben Levine, Assistant Fiscal Accountant

I have only been on the Project for a few months,' so there isn't much in the
"background that I can talk about.
On Monday, November 1, I noticed that the evacuee help left about fifteen

minutes earlier for lunch, and never came back to this particular office. After
lunch I was at my desk when someone remarked to me that some Japanese were
coming this way. They seemed to be coming toward the building from all di-

rections. The vanguard seemed to be young men. No one here appeared to
know what was up.

I went to the front of the Administration Building and stood there with several
other people, trying to find out what was going on. Along the front of the
crowd at the Administration Building where I stood around 1 : 10 or 1 : 15 o'clock
there appeared to be a group of young men who controlled that portion of the
crowd.

After the crowd was massed, some lay on the grass, others stood around, and
they ordered people here and there. I stood there for a little while, then came
back to the office. About a half hour later I went out to the front door again
and stood there with some others. It must have been about 1 : 45. A few
minutes later Mr. Breece, who was temporarily assisting in our ofiice at that
time, passed us to go out into the crowd. I suppose he wanted to talk to some-
one in the Japanese group, but he didn't get any further than the fringe of the
crowd in front of the building, where he was stopped by two or three young
hoodlums who told him to get back. One of them, a tall fellow, wore a skating
cap; but he was not the only one. There were several barking orders to that
crowd. They called Breece pretty filthy names, and pushed him and roughed
him up. He started to resist, but seemed confused and hesitant, and finally he
just came back.

I then came inside and walked around to one of the east entrances—the one
nearest my oflSce—and looking through the 'sv*indow I saw a couple of young
Japanese hammering at the door. I'm not sure, but I think that they were
nailing the door up.
From that point on until the meeting broke up I just waited for developments.

I did some work, but it was hard to under the circumstances.
Another incident I noticed in the north wing of the Administration Building,

looking out from the farm office window, was that two or possibly three trucks
came into the crowd, and the leader on each truck—the fellow sitting with the
driver—appeared to call for volunteers from the crowd. Within a few minutes
each truck was loaded with about 20 or 30 young Japanese. They took a
position just outside the group that was standing close to the Administration
Building. When the trucks were loaded they went out toward the colony, and
that's all as far as that was concerned.

In the afternoon somebody spread the report that the Japanese committee
had presented certain demands. The one I heard especially was that "if

Caucasian personnel was not removed from the hospital immediately, all of

them, this committee would not be responsible for what happened to the people
inside."

That evening there appeared to be a great deal of apprehension among the
Caucasian personnel that I spoke to. As to what provisions were being made for

their protection, neither I nor my wife had been here very long, but we assumed
that sufficient plans had been worked out to quell any further disturbances that
might occur.

The following two days there was a good deal of tension in the offices. My
wife told me that when she had occasion to assign any tasks to the evacuees
there (in Mail and Files) they appeared not to hear—suggesting passive re-

sistence. This wasn't true in this office, because they seemed to go about their

business in here.

On the day that we had our meeting with Mr. Myer, one of the evacuees here
by the name of Iwac (that's his first name—he was a new accounting clerk), his

last name is . Well, as soon as I came back to the office after that meet-
ing, about 4 : 00 p. m., he approached me and said, "Well, how was the meeting?"
with a silly grin. It sounded to me as if he was being sarcastic. I replied,

"Okay," and dismissed it with that.

On Thursday, November 4, I heard a shot—just one. I was in my quarters. I

was looking out when the soldiers came by in tanks and jeeps. They told us to

go to the front gate if we didn't want to get hurt. However, we didn't go.
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I asked one of the soldiers if this was an official order—trying to find out
what we were supposed to do.

He said, "Do you hear the shooting?"
Several others there stayed, so we stayed too.

Reuben Levin e.

Narrative Statement of Mr. Frank D. Fagan, Personnel Officer, Tule Lake
Center, W. R. A.

I have been in the Project for 18 months as Placement OflBcer. The title of

Acting Personnel Officer is just a few days old. In answer to your questions as
to what I observed concerning the recent incidents I can tell you the following
stories.

At 2 : 00 Monday, November 1, comes the first affair. I phoned the oflBce

and Smith suggested that I leave by way of the back gate. I took my car and
went to back gate at the opposite end of the Project and found it locked. A
soldier was on regular guard duty. Within 10 minutes of my arrival a truck
load of young Japanese boys came up in a stake truck. The soldier asked me
what to do. The Japanese boys said to him that they had come to guard the
gate and see that no one came in or left. The boys didn't say a single word to

me. Within about 15 minutes 2 more truck loads arrived, making 3 trucks in

all. I judged that there were labout 15 fellows on the back of each truck.
They ran one of the trucks back against the gate to prevent any one from
leaving and during this time, also, not one word was said to me. They ran the
truck up apparently to keep me from going out the gate. Soon after the arrival

of the first truck a jeep arrived and saw what was happening and they got in

touch with headquarters. It took about 15 minutes for an Army truck of 6
men with Tommy Guns to arrive. They were ordered to the tower and soon
after their arrival an officer arrived in a jeep. In the meantime the Japanese
boys had sat on the ground. They were all there and under the aim of the
tommy gunners. The Colonel who had arrived asked the tommy gunners if they
were ready and then opened the gate. The truck was pushed away from the
gate by the soldiers. Then I went, with 2 soldiers, to my car, which was about
20 feet away. No person on the ground did anything. I drove the car out of
the gate and drove to the front of the Project area where I remained until the
November 1st meeting was over. Incidentally, Mr. Rhoades says his car was
robbed of a pair of binoculars. I think it is interesting to note that my car
was in the same shed, wide open, and wasn't damaged or touched or tampered
with or even entered, from appearances.

The other incident I could report refers to the day of the public funeral.
There was something that day. I was working in my office in the afternoon and
decided to start back from this office in the colony to the leave office. I drove
toward the firebreak since I wanted to see what was going on and I was met at
the firebreak road by a rough looking bunch of 8 or 10 fellows. I say rough
looking because they looked like Kibei boys and didn't seem the least bit

friendly. They didn't speak much English but simply said that I couldn't go
through because there was a dead man over there, indicating the firebreak. I

drove to the cross road below and was about to drive out into the firebreaic

again when I was stopped for the second time. This second bunch wanted me
to go black and as a matter of fact, to back my car out—not to go forward.
Their command was, "You back up and don't drive your car ahead." That is

the day Mr. Cook reported he was bothered at the funeral. These boys were
not wardens. There were no wardens present and the young toughs were
dressed up in dark clothes suitable for a funeral gathering.
Then as to Thursday night. I live in the barracks next door to Mr. Best's

home and I saw some of what happened out of the corner window facing to tlie

front of the Administration building. The first thing I saw was a pick-up come
down the road. I had seen that car chase another auto in the direction of the
military zone and then, as I say, it came down the road and swung down in the
direction of Mr. Best's home, parking midway between the Administration
Building and Mr. Best's. Some kind of a scrap was obviously going on. I saw
a flashlight. I couldn't, from where I was looking, see Mr. Borbeck, but I did
hear shouting as I remember it, especially from the motor pool across the way.
Then I saw boys running from the motor pool across Mr. Best's lawn and it

seemed every one of them had a stick about 3 feet long. Mr. Borbeck was later
carried into our apartment after he was washed up and then taken across to the
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Government dispensary in the military zone after Doctor Mason gave him first

aid. When I saw him he was stunned and lie staggered. I didn't see much
else of all this because I kept the window closed and turned down the lights.

I went across to the Administration building after Borbeck left and stayed about
an hour. I saw them bring in 8 or 10 young fellows. The first 3 had been
fighting with the men from Internal Security. One had a bleeding hand. The
rest they brought in 1 or 2 at a time and there were 3 wardens in that group.
They also brought in 4 girls who proved to be night workers. Mr. Muir spoke
to one of them asking her why she thought the boys had done this or something
to that effect. She was pretty nasty and I believe her answer was, "I don't blame
those boys for doing that with all the rotten food and everything they are get-

ting." The only other things I heard about Thursday night were only hearsay.
Bob Hill, one of the firemen, said he outran a bunch on Thursday night. (The
question went back to the other observations concerning the Monday incident.)

"Oh, yes ; I forgot to say that on Monday the girls called from the leave office.

I was in the Placement oflSce. There were 4 tile girls here, all new ones and
very good_ workers and they were in this leave-office building. They wanted to

know what to do and I advised them not to put themselves under suspicion by
staying in the building, but to go out and lose themselves in the crowd. My
assistant up at placement, also told me that an announcement had been made in

the mess hall. This announcement spoke of a march on the Administration
Building. I seem to remember that word. I didn't hear from him of any
speech to be given by Mr. Dillon Myer. Then on Monday when I saw everyone
marching on the Administration building I called Mr. Best. I was probtibly the
first person out in the colony to notice this and when Miss Lucas, his secretary,
answered the phone I instructed her to get word to him. She said he was over
at another building, I think the personnel mess, but I told her to tell him that
everyone seemed to be walking toward the Administration building. My own
staff of girls were at the placement office at 1 : 00 and when I got there at 1 : Oa
I instructed my assistant to let them go. I think they left to hear the negotia-
tions, more out of curiosity, because my office has a really good staff. They
are good workers and I don't know, they may be part of families where the
older ones think differently, but these young ones work quite well. As a matter
of fact, I never noticed any difference between my new office staff and the old
one. The only difference I noticed was that some of the people who came to the
counter to see about jobs acted rather fresh. It seemed they were mainly
younger men applying for work. Not all were antagonistic but some of these
younger men were. For ex'ample, they accused my assistant, Shig Yumane, of
not being a good Japanese because he wouldn't just get jobs for them and
violate my regulations. These boys felt they weren't getting any consideration.
Shig is not a segregee but is here with his wife, who is a TB case, for 6 months,
and he is the best man I ever had. There was a general feeling that too many
school kids were working and some of these fellows would say they should be
taken off the pay roll. Actually, up to the time of the Monday incident, I had
put on approximately 1,200 people from other projects, and didn't favor the Tule
people, who they claimed were being given all the jobs. There was one minor
episode about 10 days before the Monday episode. A young evacuee asked one
of these file girls down here to show him the record of someone else, that is the
employment record. He was somewhat threatening so one girl came to me and
I said they were confidential and that we wouldn't show them any more thian

we would show someone else his employment record. He said, "Who's talking

to you. I didn't ask you any questions. I don't know why you should butt in."

He held a request for a social-service grant in his hand. I grabbed it to get

his name and I reported his name to the Welfare OflBce and to Mr. Cole of the

Internal Security. Later when I checked on who he was, since I was told that

he threatened to have me fired, I learned that he was a former fisherman who
came from the Manzanar Project. On this occasion he was accompanied by 8

fellows and after I took his name they refused to go. My assistant informed me
that they threatened to stay u&til 5 : 00 to get me and told them that I probably
wouldn't be back and they shouldn't wait because there was going to be staff

party after hours. This Manzanar fellow talked to Mr. Best and Mrs. Thelma
Davis in the Administration Building and I think he suggested that they have
me fired.

Frank D. Fagan.
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Interview With Rosemaby Spoonemobe, School Teacher, November 18, 1943

I came back to the project the last week in September. I was teaching summer
school and I was interviewing people with the medical social workers to find

out who was qualified for pullmans in the transfer.

On Sunday, a week before the happening, a girl that I knew in the colony
came up to see me in the afternoon. She said that she thought a general strike

was to be called on Monday. That was the Monday before the thing happened.
Well, nothing happened on the other Monday so I guess I forgot all about it.

This girl had been an assistant of mine during summer school. I remember we
talked over the farm strike and she said that she thought it was foolish and
it should be up to them to harvest the crop. I remember I asked her about
the people's attitude. Why they were striking. She said that in her block
there were many who were afraid. She told me that she always took her
shower before dark. That there were a certain group that she was afraid of

and she wouldn't go out after dark if she could help it.

Then she said that there had been some petitions going around and that was
all she knew and that there were some meetings but no one in her block has
taken any responsibility for the meetings. That makes me think that that
was what the girls in the statistical office where I was working on Monday,
November 1, were talking about. I heard one of them say, "What did your
block decide? Another one said, "Did you have yours?" They were appar-
ently talking about meetings that had been held over the week end. I don't
know whether they were Saturday night or Sunday but maybe they were de-
ciding about this incident on Monday afternoon.
November 1 : I was working in the statistical office on Monday afternoon, I

was in there about 1 : 00. Suddenly they were beginning to call over the tele-

phone; calling for girls who worked in the office. They were telling them to
leave. At least 3 received telephone calls. I had noticed that the girls acted
disturbed. They had brought their lunches and had eaten them in the admin-
istration building. One of them said before they left, "I'm very sorry that
the girls have to go but I guess they had better." They didn't leave in a
group but in bunches of 2 or 3.

I was all over the place during the afternoon. I tried to work but I couldn't
work. I stayed in the administration building, mostly in our wing, and didn't
come up here to the north wing. I didn't go out but my roommate tried to leave.

She had come late. She had come through the crowd and then after she got
in she tried to go out. I saw the door pushed against her and she was told
to stay in there. Some men came by and told us that Smith, the painter, had
tried to leave and they had manhandled him quite a bit.

A group of evacuees forced their way into the front door sometime during
the afternoon. Two women had to go to the rest rooms and two men forced
their way in. After that incident the door was locked and no more came in.

I saw Mr. Smith with a Japanese escort going to the hospital. They went out
the east door and later on he came back alone.
The one thing I saw was a man with something long wrapped in a newspaper

in his back pocket. I think it was about 9 inches long and kind of flatish. It
filled up his whole pocket. A friend of mine saw some fellow carrying some straw
in his hand but I didn't see that.
My car was parked out back of the administration building and it wasn't

touched at any time, except on Halloween. The thing that I noticed then were
spots of oil on the fenders. That was after Halloween and before Halloween,
too. But I don't know. I wondered about that. I thought it was strange.

I heard the speeches from the statistics office. I was listening pretty closely
and I noticed that there was some applause at the end of Mr. Myer's speech
and then maybe about the same amount of applause after the Japanese speeches
but I'm not sure about that. Then there was a curt order and everybody
snapped to attention. Then some, but not all, took oiT their caps and some
bowed. Maybe about two-thirds of them and they were all bowing toward the
speaker, that is toward the front of the administration building. I heard some
people say that they turned when they bowed that isn't so. They just stood
where they were and some of them bowed toward the speaker.
Wednesday night there was a meeting in the recreation hall. One last meet-

ing asking Mr. Best to do something. I don't know much about that but I do
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remember the incident of the outside light on the laundry room. I had tried
to turn it on and found out that the globe was burned out so there wasn't any
light on the outside. When I reached up to turn it on I heard some one in
there and steps coming closer. Then about 5 feet away I saw a girl standing in

there with an iron. That was about 10 : 30 at night. I walked on but I

wondered why she should be there at that hour. Well, of course, there were
evacuees in the personnel are'a before Wednesday although there weren't many
after Monday.

I would say that I was feeling jittery on Monday, but by Wednesday I said
to myself, "If I'm really jittery, I ought to get out of here, but since I'm not
getting out I guess I'm not jittery." But I never went out alone after dark
between Monday and Thursday, but I had been feeling that way along with
others for sometime because there had been prowlers in that neighborhood from
the middle of October. This was reported to the Internal Security and they
told us not to worry that it was just peeping toms. Some people hadn't been
pulling their shades down and they told us to pull our shades down. One night 1

I was coming home from Spanish lesson and about 9 : 30 I was stting in a girl's f

room Someone turned the knob of the apartment and then scampered off down
the barracks. You could hear the feet running. This was reported on the 23rd
of October but was just laughed at by Internal Security.
November 4 : I was in bed reading and then I heard some shouting and the

moving of tanks. About 10 : 20 I opened the door to see what was going on.

I didn't see anything except the tanks coming in and the personnel cook running
down the road.

Rosemary C. Spoonemore.

Interview With Seemah Battat, Clerk-Stenographer

At 1 : 15 on November 1st I noticed groups coming toward the administration
building. Since people coming this way at that time was not an unusual sight ,

>

I dismissed it. Later, however, I saw them coming more steadily toward the
building. I was in the leave office and I left it to go to the west wing of ihe
administration building after the crowd assembled. In making this move I was
not molested in any way and I heard no abusive language as I moved through
the crowd. I went back to the leave office. After a couple of hours, while the
conference was in progress, I thought I could be of some assistance and went
back to the administration building. At this time the doctors were sitting

around. I was, of course, very anxious about Doctor Pedicord and I inquired
about him. The doctors told me to be careful and I replied that I had come
through the crowd with nothing unorthodox happening. In the administration
building I took one telephone call for Mr. Best and we held up a paper offering

relief for Miss Lucas. I took over the recording of the conference. I might say
that I saw no weapons of any kind in the crowd, no boxes of straw or oil-soaked

rags and no knives.
There were no evacuees who returned to the leave office after lunch and I was

there from at least 1 : 10 up to the time I went over to the administration building.

I remember one evacuee coming in to transact some business and I helped him
fill out a report, TFR 500. This is a report for the Treasury Department in

which all forms Property are registered. In answer to your question, this man
did not kid or joke in the least but just transacted his business and seemed very
calm about it. In looking out the window of the leave office I saw one person
who seemed to be motioning the people away from the Military. I can't identify

him, but I saw no unpleasantness nor did I see him talking to groups. People
were just posted around as it were. To me, by reason of the fact that it was;

a mixed group, it seemed that the people were here to listen to the Director talk

(Dillon S. Myer). Of course, the situation had great potentialities. Later I

heard the rumor of boxes of straw employed to burn up this place, but I observed
none of this, nor did I see weapons or pieces of pipe.

In answer to your question about Mr. Kuratomi, the impression I got was that

he was a very arrogant, forceful, and probably bad-tempered fellow. Yet none
of the Japanese on the committee stood or walked around or moved out of their

seats during the conference.
In answer to your question about the child who was burned, I did not hear

the uncle of the child speak or in any way describe the case. Rather, the case

was only mentioned along in the other list of demands. No ; there was no de-

scription of the child's accident. As to Thursday night, I wasn't even here.

Seemah Battat.
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Affidavit
State of Califobnia,

County of Modoc, ss:

Seemah Battat, being first duly sworn on oath, says

:

I am an employee of the War Relocation Authority, Tule Lake Center, Newell,

California.
During the early afternoon of November 1, 1943, I was working in my office

in the Leave Office building. I was there when a large crowd of evacuees
gathered around the Administration Building.

The Leave Office Building is about 60 feet from the main administration

building. The area between the two buildings was packed with evacuees when
I decided to go to the Administration Building to the rest room. I pushed through
the crowd without any diflSculty and in about ten minutes came back through
the crowd to my oflSce.

Later, thinking that my services might be needed in reporting the com-
mittee meeting in Mr. Best's ofl^ice, I again went through the crowd between
the two buildings and into the Administration Building, where I spent the bal-

ance of the afternoon taking shorthand notes of the meeting.
At no time was I molested or threatened, and at no time did I see any

weapons or incendiary materials in the hands of the evacuees.

Seemah Battat.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of November 1943.

»

Notary PuUic in and for County of Modoc, State of California,

Affidavit
State of California,

County of Modoc, ss:

Mary C. Durkin, being first duly sworn on oath, says

:

I am an employee of the War Relocation Authority, Tule Lake Center, Newell,
California.

I was standing between the administration building and the Co-op, at about
12 : 45 p. m., November 1, 1943, when I noticed groups of young men going

. up the road toward the Motor Pool. I then saw larger numbers coming toward
the administration building and in this group were included old men, women,
and children. I also noticed at this time that the evacuee office employees
were coming out of the administration building with their coats on. I went
into the administration building and watched the crowd gather. A number of
my pupils in the crowd waved to me and spoke, and the parents of some of
them nodded in greeting.

I watched the crowd from various parts of the administration building. As
far as I could determine they were calm and friendly. I saw young men who
seemed to be active in keeping the crowd together and I particularly noticed a
woman dressed in gray knit skirt, short black plush coat, and bright blue
scarf on her head, who appeared to be quite active. An elderly Japanese
woman came into the building to the rest room, and the lady described above,
ordered some young men to come with her to bring the old lady out. This group
insisted on going in to get the old lady. This was the only evidence I saw of any
force of intimidation.

I saw several parts of the crowd, but at no time did I see any knives or other
weapons nor did I see any incendiary materials in the hands of the people or
around the buildings.

Maey C. Durkin,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of November 1943.

Notary Public in and for County of Modoc, State of California.

Interview With Mary Dubkin

Since segregation I have been aware of a lack of friendliness among the
colonists that I chance to meet in the stores and on the way to the school. When
I came to the project in August 1942, I was impressed by the spirit of cordiality
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toward our administrative staff. The spirit was evidenced by the greetings we
received from total strangers we met as we walked through the colony. Often
we were stopped and asked whether we had come here of our own volition.

When the people realized that the teaching staff had chosen to come to Tule
Lake to teach the children of these residents, they expressed their gratitude
quite openly and repeated acts of thoughtfulness. I do not wish to imply that
there was evidence of ill-feeling in the attitude of the people with wnom X

came into contact, merely a lack of the former warmth.
From October 13 through October 15, Mrs. Irene Jaderquist and I took a

census of children whose parents wished to send them to American schools
which we were planning to open November 1. Mrs. Jaderquist is the vocational
guidance counseler for the high school here on the project. As principal of the
Elementary school I was interested not only in the number of children for whom
we must plan, but also in the attitude of the block managers and of the parents
we might meet. We saw no evidence of a lack of cooperation on the part of

the block managers even though we were asking them to undertake additional

work at a time when they were extremely busy, in organizing the necessary
activities of their blocks. All the block managers spoke of the need for getting

school started. Many parents approved us and asked that we get school started

as soon as possible, as they did not wish their children to have so much idle

time. One block manager showed us the room they were using for Japanese
school. He remarked that 300 children used that room during the day. They
came in groups for one hour's training in the Japanese language. The boys were
to do their own janitor work.
The response to the census was very encouraging. Approximately 1,300 chil-

dren were enrolled in our elementary schools. We do not yet have the figures

on the number of children who entered the project that did not sign up for

school. However, we felt that the percentage of enrollment was encouragingly
high in proportion to the number of children in the colony. We found only
two parents who said they would not send their children to American schools.

This, of course, was before the Japanese schools were well organized.

The high-school students that we met in the colony seemed quite concerned
that the start of school was being delayed. I think if we could have started
school immediately, much of a constructive nature could have been done. These
newcomers, no doubt, had a sense of insecurity that might account for their

lack of friendliness toward us. They did not know us nor our attitude toward
them. As an example of a change in attitude on the part of the colony, I miglit

quote an incident that would not have occurred before segregation.

Mr. Douglas Cook was planning to leave the project November 5. The sec- i

retaries who worked in his oflSce and the editor of the paper wished to give him a
farewell party. The girls came to me and asked if they might give it in my
apartment as they would not dare to invite Caucasians to a party in the colony.

They were girls who had been residents of Tule Lake since evacuation, and
expressed their inability to understand the change in attitude toward the admin-
istrative staff. Formerly we had both visited the colonists in their homes and
entertained in ours. I gave them permission to have the party in my apart-
ment and the girls made quite sure that no notice of the party would go into

the Tulean Dispatch.
Mr. Jack Frost told me of an incident which should change the attitude on

the part of the colonists. He had many friends in the colony whom he visited

quite often. One family asked him not to return again to their home as the
people of the block had told them not to allow Caucasian visitors to call. He was
told that if he did not keep Mr. Frost out, they would throw him out.

On the afternoon of November 1, I started toward the high-school building
at about 12 : 45. As I was leaving the administration area I noticed a large
crowd of colonists coming through the hospital area. I realized that people
did not come in such large groups normally, so I turned back to the administra-
tion building to find out what might be the trouble. I met the girls from the
administration building leaving with their coats on. As I stood on the steps
of the administration building, I noticed a large group of young men running
in a close formation toward the motor pool. I then went into the administration
building which I did not leave until around five o'clock. During this time I

watched the crowd almost continually from windows and doorways of different

parts of the building. I saw several of the school children who called to me and
waved. Some parents whom I had met last year nodded to me but none spoke
in the friendly manner in which we normally greeted each other. The children
seemed to have the spirit of holiday as they rolled on the grass enjoying the
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lawn in front of the administration building, I saw no evidence of weapons
of any kind, nor did I see any boxes or bags that might have contained straw.

.1 did see groups of people entering and leaving the Personnel Mess and one of

the warehouses whose doorway could be seen from the administration building.

During the afternoon of November 1, I saw several young men move about the

crowd speaking to them at times quite heatedly, but always in Japanese so

that I do not know what they were saying. I was present when a woman in a
gray knit skirt and short black plush coat demanded entrance to the adminis-
tration building to bring out a Japanese woman who had been admitted to go
to the rest room. She was accompanied by several young Japanese boys. This
woman apparently was a leader in the group. I probably would not recognize
her again unless she were wearing the same clothes.

On Tuesday, November 2, the girls at my office seemed anxious to discuss

the incident of Monday afternoon. As I was speaking to them about it, three

boys who were swampers for the high school came into the room. The girls

immediately became absorbed in other tasks and showed that they did not wish
to talk in front of these boys. When the boys left, I asked them for a reason
for their attitude. They said they did not know the boys and would be afraid

to express their opinion in front of them. The girls seemed to be easily fright-

ened by such things as the boys whispering behind their hands, or even by
their silence.

On Wednesday morning the girls asked us if they might not go to the cele-

bration in honor of the Emperor, which they had been told to attend. I told

them the choice was up to them. They might go, but they would be docked for

the time that they had lost. The girls decided they had better go, as they did not
wish to be seen in the building during the celebration. The girls left the
building at 10 o'clock and were back at their desks working at 10 : 25.

•Thursday, November 4, I was in my room when I suddenly became aware of
tanks rolling. I ran out to see w^hat might be happening. Probably two dozen
boys were running from the motor pool and passed my barrack toward the
village. They all had their hands above their heads.* I did not recognize
any of the persons I saw, and have no knowledge of who the leaders might have
been.

[Signed] Mary C. Dtjrkin.

Statement of Clarence J. Benz, Regarding Events of November 1 and
November 4, 1943

I have been here since September 4, 1942. At that time I was assigned to the
High School as Supervisor of Industrial and Vocational Education.
Due to a strike at the Furniture Factory in September and October of 1942, I

was transferred on Oct. 22nd, 1942 to the Industrial Division and have been in

charge of the Furniture Factory ever since. The title at that time was Associate
Manufacturing Superintendent, and later, with the reorganization in July 1943, it

became Senior Manufacturing Superintendent. There has never been any trouble
with the evacuee workers in the Furniture Factory since I have been in charge.
About a week before the November 1st incident, we reported to the Internal

Security that a window had been broken in warehouse #353 at the factory. After
checking the warehouse, we found nothing missing.
During the segregation program I was running two shifts at the Tent Factory,

cutting the crating material and making boxes for the segregants. I asked sev-
eral evacuees working in the Furniture Factory to take over the responsibility
of handling this job. They seemed disinterested and did not want to have any-
thing to do with it. Some suggested that the job be given to Toshiaki (Sam)
Yokota, one of the factory workers. I asked Sam and he took over. He did a
fine job and is still here on the Project.

I have it from my Caucasian foreman that he heard one of the factory workers
say the following, "Many of the young men who are causing all this trouble haven't
any responsibilities, and if they were married and had some responsibilities they
wouldn't be getting into trouble." This was said about two or three weeks before
November 1st.

About the 23rd of October I noticed a strange group of boys go into the shop.
Upon inquiry they told me they wanted to operate the power machines. I told

them we did not permit outsiders to come in and use the machines. All but one

* I noticed a warden running and two wardens in a car.
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of the boys left, and he told me that he was permitted to use the machines at the
other center and consequently he was going to do it here. I told him that he
wasn't at the other center now, but that he was at Tule Lake Center and we did
things different here, especially in the Furniture Factory. He became very inso-

lent and the both of us entered into a heated argument. During the argument
he said, "That's the trouble with you Americans, you think you're running this

camp." I informed him that I was running the Furniture Factory and would
continue to do so as long as I remained here. He yelled something in Japanese
and I was suddenly surrounded by about a dozen strange evacuees. The argu-
ment continued with some swearing when suddenly one of the Jap boys in the
crowd said, "Lets cut out the swearing. They didn't teach me that when I went
to school." The statement struck me as being very funny at that critical time
and I turned around to the group and smiled. I believe that was the turning point
of this situation and one of the boys in the group told the insolent lad to take his

wood and leave the shop. Nothing more was said and the entire group left the
shop.
November 1, 194S : On Monday, about 12 : 40 p. m., I went down to the Furni-

ture Factory with Mr. Asa Thompson to get some boards for the personnel
mess hall. On the way down we noticed some Japanese coming up from the
colony almost in single file, or in two or threes. What struck me was that
there were more coming up toward the Administration Building than the usual
number of office employees.
As we were in the factory, some of the boys returned to work—about six

of them. While going from warehouse #353 to the shop, I noticed that the
crowd coming up from the colony was getting larger. The factory boys asked
if they could go up to see what all the commotion was about. I believe it was
Sam Yokota who asked this. I gave them permission, and he said, "We'll be
back," as if he didn't know what it was all about or how long it would he.

Mr. Thompson and I went over to the shop to cut the boards and while we
were there, two strange men came in, looked around and then left the shop.
They were men in their forties I would say This was not unusual because we
always have people looking in, so I paid little attention to it.

Then about 1 : 10 p. m. we came back to the Personal Mess Hall to nail up
the boards. By now I noticed a very large crowd around the Administration
Building, with still more Japanese coming up from the colony.

As we stepped out of the car, three or four young Japanese appeared and
told us we were wanted in the Ad Building. He simply said, "You are wanted
over in the Ad Building." I asked him who wanted us, and he said again,

"You are supposed to go to the Ad Building immediately." He then stood in

my way, and I told him I had some work to do at that time, and whoever wanted
me would have to wait until I was finished.

I brushed past him to go into the mess hall, and then Mr. Thompson made a
statement about going to the Recreation Hall for a hammer, and he started
in that direction. I saw him pushed back by one or two of this group. Mr.
Thompson then came over to me and said, "I think we had better go over to

the Ad Building." I picked up the boards and went through the crowd with
him, to the Administration Building. I was confined in the Ad Building with
other Caucasians until the crowd on the outside departed. The crowd dis-

persed about 4 : 45 p. m.
There was nothing inside the Ad Building for me to do so I decided to go

out of the side door facing the Leave Office and go over to my office to do some
work. I saw quite a crowd there as I walked out. A Japanese said, "Well
come on ahead." He was not necessarily threatening, but I figured that discretion

was the better part of valor, so I stepped back inside the Ad Building.

I did not see anyone destroy any property. I went out afterward and saw
some of the damage done to the cars of Mr. Failing, Mr. Cox, and Mr. Gerry.
I saw one flat tire on someone's car. I did not see any oil-soaked rags, straw,
knives, or clubs. I spent most of the afternoon in and around Mr. Zimmer's
office.

While I could not accurately estimate the crowd, it looked to me to be about
five or six thousand, though I could not see all of them from where I was.
On the morning of the 1st of November, about 10 : 30 a. m., a telephone call

came in the office for my secretary. Her name is Sakae Kudo. It was her
sister calling, and I am told that her sister is the secretary to a block manager.
My secretary was in the Administration Building on an errand at the time,

so I answered the phone. The party asked for Sakae and I said she was not
there. I was told to tell her that her sister had called. Later, when my secre-

tary called her sister, I heard her say over the phone, "What's doing?" or some-
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thiiiu like that; "Is th(M-e any news?" She also asked her sister if there had
been any mail.

This ;;irl has a brother iu the service^ and slie told nie al)()ut a month a^o
that she wanted him to p;et a fni-louRh and come to Tnle Lake hoping tliat he

would talk to her parents and see if they (-(hild leave Tnle Lake and j;o to some
other center.

I was present when !)»•. Mason came into the Admhiistvation Bnildinj; (Nr)V.

Lst) and asked for someone to assist Dr. Pedicord who had l>een beaten up in

the hospital. It was then I was told that the Japanese crowd would not ixjrmit

any Caucasian to leave the Administration lUiildinir.

i noticed that when ^Ir. :My(M-s finished talkinir to the Japanese, some in the

crowd started to leave, but stopped when a Japanese talk or interpretation was
given. After the Japanese ti-anslation was given, there was another movement
to leave. Then someone talking Japanese into the loudsiieaker system issued

orders in a crisp sort of military commanding tone. After one Japanese state-

ment, the Japanese removed tlieii- h;its. alter the second Japanese statement
they bowed their heads. The crowd broke up after that and went on down to

the colony. The boys at the Furniture Factory did not return to work that
afterno(m. On Tuesday, the following day, they went right on working as if

nothing happened. Nothing was said or discussed in my presence the follow-

ing three days.
November 4th, 1943 : Thursday night, the 4th, I was at the Recreation Hall until

about 10: 15 p. m. As we left the hall I heard the motors of the tanks and cars;
it sounded as though the tanks were in motion. We remarked at that time that
something had happened and the tanks were moving in. A few^ moments later

I saw some Japanese boys running down the road toward the hospital—about
six or eight of them. Then I saw the tanks and ainiored cai's moving about.
Shortly after that the soldiers came, searching ab(mt the living quarters and
asking if there were any Japanese around. I went over to the Administration
Building where I heard Mr. Best say words to the elrect that the Army wanted
all the people to go back to their apartments and stay inside.

I saw the baker of the Personnel Mess Hall, an evacuee, i-unning down the
road toward the colony, dressed in his white hat, jacket, and jjpron, holding a
white towel in each hand. He was yelling loudly as an army car played a search-
light on him as he ran.

Of course I heard some shots, and when my roomm.'ite (IVIr. J. Rose) came
in, he told me he had seen Mr. Boibeck come into the Administration Building
all covered w^ith blood. Mr. Rose stated that Mr. Boibeck was beaten up pretty
badly.

(Signed) Clarence J. Benz.

Statement of Mrs. Margarei' Gf:rry, Stenographer for Internal Security,
Regarding Events of November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I was at the Internal Security Office at the gate on Monday after-
noon, November 1. Shortly after 1 : 00 o'clock one guard noticed a crowd gather-
ing before the Administration Building. Mr. Schmidt was in the otHce, and went
down to the Ad Building.
A half h(mr later the xVrmy had armored cars well-manned, and soldiers were

on the alert around the fence and at the gate. Their cars were parked in the
(Mitrance of the gate. INIr. Gerry told me on the phone that I should stay where
I w^as. He said that they were imprisoned in the Ad Building. Ordinary vis-
itors from outside collected at the gate. Some \N ould stay a while and then leave.

INIr. George Smith. Fagan, Mrs. Harkness, Mr. Harkness for a tin e, then Mr.
Gunilerson were at the gate. Mr. Harkness walked unmolested to the Adminis-
tration Building. Some women with children went out the back gate by the
military post and came around to our gate.

Mr. Harkness called me and asked to have the school bus routed to his house,
where the children would be safe.

I was outside most of the time, except on phone calls. The crowd seemed very
sheeplike. When one group moved to one wing all moved, and when another
group moved from back to front door all moved. I didn't see any pushing.
Two or three Japanese in a panel truck drove back and forth, and a heavy-set

man beside the driver practically sneered at the Army. They drove back* and
forth at least a dozen times. The crowd was moving around some—not a lot.
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There weren't many cars parked in front of the Administration Building, I

recall, and I saw no one climbing on any cars. I saw no individuals directing
the crowd. From where I was it was just a crowd, with no individuals standing
out. One group of men was standing in front of the post office—five or six.

Trucks were pushed across the roadway by the motor pool so no cars could get
by. I could not tell if the men by the post office were young or old.

I could not hear the speeches over the loud speaker. I was inside working
when someone said, "They're all leaving." I called Mr. Gerry to see if he could
get out. No Japanese came to the gatehouse. I was too far away to see any
sticks and clubs if there were any.
Monday night me stayed at Klamath Falls, Tuesday at Tulelake, and Wed-

nesday and Thursday at Klamath Falls. We were off the Project every night
from Monday to Friday. Our apartment was 110-1, the one farthest in the
corner next to the military area, with nothing between us and the Japanese
except a dark firebreak. We were isolated and almost alone, since others had
moved out.

November 4 : Thursday night we left the Project after dinner, at 7 : 00 or 7 : 15,

and didn't know anything had happened until we returned the next morning.

Mrs. Margaret Gerry.

Statement of Clara Jenson, High-School Teacher. Regarding Events of
November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I was working in the Leave Office. I came back from lunch and
talked to Mrs, Silverthorne awhile. We saw the crowd coming. It did not look

like a desperate cro-wd. They were not excited. .

I went around the Leave Office building looking at the crowd from each window.
I saw no clubs or pipes or boxes. A few old men had canes. A boy was boosted
to the roof to install the loudspeaker and sat there all afternoon.

I was not excited. I worked off and on during the afternoon. I didn't think
of going out.

After Mr. Myer's talk the crowd started to disperse, and evidently someone
called them back because they stopped.
There were many wcmen with baby carriages. The first thing the boy said

over the loudspeaker was that there had been an incident at the hospital. I did

not notice any reaction to this in the crowd. When Mr. Myer spoke nearly every-

body who had a hat took it off. I made a special effort to look for weapons, be-

cause one of the women in the office thought she saw some. I noticed Miss Battat
go over the other building. She was not molested. Mrs. Silverthorne went to her

home and back. The crowd dispersed after making a little bow.
November 4 : On Thursday night I was getting ready for bed when the girl in

the adjoining room said, "What's the excitement?"
We stepped out as the tanks went by. I went back and got a coat. We started

for the Administration Building when we heard a half dozen shots from the ad-

ministration area. We saw some boys with flashlights. They turned out to be
soldiers.

Twice within the past 4 weeks when I passed the administration area can-

teen a group of boys were there and they gave me the Bronx cheer. This was^.

unusual.
Clara M. Jenson.

Statement of Betty H. Barnes, Fiscal Accountant, Regarding Events of
November 1 and No\'Ember 4, 1943

November 1 : On Monday, while we were looking out the window of the maim
wing, Mr, Breece, who had been inside, made an attempt to go out to see Mr. Cook
who was nearer the crowd. He said something to us about going to see Mr. Cook.

He was just outside the door by the telephone booth when a young man, sup-

posedly a ringleader, said something to Mr. Breece and then shoved him back three

times on the shoulder. The last time was pretty hard. Without saying anything
Mr. Breece walked back into the building.

In the first wing we saw a Japanese boy come by the windows and kind of

sneer. I saw no weapons of any sort. I didn't see any one carrying a box. The
personnel took it very calmly with one or two exceptions. One woman was con-

cerned about her children, who were at home.
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I heard snatches of the Japanese speeches, but from the main wing whewe we
were we could not hear the speeches.

.

I saw none of the boys and girls from our ofiice in the crowd. I saw six or eight

boys on top of one car—I think it was a private car—at the rear of the Admin-

istration Building. ^ .

On Tuesday the Japanese office workers got together in one corner of the wing

for a few minutes. There seemed to be tension. They seemed nervous and a little

uneasy. At a certain time on Wednesday the same as on Monday they all got up

and walked out. • ..^ -.^

November 4: On Thursday night I was home, at 305-5, and around 10: 15 or

10: 30 I heard noise and commotion.
I went outside and saw tanks, soldiers, and floodlights. I saw soldiers go into

the mess hall. I heard shouts or commands of something that sounded like

"Halt !" I heard two shots from the direction of the colony. I didn't see any

Japanese that night.
Betty Hagen Barnes.

Interview With Dr. Martin Loebmann, Medical Officer, November 17, 1943

I was hired by Dr. Thompson on the 8th of October. I have been a physician

in the hospital here at Tule Lake since then. I was here on Monday afternoon.

I went to my room and to look for my mail on the way. As I tried to leave the

administration building by way of the east door I encountered a man at the door

and 5 or 6 male evacuees. They didn't know anything, but it seemed best for me
not to go out. I was in the North wing of the administration building and I

could see tlie crowd all afternoon, standing around not doing anything. It seemed
to me they w^ere mostly youngsters between the wings and older people on the

sides. Early in the afternoon Doctor Mason and Miss Shipps came over and
told me about Doctor Pedicord's beating. They said they wanted some help.

While I was standing in the middle wing some women came into the bathroom.
One woman said that a Japanese woman had gone to the bathroom and hadn't
been back yet. There was some excitement over this and some more came in

but it died down.
I should say that the crowd was maybe 3 thousand or 4 thousand. I saw

some small sticks in the hands of the people in the crowed. I saw no knives.

I felt some tension two or three days prior in the hospital. I remember par-

ticularly Saturday and Sunday. On Friday I performed an operation and the
Japanese doctors were very nice because they wanted to know about it. But
I remember the behavior of the doctors while I was sitting in the X-ray room.
The younger doctors ordinarily said good morning but on Saturday and Sunday
they didn't even look at me. I thought at the time that this was tied to the
curtailment of activities of the Japanese doctors w^hich had been going on.

Doctor Hashiba was the same as ever during this period but I noticed it espe-
cially in connection with Susuki.
My ward is obstetrics and gynecology. When I came in on Tuesday morning,

a girl, who was usually in charge, was talking near the others and she was talking
in Japanese. It was the first time she had ever talked in Japanese in my
presence. She usually said that her Japanese w^as too bad even to permit her
to act as an interpreter for other people, but that morning, on Tuesday, she was
speaking in Japanese. I went into my ofiice in Ward E opposite Mrs. Smith's
office. After lunch I remember speaking to her and saying it was so quiet.

Nobody around. Then I learned that there was a meeting with Mr. Myer for the
.staff after going to the Ad. Building.
Tuesday marked the end of activities at the hospital for the Caucasian staff.

At the end of the meeting I met Miss Folda and she said she had been told that
we shouldn't go back. We didn't go over any more after Tuesday afternoon.
November 4 : I was sitting in my room reading a book about 8 : 30 or 9 : 00.

' I heard some Japanese voices and I imagined that something was going on.
After Monday you would imagine that. I turned off the light and looked out

' and could see nothing definite. After a few minutes the voices came nearer to
my room and I stepped outside. While I was standing their a man that I saw
Tery definitely came by with a big club. Then there w^ere 5 or 6 other men from
the other side running from the gate down toward the administration building.
They paid no attention to me. I heard a whistle and then some motors going
and then the tanks coming in and it was obVious to me that the show was on. As
I was standing before the barracks, Mr. Muir said, "Come on over. Doctor
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Mason is here Avitli an Ininred man." I went over and saw that Dr. M.'ison al-

ready plastered np the man and we, with Mr. Cook, took him over to the military
infirmary. It was Mr. Borbeck. Upon return there were 15 or 20 evacuees
that they picked up here in the administration area. I attended the evacuees
who had lacerations, one possible fracture, no internal bleeding. The stout
man, whom they call the leader, had many bruises and lacerations but no
serious wounds.

Genera] background : In the hospital there was a definite sort of sabotage.
In spite of scarcity of films in the country they would take X-rays every week
of tlie same tubercular case. That is something that is only done by research
workers, not in the regular treatment of TB. There had to be a change in that
sort of thing and there were similar cases. A baby with infection would be
X-rayed, the X-ray being of no possible use, and the doctors giving aspirin to
patients. In the hospital, a private one in xVkron, it wr.s not so well equipped
as this one. Doctor Pedicord tried to stop this extravagance. He was a little

rough perliaps. I would call him a Prussian type. I can say this, that the
change of policy didn't do any harm to any patients. Everything continued to

be done for patients that should be done.
I didn't look over the child who died, the one who was scalded. I refrained

from treating her because that was not my services and of course I was new
here and I didn't want to do anything wrong. I don't know any more about
that case.

I was surprised when I came here. I expected to find a camp hospital but
you can put this one on 5th avenue in New York. I am one hundred percent
sure that the older Japanese peoj^le never had such medical attention before.^

In Akron we were never allowed to change linen every day, except in serious

cases. Here you have more supplies than any other civilian hospital because,

of course, it has been set up by the Army. As to Doctor Hashiba. He is a good
doctor always ready and willing but I should say that he was a little too active.

For example, an old man came in with a pain in the belly, the sort of thing that

comes from too much digitalis. Doctor Hashiba decided he had acute abdomen
and wanted to operate. It was hard to explain to Doctor Hashiba that it was
just a heart condition and an overdose of digitalis. Then there was another
patient with a hemorrhage in the brain. Doctor Hashiba wanted to open it.

That was useless in such a case. Doctor Hashiba is as what I would describe

as too active for a surgeon. My imi>ression is that he is politically clever and
there is no doubt that he is looked up to by others in the colony. There is also

no doubt that he is a good doctor in most ways.
But there was always so much wastage. You should see the linen that is

used. I have never seen so much except in the Doctors Hospital which is a
swank place in New York City. Just the other day 6 boxes of Kleenex were
issued in a situation where 3 would have been sufficient. The patients were
always grateful to me. I never had trouble of any kind. Working in the ob-

stetrics ward The women always asked, "Won't you deliver me? Are you going
to deliver me?" I think they had a preference to deliverance by Caucasians.
On Monday afternoon I felt definitely that it was a tense situation. I've been

through such things before. During the last war riots in Germany. Nobody
here has experienced these things. To me it was a very familiar situation. I

didn't think it was bad enough to call in the Army at that time. The crowd
was partly hostile. I felt that the younger people were definitely hostile and
that the older people were the ones who were standing and talking without that

same air of hostility.

Maetin Loebmann.

Statement of Mrs. Mildsed Faeeell, Regaeding Events of Novembeb 1 and
November 4

November 1: I live at 302-3. I have been working on a job survey for the
Placement Ofiice.

I walked into the oflSce about 1 : 30, and there were two girls and two boys in

there. Others outside were in lines.

•'What, nobody here to work?"
There was only silence.

"What are people doing outside?"

* Wartime measure.
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One of the girls said, "They don't want us here. It isn't safe. I'm going

home." ^ ^ ^

Huycke and Mrs. Corlis left hurriedly. I wanted to run, but I managed to

maintain my dignity and \A'alked to the Leave Office. I didn't feel very com-

fortable, I wondered why I didn't get triijped or hit.

They were walking fast and determinedly. Nobody touched me or stopped me.

I stiiyed in the Leave Building the rest of the afternoon, and worked. I had

a pretty good scare, and I typed to keep busy.

The Army was rumiing around getting ready. Miss liert, a teacher, was
standing by the window and said she saw a couiile of pieces of pipe. I got up

and looked, but I couldn't see any pipe. I didn't look very hard. I felt there

-were p<H)ple to attend to those things and the rest of us should attend to our

knitting.
November 4 : On Thursday night I went to bed early because the oil stove in our

apartment (:-]02-3, near the warehouse area) was not working. I heard some
commotion, but I didn't go out until I was sure everything was all right.

Mir.DRED C. Farrp:ix.

Statement of Emii>y W. Light

Monday afternoon : On Monday afternoon I left my room about three o'clock.

As r did so I was surprised to see so many people gathered in the area between
the administration building and the hospital. As I walked toward the co-op I

I)assed some one I recognized and asked him what was happening. His answer
was to the effect that a play-by-play broadcast was being made of a meeting some
conmiittee was having with Mr. Best and Mr. Myer. He seemed very indifferent

and unconcerned, as I recall, and went on his way. At the time I thought he
and his friend were probably returning to their homes—apparently not the least

bit interested in the results of the meeting. From what what I have heard, he
probably did not return home—at least, not right away.

A.S I went on my way, a young feilow approached me and asked if I worked
here. When I answered yes he said that I had better go into the administration
building—that the other members of the staff were in there. I mentioned I was
planning to go to the store. He said it was closed. I said, too, that I had wanted
to see some one in the high school. He said that the person I wanted to see was
probably in the administration building along with the others. All in all, our
conversation was very pleasantly carried on. The boy's tone didn't even seem
to have firmness in it—as the way I have just repeated our conversation might
seem to indicate. He asked me if I had anything bui-ning in my room—anything
like 'a hotplate, for instance, that might cause damage if left connected. I re-

member having thought this was done in a very considerate manner.
As we continued on our way toward the administration building, a remark

was made in Japanese by a bystander. I thougl.t that this was made about me
and looked toward the group, feeling, for a second, a little bit embarrassed. As
the group acknowledged my glance I thought how mistaken I was to have thought
they were talking about me—at least, if they were, it was not in the derogatory
manner I had at first thought.
My "escort" was soft-spoken and very courteous as he took me right up to the

door of the administration building. At one time the thought did flash through
my mind, "What would have happened if I just hadn't gone with him'?" My
thought was one more of amusement than anything else. That I should be
alarmed in any way at all had never occurred to me. There was nothing in my
"escort's" manner nor the action of those we passed that gave me any cause for
fear. In fact, quite the reverse was true.

Once inside the building I went into the wing nearest the hospital. From that
time until the close of the njeeting I was where T could see the crowd from one
window or another. At all times, it Jippenred to be an orderly and well-behaved
group. Whenever I saw jiny of the Evacuees, even those I knew slightly,
I found them willing to recognize me and doing so in a very natural, friendly
way. I wasn't struck by this until I heard fear expressed by several staff" mem-
bers. Then it was that I thought : "Those people would not be recognizing me if
there were too much tension in that crowd." This plus my confidence in those
I knew outside made me feel that those inside had no basis for their fears.
During the meeting, the Evacuees stood in groups chatting with one another

and seemingly not at all tense—or even too much interested in what was going on.
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In fact, they seemed a bit bored. When I heard about the mess hall announcement
that made the people come up, I could readily understand their feeling this way.
Most of those people had probably come at one and I would say that Mr. Myer
spoke at four or after. The interpreter for W. R. A. told me later that the
Evacuee spokesman every now and then would have to say words like these
to the people: "What's the matter? Quit looking over at the hospital or the
army (as the case was). Can't you stick with us?" All this as if he were quite
annoyed that the crowd wasn't more interested than it was in what the com-
mittee was doing.

Finally Mr. Myer spoke. It was my feeling that he did an excellent job and I

admired his calmness and assurance as he spoke. It struck, too, that the crowd
received him well. The applause was not as great after his speech as it was
after the interpreter had told them what he had said. The people applauded
Mr. Myer's speech and turned to go as if satisfied that the meeting was over. The
interpreter began so they turned to hear him and the applause was greater, as I

recall, than before—and naturally so because more people were then able to under-
stand what Mr. Myer had said. Once more I noticed that they turned to go when
Mr. Best's voice was heard. They stopped to listen. It happened that I could not
hear Mr. Best very well but, as I remember, the applause was good—and the same
was true after the interpreter told them what Mr. Best had said. Then followed
one part of the meeting that I definitely did not like. The people had turned once
more to go home when a voice boomed out something in Japanese which, of
course, I did not understand. I was told later that it was a command to bow
to the Emperor. At that time I did not like one bit the tone of that voice nor
the way the commands seemed to be "barked out." My thought was "Good
lands. Now what?" or words of like nature.
As the crowd finally left I thought how orderly it was—a big crowd dispersing

as quietly as that struck me as quite unusual. My only fear of the whole after-

noon came as I watched the people passing the military, going toward the small
space between the hospital and the fence. Previously one of the M. P.'s had told

me of the "nice, new guns" which had just been issued them. He told, too, of

how "tricky and sure" they were. I hoped as I saw the crowd disperse that none
of the M. P.'s "standing by" would get itchy fingers as they handled those "nice,

new guns" and also that none of the Evacuees would do anything at all that could
possibly be interpreted as cause for itchy fingers to function in such a situation.

Before closing my account of this meeting, I would like to add a word or two
in answer to the widespread reports that weapons of all sorts were to be seen
carried by the Evacuees. I saw only one ironwood cane which was carried by an
older man and some sticks in the hands of a small group of children about six or
seven years old. The sticks looked like garden stakes which the children could
easily have picked up while the meeting was in process. Such were the 6nly
"weapons" I saw.
Thursday evening : Thursday evening a few of us happened to be in one of the

rooms in 305 when a girl came and told us the sirens were going and the tanks
were rolling. We could hardly believe this but it wasn't long before we realized

that such was the case.

We soon saw four tanks, as I recall, coming around the corner near the guard
tower and heading past us toward the village. They were anything but a "pretty

sight" as they passed us full tilt with machine guns and soldiers all set. My
fear—and a big one it was, too—was for those who were innocent and might
get caught in whatever was going on. Even though I had felt for some tinte

that there should be "segregation among the segregees" I was anxious that the

innocent should not be harmed in any way (if this was at all possible) while
the troublemakers w^ere being rounded up.

I had this fear again as we saw five or six soldiers crouching over their cocked
guns entering our kitchen."How," I though, "would they know that our baker
had a right to be working there and at that hour?" Hearing a shot fired at that
time didn't help matters any, either. We also saw' several soldiers piling into

the co-op to search there for whoever they might see.

Events happened in quick succession. I'm not sure how accurate I can be in

recording just when certain things happened. All I can do is record what I saw
and heard and also my thoughts in connection with these hapi)euings. During
the course of the evening I heard three or four shots fired. How many more shots

there were, there seems no way of telling. We also heard many gruff cries of

"Hands up !" as evacuees were lined up against the administration building with
the soldiers in front of them. At another time we saw a group of five or six

evacuees taken toward the administration building with soldiers pointing guns
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in their backs. Perhaps you have to accept such events as part of the picture

when the army takes over—in fact such things seemf inevitable in such a situa-

tion^—but it is not a pleasant sight to witness.

In the group being taken to the administration building were some of the

wardens. Several people watching what was going on expressed the thought

that the wardens were turning on the W. R. A. after all—and here was the proof.

Earlier in the evening when I first looked out to see what was going on I had
seen a warden's patrol car going up towards the guard tower near our barracks.

In it was a warden I thought I knew although I couldn't see well enough to be
sure. Anyhow, the one I felt he was is someone in whom I have much confi-

dence. In a second or two I realized the tanks were turning the corner to come
down the same road up which he went. What would happen to the warden as he
met up with them? There was no way of knowing at that time but I really was
fearful of the results. As I saw the wardens in the group taken over to the
administration building my thoughts were somewhat the same—that it was too

bad if performing their duty meant that those wardens would have to go through
such an awful experience.

Later on an army vehicle of sonfe kind stopped beyond the end of our barracks.

There was a good deal of talking between the soldiers in it. Their utterances

sounded as if they weren't at all sure just what to do next. After discussing

things in a rather excited fashion they came in our direction—with that seem-
ingly inevitable crouch and with their guns pointing forward. One group went
along the barracks across from us, the other group went along our barracks.

Pointing his gun at us, one of the M. P.'s said excitedly, ''Any Japs in there?"
This question was apparently asked of all they saw in our row of barracks, at

least. Finding none of the xJ^ople for whom they were looking the M. P.'s piled

"back into their car and went on their way.
When the excitement and confusion had died down except for one tank patrol-

ling between the warehouses just south of us one of the girls went with me to my
room. When she was ready to leave I left with her to walk to her room. As we
neared the end of our barracks, three M. P.'s standing there suddenly became
alert. I called hello to get their attention and let them know what we were
doing. Two of the M. P.'s became at ease and came over to speak to us. Not so
with the third. He evidently was still dubious of what we had to say and as he
approached he was pointing his gun right at the girl with me. He almost brushed
her face with it as he finally decided there was no need for it and was lifting

it to his shoulder. Fortunately, nothing more serious happened. When the
three understood that all I wanted was to see that the girl reached home all

right, they took her with thenf and I returned to my room.
During the evening there were many expressions on the part of the staff mem-

bers (who were onlookers just as I was) which revealed one of two things

—

either how they actually felt towards the Evacuees (and some of their attitudes
were quite vicious) or how hysterical they could get in such circumstances. The
concern, for the most part, seemed to be for our safety from "those Japs" who
were at last getting "exactly what they deserved." Although I had realized for
some time, as many of us had, that some of the Evacuees—a handful more or
less—were definitely out to cause trouble, I was not willing to condemn all of the
people because of the deeds of a few. Neither was I anxious to see the majority
suffer needlessly for these few. Such is bound to be the case, though, when a
wholesale round-up such as this one seemed at the time to be takes place. My
concern was for the innocent people who might get caught in such an incident
and also for all those who nfust have been worried as the tanks rolled down into
the village with the guns pointing right at them. I certainly wouldn't have liked
it myself, I know. And knowing that the M. P.'s—those in the guard towers, at
least—had recently been given orders to shoot whenever it seemed necessary,
didn't help the situation any.
Such thoughts as these were shared by others I feel sure but, because they are

different from the majority of opinions expressed Thursday evening and since, I
have taken the trouble to give them in some detail. I hope that I have not taken
too much time doing so, but I am not willing to have myself counted as a part of
tlie group that has made such utterances.
My fears—and that I had Tliursday evening—were not for myself but for the

great majority of Evacuees who I feel are wholly innocent of any part in the
plan or plans to upset Tule Lake as it has been upset in the past two weeks or
more.

Emily U. Light.
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Statement of Guy H. Booker, Associate Highway Engineer, Regarding Events
OF November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I was working in the Engineering Office, outside the Project.

It is the old Contractors' OflSce. About 1 : 30 Bergman came in and asked if my
wife and two cliildren were all right. He said there was quite a crowd of Jap-
anese over here, and that the Japanese tried to stop him. I immediately drove to

the entrance gate and found it blocked by a scout car with machine guns
mounted.

I asked Lt. Bryant if I could pass through and go to the Caucasian residence
section. He said that he would rather not pass me through, but that a detail

of forty MP's were guarding the Caucasian section near the hospital and Army
area. A few minutes later word was passed through to me that my wife had been
checked out of the area in a car. We observed things from the gate.

I and Mr. Gifford took cars and went to the Carr School and picked up staff

school children and took them to Mr. Harkness' residence.

I saw not a single disturbance except a line of trucks at the motor pool blocking
off the road.

Lt. Bryant drove in in a jeep to see if man and wife in car surrounded by Jap-
anese were all right. He returned.

I saw no weapons. Except for the machine guns and the alertness of the
Army it looked just like a big gathering.
The principal of the Carr School had already heard of the incident, and he

was preparing to take care of the Newell children all night if necessary.
November 4: Mrs. Booker left in the afternoon for Canada because of her

mother's death. I was listening to the Richfield news. I thought I heard three
shots. I stepped to the door of the apartment, and I thought it might be a storm
coming up.
When I got to the door I saw soldiers lined up against the barbed wire fence,

looking into our area, and I knew there was some activity. An oflScer came to the
door and advised me to take the children into the military area.

I got the children out of bed and took them into the old Orderly Room. At
midnight we were just starting to put the children to bed when Col. Austin
phoned that we could return to the apartments.

I have a boy 6 and a girl 12, so I didn't make any effort to find out what was
going on. The Army chaplain was in charge. I never saw a Japanese that night.

Guy H. Booker.

Statement of Mrs. Carrie Duiscolt., Home Economics Teacher, Regarding
Events of November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I had been working with the boys inspecting freight that came
with the segregees. On Monday we were through work early. I went over to
another teacher's room to see about something, and noticed the crowd. Miss
Eidi and I came over to the Administration Building to see if our checks were
here. Miss Eidi said it had been announced that Dillon Myer would speak to
the colonists and we thought we would go over and see what he talked about.
When we got over by the canteen we saw the crowd was mostly on the northeast

side of the Administration Building. When we started to go around the canteen
a big, tall, young man told us that the personnel were in the Ad. Building.
He didn't tell us to go there. We still didn't know what was going on.

Miss Eidi said we had better go back to our barracks. About that time
another Japanese boy came up to us and told us to go into the Ad. Bldg. We
saw that one door was blocked, and started to walk around the building. They
saw us and told us to go in the other back door.

After I'd come in I decided to see if I could go back. I opened the door and a
young man stuck his head in sullenly and said, "I'm sorry, but you can't go out."
I told him nobody told me to come here. I just came after my mail and was
ready to go back. That was all there was to it. He kept saying he was sorry,
and I insisted. I started to put my foot in the door and he started pushing,
so I knew I couldn't get out.
AVe watched around from inside the building. I saw no weapons. From the

front door I saw several want to come for a drink or to go to the rest room. One
little old lady who looked like a grandmother came in. She had no sooner gotten
in than a half dozen Japanese boys and a woman came in after her, chattering
in Japanese.
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They allowed two or three boys and the woman to come in. They didn't find

her right away. I didn't see any others in the building.

I didn't see any weapons in the crowd.
The fellow spoke over the loudspeaker in Japanese. Some took off their hats

and bowed and left very quietly.

November 4 : On Thursday night we were in our room. We had our radios on,

I and the lady in the adjoining apartment thought we heard sirens. We went
out to see what the excitement was. We saw tanks and soldiers. The soldiers

went down through the barracks, flashing their searchlights. A tower light was
playing around the motor pool. I heard a few shots. They seemed to be from
the direction of the colony. We didn't know what was going on except for lights

flashing and excitement.
One noon after the MP's had left the tent factory—We always got warm by

the stove before we left. All the help were Japanese. A truck drove away with
some boxes of freight. People in the oflSce said they thought it was funny the
man left without the MP's or War Relocation Authority representative. One
boy said, "The Army is getting as bad as the War Relocation Authority." I said,

"Perhaps he's a new driver." I started for home and could see the truck driving
down to the colony.

I reported to Mr. Wiese, but I couldn't find him. Two MP's came along, and
they said they would tell Sergeant Monk, who was in charge of the freight un-
loading and inspection. I talked to him next day, and he said he went down in

a jeep but could find nothing wrong.
Two or three weeks before a Japanese man had come to Miss Zink's apartment

in Barrack 301 and said he was cold and wanted to get warm. There were two
teachers, so they let him come in. He said he was new around here, but he wore
a worker's badge. They asked him questions and he left soon.
Miss Burton saw someone looking into Miss Jones' apartment window and

one night near Halloween somebody ran by Miss Burton's apartment and opened
the door and ran. Miss Battat reported a man came to her apartment, and
all these things made some of the teachers nervous.

Carrie D. Driscoll.

War Relocation Authority,
TuLE Lake Center,

Newell, Calif., Novemher 4, 19Jf3.

Case A-7

After the incident of November 1, 1943, all members of the Internal Security
Division put in more than the usual amount of overtime work in their particular
function. The men were assigned to particular and strategic points about the
Center. The tactical distribution of personnel was

:

Delbert R. Cole : Acting Chief, Tule Lake, 8 : 00 a. m. to 5 : 30 p. m. Regular
tour of duty : night shift from 7 : 00 p. m. to 6 : 00 a. m., in residential area (A. P.)
east of the military compound.
Fenton Mahrt : Internal Security Officer, Tule Lake. Had identically the

same shift and work hours as Acting Chief Cole.
Edward Borbeck : Associate Chief, Tule Lake Night Shift from 7 : 00 p. m. to

6 : 00 a. m. in and about the Administration buildings and around the residential
area (A. P.) near the administration area.

C. L. Payne : Internal Security Officer. Tule Lake. Had identically the same
shift and work hours as Associate Chief Borbeck.
During the night, all of the above men were to "ring in" every half hour to

the War Relocation Authority switchboard operator, who in turn Would transfer
the call to Sergeant of the Guard and Officer of the Day at the military. It was
arranged with the military that if calls did not come through within five minutes
of the prescribed time, that the Officer of the Day was to investigate the situa-
tion. He was advised always of the name of the person in charge of the Center,
where he could be reached, and always know where to get in touch with me.
(W. E. Schmidt). I always told the WRA switchboard operator where I was,
also.

Theodore Lewis: Chief of Internal Security from the Topaz Center (assi^ed),
6 : 10 a. m. to 8 : 00 p. m., general Center surveillance.
Ivan Buell: Guard, Tule Lake, 4:00 p. m. to 12:00 midnight. High School area.
Myron Murdoff

: Guard, Tule Lake, 4 : 00 p. m. to 12 : 00 midnight, High School
area.
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Orville Dalton: Guard, Tule Lake, 4:00 p. m. to 8:00 a. m., Western farm
area and farm mess hall.

Willard B. Schmitt : National Chief of Internal Security, 6 : 00 a. m. to at least
2 :30 a. m., general surveillance and coordination.

After the night of November 1, 1943, Mr. Edward Borbeck informed me
(Schmidt) that the half-hour ring time just barely gave time to make the
rounds, and suggested that the ring time be every hour. This was arranged.
The patrol area of Cole and Mahrt was strategically located from the stand-

point of general camp surveillance, as it bordered on a firebreak and road between
the A. P. residential and administrative area ; and the living quarters of the
evacuee colonists. Background lights afford a view of the area, so that no i)ersion

or group of persons could get through without being seen. It had been previously
arranged with Mr. Best, Project Director, and Lt. Col. Austin (November 1, 1943)
that no unauthorized group or unknown group would be allowed to reach a
strategic location. Immediate notification by any Internal Security nsember to
Mr. Best was arranged for his participation and action; if Mr. Best could not
be reached, I or any member of the Internal Security Division could call in the
Army.
At about 9: 10 p. m., November 4, 1943 (this time is corroborated by Seymour

Cahn, Acting Assistant Project Director at Tule Lake
;
Ray Best, Project Direc-

tor at Tule Lake ; Pete Zimmer, Assistant I'roject Director at Tule Lake ; William
T. Jarrett, Farm Supervisor at Tule Lake) Mr. William T. Jarrett, Farm Super-
visor, informed me (Schmidt) that just previously he had been to the motor pool
to get three trucks, and had been refused service by all members (evacuees) in

the miotor pool building at that time.
Mr. Jarrett stated that a person (evacuee) known as "Sleepy," spoke to the

rest of the evacuees in Japanese when he (Jarrett) asked for the truck, and
from then on they (evacuees employed in motor pool) ignored him and would
not even talk.

At the point where Mr. Jarrett was informing me of this action, Mr. Pete Zim-
mer, Assistant Project Director in Charge of Operations, came up; and also

Edward Borbeck, Associate Chief of Internal Security. I suggested that we go
to the motor pool and get the keys and take the trucks. We (Zimmer, Jarrett,

Borbeck, and Schmidt) did this and were met by a sullen group of evacuees at
the motor pool. Jarrett obtained the keys himself and went on about his

job.

Immediately after this incident I told Borbeck to go and stay with the
W. R. [A. switchboard operator (till he heard further from me) as I anticipated

possible trouble as a result of taking the trucks ; further told him that I was
going to request further duty of Chief Lewis to augment force of Cole and Mahrt^
inform them of the situation and report also the incident to the Sergeant of the

Guard.
Right after I went to the room of Chief Lewis, woke him up and assigned him

to augment Cole and Mahrt, informed him of the motor-pool incident and the

anticipated trouble that might ensue.

At the military I informed the Sergeant of the Guard, and I was made aware
of the fact that they were "on their toes."

From the Sergeant of the Guard, I went to a certain building within the mili-

tary compound and contacted Mr. A. H. Brodie and J. K. Corbin, of the Federal
Communications Commission, Custom House, San Francisco, California, who
were in the process of conducting a broadcasting investigation initiated by me.

(See for reference Tule Lake Case A-S.) Mr. Corbin was making recordings of

the broadcasting and Mr. Brodie was out employing the use of a directional

finder.

At about 9 : 25 p. m., November 4, 1943, the music of a Japanese modern type

stopped As this was an unusual time for the stopping of this music, I told Mr.
Corbin to be sure and stick to it, as we could anticipate trouble; that I was
going to go to the home of Mr. Best for discussion. As I left the military area,

I told a soldier on guard in front of the Officer of the Day headquarters to inform

the Sergeant of the Guard to get ready for trouble, as probably a formal request

for the army to move in would be coming directly upon my contact with the

Project Director.
As I left the military compound and was about 75 yards from that entrance

(I was driving a car) another car approached me, stopped in the middle of the
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road in front of me and shone a spotlight on me. At this point I thought it was
a military patrol car that had been notilied by radio (the military at Tule Lake
has several such cars) of the possible trouble, and was making a routine check.

I got out of my car and went over to the stopping car (could not see persons

in it as I approached against the headlights) to confer. When I got alongside

of the car, an evacuee jumped off the rear end. It was a Project pick-up car that

was assigned to the electrical division. He juuiped off the rear and on the

opposite side from me, and he went to the rear of my car.

The driver of the car I recognized as one of our wardens named Tom Yoshio
Kobayashi. Kobayashi asked me what the hell I was doing, and I asked him who
the hell wanted to know and why. I went to the rear of my car (not wanting
to have anyone behind me) and saw to it that the whole group (of about 4) were
in front of me. Kobayashi informed me that he knew about the trucks being

taken, and that he, as a leader, and his gang were going to see to it that the

trucks were not going to leave the Project; that he represented the i)eople of

the Center and that they were going to give us a lot of trouble.

I had forceful physical contact with two members of the group and forced my
way back to my car and proceeded to the residence of R. R. Best, the Project

Director, about 100 yards further along. I stopped my car and started to hur-

ridely to get to the rear door. My car was near Mr. Best's house. I saw about
30 to 40 persons that were evacuees, nearly all of them whom were armed with
yellow-colored clubs about 2i/^ to 3 feet long, that appeared to be round (They
could have been baseball bats, though they did not appear to be so large around.

)

This group was between the living quarters and the post-oflBce building, on both
sides of Best's home. They were hiding in the shadows, evidently waiting for

orders.
I was attacked by a group of these persons. I thought this group was comprised

of 5 persons, but was informed by Pete Zimmer, Assistant Project Director, that it

was 8. After a brief interlude of rather forceful physical contact, and seeing

that it would be impossible for me to gain entrance to the house, I got away from
the group (tore right arm of one person and left arm of another from their

shoulder sockets, and screams of the victims caused a short interval of dismay
and activity of the attacking group) ran to my car, and headed back to the
military to request them to come in and take over. I heard some of the group
of Japanese around the Best household say ''Get Best!" "Take Best!"
The same car that stopped me previously tried to run into my car, but I

outmaneuvered him and was successful in reaching the entrance gate to the Army,
where I told four soldiers there that I was pursued by a car of rioting Japanese,
that they had been chasing me, and to take what action they saw fit, as I was
calling in the Army. I went to the guards around the Officer of the Day head-
quarters and told them to tell the Officer of the Day or the Sergeant of the Guard
to take over the camp as previously planned. About five minutes later I got to the
quarters of Lt. Col. Austin, who had just been advised by Project Director Best
that the Army was to take over.

Soon after that I was confined to the Headquarters Building, on orders from an
Army lieutenant, name unknown. I was allowed to return to the Center after
prisoners were apprehended and the line cutting the center was established by
the military.

It might be well to mention, at this time, the significance of the obtaining and
removal of the truck toward bringing this trouble to a head. About a week
previously, some twenty (20) tons of food was taken, through regular channels,
from the warehouse, to be used in the feeding of loyal evacuees from other centers
who had been obtained to harvest the farm crop. An allegedly representative
group of the Tuleans said they did not want to harvest the crop and, as a matter
of fact, refused to harvest it. This food was removed from the Center by various
members of the appointed personnel, participating in the work group. When
the trucks were obtained at the first of the incident, members of the motor pool
warned the troublesome group about the possibility of more food removal. The
activity of the troublesome group indicated a well organized, planned, and tactical
operation. Many of the members of the motor pool were known to have taken an
active part in the physical violence that ensued.

WnxARD E. Schmidt,
National Chief of Internal Security.
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Statement of R. D. Smith, Assistant Farm Superintendent Since Jih^y 10, 1943,
Regarding Events of November 1, and No^^mber 4, 1043

The crew I had direct charge of never quit work all through this recent trouble.

They were not on strike, and even on Monday, November 1, they were working.
This was a crew of 150, working on livestock. I have been called all sorts of
names including "Jap-lover," but the only trouble I have ever had was with
Caucasians. Yes

;
you can quote that for the record, because I have heard so

many false statements given around here, and it would be good to have a few
people tell what they really think once in a while.
November 1, As I say, my crew worked in the forenoon. After lunch I was

delayed about a half hour in the warehouse, and came back to my office in the
Administration Building about 1 : 30, I think it was. I parked my car in the usual
place, that is, in the parking lot close to the Personnel Canteen.

I noticed groups from the colony gathering around this building, and I asked
about two or three boys I knew who did not happen to be in my crew what the
occasion was for the gathering. One of the fellows is named Bob, and he Is one
of the agricultural accountants. He was standing nearby, and his only reply was,
"I don't know." All this gave me the impression that many people were not on the
inside of this deal. I honestly do not think my own crew knew about it. Those
boys I did address apparently were in a good humor.

I came on in to my desk, and I could see crowds gathering thicker. After I

looked over my pai)ers I was going to go back to the car and drive out to the
poultry farm. At the door of the Ad. Bldg. at the rear I was met by four or five

fellows I did not know, who stopped me. I explained to them that I wanted to

get out to the farm, and that I did not care for the particular festivities which
were about to take place. Their spokesman was insistent, though in a fairly

nice way, saying that if I did this I would only create trouble trying to- go
through that crowd.
Back inside I saw some boys who evidently were leaders standing on the guard

rail out there and holding their hands high, giving hand signals to the crowd.
These were not just simple gestures of direction, but rather some evidently pre-

arranged as a type of signalling device. I went to the other end of the building to

watch them, and in my meanderings saw Miss Shipps come to the door trying to

keep curious women from going outside. I did the same thing, and tried to keep
them from standing out on the front porch where the telephone booth is. I even
closed the door and locked it, since a bunch of rowdy young boys had been going
into the telephone booth and had made the operators inside pretty nervous.

I remember Mr. Breece came through, and he told a group about his experiences,
which I overheard.
The boys outside the door were obviously roughnecks. Later six or seven of

them came in and wanted to arrange for women outside to go to the restroom.
It was at this time that I had the door locked and watched them out of the
telephone office window.

Neither they nor anyone in the crowd, however, had any weapons or gave
any indications of attempting to burn any of the buildings, either at that time
or later in the day.
When I returned to my office in the new wing of the building I looked out at

the row of cars in the parking lot. I could not see my own car too well because
it was way down at the other end. But men and boys were standing on the
tops and hoods of the automobiles closed up. They seemed to be fooling with
the accessories. I did notice that about six stood on Mr. KaHam's car at one
time, and I know his car top was caved in. Later I saw they had torn off the
ring horn of the steering wheel, made of bakelite. I do not know, but as he
told me later, they had stolen tools from his car. I also know Mr. Gerry's car
was considerably damaged, but my own was not. They disturbed some papers
that were in my car, but took nothing, and my own tool kit was intact.

A few boys were standing at each door. They were the ones who escorted
some women back into the south wing of the Ad. Bldg. At one point a few
came in and swaggered up and down the hall, and people stood to one side

when they passed.
Out in the crowd there were women and children—I believe I saw fifty or

more of them.
My wife was over at the base hospital when Dr. Pedicord was injured. She

went to a telephone and called me, but she did not witness the event. She
merely said that Dr. Pedicord had been beaten up b.v some Japanese. I was
worried because that building is a firetrap, but on reflection, common sense

told me that they would not burn that building with all their own people in it.
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After the phone call I tried to report the incident to Internal Security, but

they had already heard.
At the end the crowd bowed and disix^rsed.

After Monday my men continued to woi-k. One of the days they were denied

the use of automobiles (after Monday), so I hauled about fifty out to work in

my car. Later we got the trucks back.

It was Tuesday that I noticed them acting as if they were afraid. They
gathei-ed in little knots to discuss sometiiing. I decided not to interfere or

ask questions, but I did feel that their reactic n was one of fear.

November 4: Thursday night I was in bed when I heard someone screaming.

It was a male voice coming from the neighborhood of Best's quarters. I am
not sure what words I actually heard in all this, but it seems to me the cry

was, "What did you hit me forV
'

I hurriedly dressed, putting my clothes on over my pajamas, and went in the

direction from which the noise was coming. Apparently the men had dispersed,

and I met Mr. Zimmer at the back door of the Ad. Bldg. on his way over to quiet

liis wife's nerves. He brought her over to the Ad. Bldg. later.

I went on, stepping in the shadows, in the direction of the apartments and the
motor pool. I then crossed over to my own apartment in the hrst row—it is 242.

There I could see about fifty men with what seemed to be packliandles or bats
in tiieir hands, gathering in small knots of three or four. At my own apartment
the porch light was on, and as I went over to the door and stood under the light I

happened to meet eight or ten young fellows with clubs or bats going in the direc-
tion of the motor pool and coming, 1 believe, from the area around the Personnel
Mess. I was caught right in the center of the group.

I said, "Hello, boys," and although they seemed very excited one managed to
answer, "Hello" rather affably.

They continued toward the parking lot, going in little groups and continuing in
what seemed the direction of the post office or perhaps Mr. Best's quarters.
About ten minutes later the Army came in.

I had gone inside and found my wife not the least interested in what was going
on, but engrossed in a very interesting story she was reading.
The Army boys searched in the apartment area, and women soon gathered in

the alley between the barracks. Of course the Army advised them to get inside,
since, as they put it, there might be shooting.

I also saw the baker come out of the Personnel Mess in his white costume and
carrying something w^hite in his hands. He was running and seemed terribly
frightened, and the searchlight w^as on him.
The women who were outside when the Army came around searching were, as

I remember, Mr. Jarrett's wife, some of the teaching staff; and in the general
confusion I also met Mr. Bens and Mr. Rhoads outside.

I should add that during all this excitement we had two night watchmen on at
the poultry farm who, again, apparently knew nothing of the trouble and who
reported at six or seven o'clock the next morning.

In answer to your questions, I did hear blanks fired, but I do not think they
were real bullets.

There was one incident which has been reported falsely, I think, on the basis of
someone' misquoting me. I had told my crew during the strike that since they
were not on strike and since the livestock needed feed they should ask the farm
committee or somehow try to make arrangements for getting feed to the stock.

These boys never had any contact with the loyal Japanese sent in from other
centers to harvest the crops, but one night about five or six of them went off from
the livestock farm over to the crop area with the intention of bringing back barley
for feed. Apparently they were not seen by the radio car, but were later stopped
by someone. (I asked whether this was the group met by Mr. Willard Schmidt
and Mr. S. Cahn. He replied that this was probably the same group, and that his
suggestion to them was to get feed by negotiations with the farm committee
earlier in the strike. M. K. O.)

(I asked about the newspaper accounts in regard to the overweight hogs on
the farm. He replied that there was apparently some oversight and lack of
judicious planning on the part of Mr. Kallam, but that he presumed stories about
hogs laid out in trenches may have emanated from Mr. Wilkinson at some such
locale as the local road houses, Bill Siegler's, etc. Smith put this down as,
sensation-seeking. M. K. O.)

Riley D. Smith.
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Repobt of Kenneth M. Habkness, Superintendent of Education

In commenting on noticeable changes in the attitudes of the evacuees follow-
ing segregation, I have noticed two in particular. First, on the part of the
newcomers, with whom I have not become acquainted, there has been an evi-
dence of coldness, in some cases almost to the extent of being termed arrogant
sullenness. Since coming to the center in June 1942 it has been my custom to
greet all persons whom I meet. Those who have been in the camp always greet
me cordially, calling me by name. The newcomers, on the other hand generally
avert their eyes or stare insolently when spoken to.

Second, I have noted a marked tendency to "soldier" on the job. Evacuee
workers have been coming to work later and leaving earlier than ever and seem
to take the attitude that only a ''sucker" will work hard. This attitude has not
been shown by the ones who had been employed by the education section prior to
segregation, but by the new additions to the staff.

One one occasion when it was necessary to move the school supplies from one
warehouse to another, I observed a total disrespect for property on the part of
the swampers. Textbooks were deliberately abused and many articles stolen.

On the afternoon of the demonstration I was at my office in the administration
wang of the new high-school plant when I saw the delegation shaping up near
the No. 1 Fire Station. I immediately called Mr. Best's office to report and
instructed his secretary to relay the message to Mr. Best immediately. I

watched the group i>ass and then told my secretary, Mrs. Catharine Johnson,
that I had better take her to her apartment because her small children were
there in the company of a young Japanese-American maid. I took her in my
car and after dropping her off at her apartment, drove to Mr. Gunderson's
apartment so that he might inform his wife of the demonstration, after which I

drove along the company street west of the army quarters and out the front

gate, parking my car outside the fence. I then watched the crowd assemble
around the administration buildings.

When a phone message came to the front gate from the administration build-

ing informing us that the appointed staff was being held in the building, I

suggested to Mr. Booker, who was also at the front gate, that we go in in

case they needed any help. Mr. Booker said that he preferred to stay at the

gate so I went in by myself. Some of those at the administration building
looked at me rather surlily as I passed through the crowd and some remarks
were made in Japanese but no one attempted to stop or molest me in any way.

I remained in the north wing of the administration until the crowd had been
dismissed. Part of the time I was within earshot of the conference between
Mr. Meyer and the evacuee committee.
To me the crowd outside seemed to be largely composed of people who were

merely interested in the happenings. There were many mingling in the crowd
who seem to be more or less hostile and keeping the crowd together. Later the

clerical workers in my office informed me that all evacuees had been invited to

come to the administration building after lunch to hear Mr. Myer speak. When
the crowd had assembled they were not permitted to leave again.

During the time of the demonstration I did not notice that any of the people

assembled had any weapons of any kind in their possession unless one could call

the little sticks, that evacuees always carry w^ith them when hiking, weapons
One gets so accustomed to seeing the Japanese with walking sticks that he
might not notice anything unusual even though the people did have clubs in their

hands.
I live off the project and was totally unaware of the Thursday night incident

until I heard of it over the radio the following morning.
The day following the Thursday incident it was necessary for me to go to my

oflSce in the restricted area. While I was in that area with a military escort

there was some shooting in the adjacent firebreak. The guards told us that an
evacuee had started to come into the area and they had shot to warn him
after ordering him to halt, an order which he ignored. Whether or not he was
coming to the building in an attempt to molest me, I cannot say.

[Signed] K. M. Harkness.
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Statement of Eugene Boatright, High School Teacher, Regarding Events
OF November 1 and November 4, 1948.

November 1: I had been assigned to help with the inventory, and Mr. John-

son, Mr. Hedrick, and I had started for a warehouse. As we got outside we
loolied down and saw tlie crowd coming. One man said, "What does this

mean?"
We stood by the car. We stood there a while and others joined us. Some-

one called from a door that we shouldn't be standing around like that, so we
came back into the Ad. Bldg. We spent the rest of the afternoon in the building.

I saw a nurse standing in the outside door. She backed up and said they

wouldn't let her leave. I made no effort to leave.

I saw no knives or clubs or other weapons. I saw no boxes. I knew the
Army was standing by, and I was not alarmed.

It seemed as though the crowd was pleased with Mr. Myer, because they
applauded. They called for Mr. Best and applauded him.
One of the Japanese boys who was helping us on the inventory told us the

crowd was intended to impress the authorities as much as possible ; that if the

committee came alone they would not get anywhere. He expressed the opinion

that the majority of the Japanese were under the power of a few leaders.

November 4: Thursday night I was out working at the potato house and
did not get back until about 12. Through soldiers stationed at the potato house
I heard about the Army's taking over.

I worked through the segregation program and had friendly relations entirely

with the Japanese.
E. C. Boatright.

Inter\iew With Mr. William T. Jaehett. Farm Superintendent,
November 19, 1943

November 1 : I wasn't here. There were 40 men came in Sunday night from
Topaz to work at the farm. I was busy with them. They didn't know what
was going on over here. But I came back to the project about 2 : 30 Monday
afternoon and the M. P. stopped me at the gate. I stayed there. I suppose I

could have walked on in but I didn't. I could see the crowd and it looked to
me as if 30 or 40 were running back and forth. I saw a barricade of a line

of trucks at the motor pool. There were about 12 trucks lined up in a straight
line from the military fence clear across the south side of the motor pool, across
the road and in front of the motor pool building and the service station. There
were some Japanese on top of some of the trucks, maybe 6 or 8. I couldn't see
the office of the motor pool very well. The only other thing I saw were 2 or 3
trucks of Japanese which pulled off once down in the colony. I could hear the
cheering somewhere around the administration building and that is all I
could hear. I didn't see anything else at the motor pool.

There wasn't nothing happened Tuesday or Wednesday that I know about.
I had most of the trucks out on the farm already and didn't have to get them
out of the motor pool.
November 4 : I just pulled out when the thing happened. I went to Klamath

to get additional people to work out on the farm. I was after 3 cargo trucks and
they wouldn't give me the keys at the motor pool. I went up for the trucks
at 8 : 15 p. m. and presented a requisition for them at the window for the 3
cargoes. There was 4 Japanese in the little office. Nobody came up to the
window. After waiting 5 minutes another Japanese boy came into the office.

He looked at the requisition, turned around and jabbered something in Japanese
to the other 4 boys. He didn't offer to give the keys to me and said that the
dispatcher would have to issue those. I waited 3 or 4 minutes. I asked who
the dispatcher was. There was no reply. I asked when the dispatcher would
be back. There was no reply, so then I went out and looked up Mr. Zimmer
and then I went over to the motor pool with Mr. Zimmer and Schmidt and Bor-
beck. We all went over to the motor pool. The internal security fellows stood
on the outside and Mr. Zimmer and I presented the requisition through the win-
dow again. There was still no reply or response so Mr. Zimmer told me to go
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in and get the keys. He went in with me, the dispatcher was sitting tliere all

the time. A boy named Charley was fussing around with his desk. They said
nothing in English. As soon as I got the keys I got the trucks and I didn't

get back to the project until 1 : 30 or a quarter of 2.

One of the boys that was picked up by the military, when they had them in

the administration building after the Army came in, was one of the boys who
looked at the tickets at the motor pool.

W. T. JAREETT.

Personal Observations and Impressions of Marion Francis of Events op
November 1, 1943, as Seen From the Administration Building

Immediately after lunch I started down to the high-school area, to which my
office had been moved a few weeks before. Crowds were beginning to stream
up from the colony area. Realizing that something unusual was about to happen,
I turned back toward the Administration Building.

Several squads of young evacuee men were running in the general direction

of the motor pool. I remarked to my companion that it looked as if the boys
were making for the trucks.

In the Administrating Building evacuee office girls were hurriedly getting

into their coats. One girl said, "It's a general strike !" Another exclaimed
excitedly, "Hurry ! The boys phoned up—we all must leave right away !" I

saw one young man urging several stenographers to hurry, and hustling them
out of the back door.

The crowd increased until it stretched solidly from the Administration Build-

ing to the hospital and on over to the warehouses. There were also many
people at the rear of the Administration Building and along the administrative
barrack side. The focal point was the office adjoining Mr. Bests. That office

has its own outside door. An evacuee group installed a public address system
there while the crowd waited.

I watched appointed personnel herded into the back doors of the Administra-
tion Building, without ceremony, by evacuees. The doors were closed early

in the afternoon. Someone said that the door to the new wing was nailed shut.

I saw, later, that the door to the middle wing was latched on the outside and
barricaded with three large refuse cans.

I spent a short time in the MvAl and Files Office, watching the crowd and, from
the window nearest the teletype office, the soldiers readying the tanks.
Someone said that front door was still open. I want to that entrance and out

onto the porch. I stood there for a very considerable time, with several other
people, while the loudspeaker arrangements were being completed and the com-
mittee began its conversation with the director et al.

Children were playing on the lawn, and many evacuees were lounging about
there, awaiting developments. Others, however, were aggressively watchful of

the Ad Building and any Caucasians in sight. Some of the young men had
sticks in their hands.
Someone on the porch said that Mr. Breece had been shoved and threatened

and ordered into the building. A moment later I saw him coming toward the

I)orch. Another member of the appointed personnel, whose identity I do not
now remember, was with him. The two walked too slowly to suit some of the
young men in the crowd, who spoke rudely to them and swore. This Mr. Breece
and all the other appointed personnel present ignored. Meantime Mr. Slattery

and Mr. Donovan stood on the lawn, just off the porch. They maintained that
position for a long time without molestation. They stood quietly, ignoring the
hostile elements of the crowd.
The preparations of the military claimed more and more attention from the

people, until practically all those in the lawn area turned their backs on the
building to watch the Army. Soon, however, young men passed through the
crowd shouting what sounded like on order, and the crowd swung around, as if

in response, to face the building again. After that few of them turned their

heads toward the M. P. post.

Presently an Issei man on my own pay roll (Nobujiro Nakaniura) came up
to the telephone booth on the front porch and attempted to place a call. A young
evacuee whom I would guess to be a Hawaiian Kibei came after him, hauleil him
out of the booth, demanded to know where he was phoning and why, cuffed him
and hustled him back into the crowd, using vile language.
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A Caucasian man whom I did not know told me that he had tried to phone
from the hooth to make train reservations, and had been pi'evciited, by evacuees,

from doing so.

Some time later an Issei woman came toward Ihe porcii. Slu^ looked around
uncertainly and seemed to be in some distress. It seemed likely tliat she was
looking for one of the children who had been playing around. Mrs. Jaderquist,

standing on the porch beside me, asked her if she had lost someone. She said,

"No, I want to go to the toilet,"

Being near the door, I said, "I'll take you," and led her to the women's rest room
in the middle wing, where I left here. On the way back to the front porch I

stopped to speak to someone in Mail and Files. While thei'e I noticed some of

the girls look up, startled, and heard one say: "Japanese! What are they
doing here !*'

I looked np and saw the same young evacuee who had pulled Mr. Njikamura
out of the telephone booth walking through the wing, followed by three other
evacuees—two young men and a wonian iw oi' near middle age. Feeling that I

knew what they were up to I followed them into the middle wing. 1 waited
while tliey went its length searching. They demanded of people standing around
there whether there was a Japanese woman in thei-e. Someone said, ' I think
one went into the wonien's ro<tm." The file of Japanese, always led by the same
young man, went looking for the women's room. They found the men's room
first, and went into it, A moment later they came out, and the leader went next
door into the women's room. I followed him in.

Two Caucasian women wei'e in the outer room—one just stepping through the
connecting door, Se had apparently halted in surprise and resentment at seeing
the evaicuee men there. I moved over beside her, so that together we blocked the
door to the inner room.
The other Caucasian woman, Mrs. Carsley, said, "You can't come in here!

It's the women's restroom !" The evacuee demanded to know if there was a
Japanese woman inside. Mrs. Carsley said, "Maybe there is. You'll have to

wait!"
We backed the young man out of the women's room by walking forward toward

him. When he was through the outer door of the room I closed it behind me
and kept my hand on the knob. He fiiiiilly backed out into the passag(-way and
waited until the Issei woman came out. Then he and the others hustled her
outdoors, pushing and berati?ig her. The Japanese woman was especially ve-

hement. (Mrs. Jaderquist told me later that the Japanese women had reported
to the young man that the older woman had come into the Ad Building.)

It was the definite impression of several of us standing around the i^orch that
this young man was a lieutenant with a definite station to guard. He stood
on the steps or raised ground by the fishpond, and kept an aggressive lookout.
His hair looked to me slightly wavy. He wore a royal blue sport .jacket, and
blue jeans. The woman who tipped him off wore a short black plus coat and
had a royal blue veil tied arcmnd her head. Someone said later that she wore
a gray knitted skirt, but I am not sure of that since I was trying to fix: her face
in my mind.
According to Mrs. Jaderquist, some Caucasian men in the doorway had told

the evacuees wdio entered to find the Issei woman that they could not come in

;

but the evacuees paid no attention. After they had entered, there was a move-
ment of a doz:^n or more boys toward tlie front entrance, Mrs, Jaderquist said
to them: "There's no need to get excited! She's only going to the toilet." The
group hesitated, then fell back; but in view of the incident it was decided to

close the front door. (Throughout this paragraph I have been quoting Mrs.
Jaderquist, in order to rund out tliis episode. Her own account can be secured at
first hand.

)

I returned to the new wing. From there I watched the crowd close to the
windows and stretching away to the hospital. The general demeanor of the
people seemed to me quiet and patient. Some looked worried or apprehensive.
Most were obviously simply awaiting developments. (Later we heard that they
had been called out by unauthorized announcement in all messhalls that Director
Myer would speak to them,) However, several truckloads of young men cir-

culated about, sometimes shouting what seemed to be orders to the peojile, W'ord
circulated among the appointed personnel that among other commands was the
direction to pay no attention to the Army. I don't know whether that was a
guess, or a translation by one of two appointed personnel in the Ad Building who
understood Japanese.

62626—44—vol, 16 28
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The young men in trucks and some on foot were noisy and aggressLye. As
the afternoon wore on tension increased. Young men passed back and forth
beside the windows, looking in and jeering. Their manner was beyond question
hostile and insolent, and some of them appeared to be on the verge of breaking
out into some small demonstration of their own. Some of us had been sitting for
some time before an open window, because the building was so hot and close.

We finally turned our backs to the window to discourage any outbreak of rude-
ness from the young evacuees moving back and forth on that side of the building.
About that time word came that Dr. Pedicord had been beaten; later, that

the warehouses were being looted. I know nothing of either of those matters
at first hand ; nor of the rumors that the evacuees were prepared to burn 'the

building if necessary to secure their demands.
Someone said that the Personnel Mess and Recreation Hall had been broken

into. I went into the corridor connecting the middle and new wings. From
the windows there I saw crowds around the back doors of Dining Hall and Rec.
Building. I saw people near those buildings handing out what it seemed likely

were food supplies, sandwiches, etc.

I missed hearing Mr. Myer's speech, but returned to the new wing in time to

hear Mr. Best. When he spoke I was in the stenographers' office adjoining. I

stayed there through what was reported to be Kuratomi's translation, which was
given undramatically ; and through the closing address by Kai, which was de-

livered with much fire and authority. He struck me as a born demagogue.
In closing he evidently ordered the people to bare their heads and bow. This

they did as if in automatic obedience to authority. My impression was definitely

that the bow was not to the WRA and Project directors, as has been suggested,
but had a nationalistic significance. I had heard Kai say "Tojo" just before
closing. (That, of course, may be a Japanese word as well as a name.) I did not
hear "Hirohito," as some people have reported doing ; but my attention was fixed

more intently on the evacuees than on Kai's words, which I could not understand.
The people turned immediately, on being dismissed, and started back toward

the colony at a brisk rate for such a dense crowd. My feeling was that the
majority of those present were relieved at being released from a situation

which at any moment might have taken a disastrous turn, and were anxious
to get away as quickly as possible.

Among the appointed personnel I saw the complete range of reactions from
strongly expressed desire for revenge to light dismissal of the whole situation

as of no importance. Three people told me they were frightened, but gave no
other particular indication of fear that I saw. Most of the appointed personnel
seemed simply waiting, like the crowd outside, for developments in the front

oflBce. Some deeply resented the situation. Others seemed apathetic. The
realization seemed to be general that an ill-advised move on the part of any
Caucasian might have the most deplorable consequences for many innocent
people on the Project and for American soldiers abroad. It seemed to me that

so far as retaliatory or provocative demeanor and actions went the appointed
personnel showed a most unusual and considered restraint.

Marion Francis.

Personal Observations and Impressions of Marion Francis of Events of
November 4, 1943, as Seen From 204-2 and the Administration Building

Around 10 p. m. on November 4th I thought I heard shouting; but since

evacuees at the motor pool have not infrequently been noisy, I paid no attention.

The commotion increased, above the sound of the radio, which we had just

turned on for the "Richfield Reporter." I opened the door and looked out.

Figures were jostling and running around the end of the barrack between
the Project Director's house and my barrack. I could see that they carried

sticks and clubs. I heard a yell. Then someone cried out, as if in pain,

"Why did you do that to me?" Someone else called out, "I didn't do nothin'
!"

They sounded like evacuees.

The gang broke and ran around the road end of my barrack (204). I closed

the door, my roommate and I snapped off the lights, and I looked out of

the bathroom window, which faces the Administration building.

The gang was still moving around the road end of 204, although some seemed
to be struggling at the barrack's end. I could judge of that only by the

sounds, as the boiler room cut off my view. Perhaps a dozen other evacuees

were silhouetted against lights from the Administration building as they ran

across the lawn. My impression was that they all carried sticks or ball bats.
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^ome of them huddled at the corner of the Ad Bnlldinj?, looking back toward
the end of my barrack. I wondered if they were going to fire the Ad building,

or if they were trying to hide in its shadow. In a moment they broke away
and ran past my window in the general direction of the warehouses.

I began to dress hastily, but went back to the bathroom window a couple of

times to see what was happening. I saw someone who I told my roommate looked
like Borbeck stagger in through the front door, alone.

Before I was dressed Miss Clark, who also lives in 204, came to the door and
said : "The Army's taken over !"

A few minutes later I went outside. The Army was getting ready to move, and
I watched for a few minutes while the tanks warmed up, etc. But a strong and
bitterly cold wind was blowing, and I went to the Administration Building for

shelter. On the porch I saw large drops of fresh blood making a trail into the
Administration Building.

Mrs. Kimmer, her son, and two other boys came out of the building just then,

and a moment later I realized that Mrs. Boltz, the telephone operator, was
standing on the porch. There was also a man there, whose name I do not know.
I asked who had been hurt, but before anyone answered a car drove up with two
evacuees, who jumped out, started toward the building, and then, seeing the
group on the porch, hesitated. Their machine was a Project coupe—transferred
from the C. C. C. or the Army, was my guess from what appeared, in that light,

to be the drab color.

Someone said, "They must be wardens." But they were not in uniform, and,
looking for their armbands, I saw that they had none.
The three boys started down, curiously, to meet them. Mrs. Zimmer called

them back. Then, since they didn't come, she followed them, afraid that some-
thing might happen to them. I went with her, feeling that the more of us there
were to face the evacuees the less likely they would be to make trouble.

My recollection is that someone asked them, "Are you wardens?" and they said,

"Yes". Mrs. Zimmer said something like, "Don't go over to the motor pool, there's
trouble there". The boys said, "The Army's taken over."

The two evacuees seemed confused. They looked at each other, mumbled
something, jumped into the car and drove away quickly.

A short time later the first two prisoners were brought in through the front
door and taken to the Mail and Files Office. A little later still a string of
prisoners was brought in through a rear door. That brought the number to
something over a dozen. A couple were bleeding from head wounds. They sat
on the floor. The others stood. All were kept under military guard, with their
hands in the air. Four evacuee girls were brought in. They said they had
been working in another wing. Mr. Muir asked them for their names and ad-
dresses, and promised that they would be seen safely home. Another prisoner
was added to the group—a fat man who shook his head as if dazed, but almost
at once began to study a paper which he took from a notebook in his pocket.
Meantime, according to what I was told later, residents of 204 and the other

barracks in that section were taken over to the military area, for safety, by sol-

diers ; made a thorough search of the barracks around there for any evacuees who
might have darted in to hide.

When told that things were quiet again, I returned to my room.

Marion Francis.

Statement of Miss Zell F. Clark, High School Teacher, Regarding Events of
November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : On Monday afternoon, when I returned to Mr. Smith's oflBce in the
2nd wing, I think, a telephone call was received, I think, by Mrs. Waldrou, asking
the girls to leave. The girls started leaving.

I went home to 204 to tell my father not to walk down to the colony, as he some-
times did to get magazines.
As I was coming back, there were some men, but no thick crowd. Then I no-

ticed a group of boys running down toward the hospital. The crowd was gather-
ing all this time.

I met Mr. Schmidt, and he said to go on and do work the same. I was in Mr.
Smith's oflSce opposite the loudsi)eaker. I glanced at the crowd once in a while.
The children didn't seem very happy.
A Japanese man came into the hall while the crowd was gathering and asked

for someone to talk to. We directed him to Mr. Best's office. He was fairly tall
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and under middle age. I saw them on the roof stringing the wires for the loud-
speaker.
Th y evidently had a line of guards between the two barracks 204 and 203 (be-

tween the Ad. Bldg. and Mr. Best's house. Mrs. Boatwright tried to go to her
own house in 203, so she visited my father. He tried to talk them into letting her
go into her own room, and finally, after talking to other men, they let her go in.

She did a lot of her own talking. They told my father to go back into the house.
He stayed outside for fifteen minutes and then went in of his own accord.
November 4: I wns writing some letters about 10 o'clock when we heard some

Japanese voices, and when they got closer I looked out the door. I saw about a
half dozen boys in their teens. They had sticks. I grabbed a coat and flashlight

and a frying pan and went out, because I thought they were chasing a Nisei boy.
Internal Security men lived new us, and I thought they would be out guarding.

I saw some men standing there and went over. Mr. Best said the Army had taken
over. I went back to get my father, and we stood looking at the Army making
ready to come in. I saw men standing on the porch of the Ad. Bldg.

I didn't have any feeling of fear. We didn't know what the condition was, and
thought we could help.
While we were at the Ad. Bldg. porch two Japanese drove up in a car and said

they were wardens and wondered what was goipg on. Someone told them they had
better go home as fast as possible.

I went home to get my father, but he was not there. I found out later that
he had walked toward the motor pool. The Army then started a thorough search
with lights and men. They said, "Any Japs, h'dy?" I told them I had been out,

and asked them to search, which they did quietly.

I found my father then. We went into the ad building where several others
were waiting, and Mr. Best told us we had better go home. We thought they
were going to try to get some information from the prisoners, and we went home.

Zell F. Clark.

Statement of Irene Jaderquist, Girls' Advisor (High School), Regarding Events

OF November 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1, 1948 : When I started for school after 1 o'clock the Japanese were
already coming up from the colony.

Miss Durkin said to me, "Are you going to school? If you are, Mr. Opler will

drive us down in his car."

I decided to go to the Administration Building.

Japanese stenographers were coming out. I heard one say they bad been
telephoned to leave.

Men came around the hospital, running toward the motor pool—more than
thirty. Some were walking.
We came into the Ad Building as the crowd assembled. Someone came in and

said they weren't allowing anyone to leave the building. The whole place was
surrounded. The crowd included women and children. When I stood at the
main door to the Ar^. Hni^f'ir'g I saw children playing on the grass.

One woman in black plush coat, gray skirt, who looked as if she was of the

better class, seemed to be in charge of some boys. She came into the Ad. Building-

with some boys to get a Japanese woman who had come in to go to the lavatory.

I saw no weapons of any kind. I thought that some of the crowd looked tired,

patient, and bewildered.
Young men were riding around in trucks. I saw some people who tried to go

away, but someone issued what was apparently an order in Japanese over the

mike and those who were starting to leave turned back. They had been up here

at least a half hour and were getting tired. I was getting tired and wanted to

go, but I say the back door barricaded with three garbage cans.

Miss Velasquez told me that she asked them if she could get her mother. Some
boys escorted her and brought them both back. Later Miss Robinson's mother
came in. She had gone to the canteen and had met some Japanese, and they

brought her in.

I was in this (the new) wing when Mr. Best was talking. I didn't hear Mr.

Myer talk, but I heard the interpreter, and he spoke in a calm voice. I heard

Mr. Best.
Someone said the Japanese men took off their hats and bowed their heads while

Mr. Myer was speaking, and also while the interpreter of Mr. Myer's speech was
speaking. They bowed and removed their hats at the end, apparently in resiwnse

to Japanese command.
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Nuvember 4, 1943 : Thursday night I was at home in barracli 204-2. My
loommate, Mrs. Francis, said she saw someone staggering into the front of the
Ad. Bldg.

I heard running feet and went to the door, but saw nothing. Miss ('lark came
in a few minutes later. She said, "I saw Mr. Best, and he told me the Army is in

charge."
Mrs. Francis went out. I dressed and came over to the Ad. Bldg. to see what

1 could see. I was standing in the front porch with Mrs. Francis, Mrs. Zimnier
iuid son, and another boy.

Mr. Mahrt came in witn a Japanese with his hands up. Very soon a half dozen
<»thers were brought in by soldiers. Then they brought in a few more.
A night crew of Japanese girls was brought over from the Statistician's Office.

Mr. Muir took their names; said they would be taken home; told them not to

worry.
Someone said the barracks had been inspected, and it was safe to go home.
I noticed that afternoon at high school our stenographers seemed rather tense

and all got together in one of the offices with no Caucasians and seemed to be
holding a session. This was unsual. It might have indicated that something
was brewing.

I asked one of our office girls what tliey had said in her mess hall on Monday.
She reported they were told that everyone who could walk should come, to show
that all were behind the demands which were to be made of Mr. Myer.
When the high school was moved from the barracks (Ward 7) to the new

building, about September 30, the swampers threw books and cases on the floor,

^tole hats.

The new high-school building was broken into about September 25, and staples
and other equipment was stolen.

Irene Jaderquist.

Statement of Stella Robbins, High School Teacher, Regabdnig Events of
November 1 and NoveiMbek 4, 1943

November 1, 1943: 1 had been working on the freight trucks, delivering seg-
regees' furniture. Mr. McKeever said we didn't have to come back in the after-
noon, as there was going to be a meeting of Japanese. I thought it was to be a
meeting of those only in the test factory area.
As I walked down toward the high school to do some work after lunch, I found

TK) one there except the Japanese janitor. That puzzled me, and I wondered
if there was a meeting I was supposed to attend.
As I started hack, a Japanese man came along and said: "I want to find Dr.

Mason. Where is the hospital?" I told him I was going that way. As we walked
along, he said, "Where are all the people going?" I said that I had hejird that
Mr. Myer. was going to speak. At the hospital I pointed out the clinic door.
He stopi)ed to speak to a group of Japanese near door.
As I came toward the Ad. Bldg. there was a group of boys on cars at the rear

of the building. As I made my way through the crowd I said, "Excuse me," in
Japanese, and the people smiled and let me pass.

I saw no weapons among the crowd. Three Japanese high-school boys were
sitting against one door, so I went to the other one. One of the boys said, "Get
up. She wants to go in." But I was on my way to the other door.
At this door a man seemed to he fixing it with a lock or something, and putting

waste-paper boxes aj^ainst it. He told me to go to the other door. I went back
U) the other door, and the boys let me in.

I found the personnel inside quite excited. Mrs. Adsuns and Mrs. Lawhead
came in and said they had been forced to come to the Ad. Bldg. I said I still

didn't think that we were -being held by force, and that I was going back to the
high school and work.
As I tried to open the door I found a piece like a little screendoor screen jammed

against the door. I pushed hard and it opened a little, and the man who had
been fixing the other door said, "You better stay inside. Don't come out."
He said it as if he meant it. He was middle-aged and short, and wore old-looking
khaki clothes. He looked somewhat like a man who had been working on the
freight trucks. I am learning Japanese, and I found all the drivers heliiful, but
one man, the one this man might be, was the only person who was not friendly.
Somebody said they saw a Japanese carrying a box of soaked straw. Someone

else. Miss Roudebush, I think, looked and said it was just a little box that
they probably got at the ]x>st office.
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November 4: We worked on the trucks again after having not worked since

Monday. Everybody seemed to be trying hard to be friendly. Thursday night
I was in an apartment next to mine when we heard the sirens. We saw the cook
running and heard a shot. We had seen them go into the kitchen and had seen
the cook come up.
Some soldiers in a tank wanted to know if we wanted to go out. We said

no, and stayed where we were.
Stella M. Robbins.

NO\TEMBER 15, 1943.

Memorandum to : Mr. Edward H. Spicer.

From : Harry L. Black.
Subject: Requested Reports.

In accordance with your request of this date, my statements are herewith
transmitted covering the following topics

:

1. Farm Situation.

2. Public Funeral.
3. Events of November 1.

4. Events of November 4.

Farm situation : Since the operation of the farm is mainly the responsibility of

the Operations Division, matters concerned with it have had little occasion to

come to my attention. Through participation in conferences I had been made
casually aware of developments as they took place, and, to a degree, administra-
tion plans to overcome the work stoppage and to get the crops harvested.
On two occasions I visited the colony in the vicinity of the farm headquarters

where workers reported to take the trucks to the farm. These visits took place

after the work stoppage, and in each instance a large number of workers from
all parts of the colony had congregated there, some in expectation of going to

work, but in each instance it was concluded that they would not go to the farm
that day, and the men stood about in small groups both inside the oflQce and on
the grounds about the oflBce. I was told that on one occasion Mr. Zimmer had
been there to talk to the workers and on the other occasion Mr. Kallam had been
there.

Public funeral : This occurrence took place while I was in Portland, and I know
nothing of the details except by hearsay.

Events of November 1 : The first intimation I had of any unusual happenings
on November 1st came in the form of a telephone call from Mr. Huycke who was
down in the Center, telling me that a large number of i)eople had gathered and
were gathering from all over the colony and making their way toward the adminis-
trative area. I looked out of the window and saw considerable numbers of

evacuees, including men and women, and children of all ages and both sexes,

moving slowly, singly, and in groups toward the administration building from
both sides of the hospital. The numbers grew rapidly and soon the administrative
building was surrounded by evacuees.
My office at that time was office #2, opposite that of the Project Director.

From that office is the only door used as an exit outside from the west end of

the north wins: of the Administration building. Between Office #2 and Office #1
is a small office used by the secretarial stalf serving both offices. Miss Lucas,
Secretary to Mr. Best, and my secretary, Mrs. Krauskopf, were on duty through-
out the afternoon.

Shortly after the crowd began to gather Mr. Best, accompanied by Mr. Myer,
came in and entered Mr. Best's office. Mr. Best had told me that a meeting had
been arranged for Mr. Myer to receive an evacuee committee on Tuesday after-

noon, November 2, but I was aware of no meeting scheduled for Monday
afternoon.

In the course of a few minutes people gathered so fast and in such numbers
that the outdoor area about the offices was densely packed. It extended around
both sides of the leave office opposite and in the area between the two wings of

the administration building. Evacuee employees had asked whether they should
stay inside at their work or join the people outside, and I gave instructions
through appointive supervisors that all evacuees in the Community Management
Division should be told to join the crowd outside if they wished to do so.

As the crowd gathered the outside door to my office was closed. Finally some-
one knocked on the door and I opened it. An evacuee entered (just one), whom
I later identified as Tokio Yamane. I had observed that he seemed to be a sort

of major domo marshalling the crowd, yelling sharp orders in Japanese, and
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giving directions to Individuals and groups of "runners" who dashed off on any
errand he appeared to assign to them.
Yamane asl^ed nie if Mr. Best and Mr. Myer were in the office. I conducted

him to their office and heard him say that a committee had come to confer vvitii

them. They directed tliat tlie committee be siiown in. Yamane went haclc t(»

the outside door, and directly a large number of "committee members" trouped
through my office, through the secretarial office, and packed into the Director's

office. I assisted in bringing extra chairs that were needed. I recognized sev-

eral who had attended a meeting in Mr. Best's office previously, but know tlie

names of only Father Kai and George Kuratomi.
When the group was seated in Mr. Best's ofl^ice I went back to my own office.

I had observed that Mr. Zimmer and Mr. Cahn and Mr. Schmidt were among the
staff in the meeting, and I felt that it would be well for me not to join. The
outside door to my office remained open. After the committee had gone through
no other Japanese remained in the ofRce proper, though Yamane remained stand-
ing in the door facing the crowd outside. A number of evacuees were crowded
up onto the step, and from time to time one or two others stood with Yamane in

the door.
After the Committee had gathered in Mr. Best's oflBce there was a movement

in the crowd and I saw a group coming with a microphone and amplifiers and
other equipment for a public-address system. I knew that they were looking for

some place to set it up, and I went to the door and motioned them in to point

out to them the electric outlet in the wall of my oflSce near the door. The tech-

nicians immediately went to work to set up the P. A. system and test it. When
that was done, one or two of the P. A. crew remained in my office. I gave no
invitation to them to come ia, but my pointing out the electrical outlet indicated
that I had no objections.

Throughout the afternoon I moved in and out of the office as my duties re-

quired, and when I had no business outside (meaning in other offices of the
building, and not out of doors) I remained in the office and attended to work at
my desk. This included the drafting of a number of memoranda and letters,

which I was glad to be able to do, partly to get the work done and partly to

convey an attitude of "business as usual," which I thought would have a helpful

effect both on the evacuees and on staff members who came and went between
Miss Lucas' office and other offices.

Within a few minutes after the session in Mr. Best's office had begun, a report
came to me that there had been a disturbance at the hospital and that Dr. Pedi-
cord had been badly beaten. Through the windows I could see a large group of
people about the hospital with a denser group nearest the door. I called Mr.
Best in the meeting by phone in the Welfare office so that I would not be over-
heard by the evacuees. I reported to him what I had heard about Dr. Pedicord.
I held the phone while he addressed the committee to the effect that he had had
a report that there had been a disturbance at the hospital and that Dr. Pedicord
had been injured. He went on to say that the meeting would progress no fur-
ther until he had assurances from the committee and from the outside that the
.situation at the hospital was in hand.

Later I made a second report to Mr. Best by phone that order had not been
restored at the hospital, that Japanese who had no connection with the hospital
were entering and leaving at will, that they were running through the wards
and generally disrupting the routine of the hospital. Thereupon it was arranged
for Mr. Schmidt to go with representatives of the group to the hospital, and they
later came back and stated that everything was under control. Even later I saw
from the window individuals and groups going in and coming out at the hospital
entrance opposite Ward E. I had been told that Dr. Pedicord had received first

aid attention in his office and that he was remaining there. He had not been
put to bed.

Some time later Lieutenant Colonel Austen called for Mr. Best. Miss Lucas
answered and later called me to the phone at her desk to talk to the Colonel.
Others with whom the Colonel would have talked were in the conference. Colo-
nel Austen told me that his officers and men were prepared to move, but wanted
to be sure that they would not move unless necessary. I told him about the
meeting going on. He asked about the appearance of the crowd outside, and I

replied that no one appeared to be excited. I had been told that the crowd
assembled here by an announcement made in the mess halls at lunchtime that
Director Myer would speak to them at the administration building during the
afternoon, and most of the crowd seemed merely to be waiting for the speech.
There was low conversation, and a good deal of craning of necks to see what
was going on. We were mainly anxious that no circumstance would occur to
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start a disturbance which might possibly spread throughout tlie crowd. Appar-
ently, under the direction of Yamane, there was a large number of older boys
and young men who were of a temper to be officious. They rounded up the crowd
on the outskirts to keep them in a close-packed group, with no stmgglers wan-
dering away.

I described this scene to the Colonel. He said he only wanted to keep in touch.
He said that he was stationed at Post 4, opposite the leave office, and that Jie

spent a good deal of time up the roadway so as to have a view of the crowd and
the office door. He could hear the public address system. He asked how we
expected to get word to him the quickest if soldiers were needed, and I arranged
with him to sound off an alarm over the microphone.

Colonel Austen called a second time later for further report, and for the pur-
pose of keeping in touch. A later time I tried to call him by phone and learned
that it would take much too much time to try to give him an alarin by piione.

I had determined, in case of need, to shout the alarm into the microphone, but
felt that there was only the remotest prospect that it would be necessary.
As the committee meeting lengthened, people outside tlie door grew tired of

standing, and seven or eight eased themselves into my office. Some stood in

the corner by the door, and three or four squatted or sat on the floor with their

back=' against the wall. From their appearance I would judge that their main
thought was the wish that the meeting would come to an end.
As the meeting progressed, several members of the appointive staff left own

offices to gather in the hall of this wing, in Miss Lucas' office, and in the Welfare
office adjoining Mr. Best's. They chattered and gossipped, but on the wliole

seemed calm enough with one or two exceptions. One exception was Miss
Shipps, a member of Dr. Pedicord's staff, who at one time insisted that the Army
be called in for the protection of Dr. Pedicord and others of his staff who re-

mained at the hospital. I tried to calm her down and told her that our main
anxiety was, for the moment, to prevent an incident which would cause the Army
to be called in.

At last the meeting broke up. I heard that Mr. Myer had agreed to give a

talk to the people outside because they had come in all innocence and evident
good will to hear a speech from him, and were themselves the victims of a hoax
announcement, as well as he.

Mr. Myer was introduced by one of the committee (Kuratomi, I think).

While Mr. Myer spoke, other members of the committee, mingled with members
of the appointive staff, stood in the background, and the mixed group extended
into the secretarial office, and on into the hall and the Welfare office. Following
Mr. Myer, Mr. Best made a short talk over the P. A. system. Then Kuratomi
gave a report of the meeting in Japanese, and he was followed by Father Kai.

At the conclusion of Father Kai's speech, some of the crowd bowed, and aAl

quickly dispersed and made their way back to the residential section.

The boys in charge of the P. A. system quickly dismantled it and moved out,

I went out to the roadway where I saw Col. Austen standing, briefly reviewed
what had happened, and told liim that Dr. Weber's interpretation of Father
Kai's final words was that they should go home and be good.

Back in the office I chatted a bit with staff members who were in the meeting
to find out what the purport was, and then went to the hospital to see Dr. Pedi-

cord. I heard the doctor's version of what had occurred at the hospital. In

his remarks, he attributed at least a part of the trouble there to Dr. Hashiba,

who, he said, for a long time had been a disturbing element on the hospital staff.

As I left the hospital I met Mr. Best, accompanied by Mr. Myer and Mr.

Cozzens, coming to see Dr. Pedicord, and they asked me to go back with them.

I returned and I was present while Dr. Pedicord repeated to them the narrative

he had given me. He reiterated his feeling about Dr. Hashiba, and Mr. Myer
assured him that Dr. Hashiba would not be permitted to remain on the hospital

staff.

It was after six o'clock when we returned from the hospital and went to

mess.
Events on November 4: As I started to evening mess between 6 : 00 p. m. and

6: 15 p. m., November 4, Mr. Best introduced me to Mr. Vic Bourne, United Press

correspondent. Mr. Best told me that Mr. Bourne would remain on the projtn^t

for the night and he had been assigned by Personnel Housing to occupy a third

bed in 204-1 where Mr. Franks and I were housed. I asked Mr. Bourne to go

to mess with us, and after dinner, I took him into the Personnel Recreation Hall

and introduced him to Mr. Thompson. I had further work to do at the office,
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and I thought he miglit spend the time there until I was free to jro to the room

with him.
As 1 started to leave the office, Mr. .larrett, a farm supervisor, came to me

and said that he was trying to get a numher of trucks dispatched from the motor

pool to go to Klamath Falls to bring hack a group of evacuee woi-kers for the

farm as they arrived there from some relocation center. No appointive super-

visor was at the motor pool, and none of the evacuees there would help him to

get tl e trucks out. As I started to the motor pool with Mr. .larrett, we met
Mr. Zimmer, Chief of Operations, and told him of Mi-, .jarretfs trouble. I went

back to the recreation hall to locate Mr. Bourne, and found that he had already

left. Then I went to my room ami fo.und him and Mr. Franks already thei-e.

I knew that Mr. Zimmer. Mr. Calm, and Mr. Best had been out during the

evening, because I saw tlieir car parked out on the line, with headlights on and

off at diffjrent times. However, it did not occur to me that any untoward hap-

penings were in the making.
In our room, Mr. Bourne told us (Mr. Franks and me) of the meetings he had

had with Center officials and about some of the news stories he had got aaid

sent to United Press. He asked if I would mind giving him some of the back-

ground, historical and social, which lay behind the circumstance and temper

of this community to enhance his understanding of the November 1 meeting
between the "committee" and Mr. Myer.
We conversed for a long time, and the talk was finally interrupted by the

roar of motorized equipment. My first mental calculation was that something
had happened to cause the Director to call in the xVrmy. My second guess was
that it would not be a good thing for the U. P. reporter to get his inforniation

from me. Mr. Bourne asked if w^e often had this terrible uproar in the middle
of the night, and I told him that it was frequently necessary for the Army troops

lo hold drills and practices and maneuvers at night in order that they might be
properly trained for any emergency.
We stepped outside and saw the jeeps and command cars and tanks, various

vehiclo; accompanied by small details of troops forming a continuous line on
the southw^est side of the administrative, right along the boundary fence. We
moved up to the front of the Post Office to watch what was going on, and presently
the whole line of vehicles and troops moved down in its sweep across the admin-
istrative area and on toward the hospital and the high school.

We came between buildings 203 and 204 and noted that our door at 204-1

was open. In the bright light I saw a soldier with rifle and fixed bayonet at
"guard" standing at our door. Trying to keep up the idea of "maneuvers" I

lioiuted it out to Bourne, and remarked that I thought it was excellent training
for the soldiers, so that they would know just what to do in case of the "real

thing." We followed the line of troops down to the administrative offices and
turned in the door which leads to the Mails & Files office. Here we saw two
soldiers with ton^my guns at the "ready" standing in the hall guarding a number
of evacuees who had been rounded up in the mail room. The illusion of "maneu-
vers" was no longer tenable, and Bounie began unmediately to clamor to get
to a telephone. I had to tell him that the Army was in now, and when the
Army comes in, the Commanding Otlicer was in charge, and there wasn't a chance
to use a phone without his permission. While we were in the hall, three more
evacuees were brought in the door we entered, escorted by soldiers and deposited
in the mail room with the others. A minute later Internal Security Officer Mahrt,
armed with the club end of a baseball bat, brought in another evacuee, a member
of the Wardens' force, and sent him into the n.iail room. The warden sat down
at a desk, pulled a noteb(K)k from his pocket and began to look at it. I called to
Mahrt to get the book, and just then Captain Maples, armed with a tommy gun,
came in, called the arrested warden to the door, took the notebooks from the
Warden's pocket and flipped it to Mahrt. Bourne meantime had disappeared.
He earlier had used the booth phone to make a long-distance call, and I thought
lie was trying to do so again. So I told Mahrt, who went to the phone booth
and dragged Bourne out in a business-like fashion. After Bourne was out of
the booth, I rold him again about trying to get a call out without Col. Austen's
O. K., and vouched for him to Mahrt, who released him.
About that time, Mr. Best made a loud announcement in the hall that everyone

Should go to their quarters and keep out of the way. So I took Bourne by the
arm and escorted him back to our room.

Mr. Franks was already undressed. I undressed immediately to go to bed,
and Bourne put on his pajairjas and sat on the bed. While we w^ere rehashing
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our experience, a knock came at the door and Mortimer Cooke asked Mr. Bourne
to meet with Mr. Best and Col. Austen in Mr. Best's office. Excitedly he hauled
on his suit over his pajamas, his shoes without socks, grabbed his coat and left.

A few minutes later he came back and said that Colonel Austen had authorized
the public statement that the Army had moved in and that any further news
release must come from the headquarters of the Ninth Service Command at Fort
Douglas, Utah.
He asked how he could get a car to take him to Tule Lake to use a phone to

get his news out. I told him that no official cars were available. Since the news
had been released as it had been, there was no reason why it should not be;'

communicated to his office. Finally Mr. Franks volunteered to help him get a
car and make the trip to Tule Lake with him, and they left. I overheard thenj
w^hen they came in about two o'clock, but I was not thoroughly aroused. I slept
soundly until morning.

Harry L. Black.
Signed, November 22, 1943.

Statement of J, S. Lowery, Evacuee Property Officer, Regarding Events of
November 1 and November 4, 1943

Monday, November 1 : About 1 : 30 in the afternoon we noticed a string of
young Japanse going around the southeast end of the hospital and heading toward
the Caucasian housing quarter. After watching them for a minute or so I started
to the Administration Building thinking that I could see where they were going.
At this time I was in the Leave Building just north of the Administration Build-
ing. Before I could go more than 15 feet I saw the Japanese come out in the
open space north of the Post Office and take possession of several automobiles
there. I also noticed that Mr. Cole, the chief of the Internal Security Division,
and Mr. Mahrt, one of the deputies, and another man that I did not identify were
going toward the front gate at the time and that they were waved back by the
Japanese, but I was too far away to hear any orders given them.

Mr. Kent Silverthorne, Mr. Clarence Benz, and I were the only men that had
offices in the Leave Building, and as there were a number of women in it I turned
back and stayed there. The women, as I recall them, were : Mrs. J. S. Lowery,
Mrs. Kent Silverthorne, Miss Pearl Watson, Miss Seemah Battat, Miss Clara
Bogorad, Miss May Hert, Miss Clara Jensen, Mrs. Emma Rose, Mrs. Pearl
Carsley, Mrs. Mildred Farrell, Miss Dorothy Phillips, Mrs. Ruth Breece, Miss
Zell Clark, and Miss Florence Aurnheimer. There were also three Japanese
stenographers and one Japanese man. Mr. Benz had not returned to his office,

so Mr. Silverthorne and I were the only men present.
As I turned back to the door of the League Office, I noticed the Japanese coming

around the north end of the hospital. I felt no great concern for our safety, and
my chief concern was to see that the women were not alarmed by the throng.

The leaders who went around the south side of the Administration Building were
young, probably in their early twenties, with few exceptions, appeared to be some-
what excited and knew where they were going and what they were supposed to

do. The group that came around the north end of the hospital were older men
with a large percent of women and children and young girls.

The three Japanese girls that were in the Leave Building were very much
frightened and went in my office and crouched down on the floor so that would
hide them from the view of anyone looking in the windows. The Japanese man
had come in to see Mr. Silverthorne on some legal matters and did not show much
concern but finally decided to go outside and mingle with the crowd. We later got

the three girls outside through the front door when the crowd was milling around.

We had strong 2" x 4" bars which we put across the two back doors, but we
only had the regular lock on the double door in the front of the building which
we fastened after possibly ten or fifteen minutes, although no one in our group
showed any signs of alarm and we were just using good sense. The crowd was
orderly and paid no attention to us, and I went into my office and went through

a pile of correspondence that had come in late in the morning. This took me
probably an hour, although I did stop several times to go to the front door to see

what was going on there. Mr. Silverthorne worked pretty steadily, as did

practically all of the women during this time. The military became quite active

after the first few minutes and removed the canvas covers from the tanks, etc.

During the first hour the Japanese installed a public-address system on top of

the Administration Building, and it was during the early part of this time that
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.several of the Japanese came out of the Administration Building, shouldered their

way through the crowd and headed for the hospital. I have been told that Wil-

fred Schmidt, Internal Security, was with them, although I did not see him. A
few minutes later we were informed by the Japanese spokesman that the negotia-

tions were postponed for a few minutes because there had been an incident at the

hospital (referring to the beating up of Dr. Keese Pedicord, although we did not

know it at that time) and that they would keep us posted.

The young Japanese kept some of their men posted between our building and
the military area, which is about 200 feet north of it, to keep their people from
getting too close to the military area, and every little while they had to oiWev
.some of their people, who wanted to see the tanks and scout cars, back. I saw
no clubs or long knives, although some of the little boys were carving some of

the sticks in the wood pile with their pocket knives. Two of the Japanese, who
.appeared to be about twenty years old, were discussing the soldiers, and one of

them made the statement that they would not have a chance, while the other said

lie was not so sure. I was sure that this had no relation to the present demon-
tration, as there were too many women and children present, but that they were
talking about some future action.

The crowd remained standing very quietly until about 4 : 00 p. m., when we
sensed that the conference was over, Mr. Dillon S. Myer made a short address,

raying that the WRA had met with the committee, that the committee had made
some suggestions, some requests and some demands; that the WRA refused to
•consider demands but would investigate the suggestions and requests, and if

they were jutified they would be acted on. He certainly said in a nice way that
!we did not consider demands from them and that he did not consider the com-
mittee as representing the majority of the residents. The Japanese men removed
their hats when Mr. Myer started speaking.

This was followed by a ten- to fifteen-minutes talk by one of the Japanese, in
Japanese. Minor applause followed both of these talks. Mr. Ray Best, Project
Director, made a short talk saying he would gladly talk over any problems with
them at any time. Several Japanese made short talks and the crowd started to
disperse when one of the Japanese with a stocking cap on grabbed the mike and
again called them to order. A sharp order, and they all stood at attention ; on
the next order they all uncovered their heads but one man who was standing
near the speaker, and the speaker grabbed his hat from his head and violently
threw it on the ground. Another order, and they all bowed vei-y low. They were
then dismissed, and in less than five minutes there was not a single Japanese in

the area near the Administration Building. I was within thirty feet of the
speakers. The crowd stood very quietly from about 1 : 30 to about 4 : 30.

I had been told on numerous occasions by dilferent evacuees that there would
be lots of trouble at Tule Lake after. The first train arrived from Jerome. One
was from a woman who was going to leave on the next to the last train from Tule
Lnke. She said, "I want to leave quick. Many bad people are coming in. They
will take down the American flag and put up the Japanese flag. They are
bullies."

Others said that the good people here could not control the bad people and were
afraid to try because they did not know whom to trust and were afraid they would
get "beat up".

Thursday, November 4 : About 9 : 30 p. m. I stepped out of my apartment and
noticed considerable activity at the military warehouse which was less than 200
feet away. Soldiers were hurrying in and out and an army truck was at the
door. I watched them for several minutes and then went back in my apartment.
About fifteen minutes later Sergeant Walters rapped at my door and wanted

to know if we knew there was an alert on. He said he had just set a machine
gun at the north end of our barrack and another one at the gate to the colonist
area; that most of the Caucausian personnel had gone to the military area and
that we could go to the orderly room where it would be warm if we so desired.
I asked him if that was a military order, and he said no, but the room was avail-
able if we were nervous.
My fifteen-year-old daughter Margaret had retired and was sleeping, but I had

her get up and dress. I stepped out the back door, which is nearest the colony,
and found no excitement whatever, and decided we would stay home but be ready
to move the two hundred feet if necessary. About five minutes later Sergeant
Walters called and said we had better go over right away.
We found the following civilians there: Miss Margaret Lucas, Miss Clara

Bogorad. Mr. Kirkman, and four men from the contractor's crew. Mr. Guy Cook
and his son arrived shortly after.
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The soldiers near us were guarding the warehouse and formed the seoond line;
the first line being some 100 j-ards nearer the colonj'. Aside from the numerous
officers coming and going there was no activity where we were. After we had
been there possibly forty-five minutes we heard one shot from the direction of the
colony, but it was far away. About this time I noticed a number of military ve-
hicles in the colony which were circulating through tliem, but were too far away
to see what they were doing. About nddniglit two runners came from head-
quarters with the message that civilians could return to their quarters.

J. Sheldon Lowbsy.

Interview wtth Roy M. Daggy, November 18, 1943

I have been aroiind .lust five weeks as Foreman in Construction and Mainte-
nance. Some of the Japanese boys on the crew were very good at their work
but they seemed to let down and others who were average .inst kejit on about
average.
November 1st : At about 1 : 30 people were going up to the administration

building. I was met outside my apartment (802-7) by an evacuee who asked
me to follow him over to the administration building right away. It sounded
like a command more or less. I said I'd go as soon as the rest of the people in

those apartments went over and then I saw several others around the area being
told the same thing. They took all us folks over to the administration building
and the crowd was around it. It seemed as if all the Japanese people were
stationed around talking and moving around in little groups. I saw about
two fellows who it seemed had shoi-t pieces of pipe. A few looked into the
building through the windows. I didn't see any knives and I don't remember
seeing clubs. I did notice, afterwards, that they stood on hoods and tops of

cars but I saw no other damage to the c:ii's. The one thing I noticed was
evacuees going in and out of the personnel mess and they seemed to come out
the kitchen door chewing food. I saw women and children in the crowd and
they moved around a little. Some were laughing and just a few kids were
playing.

Tuesday morning the whole crew returned to work. They .seemed quieter.

I saw a couple pieces of pajier with Japanese writing on it read and passed
around. They didn't seem to talk so nuich ti) me hut talked to eacli other in

Japanese.
Thursday nig^ht I was at 302-7. I was supposed to go to work that night

but I had resigned that afternoon so I didn't go to work Thursday night. I

was a little bit afraid. There were too many evacuees out at night, too late

in the administration area. There seemed more after Monday. Well, I was
just around the quarters and 1 heard some man hollering "Help." I then heard
the Army moving in and heard a few shots and saw a few pecple running
toward the colony fiom the #300 barracks and warehouse area. About 6 or 7
of them. I figured that the least people who were out with the Army at work,
the better. I was really relieved when the Army came in and after they were
in the Construction Superintendent, Mr. Donovan, asked me to withdraw my
resignation, which I did.

Roy M. Daggy.

Statement of Harry Kirkm^^n, Junior Propi>:rty and Supply Oi^ticer, Mess
Division, Regarding Events of Novembeer 1 and November 4, 1943

November 1 : I went down after lunch to open the warehouses so the Japanese
could get In. All my crew were there at the time.

I had an appointment with IMr. Peck at 1 o'clock at the Ad. Bldg. I was with
him 20 or 25 minutes and then started to return to the warehouse area. I saw
what appeared to be a concei-ted eff:»rt to stop us from leaving. Young Japanese
were spaced about every ten feet around the rear of the Ad. Bldg. I made no
attempt to leave, and returned to the Ad. Bldg. to stay until we were released.

Anthony Smith, a painter, tried to leave, but he did not get any further than
outside one of the rear doors. They told him not to leave.
During the afternoon demonstration George Fun\ka, my senior warehouseman,

and five boys continued to work and delivered food to the colony in a normal way.
An elderly Japanese was trying to order lumber on a long-distance call from

the phone booth on the porch of the entrance to the Ad. Bldg. We could hear him
talking about lumber. Some young Japanese got wind of it and pulled him out.
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All afternoon I saw only one of niy mess department employees in the crowd,

and that was at the very outset of the afternoon. He was just looking around

and laugh in j;.

I walked around the Ad. Bldg. and did not hear any Japanese on the outside

use any vile language.
I was in Harry Black's oflSce when they put up the loudspeaker. They seemed

to he well organized.

At tlie start the boys seemed to be placed around the building, but after a while

they seemed to melt into the crowd. I saw no weapons or anybody carrying

boxes. Perhaps I am not observant, but I didn't see any.

Most of the staff took it very calmly. A lot of the crowd were standing around
like they were waiting for the show to start. The crowd was intent when any-

one spoke. I noticed grown kids sitting on cars parked at the rear of the Ad.
Bldg. Later I saw Mr. Gerry's car and the top w^as dented in, where they had
sat on it. I pushed up the top from inside and it snapped back into place. On
the windshield somebody had scratched vvitli a rock or pumice, "For Sale Cheap."
The left door handle would not work from outside.

On Wednesday I asked the boys at the time they were getting ready to go
down, "What's this, another one?" They said, "Oh, no. Just stay away from
the open-air stage." Some of the boys were wearing sweatshirts with a red ball

on the front and sunrays going out from it. This was the first time I had seen
these, and I have not seen any since. I noticed it on one boy particularly, by
the name of Tauimoto, who was one of four brothers who were kind of hard-
headed and who had been sent to the isolation camp—the CCC camp.
One boy, Osama Kobayashi, came to me who said: "There may be some

Japanese in the colony who don't like you. If any of them threaten you come
and tell me and we will fix them." That was all he said.

Between Monday and Thursday the boys seemed friendlier, more willing and
cooperative, if anything.
November 4 : Lt. Frank Doraii and I were at the apartment of Miss Lucas

and Miss Bogorad. Lt. Doran left about 9:45 to get a box of candy at his
quarters. In about five minutes lie came back with his gas mask and guns
and said there was an alert and told us to go to his quarters. We said we would
stay where we were since we had the Army to protect us. A few minutes later
he returned and said forcibly to go to the military area. This impressed us
more with the seriousness of the situation, and we went.
We saw tanks moving down to the village, and other activity. We heard

shots from the direction of the colony.

On Friday we had no Japanese help in the warehouse area. Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday were three rather hard days. We had to load trucks and
distribute the food ourselves. We had a convoy in charge of Lt. Hagen. His
boys helped us. We made two trips to the mess halls on Friday, although
we didn't get to all kitchens.
On the first trip I made, at mess hall 11 or 12, one of the Japanese cooks, a

big Japanese, became angry when he saw the suet we were delivering, because
he thought it was part of the meat ration. He threw the suet into the street,
narrowly missing Lt. Hagen. Another kitchen helper picked it up and took
it back into the kitchen.
There was not any other incident, although the Japanese ran frightened

when the convoy appeared. After the first day they were not alarmed at all

by the convoy.
The morning, I think it was Tuesday, that the Japanese came to work there

had to be a clearance from Internal Security. I had a list of twenty-four names
of former workers. The Internal Security cut eleven off. Of those eleven
one was under eighteen, one had agitated against working in the butcher shop.
Mr. Foss and Mr. Hoover gave me the name and T turned it over to Internal
Security. The other nine had I. S. records. In the afternoon Mr. Mahrt of
I. S. came down to the warehouse and gave us a clearance on ten men and
took eleven back to the village. Three hadn't been cleared. We understood
that these ten plus fifteen additional men cleared by the I. S. were to return
to work the next morning. They didn't show up then or since.

We arranged for the head timekeeper to contact the three evacuee mess su-
pervisors in the colony and have them contact the various mess halls for feed
and supply requirements which would be left at the timekeeper's office for Lt.
Hagen to pick up daily and deliver to Mr. Bello, an associate project steward.
When the Japanese workers didn't show up we were given the help of a few
soldiers viho helped in the butcher shop, loaded trucks and drove trucks on the
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food convoys to the colony. The butchering was done by Mr. Foss and Mr.
Hoover.
A group of about sixty soldiers, including some who had been helping, started

work on November 18. We had twelve full carloads of food and nine less-than-
carload lots piled up on the siding. These soldiers, part of a company brought
in from Fort Lewis, are unloading these cars and in other ways getting the
food warehoused and delivery system back to normal.
With the exception of Mr. Foss and Mr. Hoover who are doing the butchering,

all the food warehousing, shipments and delivering are done by the soldiers.
After we received a block managers' count of 15,413 population, which we knew
was too high, we started sending the same amount of food to each mess halL

H. KiRKMAN.

iNTEEviEiw With Chester A. Failing

I have been in charge of the motor pool since July 23, 1942. I could see for
several days before November 1 that certain people in the colony were putting
pressure on the boys working in the motor pool.

November 1 : I was busy working on monthly reports that I had been working
on for a few days. Mr. Powell was down at the motor pool and could tell you
what went on down there. I was kept pretty busy with these reports, signing and
checking the time slips. I know the boys working for me were doing their best,

and I can't pick out any who themselves would cause any trouble. Several came
to me earlier complaining of pressure and saying that they couldn't do the job
the way I wanted it done and maybe should be reassigned. But the motor-pool
boys worked hard and I can't complain. I explained to them that that's the way
I felt and I controlled the working pretty much that way, not expecting too much
under the circumstances. On Monday when the crowd came I kept right on
working at my desk and the crowd didn't bother me a bit. The only thing I saw
were some boxes some of the fellows had under their arms. I saw a few flat

boxes. This was on the other side of the south wing of the administration build-

ing. I remember Mr. Powell came in. He said there were some Japanese boys
in my car, and when I looked I say 4 or 5 of them. It looked to me like they

might do some damage, and I had locked the car up, so I went into the front oflSee

and reported it. One man of the negotiating committee, about 33 or 34 years old^

in a white coat and dark trousers, came out and stopped the boys. Later, when
I checked, there was no real damage to the car. They had taken off the
windshield wipers and bent the handles a little and they had pried up a sort

of hole on the side ventilator to get their hand in to open the door. But it

wasn't serious and when the ventilator is closed it's covered up and no air

gets in. They also bent the aerial, but so little I could bend it back mayself , and
there was nothing else. They didn't even take the tools out of the glove case, and
I had some pretty valuable tools in there which was really what I was most
concerned about.

In the crowd I saw no knives, clubs, pieces of pipe, or anything like that. The
crowd was mixed and all ages were represented. I imagine about 5% were
women and children. They didn't seem to be doing any damage and they stood

pretty quiet all through.
I was told that they had taken a line of trucks and blocked the area between

the post office and the fence and had strung some trucks on the east side of

the administration building, but that's all I noticed.

Tuesday the boys came back to work and they were just about the same. Thurs-

day a couple of the boys from the motor pool told me they didn't feel they could

go on working because they didn't think they could do the job the way I wanted
it done. I said, ^'Well, then, do the job the best you can." I met the same 2 boys

later, on the way up from the motor pool to this building and again they asked
me. They said they wanted to drive a truck rather than stay right in the motor
pool. Now one of them is back at the job and another is anxious to return. I

have 5 back working down there with me. I don't know anything about getting

back those trucks Thursday night, but Pete Zimmer said he got the keys and gave
them to Huck Schmidt, and I think Jarrat was in on it, too.

Chester A. Failing.
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Statement of Mrs. Ruth P. Brikece, High-School Teacher, Regarding Events of

November 1 and November 4, 1948

November 1 : I was in the Leave Building Monday afternoon.

I have lived in the Far East most of my life. I wasn't particularly upset, be-

cause the crowd was about as orderly as any I had ever seen. I had no fear. My
theory was just to go ahead with my work.

'

I didn't like the appearance of what I saw. I thought it was out of order for

;i them to come up here ; that the crowd was definitely anti whatever they were

I

against.

I have heard stories of what people saw, but I didn't see any. I didn't look out

the window much because I didn't want to give them the satisfaction of showing

I
we were upset.

Three or four office girls seemed alarmed, and they got down between the desks

and crept to the back of the room. They were badly frightened. Later they crept

back and said they thought they would be safer outside. They went out and son
of rushed into the crowd to lose themselves. I don't think they knew ahead of

time. They didn't mention hearing anything about the meeting. ^.lost of the

women in the room were quite calm.

I heard the speeches, and while I don't understand Japanese I gathered that

they seemed pleased at what was said, the way they bowed. I thought it was
better not to try to force my w^ay out. I saw several on top of cars. They were
not engaging in any destructive activities. I made a point of not looking out too

much.
November 4: I had a feeling that there were a great number of undesirable

young men in small groups wandering around the Administration area. A friend

said to me at noon that she had never seen so many unpleasant or evil faces.

There were undesirable groups.

When I left the house (near motor pool) at noon, I noticed five men standing
to right of motor pool, and there was something in their attitude, as if they were
plotting. I spoke of it to Miss Philipps, a friend. During the afternoon we saw
more of these groups going either to the post office or the motor pool, which I un-
derstood later was their rendezvous.

I saw the man who was talking to the other men at the motor pool walking with
some other men toward the colony with empty wooden boxes in their hands, orange
crates or something. I wondered aloud to Miss Philipps if they didn't have some-
thing in mind. They stopped and started a little fire near the warehouse area.

We watched them for a while. The man I noticed was heavy-set, wearing kahki
trousers and sweater to match. I have been in the Orient when things were plot-

ting and brewing, and I notice such things.

I was at home Thursday evening, and I heard the cars moving back and forth.

There seemed to be furious activity. Mr. Hill, who lives in the same barrack,
said he heard it, too.

I was writing letters. About 10 o'clock, I think, I heard the commotion. I
turned out the light because they seemed to be rather near our house. I looked
out the window toward the west and saw Mr. Hill outside without his hat and
coat. I thought I would step to the door and speak to him. He was nowhere to

be seen.

Just then about five Japanese came tearing around the house with long stout
sticks or clubs, and I started to close the door as they came by. Mr. Hill said he
thought they were after him, and ran into his house. I didn't see them all, but
they seemed to all be wearing raincoats. I thought at the time it might be some
sort of disguise. Their faces looked strained.

I waited about ten minutes, and then opened the door again and found Mr. and
Mrs. Hill at their door. They insisted that we, Mrs. Kallam and myself, stay in

their house that night. He didn't think it would be safe to go back to my apart-
ment. Against my will I stayed.
Looking out the window we saw a number of Japanese run toward the colony.

In a few moments we saw the soldiers, and they began firing at the fleeing Japa-
nese. The other women thought they saw a Japanese man walk past the house,
but I didn't see him.

Mr. Hill is on the fire staff and has a telephone. Somebody called him twice.
During the night he had a call from the Japanese at the fire station, asking him
if he wanted them to come up if there was a fire up here.

i Ruth P. Breece. /
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Interview With Mu. Bergman, Sanitary Engineek, November 18, 1943

At 1 : 00 I was down at the plumbing shop, 348, making a report on materials
needed for Mr. Slattery. I was supposed to take the report up to him at 1 :00. My
offi 'e is funny down there. The electrical office is on the other side and we have
one phone between the two offices. About 1 :00 the Japanese electrical foreman
came over and wanted to know if I would answer the phone. He said he was
going to a party. I told him "Uh Huh" and took off for the office on the hill.to take
the report up. As I came to the motor pool I saw a couple hundred Japs lined

up. They hollered to me to stop so I ducked around them, gunned the car down to

the fl3Gr boards and right up the hill with my report. When I was coming back
I saw the crowd and wondered what the hell all the exicement was and came
back down to see. Well, I got stopped at the gate between the motor pool and
the fence. There was this line of Japs, 2 hundred of them, then they had lined

up trucks end to end, maybe about 8 trucks, across the road there in front of
the service station and the motor-pool building over to the building on the other
side of the service station. They stopped me all right this time and I sat out
there all afternoon square behind 3 machine guns. I thought it was a wonderful
position.

The crowd down there was running this way and that and milling around like

a bunch of sheep. That fat cop was riding around in a pick-up all over the place.

Once about two-thirds of them moved over to the motor pool and climbed all over
the cars again and they swarmed back down again and nulled around somewhere
else. I guess a few of them had sticks and bars and things like that. When I
first came up to the motor pool there was about 2 hundred of them lined up.
They are sort of dumb bastards, these Japs and they wouldn't have enough sense
to line off a place on the other side of the motor pool. That's how I ducked
around them. Those guys looked just threatening enough to me so that I didn't
want to stop anyway. All they said to me before I ducked around the side of the
building was "Stop."

I guess it was just after I left the plumbing shop that they came and got Hitts.

The Japs came and got him and put him in the administration building. You
can figure that that's what they were going to do to me and and that's why that
Jap electrician wanted me to hang around there and answer the phone but the way
I figure it when a Jap tells you anything out of the way, do the opposite.

P. C. Bergman.

Statement of Miss Alma K. Folda, Chief Nurse, Regarding Events of
November 1 and 4

November 1: Monday morning there was an unsettled air to the hospital. I

had intended to go to church that morning at 10 in the colony—Catholic church
services. I didn't think things were quite right in the hospital, but there was
nothing definite—just an air, the attitude of the people.

After we came back from lunch there was considerable going back and forth
in the hospital of people not working there. When I was making rounds in the
wards I noticed people coming up from the colony. Then I went back to the
front office, and there were boys, sometimes alone, some in groups of two or
three, going in and out of the front door, apparently with no business. It was
not a visiting day.
From my office facing the administration area I watched the crowds gathering

around the Administration Building.
There were two or three boys standing in front of the hospital entrance who

seemed to be waiting for a signal or for other people. Very quickly they gath-
ered, between ten and twelve boys eighteen to twenty-five years of age, and then
came up the front steps, pushed the screen which Dr. Mason was holding, came
right in and walked down to the partition in the main hallway.
Then there was scuffling in the hall, which I didn't see—no cries or shouts.

They they lent in a group, went down the front steps, paused in front of the steps,

and Miss Curran went down the steps and returned with Dr. Perdicord, walking
up the steps.

Then I saw what he needed, and made rounds of the hospital, checking the
nurses' stations, several times during the afternoon.
We were refused the use of all the telephones in the hospital by Japanese boys

posted by them. Also all the doors were guarded. We were told that these boys
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were all right to take care of those doors by Mr. Schmidt when he came over
with a Japanese man.

After he left the building the Japanese people, as far as I know, put the re-

strictions on the phone. I didn't know they had beaten Dr. Pedicord until I

saw him being brought in. They must have carried him out and, from the looks
of his clothes, put him on the ground.

Dr. Akimotsu and Dr. Suzuki, who were to be transferred to other centers and
who are gone now, dressed up in their white hospital suits, although they had
not been on the active hospital list for several days or weeks.
Only two Japanese nurses' aides asked me as I went through the halls on my

rounds if Dr. Perdicord was hurt seriously. There was very little conversation
among any of the i>eople. People seemed to be wondering what was goin^ to

happen. Hospital workers were at the windows watching the crowd around the
Administration Building.

I have the feeling that the attack on Dr. Pedicord was premeditated, that the
boys going through the halls were sizing up the lay of the land while the group
was gathering at the entrance.

On Tuesday morning several Japanese nurses' aides passed comments that they
were surprised we were back on the job. They seemed definitely sui'prised.

At noon when we went back there was a marked silence and derisive attitude.

Nobody spoke as we passed them along the hall, which was not at all usual on
"the part of the many that we met.
We came over to the staff meeting in the Recreation Hall, and we didn't go

back to the hospital. Dr. Pedicord said he didn't think Caucasian nurses should
be in the hospital if the doctors weren't. Doctors' acivity was limited Tuesday.

TuLE Lake Center,
Neivell, California.

November 4th Incident

(Koi^ort fubmitted by Fenton Mahrt. Assislnnt Chief of Internal Security)

The following refers to the incident of November 4th. At 7 P. M., on
Thursday, November 4, 1943, I (Fenton Mahrt) was placed on guard duty at

the Caucasian residential area, located east of the military area. My job was
to patrol this area and to report to the military headquarters every half hour.
I was to also check the guards at the tent factory every hour.
At about S : 45 P. M. on November 4th, I received a telephone call from a guard

by the name of Ivan Buell, who was guarding the high-school area. Mr. Buell
told me that he would like to have someone come down immediately, as the evac-
uees were packing off the lumber. Upon arriving at this area, there were several
wardens in the vicinity assisting Mr. Buell to chase the evacuees back down in the
colony.
As I drove around the high-school area, I saw approximately eight evacuees with

clubs standing along the fence east of the warehouse district. I then informed
Mr. Buell that for his own safety, he had better go to the administration building
.and stay there for the time being.

Upon going back into the warehouse district, I saw several squads of evacuees
with clubs located at various points. I then came to the administration building,
picked up Edward Borbeck,' Internal Security Officer, at Tule Lake Project, and
Ted Lewis," Internal Security Officer from the Central Utah Reclamation Project,
and proceeded back to the warehouse district, pointing out the different groups
standing around with clubs to Mr. Borbeck and Mr. Lewis. We then went to the
home of Delbert R. Cole, Chief of Internal Security (123-2) , at approximately 9 : 00
P. M. He was informed of these different squads of evacuees and of what they
were doing. Mr. Cole told us to continue patrolling, but not to get into any trouble
or take any chances. Mr. Cole also stated that he would contact Mr. Willard E.
Schmidt, the National Chief of Internal Security, and find out what action was
to be taken.,

We then proceeded back to the warehouse district, where we were stopped by a
Chevrolet pick-up with 5 evacuees in it. They wanted to know what our names

1 Edward Borbeck is of the Tule Lake Internal Security Division.
- Ted Lewis is of the Topaz Internal Security Division.

62G26—44—vol. 16 29
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were and what business we had in that vicinity at that time. The driver of this
pick-up was Tom " Yoshio" Kobayashi, who, at that time, was a member of the
wardens' police department.
We asked Mr. Kobayashi why he was not performing his official duty as a war-

den, instead of hauling a group of the goon squad around the camp. Kobayashi
stated that he was forced to do this. The evacuees refused to let us go at this
time, so we decided that the only thing to do was to get out of our car and fight
it out, so that we might eventually get back to the administration building. When
the evacuees saw that we had called their bluff, they pulled their car out of our
way and let us go about our business.
Mr. Borbeck, Mr. Lewis, and myself then drove immediately to the administra-

tion building and called the Chief of Internal Security, Mr. Cole, who at that
time was at his residence at 123-2. We related our experience to MTr. Cole, who
told us to wait at his home or at the administration building and that he would
contact Mr. Schmidt, the National Chief of Internal Security. Mr. Schmidt
in turn contacted Mr. Best, the Project Director, who at this time was at his
home. Mr. Best then immediately notified Colonel 'Austin, Commanding Officer

of the military unit.

We then heard a car out in front of the administration building, so Mr. Bor-
beck, Internal Security Officer, Mr. Lewis, Internal Security Officer, and I went
out in front to see what the commotion was about. We found the same pick-up
driven by Tom Yoshio Kobayashi and his four strong-arm men, who were in the
pick-up with him. We stopped the evacuees and asked them what business they
had up in this vicinity. We ordered the evacuees to get out of the truck. Tom
Toshio Kobayashi let out a weird yell, similar to that of a coyote, to notify the
goon squad, members of which were hidden around the various buildings, to

<!ome to their aid. We. were then attacked by approximately 20 evacuees, who
were armed with clubs and swords shaped from wood of a kendo nature.

We fought for approximately five minutes, the Internal Security Officers hav-
ing no weapons with which to protect themselves. After fighting for some time,

1 saw Mr. Borbeck, Internal Security Officer, trip over a large rwk that was
along the side of the roadway, and when he fell, three evacuees armed with
clubs jumped on him, beating him about the face and legs with their clubs.

At this time I was unable to reach him or to give him any assistance because
about 10 members of the goon squad, armed with clubs, were between us.

One member of this squad wore eyeglasses. Being aware of an opportunity to

hurt one of the evacuees. I gave him a stiff right in the eye, breaking his glasses

and cutting his face. One evacuee kicked me in the back while another one
grabbed me by the throat. By some miracle, I squirmed away from the
evacuees, ran into the administration building, grabbed a chair, and at this

time Mr. Cole, Chief of Internal Security, came up and also grabbed a chair and
we ran back out to assist Mr. Borbeck. We found that Mr. Borbeck had already
come into the administration building. He was cut about the face very badly.

When Mr. Cole and I went back out, armed with chairs, to fight the evacuees,

the goon squad commenced to run. We went back into the administration
building and at this time the Army went into action.

We then went out the back door of the administration building. I had in my
possession a very good baseball bat. Three members of the goon squad came
running up from the hospital, which is located about 200 yards east of the

administration building. The evacuees probably thought we were part of their

gang. However, when they came close enough to recognize us, they knew that a
mistake had been made.
One of the evacuees made a fiying tackle at me. I side-stepped and brought

the baseball bat down across his head with terrific force. He hit the dirt, lay

there quivering for a few minutes, then shook his head and got up on his hands
and knees. Mr. Lewis, Internal Security Officer, hit one evacuee on the head.

The evacuee went down, but regained his feet immediately. I then swung the

bat viciously at his head and dropped him to the ground.
The other member of the evacuee gang, seeing that they were fighting a

losing battle, started to run. He also was hit by a Mr. Payne, Internal Security

Officer, and dropped to the ground. We then lifted the evacuees to their feet,

then half carrying them to the administration building, we turned them over to

Captain Mount Archer, of the Army. This was at approximately 10 : 45 P. M.
In cooperation with the Intelligence Unit of the Army, headed by Captain

Mount Archer, members of the evacuee group were questioned for names of

members of their organization, resulting in the following list of names which
were submitted to Officer Fenton Mahrt by Tom "Yoshio" Kobayashi, who
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admitted that he was the leader of this particular riot, which was held on
Thursday, November 4, 1943

:

Tomita
Shimio
Shimomura
Yoshido
Yabumoto, Kyoemon_
Yusaku, Hibino
Oki, Kakuma
Takeo, Matsui
Mabeyiro, Makasura_
Akiyama, Masao

Yamasaki, Meniichi—
Kmnagai, Kazao
Yoida, Miyo
Last name not known

Yoshi
Jimmy

Matsumura, George—
Mory, Caldyeh
Inoue,
Miyashi, Yoshida
Shimon i Shi,

Matsuda,
Matsuda,
Kosama, Bud*
Yokotoka,
Nakano,

Inoue and Nissimi

Katazuma, Rin
Ninamiya,
Matumura, Joe
Kanaoka, "Doc"
Takat
Nogawa,

Sakamoto,

It is suggested that the above names and addresses be checked against the
records of the Housing Division.

* Star indicates those definitely known to be ringleaders.
Fenton Mahrt,

Assistant Chief of Internal Security.

Dictated by Fenton Mahrt on November 8, 1943, 9 : 00 A. M. Transcribed
by Seemah Battat, Secretary to Willard Schmidt, on November 8, 1943.

November 15, 1943.
Memorandum to: Edward H. Spicer.
From : Katharine Tift.

Subject : Observation, as requested, of recent events.

I. Experiences in Housing OflSce.

II. The Funeral.
III. November First meeting.
IV. Thursday Night.

I. When the Housing Office was located in the North East wing of the High
School Building, very few incidents occurred which were unpleasant. The most
striking one took place when an evacuee (Mr. Esser has the name) threatened to
kill one of our colonist workers when she did not give him the service (housing
assignment) which he wanted. The girl, Mrs. Ruth Ichikawa, was upset and
quite frightened.
Our experience in meeting the incoming trainloads was pleasant on the whole.

When the whole groups of bachelors come in from Central Utah and from Jerome,

2804-A.
2804-A

.. 2804-A.
4402-E.

_ 4302-E.
- 4314-D.
_ 4313-C.
.- 4306-A.
_ 4305-C.
_ Works at 46 mess hall,

Badge #4388.
4305-E.

- 4301-E.
_ Address unknown.

_ 5911-E.
- 5911-E.
- 7112-C.
.. 1613.

1613.

_ 1613.

.. 67-4-D.

.. 72 block.

71 block.

. 5911-D (Knotty door).
_ 71-2-A.
r2513-D.

-\2513-D.
.. 4101-DE.
_ 2105-A.
. 7112-CD.
_. Block 42.

Block 42.

-. 71-1-A.
- 5911-A.
- 3513-C (3513-C).
- 3513.
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as groups, they were noisy and rude perhaps, but their whole attitude was care-
free nonchalance, not sullen determination.
When Housing Office was moved to 1308, after the last incoming train move-

ment, more rudeness from the bachelor boys was immediately apparent. For
the great part, this rudeness came from the bachelor men who wanted to get out
of the recreation halls to which they were temporarily assigned. "You can't treat
us like animals—putting us in barns like this," was one familiar type of com-
plaint. The boys were ganged together in these recreation halls for about three
weeks before our housing staff was able to assign empty apartments to them. At
one time a young man slapjped one of our office receptionists in the face, saying,
"This is old Japan," or words to that effect, when explaining his actions to Mr.
Huycke later.

As for myself, my contacts with all the colonists who come to our office were
either pleasant or quite ordinary. Many of the boys who came in were on the
defensive and w^ere demanding, but I had no occasion to feel that their attitudes
warranted my taking down their names.

II. The Funeral : The funeral for the farm worker killed by the truck accident
was held just beyond the outdoor stage and took place from about 2 : 00 to 3 : 00
P. M. The platform faced east, and as the platform was east to us we could not
see the stage where the actual funeral ceremony took place. However, we could
see, from the Housing Office, the crowds gathering and the type of crowd which
attended.

It was, for the most part, a group of adults, mostly men. There were many
young boys who were apparently running the program. At about 2 : 15 P. M.,
a young man came in and in a very excited tone of voice told us to stop work. He
spoke entirely in Japanese and the Japanese girls (5-7) who were in the office

with me translated the words. He said he wanted us to stop work : turn off

any radios or noisemakers, not answer the phone, etc. The girls told him that
our office vras closed to the public, and that Ave were doing no business at that
time.

Later, Mr. Huycke came to the office and sauntered down to where the crowd
was gathered. He has a story to tell of various incidents which took place nearer
the funeral. After the ceremony was over, the same young man in an army
uniform told us we could commence our work again. He was very pleasant,
though very determined as he had been the first time.

III. November First Meeting : At about 1 : 05 P. M., I was bicycling back to 1308
on this afternoon, and I saw by the Firemen's barracks, a crowd of 20-30 boys
(young men) talking together and looking across at another crowd, just across

the firebreak near 713. Looking toward the east along the main firebreak, I

saw two other groups of men gathered—one in front of Block 12 and the other
from farther along the firebreak beyond Block 12. Whistles blew from different

places and in orderly fashion the groups started w\alking in the direction of the

hospital. Looking back as I rode along, I saw these groups converging in the
hospital area and other stragglers were running to join them. Looking ahead,,

whole processions of colonists, including mothers with baby buggies, little chil-

dren, etc. came marching down from various roads running north and south, into

the main firebreak, turning and all walking toward the hospital.

At the Housing Office only one Japanese girl was there, Namiko Yamada. I

asked some bystanders what was up and they said that Dillon Myers was going
to speak. Namiko said she would like to go too, but when we stopped by her
home on the way to the Ad Building her mother Vv'ouldn't let her go. So I

bicycled back to the Ad Building alone, almost getting caught in the great swarm
of colonists who were w^alking tov.'ard the Ad Building via south of the hospital.

I went into the Ad Building out of curiosity, before most of the colonists

had arrived in the administration area. During most of that afternoon while
we were in the Ad Building I sat at a typewriter in the Procurement Office

looking at the Japanese children playing on the lawn in front, and at the boys
who were guarding the front door. I could recognize the boys who were
there, I am sure, if I saw them again. Most of the folks in that particular pait

of the front yard which was in my line of vision weren't even interested in

what was going on. The people were laughing and visiting, and the kids pulled

grass and had grass fights, etc. I saw five Kibei rush into the Ad Building to

bring out the old lady who came in to use the ladies' toilet.

When the speeches were being delivered, I went to the Social Welfare Office

and took down Mr. Myer's speech and Mr. Best's in shorthand.
IV. Thursday night: At about 10:30 P. M. Yvanne Astur (Dorothy Phillips)

came into my room, 304-4, to tell me there was "excitement going on." We saw
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tanks anil armored cars go by, and saw the soldiers stop the cook who was
evidently scared and was running toward the colony, his white apron nnd tea

towels flapping. Later I saw, from my front porch, some of our internal secu-

rity men stop a government car and shout to the men inside to hold their

hands up (that occurred just east of the dining hall, on the road). I stayed
in my room all the time except for the few minutes I crossed our driveway
to go over to Priscilia Robinson's room with B. Burton, who was going to sleep

with Priscilia that night.

Respectfully submitted.
KATHARINE TiFT.

Statement of Eada Silverthorne, Teacher

November 1 : I returned to the office in the Leave Building after lunch
on Monday the 1st and went to work at my desk. The first I was conscious of
anything happening was when I got up to go over to the Administration Build-
ing, probably about 1 : 30. There were quite a few people outside and I wondered
who was leaving the Project to attract such a crowd. I immediately realized

it was something special rather than someone leaving. Instead of going on
over to the Administration Building, I joined others ^it the windows and watched
the people gather.
The people were concentrating around the Administration Building but there

were a lot all around the Leave Building. On the north side of the Leave
Building people were watching the preparations of the military with great inter-

est. Once, while watching this crowd on the north side, I saw a young man
come around and give some directions of some kind and a good portion of the
crowd turned and worked over more toward tne Administration Building.

I suppose it must have been about 3 o'clock wlien I decided to go home. One
of the girls in the office decided to go with me. We went out the back door
and started home. As we got to the edge of the crowd a young fellow stepped
up in front of us and asked us to please stay in the building. I told him I was
going to the rest room and since it was so crowded thru the other way to the
Administration Building, I was going home. He made some little remark in
Japanese, shrugged his shoulders and stepi)ed away. We went on unmolested.
After about 20 minutes we returned. I had my dog with me and several times
going and coming various people called to the dog ; and a couple of times they
patted her. The people, other than the one young man, paid no attention to

u« at all.

We went back into the office and continued to watch and listen. The crowd
outside was very quiet and patient, made up of young and old men and women
and children. As the afternoon wore on some boys about 10 or 11 started tap-
ping on the windows. They would knock against the glass—peer in and
duck down when I would look at them. Finally, I went over and stood by the
window where they couldn't see me. The next time they knocked, I knocked
back at them. They grinned and that finished their game.
Once during the afternoon, I heard someone mention having seen some pointed

sticks. Miss Jensen and I went to the windows looking especially for sticks or
weapons. We saw none at all.

I was never conscious of anyone in the Leave Building being frightened.
Some went on wtih their work and those watching seemed to be curious and
interested. I never saw anything in the whole incident to make me feel
afraid.

[Signed] Eada Silverthorne.

Affidavit
State of California,

County of Modoc, ss:

Eada Silverthorne, being first duly sworn on oath, says

:

I am an employee of the War Relocation Authority, Tule Lake Center, Newell,
California.
On the afternoon of November 1, 1943, I was working in the Leave Office build-

ing, which is located some 60 or 70 feet from the main administration building,
and facing the door into Mr. Black's office in the administration building.
Around 1 : 00 P. M. I noticed large numbers of evacuees coming from the colony

and gathering around the administration buildings. In a half hour's time after
the first groups appeared the whole area around and between the buildings was
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packed with men, women, and children. Shortly after the crowd arrived a com-
mittee of evacuees entered the administration building through the door of Mr.
Black's oflBce. In the meantime evacuees were busy setting up a loud speaker
system.

In the Leave OflBce building, which was surrounded on all sides, none of the ap-
pointed personnel appeared to be at all excited or frightened. Some went on with
their work and others stood at the doors and windows watching the crowd. Dur-
ing this waiting period, while the committee was negotiating, several evacuees
came into the oflSce from the crowd for the transaction of routine business with
the Legal Division and the Evacuee Property Section.

When the crowd had been there for some two hours I decided to go to my apart-
ment. I walked out the door, through the crowd and went home. On the outskirts
of the crowd a young man asked me to please go back inside. I explained the
nature of my errand and he let me proceed. About twenty minutes later I came
back to the office again going through the crowd. I was not threatened in any
way, and was at no time afraid.

I watched the crowd on and off all afternoon, but at no time did I see any
weapons or incendiary materials.
When the committee finished its negotiations, Mr. Myer and Mr. Best appeared

at the door of Mr. Blacks' office and spoke to the crowd. When thev comnleted
their talks they were applauded by the crowd. After translations and speeches in
Japanese the crowd went back to the colony.

Eada Silveethoene.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of November 1943.
[SEAL] ,

Notary Public in for the County of Modoc, State of California.

Affidavit
State of California,

County of Modoc, ss:

C. E. Zimmer, being first duly sworn on oath, says

:

I understand that Noble C. Wilkinson, a former employee of the War Reloca-
tion Authority, testi(fied hefore the California State Senate Committee on;

Japanese Resettlement in California that Japanese butchers had threatened C. B.
Zimmer, Assistant Project Director, Ralph B. Peck, Project Steward, and himself,
with knives.

I wish to state that I have never been threatened with a knife by anyone in all

the time I have been at the Tule Lake Project.
[Signed] C. E. Zimmer.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this — day of November 1943.
[seal] ,

Notary Public in and for the County of Modoc, State of California.

Interview With Otis Roper, Assistant Electrical Encineer, November 18, 1943

I wasn't here on Monday or Thursday as I live off the project. I was here on
Wednesday, Tuesday, and Thursday during the daytime. I handle a small crew
of evacuees and keep them busy. They didn't say anything on Tuesday. I think
that there is one boy in the electrical crew, a very good man, who was probably
involved in this thing. He is on the pay roll as an electrician's helper but he
is actually in charge of a crew and was a key man in the organization right up until

this think happened. He is Nisei but he is the micliievous type. He is a
pleasant fellow and not vicious, but he is the one who told Bergman that he was
going to a party Monday afternoon and wanted Bergman to stay around to answer
the phone. He never gave me any trouble although a couple of nights before this

happened he asked me for permission to keep the truck in the colony at night

to answer trouble calls. This permission, fortunately, was denied him.
You know, two of the electrical department's cars were involved in this thing.

The pick-up was used on Thursday, and Monday they had my panel truck but

they got both of these after they were turned in at the motor pool. They were
taken out by the wardens. This boy reported to me on Tuesday morning that the

pick-up had been used the night before and had been driven 46 miles. He also

reported that a warden had been seen using it. It was the first time in months
that it had been driven by anybody outside of the electrical department because
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they knew over at the motor pool that I didn't want our trucks used by other
people since I wanted to leave some supplies in them. I called Mr. Failing on
T^uesday morning and told him to take steps not to let this happen again. That
was when he checked and found that the warden had been using it.

On Thursday night they had the pick-up and it was the big fat warden who was
driving it.

I suppose you know that my crew has been back for 2 half days since the last

trouble. They all came back except Fu, that is the boy I've been telling you about,

Fusao Utsurosi, and three other new men. I said that Fn had some explaining
to do. The office girl said that his father had made him do it. His father was
interned. This boy signed No, No, to questions 27 and 28. He was the only one
in my old crew who answered no. I understand that the committee has since

ordered these men not to come back to work. Several want to come back, I have
heard, but it isn't safe to do so.

Otis Roper.

Interview With Julius P. Christensen

I have been supervisor of Irrigation Construction and in charge of drainage and
TOads since June 1942. When you asked me whether I noticed any difference in

the farm workers before or after segregation all I can say is that there wasn't
too much change in the farmers. They were just a different group of people but
they were pretty much the same. Just a lot of different kind of individuals. The
point is that this farm trouble is not new. There has always been trouble on the
farm. It was always one of the sore spots here. When you ask me why that was,
the answer is that just about all the diflSculty grew out of the method of manage-
ment. I don't care what color people are they react the same way when rubbed
the wrong way. The farm workers would ask me to do various things for them.
I would tell them that they would have to take it up with Mr. Kalian, they would
throw up their hands and say, "You get nothing but broken promises from him."
About pressure groups, I don't remember having any such groups in the

construction department except last spring when two of the Engineers had an
argument about building the high-school building. Harry Katysuma had been
assigned the gym. Richard Fujioka the other building, but Harry thought he
should be boss and attempted to run Richard off. Richard came to me and asked
me to stay out of it that he wanted to handle it in his own way, and he did,

and won the fight.

I don't know much about recent pressure groups except during segregation
a man came to me that said he was from Jerome and that he had been in

charge of heavy equipment there and would like to have a job for him and
his crew. From his talk with me he let me know that he wanted to be boss
and I told him that I had a man in charge of the equipment and that if he
wanted to work he would have to do what he was told to do. He then told
me that when the big bo»ss got here he was quite sure that things would change.
The answer that I gave him was that I would be boss as long as I was here.

He left and has never been back.
Then, during segregation, when the trains came in from Jerome I remember

some of those boys talking the same way. They spoke of the time when the big
boss would come. I don't quite remember the name they referred to, but this

Jerome man who came in to run my crew, also said, "Well, we'll change this

when the boss come." I, of course, told him that I ran the heavy equipment.
All through this recent period my foreman has been scared. I see him on the
job and he is still that way.
November 1 : I was in the heavy-equipment shop and I came up here to see

what was going on. There was a crowd. I sat in the same office with Mr.
Failing and saw them take off gas caps and they put sand in the tanks too. The
only other thing I saw was twisted windshield wipers. The crowd was mixed
with women and children on the north side of the building. They didn't have
any weapons. I did see a couple of short canes about two and a half feet long.
I didn't see any inflammable material like straw or soaked rags and I remember
that I looked for this sort of thing after they removed the gas caps because I

thought there might be some intention to start a fire. It was a quiet crowd.
They even kept their kids quiet and they looked very serious. At the end they
all removed their hats and faced south. They bowed and I am sure the direction
they faced in was south.
Tuesday part of the crew came back and they worked all right.
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On Thursday night I was right here on the project asleep in my own bed
when someone came to the door and hollered. I thought to myself, "Go to hell."

but my wife thought differently, so I got up and went to the door and said,

"What's up?" to the soldier there. He said that the Captain had told us to go to

the military zone and I said it was okay if the Captain said so. There was
nothing else that night except that I lost some sleep.

(Signed) Julius P. Chkistensen,

Interview With Margaret Lucas, Secretary

November 1 : I was in Mr. Best's oflSce. I was there for about 3 hours during
the afternoon. The address system was set up after the committee came in.

Shortly before 1 : 00 Mr. Fagan called me and said that a group from the motor
pool were coming down to the office. Maybe there were 25 coming down. There
had been 25 here in the morning, and when they came in it didn't alarm me.
The warden said that they were boys from the motor pool who were too young
to drive and they were coming in to see Mr. Best about that. Around 1 : 00
o'clock Mr. Harkness called and said that there was a large group of people forming
at the high-school area and heading toward the administration area. Thinking
that Mr, Best was having lunch, I went to the Dining Room to tell him.^ People
were already gathering between the Dining Room and the Administration Build-
ing. I went through the crowd and back again and wasn't bothered. Soon after
I was back in the office the committee came in, and I went in and took notes until

Seemah came in to relieve me shortly after 4 : 00 o'clock. I walked through the
Administration Building. I saw no evacuees in the Administration Building.

There was quite a large number of appointive personnel in my office. During
the meeting with the committee, while I was taking notes, Kuratomi was sitting

down. It didn't seem to me there was any difference in the attitude of the com-
mittee than at other meetings. Wh-^n the uncle of the baby who had died came in

and gave his speech regarding the baby's death, after he had finished the group
said, "yes, yes," "that's right," and words to that effect. Rev. Kai's tone sounded
angry but he talked only in Japanese. After it was all over and Kuratomi and
Kai gave their last speeches, Kai told them to go home. Some bent low and
then the whole crowd dispersed quietly and quickly. When the hospital incident
was announced before the meeting had begun (we were just getting their names
when the call came from the hospital), Kuratomi remarked he didn't know that
was happening and sent some boys over there to stop it.

November 4 : I live near the military area. A Lt. came to the door and told

us there was an alert and that we should go over to the military area. Some
went to the military day room. I was in the Supply Officer's quarters, as well

as a few other people from our barracks. I called Mr. Best. I didn't know what
had happened.
Thursday, the 4th, was the last time the Japanese came in to get the transcript

of the October 26th meeting. They had come in 3 or 4 times requesting it.

Three came in on Thursday for them. Kuratomi and Hayashi and one whose
name I don't know. The evacuee secretary had asked for the notes pre-

viously or that I help her transcribe hers because she hadn't gotten it. The
last time they were very emphatic about the necessity of having them. No, I

wasn't really alarmed, but I felt that they really did want them.
There was one meeting prior to the October 26 meeting that was recorded, but

the notes have not been transcribed. It was supposedly a farm group to make
arrangements for a committee to have a meeting to discuss the farm situation.

There was a group of about five who came in for conferences with the Colonel

after the military took over. Kuratomi, Sugimoto, and Tsuda were always there.

They, themselves, or rather Tsuda, called by telephone for some of the meetings.

(Signed) IVIargaret M. Lucas.

^ Mr. Best and Mr. Myer Avere in the office when I returned.
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Facts Regarding Reduction in Hospital Staff

According to Mr. Stripling, Dr. Pedicord testified before the State Senate
Committee in California that he had reduced the number of persons on the
hospital staff at Tule Lake from 867 to 240. Mr. Myer volunteered to supply
the actual figures for the record. A check with the project indicates that at
the time when Dr. Pedicord assumed his duties at the Tule Lake Center, there

were approximately 680 persons on the hospital staff and that by November 1,

the hospital staff had been reduced to 227.

Facts Regarding Alleged Traffic in Narcotics at the Tule Lake Center

A recheck with the project indicates that the War Relocation Authority has
never had any evidence of traffic in drugs at the Tule Lake Center.

Current Regulations of the War Relocation Authority Regarding Judo
Instruction

Prior to June 15, 1943, the policies of WRA regarding judo instructions were
determined by the individual project directors. On that date, the Director laid

down definite limitations regarding the number of instructors in judo and
other Japanese-style activities in the following memorandum :

"To : All Project Directors :

"In line with its primary object of restoring evacuees to their normal place in

American community life, WRA is giving active sponsorship and support at

the centers to American-type activities.

"While there is no intention to restrict voluntary participation of residents
in Japanese-style games, sports, and cultural activities of a nonpolitical nature,
WRA can give very limited support to these activities. Therefore, no more than
one paid evacuee instructor shall be permitted for each Japanese-style activity

for which paid leadership seems essential. Where projects are divided into
two or more camps, the upper limit should be one person per activity in each
camp. Other leadership, as desired, should be obtained on a volunteer basis.

"Among the activities covered by this memorandum are judo, sumo, kendo,
goh, shogi, shibai, shigin, utai, odori, shakuhachi, and all others primarily
Japanese in character. For purposes of this directive, making of artificial

flowers need not be regarded as a Japanese-style activity, although flower ar-

rangement should be included in that category.
"It is recommended that personnel changes be discussed fully with evacuee

staff members before reassignments are made, and that positions be abolished
only as suitable assignments to other positions become possible.
"Within thirty days we would like a further report from your project showing

that reduction in this type of assignment has been achieved in accordance with
this directive. This should include job titles and brief job descriptions for all

positions in the direction or operation of Japanese-style activities which con-
tinue in effect as of the date on which your report is filed."

Funds Expended for Judo Instruction at Relocation Centers

From the beginning of the WRA program through December 31, 1943, the
. War Relocation Authority has spent a total of $7,674.56 for judo instruction
at all 10 relocation centers. This is an average of $767.46 per relocation center.
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List of Second-Hand Tractors Purchased by WRA for Use at Tule Laek

Type Model Where purchased Price
Expenditures for

repairs

International.

International-

International

-

International.

International.

Caterpillar...

Caterpillar-..
International.

TD 35

TD 40 rebuilt-...

TD 40

TD 35 Blue Rib-
bon, rebuilt.

TD 40

RD 6-

50, with dozer
TD 6, almost new

Cornell Tractor Co., Salinas, Cali-
fornia.

Thompson Morton Co., Stockton,
California.

Farmers Equipment Co., Holtville,
California.

Cornell Tractor Co., Salinas, Cali-
fornia,

Farmers Implement Co., Salinas,
California.

Cornell Tractor Co., Salinas, Cali-

fornia.

Purchased by OEM
Toshio Santo. Visalia. California.

$2,200

2, 500

1,850

2, 475

1,800

3, 150

0)
1. 350

No repairs.

No repairs.

Repairs $620.

No repairs.

Repairs $650.

Used very little

when purchased,
no repairs.

No repairs.

Not available.

Copy of a Teletype from Tule Lake Center Regarding the Feeding of Hogs

According to C. E. Zimmer, Chief of Agriculture, and Riley D. Smith, Live-
stock Supervisor, the hogs on the hog farm were never fed turkeys, lard, or
hams. In general the feed was refuse or garbage from the project mess halls.

There was never any practice of feeding fresh lettuce to hogs. Leaves and
trimmings from the packing house would be used for this purpose but the quan-
tity of lettuce in this form was negligible.

Information Regarding Au^eged Strike of Office Employees

Project Director Ray Best indicates that there never has been any strike of

evacuee employees in the administrative offices at the Tule Lake Center since-

the time when he entered on duty in the project. The War Relocation Author-
ity has no evidence that such a strike has ever occurred at any time.

X
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